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SEPTEMBER, 1913

Look over our great subscription offers else-

where in this issue. ' We can save you money on
your magazines.

The paper by Professor Patty S, Hill, which
appears elsewhere in this issue, should be care-

fully read and digested by every kindergartner

in America.

Susan E. Blow says, "Where there is no

vision the people perish." Can the kindergartner

without a vision really live the life that she

should with the little children ?

Every kindergartner should have Elizabeth

Harrison's great book, "A Study of Child Na-
ture," price $1 postpaid, or we will send it with
the magazine one full year for $1.20, postpaid.

There is not a kindergartner in the United
States who can afford to miss the article by Dr.

W. N. Hailmann, which appears in this issue.

Success will naturally follow the carrying out of

the ideas therein suggested,

' As per announcement in the June number, it

is our purpose to issue the magazine during the

coming year about the 20th of the preceding

month. Taken all in all, this seems to be the

most satisfactory plan.

We again invite kindergartners who have had

experience with the Montessori Method to ex-

press their opinion of the educational value of

same through the columns of this magazine. Tell

us briefly the results you have noted, as a help

to other kindergartners.

The extent of its field of action being taken

into account, the kindergarten is the strongest

moral force in public school education today. It

VOL. XXVI, NO. 1

is essentially religious in the highest sense of the

term and is doing more to shape rightly the lives

of future citizens than any other public educa-

tional force.

Dear Kindergartner, what of the coming year ?

Have you planned to make it the best year in

your kindergarten experience? Onward and up-

ward must be the aim of every kindergartner

worthy to be entrusted with the training of little

children. Resignation should always precede

While considering the many creditable things

which the kindergarten stands for, it is well to

remember that it stands primarily and funda-

mentally for the child, and, through the child, for

humanity. This is the great underlying principle

and should be the guiding star of every kinder-

gartner.

Instead of the regular program we propose

to publish, during the coming year, a most ex-

cellent series of articles by Dr. Jenny B. Merrill,

the first one of which appears in this issue, en-

titled "A Kindergarten Program." Special ref-

erence will be given to the work of each month,

and the articles should not only be read but care-

fully studied and practically applied.

We will give twenty-five free subscriptions to
the first twenty-five regular kindergartners who
will tell us in a few words, First—What depart-
ment or articles which appeared last year were
most helpful to them. Second—what new
feature they would like to see appear in the
magazine. This offer withdrawn October first.

We will also give twenty-five free subscriptions

to primary or rural teachers who will answer the
above questions within the time specified.
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A FEW WORDS OF WARNING TO
COMING KINDERGARTNERS.

By De. W. N. Hailmann

You are about to enter the field as praciical

self-responsible kindargartners, and I, though

unasked, yield to the temptation of bidding you

Godspeed. It is generally conceded, at least in

theory, that the work of education is the most

important public concern, and you take upon

yourself a phage in that work which in influence

and power leads all others but that of the mother.

On your guidance will depend, to a great extent,

the character and, hence, the future worth and

happiness of the children placed in your charge.

It has been your privilege to gain an insight

into the principles of early training thru the

ministry of excellent teachers ; but upon you

alone will henceforth depend the qualities of the

fruits which the seeds they have sown will bring

forth. Insofar as your own individualities are

strong, vigorous and energetic, you will aid the

strength, vigor and energy of the growing in-

dividualities you cherish. In the measure of

your own sense of justice and love, and in no

other measure, will you aid the growth of these

and other social virtues in the unfolding char-

acters you guard.

You have been taught that the art of the kinder-

gartner consists mainly in providing wholesome

nutriment for the germs of vigor to grow in the

direction of the beautiful, the true and the good;

it will become more and mfcre evident to you

that, in order to enable you to do this effectively

it must be your first and constant concern to

cutivate an ever-growing love and appreciation

of these things in your own souls.

You have been taught to rely upon the self-

activity of your children as the one indispensable

condition of growth in any direction. Remem-
ber that such self-activity can be stimulated and

sustained only by your own self-active interest in

their life.

You have been taught that the chief and un-

failing criterion of the value of your measures

in your life with the children is their joy in their

work. Remember that this, too, can remain

pure and genuine joy only in the measure in

which you are capable of experiencing such joy

in your work with your children, a joy, on your

part, unadulterated with grown-up make-believe

or supercilious condescension.

Throughout, the principle obtains : You
must be what you would have your children be-

come.

You have studied the principles and ways of

play, of the free intercourse of children with

each other, with nature and with the things of

environment under circumstances favorable to

their all-sided development. And here it is all-

important steadily to keep in view the fact that,

in itself, play is without value, but merely offers

the means of which self-unfoldment is the end.

However, this subordinate position does not

render it less important and indispensable in your

wopk ; for, without a judicious and adequate use

of means, the end is lost. And what applies to

play, applies in a still higher degree to the various

modes of using play. Pedantry and routine

often forget this and lose the end by slavish or

indolent attention to means or to favorite modes
of using them. The ideal kindergartner makes
herself mistress of all the means and modes of

using them within her reach and employs them

as occasion and conditions may require, choosing

in every case what seems to lead onward to the

end in view.

Beware of the plausible whisperings of ped-

antry and routine urging that "in the kinder-

garten, too, there must be order." There is order

in the kindergarten—I mean in the ideal kinder-

garten—the rich, beautiful, living order of the

cosmos; and if you fail to have this order, you

still fall short of the ideal. In the measure in

which you have reached the ideal, your order is

very different from that of the pedant and rou-

tinist. They keep order, to you it has come.

Your children seem to feel, as it were, that unless

they are orderly they cannot achieve their pur-

pose which is 'so dear to them ; hence, they are

orderly as a matter of course, so long as your

skill to stimulate purpose in them does not fail

you.

Moreover, your order is organic, moves in

free, pleasing curves ; theirs is artificial, inor-

ganic, moves or rests in fixed, angular lines.

Their order is constantly decaying and crumbling,

no matter how nicely it is varnished
;
yours lives,

grows, expands. Their order is external, wholly

on the surface
;
yours pervades the whole being.

Their order is comparatively easy to keep, it re-

quires only unfeeling rigidity that looks upon

children as things
;
yours is vital, presupposes a

mobile brain and a sympathetic heart that behold

in each child a budding personality.

In a cold, jobbing sort of way, they push or

pull or drive the children up the steepest and

shortest road to the point they are told the chil-

dren ought to reach
;
you and your children, led

by a joyous sense of growing power and worth,

you are at all times where you ought to be, for

beauty and truth and the urgings of an exhaust-
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less mutual good will are ever with you. With

them, the main consideration is to keep on the

prescribed road and to reach in schedule time an

obscure and unattractive aim, unknown and un-

sought by the children ; with you, the important

concern is to follow the richest road, richest in

opportunity for all-sided spontaneous activity,

every step revealing new and delightful proxi-

mate aims that bring you steadily nearer to your

goal. Their children reach their destination, if

at all, weary and exhausted, often unable or un-

willing for further tasks
;
yours arrive fresh and

cheerful, vigorous and eager to proceed to sta-

tions beyond.

All this you will have, of course, if you are a

true kindergartner ; if not, you will have their

order, or you will have confusion.

Pedantry petrifies its victim ; renders her blind

to the charms of the truth and beauty that lie

beyond her shreds of knowledge and experience

;

prevents, therefore, further self-development and

growth into higher phases of life. The pedant

is so held captive by her actualities that she loses

hold of the deeper and higher possibilities of her

nature; she looks upon herself as the best or in

possession of the best. How, then, can she seek

with her children ever higher aims, she to whom
in herself there is no higher? How, indeed, can

she love her children, who is bowing in worship

at the shrine of her own paltry achievements?

How can she respect them who are so far be-

neath her and who can never hope to reach her

exalted position ?

Pedantry places a chasm between the kinder-

gartner and her children. Her self-adulation

makes her contemptuous of them ; and her cold-

ness and rigidity of manner—a sort of reflex

punishment for her sin—render her uncongenial

and even contemptible, or, at least, "funny" to

the children. No unity of feeling can grow here

;

indeed, none ought to grow, as it could do so,

only if the children themselves grew pedantic.

Whenever the kindergartner or teacher makes
the child ostentatiously and in an adult way con-

scious of her own superior knowledge and good-

ness, she may be sure that pedantry is lurking

close by waiting to see whom to devour. Let us

beware, then, and takes refuge in sincere, unob-

trusive living with the children ; let us never for-

get to look upon child nature, the germ of a

better future, as something to follow rather than

to drive, to guard and to develop rather than to

fashion, so that we may more and more recede

from the snares and pitfalls of pedantry, so that

to our own nature there may be added more and

more the plasticity and perfectibility of child-

nature over whose unfoldment we are assigned

to watch.

Routine, the twin sister of pedantry, is another

of our foes against whom we should guard our

work with all diligence. Routine begins with

rules and ends with spiritless automatism. Too
irftlolent to follow life in its varying moods and

manifestations and too ignorant to apprehend its

nature, the routinist seeks peace in an unvarying

daily practice which with obtuse self-complacency

she applies in all cases regardless of individual

differences, and at all times, regardless of new
circumstances, new desires or new sympathies.

Nothing disturbs the easy-going routinist : she is

ever the same smiling or morose but always

spiritless automaton.

Possibly, routine is even more dangerous than

pedantry, because it makes all things run so

smoothly and in the garb of intelligence. You
have stood before the modern printing-press and

felt a kind of awe. It almost seemed to you that

this complicated mass of moving parts, doing

everything so quietly, so correctly and unerringly,

was endowed with intelligence. Thus, too, the

machine that is run by the routinist in school and

kindergarten has all the semblance of intelli-

gence : all is done so smoothly, at the right time

and in the right place that the unwary are only

too prone to look with wondering awe upon

these manifestations of what seems to them

growing mind, yet is only fixed automatism. In-

telligence, indeed, had contrived the machine, and

so perfect is its gearing that those who run it

can shine with the scantiest supply of that com-

modity.

Routine is pernicious in its reaction upon the

unlucky routinist. As, externally, she becomes

more and more distinguished by a certain rigid

regularity and precision, strict localization and

economy of movement, even in her smiles and

frowns, she loses internally that creative buoy-

ancy, that cheery elasticity, that ready spon-

taneity and responsive energy which character-

ize a sound, vigorous and active mind that finds

joy even in hardship and toil. In due time, the

progressive spirit of humanity, applying the dis-

coveries of new facts and principles, contrives

better ways and more effective measures, but the

routinist, unable to adapt herself to these, like

other antiquated machines, shares the fate of old

iron.

Denver has 10 public playgrounds, with a

teaching corps of 19 men and women.
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SOME HOPES AND FEARS FOR THE
KINDERGARTEN OF THE FUTURE.

Prof. Patty S. Hill

(Director of Kindergarten Department, Teacher's College*
Columbia University.)

The purpose of this paper is three-fold

—

first, to give public expression to a deep and

abiding faith in the kindergarten, stating reasons

for that faith ; second, to express some doubts

and fears for our future which will be ground-

less, provided we awaken to the fact that we are

facing a crisis which demands a reconstruction

of the kindergarten ; and third, to express hope

for a greater future, if we as a body of educators

can resolutely turn our faces from the past to

the present conditions in social life and educa-

tion, which must be met with new methods dif-

fering radically from those in use in the kinder-

gartens of the past and those in existence today.

I.

Reasons for Faith in the Kindergarten.

After years of service in the cause of kinder-

garten education, one's faith in its possibilities as

a factor in education grows, takes deeper root,

and puts forth leaves and blossoms of hope. Nor
is this faith without worthy foundation. It is

based upon what has been accomplished in a

short but remarkable history in which the

kindergarten has given unmistakable evidence of

that life-giving element which has taken it as a

gospel to childhood and motherhood into every

type of present civilization from the lowest to

the highest. The new life it has brought to all

shores has made it survive all the struggles of

the past, and we who have served the cause

through the struggles of the past, believe it will

survive those it has yet to meet, rising phoenix-

like out of its own ashes, with renewed strength

after each apparent death struggle.

If we give a backward glance over our history

we find three crises already met ; with one which
gives the promise of a successful issue in the

near future. The first great battle came in our

early history when we had to go to war against

traditional conceptions of education held by the

teachers and parents of that period. President

Butler tells us that in that day the message of

the kindergarten vyas a strange one to the aver-

age school man. To him it was the dream of a

mystic, fantastic, poetic and impracticable.

Froebel's conception of play as the chief corner-

stone in the education of -young children was to

the educators of that day sufficient evidence

against the sanity of his followers. To those

whose conception of education began and ended

in the three R's—a course of study embracing

the child's native love of play, song, stories,

drawing, construction, gardening and excursions

was all that was needed to brand us as adherents

of a "soft pedagogy" which would spoil the child

of the day and ruin the next generation as stud-

ents, or as steady-headed citizens prepared to

meet duty when shorn of pleasure. All the

faults of students who in their dim childhood

attended a kindergarten, even for a short period,

were laid at our door. The kindergartner was a

symbol of Pandora who was responsible for all

the evils in modern education and civilization.

Little at a time this prejudice passed, and
kindergarten was smiled upon as a fanciful form
of education which was harmless, if the child

was too young to be taught things of real value,

such as those represented in the narrow cur-

riculum of the primary schools of that time.

While this was somewhat of a victory, the more
complete one followed when the primary rooms
opened their doors to the happy occupations of

play, songs and games which had proved their

value first in the kindergarten. When a system

of education avowedly based upon the play in-

stincts of the child, conducted without the instru-

mentality of books, slates, desk and the technique

of the three Rs, not only proved its validity for

the child at the kindergarten period, but regen-

erates' primary education as well, the first great

battle in kindergarten history had been won. As
a result, in some instances we find primary and
elementary grades applying the principles of self-

activity and development—more consistently

than we in the kindergarten. It is not an un-

usual experience to find teachers in the primary

grades more willing to wait for the child to de-

velop naturally in mathematics, music, literature,

etcetera, though they talk less about self-activ-

ity and development than we. It has been a

matter of surprise in conducting classes for

kindergartners and grade teachers to find that

their conception of technique along these lines

is frequently much simpler than those held by
kindergartners.

We have weathered a second storm of much
greater intensity than this. A battle with an

enemy outside the camp is always more easily

won than one within. The test of our intrinsic

worth as a factor in modern education came
when the battle had to be fought within the

ranks—among ourselves. Here again we have

met with a remarkable success, though the strug-

gle was a severe one. The moment arrived in our

history when modifications of theory -and prac-

tice to meet the present-day situation were im-
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perative, and had the right to difference of

opinion not been conceded, stagnation and death

would inevitably have followed. As a body we
met this situation valiently with the result in a

most wholesome attitude toward wildly divergent

opinion, and the kindergarten developed as never

before in its history. The theory and practice

of the kindergarten are no longer passed on by

the sole method of Froebelian authority, and the

attitude of investigation and inquiry in arriving

at the true worth of Froebel has come to stay.

The immediate outcome of this spirit of research

has been the elimination of much that was value-

less in kindergarten procedure, and the substi-

tution of methods and materials true to the spirit

of Froebel, though not laid down in his original

practice.

Having just outgrown undue emphasis upon

these differences of opinion among our own lead-

ers as we came to realize that the whole truth

was not in the possession of any one leader or

party, we had agreed to disagree, when, lo and

behold, a seeming rival system of education ap-

peared upon our horizon. This, the first serious

rival the kindergarten had ever had, was im-

ported from the ancient city of Rome, its claims

for attention, unfortunately announced in the

most sensational headlines in the history of

pedagogy.

This startled all kindergartendom into an

active attitude of investigation, and, not satisfied

by the basis for the claims heralded far and wide

in print, within a few weeks kindergartners of

all faiths and creeds set sail for Rome, and the

pilgrimages still continue, though the pilgrims

return with varying reports as to the true worth

of the new system. The result of this has been

of untold value to the kindergarten, especially

Dr. Montessori's emphasis upon the importance

of liberty and auto-education, a new name for an

old doctrine of freedom familiar in theory to all

kindergartners, though frequently violated in

practice. There is no doubt that the inspiring

presentation of liberty made by Dr. Montessori

will not only serve to clear the kindergartners'

own thinking along these lines, but will win the

appreciation and support of parents, school

principals, and superintendents who were not

prepared to appreciate the importance of spon-

taneity and what Froebel called "self-employ-

ment" in the education of young children.

Now that Dr. Montessori's writings are freely

translated and we have had opportunities to ex-

periment with her theories and materials in

American kindergartens, no trip across the

water to the doors of the prophet is needed in

order to have very decided opinions regarding

the comparative values of the two systems of ed-

ucation. While superficial investigators have

dismissed the whole system of Montessori with

a mere shrug, or gone to the opposite extreme of

wholesale acceptance, on the whole, the attitude

of the kindergarten toward it has been whole-

some. A careful, critical study of the two, with

an unbiased comparison of the strength and

weakness in each, seems to point to the fact that

the kindergarten, with decided modifications, in

its practice, is still in the lead, not only in the

estimation of able kindergartners, but in the

judgment of leading school men and women,
as well. The outlook for the kindergarten is

most auspicious, if we keep our minds open to

every legitimate channel of suggestion for im-

provement.

The kindergarten is going to be studied and

investigated by superintendents who have ignored

us in the past. Montessori has set a new stand-

ard, and started a crusade to study and rescue

childhood from the ignorance of society. She

has made infant education a parlor topic, and

those who never gave the kindergarten a

moment's study, are faithfully reading her

theories expressed in terms which average think-

ers can grasp.

While we should be willing to acknowledge

our share in bringing about a situation in which

we were ignored as a part of education, super-

intendents of a certain type have rejoiced that

any rival system has made its appearance, and

have accepted it, in some instances, as a substitute

for the kindergarten on the basis that any change

was bound to be for the better. Our blind loyalty

to Froebel, our inability to discriminate between

the ephemeral and the permanent values in his

work, our unwillingness to press forward at any

cost of traditional procedure, and fulfill the

prophecy foreshadowed in our early history, have

given the Montessori system the hold it has taken

upon many superintendents. We are so quickly

on the defensive when Froebel or the kinder-

garten are under the fire of criticism, so unshaken

in our belief in the cause we represent, that the

average educator welcomes, with a twinkle in

his eye, any new movement which will startle us

out of our pedagogical satisfaction, our dog-

matism and fetishism.

While many of the criticisms of the kinder-

garten have been unfair, uncritical, and far from
discriminating, "where there is so much smoke
there must be some fire." The very fact that the

adherents of the Montessori system can make
such statements on the printed pages as the fol~

i
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lowing are evidence of the low grades of practice

which must exist somewhere to have been seen

by the authors of Montessori literature. For
example : In the kindergarten the children are

taught, in the Montessori schools the children

learn; or again, the statement of another author

that she had never seen a kindergarten in which

all the children were not doing the same thing,

at the same time, and in the same way, with no

freedom and no scope for their individuality.

Good results are following all these criticisms

of the kindergarten, whether just or otherwise,

though it is but fair to say that had parents and

educators investigated the present status of the

kindergarten they would find most of the weak-

nesses criticised in print, long since outgrown,

the methods and materials attacked discarded,

and the whole procedure in process of recon-

struction. This movement of reconstruction

within the kindergarten is almost without

parallel, though critics of the kindergarten over-

look the fact that within a decade the technique

of the kindergarten has been wisely reconstructed

in the light of modern psychology, child study,

sociology and hygiene. While this was accom-

plished many years before Dr. Montessori's work
was made known to the public, it is interesting

to observe the new impetus it is giving to the

reconstructive movement in the kindergarten. It

has opened the eyes of kindergartners to many
of the deficiencies in the kindergarten, and im-

pressed many with the imperative need for

changes in kindergarten practice among those

who were opposed to modifications or doubtful

regarding their advisability, or too fearful to ven-

ture upon the dangerous undertaking. Then
truly may we say,' that Montessori may prove to

be a real blessing to the kindergarten, even

though to some it will seem a blessing in dis-

guise, if it arouses a widespread study of the

needs of little children, for it is confidently be-

lieved that any critical and unbiased investigation

of the respective values of the two systems will

reveal the fact that the kindergarten has within

it the promise, if not the fulfillment, of the

sanest, the healthiest and most all-round system

of education yet devised for little children. We
have in America today educators far in advance

of any from foreign shores. One can but won-

der when we will hear the voice of the prophets

in our midst, and put an end to the importation

of foreign systems as such, none of which meet

the needs of our democratic society and institu-

tions without radical modifications or adapta-

tions. It has taken years to free ourselves from

many details of practice which may have been

admirably adapted to the needs of children living

in the peasant localities of Germany where

Froebel worked them out, but ill-adapted to

kindergartens in the large, modern city. Kinder-

gartners are not the only people who have made
such blunders. The same problem soon pre-

sented itself when the systems of manual and

physical training were introduced from Sweden
and other foreign lands. The outlook for a

repetition of this error is evident in the introduc-

tion of Dr. Montessori's system, though it is

hoped that the day is not far distant when we
will study our own problems first-hand, working

out our own solutions under the inspiring leader-

ship of some great American genius, using all

foreign systems only in so far as they suggest

solutions of our native problems growing out of

the democratic ideals embodied in our civili-

zation.

II.

Fears for Our Future and Their Causes.

If we have proved our ability to meet each

battle with success in our past history, it would

seem that fears for our future are groundless;

but the danger lies in our unconsciousness of the

crises which are at hand—crises which demand

our approach with courage, candor and gen-

erosity, if intelligent adaptations of the kinder--

garten are to be made. We must read the signs

of the times in advance, and must prepare our-

selves so we do not come upon them unawares

and ill-prepared.

An attempt will be made to state the conditions
|

which demand immediate preparation in modifi-
|

cations of kindergarten training and practice.

First, the fresh air crusade now being waged

with such success among young parents. In a

decade physicians have awakened society to the

preventive and curative value of sunlight and

open-air. While this includes adult population,

the special emphasis has been placed in the im--

portance of these in the care of infants and young

children. Public consciousness has so absorbed

these new ideals that they are accepted without

question by society. Now, the question is, how I

is education going to adapt itself to the chang-

ing ideals of society? This is a matter of great

moment in any field of education, but in the

kindergarten it is of immediate consequence.

There is no doubt of the fact that we must pro-

vide all the conditions which make for health in

the future, or the kindergarten as an institution

is doomed. We may tell at length the intel-
\

lectual, ethical, aesthetic and social advantages'

secured by children in the kindergarten,, but un-

less these values may be secured in surroundings
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which not only preserve, but contribute to health,

our words will fall on deaf ears.

The kindergartner should not have fallen in

line because she was forced to in order to sur-

vive. She should be in the lead, joining forces

with the physicians and psychologists, educating

society to demand large, light, clean and well-

ventilated rooms, in addition to open-air spaces

in gardens, playgrounds, and on roofs, where

little children can work and play in social groups

under conditions which even the best homes can-

not duplicate or surpass.

In addition to this, the curricula of our train-

ing schools should be altered to meet these re-

quirements. Our young kindergartners should

be trained in all that pertains to the health and

physical welfare of little children. Hygiene

should be so deeply ingrained in their conscious-

ness, that even the minutest detail of kinder-

garten practice would be measured and evaluated

in the light of it. All that they are now receiv-

ing in this line is' not sufficient. Every kinder-

gartner should be a specialist in hygiene if she

is to take upon herself the grave responsibility

of bringing young children together in social

groups at a period in their development when
they are peculiarly liable to infection, contagion,

and over-stimulation. We must ask for the best

for the youngest members of society, giving the

scientific reasons which justify this demand in

such simple and convincing form, that society

will co-operate in providing the best from the

economic, as well as the moral point of view. If

we want these things, because we know whereof

we speak, we will persuade society to co-operate

in time.

Second—Another matter of immediate im-

portance is the reduction of the present waste

between kindergarten and primary. If a unity

is not prepared for in the future, not only the

child, but both institutions will suffer. There
seems to be a most simple means of altering this

situation, one which would prevent the waste

which exists in even our best schools. If kinder-

gartners were fully trained in primary, or, if you
prefer to put it the other way, if primary teach-

ers had full training in kindergarten, the prob-

lem would solve itself.

There are few changes in the nature and de-

velopment of the child as he passes from the

kindergarten into the primary to justify the pres-

ent separation and sharp distinctions between the

two. The period from four to eight is practically

one, and our school systems should unite the

corresponding grades by training teachers for

kindergarten and primary together, so that a

teacher may be prepared to teach the child any-

where from his fourth to his seventh or eighth

year. The results of such a unification would

be equally beneficial. The primary training

would sift out of the kindergarten many activi-

ties which have crept into its procedure—activi-

ties which have little or no educational value and

persist from tradition. While making the child

temporarily happy, they lead nowhere, and the

child would be equally happy and much better

employed in other directions. On the other hand,

the spirit of the kindergarten which has brought

a life-giving element into education, would per-

vade the grades to a greater extent, bringing

happiness to both teachers and children, and a

freedom from an over-loaded curriculum which

makes children look back upon the kindergarten

as the happiest period in their education.

The most obvious reason for unification, how-
ever, lies in the elimination of waste. Recently

a kindergartner who was equally trained in

primary, was visiting the kindergarten and

primary in a number of schools. After an hour

in a very good kindergarten she stepped into

the primary room, which, unfortunately hap-

pened to be in the hands of a very poor teacher.

The visitor reported that the difference in the

atmosphere, and in the attitude of the two teach-

ers was so marked that it almost struck one in

the face. As it was in the month of February,

the children in the primary had been promoted

within the month ; but, sad to say, school-room

apathy of the worst order had settled upon them
in the few intervening weeks. The bored little

faces bore evidence to the indifference and

absence of interest in such simple arithmetical

problems as, one and one, one and two, etcetra.

While there is nothing very thrilling to stir the

imagination in these problems, one would have

thought the children fully prepared, through

their kindergarten experience, to give correct

answers, at least ; but the answers were as incor-

rect as indifferent. The visiting teacher ventured

to ask if she might try an experiment with the

children, using more vital, more difficult and more
complex problems. The effect was immediate,

every child became alert and eager to participate,

working with ease, interest and success in the

new ground not covered by the curriculum of

the kindergarten. Unfortunately this is not an

unusual case. How many primary teachers have

ever taken the trouble to find out what ground
is covered in the kindergarten, in number,

language, literature, music, manual training, art,

etcetera. On the other hand, how many kinder-

gartners know definitely what is to be expected,
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and legitimately required of the children as they

pass from the kindergarten into the primary

grade? Is it not evident that this knowledge

would enable her to use those activities, which,

while meeting the child's present needs, would

lead definitely toward the next step to be taken

in the primary? Again, would not the primary

teacher be much better prepared to utilize what

has been done in the kindergarten, and to avoid

useless and boring repetition if she knew what

she had a right to expect of a child who had been

in a kindergarten ?

In addition to the welfare of the children there

is an economic aspect with teachers which is not

to be despised. Would we not add greatly to the

teacher's economic independence, if we prepared

her to teach in several rather than in one grade,

as most kindergarten training schools now do?

Instead of leaving normal school prepared to

teach kindergarten only, would we not also pre-

vent many of our graduates from drifting into

primary absolutely unprepared, the position

being accepted not from choice, but because a

good kindergarten position was not available?

Would she not be a much better kindergartner

or primary teacher if she was equally well pre-

pared for the kindergarten, the first, second and

third grades?

This is not two many grades in which to do

thorough and intensive work, if much unneces-

sary technique is eliminated. But, the kinder-

garten training teacher says, two years are all

too short as it is. What would be the result

if primary was added? There seem to be sev-

eral answers to this question. In the first place,

much of the training of the kindergarten and

primary of today is along common lines ; for

example, psychology, child-study, music, art, lit-

erature, etcetera; and other subjects would be

greatly benefited by a common treatment. An-

other answer to the objection to unification may
be put in question form—if it takes so long to

train teachers in the technique of the kinder-

garten, is not the technique unnecessarily com-

plex and uselessly detailed ? The waste in train-

ing kindergartners along the lines of manual

training, or what used to be called the schools of

work, is appalling.

In the third place, it may be said, if two years

is not sufficient time in which to prepare for

both, would not the economic returns with both

children and teachers justify the addition of a

third year in the training schools?.

The demand for classroom teachers and super-

visors is already upon us. It is not a future re-

quirement, but one which demands an immedi-

ate alteration of the curricula in our normal

schools, and yet few of our best known training

schools are prepared to meet the situation. In

this respect state and city normal schools are far

ahead of our private training schools, where
the problem is either ignored, or so inadequately

solved that the results have little or no worth.

At best such training schools seem to have a

short primary course attached, with no practice

and a negligible quantity of observation. This

is not given to prepare the kindergartner to teach

primary, but to give her some insight into the

curriculum and technique of the primary school.

Investigation as to the quality of these courses

is rather disappointing, as we find many of them
not only short and incomplete, but taught by

teachers with very inadequate preparation. Fre-

quently the instructor is a kindergartner who
taught primary some years ago before she entered

j

the kindergarten. As a consequence, such

courses are presented in blissful ignorance of the i

radical changes made in primary education in the

interim.

Third—The third obstacle in our pathway is

the type of examination required of the grad-

uates of normal schools before they can teach in

the public kindergartens in our cities, and
throughout the state. No one cause is retarding

the improvement in the curricula of kindergarten

training schools more than this. Some of the

state examinations, made by mysterious beings

usually unknown to the public, give questions so

antiquated and out-of-date that all first-class

training schools have long since discarded them.

Yet the graduates of our training schools must
be prepared to pass examinations on out-worn I

creeds, if they are to teach in public schools. If

one goes over the curricula of different training

schools, quite a bit of work assigned of this

type is avowedly surviving, not because of its

value to either the teachers or the children in

their care, but for economic survival after grad-

uation. One of two consequences is inevitable

as long as state and city educators permit these
\

antiquated examinations to be given. Either

valuable time must be taken from subjects of un-

doubted worth and given to preparation for

these examinations, or, students have to be told

to get down dusty guide books on the kinder-

garten procedure of a decade or more ago, and

literally cram for the occasion. Neither of these

methods is worthy of educational respect, but

one or both must be resorted to in many in-

stances. An investigation of the method and

materials of examinations in all our states and

cities should be made, if the curricula' of our
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training schools are to be rescued from much
worthless, antiquated subject matter, and the

students and instructors left free to put the time

on those things which are of permanent value.

Fourth—Another difficulty we should face is

the tendency to produce an over-stocked market

through the large number in our training classes.

This tendency is most evident in several ways

:

First, in the long waiting lists in many of our

large cities ; second, in the closing of kinder-

garten departments in "some of our state normal

schools, or in consolidating the kindergarten and

primary departments ; third, in the discouraging

advice given by teachers' agencies to young
kindergartners applying for positions. There
seems to be two very sure ways in which this

difficulty can be corrected. First and foremost

should be the effort to lift the standard of

entrance requirements, and the quality of work
demanded in our training schools, accepting only

the best out of the many applicants who still

clamor for entrance in spite of the unencouraging

outlook for good positions after graduation.

There is no doubt that to the normal young
woman, especially those of the maternal type,

kindergarten work is not only so alluring, but so

satisfying—so like the natural work of the

mother—that young women will always be drawn
to it in numbers too large to justify the oppor-

tunities for good positions afterward. If we
would cut down the list applying for entrance

to a small, highly selected group of young women,
we could, with the better material thus secured,

together with the higher grade of work made
possible by smaller numbers in the classes, send

out from our training classes students so well

prepared, both through native aptitude and pro-

fessional equipment, that the public would de-

mand more kindergartens, and thus, in turn, more
kindergartners. The second cure for the over-

stocked market has already been discussed under
another heading—namely, the common training

for kindergartners and primary teachers. If

every graduate was prepared to teach several

grades this economic difficulty would take care of

itself.

Fifth—The last suggestion regarding ways and
means for building a more hopeful future is dif-

ficult to state, because it is the most subtle of all

problems. The time has come when it is not

only expedient, but imperative, for us to intro-

duce a more experimental method—a method of

inquiry in our training classes. Many of us now
training the kindergartners who are to be the

leaders of the future, have, all unconsciously to

ourselves, carried over from a day in which we

were, as a profession, in possession of a superior

body of truth, a method out of date—and out-

worn. We should now be able to introduce a

method of inquiry and investigation well nigh

impossible when we were receiving our training.

We who are training the kindergarten lead-

ers of the future should ask ourselves some
searching questions. Are we turning our stud-

ents' faces toward new avenues of truth? Are
we willing to see these investigated and tried out,

if found worthy of the experiment; or are we
still initiating them into a body of truth voiced

by a great educational prophet three quarters of

a century ago ? Is the reputation we have as a

body of teachers separate and apart from edu-

cation altogether unjust? Whether true or not,

we have impressed people as blind followers of

the past, as fetish worshipers, loyally clinging to

one leader as the sole authority for all truth. It

is largely due to our endless quotation of Froebel,

on any and every problem of education and life,

that Froebel, worthy of the deepest respect, is

coming to be smiled upon as the educational idol

of a deluded following of women ; that the

kindergarten is coming to be looked upon as "the

home of lost causes and impossible loyalties."

Our lack of perspective in defending those

aspects of Froebel's work, which science and
common sense have disproved, are sufficient rea-

son for Matthew Arnold's criticism of Oxford
being applied to the kindergarten as "a sanctuary

in which exploded systems and obsolete

prejudices find shelter and protection after they

have been hunted out of every corner of the

world." Froebel does not merit such treatment,

but we should not blame others for this. On
the contrary, we should put ourselves to the test

—are we broad in our educational interests—
are we willing to merge ourselves into the larger

whole of education, even at the cost of yielding

many of our traditions, our philosophical lingo,

our technical terms which separate us from other

teachers? Would we be willing to yield such

purely "kindergartenish" terms as "gifts," "oc-

cupations," "life, beauty and knowledge forms,"

the kindergarten "program," and many others of

like nature, if in so doing we unified our work
with those in the elementary school along the

same line ? Could we forego our own individual

name, if by so doing we could eliminate the dis-

tance which now exists between the kindergarten

and the school ? Why should we have to say

"the kindergarten and the school" any more than

the primary and the school? Education has

grown from above downward, and primary edu-

cation is a matter of recent universality; yet it
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has become so organic a part of the school that

no one thinks of saying the primary and the

school. One includes primary as an integral

part of the school. Is this equally true of kinder-

garten, and are we willing to make any righteous

sacrifice to bring this to pass ?

There is also a hampering sense of loyalty cur-

rent in kindergarten circles which seems to be

inhibiting the development of the young genera-

tion of kindergartners and the kindergarten.

Are we urging our students to out-strip us, to

press forward as fast as the vision of the new
days dawns ; or do our graduates have a narrow

sense of loyalty to us, their training teachers, to

their alma mater or their party ? Are we help-

ing them to see that the only loyalty worthy of

the name is loyalty to vision even if it differs

with the view of truth revealed through us to

them? Are they inspired with the nobility of

daring, of risk, of willingness to lose all for the

Kingdom of Heaven as each sees it ? It is easy

to bury the talent, and excuse ourselves for the

lack of courage and any sense of responsibility

by falling back upon an ignominious form of

caution.

We who ran the risks a quarter of a century

or more ago ; we who dared to ally ourselves with

a new and despised form of education; we who
went out to try the untried of an earlier day;

are we, in the caution which creeps upon us after

battles, fought, won, or lost, going to deny to

the young generation the opportunity to risk all

in like manner for the Kingdom of Heaven as

they see it, because it is not the kingdom we see?

Eyery teacher should read "Milestones" once a

year or listen to the "Prayer of the Young to the

Old" voiced by one of our rising American poets,

Cale Young Rice, which runs thus

:

You who are old

—

Who have fought the fight

—

And have won or lost or left the field

—

Weigh us not down
With fears of the world as we run

!

The warning to which we cannot yield,

The shadow which follows the sun,

Follows forever

!

And with all that desire must leave undone.

Though as a god it endeavor,

Weigh, weigh us not down

!

But gird our hope to believe

That all that is done

Is done by dream and daring

—

Bid us dream on

!

That earth was not born

Or heaven built by bewaring

—

Yield us the dawn

!

You dreamt your hour—and dared, but we
Would dream till all you despaired of be

;

Would dare—till the world

Won to a new way faring,

Be thence forever easier upward drawn.

Or in the words of one of the poets of eld when
inspiring the soldiers of the new faith to press

forward at any cost, "Wherefore, seeing we also

are compassed about with so great a cloud of

witnesses, let us lay aside every weight, and the

sin which doth so easily beset us, and let us run

with patience the race that is set before us."

When we are willing to lay aside every dead

weight of tradition, and the educational sins

which so easily beset us, then the limitations of

the kindergarten will be acknowledged and out-

grown, and the best in Froebel will be so deeply

rooted in both the kindergarten and the school

that the eternal verities for which it stands will

live as a vital force in all education even if every

kindergarten, so-called, existing as an institution

separate and apart from education as a whole,

should fade from memory.

Swimming lessons, sex hygiene instruction,

aviation, and wireless telegraphy are some of

the new subjects in city public schools as re-

ported to the United States Bureau of Edu-
cation.

"The best thing in my section this year was
the introduction of industrial education for the

negroes by means of a negro supervisor," writes

a division superintendent of schools in Vir-

ginia.

It costs 25 typical American cities an average

of less than a dollar a year per pupil to provide

free text-books, according to W. S. Deffenbaugh,

of the United States Bureau of Education.

The course of study in the Alabama normal

schools is to be radically changed to include such

subjects as: Rural sociology, biology, domestic

science, domestic art, library -methods, school,

gardening, and agriculture through club work.

Some of the rural schools in the State of

Washington have college graduates as teachers.

In that State they pay good salaries to country

teachers, because they believe that the- country

school should be as we 1
! taught as the city school.
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THE PROBLEMS OF THE KINDER-
GARTEN IN LARGE CITIES.*

Bv Fanniebelle Curtis

In ihe City of New York there are more than

850 kindergartens with some 30,000 children

attending ; 325 square miles of territory with

nearly 40 miles between my most northerly

and my most southerly kindergartens, and 35

miles between my most easterly and west-

erly. Within this radius there are all sorts

and conditions of people from the racial,

economic and social standpoints ; 6G different

languages are spoken, and yearly a million

aliens come from 98 different countries to

this sea-gate of the world. A human flood

of 75,000 non-English speaking children pour

yearly into our schools. ' These are condi-

tions creating many problems.

In New Y ork we are always agitating

about everything possible, including the sal-

aries of teachers. A few years ago when
new salary schedules were being devised, it

was proposed to place kindergartners on a

separate and lower salary schedule than

other grade teachers. We argued by day

and we argued by night that in the last

analysis the matter of compensation is not

a commercial issue, not a matter of supply

and demand; it is- a determining factor in

the real power of the kindergartner, and any

city that does not give its kindergartners a

living and more than a living salary, drives

out of the profession the kind of women we
most need. Today the salary of my kinder-

gartners, with that of other elementary teach

ers, is $720 minimum and $1,50(> maximum,
settled by state law and thus beyond the

jurisdiction of any local, political adminis-

tration.

Kindergarten rooms, well built, well

adapted, well ventilated, with roof-garden or

out-of-door garden, are not general in New
York City, and we realize that the solution

of many of the finer problems will come
when we have them. In congested localities,

I believe in the segregation of the kinder-

garten in small buildings. Many times I

have felt that a kindergarten loses its breath

by being placed in a building accommodating
from three to five thousand children under

one roof.

From many years of experience, I think I

know how many hours the young, enthusias-

tic kindergartner of the finest type can play

Address given at I. K. U. Convention, Washington,
D. C

and dance and sing and be the mother and
educator of a group of little children. Some
Boards of Education, not mine, I am very

happy to say, believe that a kindergartner

can have under her care a group of children

all the school hours of the morning and the

same or another group all the afternoon.

From the standpoint of physiological psy-

chology and environment, every supervising

official should study and know the daily

breaking point of a vital earnest kindergart-

ner. To give the kindergartner a task be-

yond the breaking point causes education to

partake of sweatshop methods.
Our educational engineers have never, scien-

tifically, determined upon the number of chil-

dren that there should be in a kindergarten

group ; the size of the kindergarten is often

arbitrarily decided and is generally a movable
feast. The layman who does not know -the

difference between a kindergarten gift and a

birthday present, assures us that a kindergar-

ten is like an elevator with always room for

one more.

I cannot find anything but praise for my
Board of Education and for Superintendent

Maxwell ; fifteen years ago there were 40

kindergartens, to day there are under my
supervision 868, an increase of 94 per cent.

In one year we added 161 kindergartens.

We have kindergartens for the blind, conva-

lescents in hospitals, and kindergartens for

cr'pples. We are planning to establish kin-

dergartens for defective children, bearing in

mind the Montessori contribution; kindergar-

tens for thv? deaf , also an experimental kin-

dergarten in a Girls' High School, not for

the purpose of training kindergartners, but

from the standpoint of having our high school

girls know more intimately the lives of chil-

dren.

We have been building our foundation and
now we believe we are ready to face the

greater kindergarten problems. It is time for

us to cast away our swaddling clothes and,

in every city, to face the larger issues.

As I have previously said, there are 30,000

children registered in our kindergartens, yet,

tomorrow morning in New York City, on
the most conservative estimate, 55,000 chil-

dren will go to the kindergarten of the streets

and tenements, because there is no room for

them in our school buildings. To provide for

these children we need immediately 1,116 ad-

ditional kindergartens. You know, or ought

to know, the conditions in your city or town
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on the same ratio, and the glory of kinder-

garten is that it is young enough and vigor-

ous enough and has courage and faith enough
to grapple with these and other problems of

its existence.

For years I have been thinking of the solu-

tion of this problem, of how to get these

thousands of children into kindergartens, and,

as I see it for my city, the solution is to have

a State Compulsory Education Law that will

protect with its beneficent influence the kin-

dergarten child of four as the present law

now protects the older child. I prophesy this

for New York City. The political and finan-

cial objections I can forecast, yet experience

proves that any city r'ses to that which is re-

quired of it by state legislation. We leave it

to Miss Lathrop and the Federal Children's

Bureau whether such action from a federal

standpoint would be constitutional.

However, I do believe that the Interna-

tional Kidergarten Union should go on rec-

ord in asserting that it is quite as much a

concern of the federal government to environ

the helpless years of childhood as to expend

scientific endeavor on the raising of blooded

cattle or more intensive wheat crops. There

are, no doubt, many mothers who would ob-

ject to such a law ; this law should therefore

be drawn to protect the rights of intelligent

mothers ; unfortunately maternal instinct and

intelligence are not always combined. What
of a mother such as this? She lived in a

tenement and the nurse on her round of visits

made some suggestion as to the care of her

child. The reply of the irate lady of the ten-

ement was: ''You come here to tell me how
to train my child, me that has buried seven."

My anxiety as a supervisor is, will the kin-

dergarten laborers be ready for this harvest?

This is the problem of the training teacher

and the supervisor reinforced by departments

of graduate work.

A cardinal po : nt in my creed for a super-

visor is, that her kindergartners shall always

know where she stands on all vital educa-

tional points. Perhaps I can best express to

you my reason through that illuminating little

verse in the Book of Corinthians: "For if

the trumpet give an uncertain sound who will

prepare himself to the battle." By way of

concrete illustration from the kindergarten,

may I take the ofttimes beloved, occasionally

hated, sometimes tolerated, always exploited,

kindergarten program? My kindergartners

may know first that my general philosophical

background for the program is that original-

ity reaches its highest point through limita-

tons. This is true of divinity and humanity.

All my experience, based upon fifteen years

of supervision, goes to prove that it is neither

just nor fair to ask a young kindergartner to

reduce kindergarten educational theory to ed-

ucational practice. In the recently published

report of the Committee of Nineteen on "The
Kindergarten" the "progressive" members of

the committee agree with those of us who are

conservative, that to leave the program to the

unguided initiative and judgment of the in-

dividual kindergartner would be a serious

error. Also in their report, as I read it, the

progressives stand for what they describe as

a Via Media and the characteristic mark of

this Via Media, in relation to the curriculum,

would seem to be that the subject matter

should be outlined for large units of time, and

by large topics with comparatively little detail *

I reason on these phases of large units of

time and large topics with comparatively lit-

tle detail, just as I did on the original prop-

osition, that it seems unpedagogical to leave

them to the unguided initiative and judgment
of the individual kindergartner.

Does not the problem resolve itself into our

conception of guiding, or our method of

guiding?

I believe we have solved the problem of

program making in New York through the

department of graduate study of the New
York Kindergarten Association of which Mr.

Hamilton Mabie is president. A few women
in this association who realized the complex-

ity of our problems established this depart-

ment as a contribution to the cause of kin-

dergarten education, with courses free as the

air and sunshine to graduate kindergartners,

on any subjects we elect, program making,

games, art work, literature, psychology, folk

dancing, Sunday school methods, playground

work, etc.

For a few months in each year in various

sections of the city we have weekly program
conferences. An hour a week all who so

elect focus their thought upon the common
problems of a plan of work. Out of this

grows a common insight and aim and a bet-

ter understanding of a developing method.

Each must bring her contribution from her

own experience.

The individual experiences of the kinder-

*The Kindergarten, page 258, quoted from Dr. McMurray
apparently with approval.
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gartner are clarified through 1 the collective

experiences and the kindergartner's efficiency

and creative ability increased a hundred fold.

For the very purpose of not hampering my
kindergartners and to conserve their origin-

ality in the differing conditions they must

meet I have never imposed a curriculum. We
acknowledge that we are experimenting

along the lines of reducing kindergarten the-

ory to educational practice. We are tremen-

dously interested in this building of a kin-

dergarten program. We do not claim finality

or any degree of perfection. We repudiate

uniformity as to time and details.

The transcendent problem is the realiza-

tion on the part of the kindergartner that the

home is one of the greatest factors in educa-

tion. Not all the best education is within

the four walls of the school-room, especially

in cities ; it should stretch out into the home
and bless and educate the little child and his

mother. Time would fail me to give you any
adequate account of the 60,245 visits of my
kindergartners in the homes of kindergarten

children, and the 78,136 mothers attending

our Mothers' Meetings in a year, the annual

conventions of mothers and their Summer
Kindergarten Day Camp, where 10,000 fath-

ers, mothers, and children went last summer.
I do not wish to be at all sensational, but

if you as kindergartners and women are

asleep and dreaming concerning the social

evils that menace even childhood in our cities,

may you have your awakening. Specifically

I mean that there is a traffic in little children

of tender years which is just as appalling as

any annals of white slave history, and in

searching our own souls the burden of proof

is upon us to show as women and kindergart-

ners that the responsibility is not ours.

The hope of our country is the recreation

of the home, and when the nation realizes

this, it will find the preliminary work done

by the kindergartner who, grasping the hand
of the mother, would lead the little child to

the portals of the world and life eternal.

Kentucky is having a real educational awak-

ening, so real that people are not afraid to pay

what it costs to create and maintain an efficient

system of schools. One tax collector reports that

citizens who have been in the habit of complain-

ing because of higher taxes said it was "all right"

when informed that the increased rate was in

order to give more money to the public schools.

THE KINDERGARTEN PROGRAM
With Special Reference to the Month of September.

Jenny B. Merrill. Pd. D.

(E v-Sapervisor of Kindergartens. Special Lecturer on
Educational 1'oi.ics.

)

A greater interest than usual in program making
has been aroused this year by the publication in

book form of the report of the Committee of Nine-

teen of I. K. U. Three reports are given in the

book representing slightly different points of view

of the kindergarten program but having much more
in common.

ft is more than likely that this new book, "The
Kindergarten" (which can be ordered thru this

magazine), will be used in Training Schools in the

future for reference if not as a text-book. Hence
we advise all kindergartners who wish to keep

abreast of their younger sisters, not to neglect its

discussion in alumnae gatherings and in group meet-

ings, in reading circles, and if possible, to prepare

themselves by private study of its contents for the

year's work now opening. Secure it for your school

library. Secure it for your city library. Best of

all, secure it for your own.

This book contains many theoretical and philo-

sophical pages that may appall the young student,

but, as in reading some of Froebel's own writings,

it is not necessary to begin with the first chapter.

I always advise students to read the second chap-
ter of "The Education of Man" before reading- the

first.

Indeed, the thoughtful teacher of a training class

makes herself familiar with an entire text-book and
then often assigns the easier chapters and pages

first, and gradually leads to the more difficult, later

reviewing the whole book in more orderly sequence.

This, of course, depends upon the students. Each
teacher must measure her own class.

Recently a friend showed me her father's Hebrew
Prayer-book which I saw was to be read from back

to front, f am not sure but that is the best way to

read this new book for the third report, Miss Har-

rison's, is so short and yet so comprehensive that

it contains the gist of the book. It would not be

amiss nor difficult to commit to memory its five

pages, and keep it as a measuring-rod for every

week's program!

In the second report reading still backwards, we
have a longer report by Miss Patty S. Hill.

If one has not time at once to digest the whole

of this report which to my mind contains the best

of modern school theory, I suggest the study of

page 277 on which will be found a table including

in the first column a list of "Native tendencies, im-

pulses or social needs of children to be met in plan-

ning a program," and in the second column, oppo-

site "The materials or subject-matter provided by

the kindergarten to meet these tendencies."

This table contains a summarized view of what

we endeavor to have our varying, individual pro-

grams compass.

Miss Hill explains that all children's tendencies and
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impulses are but "different aspects of self-activity,

creating its own ways and means of satisfying hu-

man need." She reminds us that "the three great

elemental experiences of man—the central factors

in human life—are the relation of man to nature,

to his fellow man and to God. All the so-called

subjects in the course of study or program are ways
and means by which these three relations are in-

vestigated, elucidated, computed, communicated, in-

terpreted, recorded, regulated, controlled and pre-

served. If this is accepted, it follows that the func-

tion of each subject in the curriculum must be

studied in the light of its individual or peculiar con-

tribution to human experience thru one of these

channels.

"The relation of man to man is the one in which

the child is first interested. As civilization ad-

vances, the child's adaptations to nature are more
and more made for him by adult society. It is

adult society which looks in advance of the actual

need for food, clothing, shelter, fuel, and provides

these for its helpless, immature members. While

it is believed that the child is in close relation to

God from the first, he is unconscious of this, and

gradually grows into a realization of the unseen tie

thru the more tangible relations with man and

nature. "-

Miss Hill's table, like Miss Harrison's, may also

be used all the year and weekly as another "meas-

uring-rod."

The short paragraphs which follow from pages

278 to 291 treat in a general way of the following

vital topics: (1) Nature Study, (2) Literature, (3)

Games, (4) Music and Songs, (5) Gifts and Occu-

pations, (C) Conversation, (7) Hygiene.

Turning backwards now to her chapter on theory,

page 234, Miss Hill says: "The group of kindergart-

ners who unite in presenting this report conceive

of the kindergarten program as a flexible plan of

action."

On page 236 we read, "In this sense the teacher

becomes a guardian of the child, and of the experi-

ence of the race, a trustee of society.

The teacher, then, is the social agent selected by

society to transmit its noblest traditions, and to

train immature members to appreciate, respect and

preserve the permanent bequests of the past, with

the hope that the child will in time contribute his

share in creating an ever new and nobler civiliza-

tion."

Truly, each kindergartner who strives to realize

this paragraph will recognize her office as a high

and holy one!

On page 238, three fundamental problems in the

planning of a kindergarten program or course are

stated and enlarged upon theoretically as the
;

chap-

ter proceeds.

The first report, Miss Blow's, is a book in itself

rather than a report.

It, too may well be read backwards by the young
student or kindergartner for of necessity its phil-

osophical basis precedes its practical suggestions.

The development of the year's program, in brief,

beginning on page 143 is a charming presentation,

clear, forcible, practical and truly genetic in its un-
folding. We discover the so-called "Mother play pro-

gram" running beneath it, but it seems so truly a

sympathetic report of what we have all been trying

to do for years that even those who repudiate a

uniform program are in a measure disarmed of

criticism.

On page 143 Miss Blow says: "Divergence of

opinion is now so far overcome as to be practically

negligible and this report assumes that the common
experience and the typical deed need no further

defense." (We confess it is possible to exaggerate
either).

Both the youngest kindergartner and the oldest

will find both pleasure and profit in reviewing pages
143-163 as a preparation for the month of Septem-
ber. They will want to read on thru page 168, so

that they will have a connected view of the first

great period of the year which culminates in the

Thanksgiving feast.

Kindergartners who do not feel sure how to be-

gin in September will find in these pages the most
practical suggestions in the book on the following

vital topics: 1. The kindergarten room as it should

be prepared to receive the little ones in September.
2. First stories, p. 162. 3. Pictures, p. 161. 4. Ex-
cursions, p. 149. 5. Home connections—possibly

the visit of a baby. 6. The music. 7. The luncheon.

8. The hymn. 9. First games and occupations, p.

148.

Miss Blow reminds us of what we sometimes for-

get that the first great common experience of kin-

dergarten children is life in the kindergarten itself.

We have too often selected "Home Interests" as

our first topic, and thus possibly helped to make
homesick children. Rather let us begin with an

attractive kindergarten room; let the children quiet-

ly wander about it, see and handle, get acquainted,

possibly hear a story, nursery rhyme well told, lis-

ten to a song or two, and go home.

Leaving home has been a great experience for

one day.

The little ones are many of them under high ner-

vous tension. Said one mother to me as her little

one began to cry on the first day, "She has been up

since five o'clock waiting to come, and now she

cries to go home with me!'' Even the mother does

not quite understand! We advised her to take her

home and come again.

One little boy cried himself to sleep in my lap,

but when he awoke, he took his seat with the chil-

dren and was happy for the rest of the morning.

Few of the children actually cry, but all are under

a strong stimulus, and by concentrating their in-

terest upon a few familiar and interesting objects

in the kindergarten room outside of themselves,

they soon forget to be self-conscious.

I submit a few reports* from teachers of experi-

*See article on "The Use of Sand" for reports referring to
September, page 20 of this magazine,
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cncc that will carry useful messages to beginners

for the month of September, and also refer readers

to my suggestions given in greater detail in

the Jubilee edition of "The Paradise of Childhood,"

than I can find room for in a magazine article.

I advise kindergartners to think of the first two

weeks as "the organizing period." Think out care-

fully what habits you need to start at once, as for

example, in large kindergartens, how to collect and

again distribute clothing. Indeed it may be well

the first day not to collect it from every child! I

have known children to cry because they feared to

lose their hats! How hard it is to follow the fears

of trembling little hearts on that first day! In

many cases, recollect that the child has had many
cautions from over-anxious mothers,, not to lose.

tli is or that, nor to do this or that; some have been

frightened with old time tales of the old time school-

masters!

It is necessary, especially for a kindergartner tak-

ing a new position, to study exits and entrances

with great care for in city kindergartens, where

there may be a thousand children in a building, fire

drills are to be inaugurated immediately, but with-

out talking about them to the children. This is ac-

complished by planning carefully for the very first

dismissal. Interest the children by telling them in

story form, ten minutes before the time for going

home, exactly what is going to be done, thus creat-

ing a picture-image in the mind of each child which

•will serve to guide his actions.

Young kindergartners are especially apt to be

puzzled when new children do not readily interpret

school phrases. For example, if you say, "Stand''

to a class of little ones the first day, do you think

they will rise?

"Stand" is an easy word, but the child does not

apply it as you do. Use imitation rather. "Chil-

dren, see what I do." (Teacher rises). "Now
watch me and when I put my hand up this way,

you may all stand up too." (Teacher raises her

hand as a signal). This should be done several

times in succession as a drill.

Children enjoy it as a new kind of exercise, stand-

ing and s'tting, and can easily learn to do it quiet-

ly, promptly and joyfully the first day if the kin-

dergartner is an expert. The word "face" is even

more technical than "stand," and yet beginners

sometimes even blame children for not knowing

what to do.

"Let us all turn and look at this picture," or at

tRe door or in any direction you choose, until the

little ones have acquired the habit of "turning" in

different directions.

Another good way is to have a few children at

a time show the rest, using naturally any who were

in kindergarten last term or, if none, a few of the

new ones. Also these children should be used at

once as "little helpers," whenever possible, and the

kindergartner should usually remain quietly seated

during distributions where every child can see her.

It quiets children to see the teacher calm, and in

one place, rather than hurrying hither and thither.

After introducing the method decided upon for

dismissal, it should be followed exactly every day.

gradually inciting quicker movements until it is a

fixed habit and requires the fewest possible words.
Do not hurry, simply be prompt.

* Remember that carrying out even these mechan-
ical details may be made very instructive and in-

teresting to children if a happy spirit prevails.

There need be no fear of "wasting time." Time will

be saved.

Sometimes I have thought not enough work is

planned for the first week, and again that too much
has been attempted. Conditions, nationality, the

'temperament of the kindergartner and of the prin-

cipal of the school, must be weighed. However,
always consider that the mere stimulus of the new
environment, seeing so many children together,

going in and out of a large building, leaving home
and returning to mother are great lessons for the

first days!

l'f it is permissible to experiment I should like

to see kindergartens opened as playrooms, where
the children may walk about and simply "see

things," and handle things, the first days, or go
home if they want to. Then organization could

come gradually and as needed. If any one is free

enough and strong enough to try such a plan, we
would be pleased to have a report of its success.

Where there are a few older children left from
the last term, great use should be made of them in

organizing. Little new-comers will watch them
eagerly and try to imitate whatever they do. This

can be made useful as an incentive to the older

group as well as to the younger. This is a marked
feature in the Montessori discipline.

Certainly all experienced kindergartners have long
depended upon it, but I mention Dr. M. because
she has taken an unusually strong stand for un-
graded classes, while our public kindergartens have
been gradually graded more and more closely, thus
following the school precedent. The kindergarten
should be ungraded tho several groups may be
formed for part of the exercises of the day.
Young children learn so much of themselves from

older brothers, sisters and playmates that it is a
point kindergartners may well apply more fully.

I knew one city kindergartner who was able to
attend to registration free from all anxiety while
the older children entertained the new-comers by
making a park for them on the table, going freely
to the closets to get the necessary materials. This
was surely ideal.

We have not sought to write a detailed program
for any kindergartner,* but have rather hoped to
inspire anew, hope and courage, and a determina-
tion to study the program possibilities as never
before.

Conditions vary, children vary, kindergartners
vary.

"Variety is the spice of life." Grasping a few
fundamental principles, comparing notes with oth-
ers, studying experiences recorded, above all study-
ing our own environment and our own little ones,

each one may grow into adult creative self-activity.

*Refer to Kg. Mag., April, May and June, 1912, for details
in Miss Palmer's Model Kindergarten.
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SEPTEMBER PIECES FOR LITTLE PEOPLE
By Lauka Rountree Smith

(book eights reserved)

CHORUS.
3.

(illustrating suitable costumes)

JAPANESE MAIDS.

(The Three Little Maids may lead a number of

other children in a drill with Japanese parasol, fan, or

lantern, and then stand in front of the rest, recite and

sing.)

1 Three little maids from Japan are we,

With parasol and fan,

We bow to you as all can see, (bow)

Three maids from Japan.

2 Three little maids from Japan are we,

All fanning to and fro, (fan)

We are as merry as can be,

And hold our su-n-shades so.

3 Three little maids from Japan are we,

And quite polite you know,

Now, if you ever cross the sea,

We'll greet you, bowing low! (bow)

All sing. Tune, "Little Brown Jug."

1.

Oh we are little Japanese,

Who very lately crossed the seas,

We bow low on bended knees, (bow)

We are the little Japanese.

CHORUS:
Tra, la, la, we will fan (fan)

We're merry maidens from Japan,

Tra, la, la, we will fan,

We're merry maidens from Japan.

2.

Oh Ave are little Japanese,

We have some secrets if you please, (fan

over face)

We have no desire to tease,

We are the little Japanese.

Oh we are little Japanese,

We stand beneath the cherry trees,

Fanning gently for a breeze, (fan)

We are the little Japanese.

PLAY OF THE BELLS.
(The teacher has various kinds of bells hidden by

a screen, she taps them and asks "What kind of a

bell is this?'' and the children reply. They may
then learn the verse and recite.

THE BELLS.

Hear the merry school-bells ringing,

In the tower they all are swinging (arms to and fro)

Swinging, swinging to and fro, (arms to and fro)

On to school the children go!

Clap the hands, we all remember, (clap hands)

School begins in glad September!

Hear the church bells pleasant chime (left hand to

ear)

In the happy autumn time,

We will rise, to church we go, (rise and take a few
steps)

For 'tis Sunday as you know.
We will all join in the singing (hands held up like

a book)

When we hear the church bells ringing!

Hear the fire bells ring ding, dong, (hand to ear)

Hurry, hurry, join the throng, (run to front of

room)
We must go without a doubt,

To help put the fire out,

All the bells ring loud and long, (arms to and fro)

Hear the fire bells noisy song! (hand to ear)

MISS SEPTEMBER.
Bright blue skies above her,

Green grasses down below,

Golden-rod is growing
While autumn breezes blow,

Hear the breezes softly sigh,

"Miss September's passing by!"

SCHOOL TIME.
Sing a song of school-time,

Children large and small,

Everywhere the bells ring,

I'n the early fall.

School time! school time!

Children marching in,

School time! school time!

Lessons we'll begin!

A SCALE SONG.
Glad September's come to town,

And she wears a dainty gown,
Overhead the leaves turn red,

That is what September said.
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From Nora A. Smith

ora A. Smith, now residing in Hollis Centre, Maine,

a private letter to the editor, says relative to the

client article entitled "A Dream" which appeared

the April number of our magazine : "I read the

cle with great interest, as I do and always have

le anything he ever wrote. It seems to me that his

vvs on the drawbacks of the public kindergarten,

h their excess of numbers and lack of room, are

fectly sound, and that his suggestions for the

ledy are the only and obvious ones."

Relative to the Montessori Method Miss Smith

s : "I have given exhaustive study to everything

dam Montessori has written, and neglected no com-

ntator or lecturer on the subject, but I have never

n the material used by children. I find in Madam
mtessori a wonderful enthusiasm for and devotion

childhood, and in the problems of child-training an

thusiasm which is always inspiring to those who
ve the good of the world at heart. I find that she

s re-discovered many things in the process of de-

lopment of the child-mind and striven unweariedly

provide means by which this development may be

ide more sure and more rapid. I feel that the pri-

ary teacher has much to learn from her and that

has valuable suggestions to give on the teaching

reading and writing. I am certain that the kinder-

rtner has much to learn from her and many cora-

risons to make which will help to render her own
ind even more certain of the truth as it is in Froe-

I feel, finally, that the Montessori Method covers

it an arc of the great circle, of which Froebel makes
full sweep."

From Isabel Davidson

I have read the magazine with pleasure, particularly

'r. Hailman's article, "A Dream." Anything he would
ly makes a strong appeal to me, because it was he

ho helped me to find myself in educational work, be-

mse he was my inspiration and guide in the

>rrnative period.

I heartily agree with what he has to offer under this

tie. It is coming true, little by little, but just when
will come forth into its fullness—well, who knows?
e work toward it, tben swerve away from it, caught
the whirl of various issues.

I should like to have the privilege of having Dr.

aihnann's article, and also that of Mrs. Bradford's,
printed in our own Atlantic Educational Journal,
iblished in Baltimore, for which primary material I

n responsible.

FLATIRON SONG.

First forward, then backward,
My flatiron dear;

And smooth out the clothes,

That are ready here.

Dear little flatiron,

Smoothing the clothes;

You're helping others,

Everyone knows.

A DEVOTIONAL EXERCISE.
The following exercise always interests the little

ones. It can be shortened or lengthened at any
time without confusion to the children:

Teacher—What does the Great Teacher say to
little children?

School

—

Little children, love one another.
Teacher—What else did He say?
School—Do unto others as you would have oth-

ers do unto you.

Teacher—What is the va'ue of a good name!
School—A good name is rather to be chosen

than great riches, and loving favor rather than sil-

ver or gold.

Teacher—Can a little child have a good or bad
name?
School—Even a child is known by his doings,

whether his work be pure or whether it be right.

I CAN'T AND I CAN.
I Can't is such a naughty elf,

I know his wily ways myself.
Whenever I've hard work to do,

Or lesson that I don't see thro,

Fie comes and whispers in my ear

So loud I cannot help but hear,

And then my senses seem so dumb
I'm sure success will never come.

But if I answer back "I can,"

And bid him stop where he began,
The way mil soon become so plain
That I at once take heart again.

J think, when 1 at last succeed,
"Why did I give a moment's heed?
Henceforth that bad "I Can't" I'll ban
And always say, "I can! I can!"

—Sarah E. Gibson.

DO THEY?
MABEL LIVINGSTON FRANK

Do the little angel children,

Living up so very high,
Take the sparkling, golden jewels
From the blue pin-cushion sky?

Do they wear them in the day time
And when evening shadows fall,

Stick them back in the blue cushion
For the dear delight of all?

TO PRESERVE PICTURES.

It is difficult to use pictures in the schoolroom
without their becoming soiled. To avoid this, cut
pasteboard a little larger than the pictures and fix
to each corner a comer cut from an envelope.
These envelope corners hold the picture firmly and
yet permit of its being removed.

Through its extension division the University of
Kansas will give courses of lectures on moral educa-
tion in a number of the largest cities of the state dur-
ing the fall of 1913.



SUGGESTIONS FOR VILLAGE AND RURAL SCHOOLS
THE USE OF SAND IN KINDERGARTEN AND PRIMARY GRADES

By JENNY B. MERRILL, Pd. D.. New York City

Kindergartners often find it difficult to secure

sand for use in the school room. Surely in villages

and smaller towns, there need be no difficulty.

Sand is useful because it is a plastic material, and

the child can easily learn to mold it to express his

thoughts. Teachers often find it helpful in teaching

^
geography.

The objection may be raised that country children

have sufficient opportunity outside of school to

make "mud-pies," but it is the wise and efficient

teacher who knows how to take advantage of these

homely experiences, extend them, and lift them to

higher levels. Some one has said that our minds

can not grasp anything that is absolutely new; there

must be a "leading-up" as it were from the old to

the new. This is why the child so often makes
such startling comparisons of new things with the

old.

A little child seeing a pot of ferns for the first

time called it "a pot of green feathers." An emi-

nent English teacher used the little one's clever com-
parison as the title of a book to show how we "ap-

perceive," that is, how the mind invariably starts

with its previous knowledge as a basis.

To put the dear little ones at once in the "spell-

ing-class" tearing them away from all former ex-

periences when they come to school is simply to be-

wilder and to cramp their naturally active minds.

I have, therefore, chosen the subject of sand-

modeling in the kindergarten and early primary

years for the opening topic of this year's series,

hoping it will brighten the early days of school

life. In succeeding months, we hope to consider

paper-cutting and folding, pasting, weaving, sew-

ing, and other industrial and home-like work which

is suggested by kindergarten occupations and is

now widely recognized as necessary in school train-

ing.

In order to help any who have never used sand

in the classroom, I can do no better than to quote

from a number of practical kindergartners to prove

its value especially in the early days of September.

These fifteen witnesses are sufficient to prove that

every kindergartner should bestir herself to secure

a sand-table, and a collection of shells, pebbles and

a few small tools such as are named in the reports:

1. The children seem to enjoy nothing more
than the large sand table.

During "free play" there are always a number
digging and playing there with pails, shells or

blocks. I think every kindergartner ought to have

a sand table. L, S,

2. The children go at once to the sand box on

entering the kindergarten.

On questioning one day in September what thing

they liked most in kindergarten, the majority pre-

ferred sand; the bird came next, the piano third,

then the fishes and after these the doll house.

M. B.

3. I have found sand to be a great help in the

kindergarten this month with the new children. In

several cases I have pacified the timid child by let-

ting him play freely with the sand and a small

shovel and pail.

We use individual sand trays and the child seems
to immediately forget his surroundings when he

finds he is the possessor of something that no one
else has claim to. He needs no directions but at

once sets to work.

We give no caution except to try not to spill the

sand lest we do not have enough for tomorrow!
E. M.

4. Sand has been used in free play with funnels

made of paper. The children like to fill the funnel

and see the sand pour out of the bottom hole.

We also have papers with holes which we call

sieves. The children love to sift the sand too. They
use pans, shells, shovels. Two or three children

had pails and shovels of their own and volunteered
to bring them to school.

5. After the first few days of free play with the

sand, feeling, piling, sifting, etc., there came a day-

when the children with delight found a few shells

hidden in the sand. This led to talks about sum-
mer experiences at the seashore with those who
had enjoyed happy hours there, and also to talks

about various seaside pictures hanging on the wall

near the sand table. Then followed very simple

seashore scenes.

A few sail boats were added much to the joy of

all. E. M.

6. During the month of September we have not

had a scene on the sand table but have allowed the

children to play freely with little penny toys, the

rake, the spade and the hoe. Very few go to the

beaches but they do so enjoy playing in the sand.

r have found that it will make a home-sick child

stop crying when picture books, the doll or blocks

have failed. G. R.

7. Our sand table this month has been mostly

free play, but we planted a lot of branches at one

end of the sand table> and played it was the woods.

We had a few little dolls in the woods—paper ones

would answer but we had real toy dolls. When the
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leaves dried and fell, we raked them up as "the man
does in the park." Then we improvised a simple

"raking" game in the circle. B. T.

8. We have had a scene of "Jack and Jill" in our

sand table. Some of the children made the hill,

some built the well and others built the house

where Jack and Jill live.

Jack and Jill are great favorites with the children.

We had little dolls to represent them. M. R.

9. Our janitor has improvised a sand box in the

yard for us and it has been a great help these warm
days. E. M.

10. Our principal has suggested the use of "meas-

ures," dry and liquid, in connection with the sand

table.

We use the correct names and when we put them

away, we arrange them in order of size. L. C.

11. After playing in the sand several days, the

children asked for water to be "spilled in." We
used our "sprinkler" or watering-pot and the chil-

dren called it "rain." M. B.

12. We have started a barn-yard scene recalling

experiences on the farm. This has aroused great in-

terest. We have had pictures to help the children

who have not been on a farm. R. E.

13. We have had free play in the sand at recess

and for those who come early.

The children have enjoyed building fences with

splints and houses with blocks right in the fand.

We have used tops of paste jars and broken balls

in making pies and cakes. The children never tire

fdling and inverting them.

Gradually we try to place the cakes in orderly

rows as in an oven. B. T.

14. The children have enjoyed piling the sand in

little hills, then one great big hill. They have illus-

trated "Jack and Jill" and "Old Mother Hubbard"
using third gifts in the sand.

15. A tiny box of toys presented by our principal

who brought them from Nuremburg was a great

source of pleasure. It contained tiny houses, trees,

churches and fences. It was used by individual

children working in the pinall sand trays.

A toy coffee-mill has also been a great favorite

as it grinds out sand. R. A.

It will be observed that the child uses his hands

in many ways while playing and working at the

sand table. Thus he is strengthening them for the

use of the pencil.

It is not mentioned in these reports of September

work, but often children are given short round sticks

like pencils to draw with on the sand.

In India years ago when paper was unknown,
children were taught to trace letters in the sand. At
one time there were "sand classes" even in New
York City for children to learn writing,—the idea

being borrowed from India.

Children may also use a pencil to poke holes in

the wet sandj gradually learning to make them in

straight rows or in rings, so forming pretty little

patterns or designs. Something similar may be

done by pressing leaves or acorn cups into the wet

sand. Garden walks may be outlined with shells or

pebbles.

Every effort should be made by the teacher to

secure a good collection of shells, but a few clarn

shells even are important.

It is an education in itself for the child to get the

sensations of touch arising from the handling of

these natural objects. There is a sensation of

smoothness from the inside of a shell that we get

nowhere else. In some shells, a contrast may be

made with the exterior roughness or with spiny

points.

Dr. Montessori has been re-enforcing the value of

training the senses in these recent years, altho Froe-

bel, Pestalozzi, and Dr. Norman A. Calkins in this

country, urged this phase of sense training long ago.

In handling tools, in impressing leaves, shells and

other objects in the sand or on clay, there are pe-

culiar muscular as well as tactile sensations that

are educating the child's powers for practical uses.

Let the thoughtful teacher consider how wonder-

fully touch is trained in the case of a blind child,

and she will realize that it is worth while to find

ways to increase the delicacy of touch in normal

children for their own pleasure as well as future

usefulness.

Dry sand gives one set of sensations, wet sand

another. Use dry first.

We find in the fifteen reports quoted that the

child is not only pleased with piling, smoothing,

sifting, digging and drawing on the sand, but that

he likes to carry out little stories into simple scenes.

This is an advanced step and would probably not

be begun until the children had been in school sev-

eral weeks. Some active child might start the idea,

or if not, the suggestion should come from the

teacher. One of the simplest scenes mentioned in

the reports is "the woods," another "Jack and Jill."

As far as possible let the children suggest and

collect tiny objects to use in making the scenes

lifelife. Let them decide where to place the ob-

jects too.

The child's first scenes will be crude just as his

first written letters and stories are crude. They
are the child's expression but the teacher's work is

to suggest and lead on until better and better at-

tempts are made.

Later in the year and in primary grades, an Es-

quimau scene, a scene on the desert, a lake scene,

a seashore—may be made of interest in talking of

other countries and be utilized to make geography
more real and vital. The natural divisions of land

as island, peninsula, isthmus, cape, etc., may be
illustrated and also those of water by the use of

glass or tin or colored paper under the sand, or if

the sand table is painted blue originally, pushing

the sand aside is sufficient to show lakes, seas, bays,

gulfs, straits, the coast-line, etc.

Later yet, the advanced classes will profit and
find pleasure in modeling in wet sand the con-
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tinents. One should not strive for too much detail

in sand maps, but work quickly pushing the

sand into masses, modeling rather than flatten-

ing it first to draw outlines of the continents.

Two irregular triangular masses can be

quickly formed for North and South America; the

isthmus of Panama, now of such world-wide inter-

est, may then be worked with some care first by
the teacher, then by different children.

But by no means neglect local geography. I once

saw a village well mapped out upon a sand table, the

children delighting in pointing out "where I live,''

and where Mr. B. lives, etc. It is really in some re-

spects more difficult to work out local sand maps
than continents, but they mean much more to the

child, and, if wisely used will help him to under-

stand other localities on the principle of appercep-

tion to which we have referred already.

Use the building blocks freely on such local

maps. Represent churches, schools, factories,

bridges and monuments in the town.

In a country school where many grades occupy

near quarters, I have no doubt the older boys will

fall into line, and work out battle maps to illustrate

historical scenes, and if they hunt up a few old

pewter regiments which perhaps have been con-

signed to the attic, so much the better for clear

conceptions of historic matters. Various flags may
be used to locate armies. Bulwarks may be con-

structed. Breastworks may appear.

Yet, heaven forbid, that I should suggest any-

thing to add to the interest in war, but at present

"boys will be boys,'' and "men will be men," until

the dawn of peace comes and women lend a hand
in government. Even now the girls may insist upon

a peace palace. Peace has her victories as well as

war and these may be celebrated in the sand tray!

Plan for a fine lay-out for Thanksgiving Day. It

may well be a growing scene if the little children

are thru digging and piling, or if you have two
sand tables. One of the little reports given above

refers to a barnyard scene. Naturally the Thanks-

giving scene will be an expansion of this. A wheat-

field with the bound sheaves made of raffia or pos-

sibly of the real wheat stalks may appear in one

corner. Clay pumpkins and other vegetables and

fruits may be painted for a bright pile, ready to be

stored for winter.

"Over the river and thru the woods
To grandfather's farm we go"

makes a fine story to illustrate. A winter scene

must appear before Christmas, possibly using cotton

for snow. Santa's sleigh and eight tiny reindeer

may appear "the night before Christmas."

Possibly the reindeer may be of kindergarten

manufacture in clay, or the children may be pleased

to symbolize them with eight of the oblong blocks,

the sleigh being built of the sixth gift.

In February will appear a fine castle for those

who love to tell the story of the knights, Lincoln's

\og cabin, or again the nation's capital, the White

House, or Alt. Vernon or monuments to Washing-
ton and Lincoln of local famie may rise to greet the

school from day to day. Such building does not of

necessity belong to the sand-table but sand has been

found to be a good foundation for any building in

groups.

Follow the festivals and holidays thru the year

by carefully laid out scenes, using pictures as guides

if need be. There may well be "a lumber camp,"
and a maple sugar camp, and for spring scenes re-

turn to the farm, with its miniature tools and ani-

mals. At last a festive Maypole may be set up and
paper dolls with bright colored streamers will tell

of the happy May-time.

*If possible secure an old kitchen table and have a car-

penter or an older boy, perhaps, put a protecting rim about

two inches high around it to keep the sand in. It might be

also possible to use an old table by turning it upside down and

sawing off the legs. The children could sit around such a

box-like sand table on the floor or it could be raised on blocks.

Many kindergartners find it possible to have two sand tables

or boxes. One for the younger ones to dig in as much as they

please, and the other for scenes, which may be kept from day

to day. Small shallow boxes or even lids of boxes are some-

times used as individual trays, each child working alone at

times to make a little garden, or other scene. Merely a cupful

of sand upon a sheet of paper is not to be despised if nothing

better can be provided. Hailman colored beads and the short

sticks recommended in the lists of supplies are often used to

advantage in this individual work in lids of boxes or on paper.

THE PIGEON HOUSE.
See "Mother Play" picture, pages 17-18.

Excursions. We went to the woods near the school

to gather acorns and oak leaves ; also found white wild

asters and golden-rod.

One day we asked a lady on our street if we might

come to see her pigeons. She gave us a cordial wel-

come. We saw about 100 white, gray and white, and

gray pigeons. Th« father chased the pigeons out of

their house anJ we saw them fly high up and follow

their leader. We fed them cracked corn when they

returned and the children were much delighted whep
I held two in my hands. The next day the mothe.

brought two to school in a basket. One was a carrier

pigeon and we talked about the ring on its leg. Finally

we opened a window and let them stand on the ledge.

They looked around quite a while before flying and

then made a circle in the air and flew out of our sight.

Our pigeon game had never been as real as it was

that day.

We have planned to go to a farm near here to see

the barn and animals, also farm implements.

The following list of nature materials have been

brought to kindergarten and handled by the children

:

Seeds from our own garden, milk-weed pods, cocoons,

chestnuts, horse-chestnuts, pine-cones, leaves—oak,

maple, horse-chestnut, ferns, geranium, etc. Birch bark,

fungi, nests of oriole, robin, sparrow; a basket of

vegetables and some fruits. The children know the

names and can distinguish between "vegetable" and

"fruit." These objects have suggested our painting

lessons, clay work, etc. We have a farm in 'our sand

table,

JOSEPHINE LOEB.
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To the Chairman of the Committee of the Whole:

What shall I do with a little girl, evidently mentally

deficient, whose parents are very anxious for her to

secure whatever advantages the kindergarten may offer?

She makes strange noises and facial contortions, which

greatly amuse the other children and I seem to be un-

able to bring her under any kind of control.

H. J. S.

The kindergarten of normal children is no place for

a child who is afflicted with a nervous complaint that

involves contortions or unnatural movements of any

kind. Children, especially those of kindergarten age,

are naturally imitative ; the tendency to imitate is one

of the important factors in a child's development;

hence a great wrong is done to children when they are

obliged, daily, to witness uncouth, unnatural, nervous

movements which they are likely to imitate, and, in

the end, become themselves subject to the disease.

A child slightly deficient in mentality is often helped

by the simple kindergarten exercises and occupations,

but a case like that cited above, seems to indicate the

need of a specialist. Proper food, sufficient sleep,

plenty of fresh air, correct clothing, may be all that

the child requires to bring her back to normal condi-

tion. Otherwise, we would suggest that the little one

be placed temporarily in a home for deficient children.

At least, a good physician should be consulted before

the trouble makes any more headway. The right treat-

ment now may build up the child so as to entirely cor-

rect the weakness. Possibly the Tittle girl is the victim

of epilepsy, or of St. Vitus' dance. Here is an oppor-

tunity to develop sympathy in the other children. Take

them unobtrusively aside and tell them their playmate

is not well and you expect them to help her get better

by paying no attention to her actions, but by assisting

her whenever possible. She may be the spoiled victim

of too much attention. Stern, quiet commands may
help control her.

To the Chairman of the Committee of the Whole:

Will you please suggest t;he best treatment for thfose

petted children who upset the equilibrium of the first

days in kindergarten by continual and passionate cry-

ing after their departing or departed mothers. Nearly

all children easily accommodate themselves to the new
surroundings and playmates ; but every new group is

likely to have one or more such homesick little ones,

and the attention they demand distracts the teacher's

mind from the other children.

BAFFLED.
New York.

The first day in kindergarten is very trying to cer-

tain sensitive children, especially if they are suddenly

introduced into a large group of strangers. Some-
times the mothers themselves are much at fault, in per-

mitting a self-willed child to have its own way when
its way is not the right one. A quiet "aside" to such

a parent should win her co-operation. The teacher

must seek a happy mean between the abritrary and the

too pliant manner. A plan that often succeeds is to

distract the child's attention from the mother, and

away from its own woes, by suggesting that its hands

and face feel warm, suppose we go and bathe them.

The interesting movements and sounds, the coolness of

the water, that lowers the temperature of the excited

blood, followed by a quiet seat where the child can

observe and gradually become acquainted with the new
environment, will frequently be all that is necessary to

help the little one to self-control.

An attempt on the mother's part to force the child

to stay, is likely to fail in quelling a storm, although

so much depends upon the individual characteristics of

mother and child, that no rule can be formulated. Tact,

sympathy, experience, will teach the young kindergart-

ner how to diagnose and treat particular cases.

To the Chairman of the Committee of the Whole:

I send to your columns an extract from the 80-page

volume of the autiobiography of Mrs. Amelia E. Barr

which she calls "All the Days of My Life." The book

is a valuable human document—an inspiring rehearsal

of a brave soul's struggle with adverse circumstances,
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which were turned to good account. The glimpses

she gives of life in England in the early part of the

last century are important contributions to a knowl-

edge of our own times, as, for instance, the page in

which she describes the first box of friction matches

ever brought into her home. This paragraph, given

below, will interest teachers of all grades; describing

as it does, a little girl's first day at school, in the year

1837-8; Amelia was then seven years old, her sister

Jane somewhat older.

"My first school day was one of the greatest import-

ance to me. I have not forgotten one incident in all its

happy hours. I fell in love with Miss Pearson as soon

as I saw her; yes, I really loved the woman, and I love

her yet . . . She came smiling to meet us, and as

soon as the whole school was gathered in front of the

large table at which she sat, she rose and said

:

" 'Young ladies, you have two new companions. I

ask for them your kindness—Jane and Amelia Huddle-

ston. Rise.'

"The whole school rose and curtsied to us, and as

well as we were able, we returned the compliment. As
soon as we were seated again, Miss Pearson produced

a large book, and as soon as she unclapsed it, said

:

" 'Miss Huddleston will come here.'

"Every eye was turned on Jane, who, however, rose

at once and went to Miss Pearson's table. Then Miss
Pearson read aloud something like the following words,

for I have forgotten the exact form, though the prom-
ises contained in it have never been forgotten :

" 'I promise to be kind and helpful to all my school-

mates.
" 'I promise to speak the truth always.
" 'I promise to be honorable about the learning and

repeating of my lessons.

" 'I promise to tell no malicious tales of any one.
" 'I promise to be ladylike in my speech and manners.
" 'I promise to treat all my teachers with respect

and obedience.'

"These obligations were read aloud to Jane and she
was asked if she agreed to keep them. Jane said she

would keep them all, and she was then required to sign

her name to the formula in the book, which she did

very badly. When my turn came I asked Miss Pear-
son to sign it for me. She did so, and then called

up two girls as witnesses. This formality made a great

impression on me, the more so, as Miss Pearson in a

steady, positive voice said, as she emphatically closed

the book, 'The first breaking of any of these promises
may perhaps be forgiven, for the second fault there is

no excuse—the girl will be dismissed from the
school.'

"

At this time we are told many villages in England
had neither church nor school. I hope the above ex-
tract may incline many to read the book.

Yours,

K. C. B.

Albany.

To the Chairman of the Committee of the Whole:

As color plays are among the first which we take up
with the beginners in the kindergarten, I write to ask

what is this new thing that I hear about red, green

and violet now being regarded as the primary colors?

I would like to inform myself thoroughly upon the

subject. Although far from being color-blind I am
not as discriminating as others, either in regard to

color or tones in music. I would like to cultivate my-
self along these lines.

Yours for more light,

S. D.

Our correspondent asks for information upon a

subject which is still in the region of fascinating spec-

ulation. Color is a sensation which seems to depend

upon the vibratory nature of light and the construc-

tion of the eye to respond to such vibration. There
are several theories that attempt to explain the phe-

nomena of color. Scientists and philosophers pay

especial attention to color as it results from the de-

composition of light into the lovely rainbow colors

when passed through a prism or the spectroscope.

Painters and dyers are more concerned with color as

found in pigments, and in natural objects.

Experiments indicate that the nerves of the eye are

so constructed as to recognize or respond to the three

primary sensations of red, green and violet, which,

combined, form the white light of sunlight. With an
instrument known as a kromskop, rays of light are

directed through pieces of red, green, and violet glass,

respectively, upon a common ground ; the rays thus

combined or added to one another form a white light.

Each of these three colors reflects one ray of light and
absorbs the other two. Thus, green reflects green and

absorbs red and violet ; violet reflects violet and ab-

sorbs red and green ; red reflects red and absorbs violet

and green. These three, thus reflecting one color only,

are elemental or primary, and by combining them ad-

ditively, all the other colors may be produced, thus

:

rays of light projected through the green and violet

glasses produce a cyan blue ; red and violet together

make magenta, and the green and red combined form

a yellow. The red, green and violet rays of light then,

are known as primaries or plus colors.

In pigments, the primaries are cyan blue, magenta,

and yellow, which are known as minus colors, all others

being derived from them by the so-called subtractive

method (each of these minus colors reflects two, and

absorbs one ray of light, and hence they are not truly

primary), thus cyan blue reflects green and violet, and

absorbs or subtracts red; magenta reflects red and vio-

let and subtracts green
;

yellow reflects the red and

green, and subtracts the violet. To illustrate:

In color-printing magenta supeimposed on blue

means that both red and green are now absorbed or

subtracted, and violet only remains, hence magenta and

blue make violet. If we put a wash of yellow over the

washes of magenta and blue, the violet also will be

absorbed, and the result will be black. The three

minus colors combined subtractively give black. The
three plus colors combined additively give white.

In using opaque colors as in oil painting, the minus

colors are basic. Here, the method used is that known
as the juxtaposit method. The colors are mingled, not

by superposition, but by being placed side by side. The
revolving of colors, on the Maxwell color-top illustrates

this. When oil colors are mixed, in reality tiny par-
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tides of color are placed side by side (juxtaposed),

the eye receives a simultaneous impression of the two

hues, and their mingling thus on the retina produces

the effect of another hue.

Those interested in the pictorial or decorative arts

need a knowledge of the laws of color and color con-

trasts and harmonies, and it would be well for every

school library to own at least one good authority upon

this alluring topic, both to stimulate an appreciation of

beauty in Nature, and the pure joy that accompanies

it, and to indirectly improve the taste of the people in

the matter of dress, house furnishing and allied mat-

ters. Among standard authors on the subject are

Church, Vanderfall and Hatt.

tens, honored the company by lunching with them

and closing the informal talks with a few happy

suggestions in regard to her own future plans.

LUNCHEON OF THE N. Y. P. S. KINDERGAR-
TEN ASSOCIATION.

As a mark of respect to Mrs. Lileon Claxton

North, who has recently retired after a term of four

years from the presidency of the New York Public

School Kindergarten Association, the members of

the executive committee made her a guest of honor

at a luncheon party of the Association at the Hotel

St. Andrew, 72nd street and Broadway, on June 21.

The luncheon and speeches were wholly informal,

but many earnest as well as playful words were

spoken by members present.

Miss Mae B. Higgons, now president of the As-

sociation, presided with charm and dignity, an-

nouncing that not only were we honoring Mrs.

North's active years of service, but were also cele-

brating the twentieth anniversary of the establish-

ment of public kindergartens in New York City and

also the twentieth of this association.

Miss Mary A. Wells, supervisor of "Babies' Play-

grounds," a former president of the association,

spoke not only of the good days past, but also of

the good days to come when Miss Curtis' plans for

a thousand more kindergartens may have been real-

ized. "The flood-tide is not yet here," said Miss

Wells, "but we will hope and work for it."

The guest of honor, Mrs. North, responded to

her toast, by saying that she little dreamed of the

labor before her four years ago in accepting the

presidency, but that she would gladly continue to

work for the association in the ranks. She spoke

of the hearty support of the executive committee.

Miss Sara E. Mack, secretary; Miss Frances Hans-

ford, corresponding secretary; Miss May E. Chase

and Miss Luella A. Palmer, assistant director of

kindergartens, were present and responded to ap-

propriate toasts.

Dr. Merrill- former director of kindergartens, who
the association claims has always believed in its

usefulness and helped to nurture it in its early days,

was present as invited guest and said a few words

to her former associates who have made her hon-

orary president.

Among other things she advised all to read a

dainty little book by Mrs. Alice Meynell, an Eng-

lish poet, entitled "The Children."

Miss Fanniebelle Curtis, director of kindergar-

The Summer School of New York Univers'ty opened

July 1st with a large attendance. Every one enjoyed

meeting the faculty on the beautiful grounds over-

looking the Hudson.

There is no more charming spot in New York City

or suburbs. Miss Mills, as usual, having planned liber-

ally for the kindergarten department, met an interest-

ing group of students from several different sections

of the country, the south being well represented. Miss

Felice McLoughlin, who is one of the gifted story-

tellers of the Manhattan kindergartens, and one who
has in the past contributed to this magazine, entered

to refresh herself by association with other kindergart-

ners, although she might herself guide others to story-

land.

Dr. Gertrude Edmund, in charge of the normal class,

will be assisted by Dr. Merrill during part of the

course. Special attention will be given to kindergarten

preliminary work with a view to closer continuity.

Dr. Elmer Elsworth Brown, Chancellor of the Uni-

versity, honored the summer school with his presence

at the lawn reception. Dr. James E. Lough, director

of the summer school, and Mrs. Lough received the

guests with other members of the faculty.

FROM MEXICO.
Puebla, Mexico, May 13, 1913.

Our kindergarten teachers find your magazine very

helpful to them and the primary English teacher

speaks very well of it.

We have two kmdergartens in our schools, in one

all the work is in Spanish and the teacher is a native,

a graduate of our kindergarten training department.

She has about seventy-five children in her room.

The English kindergarten, in which all the work is

in English, is in charge of an American lady who also

has the k'ndergarten training class of about ten native

girls. There are thirty-five children in this depart-

ment. We have the only kindergarten training course

in the Republic and our girls do splendid work.

Respectfully yours,

KATHRYN B. KYSER.

With its newly established bureau of mines, the Uni-

versity of Arizona hopes to aid materially in the devel-

opment of mining and other industries of the state.

School lunches are served free or at nominal cost

to elementary school children in 41 American cities, in

200 English, 150 German, and 1,200 French communi-
ties, according to C. F. Langworthy, chief of nutri-

tion investigations, at Washington.

Thanks to the wide-awake leadership of men and
women, especially women, interested in the schools, a

number of southern communities are making a win-

ning fight against illiteracy. Wilkes County, N. C, for

instance, reports, together with other notable indica-

tions of school betterment, the fact that illiteracy de-

creased from 13 per cent in 1900 to 2 per cent in 1913.
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IN THE SUNNY MEADOW.
By Mary Ellason Cotting

Down in a sunny meadow there lived a happy family-

father, mother and four children—in a hole in an old

tree.

When autumn winds began to blow, Mr. Squirrel,

for that was the papa's name, said to Mrs. Squirrel:

"I think cold weather is coming, and we better be

getting ready for winter."

"Yes, so do I think winter is coming. Jack Frost

was about last night; I saw. where he had spread a

white covering over the stone walls. It made my paws

cold, too, this morning when I was on my way to the

corn-house to find some kernels for the children's

breakfast."

Sure enough, the squirrels were right about winter,

for Jack Frost had been about for a good many days.

He had been very busy knocking at the doors of the

nut-houses. He knew the squirrels must soon need

the nuts for warm weather was gone, and there were

no apples, strawberries, or grain in the fields for them

to eat.

He knew, too, they would have to work hard to fill

their pantries, or the young squirrels would be hungry

before the winter was gone. So he worked as hard

as he could himself, and whispered to the winds to

blow and blow, and help him get the nuts ready for

the squirrels.

Now someone besides Jack Frost knew it was time

for the nut-houses to open, and one morning she said:

"Mamma, may I go to the sunny meadow for nuts to-

day? There must be ever so many on the ground, for

I heard the wind blowing and blowing all night long."

Dolly's mamma said, "Yes, you may go if you will

take old Ned with you."

Dolly was such a little girl, her mamma liked to

have the strong dog go, because he took such good

care of her little girl.

Oh, such a happy Dolly as she was ! She skipped

along the sunny cart-path over the hill, across the

fields, past the pond and through the woods into the

sunny meadow where the squirrel family lived.

In a cozy nook by the stone wall was a pile of leaves,

and Dolly thought it would be fun to play "hide" with

Ned among the leaves before she filled her bag. So

she coaxed the good dog into the leaves and covered

him, all but his head, and bade him go to sleep.

Ned knew just how to play "hide." He blinked and

made believe "blind," and away went Dolly over the

leaves to hide.

"Come ! Come !" she shouted from her hiding-place

behind an old stump. With a barking and a pounce-

fepunce Ned raced to find her, and then such a merry

|| amper as they had back to the cozy nook.

Ever so many times they played hide-and-seek, hav-

ing such a happy time. They didn't know that very

near some bright little eyes were watching, and some

little hearts beating quick and hard with fear.

Pretty soon Dolly began to gather nuts, and Mamma
Squirrel said, "I shall go right down on the stone-

wall and drive her away. I know she'll find our pile

of nuts."

"No, you better not go," said Papa Squirrel. "I

don't think she will find our nuts, we hid them so well.

But we better keep watch."

"Oh, dear! Oh, dear! whatever shall we do? That

horrid dog smells our tracks, and he is scratching up

the leaves. Oh, dear, dear me ! What if he should

find the nuts !"

Just then Ned barked so joyously and wagged his

tail so fast, Dolly knew something must have hap-

pened. She ran to him, and there, under the leaves,

was a store of nuts, ready for her bag.

"Well ! you're a wise old doggie. However did you

smell them?" asked Dolly as she patted him.

Dolly didn't know about the squirrels, you see,

though in a moment more she did, because Mamma
and Papa Squirrel made such a chattering and scolding

from the stone-wall. It seemed as if they must make
Dolly know all about those nuts.

But Dolly didn't know what all the scolding meant,

and kept right on filling her bag.

Presently, when Mr. Squirrel thought Ned had gone

off a little way to "take a nap, he said : "I must save

those nuts, or my family will starve before winter is

half over."

Down he jumped among the leaves and caught up

a nut and scampered back to the tree as fast as he

could go.

Dolly began to think then what was the matter. She

went behind the old stump and watched.

How Mr. and Mrs. Squirrel did work carrying off

those nuts in their queer cheek pockets.

"Poor things!" said Dolly, "they shall have these

in my bag," and she turned them all out and spread

the leaves back again.

When the papa came again he looked down from the

wall and waved his tail quite gayly as much as to say,

"Y'ou're a good little girl after all, but I think Mrs.

Squirrel and I must find another pantry."

So the squirrels kept right on moving their nuts to

a store-house which they had under the wall near the

roots of the tree where they lived.

Dolly didn't have any nuts to carry home that day,

but she and Ned had "had a happy time helping the

squirrels fill their winter cellar," she told her dear

mamma.

Using tht library as a social center, with study clubs

and other activities, including a gymnasium, is the

method taken by Homestead, Pa., to demonstrate that

a library need not be merely a "mausoleum of books."

The distinction of having the best paid one-room

country school-teacher in the United States is claimed

by Logan County, 111., which pays its teacher $110 per

month far a term of nine months.

In the belief that rich ballad material still lies hid-

den in Virginia and other sections of the South, Prof.

C. Alphonso Smith, of the University of Virginia, is

hunting down all possible versions of old English bal-

lads. The government has appointed Professor Smith

a collaborator of the Bureau of Education in order to

give national aid to the work.



HINTSI^SUGGESTIONS FOR RURAL TEACHERS
CONDUCTED BY GRACE DOW

DEAR RURAL TEACHER.—In undertaking this department I trust that my somewhat extended experience in
rural schools and my subsequent normal training and city school work may assist me in making it practically

helpful to you in your work with the little children. I understand the tremendous tax upon the time of any rural
teacher who is trying to do good work, the wide range of studies, the constant temptation to neglect the little ones
for the apparently more pressing need of the older classes and the lack of equipment necessary for the best work.
My hope is to assist you to secure better results with the small children,and I shall unhesitatingly recommend the
intelligent use of kindergarten material as likely to produce the best results with least expenditure of time. How
(O use this material, what to select, what substitutes, etc. , will be discussed from month to month in these columns.

SEPTEMBER
"0 sweet September, thy first breezes bring

The dry leaf's rustle and the squirrel's laughter,

The cool fresh air whence health and vigor spring

And promise of exceeding joy hereafter."

The First Day
'"She is the first teacher we ever had who knew what

to do the first day."

What a world of suggestion in the above quotation

from the lips of a child! How many both old and new
teachers will profit by this, and put more time and

thought upon the most trying but most important day

of the entire year, even for the most skillful teacher.

It is the one day which may start you on the road to

success or failure. How many children will leave your

school at the close of the day with a feeling of pleasure,

and how many that of disappointment? Do we fully

realize how much these first impressions mean?
The wise teacher will have her room in readiness for

the first morning. A few suggestions may prove help-

ful to beginners:

Remove all soiled pictures from the walls, and if pos-

sible replace with new ones.

See that all bookcases and cupboards are in perfect

order.

Clean the blackboards, and decorate with some sim-

ple but artistic border, and upon one place the date

and an appropriate quotation.

Arrange the papers and books upon your own desk
in a neat and orderly manner, and a vase of flowers or

potted plant will give your room a more homelike ap-

pearance.

Greet each child as he enters. "Courtesy and beau-

tiful manners run a close second to brains in the race

for success in life."

Be quiet, cheerful, and self-possessed. Enlist the

help of pupils and thus direct all unnecessary attention

away from yourself, and lessen the chances for embar-
rassment.

Arrange a temporary program of work for the day.

Before the close of the first day you should know
the names of your pupils, and have them compara-
tively well classified for regular work.

"Waste not moments, no, nor words,

In telling what you could do
Some other time; the present is

For doing what you should do."

PHONICS
The Story of At

Say to the children you are to help me tell a story

about a pet with which you are all familiar. All the

words you give me are to sound like at.

One bright summer afternoon Tiger, the pet (cat) lay

on the porch curled up on a soft (mat), when suddenly

he was aroused by a sound which went (pat, pat), as

along came Fido, the dog, and Harry, his master, who
had just returned from a game of ball, and carried in

his hand a fine new ball (bat), which was a present

from his grandpa.

Harry stopped to tell Sister Mary about the game,

and while he was enjoying this little (chat), Fido was

worrying Tiger. Tiger became frightened, and jumped

on grandma's lap, but she quickly said (scat). Harry

felt so sorry he (sat) down to pet poor frightened Ti-

ger, then a happy thought occurred to him, and away

he went toward the barn where he wished Tiger to find

a (rat), but what was still better he found lying snugly

in the corner of a wheat bin several little (fat) mice.

Fido and Harry were soon off for a chase through

the fields and the woods, and Tiger undisturbed was

enjoying his play with the little mice. On their return

they found Tiger dozing in grandpa's old (hat) high on

a post out of harm's way.

Friday Afternoon with the Poets

Eugene Field
The Children's Poet Laureate

Eugene Field was a great poet, a sweet singer, a fine

story teller and a devoted friend to children.

He was born Sept. 2, 1850, at St. Louis, Mo., but

most of his life he spent in New England as his father

was a native of Vermont, and after the death of his

mother which occurred when Eugene was seven years

of age he was placed under the care of a relative at

Amherst, Mass.

Later he spent several years at college, first at Will-

iams, Mass., then at Knox College, 111., and later the

Missouri State University. He studied law, for his

father was a lawyer, but gave this up as he grew older,

and took up journalism.

Wherever he went the children gathered around him,

and he always gave himself up to their entertainment,

or was one with them in their games. He was of a joy-

ous disposition, and a great lover of pets and flowers.

For some time before his death Mr. Field's home was

a large, rambling old house, in one of the suburbs of

Chicago. His house is said to resemble a toy shop.

He loved to wander in old curiosity shops, and rarely

returned to his home without an armful of toys for his

children.

He died suddenly Nov. 4th, 1895, at the age of forty-

five.

Among the most beautiful floral offerings at his fu-

neral was a shoe of white carnations with the name oi
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Simple Suggesti 9ns (or Paper Cutting, Drawing, Etc.

(To be continued)

GRADUATION EXERCISES OF THE ETHI-
CAL CULTURE SCHOOL, N. Y. C.

The first graduation of the Kindergarten Nor-
mal Department of the Ethical Culture Schools

since the death of Miss Caroline T. Haven was
made memorable by the introduction of her succes-

sor, Miss Patty S. Hill.

Miss Hill was introduced to the students and the

audience by Mr. Lewis, the highly esteemed super-

intendent of the schools.

Miss Hill referred to her professional admiration

and personal love for Miss Haven, and the interest

she now feels in cooperating with the faculty to

preserve the traditions of the school, and to assist

in extending its influence by cooperation with Co-

lumbia University.

Miss Hill spoke of the tendency of institutions to

rival each other rather than to cooperate, but the

newer thought of strengthening each other's work
is now being tested. Miss Hill said an effort is

also now inaugurated to unite the kindergarten

and primary normal training, so that kindergarten

graduates of this school will be familiar with pri-

mary work, and primary teachers will know what
has already been accomplished by children coming

to them from the kindergarten. This union has in

reality existed for many years in the Ethical Cul-

ture Schools.

Miss Mabel Goodlander, a kindergartner of many
years' experience, having had charge of the first

grade and later of the second, so that the faculty is

favored with her double experience.

Miss Tracy, who as Miss Haven's assistant for

two years past, has carried the main work in psy-

chology and kindergarten method, remains as prin-

cipal.

Miss Tracy has also had experience in both kin-

dergarten and primary work. It was Miss Tracy's

privilege to present a class of twenty-eight gradu-

ates to Dr. Felix Adler for diplomas.

Miss Tracy's remarks were practical and inspir-

ing. She especially urged the young women to

seek to perfect themselves more and more in music,

in art, and in every occupation of the kindergarten,

that they might constantly be good examples for

children to imitate.

Dr. Adler's remarks were full of the gracious fer-

vor of his own soul as he spoke to the graduating

class.

"Except ye become as little children, ye cannot

enter the kingdom."

He traced the differences between the natural

child and the spiritual child.

He said, The child is happy because he is inno-

cent and ignorant of sorrow.

The spiritual child, the adult, may be serene be-

cause he knows sorrow.

Dr. Adler later announced to the audience an-

other advance in the Ethical Culture Schools, to be

inaugurated in the fall, namely, an Arts High
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School, or High School for Artists, just as we now
have High Schools of Commerce.
The course will give students of high school age

the opportunity to have two hours daily in art, so

specializing according to their native tastes.

This is an added proof that the true understand-

ing of the message of Froebel extends upward in

this school, for the care of the individual child, a

respect for life as it unfolds, is indeed part of that

message, while cooperation is a second note so

beautifully presented by Miss Hill at the opening

of the exercises.

Miss Ruth Thurlow Steele responded for the

graduates to Dr. Adler's address.

, A word must be added concerning Dr. Dykema
and the charming music of this graduation pro-

gram. There was a note of sadness to those who
have benefited these years by the wonderful uplift

Dr. Dykema has given to kindergarten music in

New York City, tho the music itself was full of

sweetness and joy. The note of sadness was heard

only as an undertone, because Dr. Dykema has been

enticed to leave us for new work in the West.

We cordially congratulate Wisconsin University.

It will be of interest to teachers of music for

us to give a list of the songs sung by the juniors

and seniors. They were as follows, scattered of

course thru the program:

(a) How Merrily We Live Este

(b) Dametus: His Jigge Bendall

Two types of kindergarten songs:

(a) For children to sing:

(1) The First Flying Lesson Neidlinger

(2)

The Cow
The Crow
The Moon Man

Jones-Barbour

(3) Komndt ein Vogel

(-German Folk Song.)

(b) For children to hear:

(1) The Woodpecker Nevin

(2) The Dandelion Foote

(3) Cradle Song Cole

A Love Song . Bantock
Love is Spring Mendelssohn-Shelley

The main address of the day was given by Pro-

fessor Kilpatrick of Teachers College, which de-

serves special report with its telling quotations from
Plato to the present day concerning the education

of children. Dr. Kilpatrick cleverly divided his ad-

dress into three parts and treated the subject some-
what in humorous fashion, holding not only the stu-

dents but the audience as he showed what children

have endured thru the centuries.

The divisions of his address dealt with:

First, what they did with children before there

were books.

Second, what they did when interest was cen-

tered in the book.

Third, what we are trying to do now.

Some Simple Suggestions for Ring Laying
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(To be continued)
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his most perfect child poem upon it. "Wynken, Blyn-
ken and Nod."

Wynken and BIynken are two little eyes,
And Nod is a little head.

And the wooden shoe that sailed the skies,

Is a wee one's trundle bed.
So shut your eyes while mother sings
Of wonder fnl sights that be,

And you shall see the beautiful things
As you rock on the misty sea,

Where the old shoe rocked the fishermen three—
Wynken,
BIynken,
And Nod. —Eugene Field.

But sleep, little pigeon, and fold your wings

—

Little blue pigeon with mournful eyes;
Am I not singing?—see I am swinging
Swinging the nest where my darling lies,—Eugene Field

OBEDIENCE

If you are told to do a thing
And mean to do it really,

Never let it be by halves:
Do it fully, freely!

Do not make a poor excuse,
Waiting, weak, unsteady;

All obedience worth the name
Must be prompt and ready. —Phoebe Cary

Busy Work
Each child in the beginner's class should be provided

with a box of Crayola or similar crayons, a pair of scis-

sors, a box of word builders, some drawing paper and
a few sheets of white and colored paper for paper cut-
ting and chain making.
Let the first directed work be that with which the

child is most familiar, and has been most interested in

at home.
The work of the first month must consist of the

simplest exercises unless the children have had previ-

ous training, but free play with a purpose in view should
always be encouraged. Aimless destruction of mater-
ial or throwing it about should net be permitted.
Simple work, which the children are most likely to be

interested in, which some of them have done at home
and all can learn to do without nervous strain, should
be undertaken.
Teach the children how to handle the scissors, for

many use the left hand for cutting.
Cut strips of paper along a blue or red line. Cut

flowers and fruits from catalogues. These exercises
steady the hand and train the eye.
The movement required in cutting paper seems to

satisfy the child's desire for activity more than any
other medium which we can give him.
Have each child represent a farm yard. Cut first a

barn, and a few outlying sheds, then hens, chickens,
ducks, geese, cows, sheep. Separate parts of the yard
by means of board or rail fences. Place trees and
bushes in the yard, and these may be colored to repre-
sent the foliage in fall colors.

Farm implements may be placed in the yard, also a
swing upon the tree or a hammock. Children will even
suggest a man with a milk pail, and various other
things to make the farm scene complete.

If teachers find it impossible to make outlines free

hand for the children, catalogues containing such pic-

tures may be used, and several copies made with car-
bon paper.
The sewing cards for the month should be animals,

leaves, vegetables, simple farm implements, baby's cra-

dle, and any other familiar object in the home.

Dr. Merrill recently addressed a gathering of mothers
on Grimes Hill, Staten Island, on invitation of Mrs.
Tracy Edson, who is interested in opening a "House of
Childhood" on the Ward estate.
The mothers who were present were all well read on

the Montessori Method, several having visited the
classes established in Manhattan.

Dr. Merrill explained the similarity and difference
of Kindergarten Methods, answering "many questions
which arose. The mothers expressed themselves well
pleased with the broader outlook presented and urged
Dr. Merrill to come again.

Jenny B. Merrill, Pd. D., ex-supervisor New York
Kindergartens, and special lecturer on educational
topics, can be secured for a limited number of addresses
to teachers or mothers, at points not too remote from
New York City. Her subjects are the following:

"Present Day Modifications of the Kindergarten."
"The Report of the Committee of Nineteen of the

I. K. U."
How to Utilize the Results of Kindergarten Training

in the First School Year."
"Primitive Knowledge, or the A B C of Things."
"The School of Infancy." "Montessori Methods."
"The Home and School Working Together."

REPORT OF COMMISSIONER OF EDUCA-
TION THE YEAR ENDING JUNE, 1912.

By Philander Priestly Claxton, Litt. D.
A volume of 648 pages, probably the most satisfac-

tory report that has ever been published, and contains
a vast amount of statistics and practical information
for teachers in every department of educational work,
not only in America but many of the other leading
foreign countries.

LEATHER WORK. By Adelaide Mickel, Depart-
ment of Manual Arts, Bradley Polytechnic Insti-

tute, Peoria, Illinois. A Teachers' Manual on
Leather Work. Price 75c. Published by The
Manual Arts Press, Peoria, 111.

The most complete and suggestive book published
on leather-work for the art craft teacher and the
craft worker in leather. The book is intended to be
of practical assistance to teachers and students in

acquiring the technique of the various kinds of

leather-work. It describes the tools, processes and
materials used in working leather and gives detailed

descriptions of the processes to be followed in
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ERBART HALL
INSTITUTE FOR ATYPICAL CHILDREN

Founded April 1, 1900, by Maximilian P. E. Groszmann

Maintained by the

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR THE STUDY AND EDUCATION

OF EXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN

This Institution is one of the activities of the N. A. S. E. E. C. and is intended solely for the

"different" child, the difficult child, the handicapped normal child—whether boy or girl.

No feeble-minded, degenerate or otherwise low cases are considered.

The object of this Institution is to

Train the EXCEPTIONAL CHILD
Whether overbright or somewhat backward, to be able later to compete with the average normal child.

In addition to the ordinary branches, the course of study includes physical training, nature study

manual and constructive work, etc. Methods and equipment are based upon the most modern pedagogic

principles. Medical care is a prominent feature of the work.

HERBART HALL is the pioneer institution in this line of education. The Association main-
taining it lays emphasis upon the needs of the misunderstood normal child in contrast to the overstimulated

interest in the feeble-minded and abnormal.

"Watchung Crest," the home of HERBART HALL, comprises over twenty-five acres of land

and is situated on Watchung Mountain, a spur of the Blue Ridge, five hundred feet above sea-level,

(four hundred feet above Plainfield).

For terms, catalog and other information, address

WALDEMAR H. GROSZMANN
PRINCIPAL

"Watchung Crest," Plainfield, N. J.
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EDITORAL NOTES
With a view to obtaining suggestions from

our subscribers as to what we have published

in the past year has proved most helpful

and what departments should be added, we
published the following last month:

We will give twenty-five free subscriptions to the

first twenty-five regular kindergartners who will tell

us in a few words, First—What department or articles

which appeared last year were most helpful to them.

Second—What new feature they would like to see ap-

pear in the magazine. This offer withdrawn October

first. We will also give twenty-five free subscriptions

to primary or rural teachers who will answer the above

questions within the .time specified.

Several replies have reached us but there

are still a number of subscriptions to give

out. The offer will be withdrawn October
1. The replies include the following:

I am not answering this article especially for the

free subscription to the magazine, but for the benefit

to be received by your granting a request to the sec-

ond question.

To the first I wish to say all the articles written by

Dr. Jenny B. Merrill were the most helpful to me. To
the second I most earnestly wish you would print for

the primary department a daily program for the

school year. Such excellent programs appeared all

last year for the kindergartners.

The Kindergarten Primary Magazine arrived this

morning. Let me tell you how much I appreciate its

:oming earlier. I opened, glanced it through, then set-

tled down to reading my favorites—Miss Hill's, Dr.

Merrill's, Dr. Haiimann's.

It is hard to choose because we have had so many
very good articles, but the one that touched me most

was Dr. Haiimann's "Dream." That month I had a

review of Bryan's "Basis of Practical Teaching" to

give at our monthly meeting of the teachers of all

grades. I not only referred to the article but read

parts of it.

I've put Dr. Haiimann's and Miss Hill's of Septem-

VOL. XXVI, NO. 2

ber to practical use. Have a friend who enters the

university this fall and is still undecided as to whether
her work shall be kindergarten or playground. She
asked me today to help her decide. Have my own
views but what better could I give her than these mes-

sages to read?

All primary teachers can profit by Miss Hill's mes-

sage—but so many times the past year especially, I've

longed for a page or two to be devoted to good arti-

cles on progressive primary work.

Now, may I tell you that for seven years I worked
in Japan with kindergarten children and their big

brothers, sisters, fathers and mothers. Some of them
and Japanese teachers read yours and other American
magazines and I do so wish the little things taught to

American children about Japanese children were al-

ways nearer as it truly is in Japan. Your paper is as

near the real thing as any I ever lread. If the writers

would be just quite sure. Japanese children act much
as our children do. I love my American magazines

and my Japanese friends too much to have them hurt

the tiniest speck. This is not even the slightest criti-

cism on any paper, only a little longing I have. Per-

haps it does not affect any other friend of the Japan-

ese as it does me, and I'm sure the Japanese do not

mind it.

New Brighton, Pa.

Arnonp the many usable thinsrs in the magazine last

year I found, the stories by Susan Plessner Pollock

especially interesting to me. I also profited much
from all the articles on gift and occupation work and
should like to see them continued. P. W.

I read the magazine carefully and find many helpful

hints. The department entitled "The Committee of

the Whole," conducted by Bertha Johnston, has help-

ed me much. C. P.

A Kindergartners Prayer—"Lord, help

me to truly "live with the children". Save
me from formal routine and ruts. Grant that
I may never be content to "just get through"
my work, but help me ever to realize both its

responsibility and its blessedness. Amen."
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THE GIFTS.

LUELLA A. PALMEK

So much could be written and sa
:

d about
the "gifts," their nature, purpose, and method
of use, that it seems a very wide subject for

a twenty-minute discussion. After a para-

graph or two of introduction with regard to

the nature of the gifts, this paper must be

confined to a cons:deration of the purpose in

their use.

As man's knowledge of the world grew, he

found that this knowledge fell into related

series, a time series (history), a place series

(geography), an order series (arithmetic), a

form series (geometry), etc. The separation

of knowledge accord ng to these aspects was
an advanced and highly organized way of

looking back and interpreting actions which
had arisen in concrete situat 'oris. Knowledge
was at first a vague whole, the first groupings
were large and ill-defined, very gradually de-

ta Is were discerned, and classifications be-

came more limited and more definite.

When schools demanded books which would
present to children knowledge in concentrated

form, the text-books provided were written by

men who had a logical grasp of each subject.

They, therefore, presented information in a

logical order. Prov'ded in this way it was
expected to give the same ins

:ght into the

subject which tl« adult had. Educators did

not realize that a child's mind could only gain

through actual experiencing that power of or-

gan'zatien which would enable him to relate

in definite series, to see logical order. They
did not understand that the powers of the

mind are organized through the following out

of a psychological order and that in the pro-

cess would come the comprehens :on of an

ever more logical order.

Schoolmen and teachers have now become
conscious of the defects in their theory and

are rapidly changing their methods. . The
worth of any study is now felt to be the de-

gree to which it provides material for the

child's mind in its development. The pres-

en+at'on is not according to the logical devel-

opropnt of the subject matter, but the em-
ployment of that sequence "which is essential

in socializing and psychologizing the experi-

ences and activities." The dstinction between

information and w'sdorn as results of educa-

tion is being sharply drawn. Dr. Dewey says

:

"Information is knowledge wh'ch is merely

acquired and stored up ; wisdom is knowledge

operating in the direction of powers to the

better living of life. Information, merely as

information, implies no special training of in-

tellectual capacity ; wisdom is the finest fruit

of that training."

Kindergartners must not be the last to crit-

icise their own work in the light of the theor-

ies which are making for more efficient edu-

cation. When Froebel outlined the "gifts"

and "occupations," he wrote for the kinder-

garten what corresponds to text-books of

other grades. These presented what he con-

sidered subject matter for early education;

they presented it logically and it was to be

given to the children in its logical order so

that the children would become more con-

scious of that order. They were to learn

verbally the facts about it so that these facts

might make some impression upon the mind.

The recent invest' gations into the working of

the human mind have taught us that although

the adult may see a definite logical connection

within materials, this cannot be brought to

the consciousness of immature minds; it can

only be viewed logically in so far as it has

been used psychologically. Logical insight

will only be granted gradually and only after

many vital experiences with the material. In

the light of this fact, each kindergartner must
test the worth of any material that she uses

and its method of use.

The "gifts" as Froebel formulated the series

may be considered in three ways.

1. As materials forming a complete logical

unity within themselves.

2. As materials which the teacher uses to

guide the children.

3. As materials which the child uses to or-

ganize his powers.

1. That there is such a logical relation be-

tween the gifts is interesting, but that it is

necessary to have materials for a five-year-old

child which will show this relation, is another

question. The completeness of the circle

which they form is entirely beyond the va-

guest comprehension of a little child. The
materials which should be chosen for his ed-

ucation are those which will present the

amount and degree of log cal order which he

is capable of comprehending.

2. The kindergartner can use her material

in two ways: by emphasizing (a) material or

(b) the clrld.

a. If she endeavors to br'ng to the chil-

dren an idea of the connectedness of, the ma-

terial, she must plan a series of steps in which

the children are to walk. These can be taken
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either by following direct dictation, or by such
careful limitation of the child's possible ad-

vances that only the right step can be taken.

b. If the kindergartner views the gifts as

means by which to develop the child's powers,

the consciousness of the.r logical order will

be present in her mind only as a goal which
she hopes the children may reach some day.

She will view each separate material in the

light of its worth for organizing the child's

present experiences and activities. This may
lead her to discard some gilts and emphasize

others. Such as she retains wdl be used for

a purpose exactly in line with the child's

purpose, except that she will realize which
patns will lead most surely toward the later

logical interpretation of the universe, and the

child will only unconsciously strive toward
the same result. Since "the psychological

and the logical * * * are connected as the

earlier and the later stages in one continuous

process of normal growth" the kindergartner

will try to use the materials in such a way
as to follow the order of mental growth, rather

than the order within the material.

3. The child's experiences and activities

can only be organized through a sequence

which is sociological and psychological. This

seems a vague statement. It means that what
is provided in a child's environment and what
he is encouraged to do, will arrange his ideas

in the best way when such things appeal to

his gradually expanding nature and lead him
toward acceptance of social standards. If the

gifts are materials which help a child to or-

ganize his powers, they must give him such

experience and call forth such activities that

his mind will be developed and in the direc-

tion that humanity has found of most worth.

With regard to point (1), to see the gifts

as a complete logical unity is not the im-

mediate purpose in the kindergarten. With
regard to the point (2) the kindergartner

should use the materials in line with a child's

best development. It is the gifts in relat.on

to the last point as materials which the child

uses to organize his power, wdiich will be

taken up in detail in the rest of this paper.

The earliest gift lessons somehow left the

child out of the planning except as a kind

of mechanism ; by supplying the power which
moved the gifts in a certain way, he was sup-

posed to connect them with a cog which moved
his mental machinery in the same direc-

tion. The results were to be forms of life,

knowledge and beauty as judged by the adult,

that is, the results were in the material and
it was hoped that corresponding results were
within the children's ideas. the methods
were to he dictation first and foremost, then

imitat-on, etc. ; methods were something con-

tributed entirely uy the teacher. In most
kindergartens ol to-day. the forms made with

the gilts may appear much the same as those

of hity years ago, but each one is considered

in the light of the development which it has

g*ven to a certain aspect of the child's nature.

A '"form of beauty'' is not such for educational

purposes unless it is evolved from a child's

own feeling and is the most beautiful which
he can make.

The methods which are educational must
be those of the mind's own working. "Think-

ing involves the suggestion of a conclusion

for acceptance, and also search or inquiry to

test the value of the suggestion before finally

accepting it. This implies {a) a certain fund

or store of experiences and facts from which
suggestions proceed: (b) promptness, flexibil-

ity, and fertility of suggestions ; and (c) order-

liness, consecutiveness, appropriateness in

what is suggested."

This can be applied to a child's use of ma-
terial, (a) The mind must have something

to work upon, consequently the normal child

is curious and tries to find out things; (&)

the mind must have a number of ways of re-

acting upon mater. al, so the child builds up

and tears down an infinite number of times;

then (c) the mind finds some order in these

many suggestions and arranges them for easy

reference.

Left to himself a child might evolve rela-

tions between materials which would be trivial.

It is the teacher's duty to help him arrange

his experiences in ways which will be most

useful. This order is best developed by pro-

viding some stimulus which will inspire a

child to outline some end, and then find sug-

gestions which are most appropriate to

achieve this end. The mind thus forms a

habit of calling up suggestions, relevant be-

cause of some classification which is vital and

then choosing those which are most signi-

ficant for the occasion ; this is reflective think-

ing or reasoning.

I he three aspects of mental activity out-

lined above, investigating, testing, and ar-

ranging, represent the normal process- of a

child's mental growth. It is only after much
direct contact with various materials that an

individual is willing and able to learn from the
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experience of others. There are, therefore,

three general purposes in the use of material

:

(1) to discover its possibilities; (2) to apply
this knowledge, get a rich variety of experi-

ences in connection with it, and (3) to choose
some end which will bring order and consecu-
tiveness into these suggestions.

With these general purposes in mind, the

specific purposes of different gift lessons

might be as follows :

—

(1). To investigate, to discover properties
of the material, its characteristics and possi-

ble uses.

(2). To formulate some purpose, possibly
suggested by the sight of the material, and to

control material to carry it out.

(3). To observe and follow another's use
of material.

(4).To formulate a purpose in line with
some past experience which has been vivid,

and to control material to express it.

(5). To follow another's use of material

because it is well adapted to express some
idea about past experience.

(6). To discriminate between the values

of the material in order to choose the kind
best suited to express an idea.

(7). To exercise memory by repeating
some form which has been made at a previous
time.

(8). To express the beauty or scientific

facts which he has discovered can be shown
through the material.

(9). To show control of the technical nam-
ing of the material by following a dictation.

(10). To co-operate with others in the use

of material, by adding to some large form,

or by building a smaller form which is need-

ed to express an idea which has been decided

upon by the group.

Lessons given with these different purposes
in mind would take into consideration the

mental development of the child through the

use of material, the social values that may be

found in using materials, and also the char-

acteristics of the materials used. While all

lessons would have all of these purposes in

some degree, for instance, discoveries should

be made every time the material was handled,

point (5) states the one which seems to in-

clude them in equal degrees ; the other les-

sons emphasize one aspect more than the

others. Point (3) and (10) emphasize the

social aspect; points (2), (4), (7) emphasize

the psychological; points (1), (8), (9) empha-

size the material; point (6) both the material
and the individual.

How would lessons given in these ways
help to organize a child's mind?

(1). If given in the right way a lesson
with investigation as its object would help a
child to gain an attitude of trying to learn the
possibilities of any new material and of try-
ing to interpret or use them. He would be-
come alert to situations and eager to find

problems. Kindergartners have allowed too
little for investigation, they have felt it neces-
sary to tell children many things which they
could find out. "For teacher or book to crar.-,

pupils with facts which, with little more trou-

ble, they could discover by direct inquiry, is

to violate their intellectual integrity by cul-

tivating mental servility. Even the facts

which we have thought necessary to tell chil-

dren about the gifts have not been the most
important ones for them. "Variations in form,
size, color, and arrangement of parts have
much less to do, and the uses, purposes, and
functions of things and of their parts much
more to do, with distinctness of character and
meaning than we should be likely to think.

What misleads us is the fact that the qualities

of form, size, color, and so on, are now so dis-

tinct that we fail to see that the problem is

precisely to account for the way in which
they originally obtained their definiteness and
conspicuousness. So far as we sit passive be-

fore objects they are not distinguished out of

a vague blur which swallows them all. Dif-

ferences in the pitch and intensity of sounds
leave behind a different feeling but until we
assume a different attitude toward them or

do something special in reference to them
their vague difference cannot be intellectually

gripped and retained." A child must build

up a variety of experiences before he can dis-

criminate those things which adults feel are

values.

(2.) When material is placed in a child's

hands (with which he has already experiment-

ed) he ought to be able to formulate such a

purpose for expression as can be carried out

through the material ; in other words he ought

to adapt his ideas to bring them somewhat
in line with the possibilities of the material

and then have perseverance enough to arrive

at his self-determined end.

(3.) It is good practice for a child to fol-

low others sometimes and particularly when
some one has discovered a very good use of

the material. It not only gives the child a
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good model but it spurs him to strive himself

for better interpretations of the material.

(4.) A lesson which leads a child to formu-
late a related purpose and then express it,

will develop reasoning and perseverance, and
calls for creativity of the highest kind. A
child must be inspired to want to express a

certain idea ; he must think of many different

possible ways in which he could express it,

select the best, and then persevere to the end

to carry it out.

(5.) A lesson where the children copy an-

other's model because that other has been

able to plan a purpose which is connected

with what they are trying to express, has the

same kind of social value as the third type

of lesson, except that the purpose is a little

more organized ; it is the controlling of ma-
terial, not to make some irrelevant, incidental

object, but to follow some connected line of

thinking.

(6.) When children choose the material

which is best adapted to express some idea,

good reasoning ability is developed. Such a

lesson calls for some vivid idea to be express-

ed (in order to give some purpose for expres-

sion), then, a consideration of many possible

ways in which it can be carried out ; next, the

selection for definite reasons of that material

which is best adapted to (has greatest num-
ber of possibilities for) expressing the idea;

and, lastly, the sustaining of the effort until

the completion of the idea.

(7.) Repeating a form is a play which the

child likes to have within his own mental con-

trol ; he likes to test his power of recalling

some act which it gave him particular pleas-

ure to accomplish. He relives the joy just as

an adult does when he repeats the story of

some happy experience.

(8.) Through the use of the material a

child will discover that it is beautiful when
placed in certain ways, or that there are cer-

tain number, size, and form relations between

different parts. If a problem is set before

him as, for instance, to lay the longest possi-

ble sidewalk with the bricks, he will be elated

over the solving of h ;

s problem. Care must

be taken in the presenting of problems ; only

a few should be given in which the ac-

complishment of the deed is the sole end

sought; this is not a high aim. Activity

which has a purpose beyond that of its own
realization is the kind which is of most bene-

fit to mankind.

(9.) Through playing with the material a

child will discover that certain possible uses

of material are accompanied by certain simi-

lar. ties in form as, for instance, that it is best

to choose an object with a fiat surface if it is

desired to have a form which stands still, or,

that objects with long sides make higher

houses than those w.th short sides. These
characteristics linger on the borderland of

knowledge unless they are given a name. It

makes them more definite to provide a term
which the child feels will cover the facts

which he has discovered, and which will be

intelligible to his associates. A technical term
should be given in order to "preserve a mean-
ing" or to make it possible to "transfer a

meaning" which a child has found in his use

of materials. A dictation lesson should not

be one in which the teacher has done all the

thinking for the ch Id and he has merely fol-

lowed directions. "Sheer imitation dictation

of steps to be taken, mechanical drill, may
give results most qu'.ckly and yet strengthen

traits likely to be fatal to reflective power.

1 lie pupil is enjoined to do this and that

specific thing, with no knowledge of any rea-

son except that by so doing he gets his re-

sult most speedily; his mistakes are pointed

out and corrected for him ; he is kept as pure

repetition of certain acts t 11 they become au-

tomatic." A dictation lesson should be a

playful test of a child's grasp of the terms
which show the definiteness of his discrimina-

tion w.th regard to the material. Such a les-

son should help him to make his ideas clear-

er. The word should always come after ex-

perience with the material ; it should repre-

sent a summing up of experience.

(10.) A lesson with the purpose of co-

operatmg with others in the use of material

would demand quite a degree of social con-

trol, a willingness to subordinate one's in-

dividual preference for the sake of making
the group result more complete. This could

only be done with older children in the kin-

dergarten. The results in the material, there-

fore, should show a good understanding of its

characteristics and of selection of the best

means to get the result. Such a lesson as

this would show the degree to which a child

had been led to organize his ideas of the ma-
terial and of himself as an individual in the

group. It would call for reasoning, persever-

ance, creativity, co-operation.

Lessons of all these different types are

needed in order to appeal to the whole nature

of a child, yet those which organize his powers
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on the higher planes should be given as soon
as he is ready for them. The kind of ma-
terial used, the ease with which it can be con-
trolled, and the number of times it has been
used, will govern to some extent the type of

lesson, although the first use of any material

would probably be that suggested under (1).

Not all of the Froebelian gifts could be em-
ployed in the ways suggested above, because
they are not the best material through which
a chdd can expand socially and mentally at

the kindergarten age. That is a story beyond
the tweny-minute limit. I can merely state

dogmatically that I think the Froebelian

building blocks are the best materials that

will be found to help in a child's growth;
that sticks, seeds, and colored balls are ma-
terials which a child enjoys and which can be

used educationally. There are many doubts
as to the value of the rest of the gifts. The
above types of lessons can be used with any
material suitable to be introduced into the

kindergarten.

in the limited time I have tried to show
how teacher and child can be in perfect sym-
pathy by providing such stimulus for expres-

sion that the child will delight in putting

iorfh aii the energy which he nas at Ins com-
mand and in the direction which the teacher

knows will be of value in his steady develop-

ment. Lessons given for the purposes stated

are much more difficult to arrange than the

ordinary sequences, giving logical steps in

the manipulation of the material. They re-

quire on the part of the kindergartner, (1) a

working knowledge of the normal process of

mind development; (2) an intimate knowl-

edge of each individual child so that he can

be helped" to his next step in advance; (3)

keen observation and ready adaptability to

take advantage of contributions which are of

value to the individual or the group
; (4)

good control over the possibilities of material

and of its educational presentation. Even a

poor teacher can follow a series of logical les-

sons and dictate the forms to children gain-

ing visible results which appear fine on the

surface ; it takes a superior teacher to respond

to each child's need so that he is developing

at the rate which is most consistent with his

continued and steady progress. A teacher's

method is "anything in the atmosphere and

-onduct of the school which reacts in any way
rpon. the curiosity, the responsiveness and the

orderly activity of children."

WAYS AND MEANS OF INCREASING
EFFECTIVE KINDERGARTEN

SUPERVISION.
Barbara Greenwood

(Los Angeles State Normal School)

I. What is the Necessity for Having Spe-

cial Supervision in the Kindergarten?
II. Some of the Dangers of Supervision?

III. Suggested Ways and Means of In-

creasing Effective Supervision.

I. What is the Necessity for Having Spe-

cial Supervision in the Kindergarten?

1. This is the day of specialization. The
kindergarten is truly understood only by
those who have had special training for it,

so its supervision must be more emphas zed.

2. We need supervision for unification.

There should be great freedom in the individ-

ual work, but all should co-operate to solve-

the general problems.

3. A higher standard of work is assured

through supervision.

4. A supervisor is needed as a medium of

information for the kindergarten department

and the Superintendent and Board of Edu-
cation.

5. The business and financial problems

alone of the kindergarten are sufficient rea-

sons for supervision : proper equipment, sup-

plies, adjustment of salaries, selection of

teachers, examination, over-crowding, over-

work, and the manifold problems that arise.

II. Some of the Dangers of Supervision:

1. Teachers are apt to be too much super-

vised.

2. The supervisor is apt to be autocratic

and impose her ideas, making machines of

the teachers.

3. The personality and individuality of the

teacher are not apt to be developed as they

should be because they are not allowed to

grow through exercising the power of initia-

tive.

4. Plans of the supervisor are apt to be

hampering because detailed.

5. Teachers are allowed to depend too

much on the supervisor.

6. Only when the supervisor is willing her

teachers should grow through using their

own power of initiative, will some of the dan-

gers of supervision be overcome.

III. Ways and Means of Increasing Effec-

tive Kindergarten Supervision:

What effective supervision really is.'

The best means of accomplishing effective

supervision.
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1. To have the right supervisor. She must
be a student of Psychology, Child Study, and
Pedagogy, understanding and appreciating

the natural impulses of the child.

2. The supervisor must have an able corps

of teachers—teachers who can grasp the sit-

uation and hold to a high standard.

3. The supervisor must help and encour-

age the experienced and the inexperienced

alike through sympathetic appreciation of all

efforts.

4. The supervisor's greatest service to the

teachers is that of constant inspiration. She
is the stimulus that urges the teacher always

to put forth her best efforts and to make the

most of herself.

5. The teachers may be inspired in dif-

ferent ways

:

a. To come to a more comprehensive

understanding of the principles underlying

the kindergarten work that they may meet
intelligently any question, criticism, or ar-

gument in regard to it.

b. It is a duty of the supervisor to dis-

cover in her force, teachers of unusual abil-

ity along any particular line and to encour-

age further professional study.

c. The supervisor can also inspire her

teachers to have comprehensive, intelligent

exhibits showing the developmental stages

of the child.

6. Some of the best means of carrying on

supervision

:

a. By visits made to the different

schools.

b. By general meetings of different kinds

where the attendance is voluntary.

(1) Where all the kindergartens may
attend.

(2) Where only directors attend.

(3) Where classes meet for study.

c. Smaller group conferences.

d. Individual conference for really help-

ful criticism.

e. Voluntary reports of directors at in-

tervals relating incidents of unusual inter-

est. This preserves the personal touch of

supervisor and teacher.

f. Office hours understood and adhered

to.

7. Effective kindergarten supervision must
work for co-operation with all the school sys-

tem. This may be accomplished in part by
having all supervisors meet together.

8. The supervisor must broaden the kin-

dergarten teachers by having the other spe-

cial supervisors give inspirational talks to

them.

9. A closer connection must be made be-

tween the Kindergarten and the Primary
grades in accordance with the latest develop-

ments in genetic psychology.

10. This will mean that the supervision ot

the Primary school and that of the Kinder-

garten must be combined.
11. To make the supervision most effective

the Kindergarten supervisor must understand
thoroughly the work of both Kindergarten
and Primary grades, and the ultimate aim of

all.

THE VALUE OF OUTDOOR KINDER-
GARTENS.

Ada Mae Brooks Pasadena, Cal.

The efficacy of fresh air in cases of all man-
ner of physical and mental disease is now
fully recognized and as a result a certain

number of open air schools have been started

—chiefly through philanthropic effort for the

benefit of sickly, subnormal and consumptive
children. The wonderful success of these

schools (see "Open Air Crusaders" by Sher-

man C. Kingsley, published by the Elizabeth

McCormick Memorial fund, 315 Plymouth
Court, Chicago, 111.) leads us to ask "Why
should the healthy child be denied the privi-

lege of breathing pure air?" If fresh air can

work wonders as a cure, would it not be more
effective as a preventive?

All children are better and happier outdoors

than man is, but our plea for the open-air

school is based on larger considerations than

its benefit to health. We hold that an indoor

life cramps the child's mind as well as its

body ; that children educated amongst the

trees and flowers have a broader outlook than

children educated within four walls. With
every opportunity of observing the ways of

nature their imaginative, scientific and artistic

tendencies are constantly stimulated. They
do not make that rigid distinction between

the world of things and the world of books

which is so common and so disastrous. They
understand that the one is an expression of

the other.

Experience being more convincing than

theory, let me describe my own open-air

school, "Broadoaks," Pasadena, California. It

has been established four years and we have

between thirty and forty pupils. We have

two houses which stand back to back w'th

about an acre of garden between them. Flow-
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ers in rich abundance, a sand pit, swings, etc.,

make the place a children's paradise. There
are two splendid oak trees and the children

are encouraged to climb about amongst the

branches.

Each child has a light chair, and each pair

of children has a light desk table. These can
be moved about easily and we arrange them
under the shade of our oaks and olives. On
those rare days when it rains the children

in the grades move their desks into two large

open-window school rooms and the k'ndergar-
ten is accommodated in a glass-sided porch.

Working in these ideal conditions we have
seen nervous children grow calm, delicate

children grow strong, and robust, high spirit-

ed children develop their talents naturally,

without friction. We do not find the children

lack concentration. On the contrary it seems
their strong point. Their alertness and recep-

tiveness render the teacher's task easy, if she

is capable of adapting herself to the condi-
tions.

One word on the ever-important economic
question. We have found that the equipment
and maintenance of the outdoor school in-

volves a smaller outlay than would be neces-

sary in an indoor school.

Ada County, Idaho, has a school district

containing 324 square miles.

Seven hundred home gardens were started

in Port Ewen, N. Y., this year under the di-

rection of the school authorities.

Every high school graduate in Nebraska
receives a letter from the University of

Nebraska congratulating h'm on Irs gradua-
tion and urging him to consider the advan-
tages offered by the State University.

A vocational summer school, with practical

men and women in charge of it, is in opera-
tion in Baltimore, Md., this year. Printing

and woodwork are among the subjects taught
the boys ; the girls have cooking, sewing, and
other household branches.

The National Kindergarten College, in Chi-

cago, is devoting a large part of its summer
program to the methods of Dr. Montessori.

Two of Dr. Montessori's graduate students,

who have spent over a year with her in Rome,
have charge of the practice work with the

children.

PREPARATIONS FOR THE PROGRAM.
OCTOBER.

Jenny B. Merrill, Pd. D.

(Ex-Supervisor of Kindergartens. Special Lecturer on
Educational Topics )

I wonder whether there are not kindergartners plan-

ning to experiment a little with Montessori discipline

if not with her materials. Her keynote strikes upon

my ear with a decided Frobelian ring, for it is "Stand

back and follow the child." Who said, "Education

should be passive following?" Surely Montessori's

note is only an echo of Froebel in this particular. Are

not our "programs" in danger of following the school

rather than Frobelian principles?

It requires more skill on a kindergartner's part to

let the children "make the day," but it is worth while

to experiment, now and then, perhaps upon a rainy

day when the attendance is small, or upon a child's

birthday when he and his companions may choose

games and songs and stories. Perhaps also on Fri-

days, review days, the little ones will surprise you with

a very pleasing program, your suggestion -simply being

that they can choose from the week's occupations.

What an opportunity this will afford for you, good

kindergartners, to study individual tastes and also the

strongest impressions of the week's work.

If you are a young kindergartner, you may still need

"leading-strings;" you may fall back upon your train-

ing-school program in part, but I hear you say, "This

khidergarten is so different from the one where I

observed. I cannot do so much. These children are

less mature. They have had such meager experiences

at home. I must modify my training school program

in almost every item especially in songs, stories and

games."

Still will not the general note of programs thruout

the year be he'pful to you? Nature sends out her

happy hints in falling leaves, in rainy days, in early

sunsets, in snow and ice, and spring's awakening. The
five great festivals of the year—Thanksgiving, Christ-

mas, the patriotic holidays, Easter, May day—will

lure you on from point to point.

It is not only the daily program but the yearly

program that must be kept in mind by the kinder-

gartner. Early in the year each kindergartner should

make a list of stories, a list of songs, a list of games,

that she hopes her particular children will enjoy be-

times. (Make the list even tho you drop a few and

add others.)

Tn some cities the kindergartner may possibly be

obliged by the school regulations to plan by the term

rather than the year. Promotions are Sometimes made
semi-annually and thus the kindergarten year has two
beginnings.

It is attention to these large periods that will make
for the best results in the end. Why so? Because the

kindergartner who thinks ahead will be likely to se-

cure continuity. She will be ready when the time

comes with pictures on hand, objects to illustrate,

stories to tell. She will not find it impossible to

introduce this occupation or that at the proper mo-
ment because having thought ahead, she ordered nec-

essary supplies, or hunted a story up weeks ahead,
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possibly months before its introduction. To illustrate

:

The autumn days are here, and Miss Susie is so glad

she remembered to think "thru the year" while on the

farm. She has a choice collection of grains and even

a corn-stalk. She has just the colors for chains

and leaves that autumn calls for, plenty of yellows

and browns, some orange and red as well as green.

She has clay on hand for modeling fruits and veg-

etables and colors to color them. She has pictures of

squirrels, of fall fruits and flowers, of chestnut burrs,

of orchards; she has acorns, milk-weed pods and

other seed-vessels in the cabinet. She thought ahead

and when acorns are needed, there they are. A word
to the wise is sufficient.

This is the October number of our magazine and

we mean to relate some of the rich experiences of

former years in former kindergartens as a guide and

inspiration for this October, but you, wise kinder-

gartner, are also looking even ahead of this month
into November and working forward towards that

first great festival, Thanksgiving. It is your goal,

your objective point, and you must know now in gen-

eral terms what you hope to have led the children to

experience by that time. September was a short

month but you will look back, and bring together in

your mind what has been accomplished as an impetus

for October. You will add a few pictures to the

walls, a flight of birds, perhaps, a few animal picture

books to the table, a box of acorns, where they will

attract the children but not the mice.

You will have provided a big box for dry leaves

for the little ones to jump in if they have no park

near by, for every little one must hear the "rustling"

of leaves ! You mean to train the ear to unusual as

well as frequent sounds, especially to nature's voice as

she speaks in leaves this month. You may, perhaps,

single out the prettiest leaves, or have the children do

so, to lay some pretty patterns on the white oil-cloth

before you let them make impressions of leaves on the

clay plaques, which they can now make quite well,

having worked in clay from the first week.

I once visited a kindergarten where the children

at each table were working together with leaves, lay-

ing a continuous border around the edge of the table.

The sight rises to my mind for it was the first time

in my experience that 1 had seen a kindergartner

using leaves upon the white oil cloth. The white

background brought out the dainty shapes and colors

of the leaves. The children enjoyed working to-

gether.

But there are many kindergartners waiting to say a

word of inspiration and refresh our memories of all

the rich possibilities in an October program which

like a good artist each will paint in her own way.

It will be an interesting study for the young kin-

dergartner to take paper and pencil and summarize

these reports before writing her own program. Per-

haps a few questions will help.

How many reports mention experiences out of

doors?

What is said of birds, insects and other animals?

What activities are suggested by out of door ex-

periences for indoor games?

What occupations are influenced by the use of

leaves?

What pictures are mentioned?

What songs?

What are the subjects of conversation?

What plants are mentioned?

Make a list of new words that have possibly been
added to the child's vocabulary this month.
Write all the ways nature materials were obtained

by these kindergartners. Who helped?

Is it wise to celebrate Hallowe'en in all kinder-

gartens ?

What proof do you find in these reports that en-

vironment and experiences differ widely in a large

city?

What proof do you gather that nature reaches all

the little ones.

What examples of cooperation with the school and
community are suggested?

Our first walk was taken while the leaves were still

green and goldenrod was in evidence. During the

next walk we found that the foliage color was chang-
ing and that there were more asters to be seen than

goldenrod. Another outing followed soon after. This
time we found the leaves were quite bright and that

some of them were falling. Each child gathered as

many leaves from the ground as could be easily car-

ried. We reached the kindergarten a short time be-

fore dismissal, which afforded an opportunity to look

the leaves over, compare them and learn the names of

some. The leaves were kept and the next day in our
opening circle names already known were reviewed
and the names of the other learned. I made a frieze

of the different familiar kinds, using cut paper imita-

tions, and after the natural leaves had become too

faded for recognition the children enjoyed finding the

kinds named upon the wall. They used leaf forms in

their cutting, tearing, sewing and painting, and were
finally able to recognize the chestnut, maple, dog-wood

;

elm, two kinds of oak, and the three forms of sassa-

fras, so that during our next walk the trees were
known by their leaves.

Our last walk showed us that the trees were quite

bare and that the asters had changed in appearance.

One child found a "sticker" on her dress and calling

our attention to it presented an opportunity for an
out-of-door seed talk. In the kindergarten we had
already recognized nuts as a kind of seed. But with

the "stickers" and asters at hand we made a little

group and discovered by opening them that they, too,

contained seeds and that a means for dispersion had
been provided. Some rested on the ground as we
talked and De Koven's Winter Lullaby, a part of

which we had learned, seemed more meaningful as

we sang it with the seeds in sight and a covering of

the fallen leaves near by.

. M. R. P. H.

This ' month in our kindergarten we have had a

good deal to do and say about leaves. First a border

of green leaves, pressed and mounted, was put across

the top of one of the blackboards. Later, after talk-
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ing of the changing colors, a border of red and brown

leaves was added.

Some branches of red and green leaves have been

kept in the room and looked at and talked about.

Of flowers we have had a number of different col-

ored chrysanthemums, asters, goldenrod, pinks and

roses.

In the sand table we have represented an orchard

with large twigs for trees, and the blackboard and

room pictures have told of birds going south, squirrels

gathering nuts and leaves falling down. In the games

and songs we have learned "The Orchard," sometimes

using real leaves from a bagful kept for that purpose;

"The Squirrel," "Come, little leaves," etc., and out of

the windows we have .noticed the weather, pleasant

days and rainy days, and even a little snow, and talked

about the wind and sun. G. C.

We have been blessed with a great deal this fall.

There has been an abundance of autumn leaves which

the children have played with, made chains and pasted

designs. They also strung dog-wood berries and

squash seeds. Bitter-sweet vines were hanging in the

room and there were milk-weed seeds in the window
which they loved to chase and capture in playtime.

We also had various twigs and acorns, chestnut burrs

and other nuts. The children showed great interest

in all these (to them) novel things.

E. M.

The children have been to the park, are familiar with

oak, maple and dog-wood leaves, acorns, hickorynuts

and chestnuts ; are familiar with gray clouds, falling

leaves and strength of wind. I. W. A.

During October we took up the subject of birds and

their migration. Our talks were made interesting by

a child whose parents are interested in birds. He
told of the hatching of the eggs and his stories were

verified by little boys who had been to his home. We
had a little Hallowe'en party. R. S.

We have been walking twice, once to Tompkins Park,

where the children had a very nice time with the sand

and the board for sliding, which they called "sliding

pond." The next time we went to Stuyvesant Park, and

invited the mothers to go too ; about twenty went. We
had permission to go on the grass and had a chestnut

hunt. The mothers helped us scatter about half a

bushel of chestnuts and the children had made baskets

which they picked full of nuts. Our District Superin-

tendent joined us. The children insisted on filling his

pockets with nuts and we had quite a party time. The
children are more intellegent than usual this fall about

nature subjects and we have made much of the squir-

rel, pumpkin, and corn. We had a Hallowe'en party

at 11 :30, October 30. Our principal brought over some

boys from school, who gave us a little jack-o-lantern

picture exhibition. E. S.

We have been fortunate in having a good supply

of nature material sent to us from the country—acorns,

milk-weed, chestnut burrs, etc. They have been a

great delight to the children, who have had them in

free play, sorting and stringing, without ever losing

interests. K. B. H.

We have not taken any walks, but a great deal of

material has been brought to the kindergarten. The
children took great del ght in bringing leaves to us.

They learned the names of different birds and from

pictures learned to describe them. They have learned

to. tell the oriole's nest, also that of the robin. We
have a collection of nests for the cabinet.

F. V.

We made chains of sunflower seeds and acorns for

our room. The children also strung leaves and straws

to take home and were very much pleased with them.

At Hollowe'en we made a jack-o-lantern. We have

not been able to take many fall walks on account of

the unpleasant weather. V. Z.

During month of October spoke of fall nature in-

terests. Children brought in leaves from neighboring

park. One child brought in beautiful bunch of autumn

leaves which his father had gatnered in the country.

At Hallowe'en festival a jack-o-lantern was made
and the seeds from pumpkin saved for stringing.

R.W.

So much pleasant weather has made it possible to

get out quite a little. A trip to the park, down to

the river, and up on the roof. The neighborhood and

the great distance we have to travel to get to more

ideal surroundings make it rather hard, so we are not

able to go to the park quite as often as we would

like; however, the children have been able to see the

falling leaves and other signs of approaching winter.

R. K.

I take my children, six or eight at a time, for walks

afternoons. We have been to the park to see autumn

foliage and squirrels, and this week we are going to

see the sheep, studying about wool.

We have a cabinet which we are filling and when
nests, cocoons, starfish, etc., are brought, we talk about

them. Have had leaves on hand, fruit, chestnuts, and

a pumpkin. M. E. C.

We have been to Central Park to see the animals.

The children fed the squirrels with acorns and we
gathered a few oak leaves which were lying on the

ground. In occupation work, we have strung rose tips

and maple wings. A. H.

We have taken no walks with the children, but we
have encouraged them to bring in specimens of nature,

and each week after their Saturday and Sunday excur-

sions one or two children have brought fall flowers,

leaves and nuts. We have kept the kindergarten sup-

plied with the autumn foliage, cornstalks, grains, seeds

and vegetables. M. K.

For our nature work, we have had colored leaves

and dog-wood berries, chestnut burrs and hickory-

nuts, oats, wheat milkweed seeds, etc. For Hallowe'en

we had a pumpkin and cut a jack-o-lantern. We have

started two window-boxes ; we have had pictures of

birds and some nests, also a bowl containing two gold-

fish. For flowers, there have been goldenrod and

asters and chrysanthemums. We have taken two
walks, one just around several blocks and the other to

the playground. M. S.
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A day spent in the country at Upperhan, Yonkers,

N. Y., was greatly enjoyed by the kindergarten chil-

dren and two mothers. The trip, including the jour-

ney on train, was rich in experiences upon which to

base our work. We have used autumn leaves, twigs,

acorns and milkweed. E: McD.

One fall walk this term was unusually interesting.

We went to Stuyvestant Park and saw the usual objects

of interest—trees turning and falling leaves, nests,

bushes, benches, St. George's church, etc. That morn-

ing the park gardeners were busy in the plot around

the fountain, removing the geraniums, lilies and foliage

plants which had beautified the fountain during the

summer, and digging up and softening the earth in the

plots. They gave us several basketsful of plants,

which we distributed to the children when we returned

so that each child had a plant to care for at home.

We also planted a few in pots for the kindergarten

next day.

We have a very pretty fernery field with moss and

partridge vines with their red berries, of which the

children are very fond.

We have had a bountiful supply of autumn leaves,

pine and spruce branches with cones, nuts and other

nature material this fall. G. R.

At recess we walked around the school almost every

day to watch the change in the trees, and in the gar-

dens opposite. We dug up the flowers in the school

beds and planted them in our boxes, leaving the bed

smoothed over for winter.

Acorns, hickory and chestnuts were brought in by

the children and all know them, and the leaves of oak

tree and maple.

We were also interested in some sparrows who had

a nest in the leader, but we never saw the little birds,

just the parents bringing worms. There has never

been one here so late before, M. C.

The children never tired of bringing in autumn

leaves which we used for many purposes. It was such

fun to pin one upon a piece of drawing paper, trace it,

and then make another leaf near it with a. red, brown

or yellow crayon. J. L.

We took several delightful walks up the Southern

Boulevard to a large open place where there are

many trees. The children gathered quantities of dried

leaves and discovered numerous pods containing seeds,

which they thought it great fun to open and scatter.

When we returned, their arms were full and some had

pulled plants up by the roots to plant at home.

M. .H.

Our usual fall walks were taken to St. Mary's Park

and along the Southern Boulevard. The park espe-

cially gives us plenty of material for our nature les-

sons. We watched the trees change color, the leaves

fall, the squirrels gather nuts, the park gardner dig

up his flowers for the winter, and enjoyed many good

runs on the grass. M. E. E.

St. Mary's Park being so near, we spent many beau-

tiful hours in it, seeing the changing trees and shrubs,

the falling leaves, and the efforts of the squirrels to

secure food for the winter. The children had great

heaps of leaves to wade through and to gather, to

bring back for painting. I brought milkweed pods

from my home. Our garden yielded pumpkins.

H. C.

During October we took many short walks to ob-

serve the trees, to find shrubs; gathered seeds, also

leaves for our room; at another time in search of

empty bird nests. Crickets and caterpillars we found
in great plenty, especially crickets ; it was all we could

do to keep from stepping on them.

When we talked about the squirrel, we went on a

nutting party and in a very short time came home with

pockets and caps filled with acorns.

Children brought several plants from their gardens
for our window. Cocoons brought by the children.

S. B.

We had one very happy walk to Crotona Park, when
the leaves were falling thickly. The children gathered

acorns with shouts of glee, and pointed out several

squirrel holes. Since then about twelve children have

gone out to buy the pumpkin for Hallowe'en, and
yesterday another twelve to buy our Thanksgiving

basket and some fruit. H. D.

NATURE OBJECTS.
Leaves.—Used with sticks for gift work, leaves on

trees, falling off, border, etc., as object lessons in

drawing, cutting and tearing.

Flowers.—Drawing lessons, drawing from life.

Twigs.—Used in sand, and with peg boards.

Vegetables.—As objects for clay modeling. Hallow-
e'en week we had a jack-o'-lantern in kindergarten and

each child modeled a pumpkin, painted it and brought

it home.

Acorns.—Each child made a top to take home.

Excursions.—No excursions were made. We are not

within walking distance of any park and our class is

very large. A. C.

Bangor, Me.
The kindergarten opened for the fall term today,

with Miss Osterhoudt and Miss Alice Van Hook of

New York in charge. The building recently acquired,

the old library building on Ledgelawn avenue, is prov-

ing very well adapted for the work, and makes an ideal

small school room building.

Montclair, N. J.

The Montclair Kindergarten Association held a

meeting in the Teachers' Clubhouse in Valley road yes-

terday afternoon. Miss Pearl Fish, president of the

association, gave a lesson in folk dancing. Miss Olive

Cary, a teacher in the Mt. Hebron School, assisted at

the piano. It was announced that the association had
joined the International Kindergarten Union.

North Yakima, Wash.
Alarmed by the rumor that the school board is con-

sidering the abolishment of the four city kindergartens

in order to cut down the operating expenses of the

schools, mothers of. kindergarten children have held

meetings in the different sections to protest and to take

the steps necessary for presenting petitions asking that

they be retained.
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To the Chairman of the Committee of the IVhole:

A bright little boy in the kindergarten has a peculiar

habit of putting his hands in the faces of the other

children, and otherwise teasing and annoying them. He
seems to do this impulsively, but greatly enjoys the

discomfiture of the children. Nothing in the kinder-

garten seems to interest him so much as the indul-

gence of these peculiar habits. What shall I do?

S. A. H.

Here, as elsewhere, we must try to overcome evil

with good. The hands that do the unkind things must

be trained, little by little, to do the gracious, helpful

deeds. Possibly the children are seated too closely

together. Try placing him near some weaker child,

and without mentioning his previous teasing tricks,

suggest that here is a playmate whom you want him

to assist in as may ways as possible, and ask him how
many things his hands can show his neighbor's hands

how to do, thus setting up new associations in the

brain centers, to replace the old ones. We have told

the story in past years of the little child who was con-

tinually punching and hitting her neighbors, and then

learned happier uses for her hands when a cat strayed

in one day, and all of the children played holding a

kitty on their arms, and gently stroking it. One pur-

pose in the Finger Plays is to thus substitute right

acivity for evil or bad activity. See the Mother Play,

"The Greeting." Occasionally ask this problematical

child of yours, at table, or on the circle, to lead the

others in a finger play, and so train him to feel the joy

of helping and being a leader in good actions, or, after

he has used his hands teasingly, take them gently

in yours and express your surprise that such nice, soft

hands should want to do the unkind deed. Do not

arouse opposition or bravado by arbitrary commands

not to do so and so. Dr. Francis Warner's "Study of

Children" will be helpful to teachers of any grade, who

have fidgety,- nervous children in their classes.

To the Chairman of the Committee of the Whole:

I was interested in the query of S. D. in the Septem-

ber number, regarding light and color. It suggests a

simple experiment with the prism and one with com-

plementary colors that may please primary children

and possibly lead to some boy or girl later making dis-

coveries in color photography. Who knows?

Take the six colors, red, orange, yellow, green, blue,

and violet, place them on a white or black background

and then let the rays from a prism (the so-called

spectrum) fall upon one after the other or upon sev-

eral simultaneously. Then note how the pure colors

of the prism are changed in hue according to the color

upon which they fall. In some cases they will be

greatly intensified, and otherwise modified. The chil-

dren might be given this experiment as a subject for

a composition. Then note if all agree as to the changes

in hue.

Again—those who have studied physics know that by

looking intently for a number of seconds at a bright

red circle or oblong, and then instantly at a white

background, the complementary of that color, a deli-

cate green circle or oblong will be seen. Each color

thus has its complementary. Now, after looking at a

red bit of paper, then instead of a white background,

look quickly at green, blue, gray or what not, and the

complementary will be modified according to the back-

ground.

Use kindergarten colored papers in making experi-

ments, or even bright covered books. I tried it with

six books of different colors.

B. K.

To the Chairman of the Committee of the Whole:

Such is the power of apperception that after seeing

your Pigeon-House picture in the September number,

and reading the short article accompanying it, I read

with particular interest the letter to the New York
Times, which I enclose, a trifle abridged. City chil-

dren see so many racing automobiles that they may .

not be able to discriminate between what may seem to

them heroic (?) daring, and criminal haste. This

"contrast" may lead them to "love mercy," and there-

fore to imitate it when occasion offers.

Respectfully,
M. B.

A Contrast.

To the Editor of The New York Times:

"I was passing through the arcade of Madison

Square Garden when I noticed' a truck driver who had

halted his team near the curb, take some handfuls of

oats from the nosebags under his wagon and throw

them on the asphalt. In a few seconds some thirty

pigeons had flown down from the eaves of the Garden

to enjoy the meal spread out for them.
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"Just at this moment a big automobile came racing

down the avenue and, without slacking speed for an

instant, drove straight through the flock of birds,

which took wing hurriedly in all directions. As the

auto shot out of sight I saw a few feathers on the

street, and a second glance disclosed a pigeon trying

to limp away, but too dazed and apparently hurt to

really move.

"In another instant another big auto came rushing

down the avenue, but the driver (he looked more like

an owner than a chauffeur) threw on his brakes and

brought his machine to a dead stop a few paces from

the injured bird.

"Then the truck driver, seeing what had happened,

left his truck and, stooping down, passed his fingers

as gently as any nurse under the wounded pigeon and

carried it away to the sidewalk and safety. Not until

then did the second autoist go on.

HUNGERFORD SPOONER."

To the Chairman of the Committee of the Whole:

Kindly tell me if you think it unwise to use the

Gifts and Occupations in the Kindergarten Sunday

School? Are they too material?
S. H. T.

It has happened more than once that a cashier who
was a rapid and accurate accountant, trained to be an

expert in figures, has defaulted, with cash in hand, dis-

honest to the core. Those who trained him to exact-

ness in mathematics had somehow failed to instil in

him a love for truth and fidelity as such, although

mathematics should develop a profound reverence for

truth. So with the Froebelian materials. They may
be employed so as to train the senses and the intellect

primarily; or they may be used so as to impress the

spiritual side of the child's nature.

If the Sunday School period be short (for an hour

or a little over) it is well to omit the Gifts and Occu-

pations and confine the attention to prayer, conversa-

tion upon incidents of the past week, song, stories, oc-

casional dramatic action, and the giving of the pennies

according to some of the later methods which train

the child's sympathetic judgment. Each of these may
be made a means of appeal to what is highest in the

child nature.

There is a time for all things, and although all days

should be in a sense holy days, and the day kinder-

garten is really addressed to every side of the child,

body, mind and spirit, yet we like to make Sunday the

very best day of the week, and so reserve for it those

things which belong to the noblest self. Being made
of material things some incline to think the Gifts and

Occupations not quite suitable for use in Sunday kin-

dergarten to which we do not altogether agree.

If the period be a long one, it is possible and desir-

able to introduce the games and occupations in such a

way as to minimize their appeal to the intellect and

emphasize their possibilities for illustrating and devel-

oping stories of kindness, courtesy, heroism, good

cheer, obedience, reverence, and a sense of God's power
and goodness. It is not the thing itself so much as

the way it is used, that makes it a means of grace.

CRITICISMS OF THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS.
Current criticisms of the public school are dis-

cussed in a report just issued by the United States

Bureau of Education. Among other things, the con-

tention that the "three R's" are neglected in the mod-
ern school is answered with the emphatic statement

that "the three R's are belter taught today than they

were 50 or 60 years ago."

We frequently hear that there are 'too many sub-

jects,' 'too many fads and frills,' and hence neglect

of the three R's," says the report. "The critics who
utter this sort of criticism seldom agree on exactly

what the fads and frills are, but they invariably look

back to a golden past when the so-called 'fundamen-
tals.' reading, writing, and arithmetic, were taught in

such a way as never to be forgotten. As a matter of

fact, the system of today is immeasurably ahead of

the school system of the past. The growth has been
steady. Whatever may be said against the enrichment
of the course of study, its 'fads and frills,' the con-
tention that the essentials, so called, have suffered in

comparison with the past, falls flat."

In discussing current criticism generally, the report

finds that much of the criticism of the public schools

of today is due to a marked change in the purpose of

public education. "The charge of a curriculum 'be-

hind the times,' and the demand for vocational sub-

jects, represent no call for different school sub-

jects as such, but a complete transformation in the

idea of what the public school should do.

"Those who criticize the bookish curriculum of the

public school whether elementary or high school, are
really striving for what they conceive to be the changed
purpose of education. To reach all the children of all

the people with the kind of training that will make
them not merely intelligent in respect to things that

are in books, but will equip them directly for the

kind of life, economic and social, which they will lead

when they leave school; while those who oppose the

innovations do so because they do not concede this

broader, though apparently more specialized, purpose."

Salt Lake City.

The annual election of the Salt Lake Free Kinder-
garten and Neighborhood House was held at the house,

752 West First South street, April 2, resulting in the

choice of the following officers for the ensuing year:
President, Miss Georgiana Webber ; first vice-president,

Mrs. W. C. Alexander; second vice-president, Mrs.
Simon Bamberger; secretary, Mrs. Frederick Steig-

meyer; corresponding secretary, Mrs. W. H. Foster;
treasurer, Mrs. Martha Watson; auditor, Mrs. F. L.

Oswald. Thirteen directors were also elected for two
years, and three directors for one year each. Mrs.
Selden I. Clawson retires from the presidency of the

Free Kindergarten and Neighborhood House, after oc-

cupying the place two years. During this time the

Neighborhood House has been built and paid for and
placed on a flourishing basis. Mrs. Clawson still re-

mains on the directorate of the institution.

Enlisted men in the American navy serve as teach-

ers in the Island of Guam.
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What Happened in the Glass Palace.

By Susan Plessner Pollock

Gotha, Germany

So now Mickerchen was gone and the Glass palace

stood empty in Grandma's room. "If only some one

lived in it once more," the children wished, but a

mousie could not live there again and in the pond in

the wood, there were no goldfish, for Nickse the Glass

palace was too small, so who should move in? Gertrude

was playing in Grandma's room alone one day, when
suddenly she heard a rustling on the table where the

Glass palace stood and mousie hopped on to the table,

but not alone, he carried on his back a magnificently

dressed rider, the tiny Mr. Pessumehr from the play

room at Lerum. Ah! he rode finely! Mousie made a

fine grey pony, he pricked up his ears and squeaked as

little mice do, that was meant to be the whinnying of a

pony, Mister Pessumehr looked almost like a little tin

soldier, he wore a shining gold helmet on his head, also

a red velvet cloak thrown over his shoulders; he had a

sabre in one hand, a riding whip in the other, he rode

three times around the Glass palace looking for a place

to enter, then, because he could not find any door, he

stood up on Mousie's back and knocked with his riding

whip three times on the glass wall of the palace, every-

thing remained quiet. Gertrude, who knew that nobody

could answer, because no one lived in the Glass palace,

wanted to speak and explain how it was, to the little

gentleman from Lerum, she wanted to step nearer to

greet her dear Mousie and her little friend, but she

could not say a word, or move a step, for her lips staid

pressed fast together, her feet seemed fastened to the

floor, but Gertrude was not a bit troubled about this; if

she could not talk, well, she could be silent; if she could

not go, well, then she could stand; what she was seeing

was wonderful and interesting, I am living a sure

enough fairy story she thought, delighted. The tiny

Mr. Pessumehr now rode several times more around

the Glass palace, knocked several times again with his

riding whip on the glass wall and called in a delicate

fine voice—"A stranger rider asks to enter, is no one

there who might open the door?" As again no answer

followed. Mister Pessumehr sprang down from his

horse, hurried to the Grandmother's knitting materials,

which lay on the table, drew out a long knitting needle,

dragged it along behind him and stood it against the

glass wall of the Palace like a ladder; with the greatest

skilfulness he now climbed up the knitting needle lad-

der and swung himself inside the Palace. "Oh!" Ger-

trude wanted to say, but her lips remained closed.

Mr. Pessumehr stood inside the bright palace building

and looked around him, well pleased.
:<A delightful Castle," might he well have thought,

and he took his velvet cloak from off his shoulders,

spread it out and laid himself down on it. Then he

clapped his hands and a large number of serving men
in livery such as those who lived in the Castle at Lerum
where Mr. Pessumehr lived, appeared. Every one

climbed up the ladder and then stood directly afterward,

before the small commander. "Yes, that must be a

fairy story," thought Gertrude. The tiny Mr. Pes-

sumehr gave out his orders. "Put this Palace in order,"

he said, "and before anything else, bring my wife here."

The servants hurried away, Mousie followed them. It

was not long before a carriage came rolling along, a

charming little equipage with Mousie for the horse and
in the carriage set, on red velvet cushions, Madame
Pessumehr.

A small servingman who had sat beside the coachman
on the driver's seat (box) sprang down, opened the car-

riage door and Madame Pessumehr stepped out. She
greeted her husband who looked down at her thru the

glass wall of the Palace.

Now Madame Pessumehr was to climb up the ladder.

Climbing, was not a speciality of Madam Pessumehr's,
she had never learned gymnastics, neither could Ger-

trude do gymnastic feats and greatly wondered, when
August, her Godmother's son, did his gymnastic tricks,

she would willingly have sprung and lifted Madame Pes-

sumehr into the Glass palace, but she could not move.
Mr. Pessumehr clapped his hands again. When all

of a sudden, a big spider let itself down from the ceil-

ing: it hung on its thread as if it were a strong rope.

Before madam Pessumehr it stopped and made a deep
bow of greeting.

A funnier bow. than that of the spider, Gertrude had
never seen; she wanted to laugh, but she could not.

Madame Pessumehr climbed upon the spider's back,

and now the spider climbed its rope again with its bur-

den and then let itself down into the Glass palace.

•'Yes, surely this whole comedy must be a fairy story,"

thought Gertrude full of delight. While Mr. and Mrs.

Pessumehr greeted each other, the spider climbed up
its rope again, out of the Glass Palace and up to the

ceiling.

The little men in livery, then went very busily to

work putting things to rights. Mousie however drove

away but returned shortly with a large number of little

tables and chairs, and cupboards. Oh, dear! the room
door opened, and kitty sprang in, she jumped on the

table, the little carriage fell over; she was just going to

pounce on to Mousie, when Gertrude with a loud scream

woke up, and there stood Grandma beside her and
asked.

"What is the matter with my child?"

"Oh! the cat and the poor Mousey," answered Ger-

trude.

"Nothing has happened; sleep quietly again," said

Grandma, and surely enough, nothing had happened. '

The room was quiet dark, Gertrude had been asleep

on her little couch, and dreamed the fairy story.

Of 1,100 cases of removal from country to city per-

sonally investigated by T. J. Coates, supervisor of

rural schools in Kentucky, more than 1,000 were

caused by a desire for better school, church and so-

cial advantages.

Marked progress in Alabama high schools is reported

to the United States Bureau of Education. In 1908

there were 50 high schools, few of them with courses

of more than three years in length ; now there are

132 institutions doing high school work, all but 14

of which have full four-year courses.
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THE PUMPKIN-BOY.
By Mary Ejllason Cotting

When the warm summer sun and rain were making

the trees, grass and flowers grow there was a green

hall on one of Farmer Clovertop's pumpkin vines.

"That's going to be a prize pumpkin some day,' he

said to himself. "I think it will make the nieest kind

of a Thanksgiving pie, too."

All summer, and in the first-fall days the green ball

grew larger and larger; and, by and by, instead of

keeping green, it turned to a beautiful orange color.

As it grew very bright-colored, Farmer Clovertop

said, "It's almost time to take it off the vine." Each

day he watched, for he knew that Jack Frost would

soon be around, and that, unless he was very careful,

Jack might nip the pumpkin. Then there would be

no fine Thansgiving pies

!

One bright day in October Farmer Clovertop took

his big knife and cut the strong pumpkin stem off the

vine, and put the pumpkin into the wagon with a great

many more pumpkins and drove to the shed.

All the pumpkins were soon in a pile by the door

and covered with a thick covering; for by this time,

you know, Jack Frost was about almost every night.

The next day Farmer Clovertop took off the cover-

ing because it is good for pumpkins to have the sun

shine warm upon them after they have been cut from

the vine.

Well, just after the covering had been taken off

something funny happened. Joe, the farmer's little

boy, came along and looked at the pile. When he saw

the fine pumpkin he took it up and said, "Oh, we'll

have a jolliferous time with this," and off he went to

the barn where there were some boys who were going

to play with him.

How the boys danced about and shouted when they

saw the pumpkin! "Oh, won't we have fun!" they

cried out: "let's make it now."

So they took out their jack-knives, and on one side

of the pumpkin they made two holes for eyes, an up

and down opening for a nose, and a slit for a mouth
with the queerest looking teeth in it.

Poor pumpkin wondered what would happen next.

Fie had not long to wait ; for when the boys had taken

out the seeds they went to Joe's mamma for some
money with which to buy a candle. Instead of money
mamma gave them a nice candle and helped them to

fasten it inside of the pumpkin, so that when it was
lighted, you might have thought that pumpkin was a

real, truly boy laughing at you!

When night came Farmer Clovertop went to cover

his pumpkins and saw that his big, big one was gone.

He laughed softly to himself, because he thought he

knew what. was going to happen after it grew dark.

You see, he had promised Joe that he should have a

pumpkin party, and he felt very sure that his great

pumpkin had gone to the party.

After supper, when he was reading the newspaper,

and Mamma Clovertop was mending, there was a great

noise in the yard. Tom, Joe's little brother, went to

the door,' but came back quickly. lie was so fright-

his head, out on the steps making faces."

ened he could hardly tell that there was an "awful

horrid Chinaman, with a tail sticking right up top of

his heaJ, out on the steps making faces."

"Weil go and see," said Mamma Clovertop.

"I'll go, too," said papa. "If its a Chinaman I must

find out what he wants." So they all went out on the

steps ; but there was nothing there.

"Oh, there he is ! He's coming, he's coming !" little

Tom cried. Sure enough, he was coming. But it

wasn't a Chinaman at all; it was only a jolly Jack-o'-

lantern. Joe coaxed Tom to play too, for it is great

fun to play Jack-o'-lantern. Soon all the neighbors'

girls and boys came to share the sport. Farmer Clover-

top helped to build such a big bonfire of cornstalks,

boughs and dry hemlock branches ! What fun it was

to hop and jump, and shout and dance around the

crackling, blazing fire.

Pretty soon the boys were trying to pull from the

coals the bursting apples which Farmer Clovertop had

hidden there to bake for them !

All the while the pumpkin-boy looked and looked,

and laughed and laughed, and made everybody else

laugh, because of his funny, funny face!

When eight o'clock came, pumpkin-boy's candle had

burned out, and he had been put away in the shed,

and all the children had gone to bed to dream about

the Jack-o'-lantern party.

Before reprimanding a child, if such a course

seems actually necessary,'be very certain:

First—That the child knows exactly what you

want him to do.

Second—That he knows how to do or to under-

take to do that which you request of him.

Third—That the child is not incapacitated by fear

of displeasing you from making a start in the right

diiection.

All children should be carefully tested for defec-

tive vision and hearing.

CURE FOR DISORDER.

Did you ever try chalking disorderly desks after

school? A large cross on the top of such desks when
all understand what it means, does more toward the

keeping of orderly desks than dozens of lectures.

WAS IT YOU?
By Laura Rountree Smith.

A little girl sang a song at play,

A little girl helped mother all the day,

A little girl smiled as she worked away,
Was that little girl you?

A little boy said, "Boy Scouts are strong,

A little boy worked the whole day long,

A little boy whistled and sang a song,

Was that little boy you?

The successful teacher understands that he must
educate the parents of the community as well as the

children.

Undertake not what you cannot perform, but be

careful to keep your promise.
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NEW GAMES, PLAYS AND PIECES FOR LITTLE PEOPLE
By Laura Rountree Smith

(showing suitable costumes)

HAPPY FARMERS.
(Two little children enter, lean on their hoes and

recite.)

Girl. It is a pleasant time to play,

Upon the little hills of hay.

Boy. Come then and put the hoe away,

And we will have a holiday.

Both. We are little farmers i-n October,

And our work is almost over,

Then put away the rake and hoe,

October days have come you know !

(These two children face each other and hold up
hoes touching, other children dressed in similar man-
ner enter, and march under the arch they make as in

"London Bridge." The pianist plays "Happy Farmer,"
Schumann.

The children stand in two lines, march forward and
back, return to places, march forward and back, and
on opposite sides. They all hold hoes up on shoulder,
recite and sing.)

All. The little farmers used to hoe,

Planting the corn in even rows,

But gone is summer's holiday,

Come then and put the hoe away

!

SONG.
Tune, "Yankee Doodle."

1. (Boys sing.)

Oh we are merry farmer boys,

Upon our way we're going, .

And why we like to make a noise,

There is no way of knowing.

CHORUS:
Sing a song then, girls and boys,

Harvest time is over,

Sing a song then, girls and boys,

It is glad October.

2. (Girls sing.)

Oh we are merry farmer girls,

And our new hoes we're bringing,

We always like to help the boys,

And join them in their singing.

CHORUS. (March off.)

THE BIRDS.

(The children representing Birds go up in front

of the room, the other children go and stand in a

line facing them. The Birds wave arms as tho
ready to fly from time to time and when ready to

leave).

The Birds (in concert):

The birds will fly away,

All:

Good bye, good bye, good bye.

The Birds (in concert)

:

We wish you all good day,

All:

Good bye., good bye, good bye.

1st Bird:

I am Robin Red-breast, I love to sing.

All:

Good bye, Robin, come back in the spring.

2nd Bird:

I am Oriole, see my hammock-nest swing.

All:

Good bye Oriole, come back in the spring.

3rd Bird:

I am Bob-White, hear the echoes ring.

(Bob-White, Bob-White, Bob-White).

All

:

Good bye Bob-White, come back in the spring.

4th Bird:

I am a Blackbird, soon I'll be on the wing,

All:

Good bye, Blackbird, come back in the spring.
5th Bird:

I am Meadow Lark, merry songs I sing,

All:

Good bye Meadow Lark, come back in the spring
(All but Sparrow run to seats, waving arms.)

6th Bird:

I am little brown sparrow,
I think I will stay,

If you'll throw me crumbs
On a cold winter day.

All:

We'll throw you some crumbs
From our window each day,
Brave little Sparrow,
We hope you will stay.
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Columbus Day Greeting.

(Boy with Spanish Flag) :

The Spanish flag of yellow and red,

I hold high above my head.

(Girl with tambourine) :

Tinkle, tinkle, tambourine,

Spanish maidens so are seen.

(Boy with American flag) :

The American flag, red, white and blue,

We will wave as a bonnie banner too.

(Girl with white flag) :

I gladly wave a banner of peace,

For friendship of nations, when war shall cease.

(Spanish boy and girl) :

Tinkle, tinkle, we will dance prettily,

Spanish children from over the sea.

(American boy and girl) :

We will extend our hands to you,

For Columbus of fourteen hundred ninety-two.

(All joining hands) :

With flags of many colors,

And tambourines so gay,

We bow to you in greeting,

Upon Columbus Day.

•Milk-Weed Babies. .

(The children stand up and go through appropriate

motions.)

Milk-weed babies, milk-weed babies.

Flying high and low (wave arms up and down).

Milk-weed babies, milk-weed babies,

Tell us where you go

!

Up and down and all around,

We'll float softly to the ground (stoop down).

Milk-weed babies, milk-weed babies,

Breezes softly blow,

Milk-weed babies, rnilk-weed babies,

Rocking to and fro (wave arms right and left)

Rock the cradles, quiet keep,

Milk-weed babies go to sleep (nod heads).

COLUMBUS DAY.

Columbus sailed across the sea,

In fourteen ninety-two—
But. he was once a boy at play,

As small as I or you

!

Columbus Day we celebrate,

As we have done before;

Glad October brings to us,

Columbus Day once more

!

NUTTING TIME.

Come girls and boys, 'tis nutting time,

And skies are bright and clear;

Oh we will go to the merry green woods,

For October days are here.

An October Scale Song.

Merry, merry, glad October,

All the leaves are turning red;

Merry, merry, glad October,

Squirrels chatter overhead.

The Kindergarten Review has the following relative

to the I. K. U.:

Some lines of interesting work are being planned by

the Executive Board of the I. K. U. New committees

have been created, and to them has been intrusted the

task of carrying on inquiries concerning the status of

various phases of kindergarten practice, and reporting

the result of such inquiries at the next convention.

One of the new committees is to survey the realm

of Graphic Arts with a view to ascertaining what

principles and practices are prevailing throughout the

country. The committee may be able to offer sugges-

tions with regard to methods that seem most worth

while, and thus render to the body of kindergarten

teachers the double service of investigation and con-

struction.

Another committee is to take charge of Music, fol-

lowing the usual course of procedure, i. e., survey

first, constructive work second.

A third committee is to concern itself with the gen-

eral topic of Child Study, and a sub-committee will

particularize in Health.

The work of these three committees as tentatively

sketched promises to meet needs of which kindergart-

ners are growing more and more conscious. There

are still many unexplored regions in child education,

and kindergartners are assuredly the people best fitted

to undertake expeditions into the unoccupied fields.

The Froebel Monument Committee, with Miss Mc-
Culloch of St. Louis as chairman, bids fair to be ex-

ceedingly busy. Already money that was pledged and

money that was not pledged has been sent to the treas-

urer for the monument fund, and the outlook is most

encouraging.

The membership of the committees is not entirely

made up yet. The names will be announced as soon

as possible.

It is interesting to note that during the last few

years the advance steps in the progress of the I. K. U.

have been in the direction of extension, of affiliation

and co-operation with other organizations whose aims

are educative and formative. Such affiliations are in-

creasing the strength and broadening the sympathies

of the Union. Now, the indications are that a period

of intensive work is setting in, and those who are

watching the signs of the times are expectant of still

greater measures of outer expansion and inner devel-

opment.

The Chicago Kindergarten Institute, which just

closed a most successful year, enters upon the coming

year with indications that it will be the best in its

history. Mrs. Mary Boomer Page, President of the

I. K. U, is one of the directors. of this institute.

That the country church can and ought to lead in

the campaign for better elementary public schools, for

larger school revenues, for more enlightened ideals

of school efficiency, for larger enrollment, better at-

tendance, and less illiteracy in the rural regions, is

declared in resolutions recently adopted by a confer-

ence on the country church.



SUGGESTIONS FOR VILLAGE AND RURAL SCHOOLS
THE KINDERGARTEN OCCUPATION OF CUTTING AND MOUNTING

By JENNY B. MERRILL. Pd. D., New York City

Perhaps there is no more pleasing occupation to

children than cutting with the scissors. It is an oc-

cupation somewhat related to drawing.

Cutting to the line is mechanical, cutting freely is

creative and may become artistic. Both methods are

good in their place and both are being used in the

kindergarten and in the primary school.

The mere use of a tool is educative. "Man," says

Carlyle, "is a tool-using animal."

Animals use parts of their own body as tools. The
bird its beak, the mouse its teeth, the carpenter bee has

a sawing appendage. Man can use his hands and his

teeth as tools, but he has conquered the universe of

matter by making tools outside of himself.

I call attention to this great truth because I want

every teacher to realize that it is an important matter

to introduce even as familiar a tool as a pair of scissors

into the schoolroom. The very effort to coordinate
the muscles of eye and hand to work together is worth

while.

Much is being written these days about educational

values. "What is worth while" is an important ques-

tion in life everywhere.

Perhaps we have taken too much for granted in the

schoolroom. Even the child may be led gradually to

consider "value" in his everyday tasks.

He must be shown that some values are more remote

than others, and must gradually be led to look forward,

but the little child lives in the present, and he loves to

cut just to cut. So that the first cuttings will be and

should be very crude, just for exercise, and yet a

purpose may soon be decided upon, an aim set before

the cutting begins.

We have found the following order practical and

helpful to many beginners

:

1. Snipping (if child is very young).

2. Cutting out forms and trying to find what they

look like.

3. Fringing (napkins, towels).

4. Cutting strips freely without guiding lines (for

chains).

5. Deciding to cut a particular object, and trying

until some semblance to the object appears (cutting

with an aim).

6. Cutting to the line (as scrap pictures) for a

scrap-book.

7. Folding and cutting on the crease (dictation, for

constructive work).

8. Cutting scenes to illustrate stories.

It is not necessary to work any great length of time

under one of these headings before proceeding. The

different kinds of work may be alternated, but it de-

pends to some extent upon the age and ability of the

child. Some children come to school who have never

been permitted to use a pair of scissors; others have

handled scissors at home for a year or more. Study

the individual child and give much freedom in this

occupation. There must be a good deal of "auto-

education" as Dr. Montessori calls it, in rural schools,

and certainly it applies in this occupation. Let each

child practice and advance from one point to the next

as rapidly as he can. Give a suggestion when neces-

sary, but "we learn to do by doing" as Comenius

tried to teach us so long ago. Children surely learn

to cut by cutting. The tools and materials for cutting

are simple. We recommended them in an article on

supplies last June. Hence we hope there are a few

pairs at least of blunt scissors in the cupboard and

bogus or manila paper in plenty. However, any paper,

even newspaper, is good for cutting, as many a mother

can testify. The stiff bogus or manila and occasion-

ally the more expensive colored strips, squares and

circles should be used. Children cannot cut limp

paper as easily as stiff paper.

What do the children tend to cut. They cut furni-

ture, dishes, toys, wagons, dolls, animals, cars, work-

men's tools, fruits, vegetables, flowers, trees, hats,

garments of all kinds. Ships and trolley cars come

out finely when they are familiar objects in the child's

environment.

The child cuts at first as he draws, from the image

in his mind, and so to succeed must cut outlines of

objects well known. Later, he may have patterns.

The cutting becomes instructive in a new sense when

the child can trace outlines of leaves and cut them

out, when he can cut out animals from patterns, and

so trace their form and become more conscious of their

parts.

The early cutting as under headings 1 and 4 is com-

parable to scribble drawing of which we have written.

While doing it, the child gets control of the tool.

Cutting under 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8 is more difficult and

may be made progressive. A few suggestions under

each heading may aid beginners who have had no defi-

nite kindergarten training.

(1.) The snipping of little pieces gives strength to

the fingers and does not discourage the little begin-

ners. They must be led to keep the "snips" together

and it pleases them to load a box or fill a bag with

them. One kindergartner used them to fill a pillow

in a doll's house, thus in the very first step giving a

sense of use to what was produced.
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(2.) Accidentally a child cuts out a form, and calls

out, "Oh, see, I have made a bird." He sees a re-

Engine—Free cutting by a
boy of five.

Camel—Cut on the line-
Strip pasted on back so
animal can stand up.

semblance and this may be made a starting point to-

wards a higher step, as 5. The teacher may say, "See

if you can cut out another bird." Very likely the sec-

ond will not be as successful as the first in actual re-

sult, but it is a step higher because the child started

with a purpose. The first bird was only a haphazard

cut. If the child cannot succeed, do not press the

Giraffe—Cut by a child.

point. Let him practice in getting further accidental

resemblances. Or, it may be a little initiative work
will help. Shall I cut out a bird? Watch me. I will

begin at his head.

Free cutting by a kindergarten child interested in boats,

(3.) Fringing may follow quite closely upon snip-

ping. It should be imitative at first. The teacher

takes an oblong piece of paper and says, "I will fringe

one end and then the other for I am making a little

towel for dolly."

„ ,-.,:a

Fishes cut by children and mounted on transparent

paper, used as a picture with stiff cardboard frame, fish

showing through the transparent paper. Pollywogs or

pressed flowers, etc., can be treated in this way.

Now you make a good many little towels.

Under this heading, a comb may be cut as the cuts

will be similar to fringes. Also a brush. Later, feath-

ers and pompons for a soldier-cap or epaulets to dress

up in playing soldier. A piece of paper may be fringed

and rolled up to make a brush or a broom.

(4 and 6.) Give a child a colored square to cut

into strips for chains. Cut a few strips off for him

so as to suggest the width and how to do it. Never

mind if the child cuts the strips irregularly at first.

Let him use the best for the chain whether well done

or .not. Improvement will soon appear as the child

will want a nice chain. His aim helps him to succeed.

Purpose controls and raises the work to a higher plane

always.

After a time the child may be given old illustrated

papers or magazines or possibly advertisements and

led to cut out pictures for scrap-books. Never mind

if he cuts into the picture at first.

It is quite difficult to follow an outline with the scis-

sors at first.

Too close work in this direction is trying to the

child's eye. I have found it helpful to let him cut

out his own drawings before giving him good pictures.

This is also an economical way of using paper twice.

The children after cutting may also color some of

the forms, thus again using the paper in two ways.

Very good cuts may be mounted, and in the case of

leaves and fruit, they may be repeated, thus leading to

a border design. Even the advanced primary grades

will profit by this work. Very pretty center designs

may be secured by drawing a leaf upon a folded

square. (See illustrations). The children should name

Leaf drawn on folded square
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Leaf and Border—Cut by child,

the leaf. When leaves are in season, collect, trace, cut

them and also color them. Conventionalized flower pat-

terns may be used in this way with good effect.

Children will be able to cut out butterflies too as a

design.

7. Folding and cutting to the crease is in accord-

ance with much of the old-time kindergarten work.

As the children advance, some of it may be given but

it is not used to the extent that it is to be found in the

old guide books. A few folds and cuts are given as

a suggestion. Both squares and circles may be used

for such work. After tolding, creasing, and cutting,

the pieces are arranged by the child into designs and

mounted.

A—Leaf B-Butterfly

Illustration A shows the folded form to produce a

leaf design by cutting on the heavy lines. Illustration

B shows the folded form to produce a butterfly design

by cutting in a similar manner.

' ! i

j -.1 i

Fie. 3. Fig. 4.

Fig. 5. Fig. 6.

Fig. 11. Fig. 12.

Fig. 13. Fig. 14.

&cM

Fig. A 1 Fig. B 1

Illustration A I shows the leaf form after cutting and

mounting and illustration B 1 shows the butteifiy form

cut and mounted.

Fig. 1. Fig. 2.

Publisher's Note—By request of the author several of
these illustrations are taken from the Jubilee Edition of
Paradise of Childhood, published by Milton Bradley Com-
pany, Springfield, Mass,, and edited by Dr, Merrill.

Fig. 12 a,

Figures 7 to 14 inclusive show manner of folding for

cutting (on the heavy lines) to produce various inter-

esting forms, numbers 5 and 12 of which are shown by

illustrations 5a and 12a.

Now we use cutting to the crease as a part of con-

structive work. It requires dictation at first. A child

folds a square so as to show sixteen smaller squares,

cuts into the corners, overlaps them, pastes and has a

little box or basket if a handle is added. (See illus-

tration).

8. In cutting out their own drawings, it may occur

that a child having drawn a horse and wagon, cuts

them out together. This gradually suggests cutting

out united objects, as for example, a flower pot with

a flower growing in it. This becomes a very fascinat-

ing occupation in the advanced grades. Children are

often able with practice to illustrate simple stories as

"Jack and Jill," or a fairy tale which has interested
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This little pig went to market,

This little pig stayed to home.

Jack and Jill

"How do you like to go up in the swing?"

them. Judgment must be exercised as to the extent of

such work. Its value depends in great measure upon

the interest it arouses. A teacher who can cut well

herself inspires her class. Pupils learn much by imita-

tion, and may be led on to free creative work of their

own. This is the goal.

The children may cut out several pieces to illustrate

the work of the carpenter, the blacksmith, or any trade

that interests them and mount them so as to make a

picture.

In "The Kindergarten,'' a book recently published

as a report of the Committee of Nineteen of I. K. U.,

Miss Elizabeth Harrison suggests a simple but compre-

hensive outline of method which can be used in this

occupation as in all others. She says on page 299,

"the child's work must be an expression of his own
yet he is best led to free expression thru

(1.) Experimental or "undirected" use of the mater-

ial, and

(2.) Guided or directed use of the material in order

that he may use it in the best way and learn both its

limit and its possibilities; then

(3.) His creative or self-directed use of it.

Another helpful outline of method is as follows

:

1. Free experimenting with a new material by the

child to see what he can do unaided. This gives an

opportunity to get acquainted with some of the prin-

cipal qualities of the material.

2. Suggestion. Would you like to make this or that?

Try to cut out a table, a house, an apple.

3. Imitation, Would you like to see how I cut out

a little pail, a chicken, a butterfly, etc.? This is the

way. Watch.

4. Dictation. (See point 7).

5. Free, creative work—Make anything you please.

Once I asked a little boy what he liked best in kin-

dergarten. His reply I have never forgotten. It was,

"When the teacher said, make anything you please."

MOUNTING.
After cutting, it is sometimes well to mount the cuts

but there should be far more cutting without mounting.

Papers cut by dictation to produce certain designs

need to be mounted. Sometimes these should be of

two colors selected to harmonize. Tints and shades are

used to impress tone in color as a tint of green may
be mounted on a shade of green. Such beautiful tints

and hues are now furnished that very pleasing effects

may be secured.

We have already referred to mounting in scrap-

books. Sometimes cuttings bearing upon a given sub-

ject are mounted for special holidays, as fruits and

vegetables for a harvest scrap-book—Flowers; birds;

bees; butterflies for a spring scrap-book— the tools of

the carpenter and some of the things he makes; simi-

larly other trades.

A very interesting child's scrap-book may be planned

in which each page represents a different room in the

house, as kitchen, parlor, etc.

Children love to paste. Indeed, the use of the brush,

or even a little stick to apply the paste, is really prac-

tice with another simple tool. Judgment is gradually

acquired in using paste and in forming habits of neat-

ness. It is a practical exercise, valuable in some later

phases of industrial work.

Give the children practice in mounting a postage

stamp neatly and in the right upper corner of an en-

velope with a margin around it.

SOME STORIES WHICH MAY BE TOLD IN
OCTOBER.

Little Red Hen (harvest).

The Crane's Express (flight of birds).

Billy Bobtail (humor).

Little Red Apple (tree life, harvest).

The Anxious Leaf (fall life).

Chestnut Boys (nutting time).

Benny's Sunshine (home life).

The Runaway Sheep (animal life).

The City Mouse and the Country Mouse (fable)..

Froggy's Adventure (animal life).

Lowell, Mass.

Steps are being taken to establish a kindergarten in

the vicinity of Lincoln school.

Plainville, Conn.

The attendance at the kindergarten in the local

schools has been so large since the opening of the

fall term that the teachers are experiencing some
difficulty in accommodating all the children in one
room. The attendance at all sessions this week has

been over sixty-five, a substantial increase over the

last term. Extra chairs and benches have been trans-

ferred to the kindergarten from other rooms to accom-
modate the newcomers.
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The Effect of the Scientific Spirit in Education

upon the Kindergarten in Relation to Materials.

Louise Alder, Emporia, Kanb.

Froebel's followers adopted the kindergarten just

as he had left it, accepting as final and authoritative

work that he had regarded as tentative only. In their

hands it became a fixed and static institution, based

upon Froebelian authority. "The Gifts and Occupa-

tions" formed a logical and progressive series of geo-

metrically related materials, every one of which was

essential to every other and to the whole. The "tra-

ditional kindergartner" used this series as an "alpha-

bet of form" by means of which the child "might

learn to read all material objects and acquaint his

mind with the general properties of matter." These

materials were considered of independent worth, and

so held a place of isolation in the kindergarten pro- .

gram.

The modern, progressive kindergartner is no longer

a slavish follower of tradition. She has caught the

scientific spirit with the questioning attitude, and

the experimental method. She is paying careful heed

to the latest teachings of Pedagogy, Genetic Psychol-

ogy and Child Study, and is seeking to modify and

reconstruct her program in harmony with these. Child

Psychology has led her to see that the gifts and

occupations are in their organization more logical

than psychological, that the little child is incapable

of grasping definite logical connection within ma-

terials, that to be real to him subject matter must be-

come a part of his own social experience, that chil-

dren of four and five have only a slight interest in

such abstract qualities of material as form or color,

or in purely aesthetic expression ; it is what they can

do with a thing, how they can use it in a life situation

that is their absorbing interest.

The progressive kindergartner does not regard the

gifts and occupations as a series of material value and

worth in itself. Certain of the gifts and occupations,

however, she holds in high esteem because they stimu-

late and satisfy in the child valuable instincts and im-

pulses which are seeking expression. The kinder-

gartner must study each child and try to furnish him

with materials which will satisfy his present need,

and will lead him on to the next step in his develop-

ment. This will lead her to study each separate ma-

terial in order to determine its special function and

value in organizing activities. Thus we find her elimi-

nating some of the Froebelian gifts and occupations,

placing special emphasis upon a few, and adding ma-

terials not included in the orthodox sequence..

In a constantly changing society we cannot expect

to find a perfect set of materials or method adapted

alike to all children and all times. We can hope to

make at best only a temporary adjustment. As the

arts and sciences evolve and the conditions of social

life change, the kindergarten must modify and re-

adjust its processes, materials and methods to keep
pace with the intellectual and social evolution. Our
problem is to find a practical and satisfactory balance
between the relatively fixed and the relatively chang-
ing, preserving what is worth keeping, always doing
so in such a way as to allow process, producing
change, yet with the minimum of destruction.

ANNUAL MEETING OF A NEW YORK
KINDERGARTEN ASSOCIATION

At the annual meeting of the New York Public School

Kindergarten Association in June, Mrs. North, the

president, read a brief report of the work done by the

retiring executive, not explaining the work, but men-
tioning the different things undertaken by the executive

body and members of the association—as follows: The
work falls under three heads namely:

Educational.

General Business.

Social Life.

Under the educational work there were four leoture

courses given, including twenty-eight lectures. We
refer with pride to the list of those who have addressed

us, no more representive group could be found, and

the services in each case have been given free of charge.

There have been other courses also, namely, the one

on Program work, given by Miss Patty Hill. Story

work, by Mr. Wyche, and the Saturday morning course

at Teachers College, by Miss Hill given at the request

of the Association.

A committee in Story work provided stories for each

public meeting for one year, and has completed a list of

stories, to be given to all members and sold to others

early in the autumn.

A committee on games presented games at each pub-

lic meeting one year, and has completed a list of games
to be included in the pamphlet with stories.

As to general Business, a change in Directors took

place, and the Association has attempted in every way
to extend every courtesy to the new Director, and to

co-operate with her.

The equal pay bill was under discussion when this

executive was elected. They tried to properly represent

Kindergarten interests in the following way: Commis-
sioners were seen; President of the Board was inter-

viewed several times; members of the Board of Estimates

were interviewed. The President of the association

spoke before the Mayor's commission; a brief was sent

to each member of the Board of Education.

The executive committee insisted on Kindergartners

being included in salary schedules by the Interboro as-

sociation.

One of our executives acted on the executive of the

Inteiboro, and at their request we went on record

against the Paid Board of Education,

At the time the question of changing the Kindergart-

ner' s hours and enlarging the classes was before the

Board, the executive took no action deferring in this to

the Director.

After the by-law was passed a brief was sent to each
member of the Board, stating why it seemed unwise to

have made the change in numbers, not referring to the

lengthened hours.

The executive requested that the Association be rep-

resented on the central committee, which was granted,

and there are now four representatives.

The chairman requested that a Kindergartner, as

such, be on the executive committee of the Teacher's

League, which was also granted.

(Continued on page 59)



HINTS^ESUGGESTIONS for rural teachers
CONDUCTED BY GRACE DOW

DEAR RURAL TEACHER.—In undertaking this department I trust that my somewhat extended experience in
rural schools and my subsequent normal training and city school work may assist me in making it practically

helpful to you in your work with the little children. I understand the tremendous tax upon the time or any rural
teacher who is trying to do good work, the wide range of studies, the constant temptation to neglect the little ones
for the apparently more pressing need of the older classes and the lack of equipment necessary for the best work.
My hope is to assist you to secure better results with the small children.and I shall unhesitatinglyrecommendthe
intelligent use of kindergarten material as likely to produce the best results with least expenditure of time. How
to use this material, what to select, what substitutes, etc., will be discussed from month to month in these columns.

OCTOBER
"What does it mean when the crickets chirp,

And away to the south the robins steer;

When apples are falling and leaves grow brown?

. These are the signs that autumn is here."

0, suns and skies and clouds of June.

And flowers of June together,

Ye cannot rival for one hour

October's bright blue weather.

—HELEN HUNT JACKSON.

PICTURE STUDY
"The Gleaners"

—

Jean Millet

October 4th will bring the birthday of a man who
made the world richer through his pictures. He was a

French peasant, but copies of his pictures are in almost

every school and home in America.

His home was in Gruchy by the sea, in the northern

part of France. He was one of a large family of child-

ren whose parents were peasants or farmers. The care

of the children was left almost entirely with the grand-

mother, as father and mother worked side by side in

the field. It is one of the customs of the country for

the women to work in the fields, and thus they become
browned and strong from vigorous exercise and outdoor

life. Many of them wear wooden shoes because they

are both cheap and comfortable for work, and they

change to light slippers when the day's work is com-

pleted.

The artist was favored by having for his early teacher

an uncle who was a priest. The teaching of his nephew

proved a pleasant task, as he learned rapidly; he did

excellent school work, and was also well versed in the

Bible.

He became a celebrated artist, but was always true to

his own people. He says of himself, "I was born a

peasant, and a peasant I will die."

"The Gleaners" is considered Millet's masterpiece.

The original is owned by France, and hangs in the

Louvre, a famous French gallery.

"The Gleaners"—study of the picture.

What Bible story does this scene bring to mind?

(Ruth)

Who are the people in the picture?

What are they doing?

What is a gleaner?

What time of a year is it?

Describe the appearance of the women.
Tell something of the custom of leaving some of the

grain in the field for the poor people. Some lessons

learned from the picture.

SILENT INFLUENCES
The children especially of the lower grades are easily

and deeply impressed by their surroundings. There

should be harmony of color, as the effect upon children

is restful and refining. The subjects of the pictures

should be such as can be comprehended without much
if any explanation. All pictures not understood should

be explained, as they create a feeling of perplexity or

unrest.

Pictures of animals and flowers appeal most strongly

to younger children. When a picture combines animals

with children or even adults in friendly groups, the les-

son of kindness to dumb animals is easily impressed.

The teacher should make herself a pleasant object to

look upon, and her voice a pleasant sound to hear.

WORD STUDY DEVICE
Cut pictures from papers, catalogues, or wherever

they may be found which will illustrate all familiar

words taught:—such as boy, girl, ball, play. etc. Mount
these in the upper left hand corner of madia or Bristol

board cards about four by six inches. Print the word

with a fine brush or course pen below the pictures, and

at the right the same word in script. Place a few of

these each day before the pupils till they become

familiar with word and picture.

For seat work have them print the words, and later

write the same, then cover up the words and have them

point out the picture which illustrates each word print-

ed. Have them tell you stories about the pictures such

as;—The ball is large. The birds fly. Later place two

cards before them and have one story about both cards

together. Giving them a card having a boy and an-

other having picture of a ball, they will doubtless give

you stories such as these:—"The boy plays ball," or

"The boy has a ball."

After a large number of words have been thoroughly

taught, then cut up the cards, and give them pictures,

script and printed words separate, and have them put

them together for busy work.

BUSY WORK
Color work.

Color, being an important feature in nature during

October, may be given a prominent place in the busy

work of the month.

Make a study of leaves from the specimens brought

in by the pupils. A child is asked to draw a leaf upon

the board, then several children who volunteer may
draw leaves around first until the design is completed.

See that each child is]provided with a large sheet of

drawing paper and a box of crayons. The children are

told to copy or arrange a similar design to the one

given, then with the help of autumn leaves ha-ve each

show his own individuality in coloring.

Paper cutting

The Hallowe'en party will be an interesting theme
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for the paper cutting. First awaken their interest by
telling a few Brownie or fair)* stories.

Have.each child bring a large pasteboard box, and
during the.month each is to cut, make, and mold ar-

ticles of furniture for the house, as chaiis, stools, beds,

baskets, pictures for wall decorations, candles, jack-o-

lanterns, etc.

Close the month with a Brownie's party. Good
Brownies may be cut, but still better made with nuts

or clay and tooth picks.

This will be a good place to make use of peas and stick

work, as many useful house furnishings may be made
with them, also paper chains both for decorating the

school room and smaller ones for use in the model
houses.

A co-operative egg-selling association, with the

schoolhouse as the place for gathering eggs, the chil-

dren to bring them in, and the teacher to supervise

sales, is suggested by W. J. Shuford, of Hickory,

N. C.

THE NATIONAL CONSERVATION EXPOSI-
TION.

The National Conservathion Exposition now being

held in Knoxville, Tenn., is the one big event of the

year in the south.

No meeting, no gathering, no exhibition of any kind

will compare in importance with the National Con-

servation Exposition. It will be national in scope,

national in character.

One of the most interesting features of the National

Conservation Exposition will be the child welfare ex-

hibit. The department will be under the charge of

Miss Julia C. Lathrop. chief of the children's bureau

of the department of labor of the United States gov-

ernment. Miss Lathrop, an associate and co-worker

for many years of the noted Miss Jane Adams, of Hull

House, Chicago, is a member of the national advisory

board of the conservation exposition and is giving

freely of her time and attention to the exhibit for the

exposition.

In late years the question of how best to conserve

LIBERAL ARTS BUILDING

WHEN SISTER READS TO ME.

Jessie Andrews.

When sister reads to me,

I wish she wouldn't be

Jus' thinkin' of herself!

The books on my book-shelf

Are jus' the ones for me

—

But sister doesn't see!

She reads an' reads me books
She likes herself—and looks

Surprised when I jus' frown
An' wiggle, an' jump down

—

'Cause I don't like her books

—

Don't like their soun' nor looks

!

O' course her books are red,

Or green or blue instead

—

But 'tain't no pictures in

;

An' stories, my they're thin

!

My books jus' suit my head

—

But she reads hers instead!

the life, health and interest of children has grown to

be a most important one, and the federal government

has recognized its importance by establishing the chil-

dren's bureau.

The child's welfare exhibit at the National Conser-

vation Exposition will be new. The foes that beset

the baby will be shown and the best and most modern
methods of besting these forces will be illustrated and
demonstrated.

There will be held children's clinics ; there will be

graphic illustrations of child labor and its effect on
the growth of the child ; there will be a rest room
for mothers and a day nursery.

An important feature will be a "Baby's Health

Contest." The object of the contest will be to set up
a standard of health for the babies.

Here is the way in which it will be carried on

:

First, there will be a standard score card, then the

physical development of the child will be compared
with the score card and a certificate or medal will be

given in accordance with the facts. There is no
competition between babies, but only the effort to reach
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a standard. But the very purpose of the child welfare

department would not be served unless there was
something further. There will be advice to mothers

offered by competent men and women and thus the

child will be benefited as well as the parents.

Formerly the mortality among children was much
higher in the cities than in the country, but through

the effective work of the children's bureau which has

been directed chiefly to the cities, conditions are now
reversed and the child mortality is higher in the

country than in the cities. It is the purpose of the

children's bureau to now broaden the scope of its work
and direct special attention to the rural districts with

the prospect of equally successful work in the con-

servation of infant life among country people.

Since the first child's welfare exhibit was held in

New York in 1911, Chicago, Kansas City, Northamp-
ton, Mass., St. Louis, Buffalo and Montreal have held

exhibitions with good results. All cities where child's

welfare exhibits have been held have shown results in

increased appropriations for children's interests, new
laws restricting working hours and the opening of

many buildings for recreation purposes.

In New York alone the appropriation to the division

of child hygiene of the health department was in-

ALL SOUTH BLDG.

creased to $17,705. A home was set aside for child's

welfare work and the city appropriated $35,000 for a

new children's court building. Probation officers were

increased, four judges were transferred from the court

of special sessions in the criminal branch to the chil-

dren's court.

In Buffalo a convalescent home for children on the

cottage plan, open all the year round, has been estab-

lished since the child's welfare exhibit, as well as more
vocational schools. Recreation and swimming pools

are on the way and effort is being made to establish

a home for the feeble-minded. .

In Providence, R. I., many new laws for the benefit

of children have been passed.

One of the most striking features of the child's

exhibit at the National Conservation Exposition will

be the exhibition of pictures which cannot fail to at-

tract attention as they will tell their story with as few

words as possible. They have the old idea of the

before and after medicines and carry conviction be-

cause all pictures shown are of actual existing con-

ditions, and all facts and statements made are as cor-

rect as statistics and figures can make them.

Under the screen of "Waste Humanity" is a pic-

ture of Deborah Kullikak, who is a self-supporting

inmate of the training school at Vineland, N. J. De-

borah has a pedigree which no one can fail to com-

prehend in looking at the picture. Eugenics of the

child welfare has traced her ancestry back to 1770,

when Martin Kullikak, who was of good family, had

a son by a feeble-minded woman. Of the 480 de-

scendants of this woman only 46 have been found

normal ; 82 died in infancy, 220 were feeble-minded,

immoral or criminal, the others are unknown.
The pictures are in groups of five, each unit of five

dealing with a specific subject and the subjects range

all the way from "Waste Humanity" with its heart-

rending pictures to "The Campfire Girls," "Public

Reservation" and "Social Centers."

The one aim and object of the managers of the

conservation exposition in arranging for a child wel-

fare exhibit is to teach valuable lessons to the parents

of the children and to the children themselves.

The National Conservation Exposition has been

planned along broad lines and is designed to teach the

great lesson of the necessity of conserving the re-

sources that nature has so bountifully bestowed on the

country. Following are a few facts that give some

idea of the magnitude and the aims of the National

Conservation Exposition.

The exposition plan represents an outlay of over

$2,000 000.

The site of the exposition is in the most beautiful

park in the south—a park that nestles in the foothills

of the great Smoky mountains, picturesque, rolling,

green and highly improved.

i'
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SECTION OF GROUNDS SHOWING ART BLDG.

The exposition grounds embrace with lakes and
drives over one hundred acres.

Eleven large exposition buildings, modern, stately,

snowy white, as well as a number of smaller buildings
will house the exposition.

Sixteen southern states have formed boards for ex-
position work and these boards are actively engaged
in the collection of comprehensive exhibits and in ar-

ranging state days for the exposition. Special atten-

tion will be paid to the liberal arts, to mines and
mining, to lands, to forests and to the different activi-

ties of women.
The displays in the various lines will be the largest,

the most interesting, the most diversified ever seen in

any exposition in the south. They will compare
favorably with any exposition ever held in the United
States and they will teach graphically, eloquently and
pointedly the lesson of conservation, admittedly one
of the greatest questions before the American people
today.

Knoxville. the picturesque city of the South, has
made arrangements to entertain more than 1,000,000

visitors at the national exposition—more visitors than
ever before entered her gates.

The exposition is of nation-wide importance and
timely. It will not be a celebration like other expo-
sitions. It looks forward—pointing the way to better

conditions. It is in line with the advanced thought
of the day. It will stand second to no enterprise of

recent years as an agent for the promotion of the

general welfare. The great plans and purposes of

this exposition are being carried out for the benefit of

the whole nation and for posterity,
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Annual Meeting of the New York Kindergarten

Association

(Continued from page 55)

The chairman is a member of the Association of Presi-

dents formed at the request of President Churchill to

establish closer connections between the board and the

teacher.

A correspondence is now being- conducted with Mr,

Stover, Commissioner of Parks, to secure greater priv-

ileges for the children on park lawns.

A press committee has kept the public in touch with

our work through the daily papers and magazines.

A representative of the Association attends every

meeting of the Board of Education. Your chairman
has read the school page of the Globe daily, in order to

know at once of any matter that concerns Kindergarten
interests. The membership Committee leports sixty-

nine new members.
The Association has published a list of addresses of

centres where mothers and teachers may be helped in

securing medical attention, flowers, milk, summer va-

cations, etc., for the children. The dues have been
raised to one dollar, which has enabled us to conduct a
much more active work.
A delightful reception and exhibition of works of art

suitable for Kindergarten was held, and a Hollowe'en
Party was given. Resolutions were sent to Dr. Jenny
B. Merrill upon her resignation as Director. Flowers
have been presented to all of our speakers.

I want to speak of the unity which has existed in the
Association, and especially the Executive, during these

years. We first met as strangers, we separate as friends.

The following is the capacity in which the members
have worked.

Honorary President, Dr. J. B. Merrill.

President, Mrs. L. C. North.

Miss Loeb.

Miss Weingart.

Miss Hansford.

Miss Mark.

_ . / Miss Van Altg.
Cor. Secretaries, Y AI . „ ,. ,

'
) Miss Hansford.

Treasurer, Miss Clausen.

Press Committee, Miss Chace.

Story Committee, Miss Palmer, (Chairman)
Lecture Committee, Miss Palmer. (Chairman)
Came Committee, Miss Harrington.

Miss Clausen.

Miss Weingart.

Mrs. Hess.

Miss Weingart. •

Interboro Committee, Miss Funk.
Reception Committee, Miss Foster.

In closing, I want to express my appreciation for the
spirit of co-operation that has existed throughout our
terms of office, and wish especially to mention Miss
Clausen, who has served for six consecutive years on the
Executive Committee, a service greater than one not
initiated can realize.

Respectfully submitted,

L. C. NORTH.

Vice Presidents,

Rec, Secretaries,
r u
1 &

Membership Committee,
[•

Legislative Committee,

The National Kindergarten College of Chicago held

a very successful summer school this year, having in

attendance more than two hundred teachers from all

parts of this country, including some of the leading

training teachers. It included a six weeks' course in

Montcssori Methods conducted by Miss Susan McGor-
risk and Miss Gertrude Winans, two of Dr. Montrs-

sori's graduates. Great interest was manifested in this

course.

This college has moved to No. 2944 Michigan Boule-

vard where they have most commodious quarters for

both college and dormitory. It is an indication of the

progress of kindergarten work in this country when
we remember that this institution started in a small

basement room and has steadily grown to its present

position. In connection with the work this coming

year there will be a model kindergarten and a Mon-
tessori class, the latter conducted by Miss McGorrisk.

This will provide a much better test for the two sys-

tems than could be had in summer school, and will be

of great value to educators who wish to compare them.

Owing to pressure of literary work, Miss Nora Archi-

bald Smith has been obliged to resign her position as

Superintendent of the Clark Neighborhood House Kin-

dergartens, New York City.

Miss Mary E. Buzfitt, who has been connected with

the institution from its earliest days, will serve in future

as Managing Director of the Kindergartens. Miss

Smith, however, has not severed her connections with

the work, for she has consented to temaiu as Educa-
tional Adviser.

READ
The American Teacher

The Liveliest Teacher's Magazine in

America

WHAT THEY SAY:
"Your paper is worth ten times the subscription price if

it were only to let officials and the public know that teach-
ers are doing some thinking on their own account.
Your magazine is absolutely unique in what it stands

for. I know of no magazine in the world that is applying
the principles of democracy to education. You are surely
on the right track.

The American Teacher "hits the nail on the head." It is

not only alive but enlightened. Goon; keep stirring up
the rut slaves.

You don't hit hard enough.
Why don't you send the paper on time. I am waiting for

IS THIS WHAT YOU SAY?
"There are, it is true, insolent schoolmasters, Mr. School

Commissioner, and there are submissive school masters;
of both more than enough; I am striving to increase by
one the number of self respecting schoolmasters."

IF SO WHY NOT
Send in your subscription to-day?

Subscription Price, 50c. a year.

Sample Copy on request

THE AMERICAN TEACHER, New York, N. Y.
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Some Simple Designs in Block Laying and Building—First Gift
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These pictures

can be cut apart

and used in dec-

orative work or

as gifts to the

children.
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INSTITUTE FOR ATYPICAL CHILDREN

Founded Apr il 1, 1900, by Maximilian P. E. Groszmann

Maintained by the

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR THE STUDY AND EDUCATION

OF EXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN

This Institution is one of the activities of the N. A. S. E. E. C. and is intended solely for the

"different" child, the difficult child, the handicapped normal child—whether boy or girl.

No feeble-minded, degenerate or otherwise low cases are considered.

The object of this Institution is to

Train the EXCEPTIONAL CHILD
Whether overbright or somewhat backward, to be able later to compete with the average normal child.

In addition to the ordinary branches, the course of study includes physical training, nature study
• manual and constructive work, etc. Methods and equipment are based upon the most modern pedagogic

principles. Medical care is a prominent feature of the work.

HERBART HALL is the pioneer institution in this line of education. The Association main-
taining it lays emphasis upon the needs of the misunderstood normal child in contrast to the overstimulated

interest in the feeble-minded and abnormal.

"Watchung Crest," the home of HERBART HALL, comprises over twenty-five acres of land

and is situated on Watchung Mountain, a spur of the Blue Ridge, five hundred feet above sea-level,

(four hundred feet above Plainfield).

For terms, catalog and other information, address

WALDEMAR H. GROSZMANN
PRINCIPAL

"Watchung Crest," Plainfield, N. J.
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EDITORIAL NOTES
School children and teachers of Pointe

Coupee Parish, in the flood district of Louis-

iana, planted 15,000 fruit and pecan trees last

year. Supt. Trudeau has also a plan where-

by road work in the parish will be done by
school boys.

We doubt very much if Dr. W. N. Hail

maim ever wrote an article for the kinder-

garten press that did not prove far more
than usually helpful to the thousands engaged
in the work with little children. The article

which appears this month is no exception to

the rule.

One of the first requisites of really suc-

cessful kindergarten work is a realization of

the sacredness of the work, and the young
kindergartner should seek earnestly to bring

herself to a full understanding of this. You
re giving these children their first impres-

sions in school life. How important that

your attitude of mind and heart be in accord

with the highest and best, for what you really

are will make its impress upon the children.

It seems to us that the article in this

issue by Dr. Jenny B. Merill entitled ''Sug-

gestions for the November Program," from
about forty practical kindergartners, should
prove most helpful, especially to those whose
work lies in the larger cities. In this article

more than forty kindergartners tell you just

what they did during the month, often stat-

ing results. Similar articles will appear each
month, and it seems to us that so wide an
experience in the kindergarten line has sel-

dom been placed before the kindergartners of

America in so condensed and yet withal so

lucid a form.

VOL. XXVI—No. 3

Elementary School Standards.

DR. FRANK M. McMURRY, Professor of

Elementary Education, Teachers' College, Co-

lumbia University, New York, is the author

of a book of special interest to elementary

teachers entitled "Elementary School Stand-

ards," which constitutes one of the School

Efficiency Series, edited by Dr. Paul H.
Hanus, of Harvard University, and published

by the World Book Company, Yonkers, New
York.

Dr. Hanus says 'that ''the problems dealt

with in this book cover one of the most im-

portant fields included in the New York
school inquiry. Dr. McMurry's task was to

arrive at a just estimate of the quality of

teaching, the course of study and the super-

visioi"Lof principals in the elementary schools

of New York City."

Dr. McMurry rejected the usual examina-

tions used as tests. He selected four stand-

ards by which any teacher may well test his

work, viz.

:

Factor 1. Motive on the part of the pupil.

Factor 2. Consideration of values by pupils.

Factor 3. Attention to organization by pupils.

Factor 4. Initiative by pupils.

Dr. McMurry found that the kindergarten

teaching in New York City was satisfactory

in the main according to his standards; that

is, the children usually were found to have

motives in working that appeal to them ; they

have a sense of worth or value in their work

;

they assist in organizing games ; they use

their own creative power or initiative in many
ways.

Dr McMurry reported quite fully two ex-

ercises in construction in two different kin-

dergartens, one of which he approved and

one he criticizes as being too formal, not ap-
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pealing- to the child's sense of value. We
purpose to give our readers the benefit of Dr.

McMurray's observations in this and future

numbers of the magazine. It is the first de-

tailed report of this kind that has been made
by a sympathetic educator of Dr. McMurry's
high standing upon the kindergarten and ele-

mentary school work of New York City.

Praise from such a man of experience in both

elementary and advanced work is very grate-

ful to the kindergarten world. Dr. McMurry's
observations were made during the season of

1910-11 upon request of a committee ap-

pointed by the Board of Estimates and Ap-
portionment.

The City of New York issued a thousand

copies of his report but the demand has been

so great that the report has been published

and is for sale.

The quotation we give in this number ex-

plains how Dr. McMurry applies his four

standards to kindergarten work.

INSTRUCTION IN THE KINDERGARTEN.
Inculcation of Purposes in Children.

"Specific and childlike aims tending to call out a

high degree of effort are very prominent in the

: ndergartens. A certain form is folded to serve as

the mount for mother's valentine, to be presented

at the valentine party of the Mothers' Meeting; a

bag is folded and sewed, to be used in the postman's

game; little houses are carefully cut and pasted for

the group work in which a city street is represented;

blocks are evenly laid by another group of children

to represent the sidewalk of that same street; it is

ggested that a certain lullaby would be nice to

ng to the baby at home, and the children put new
sweetness and interest into the singing.

These detailed purposes play directly into the

broader aims that are plainly in evidence in the

kindergarten. Such are: a love of stories, of plants

and animals, of games, of objects of beauty, and of

constructive work—a love that finds expression in

little deeds, such as those named, and that leads to

more far-reaching hopes and plans.

Attention to Organization.

Most kindergartners endeavor to organize the

more or less random and instinctive activities of

even their youngest children. At the kindergarten

age the organization of ideas takes place largely

through the organization of activity, the ordered act

being considered the very best evidence of ordered

thought. A representative play is worked out bit

by bit, until a reasonably finished whole results; a

simple little dance is created out of selected move-
ments; a piece of group building is undertaken

wherein each child's work contributes to the whole,

but must occupy its own subordinate position; all

such efforts call for organization in the same sense

as does the high school student's essay. The chil-

dren are less conscious of the process, but they

profit by it just as truly. One seldom visits a kin-

dergarten without observing that the kindergartner

herself is carrying the idea of organization con-

stantly in mind, and without observing also that the

children are doing the same thing, to some extent

in their attention to sequence, to the interrelation

of facts, and to grouping.

Indeed, one of the most serious faults of the

kindergarten is found in its over-devotion to se-

quence, particularly to the logical sequence of the

adult, which is probably even more a source of tor-

ment to some children in the kindergarten than to

any in the elementary school. The kindergarten

lesson, described elsewhere, is an illustration.

But while there are such excesses here and there,

we are convinced that on the whole an emphasis is

placed upon organization of ideas in the kindergar-

ten that is generally in accord with the worth placed

upon it in life outside.

Attention to Relative Values—Imagination and

Reasoning.

The kindergartner makes noticeable provision for

relative values. Emotional response, appreciation,

preservation of an inquiring attitude of mind, social-

ized behavior, seem to be regarded in the regular

instruction as of at least equal importance with

knowledge. The general viewpoint of the kinder-

gartner is that whatever is done in the kindergarten

is of value to the extent that it counts, or functions,

in life. Hence the tendency to weigh worth is com-
mon here, with both teachers and children.

Again, however, a defect is to be noted; namely,

an extreme devotion on the teacher's part to tech-

nique, to precision, and to exact imitation now and

then, which tends to influence the children to for-

get all about the real worth of things. This is true

particularly in the use of materials, and is not rep-

resentative of the work as a whole.

Provision for Initiative and Independence.

Kindergarten teachers have an enviable oppor-

tunity for encouraging the exercise of initiative and

individuality of children, because uniformity is not.

demanded. Without a fixed program and without
J

rigid requirements of accomplishment, there is every

incentive for teachers to allow pupils to do original

and creative work; and this opportunity is not lost.

It is common for children to set up aims, to organ-

ize their activities, to suggest subject matter or ex-

perience that forms the basis for their play and

work, to choose songs, stories, games, and mate-
j

rials, and to lead in many of the undertakings.

While this seems to be the dominant tendency, it

is also evident that in quite a number of the kin- :

dergartens dictation exercises and ready-made play

that require complete submission on the part of the
.

pupil, are so prominent that they directly oppose

self-expression and self-reliance.

On the whole, there are two very distinct currents,

observable in the kindergartens, The one represents
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a slavish devotion to the adult point of view in the

selection of subject-matter and to adult logic in its

presentation, resulting in rigid organization, ignor-

ing of relative values, and neglect of the child him-

self. The other shows the opposite tendencies.

Which of these two shall finally prevail is a matter

of grave concern, requiring the constant watchful-

ness of all who are especially interested in this field.

But at present we feel little hesitation in saying

that the kindergarten, as a whole, meets the test of

the" four standards set up, in a satisfactory manner;

and that therefore the instruction there rests on the

higher plane, i. e., it is good at present and prom-

ising for the future."

The Kindergarten.

"There is at present no definite and uniform cur-

riculum or program for the kindergarten. The only

way, then, to judge of the character of the program
most commonly in use is to apply standards of

worth to what one sees in the various kindergartens.

Certain features are prominent in all, such as songs,

stories, bodily activity, including rhythmical move-
ments, and games, and much use of materials in ar-

ranging, designing, and constructing. Just what
ideas are to be conveyed by, or developed through,

these activities; just what experiences are to be

given or deepened by them; just what habits are to

be established, seem to rest largely with the indi-

vidual teacher.

Provision for Motive.

In most of the kindergartens visited, the body of

thought which gave direction to the activities was
close to the children, and of such nature that pur-

poses would naturally rise and be carried over into

home life and outside play life. Prominent topics

were the child's relation to family and friends, to

animals, to industrial workers and tradespeople, and
to public servants. Attention was frequently di-

rected to small services the children might render,

and ambition was aroused to acquire skill or power
in order to win certain positions of trust and re-

sponsibility within the group. The things made by
the children also frequently gave a considerable

degree of continuity and fixity to their purposes.

Provision for Organizing Subject-Matter.

The kindergaten program always shows attention

to organization. Some teachers provide for a dis-

tinct correlation running through song, story, nature

work, rhythm, games, gift work, and occupations.

Others correlate part of the activities, and depend
on the sequence of materials to afford the ordered

presentation of other activities.

Consideration of Relative Values.

The children are more frequently called upon to

judge of the desirability of certain acts or modes of

doing than of the worth of facts or ideas. The
values which are kept prominent, therefore, are of

a dynamic kind, and to a large extent the children's

incipient powers of judgment and discrimination are

called out in connection with matters on their own
plane.

The teacher's own sense of values is, of course,

very influential. If she seems to attach more im-

portance to such matters as technique, precision,

and exact imitation than to initiative, originality,

suggestive variation, and ability to work out prob-
lems, the former types of excellence are those which
the children will also soon place uppermost. There
is evidence that in some quarters these more formal
values are being over-emphasized.

Any deviation from the original form was
checked by the teacher saying "That is not right..'

"Don't you remember where we placed that block?"
"The chair back was not so high," etc. There was
no point at which it was apparent that new or un-

completed parts were being thought out. It was
a type of lesson which in the elementary school
would be called a review or a test lesson. It's pur-

pose seemed to be to test ability to recall and re-

construct. Accuracy and conformity seemed the

chief considerations.

After all had completed the large chair accord-
ing to pattern, the teacher said: "Now you mav
make some small chairs. Try to make three out
of the large one without tearing it down—good
workmen always do that way." This part of the

lesson was somewhat freer than the first part, and
some variations in form resulted. However, since

more stress was laid on the particular mode of se-

curing these small chairs from the large one
than upon getting well-proportioned, pleasing

chairs, the forms on the whole were not good
and the children displayed little satisfaction in

them.

The following judgments of the lesson seem
warranted.

The children were not discovering a way of mak-
ing chairs that might prove valuable to them later

in their play. Nor were they making these chairs

in order to put them into their doll houses, or to

play with them otherwise. At least during the

period there was no reference to one of these pur-

poses, or to any other. The conclusion is drawn,
therefore, that the subject matter of the recitatk/n

bore no relation to their own particular desires

and plans. In doing as they did they were simply
trying to satisfy the teacher.

Organization of subject-matter was emphasized.
But it was an organization concerned with se-

quence alone, the particular order of moves agreed
upon by adults in securing all possible manipula
tion of sucb blocks. Indeed, it was this particulat

sequenct of moves tnat made up the subject mat-
ter of the recitation. This is clearly seen when one
recalls that the product wanted, i. e., the chair,

might have been arrived at just as truly in much
briefer time had the children been allowed to take

the blocks out of the box in any orderly manner
and set them up in their own way.
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Now, while care as to sequence may be a good
thing, it was in this case the teacher, rather than

the situation itself, that made it necessary; i. e v

it was an artificial sequence. And it was so exces-

sively refined that if a child were to follow it close-

ly at home in playing with his blocks, he would be

giving signs that he was not well. In general, the

standard for values in school is found in their

values outside.

The absence of any real purpose of the recita-

tion, from the children's point of view, allowed

them no basis for their judging of relative values.

The teacher, also, in her devotion to artificial tech-

nique, had entirely lost her bearings in regard to

relative values. That accounts for all neglect of

proportion of parts in the chairs that were made.

Finally, the suggestion as to what should be done

and the sequence of steps or moves came from
the teacher. Even in the second and freer part the

pupils were directed to "make three chairs out of

the larger one," and do this "without tearing it

down." While there was some freedom as to rate

or speed, the recitation may be described as a

dictation exercise, or a review of one, with freedom

allowed in a few minor respects.

On the whole, the recitation, lacking purpose and

content, was a good illustration of the extremely

formal work often seen in kindergarten and pri-

mary schools.

Its sole excuse is a profound belief in its disci-

plinary effects; but the doctrine of formal mental

discipline has been so nearly disproved by modern
psychology that little worth is left to such instruc-

tion beyond its keeping children out of mischief;

which, as a principal claim, converts the teacher

into a mere caretaker.

Construction in Another Kindergarten.

Children 5 years of age. Arranging and pasting

of pictures of a blacksmith at work.

The teacher recalled a visit made by the class

to a blacksmith shop, and asked them if they would

not like to make a picture of the blacksmith.

"What ought the picture to show?" she said.

Different things were mentioned, and some of the

movements of the smith at work were illustrated

by the children. Then the teacher told them they

could plan a picture showing him bending over

or upright, with hammer in hand at the anvil, or

in front of the forge. Parts previously cut out by

the teacher were adapted to different poses, and

the children chose what they would represent.

Then they arranged the parts according to their

own ideas, teacher and children making occasional

comments. Children asked questions and sought

advice as to placing, and the replies sometimes

came from the teacher and sometimes from other

children. A good deal of recalling and of mental

picturing was necessary.

The task of producing a picture of a smith at

work, expressing an idea that is accurate and pleas-

ing in both selection and arrangement, is worth

doing. Its accomplishment requires observation,

thinking; it develops taste of a sort often called

for throughout life and intimately related to chil-

dren's needs and desires. Motivation is, therefore,

admirably provided for here. On the part of both
teacher and children there had to be weighing of

values, with reference to the idea to be expressed

and to the method of expression. The teacher had
to select the most prominent and characteristic

tilings connected with the blacksmith in order to

cut out the parts for the picture. The children,

under her leadership, had to distinguish between es-

sentials and non-essentials in order finally to cen-

ter upon some of the same things. In deciding

upon desirable arrangement, distinction and selec-

tion were again necessary. -

Further, the "composition" called for the putting

of things together in right relation. The picture

was not to show merely a list of objects that the

blacksmith used, nor any other mere list. It had

to have a central idea, if possible, with details so

grouped about it as to form a unit. Attention to

organization was, therefore, necessary throughout

the period.

Finally, although the teacher assumed much initi-

ative in originally selecting and cutting out the

parts, this only prepared her the better for leading

the pupils to exercise their own power in that di-

rection. And not only did they select and arrange,

but in her presence they corrected, and made sug-

gestions to, their mates. In her corrections she

usually did not have to exercise by declaring,

"That is not right," or "That piece does not be-

long there;" but she could ask, "Was it so in the

shop?" or "Could the smith work in that way?"
Thus, although limited by the facts, they were free

to express their own individuality, as the great va-

riety of pictures produced quite conclusively

proved.

This recitation was almost ideal, and formed in

every respect a striking contrast to the one pre-

ceding.

Relation of Kindergarten and Primary.

Recommendations.

1. On Unification of Kindergarten and Primary
School.

"There is a striking contrast between the kin-

dergarten and the elementary school, as the two
are now conducted. The key to the difference is

found in two facts: (a) That while, in the kin-

dergarten, the acquisition of knowledge is regard-

ed as a mere means to larger ends, throughout the

primary school it is made the dominating purpose

—the end itself; and (b) that the knowledge ac-

quired in the kindergarten is chiefly that which

can be a source of inspiration; while the knowl-

edge chiefly emphasized in the primary school con-

sists of symbols and formal facts, as for example

in the three R's and spelling.

The result is that these two parts of the system

fail to harmonize. Indeed, they are so unlike in

LI
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l'.v !>;;. W. N. IJailmann

Controlling purposes, curriculum, methods of pre- THE GENETIC THEORY,
sentation, in the attitude of teachers toward pupils,

and even in the appearance of the rooms, that the

primary school not only abandons important lines The genetic principle in the development of

of influence begun in the kindergarten, but tends man was recognized at an early date. Confining
to nullify them. Such a dualism in the theory and our attention to its more recent formulations, we
practice of educating children—within a single sys- nn( j j t c learly announced in the latter half of the
tern—is most incongruous and wasteful, eighteenth century by Lessing in these words:
Beyond doubt there is a real difficulty here in ut-i ,1 • i i

"
.1 1 ., • 1 •.

>
., 1 he path in which the race has attained its

the fact that a tune must come—usually recog- r , , •

, present perfection every human being' must
mzed to be at about six years of age—when cyni- r

,,
L

. . _ , °

bols must be attacked with vigor. But that is in-
traveL ASain b >' Goethe: The young must

Sufficient reason for the almost complete abandon- ever begin at the beginning and, as individuals,

ment of valuable influences for the development of Pass tnru tlle epochs of the world's culture."

habits that it has required one, two, or three years The same thought was re-Stated by Pestalozzi

to establish. Both plans can hardly be sound; and, subsequently, by Froebel of whose pedagogy
and, according to the standards used for judging the Baroness Marcnholtz-Buelow says that it is

the quality of instruction, it is the elementary simply a compound extract of the world's his-
school that needs the greater modification. The tory>

"

s jnce «tine experiences made by humanity
question for serious study therefore, is: Can the

th]
.'

u untokj generations must be lived over again
elementary school continue the main lines of work , . , , -, , » , t?

, , , • 1r
. , ,. , . . by the children; however, as broebel himself

adds, "not in the way of dead imitation, but
begun in the kindergarten, while giving mastery

over symbols?

2. On Limiting Uniformity. rather m thc 7t
'

(7
-
V °f hvm9, f™e

>
a " d self-active

The extent to which uniformity is necessary in
development and unfolding.'

a great system of schools is one of the most im- Froebel's idea is not that each human being

portant questions among those suggested in this must imitate the various phases of human devel-

part of our report. opment from savagery to present civilization,

Possibly there cannot be too much uniformity of laboriously wading thru the grossness, ignorance
procedure in the business management of the and wickedness of past generations to the refine-
schools, and there are weighty arguments in favor ment _ cu l tll re and good-will of our day. His
of much of it in instruction. On the other hand. thought is rather that the various instincts and
excellence in method of teaching, as commonly , j • r it j 1 1 11

, ,
? tendencies of life are developed m each human

conceived by educators, consists m the close ad- .... ,,.,.. ,

c ,
..... . being in the same general order in which we find

justment of subject matter to individual experi- & &

ence and peculiarities. It thus implies the highest them developing m humanity as a whole.

degree of diversity in practice. Uniformity of sys- Spencer's re-statement of the law that "the

tern is hardly the means of securing this diversity. genesis of knowledge in the individual must fol-

A system of schools, therefore, in which uniformity low the same course as the genesis of knowledge
is believed in and practiced, without much limit, in the race," does not imply that the learner

cannot be expected to reach a high degree of ex- should at any time be weighted down in his de-
cellence." velopment by the experiences, attitudes and ac-

School and civic leagues in a Virginia
tions of sava§fy

in order to be
.

omc properly

county have raised over $6,000 for the scho<
prepared for the experiences, attitudes and ac-

durino- the past year
t *ons °^ e^'ihzation. It does not imply a detailed

"_ and emphatic recapitulation of the successive

t„t n/r:„„„^„+„ .1 1 r i. 1 i 1
horrors and insufficiencies of the earlier phasesJn Minnesota the need for trained teachers

r . . . , . , .
, ,

1

r „„.•„ u j 1 4.- •
•

,
of the evolutionary struggle in which he gradu-

01 agriculture and domestic science is so great
, ,

I °° to
.

K, , .1 a ci 1 t a u 1 -r 1
'

1
ahy emerged and treed himself from his ammal-

that the bchool of Agricultural technology .

J °

at the State University has taken for its
'

. .... ,,.,.,
^^- „^, ,, ,.• r , , r Even in his morphological and physiologicalmain work the preparation of teachers for . . ,

&
. .

l
,
&

the 1
'

rt
development nature hastens m pity thru the re-

== capitulatory process in a few short months, yield-

Ttie girls at the State College at Puyallup, ing only to the most potent, fundamental claims

Wash., have helped solve the high cost of liv- of the hereditary self-establishment and con-

ing problem by learning to prepare tasty stantly recognizing the fact that his latest, his

lunches at a cost of 4 or 5 cents per person, human, heredity is the controlling purpose of all

Later they will demonstrate what they have the rest.

learned in economy of foods by teaching do- How much more imperative is this tender

mestic science in the rural schools consideration in the presence of conscious indi
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vidual and social development in which the young
human being is supposed to attain delivery from
the tyrant heredity and to gain entrance into the

freer domain of history. Here, surely, there is

no longer any excuse for pre-historic torturings

;

here the child is entitled from the very start to

the gains of the civilization into which he is

born; here, above all, he should be guarded

against the danger of becoming fixed, however
vaguely, in savage longings and other toils of an

ante-moral life.

In its application, therefore, Spencer's law de-

mands the most general interpretation from
which the wretchednesses of the early evolution-

ary struggles are to be consistently excluded. All

that it implies,—and this is indeed much—is that

in the acquisition of knowledge the individual

must proceed, as did the race, from the empirical

to the rational, from doing to knowing (art to

science). Of this the various Pestalozzian and

Froebelian laws of method are direct derivatives.

As the race in its development passed from ex-

perience thru thought to achievement, from par-

ticular to general and from this again to par-

ticular, etc., so each individual must do; and as

the race sought adjustment with its actual en-

vironment, so, too, must each new individual.

The genetic theory should be kept distinct

from the culture epoch theory. The latter rests

upon certain, often loosely gathered, chrono-

logical considerations, in external manifestations

of life; the former, upon certain invariable suc-

cessions in the inner phases of life-development.

The genetic theory deals with the life-process

;

the culture epoch theory, with its outward mani-

festations. Thus, the one may fix its attention

upon the outward activity of hunting at certain

stages of cultural development ; the other is con-

cerned with the inner need that leads to hunting,

but which may be met by various other reactions

and must be so met where the environment ex-

cludes hunting. The parallelism claimed by the

culture epoch theory would require successive

identities of environment, that of the genetic

theory applies equally in every phase of environ-

ment and every stage of development as the in-

ner law of the process involved.

Thus man did not become a tiller of the soil

because of some preceding occupation ; nor did

he become a patriarch because of preceding Rob-
inson Crusoe experiences ; but in both instances

the transition, if such, took place in obedience to

some law of adjustment of inner need to outer

condition or necessity.

Naturally, children are interested in the things

of their immediate environment. In these their

hunger to know and to do seeks and finds food.

All efforts "to interest them culturally" in a

variety of relatively extinct savageries and half-

savageries are of necessity artificial and more or

less hostile to the children's natural heart-inter-

ests in an environment hallowed by the beauty

and truth, the wisdom and virtue of the day into

which they were born. In the natural imitations

and adjustments of the children there will be

crudities enough, but these will hold growing
aspirations towards the refinement they are

meant to represent; while on the other hand, the

crude insufficiencies of early savageries draw
away from such refinement and thereby retard

progress.

In the application, then, of the genetic theory

it is needful to hold fast that we are to be guided

in our work, not by successive stages in the cul-

tural advance of the race, but by the successive

phases in the inner processes of life-development.

The school must look for basic working material

in the children's actual environment and not

among the musty memories of far away insuf-

ficiencies. The primary interest of the child ever

is in the right here and right now. In these are

rooted all subsequent victories. Later on excur-

sions into remoter fields are in place for purposes

of instruction, for inspiration and for the stirring

of sympathy or enthusiasm.

In this sense, and only in this sense, it is in-

deed true that "the young must ever begin at the

beginning ! They must ever pass in their psychic

development from sense-perception which yields

ideas of things, thru intellectual analysis which
gives general ideas, to rational analysis which
gives general ideas, to rational analysis which
reveals laws and principles ; from interest, thru

effort, to aspiration ; from individual, thru social,

to ethical attitude ; from acquisitive, thru in-

quisitive and imitative, to create doing. Or, as

Froebel so concisely puts it: "From life, thru

life, to life," i.e., from vital experience, thru

vital thought, to vital application or practice.

THE SCHOOL HEALTH IDEALS OF
DR. MONTESSORI.

Florence E. Ward
(Iowa State Teacher's College, Cedar Falls, Iowa.)

Since the development of strong, vigorous

children means more to America's future than

the development of the choicest Burbank var-

ieties of fruits or the promotion of the great-

est pecuniary enterprise, it is well for Amer-
ican educators to consider the school health

ideals of Dr. Montessori, the Italian physi-

cian and teacher whose broad training and
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successful experience give weight to her

words. She applies in her dealings with chil-

dren the well known law of all growth that

wherever there is organic life circumstances

must be favorable to the development of that

particular organism if it is to realize its

highest possibilities.

Some of the desirable conditions for child

growth are, according to Dr. Montessori

:

First, a wholesome school environment in

which is provided suitable chairs instead of

spine-curving seats, fresh air and sunshine

;

nourishing food and comfortable clothing;

broad, open spaces and earth to dig in
; plants

to water and pets to feed ; and gymnastic ap-

paratus upon which growing bodies may
stretch and balance for physical strength, like

moral fiber comes only through actual strug-

gle. Second, careful and frequent biological

tests and measurements, made for the purpose

of detecting and endeavoring to overcome
every physical defect, thus freeing the child

from handicap and protecting society against

the possibility of weakness perpetuating itself

through heredity. Third, the child taught
scientific truth regarding his body and given

definite instruction as to its care, develops a

reverence for it which tends toward personal
purity and health. Fourth, through definite

training in motor control and muscular co-

ordination, tension is removed and poise and
serenity result.

Our American children, with their buoy-
ancy of spirit and their fund of nervous en-

ergy, need careful attention along these lines.

The child's health rights should be placed in

the foreground and child hygiene, medical in-

spection and desirable school equipment and
sanitation urged by teachers who must first

become more intelligent themselves as to the

close relationship between physical health and
mental vigor.

The co-operation of the church, the wo-
men's clubs and other organizations may rea-

sonably be expected in the campaign for the

stimulation of public sentiment along these
lines, which have to do with problems of

great home and civic significance.

Sweeping, dusting, sewing, washing dishes,

and ironing are among the "home industrial

subjects" listed on a school-report card pre-

pared by Mrs. Mary DeGarmo, of St. Louis,

and used in Missouri schools. The parent
gives the child a "mark" for the accomplish-
ment of one or more home duties.

Suggestions for the November Program From
Many I ractical Kindergartners

Collected by Jenny B. Merrill, Pd. D.

It is always well to have a goal in sight, and this

month is a happy one in this particular. " Coming
events cast their shadows before," as the following

reports testify: Thanksgiving Day is coming.

Kindergartners should do all in their power to

keep up the New England Thanksgiving spirit, not

by telling the history of the Puritans, for children

of kindergarten age are not, as a rule, sufficiently

developed mentally to catch the thread of the his-

toric setting, but they can visit in imagination

grandfather's New England farm.

To be sure, it may be some other child's grand-

father, but the little drama can be made very real.

I have seen the whole kindergarten engage in the

little play in the simplest fashion, over and over,

never tiring of it. One corner of the room is se-

lected for the farm. Grandmother, with perhaps a

cap and kerchief, is chosen and presides there. The
opposite corner is New York. An imaginary

sleigh is improvised in which the children ride to

the farm, or it may be in these days a train that

takes them.

The little grandmother receives her numerous
grandchildren. There may be several aunts, uncles

and cousins chosen to receive with grandmother,

and of course a grandfather, and the welcome must

be quite a jolly one. Then there may be a make-

believe feast and afterwards grandmother may tell

the children a story. The children may play games

and sing songs to please their grandparents and

aunts, thus having, as it were, a little family gather-

ing similar to the dear New England home par-

ties.

At the November Mothers' meeting the story of

our Thanksgiving festival should be retold, espe-

cially to parents who are foreign-born, and family

gatherings should be eulogized as a means of true

joy and family unity. Appropriate historic games

should be suggested.

The harvest festival with us is late. Our Jewish

citizens have already celebrated it earlier in the

season, but all the more understandingly will they

aid us in keeping up what was once a peculiar

American festival, but which is in danger of degen-

erating in some of our cities.

I feel personally, deeply indebted to these many
kindergartners who have given us such happy

glimpses of their successful endeavors to keep

sacred our good old Thanksgiving day. The whole

month of November is none too long to plan and

make ready for the kindergarten Thanksgiving

party.

There will doubtless be little side issues, accord-

ing to locality, but gathering in the harvest, the

barn overflowing, walks to city stores, which are our

"barns" in a sense, then interest in the home prep-

arations of food as indicated in the reports, pre-

serving, making simple dishes as apple sauce, or
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jelly, making butter, popping corn, etc., but I must

not keep our readers from the simple tales of ac-

tual work done.

One simple suggestion which has been found help-

ful is especial practice during the month in remem-
bering to say: "Thank you," for all the little kind-

nesses we receive daily from our parents. If we
thank not our earthly parents whom we have seen,

how can we learn to thank our Heavenly Father,

whom we have not seen?

REPORTS OF WORK IN NOVEMBER.
The work for November centered around the

topics connected with the gathering of the harvest

and culminated with the Thanksgiving party to

which the parents of the children were invited.

The room was appropriately decorated with

fruits, grains, vegetables and toy barn yard fowls.

The children wore yellow chrysanthemum
wreaths at the party. The tables were covered

with white paper. One child brought little paper

napkins with "Brownie" borders. (This was the

child's own idea without suggestion from any one).

As we are not allowed to do any cooking in the

schoolroom, I told the children how I made the

sugared "popcorn" and the lemon jelly, and brought

them down to the kindergarten. Each child brought

his or her own spoon and saucer. After the pro-

gram (lasting 35 minutes) the tables were moved
and the animal and "social tea" crackers were pass-

ed and the lemon jelly served. The children en-

joyed this part. Then the children's dishes were

placed in paper bags, furnished by the teacher, and

a large surprise basket was brought in. It was fill-

ed with 56 little brown tissue paper turkeys and

when the child pulled the orange-colored string

around the neck, they discovered that the turkeys

were' filled with popcorn. The basket was a very

pretty affair, made from a peach basket with a bar-

rel hoop for handle, all of which was covered with

fancy white tissue paper and decorated by Miss

R. with yellow paper chrysanthemums. (We had

enough turkeys for all visitors and our principal

and her head assistants. We also remembered the

janitor. When the turkeys were distributed the

kindergartner passed more paper bags and gave

;ach child some apples and one vegetable, cran-

berries and a pear or orange or banana. The fruit

was donated by friends of the kindergarten.

R. A.
TOPICS FOR CONVERSATIONS

1. (2). Grass mowing—made butter.

2. The baker—took out grains of wheat from

sheaf, ground into flour.

3. The farmer's harvest—the 'processes—fruits

and vegetables.

4. The farmer's helpers—the animals, how they
help—provision for them.

5. The social aspect of Thanksgiving.
The story of the harvest was illustrated by pic-

tures, mostly reproductions of famous pictures. We
also had pictures of the farm animals.

We had a very good collection of fruits, vegetables

and grains, some brought by children and the

larger ones by Miss B. and myself

On the day before Thanksgiving we had a party

with animal crackers and pumpkin pie. We played

the farmer, the animals, a visit to the farm and
ended with a folk dance of the harvest. M. S.

(3). We had two walks this month. The day of our

mother's meeting we took the children to the baker's

and the grocers. We bought the cake, coffee and
sugar for our refreshments. The "trades men" had
been the topic of our talks this week. The mother's

meeting was a very pleasant one. I have visited,

several mothers and found them all very pleasant

and cordial. C. D.

(4) Special features: While we were studying about

the wheat in connection with bread, we took the

children to visit the baker shop. We saw the whole
process and the large oven made quite an impres-

sion, as also did the great big shovel. We return-

ed to kindergarten and had a little party of some
of the baker's cookies, which the children enjoy-

ed very much.

In connection with the barnyard animals we talk-

ed much of the cow and the milk and how butter is

made. A toy churn was > brought to kindergarten

and all the children helped to make butter—which
turned out very well. Later in the same day the

children had Uneeda biscuits with the butter they

had made. I have noticed a marked improvement
in the matter of cleanliness upon which I have laid

great stress. J. H.

(5) Our attendance was very good all through

November and we too kandvantage of the fine days

for two walks—to see the "Mauretania" and to the

market to see the vegetables, fruits and general

preparations. We are fortunate in being near

enough to, really see these things, with the farm

wagons on the market square. The results in

drawing and clay were very good. For our

Thanksgiving party we made sweet butter and
every child helped churn. Then we ate the

and every child helped churn. Then we ate the

butter on crackers, and very good it was. I also

had an "open morning" for the mothers on the

23rd—but the day was not a pleasant one and only a

few came. We had the usual work with some extra

singing and the mothers who came were interested

and hoped I would repeat the morning again.

F. P. H.

(6) Our Thanksgiving party was very successful

and the mothers especially seemed to enjoy it

thoroughly. Before the invitations were sent out I

mentioned the party to those mothers who come
every morning and was surprised to hear a few

ask: "How much do we have to pay," and some
brought presents -of soap, perfume, candy, etc. The
apple sauce we made was something new to some
of them." A. L.

(7) We have made butter and biscuit thjs month
and had a happy time at our Thanksgiving party.

After singing, story, marching and playing games,

>ye played going to grandmas; the children were
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seated obout the tables, and treated to nuts, grapes,

apples and cocoa. Parents and children went home
happy. J. G.

(8) We had a "popcorn party." The children went
down to the ft rnace room the day before and popped
the corn for the mothers. The children grouped

around the glowing coals of fire with ruddy ex-

pectant faces, made a picture in my mind long to

be remembered. B. R.

(9) One day we made butter in the kindergarten.

After two rounds of each child having a chance to

shake the bottle, the butter came, and oh, how
happy the children were. Each had some on a

little oyster cracker, and also took a little home to

their mothers.

We have started the traveling library books in

our Mother's club and the latter are quite enthus-

iastic over them. " E. G.

(10) As there is a tendency in the minds of the

children to forget the real meaning of Thanksgiving,

since the introduction of "dressing up and painting

faces" on that day, I laid great stress this year upon
the thankful spirit. The morning before Thanks-
giving day I saw our little colored girl sitting in

the circle be ore kindergarten, evidently in deep

thought, while the children played around her. I

called her three times before she heard me, and I

said, "Lulu, what are you thinking about." She
came to me and whispered in my ear: "I am think-

ing about God. He is so kind to us, He gives us

candy and meat and sunshine." L. B.

(11) We invited the children from the Cripple

School Kindergarten to our Thanksgiving party.

We enjoyed having them so much and they made a

great impression on our children. They sang so

sweetly, were so gentle and sunny and got their

clothing on so quickly. Our children realized how
thankful they should be for their health and
strength. B. T.

(12) We planned a basket of fruit for the children

at Roosevelt hospital, each child bringing an apple.

The children were exceedingly interested and re-

'sponded gladly. The basket was made in the kin-

dergarten room and Miss O'. wrote a little note to

accompany it.

We also received a reply and the children were
of course delighted at the cheer and happiness

which they had given. M. B.

(This kindergarten was located near the hospi-

tal).

(13) The subject of our mothers' meeting on Thurs-

day, Nov. 21st, was "Thankfulness—and What We
Are to Be Thankful For." Mrs. G. again repeated

my talk in Italian and our Thanksgiving songs form-

ed part of the program. It was a very stormy day,

but 20 mother's came in spite of the wind and
rain and spent a pleasant hour with us. Tea was
served again and six other mothers gave their

names for the cups for next meeting. A great many
of the mothers are obliged to bring their babies

with them so we cannot have games.

(14) We have a new animal border in kindergarten

which the children like very much. Two sheets

of animals were bought at a wall paper store, cut

out and mounted on dark green paper and placed

above the blackboard, the entire length of the

wall. The coloring of the animals is very good
and they can be easily arranged to form a pretty

and attractive border. E. S.

(15) Our central objects of interest the first two
weeks in November, were beautiful plants, donated to

us by the head gardener of the N. Y. Botanical Gar-

dens. Since the middle of November we have had
an aquarium in the kindergarten. The children of

this year seem to be a great deal more interested

in the care of the aquarium than were the chil-

dren of last year. H. L.

(16) During November we had many interesting

talks on the farmer. It is surprising to find how
much some of the children know of the country and
how little others know.

One of the children paid a visit to Central park

this month. Her account of her drive through the

park was very interesting. The greatest attraction

seemed to be the squirrels and how they came up
to people for peanuts. A. P.

(17) We have had some interesting talks and work
on pigeons this month. As few of my children speak

English I found it easier to begin with the pigeon

because of their intimate knowledge of this -bird.

We went to the roof to watch them, and as some of

the children's fathers own pigeons we had many
free talks about them. ^ M. C.

(18) I took children out to see the fruits and vege-

tables in the stores. On our way we passed a yard

where I saw a live turkey. After obtaining per-

mission we went in and watched it for some time.

To the great delight of the little ones it spread its

wings and tail and said gobble several times.

On the 29th had a mother's meeting and in spite

of the rain it was well attended.

The children the day before boiled cranberries
and popped corn on a little gas stove. For the

mother's meeting, the children set the tables with

paper napkins, plates and spoons and decorated it

with little baskets they had made. When the

mothers arrived we had quite a nice little Thanks-

giving party. A. M. L.

(19) We have had a white rabbit for a kindergar-

ten pet during November. The children enjoyed

feeding it and taking care of it very much.

We had. a mother's meeting the Tuesday before

Thanksgiving. It was very stormy, so only a few

come, but we spent a pleasant social hour and they

asked to have one this month for reading and

stories. So we appointed one the second Tuesday

in December and the mother's promised to tell

stories. G. S.

(20) Leaves, fruit and vegetables have been prin-

cipal objects of interest. The blacksmith has taken

a prominent place. He was not in the plan, but a

child b r9ught a large horse—another hammer and
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horseshoes, and we found a blacksmith shop across

the street.

The Jack-o'-lanterh was a source of much mer-

riment and interest. M. W.
We had a very pretty corner in our room Thanks-

giving week. There were cornstalks at the back, one

large pumpkin and a great many kinds of vege-

tables and fruits. E. B.

Stories.

November was a month full of stories connected

with the fall and the harvest. Children took a great

part in the telling and in some instances related

some good original ones. E. V.

The favorite story during the month was "The
Big Red Apple," especially the part where the

father hangs the apple in front of the fire to roast.

E. W.
During November I told the following stories:

"The Goats and the Turnip Field;" "Little Red
Apple," "The Three Pigs," "Henny Penny," "How
Patty Gave Thanks," Child's World; "Field Mouse."

H. H.

Stories told during November: "The Lost Lamb,"

"The Ugly Duckling," "The Little Gray Squirrels,"

"Thanksgiving," "The Little Pig and His Little

Eyes, Ears and Tongue." G. M.

List of Stories: "Little Red Hen," "Ginger Bread

Boy," "How Patty Gave Thanks," "First Thanks-

giving," "Little Lame Squirrel," "Shoemaker and

the Fairies." H. M.

Stories: "Goodv Two Shoes." "Nahum Prince,"

"Sleeping Beauty," "A Wise Old Horse," "Boo-Boo

and the Wind," "Henny Penny," Part of Cinderella,

" Visit to Grandma," "How Patty Gave Thanks,"

"Mr. Thankful."

"Cap, the Fire Dog," "A Thanksgiving Plan,"

"Lost Peepsie," "Henny Penny," "Ugly Duckling,"

"The Turkey's Nest," "Wise Old Dobbin," "The

Mouse's Adventure," "The Carrot," "How Patty

Gave Thanks," "Mary and Her Lamb." S. K.

List of stories for November: "Bushy's Brav-

ery," "Milk, Butter, Cheese," "The Little Lame
Squirrel," "The Little Red Hen," "How Patty Gave

Thanks," "The Ginger Bread Boy," "The Little

Pig," "The Big Red Apple." A. G.

Farm Life.

Senses.

Blackboard work during November: A farm

scene with a barn, a turkey, chickens and ducks. The
remaining space of the blackboard used by chil-

dren who attempted to make pictures of vegetables,

the pumpkins and of the Jack-o'-lantern which we
cut out of the pumpkin. T. B.

We took two walks in November. One to East

River park and the other to the farm near our

school. The children often speak of the leafless

trees,, the lighthouse and the dogs and chickens we
saw at the farm and in the park. J. L. P.

Walks around block. Special observations:

Houses and windows, two kinds of vehicles. Cen-

tral object of interest: A growing farm field of

wheat, hay, lettuce and clay carrots in sand trays.

A farm yard on tables, farm house, sheep, chicken

yard, small barn, with a street lined on either side

with trees. Each "yard" separated with fence.

Paper dolls. A large barn made of a large box,

wherein was housed a carriage, made of a box,

horse and cow. In loft was put hay. T. M.

Gifts and Games.

With our blocks we built some nice large ovens.

The grocer had given us a bag of crackers. So
each one had a cracker to put into his oven. It was
interesting to see how the children would remove
the front block and peep in to see how the bak-

ing was going on and then quickly close the door
again. In one case a bit of paper was put in front

of the door. A reminder of the cookie inside.

The central object of interest this last month has

been a table with blocks of the large sized fifth gift

on it. Every spare moment has been spent at it,

and many pretty things built. L. A.

Having the large fifth gifts, I find that I never

feel like using the smaller size. The children seem
to handle the large blocks so readily and the

smaller ones seem so slippery in comparison.

J. L.

This month I have been particularly interested

in the free play with the balls. The children have

invented so many new little games or catch plays,

I might call them. They will throw the ball up,

clap ten times and then catch it; another will turn

around while the ball is in the air; another roll the

hands while the ball is in the air. These are some
of their own ideas and it has been interesting to

watch the competition in inventing new ways of

doing it. E. L.

The children made the scene "Going to Grand-

father's House," in the sand box. His house and

the bridge across the river they built with the big

blocks and for the woods, they cut leaves from
green and brown paper and pasted them on sticks,

making the trees. H. M.
A few weeks ago we took the children for a walk

to the nearest playground—oposite P. S. 62. They
enjoyed the outing very much and when they re-

turned they planted trees (evergreen twigs) in the

sand and built little benches and swings. Nearly

everything seen was represented in some way.

We have learned many games through September

and October, but "Travelers" is the favorite. It

would be played every day by every child and then

played again if I would consent to it. F..S.

We are using the blackboard daily and I find

whatever I put on in the way of a "picture" ap-

peals to all—and often illustrates my point in work
or story better than words.

The children also like to.work on the larger sur-

face, too, and do well. . C. A.

This month we saved all of our work relating to

the farm, farm animals and products and made
them up into a little book to take home at Thanks-
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giving time. On the first page was a copy of the

song. G. S.

The children enjoyed their Thanksgiving and

were especially interested all month in the farm

animals. One of their favorite games has been a

make-believe visit to see the different animals—and

hear them, the children imitating the different

sounds.

I took one of the little girls home to the country

with me over Sunday. She was very good and I

was able to get much better acquainted. I was in-

terested in watching her make a circle, sing the

ring song and play games quite by herself. She

was so happy gathering leaves and nuts and brought

back with her all she could carry. E. N.

The games which we played during the month of

November, were: '"Horse," "Jolly Miller, "Wind-
mill Rhythms," "Weather Vane," "Sailboats," "Mak-

ing Bread," "The Mother in the Kitchen," "Soldier

Boy," "A Pretty Brook," "Skating. "I Wish My
Little Playmate," (dancing). F. S.

A CONGRESS OF HEALTH, NOT DISEASE.

With the closing of the Fourth International Con-
gress of School Hygiene, one* fact stands out vividly:

The school hygiene movement has become a posi-

tive movement for the advancement of the health

of the school child, rather than a negative summing-

up to disease.

The health emphasis was particularly noticeable

in the scientific exhibit held in connection with the

congress. Visitors to educational exhibitions on

hygiene and sanitation do not need to be told how
frequently these have been of the "chamber of hor-

rors" variety. There were survivals of this type in

the Buffalo exhibits, but for the most part the posi-

tive, sane, normal exhibit was conspicuously pres-

ent. There were wonderful pictures of city girls

engaged in outdoor sports and games—the New
York school girls, for instance, who in their Public

Schools Athletic League illustrate the newer health

spirit of the hour, the spirit of wholesome recrea-

tion, to which even the tenement seems to succumb.

The old familiar exhibits of wan and careworn

consumptive children were replaced in the exhibits

with cheerful pictures of "pretuberculous" youngs-

ters busy in the school of the out-of-doors, their

faces bright with the hope of health, typical of the

knowledge that fresh air and sunshine can and will

drive tuberculosis from the earth.

There were more illustrations of healthy teeth

than decayed, in the Buffalo exhibit; there was less

emphasis on the pitiable condition of bed teeth and

more stress on the advantages of good teeth; and

above all, there was the spotless school dental clinic

of Cincinnati and other cities, with its promise of

better, cleaner mouths for future school children.

Exhibits of the old sort there were—a few; just

as there were a few speeches of the kind that were

undoubtedly ncessary in the early days of the health

movement, to arouse public sentiment; but the one

big central fact, both in the exhibit and in the

speeches, was that school hygiene is to be hence-

forth considered from the point of view of health,

not disease; that sound bodie.s, clean minds, normal

development, air and sunlight, rational living, educa-

tion to fit for natural productive life, are the things

to be stressed; that it is not so much a fight against

disease as it is a fight for health. It was almost as

if the delegates of the nations at Buffalo had de-

clared to the world: "There are many things to

be done; we know the evils now; let us remedy
where we can; but let us above all do our best to

point the way to clean, healthful, normal living for

the generations to come."

PEACE PRIZE CONTEST.
Under the Auspices of the American School Peace

League.

Two sets of prizes, to be known as the Seabury

Prizes, are offered for the best essays on one of

the following subjects:

1. The opportunity and duty of the schools in

the International Peace Movement. Open to

seniors in the Normal schools of the United

States.

2. The significance of the two Hague peace con-

ferences. Open to seniors of the secondary schools

of the United States.

Three prizes of seventy-five, fifty and twenty-

five dollars will be given for the three best essays

in both sets.

This contest is open for the year 1914, to the

pupils of the secondary and Normal schools in all

countries.

Contest Closes March 1, 1914.

Conditions of the Contest—Essays must not ex-

ceed 5,000 words (a length of 3,000 words is sug-

gested as desirable), and must be written, prefer-

ably in typewriting, on one side only of paper,

8x10 inches, with a margin of at least 1;4 inches.

Manuscripts not easily legible will not lie consid-

ered. The name of the writer must not appear on

the essay, which should be accompanied by a let-

ter giving the writer's name, school and home ad-

dress, and sent to Mrs. Fannie Ferm Andrews, Sec-

retary American School Peace League, 405 Marl-

borough street, Boston, Mass., not later than

March 1, 1914. Essays should be mailed flat (not

rolled). The award of the prizes will be made at

the annual meeting of the league in July, 1914. In-

formation concerning literature on the subject may
be obtained from the secretary.

Systematic study in citizenship is given in the

elementary schools of France, Denmark and Fin-

land.

In rural schools in Missouri girls are organized

into "pick-and-shovel clubs" under the direction of

the National Congress of Mothers, to aid in the

good roads movement.
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TALKING OUR PROBLEMS OVER.

To the Chairman of the Committee of the Whole.

Have any new kindergarten gifts been invented

since Froebel's day? Isn't a so-called free play

period a waste of precious time? Will you please

help settle a discussion between a group of be-

ginning kindergartners. S. B. T.

The Hailmann beads, which are miniature

spheres, cubes and cylinders, were devised by Mrs.

W. Ii. Hailmann, wife of Dr. Hailmann, whose

contributions to the Kindergarten Primary Maga-
zine of last year, have proved so helpful to our

subscribers. Mrs. Putnam, of Chicago, a success-

ful mother and a successful kindergarten training

teacher, devised the pegboard. Miss Elizabeth Har-

rison invented the curvilinear gift, which is a

natural evolution of those solid forms preceding it.

.It was a free play period that revealed to the

editor the appeal made to little children by both

the pegboard and the beads. All of the gifts and

occupations were placed upon a table and the

children told that they might play with any they

wished to select. The very youngest children

made at once for the pegboard and the beads,

which seems to imply that they answer to a need

of the little one's developing consciousness.

One real value of the free play period is the

opportunity it thus offers the young teacher, of

verifying for herself some of the statements of

other observers of children, and also of discover-

ing new truths for herself. But it is not necessary

nor desirable to have such periods frequently.

Even with the usual play periods at the tables the

kindergartner must remember that she must not

impress her own ideas upon the child. She is there

to help him to expression of his own. To help him

make clearer to himself his vague notions of him-

self and the external world.

To the- Chairman of the Committee of the Whole:

It is truly hard to find a topic not treated in your

magazine, but I should like help along the lines

of retributive and corporal punishment, from those

of experience. To me personally this has been a

source of much worry, since I had in my kinder-

garten here, last year, boys to whom kindergarten

punishments, so crushing to the majority, were

cause for smirks. It seemed impossible to appeal

to them in any such way.

Realizing that no hard and fast rules may be

drawn, still I believe some such article would be

helpful to many teachers with but few years' ex-

perience. Hazel E. Ramsay.

McKinley Kindergarten, Mason City, la.

Not knowing the exact circumstances in such a

case, it is difficult to prescribe a remedy. The very

basis of kindergarten government is the belief in

the individuality of each child which may make .

quite different treatment necessary even when the

law which is broken may be the same, in each case.

Different temperaments, different home conditions,

different physical needs make different demands.

It may be that some of the children are too oid

for the kindergarten. If more than six years old

such children often make trouble. Possibly one

mischievous boy is at the root of the lawlessness.

There are times when corporal punishment admin-

istered in the right way at the right time works

to a charm with little children. If our correspond-

ent, after due diagnosis of the case, decides that

such is what is needed we would re:ommend that

she speak to the parent or parents and at teachers'

meeting read to them an article in the Outlook for

July 5, called "When Corporal Punishment for

Children is Right," a "story of personal experi- .

ence," written anonymously. In fact we suggest

that many circles discuss it, as illuminating this
.

very question of discipline. However, if the kin-

dergartner realizes that the mother would be in-

judicious in administering the needed correction,

and would injure or frighten, such treatment should

not be recommended.

With such children as think it "big" and "manly"

to be annoying, it is a good plan to try to secure

their co-operation by getting them to do things

for the younger children. Leaving them at home

on some excursion day might be efficacious. In

playing certain games let them win by "good be-

havior the right to be driver of the fire engine, or

leader in the march. Take every possible appeal to
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their ambition, not by talking, but by making op-

portunities for them to show what they can do.

Give them things to do that are difficult, yet within

their power.

Editor of the Committee of the Whole:

From a recent story by Booth Tarkington, remi-

niscent of a boy's schooldays, and entitled "A Boy
in the Air," I clip the following paragraph which I

think has a hint for teachers of all grades relative

to schoolroom decoration. .

"Above the blackboard, the walls of the high room

were of white plaster—white with the qualified

whiteness of old snow in a soft coal town. This

dismal expense was broken by four lithographic

portraits, votive offerings of a thoughtful publisher.

The portraits were of good and great men, kind

men, men who loved children. Their faces were

noble and benevolent. But the lithographs offered

the only rest for the eyes of children fatigued by

the everlasting sameness of the school room. Long
day after long day, interminable week in and in-

terminable week out, vast month on vast month,

the pupils sat with those four portraits beaming

kindness down upon them. The faces became per-

manent in the consciousness of the children, they „

became an obsession—in and out of school the chil-

dren were never free of them. The four faces haunt-

ed the minds of children falling asleep; they hung

upon the minds of children waking at night; they

rose forebodingly in the minds of children waking

in the morning; they became monstrously alive in

the minds of children lying sick of fever. Never,

while the children of that schoolroom lived, would

they be able to forget one detail of the four litho-

graphs. And by a very simple and unconscious

association of ideas, Penrod Schofield was accumu-

lating an antipathy for the gentle Longfellow and

for James Russell Lowell and for Oliver Wendell

Holmes and for John Greenleaf Whittier, which

would never permit him to peruse a work of one of

those great New Englanders without a feeling of

personal resentment." S. B. M.

New York City.

The above quotation presents an important psych-

ological truth. We wish some of our correspondents

would supplement it by reminiscences of their pwn
childhood memories. Surely a great wrong is done,

consciously or unconsciously, when we, by monoton-
ous reiterations of any kind, instill in a child's heart

a dislike or hatred of any person or place. Earl

Barnes warns of this in his story of the child who
was so sick and tired of George Washington, be-

cause of the annual serving up of him in the grades,

that the High School teacher found it impossible to

win that attention and respect for his character and

service which would otherwise have been of inestim-

able benefit in forming the ideals of youth.

To the Chairman of the Committee of the Whole:

Interested by what you said last month, relative

to Sunday school work, I write to ask if there are

any genuine Kindergarten Sunday schools being

worked out under competent supervision? Is there

any material available that will help those who have

had no training, but want to conduct the infant's

class according to the best pedagogical methods.

S. A. B.

In Chicago, the Hyde Park Baptist church has

an excellent Kindergarten Sunday school with a 2J-4

hours' session. The entire Sunday school was re-

organized in 1896, under the late President Harper

of the University of Chicago, and has always been

largely officered by University instructors. The kin-

dergarten department is part of a fully graded sys-

tem. The Union School of Religion is maintained

by the Union Teeological Seminary, New York City.

The pupils here are also graded as in a day school;

the teachers are paid experts. "The Kindergarten

Sunday School," by Miss Frederica Beard, (Pilgrim

Press) ; "Lesson Stories for Kindergarten Grades of

the Bible School," by Lois S. Palmer; "The Sunday
Kindergarten, Games, Gifts and Stories," by Miss

Ferris; "Kindergarten Sunday School Stories from
the New Testament," by Laura A. Cragin, will prove

very helpful. For a study of the child mind from the

religious standpoint two very- valuable volumes are

"The Pedagogical Bible School," by Haslett, and an

"Outline of a Bible School Curriculm," by George

William Pease.

The National Kindergarten College, Chicago, un-

dertook to organize a class in Sunday school

methods six years ago, but found that there was not

enough demand to warrant continuing it.

At the opening of the School of Pedagogy of the

New York University, Dean Russell of Teachers'

College, Columbia University, gave a most inter-

esting and instructive address upon "Specialism in

Education."

He said among other striking things that teach-

ers are twenty years behind the farmers in special-

izing. Young men entering Agricultural colleges

must becide whether they wish to specialize on

this course or that—whether they wish to prepare to

raise this crop or that, whether the raising of ani-

mals or dairying, whether raising vegetables or

grains, and many other special lines.

Intensive knowledge and work on one line yields

larger crops.

It has been found that one untrained farmer may
raise sixty-five bushels of potatoes in good ground,

whereas a well trained farmer has raised a thou-

sand bushels in an acre of much poorer soil.

In the same way standards are being applied to

teaching, showing as in one case that is reported in

the twelfth year book of the National Society for

the Study of Education, that children of the same
grade in different schools, even schools both of

which are considered good, may vary in adding to a

great degree, as in one eighth grade class the add-

ing was at the rate of thirty-five combinations per

minute, while in another eighth grade class not dif-

ferently located, the rate was one hundred and five

combinations per minute or three times as fast.

Similar differences have been measured in writ-
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ing, as in a sixth grade class, the pupils average 58

letters per minute and in another 115 letters per

minute, the quality being practically identical.

We know that kindergartners have succeeded in

the part largely because of their special training.

Now that the tendency is to expect them to cover

in their training several years of elementary work
let them beware not to neglect their own specialty.

Also let one kindergartner in her post-graduate

work take up a specialty and carry it to as nice a

degree of perfection as possible, as story telling, or

rhythmic work, or even one special line of hand-

work. Choose gardening or out-of-door occupa-

tions.

Read up everything for a year along this one

line. Try to find special courses bearing upon it.

Be creative along the line yourself. Experiment.

Compare notes with others. Make yourself the

best kindergartner in your town along your one

chosen line.

This need not lead you to neglect other lines of

kindergarten or primary work.

Miss Isabel Parsels, who was for many years head

of the training department of the New York City

Normal College, always worked to improve each

year one subject in the school, as spelling, or writ-

ing, or reading, or geography, and found that im-

proving one often helped in raising all to a higher

standard. Strive to be an all-around kindergartner,

but also specialize.

Kate Douglas Wiggin, author of Rebecca, was
for many years a kindergartner, and began her

work in San Francisco, where she is remembered as

a pretty blue-eyed girl with a wealth of golden hair,

singing and playing with her children about the

mystic ring. She was given the first San Francisco

school of this kind to practice with, and see if

there were any virtues in the system. She found

the work of tremendous interest, and the children

even more so. Without realizing it, she was at that

time absorbing material for some of the truest stor-

ies ever told of child life and child character.

Kate Smith's literary firstling, "The Story of

Patsy," was written and published to raise money
for the kindergarten. It was a heartsome tale of

one of the children that came under the young
teacher's care. "Timothy's Quest," the story of a
waif's wanderings, was also written during the kin-
dergarten days. But soon the urgent call of the
editor and publisher took the gifted author away
from her school. She married and went east with
her husband. There her studies of child life took
another turn, and eventually flamed out in "Re-
becca."

KINDERGARTEN GROWTH
[NOTE:—Under this heading we shall give from time to

time such items as come to our notice relative to the estab-
lishment of new kindergartens as well as articles or state-
ments in the public press or from noted educators favor-
able to the kindergarten cause.

The friends of Mrs. Marie Kraus-Bolte will be
interested to know that she has discontinued her
training class after fifty-three years of teaching and
will devote all her time to lecturing and writing. In
this way, Mrs. Kraus will be able to reach a larger
audience, and those who are in active kindergarten
service will be able to have the benefit of her wide
experience and clear interpretation of Froebelian
truths.

Boston, Mass.

A public school kindergarten has been established

in the Cook school in the South End.

Old Mystic, Conn.

A new kindergarten room has been established

by building an addition to the school building.

Providence, R. I.

Two new public school kindergartens were open-

ed in this city Sept. 8th, one each in the Slater and

the Webster Avenue schools.

Augusta, Me.

Two public school kindergartens have been es-

tablished here, one in the new grammar school

building and the other in the Williams school.

New Haven, Conn.

A new public school kindergarten was opened in

this city September 6th. It is located in the Jep-

son building, and Miss Mae Stanton is the kinder-

gartner in charge.

San Francisco, Cal.

Public school kindergartens have been establish-

ed in six schools of this city, and it is the policy

of the Board of Education to establish others as

rapidly as practical throughout the city.

Salt Lake City, Utah.

Public school kindergartens have been opened in

the following buildings: Emerson, Ensign, Frank-

lin, Grant, Hawthorne, Jackson, Jefferson, Lafay-

ette, Lincoln, Lowell, Riverside, Sumner, Wasatch
and Whittier.

Providence, R. I.

Two new public school kindergartens were opened
in this city at the beginning of the school year, one
in the Slater school and one in the Webster Avenue
school. They are under the direction of the super-

visor, Miss Julia E. Pepper.

Wellesley, Mass.

The Village Improvement Association has just

completed a fine new kindergarten building, the

cost of which is met by a anonymous contributor.

The gift includes the salary of Miss Devereaux and
two assistants who will have charge of the work.
The building is a modified classic in exterior de-

sign, and is fireproof throughout. It will be heated

by hot water and lighted by electricity. There are

three rooms for the three different classes, and a

glass conservatory is to be added where the chil-

dren can raise and study plants. The basement con-

tains a suit of rooms for the janitor. Children will

be admitted between the ages of SYz and 6 years.
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ANSWER CARDS AS INCENTIVE.

Pupils like varied ways of working so I some-
times let the multiplication class use answer cards.

i write the problems on small cards and place the

answers which they must obtain to be correct on
large sheets of cardboard ruled into oblong spaces.

The problem cards are placed by the pupils in the

blank spaces above the proper answers when the

correct answer is found. The small problem cards

are in envelopes. The children will work to get the
exact answer and I find that valuable time is saved
—Selected.

"Already 21 counties in California out of the total

of 58 are maintaining county free library work," says

a recent report of the United States Bureau of

Education, "and many more are preparing to adopt

it. With a central office and storehouse established

at the county seat, and with branches throughout

the county, the people even in the remotest districts

are receiving a library service possible in no other

way."

The Rockefeller Sanitary Commission for the

Eradication of the Hookworm has treated 400,000

cases in the past three years.
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SUGGESTIONS FOR VILLAGE AND RURAL SCHOOLS
Suggestions From the Kindergarten Occupation of PAPER FOLDING.

By JENNY B. MERRILL, Pd. D., New York City

In "The Paradise of Childhood," a kindergarten

guide book, we read that "Froebel's sheet of paper for

folding, the simplest and cheapest of all materials of

occupation, contains within it a great multitude of in-

structive and interesting forms. Almost every feature

of mathematical perceptions, obtained by means of

previous occupations, we again find in paper-folding.

It is indeed a compendium of elementary mathematics,

and has, therefore, very justly and judiciously been

recommended as a useful help in the teaching of this

science in public schools.

Lines, angles, figures and forms of all varieties ap-

pear before us after a few moments' occupation with

this material. The multitude of impressions should

not rmsguide us; and we should always be careful to

accompany the work of the children with conversa-

tion for the relief of their young minds."

The mathematical phase of paper folding is certainly

interesting and helpful to the teacher, but it is not the

first point of contact with the child's interests.

Is it not exceedingly practical "to fold" ? We have

to do it all through life. The child and the ignorant

adults "wad" things together, but "folding" is an act

of order and intelligence. It can only be acquired

gradually in its nicety. Exactness cannot be expected

at first. With the youngest children in the rural

school, we should not approach this occupation through

lines and angles, and mathematical forms, interesting

and instructive as these will become as "vve proceed,

but rather through the child's desire to make some-

thing of interest to him that requires folding. The
folding should come as a help to secure a desired re-

sult.

I well remember as a child that a season came

around every year when the boys on our city block

set up little stores in their front yards and sold to the

girls for so many "pins" various little paper articles

as boats, kites, boxes, pinwheels. These paper objects

were fascinating to my childish imagination and I

longed to be introduced to the mystery of the many
folds required to produce them. Doubtless Froebel, as

a child in Germany, learned to make these little forms,

or else he observed others making them. They have been

passed on from generation to generation since inex-

pensive paper became available. If a teacher happens
not to know how to fold such little objects let her

call the older boys and girls to her rescue, or find a

mother who "knows how," and from one she will learn

one fold and from another, another until she has at

least enough capital to begin with ! Let the children

teach each other. Let them try to make anything they

wish to make of paper—in short let them be self-

active, let them be creative.

As we have shown in other articles Froebel recog-

nizes in his outlines (1) forms of life; (2) forms of

knowledge, and (3) forms of beauty. These forms
all appear in the regulation course in paper-folding,

but before trying a regular course let the children ex-

periment with the material. Is not experimenting the

road man has followed in acquiring power to use ani-

mal skins, bones, stones, barks, woods, clay, copper,

gold and any and all materials?

Let the children then show you first what they can

make out of a piece of paper. I have a collection of

crude things thus made by children that" have so much
of the child in them that they mean more to me than

the logically developed forms of the adult mind.

Not the least value in this experimental work is the

desire that arises' to be instructed, to learn how by

imitation or direction. The child soon feels his own
incompetence.

After a little direction, a little instruction, then may
come a second period of self-effort, of self-direction,

of invention, of imitation on the part of the child. Do
not think this child effort useless though the results

may be very crude. The child's effort to start, to imi-

tate, to act independently, is very important for the

child's development of will and character. He follows

our lead too much.

It is true, however, that this occupation of paper-

folding lends itself to direction, to many interesting

logical sequences as the children advance, and espe-

cially in the grades. For example, folding may be

utilized in the study of fractions to advantage, and

even earlier it will help in addition and multiplication.

The child after folding, for example, a "checkerboard"

has before him sixteen small squares. He is led to

count one row, two rows, three rows, four rows. Then

i i

i
i

i
i
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one four, two fours, three fours. He may read from

his "checkerboard" one four, two fours are eight,

three fours are twelve, four fours are sixteen.

Then again, all the plain figures may be made from
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the square and circle by a succession of folds. The
terms diameter, diagonal, center, circumference, radius,

arc may be written upon the paper square and circle as

they are developed. Angles may be named.

To take up the matter of fractions more in detail.

Let a square be folded once, bringing four corners

together, then again bringing only two corners to-

gether. In each case we secure two halves. Let the

children write after folding several pieces as follows

:

1
1

2

plus 2 equals two halves

I
plus I equals two halves

I plus \ equaio two halves

Later, two halves less one-half equals one-half.

A second fold brings quarters and a more extended

series of simple examples as

:

a
i l

i 1

V h

1

/

I

i

i plus I, plus ]. plus \ equu.s .oji' quarters.

1
plus

S
equals \.

', plus \, plus \ equals three-quarters.

Teachers of fractions will realize the advantage of

this simple, concrete method of illustration and should

extend it sufficiently to make a background of real ex-

periences. It is interesting to the child in subtracting

to cut down to the center and so hold one quarter out

of sight. It is not necessary to extend th's practice

further than eighths and sixteenths on the square.

(Thirds and ninths may be illustrated with the fifth

gift. It is well to vary materials in i.lustrating so

that the child will gradually see the fraction is not

dependent upon the material or form.)

With these few examples, I leave the teacher to be

inventive herself in using paper-folding in the elemen-

tary grades to develop and impress mathematical con-

cepts even up to the sixth or seventh year of school.

2. A second series of folds of which I will speak,

leaving the teacher in a rural school to apply it to

whatever children seem ready to enjoy it, is the fold-

ing of the plain forms from both square and circle.

(These forms are the forms of knowledge.)

The simplest folds give the oblong or rectangle and

the triangle as :

,7;

DBLDNU

adLOA'G

Two oblongs

Two triangles,
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Four Triangles

Eight Triangles.

1
j-

|

^O !

Four squares. Sixteen svuare's

The variety in size of squares and triangles helps to

lead on to the abstract idea of the plane form. (It is

to be understood that the square is folded on these

dotted lines and then opened. The forms may be cut

on the lines after folding if desired, and then put

together like a puzzle.)

The young children are interested in the "kite" form.

The name trapezium and trapezoid should be given to

the advanced classes only as

:

Trapezoid. (1) Trapezium or Kite Shape (2)

(Fold sides of square to reach diagonal)

The trapezium has no two sides parallel. A trapezoid

has two sides parallel.

In the figure (1) fold a diagonal and turn one side

of the square into it. In figure (2) fold two sides of

the square to the diagonal until they just meet. Study

the new triangles with older children.

It is interesting to turn the circle into a square by

yT /

/ / \"^A
\ \

if
\
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\ s /

\ \\ \
\„^ \ ' ^s^

folding down the four segments. The semi-circle and

quadrant are easily obtained and also smaller sections

of the circle if desired. The hexagon and octagon

may be developed by a bright child. Circular measure

can be illustrated in connection with the measurement

of angles and the application in teaching latitude and

longitude later will be apparent. [Consult chapter on

Paper-Fokling in "Education by Development," Froe-

bel]

FORMS OF BEAUTY

In folding the square regularly by the law of op-

posites, certain symmetrical forms appear which may
be modified slightly according to fancy into forms of

beauty; flower and star forms, they may be called at

first. The series of such forms developed in the old

schools of paper-folding are very fascinating to older

children and even to adults, but are quite inappropriate

for young children.

The vast amount of time spent upon this fancy fold-

ing in training classes has led to many beautiful de-

signs. I think it a mistake, however, to spend so

much time upon it as many do. Now let us return

to the beginners.

FORMS OF LIFE

Very simple life forms may be introduced in the

first year. The child by simply doubling the square

sees readily the resemblance to a little book; or is it

not better to propose the problem? Fold the p^per like

a little book. It is well to furnish four or five

squares of paper of different colors and let the child

fold them all just once, and possibly pin them together
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for the leaves of the little book. In this case, use one

color for the cover and plain white for the leaves.

The child may wish to paste some pictures in his

book, or draw in it.

The single fold or doubling of a circle suggests a

rocker. It is well to encourage making one fold many

times with both squares and circles before suggesting

a second, for if the child can make this one fold well,

the results will be happier as he advances. For ex-

ample, after the interest in the book-making is over,

suggest standing the folded squares so as to look like

a row of tents or connect two "books" standing to

make a screen. One can build, as it were, with the

paper forms. Do not leave the one fold too soon. It

is sufficient to interest for some time. Then come

shutters and doors. Fold outer edges to the center

to make doors or shutters. The children like to open

and shut these flaps. 'With exactly the same folds, see

if the children can place the folded form so that it

will stand like a table.

Doors—Table

(Fold outer edges to the centre to make doors or shut-

ters.)

Folding the four corners of a square to the center

starts a new series that can be varied in several ways.

The center of course is found first by folding on both

diagonals or both diameters. Turning the paper over

and folding the four corners again to the center makes

a smaller square, land this smaller square may be var-

ied into many forms. If the Kraus Kindergarten

guide is in the school library, consult it, but remember

it is quite possible to find some one in any commun-

ity who is able to show a teacher the routine forms

that have been passed from one to another for so

many years, if they are required.

Our purpose in these days of changing standards in

both kindergarten and school, is to use folding natur-

ally, as it is needed in constructive work, rather than

to teach it for its own sake in these logical series.

Motives that are "worth while" should guide the child.

It is, let us say, by way of illustration, desired to

make some Christmas gifts that require folding, or

we want to make envelopes for our Christmas invita-

tions. The occasion calls for folding, and the motive

has a driving power. The child wills to fold and fold

carefully because he is aiming for a desired result. It

is often well to show a finished form that is attrac-

tive to a child, thus awakening a desire to make it, as

for example, a folded purse for a penny. Show sev-

eral times how to make it. Then let the children try,

helping each other out as far as possible while the

teacher is busy with other children, until they succeed.

Knowing what they are trying to make fixes a goal.

Soldier caps are desired for a parade, let us say, or

valentines for St. Valentine's day, or a postman's bag

to be used in the game of "The Postman," or again, a

basket for May day is the object desired. The very

problem seems to give power to little fingers. The
doll's house must have furniture, as chairs, sofas, beds,

table covers, picture frames. Wooden furniture is

now often made but stiff paper is more easi!y obtained

and very good furniture can be folded from it.

Dolly needs a carriage, a little bonnet, perhaps, and

the need awakens thought and thought works the mus-

cular system. Who found out how to fold so many
pretty forms? Why not you and you and you as oc-

casion arises? Yet we must never lose s.'ght of the

value of patterns and imitations. Miss Patty Hill

says : "Imitation and invention are the two legs upon

which both the child and the race have walked in

reaching the best that the race has accomplished in the

past, as well as in discovering greater and better things

for the future.

Early life is enriched by the absorption of these

varied patterns through imitation, and later this fur-

nishes a fine basis for that selection and recombina-

tion of elements which are necessary for invention and

creation."

Miss Luella Palmer in a recent article in the Psy-

chological Clinic, says : "Instead of dictation or arbi-

trary limitation in the use of material, problems are

now presented to the children which seem vital to

them and which they are anxious to solve. The vis-

ible results may often be the same as those achieved

by the earlier methods, but they have developed within

the child an entirely different attitude. He becomes

alert to problems in his environment and to reasoning

out the ways in which they can be solved. By these

means the child is developed individually and socially."

Three-fourths of the teachers in Alabama are hold-

ing their first position. Only seven per cent of the

teachers now employed have taught more than two
years.

The foreign interest in American physical education

movements is shown hy the fact that a recent German
periodical devoted its leading article to "The Camp
Fire Girls of America."

To promote moral education in the schools of

France independently of religious doctrine is the ob-

ject of the "French League for Moral Education."

The league offers a first prize of $1,000 and other

prizes amounting to $2,000 for contributions to a bul-

letin which it publishes.

The Government of Belgium has invited the United

States and the separate States to be represented at

the First International Congress of Cities to be held

in Ghent in July. The congress will be devoted to the

two main topics of City Building and the Organiza-
tion of Municipal Life,
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EDUCATIONAL CONGRESSES AND EXHIB-
ITS AT THE PANAMA-PACIFIC INTER-

NATIONAL EXPOSITION.
Dates. The Panama-Pacific International Exposi-

tion will open in San Francisco on February 20 and
close December 4, 1915, a period of nine and one-half

months—from Winter to Winter.

. in Salt Lake City in July, the directors recommended
that the 1915 meeting be held in Oakland, just across
the bay from San Francisco and within an hour of
the exposition grounds. The direttors also recom-
mended that an International Congress on Education
be held in Oakland in 1915, under the general direc-

tion of a commission of thirty- four educators, with
Commissioner P. P. Claxton as ex-officio chairman and
D. W. Springer as ex-efficio secretary.

DAYLIGHT PERSPECTIVE OF THE PANAMA-PACIFIC INTERNATIONAL EXPOSITION, San Francisco, 1915

The relative height of the buildings may be judged by the fact that the Tower of Jewels in the center of the
picture is 430 feet in height, dominating the architecture.of the E-xpositiori

The Grounds. The Exposition grounds contain 625

acres in the "Harbor View" section, forming a natural

ampitheatre overlooking San Francisco bay and its

"Golden Gate" entrance from the Pacific. These

grounds include part of the United States military

leservations—the "Presidio" on one end and "Fort

Mason" on the other. The Exposition grounds extend

over two miles on the water front and average one-

half mile in width.

Educational Exhibits in San Francisco. The key-

note of the Exposition will be Education as expressed

both through exhibits and congresses. The Educational
exhibits will seek to show progress since the St. Louis
Exposition in 1904. Already many states and nations
have applied for space in the Palace of Education.
Full information regarding plans and space may be
secured by writing to James A. Barr, Chief, Depart-
ment of Education, Exposition Building, San Fran-
cisco. The Palace of Education is in process of erec-

tion and will be completed by December 1, 1913—fif-

teen months before the Exposition opens.
Congresses. James A. Barr, who, for the past year

has been manager of the Bureau of Conventions and
Societies of the Exposition, has been appointed Chief
of the Department of Education. He will have general
charge of all congresses and conventions as well as of

all educational exhibits. Doctor Irwin Shepard, for

twenty years Secretary of the National Education As-
sociation, has been appointed National Secretary of the

Bureau of Conventions, in San Francisco. Up to this

time 151 congresses and conventions have been sched-
uled for San Francisco or nearby cities in 1915. At
the meeting of the National Education Association held

PART OF PALACE OF EDUCATION AND ITALIAN
TOWER

In the Court of Palms looking toward the Horticultural
Building



WHY HERMAN CRIED.

Susan Pi.essner Pollock

"You are indeed a foolish little fellow," said

Grandma to Herman, as one big tear after the

other fell from his eyes. Herman sat on the door-

step in front of the little house in the wood. Ger-

trude stood beside him and dried each pearly tear

as it rolled down, with the corner of her little

apron.

But what was it that had happened? Just some-

body guess why Herman cried- I should not have

guessed it myself, if I had not known. Herman
cried because he had not also had so wonderful

and charming: a dream as his sister Gertrude had

had. Dear Gertrude would gladly have given him
half of her dream, for the brother and sister divided

every good thing which they received; but a dream
cannot be divided like an apple. Gertrude had de-

scribed to the smallest detail and particular every-

thing that Mr. and Mrs. Pessumehr had had on,

—

how beautifully Mousie had looked as pony, how
excellently he had galloped, but the more Gertrude

told, the sadder Herman was. "Some one told me
once about a child," said Grandma. "This child

was very much petted and spoiled,—his dear father

and mother gave him many beautiful things and
tried to fulfill his every wish when they could make
it possible. The parents were good—but they did

wrong to let their child grow older with the thought

that he could have as his own, everything that

pleased him; one cannot have everything that

pleases him, he must learn to deny himself much
and to be glad when others have nice things. The
child of whom I speak had not learned this and one
time, on a glorious night (one summer evening it

was), he was taken into the garden. The light of

the moon filled the garden with radiance, it made
the trees and flower-beds look like glistening silver

and the great round moon itself was reflected in the

beautiful pond in the middle of the garden; it was
truly a fairy picture. 'That will I have,' called out

the child, and insisted that the gardener should
bring the boat from the boat-house and row out

upon the water and fish up the moon for him, and.

when the gardener declared that that was an im-

possibility, the child burst out crying and screamed
and scolded."

Herman and Gertrude both laughed to think that

anyone could think that they could have the raoon-
"One must surely laugh over such a foolish

child," said Grandma—but "Hm- Hm-" she coughed
softly, and then followed a thoughtful silence of a

few moments. Grandma always had such a cough
when she told something that meant Gertrude or

Herman. Gertrude looked in embarrassment at her

brother—and Herman became red over his whole
little face, but quickly he recovered himself, seized

Gertrude's apron, wiped his tears all away and
sprang up. Throwing his arms around his Grandma's
neck he said, "I will not be so silly—I will not have

a moon reflection. I know well, Grandma, that you
mean Gertrude's dream is like a moon reflection."

"Yes, my heart's treasure, that is just what I

mean, who can fetch you a dream? No one can

do that any more than they could fish the moon-
pictures out of the pond—for the little boy. I am
ro glad that you £0 soon remembered yourself, for

1 was greatly astonished at my reasonable boy to

think that he could be so foolish. One could ex-

cuse the child about whom I told you for his folly

because he was spoiled by his parents, who had
granted him every wish; he therefore gave no

thought to the matter when he expressed a desire

for something, but expected immediately to receive

it. Your father and mother, dear Herman, are how-
ever very careful; they tell you that to deny your-

self at times and do without things that you want,

must be learned. Things are divided very differ-

ently to people in this life—for you to wish for

what belongs to another is to be envious, and that

is very sad, because it makes everyone unhappy and
is wrong.

Mr. Pesaumehr is very rich—shall you wish for

his fine place and his conservatories of flowers?

Xo. indeed. They are for him to take care of and

be responsible for. You live in this beautiful wood
in your own dear little home, others live in smaller

rooms with no beautiful wood, but they have other

interests, each must live his own life and try to

help others; dear child, one must learn to rejoice

when another is happy. Be willing for Gertrude

to have the fun which her comical dream gave her,

and be glad she told you about it.

FRIEDA.
The next story is to be "Doll Lizzie's Birthday."

Goethe in Germany, Sept. 22, 1913.

SQUIRREL-RED.
Mary E. Cotting

In a right cosy place in one of the tumble-down
farm buildings there lived a family of squirrels.

Every day the father went off to get something for

his family to eat.

One clear, sunny morning he started off in good
cheer little thinking what might happen before

night.

With a scurry and a flurry he dodged along the

wall, darted through the hazel bushes, perched on a

post and jumped upon the old apple tree, from the

limbs of which hung several frosted apples. For
some days he had thought these apples would make
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choice eating for the family; and never would there

be a better time to use them than right now.
Scurrying into the tree top he sat upon his haunch-

es, reached his head upward, and with nose and
mouth poked and twisted an apple free. Quick as a

flash he caught it between his paws. O, how good
it did smell. Was ever morsel more tempting? Just

one little nibble to test its deliciousness—and that

would be all. Then home he would hurry with his

treasure to his family.

One nibble, two little nibbles, and —dreadful to

tell—man}', many more nibbles followed till the

whole apple was gone—even the fine, meaty seeds,

which he had meant so surely to carry home.
Sorry little squirrel. There he sat on his haunches

with the smell and the taste of the very best apple

to remind him that he had been selfish.

Nuts had not been plenty all the autumn and there

was no use to hunt for any to carry home. The
only thing he could do was to scurry to the corn-

house and fill his cheek-pockets with corn, which,

perhaps, the family would enjoy almost, if not quite,

as much as frozen apple, and apple seeds.

For a long time the rest of the apples hung upon
the tree; but Father Squirrel never went near the

part of the orchard where that tree grew. He never
knew how hard old North Wind had to work to

loosen those other apples, or what a feast some
winter birds had one morning when they were hav-

ing a hard time to find any breakfast.

What do you suppose was the reason Squirrel-

Red never went back to the orchard to find out

what had become of the rest of those apples?

SIMPLIFIED SPELLING
The committee on simplified spelling of the Illi-

nois State Teachers' association, its office in Oak
Park, is making efforts to get in touch with a few
scholarly men or women who are interested in en-

couraging the use of simpler spelling and are de-

sirous of devoting their service for a year and may-
be longer, at a fair compensation, in a quiet cam-
paign of explanation and persuasion in promotion
of the movement within the North Central states,

the field to which this committee is confining its

systematic labor at present.

It is felt that suitable persons for the work must
measure up in general attainment and personality

to the average of college professors or city school

superintendents, must be familiar in a general way
with the history of our spelling and with the verdict

and arguments of the entire realm of philological

scholars in favor of rectifying it, must have some-

thing of a record in meeting men of affairs and

bringing things to pass, must have some ability on

the platform and with the pen, and be willing to

travel in developing acquaintance with the move-
ment and interest in it on the part of publishers,

editors, authors, large printeries, educators, school

trustees, railroad, insurance, mercantile and indus-

trial managers and other large advertisers, etc.

Replies should include a few of the most perti-

nent facts in the individual's record with a personal

reference or two, and especially what salary would
be expected and in what particular line of effort he

would expect to prove most efficient in promoting
the wider use of the few simplified spellings al-

ready launched.

Address the committee as above. Its members
are: Dr. E. J. James, president State University of

Illinois, Urbana; Dr. A. W. Harris, president

Northwestern University, Evanston; Rev. William

E. Barton, minister First Congregational church,

Oak Park, and Editor The Advance; E. C. Rosseter,

district superintendent schools, Chicago; Prof.

Nathaniel Butler, University of Chicago; Dr. Wil-
liam B. Owen, president Teachers' College, Chicago;
Rev. Samuel Fallows, bishop Reformed Episcopal
church, Chicago; Rev. R. A. White, minister Peo-
ple's church, Englewood; Dr. W. A. Evans, edi-
torial staff Chicago Tribune; Dr. Thomas McClel-
land, president Knox college, Galesburg; Dr. David
Felmley, president State Normal university, Nor-
mal; Prof. C. L. Esbjorn, Augustana college, Rock
Island; R. E. Hieronymus, secretary State Educa-
tion Commission, Eureka; Wm. Hawley Smith, au-
thor "Evolution of Dodd," etc., Peoria; E. O. Vaile,
chairman, Oak Park, Illinois.

THE MONTESSORI METHOD.
Relative to the Montessori method would say,

while I have had no personal experience with the
material, in April of this year I had the privilege of
witnessing the effect of the "Silence" period upon
the children in Miss George's Montessori School
in Washington.
While the rest period in kindergarten is in some

ways similar to this silence period, there was in the
latter a subtle difference which came from an inner
realization of the meaning of control on the part
of the children. They were all occupied with dif-

ferent kinds of material, playing happily and eagerly
when Miss George stepped to the blackboard and
wrote the word "Silence." Immediately the atmos-
phere seemed charged with an effort which resulted
in silence. Materials were quietly put in their

places and shades lowered, the children whispering
quietly meanwhile. Then all was still, each child

sat in a relaxed position and Miss George very
gently whispered a name, and its owner walked
over to her and said a word or two, which revealed
the complete understanding which existed between
teacher and pupil. The silence lasted about ten or
fifteen minutes, and during that period no child at-

tempted to break the silence and at the end of it

seemed completely rested.

A spectator could feel that silence was not an im-
position on the part of the teacher, but an inner
need understood and satisfied. It was an outcome
of control gained through clear images of control

in walking, breathing, sitting still, etc., and revealed
its great educational value in the building up of

poise and true reserve fo-rce."—Dora W. E., Roch-
ester, N. Y.
"The articles I felt most helpful in the last year's

magazines were those by Dr. Jenny B. Merrill and
Dr. Hailmann, and those which dealt chiefly with
the underlying principles of kindergarten work. My
suggestion for next year would be a request for

articles on Child Study, i. e., how to appeal to the in-

stincts of the child, and what instincts should re-

ceive most attention during the kindergarten period

—images and their meaning—how we can give and
strengthen images,"—Dora W. E., Rochester, N. Y.
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Department of Superintendents.

The next meeting- of the Department of Superintend-

ents will be held at Richmond, Va., February 23—28,

1914. The headquarters' hotel will be The Jefferson.

The evening meetings of a general character will be held

in the City Auditorium, which has a seating capacity

of 4000. The general day meetings will be held in the

High School Auditorium, seating 1300 people.

The Jefferson is located about midway between the

business center and the City Auditorium. The High

School is located one block off Broad street, the chief

retail street. The Murray Hotel and the Hotel Rich-

mond are only two blocks from the High School.

D. W. SPRINGER, Secretary

New York

The next meeting of the New York Public School

Kindergarten Association will be held November 19th

at 4:00 P. M., the feature being an address; by Dr.

Frank M. McMurry, Professor of Elementary Educa-

tion, Teacher's College. Topic, "Report on Kindergar-

tens of the City."

Hartford, Conn.

Mary G. Allerton of the Ethical Culture School, New
York City, will deliver an address before the primary

and kindergarten sections of the State Teachers' Meet-

ing, October 21th. Subject, "Dramatization and Play

in the Primary Grades."

Minneapolis, Minn.
The kindergarten section at the annual meeting of

the State Teachers' Association here has an admirable

program which includes an address by Dr. Frank Mc-

Murry, of Teachers' College, Columbia University, en-

titled "The Resulting Changes in School Practices;"

also an address by Miss Julia Wade Abbott, of Winona
Normal; subject; "The Development of the Initiative."

Stella A. Wood is among those who will take part in the

discussion.

Ann Arbor. Mich.

Following is the program for the kindergarten de-

partment of the State Teacher's Association to be held

here October 30 and 31, and November 1.

Chairman—Miss Regenia Heller, Detroit.

Secretary—Miss E. Mae Raymond, Kalamazoo.

I. Thursday, October 30, 1913.

8:00 P. M , Unitarian Church.

Address—"The Greatest Danger of American Child-

ren," Dr. Earl Barnes, Philadelphia.

Address—Mrs. Gudren Thorne-Thomson, Chicago.

Business Meeting.

II. Friday, October 31, 1913.

9:00 A. M., Unitarian Church.

Joint meeting with the primary section.

Address— "Application of Recent Results in Experi.
mental Psychology to Elementary Teaching," Prof. H.
A. Ruger, Columbia University, New York City.

Address—Prof, F, S. Breed, University of Michigan.

Nashville, Tenn.

At the meeting of the Department of Kindergarten
Education in connection with the annual meeting of the
Southern Educational Association, to be held here Oct-
ober 30th and Slat, and November 1st, Miss Netta
Faris, Supervisor of Public School Kindergartens, Cleve-
land Ohio, will deliver an address. Subject—"The
K'ndsrgarten and the Montessori System and their Ap-
plication to Modern Educational Practice in America."

BOOK NOTES
Schirmer's Music Spclling-Book, by Anice Terhune.

Paper. 44 pps. Price 30c net. Published by G.

Schirmer, New York.

A, simple and straightforward method of teaching
beginners to read music.

Pinocchio Under the Sea, translated from the Italian

by Caroline M Delia Chesa. Edited by John W. Davis.
Illuminated cloth, 203 pages. Published by MacMil-
lan Company. New York. Price $1.25.

It is a most interesting tale for Children, describing
in story form the habits and characteristics of a large
number of the inhabitants of the deep. While enjoying
a pleasant tale, real definite and accurate information
is secured.

Children's Book of Christmas Stories. Edited by
Asa Don Dickinson and Ada M. Skinner. Illu-

minated cloth, 335 pages. Size about S l/iy3 l/2 .

Price $1.25 net. Published by Doubleday, Page
& Co., Garden City, New York.

These stories for "big, middlesized and little

children" are all so saturated with the true Christ-
mas spirit that this book is sure to be a perennial
favorite of the Christmas . season in household,
school, and public libraries. Librarians, teachers
and parents have long felt the need of just this kind
of book. Strange to say, it is the only one in its

field.

When Great Folks were Little Folks By Dorothy
Donnell Calhoun. Cloth, 174 pps. Published by the
MacMillan Co., New York. Price 40c.

This book contains stories of the child life of the
following1 persons: Benjamin Franklin, Charles Dickens,
Posa Bohheur, John James Audobon, Clara Barton,
Henry Wadsworlh Longfellow, Clara Morris, Ulysses
S. Grant, Queen Victoria, Thomas Alva Edison, Eugene
Field, Horace Mann, Kaiser Wilhelm of Germany, and
Helen Keller Instead of dealing with the adult life

history and life work of famous men and women, the
volume contains stories of their childhood, the period
of life that appeals most to the sympathies of children.
It is hoped that these stories will so stimulate interest
that the pupils will be eager to know about the later
lives of these great characters.

Damaged Goods, by Upton Sinclair. C'oth. Price
$1.00 net. Published by John C, Winston Co. Phil-
adelphia.

In this volume the great French play "Les Avaries"
by M, Brieux is novelized with the approval of the
author. The play which deals with the sex question,
especially as relates to disease, was presented at the
National Theater in Washington last April, with a view
to ascertaining, before presenting the matter to the
general public, the opinion of noted statesmen, clergy-
men, professional, and business men, as to the effect
upon the American people. It was presented with all

the impressiveness of a sermon, with all the vigor and
dynamic force of a great drama, with all the earnestness
and power of a vital .truth, and in many respects the
presentation assumed the aspect of a religious service.
All seemed to aeree that the presentation of the play
in America would accomplish much good. It is a book
that should be read by all who have the welfare of the
people at heart.



NEW GAMES, PLAYS AND PIECES FOR LITTLE PEOPLE
By Laura Rountree Smith

A Pilgrim Play.

This is the Mayflower, as you know, (palms to-

gether),

The Pilgrims sailed in it long ago.

They built a loghouse strong and warm, (clasp

hands)

To keep the family safe from harm.

Inside they hung a kettle round, (thumb and fingers

touching)

On three sticks above the ground. (Hold up three

fingers).

The fireplace was large and wide, (extend arms)

And bright the fire burned inside.

They rocked the cradle to and fro, (rock with right

hand)

To make the baby. sleep, you know.

The spinning wheel turned slowly round, (whirl

right hand)

With a pleasant whirring sound.

Oh, Pilgrim boys and girls at play, (rise and bow)

We hope you'll call again some day-

Jolly Jack o' Lanterns.

Jolly Jack o' Lantern likes to play,

Upon the gatepost at close of day, (pointing up)

Come, clasp your hands and nod your head, (clasp

hands, nod head)

And go to sleep like one in bed-, (bow heads low).

Jolly Jack o' Lantern's eyes are bright, (point to

eyes)

He stares through the window so late at night,

Come, clasp your hands and nod your head, (the

same as before)

And go to sleep like one in bed-

Jolly Jack o' Lantern has mouth and nose, (point

to them)

And they are quite useful to him, I suppose,

Come, clasp your hands and nod your head,

And go to sleep like one in bed-

A child with Jack o' Lantern runs in and the

children all circle round him saying:

"Little Jack o' Lantern you may laugh and shout,

But Little Jack o' Lantern you cannot get out-"

This child tries to break through the ring and

when he does so the little play is ended.

This little play should help the children to get

over any fear of a lighted Jack o' Lantern.

Thanksgiving Day.

The children sit down in chairs in a row when
they recite the second verse of the poem and they
go through motion of "cracking whip, etc. They
each carry a large pasteboard letter^ The letters

spell the word "Thanksgiving."

T.

H.

A.

N.

S.

G.

V.

N.

G.

Thanksgiving Day has come once more,
The sleigh is waiting by the door.

Happy children get inside,

For we all will have a ride.

And we all will sing and say,

"Welcome, good Thanksgiving Day."

Now, crack the whip, away we go,

Faster, faster, over the snow.

Keep this little thought in mind,
To every one today, be kind.

Sleighbells ring as on we go,

Merry winds of winter blow.

Going on away, away,
We enjoy Thanksgiving Day.

Into grandma's house we may,
Go to spend Thanksgiving Day.

Very happy, tucked in warm,
The blanket keeps us safe from harm,

In and out and round about,

We ride away, we laugh and shout.

Never pause, now fast, now slow,

We will say, "Go Dobbin, go-"

Give three cheers, we're all away,
Hurrah, hurrah, Thanksgiving day.
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Thanksgiving Game.

The children stai>d in two lines facing each other.

They choose Winter and Thanksgiving Day, one
from each line.

The children in :he first line sing:

Who will ride? Who will ride,

On Thanksgiving Day?
Side by side, side by side,

On Thanksgiving Day?

The children in the second line sing:

We will ride, we will ride,

On Thanksgiving Day?
Side by side, side by side,

On Thanksgiving Day?

The children in the two lines change places.
Winter now runs through, between the lines say-

ing:

Who will come out with me, pray?

I am looking for little Thanksgiving Day-

2nd.

3rd.

In am thankful for father and for mother,

Thankful for little baby brother,

And thankful for sister, as you said,

And for my little shoes of red-

I take them with me up to bed,

My pretty little shoes of red~

I am thankful for father and for mother,

Thankful for little baby brother,

Thankful for my sister, quite,

And for my little shoes of white.

Is it not a pretty sight?

Shoes of blue, and red and white?

Scale Song.

Hear the merry sleighbells ringing,
While the children all are singing,
What care we though it is snowing?
In the sleigh we all are going.

"The mental states make the man." The teacher's

troubles can be reduced by reducing the mental worries.

X. TCou/ywLsx. Stwctk.

u^' j J-^mTho/vJ^s^iv^rKj ^a*ne.

±
JF=J^t--*-^. 6>

Wkowill <nd?. ?Who wllr.de? £)•»> TKanks.qw.nrvgDa^? 5w<U L, suU,, 6v.dk lu si.cUjU^
(0-<\Tk&v«.ks- oCv- cv>.q T> ay
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Little Thanksgiving Day runs out between the

lines saying:

I will ride out in the sleigh,

I am little Thanksgiving Day-

These two children run through the lines and
out. The children in the lines repeat song and
change places as before.

Winter and Little Thanksgiving Day now run
through the lines again saying:

Who will ride out in the sleigh?

With Winter and Little Thanksgiving Day?
And two children may quickly follow them.
The game continues until very few children are

left standing in the lines.

The children in the lines may then suddenly say,
clasping hands with those across from them:

Tip over the sleigh, tip over the sleigh,

Here comes Little Thanksgiving Day-
They catch Little Thanksgiving Day on his way

through and the game is ended.

Topeka, Kansas.

Miss Helen McClintock and Miss Gertrude Mc-
Clintock purpose to establish a private Montessori
school for children of this city from 2% to 6 years
of age.

Miss Gertrude McClintock recently visited the

Montessori schools in Italy.

Little Shoes.

The cities of Ulm and Frankfort, in Germany, are

trying a novel plan for housing their teachers. They
are selling to their teachers good municipal land at

a low price and accepting a mortgage on it at

low interest. In Frankfort this mortgage may
amount to 90 per cent of the value, so that the ap-

plicant has to provide but 10 per cent from his

own funds. The tax and mortgage payments to-

gether, it is said, do not amount to any more than

reasonable rent, and with his regular "house money,"
which is allowed him besides his salary, the teacher

is soon the owner of his own home.

(This recitation is to be given by three little girls
who wear or carry shoes of blue, red and white).
1st.

I am thankful for father and for mother,
Thankful for little baby brother,

Thankful for my sister, too,

And for my little shoes of blue-

Tell me really, wouldn't you,

Like these li'tle shoes of blue?

Rural districts in Denmark show less than 1-20

of 1 per cent illiteracy. In the United States the

corresponding figure is 10 per cent.

West Somerville, Mass.

An effort is being made to establish a public

school kindergarten here.



HINTSI^SUGGESTIONS FOr RURAL TEACHERS
CONDUCTED BY GRACE DOW

DEAR RURAL TEACHER —In undertaking this department I trust that my somewhat extended experience in
rural schools and my subsequent normal training and city school work may assist me in making it practically

helpful to you in your work with the little children. I understand the tremendous tax upon the time of any rural
teacher who is trying to do good work, the wide range of studies, the constant temptation to neglect the little ones
for the apparently more pressing need of the older classes and the lack of equipment necessary for the best work.
My hope is to assist you to secure better results with the small children.and I shall unhesitatingly recommend tlie

intelligent use of kindergarten material as likely to produce the best results with least expenditure of time. How
to use this material, what to select, what substitutes, etc., will be discussed from month to month in these columns.

"To cultivate kindness is

business of life."

great part of the

For this new morning with its light,

For rest and shelter of the night.

For health and food, for love and friends,

For everything His Goodness sends,

We thank the Heavenly Father.

—Selected.

Reading—Dramatizing.

Too much importance cannot be given to the sub-

ject of reading, for it is one of the principal sources

of power in every individual. All other subjects in

the school course depend primarily upon reading.

How many teachers realize that a child's deficiency

in other studies is often due to his failure to grasp

the idea from the printed page?

Great is the responsibility of the teacher of

younger children in this subject. The teacher

should be enthusiastic and her method inspiring.

Stories told by the teacher, and reproduced by the

child, should precede, and be the basis of all for-

mal reading lessons; the object being to kindle

thought and imagination, and then develop the

power of expression.

His early lessons should be such as to cultivate

his natural love of home and nature, and develop

his social instincts. As these stories are told or

read with proper emphasis and facial expression,

he is naturally led to imitate as he retells the stor-

ies, and thus the foundation is laid for correct read-

ing in his later work.

The child whose spirit has been lifted into a

higher realm will desire to express his ideas by act

and by word, and we find him acting the stories

while at play.

Acting, or dramatizing may be made a very help-

ful means of obtaining a clearer understanding of

the lesson, and also of securing better or more
natural expression. A variety of objects and toys

should be in each room to be used for this pur-

pose. The beginning work may be the simplest

kind; as, "Mary Catch the Ball," at the same time,

the pupil throws the ball. "Bring me the red book,"

etc.

A Thanksgiving reading lesson to illustrate the

times of the Pilgrims can be easily dramatized.

Have some dress to represent the Indians, and

others Puritans. A few wigwams can be easily con-

structed to make the scene more real, and boys

may carry toy guqs.

Raffia Construction.

Raffia, a native of the South Sea Islands, and of

Madagascar, is the inner bark of the raphia palm,

pulled off, torn into narrow strips, died in the sun,

and bound into bunches, which are plaited together

and stored ready for use or shipping.

We receive the raffia in its natural color, but

many colors may easily be had by dyeing.

The small quantity of colored raffia which is used

may be colored with "easy dyes." Children enjoy

doing this work for themselves.

The natural color of the raffia is much improved

by washing, therefore it is much better to soak in

clean water, and thus remove all dust and dirt. With

the beginners it is better to teach the ways in which

raffiia may be used alone, and later combine with

reed. Begin with the three strand plait, add a new
strand from time to time till a long rope is made.

Teach them to coil this rope into a mat, a basket,

a money bag, a hat, a tray. Napkin rings may be made

by making a coil of Bristol board over which is wound

the plainted raffia. Complete with ribbon or raffia

bow.

Busy Work.

The Puritan and harvest subjects may be made
more real to the children by bringing into the

schoolroom old-fashioned furniture, a spinning-

wheel and Indian curiosities, and by decorating the

room with bunches of cornstalks, bunches of grain,

baskets of vegetables, and perhaps a fireplace, and

campfire with kettle hanging over it. On the day

before Thanksgiving all the articles brought during

the month should be sent to families where help is

needed, and if possible have the children help in

packing and distributing them.

Painting, cutting, drawing, modeling—no month

presents a greater variety of busy work. Dutch

scenes may be cut and mounted, windmills, wooden

shoes, Pilgrim cradle, log cabins, spinning wheels,

and Indian scenes. Also a variety of fruits and

vegetables.

Do not neglect the sewing cards suitable for the

month.

The Pilgrims.

A few facts may be given each day till the story

is complete.

Many hundred years ago there were no white

people in America. <

The Indians roamed over the country and lived in

houses called wigwams.
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They lived upon wild meat and some raised corn

for food.

One day the Indians looked out upon the sea, and

beheld what they called a white winged bird.

This was the boat called the Mayflower.

The Indians were afraid because the people in it

had white faces.

These white people were called Pilgrims.

They had left England because they did not wish

to attend the King's church.

When they disobeyed they were whipped or put

into prison.

They left England and went to Holland, where

they lived about ten years.

They decided to have a country of their own in

the new world.

At first the Indians were friendly, but later made
war on the white people.

The winter was cold and half their number died.

They planted Indian corn.

In the fall they gathered it, and they said: "Let

us thank God for his goodness to us.''

They set aside a day for Thanksgiving an-d prayer.

We thank thee, then, O Father,

For all things bright and good,

The seed time and the harvest,

Our life, our health, our food.

Accept the goods we offer

For all thy love imparts,

And what thou. most desiresb

Our humble thankful hearts.

NEWS AND NOTES
Danbury, Conn.

A fine entertainment in the form of a Tableau

was given September 15th for the benefit of the

free kindergarten.

Birmingham, Ala.

Accommodations for kindergarten children in the

public schools are so limited that only a small per-

centage of the number of children can be admitted.

The ages are between six and seven years.

Bridgeport, Conn.

Miss Margaret Hughes, a graduate of Miss Mill's

Training school, is in charge of the kindergarten

department of Miss Otstot's school, 164 Elmwood
place.

Boston, Mass.

Lillian B. Poor is the acting director of kinder-,

gartens in place of the well known Miss Caroline

D. Aborn, who will be absent on leave during the

coming year.

Guthrie, Okla.

An enthusiastic meeting of West Side mothers
was held recently and steps were taken for carry-

ing on the kindergarten partly through private sub-

scription, as there is not sufficient public money
to meet the expenses of the work,

Springfield, "Mass.

The entrance age for kindergarten children in

the public schools has been fixed at V/z years.

St. Louis, Mo.

The new law establishing the kindergarten age

at five years instead of six as formerly, has added

nearly 4,000 pupils to the public schools.

Moorhead, N. D.

The kindergarten at the Model school of the Nor-

mal has been opened with Miss Osgood in charge.

Children from four to six years are admitted. Tui-

tion free.

Waltham, Mass.

The Kindergarten Training School for Teachers

opened October 6 with Miss Mary Ellason Cotting

in charge. The Memorial Kindergarten and Fresh

Air schools opened September 29th.

Kansas City, Mo.
Thirteen new public school kindergartens were

established this year, making 56 in all at this date.

It is the policy of the board of education to estab-

lish new kindergartens as rapidly as there is a de-

mand for them.

St. Joseph, Mo.

The kindergarten in connection with the settle-

ment work at the Wesley Settlement House is in

charge of Miss Mary Van Deventer of the Francis

Street Methodist church. The attendance is con-

siderably larger than heretofore.

Dallas, Texas.

The Free Kindergarten association have complet-

ed a modern school plant and neighborhood house

at 1921 Cedar Springs road, where the teachers train-

ing classes opened September 15th, and the regular

club work October 1st.

Grand Rapids, Mich.

The Grand Rapids Kindergarten Training school

in its fine new quarters promises to have one of

the most successful years in its organization.

There are 1,922 children in the kindergartens in

the public schools of Grand Rapids.

Harrisburg, Pa.

St. Andrew's school for the present year will con-

sist of a kindergarten as well as a school for girls

and boys. All the sessions of both departments will

be held in the parish house, Nineteenth and Market
streets. Miss Elizabeth Hilleary is the kindergart-

ner in charge, with Miss Margaret Pollock as as-

sistant.

Slatersville, R. I.

Mrs. Charles Dean has opened a Free Kinder-
garten in the cottage on Green's street, formerly

occupied by the Slatersville Athletic association. All

expenses are borne by Mrs. Dean in memory of her

grand parents, Mr. and Mrs. William Howard, who
were former residents of Slatersville. Airs. Dean
also contemplates erecting a memorial building in

Slatersville, to be used for kindergarten work.

I
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KEEP ON WRITING TO US.

We publish several additional letters from sub-

scribers indicating such articles as were most help-

ful to them during the past year, and also in many
instances suggestions as to departments or features

they should like to see added. While our offer

has expired, we should like to see this practice

continued throughout the year. When you find

our magazine in the mail, we want you to open it

and read it, feeling that it is published for

your benefit, in the hope that it may help you
and thousands of others kindergartners to do bet-

ter work with the little children.

We have never published the magazine for any
other purpose. The matter of personal profit has

never been considered by us. We want you to

feel that it is your magazine, particularly your own,

and when you find anything that is especially help-

ful, or anything that you do not like, write us a

letter, stating the facts concisely. Write also your

suggestions as to how we can make the magazine

more helpful to you—what you would like to see

added or enlarged upon. State it briefly, and it

will be duly considered and adopted if under all

the condition we consider it wise to do so.

In closing, let us repeat that we want you to

consider this magazine as the publication nearest

your heart—not a product of cold type and paper

only, but carrying with it a message that will find

response in your heart, and in the hearts of the

thousands of kindergartners whom it reaches; do

not forget to write us, whether to praise, to criti-

cise, or to suggest changes.

EXCERPTS FROM SOME OF THE LETTERS RECEIVED

Your Kindergarten Magazine is altogether so ex-

cellent it is difficult to say that any one depart-

ment or any series of articles is more helpful than

others. Yet I must say that Dr. Jennie B. Mer-
rill's articles have given me more help and inspira-

tion than any others.

My quarrel with Kindergarten and Montessori

is that they ignore the first two and a half or three

years of the child's life—the most important years

of all.

I am now with a sixteen months old namesake
and have been since her birth—having entire charge

of her training and her body. She is a perfect

physical specimen, having taken certain exercises

since she was one week old—and now takes sev-

eral exercises of the Emerson system.

She is a most enthusiastic nature lover and stu-

dent—knows the names and calls of several birds,

can analyze a flower and is making a collection of

flowers and insects; understands quite a little

French and can speak some, etc.

I am a loyal kindergartner and yet am planning

to go to Washington, D. C, this winter to look

into the Montessori work there. Because Montes-

sori takes the children at an earlier age than kin-

dergarten her system is in a fair way to be a

strong rival if we do not stick closer to Froebel's

letter and spirit.

He emphasizes the mother's work and it appears
to me that the kindergarten must not only take
the children at an earlier age, but must teach the

mothers their part in the training of the child.

Thus, it appears to me, that a department for

mothers and children before the child reaches kin-

dergarten age would be most timely.

Mrs. Winnifred Sackville Stoner of Pittsburgh,

the mother of the child-prodigy, Winnifred— is a

fluent writer—as you probably know—and a re-

markable woman. She has given the strongest

proof of her knowledge of the mother's part.

Since my acquaintance with her and Winnifred

—

the reading of Dr. Berlis' "School in the Home"
and my own recent experiment, I believe it is en-

tirely possible to do as much and more with any
normal child as they have done with theirs.

We do not stress the value of environment and
suggestion sufficiently during these first three

years.

JULIA L. D. L.,

Sept. 12, .1913. Experiment, Ga.

Relative to what department or articles which
appeared last year were most helpful, I would say:

To me, the monthly plans were especially help-

ful. Every month last year. I found appropriate

poems, games and various suggestions in your
Kindergarten Primary Magazine. Through the

kindness of our librarian, Mrs. J. H. Resor, of the

Parlin Public Library, I took even bound volumes
of your magazine and used them for my little for-

eign school. Accordingly, your magazine seems
very complete to me, so I do not feel equal to

answering your second question: What new fea-

ture? etc., unless it would be some simple lessons

in reading for beginning foreign children, especial-

ly for Italians.

I teach primary pupils in the foreign district

of the Canton public schools. This year I have

thirty-one pupils of twelve nationalities: American,

Italian, Lithuanian, German, Russian, Polish,

Swede, Dutch, Irish, Scotch, Croatian and Greek.

Last year I had fourteen nationalities.

To build up an English vocabulary, I use pic-

tures and toys—quite a collection of them. Most
of the children respond quickly, but my Italian

pupils, though alert and willing to learn, are my
problems at present, so I wish that I could have

a list of simple words in their language to cor-

respond to our English beginners' vocabulary. I

shall be glad to receive any suggestions.

ROSE S.

Canton, 111.

I enjoyed the magazine very much in the past

year, and think the Committee of the Whole and

the Program were most helpful to me. I, like the

little pictures very much. E. E. D.

Bath, N. Y.
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' As a kindergarten teacher I like your magazine

for the following reasons:

It is a thoroughly up-to-date magazine and dis-

cusses the important things with which the kin-

dergartner should keep in touch, e. g.—the discus-

sions of the Montessori method. The articles are

written by leading educators of the country. I

have been especially helped by those written by

Dr. W. N. Kallmann. The monthly programs have

been helpful, also the department "The Committee

of the Whole."

The new features I should like to see would be

articles on some of the following problems of the

kindergarten (a) music department:

Music forms such an important part in the kin-

dergarten program and there are so many problems

as how to get the children to sing softly, yet with

spirit, music for rhythm work, marching, etc. (b)

The value of trained kindergarten assistants. This

was forcibly brought to my mind by a discussion

of the New York State Teachers' Association held

at Buffalo, November, 1912. If the assistants are

not trained it lessens the salary, overworks the

regular kindergartner, and gives the public a

wrong conception of the kindergarten ideals and

what a true kindergarten should be. I believe this

should be brought before the public by some of

the leading educators who could thoroughly im-

press it on the minds of the public teachers and

boards of education. A READER,
Whitney Point, N. Y.

I found the program, "A Year in the Kindergar-

ten," also some of the games, most helpful to me,

as I had a large class and no assistant. It saved

me hours of time planning. I also enjoyed all the

articles and I. K. U. reports. GRACE L.

High Bridge, N. Y.

It is indeed difficult to choose between Dr. Kall-

mann's excellent and inspiring articles and Dr.

Jenny B. Merrill's very practical help in gift work.

Of the two I would choose the latter department,

having found them a very necessary addition to

my library, since so few magazines publish any sug-

gestions whatever along this line.

The department that was most helpful to me
was the "Simple Suggestions for Paper Cutting and
Drawing." I would like very much to see the

"Montessori Reading Method" appear in this

year's magazine. V. J.

Fayetteville, W. Va.

Note—We are prohibited by copyright from pub-

lishing the matter relative to Montessori Method.
—Editor Kindergarten Primary Magazine.

You may be interested in knowing that in my
primary work here I have been adapting both kin-

dergarten and Montessori Methods, utilizing the

principle of creative self-activity as set forth by
Froebel and sense training emphasized by Montes-

sori. In the two years of experimenting with Mon-
tessori I have made a gain of ten weeks in mas-

tery of the symbols, reading and writing, and num-
bers. I made myself a set of A B C's two years

ago—both small and capital letters. By using them
or letting the children use them we have with the

aid of the musical sense, eliminated much of the

drudgery necessary to the learning of writing. By
correlating writing and reading more closely we have

made a great gain in mastery of the "three R's."

Another line of work has been in a little home
school with children of three to six years of age.

This has been purely experimental, using both

kindergarten and Montessori material.

This year I have an assistant in my work so

we can develop plans more fully. We formulate

and organize all on the basis of experience with

the children. M. F. S.

Germantown, O.

"The magazine looks better than ever this year."

—

Henrietta E. V., Cedar Rapids, la.

"The October number of the magazine is most
helpful."—J. B. M.

"I find the little pictures very helpful and hope
you will continue them."—Elsie M. McF., Ypsilanti.

"I like the designs for paper cutting, block-lay-
ing-, etc., very much."—Jessie D., Grand Rapids,
Mich.

"The paper by Patty S. Hill was an inspiration
to me, and the actual work of the kindergarten in

New York as given by Dr. Jenny B. Merrill proved
most helpful. I hope they will be continued."—
Mary A. S., Saratoga, N. Y.

"I am delighted with the mother play-pictures and
hope you will continue them."—Sara A. C. S., Alma,

The Kindergarten Primary Magazine in India.
"The magazine, with its papers and helpful sug-

gestions is gladly received at Isabella Thoburn
College. I am saving the numbers to be bound
for our library.

Our kindergarten is made up of Hindu, Moham-
medan and Christian children mostly from the
best educated and most advanced families. The
girls in the training school come from all over In-
dia, and some even from Burmah and Singapore.
We are anxious to make our work as broad as pos-
sible and arc glad to keep in touch with American
ideals through the Magazine." E. B.

Isabella Thoburn College,
Lucknow, India.

Are You Interested In

The Hawaiian Islands (former^' Sandwich Is-
land-;) have been since 1898an autonomous Territory
of the United States. The School System is thoroly
modern thruout. from the numerous kindergartens
to the Territorial College of Hawaii.
For any information regarding- the schools or

educational work of Hawaii, address

HAWAII EDUCATIONAL REVIEW
HONOLULU, - T. H.
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We publish elswhere is this issue two selec-

tions made by Dr. Jenny B. Merrill from that

iexcellent book entitled "The Kindergarten."

It has seemed to us wise to forgo the plea-

sure of issuing a special Christmas number,

and to devote the necessary expense involved

to improving each succeeding issue of the

magazine.

Beginning with our next issue we shall de-

vote a column or more to announcements of

kindergarten meetings. No charge whatever

made for same. Send copy so as to reach us

on or before December 15th.

An excellent paper by Elizabeth R. Shaw
in this issue. It is entitled "The Effects of

the Scientific Spirit in Education upon the

[Kindergarten in Relation to the Distinctive

Characteristics of the Montessori Method."

We give again in this issue the practical

working experience of more than 25 kinder-

gartners relating to December work, in an

excellent article by Dr. Dr. Jenny B. Merrill.

Surely every kindergartner can find some-

thing helpful in these experiences.

We very much doubt if there is a teacher

in America who could not profit by a careful

study of Dr. W. N. Hailmann's article in this

issue, entitled, "The Meaning and Value of

Discipline." The average teacher could not

do a better thing than to commit his 24 rules

for character building to memory; at least,

preserve this copy of the magazine, and take

it with you to the schoolroom, for frequent

consultation.

VOL. XXVI—No. 4

We publish several communications from

subscribers in this issue, but we want more
of them. We hope they will continue through-

out the year, greatly assisting us in determin-

ing the make up of the magazine in future.

Tell us frankly what the magazine contains

that you like, that you do not like, and what
you would like to see added.

We contemplate publishing a free want
adv. department, beginning with next

month. Until further notice any subscriber

can send us an adv. containing not more
than 25 words which will be inserted not ex-

ceeding two issues without any charge

whatever. If you want to advertise for

back numbers of our magazine, or any mag-
azine, for kindergarten books, to buy or sell

second hand kindergarten material, to secure

a position as kindergartner, etc., the column

is open to you. Copy must reach us on or

before December 15th.

This magazine is published solely for the

benefit of its subscribers in the hope of help-

ing kindergartners, rural and primary teach,

ers to do better work with the little children.

The efficiency of teachers will depend largely

upon what they read and stud3r
. Elsewhere

will be found a full page of advertisements

from leading publishers of teachers' books in

the United States. They are all thoroughly

reliable, and as a rule each publisher will have
a change of advertisement in each issue. By
consulting this page from month to month
it will keep you posted as to where to obtain

best up-to-date books for teachers.
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THE MEANING AND VALUE OF DIS-

CIPLINE
By Dr. W. N. Hailmann

It is all but universally conceded, at least in

theory, that the establishment of beneficent so-

cial efficiency in the life of its pupils is the only

valid end of education, and that the central fact

in the make-up of individuals on which such ef-

ficiency depends is character. Character-devel-

opment, therefore, is designated since the days

of Herbart as the ultimate end and aim of every

legitimate educational activity and, hence also,

of the school. By its success or failure in con-

tributing to this end the school is to be judged

in every detail of its work.

The means used by the school in this work,

according to Herbart, are government and in-

struction, the latter comprising the giving of in-

formation and training, or discipline in its

broader sense. Government and discipline are

so often identified, even in the minds of teachers,

that it may not be amiss to call attention to cer-

tain distinguishing characteristics of the two by

which it is desirable to separate them.

In a large way, both seek to free the child

from caprice, from blind obedience to impulse.

In this, however, government is satisfied, as a

rule, with the establishment of prudence, of more

or less seeing obedience to outer necessity. Dis-

cipline, on the other hand, would establish the

free obedience to inner necessity, to a growing

sense of duty that rests upon moral insight, an

inwardly compelling appreciation of the value of

good-will, of justice and love. In other words

government teaches what the child must do, dis-

cipline seeks to lead the child to do freely what

he outfit to do.

Government approaches the child from with-

out. It bases its requirements upon certain ex-

ternal needs of the school as an institution and
deals with certain matters of conduct demanded
by considerations of external order. Discipline

approaches the pupil from within; it bases its re-

quirements on the inner needs of character and

deals with the establishment of good- will, good
disposition, firmness of purpose, and persistence

of effort, on the basis of rigid principles of ac-

tion.

Government commands, compels by external

force, and is satisfied with external submission

to constituted authority. Discipline leads, sug-

gests, regulates, directs, restrains, encourages,

sustains, shows the way. Its outcome is moral

excellence, a cultivated good will, obedience to

inner conviction, which constitutes true freedom.

Government relies on the fear of punishment
and on the promise of reward and on other more
or less arbitrary appeals to egoistic, centripetal

life. Discipline relies on justice and love, builds

on sympathetic instincts and interests, establishes

motives of altruistic, centrifugal life.

From all this it appears that, while more es-

pecially on the institutional side of the school,

government is necessary, it should ever be the

servant of discipline, but never take its place; in

other words that discipline may in a fashion uti-

lize government, but should never surrender to

it. Indeed, insofar as external stimulus is con-

cerned, the chief reliance of discipline is on the

adjustment of environment to the needs of the

child in its development. Of this it avails itself

in order to stir successively inquisitive, imita-

tive, productive, creative, and a variety of sym-
pathetic motives and interests.

The rock on which alone character can be es-

tablished rests in the quiet depths of the soul's

attitude in its various phases of self-expression.

At home and in school, the child should have

constant opportunity to do consciously and from

inner conviction what it holds to be right. And
this is gained by discipline, rather than by gov-

ernment.

Moreover, in such discipline, it should ever be

remembered that the chief factor in the child's

environment is the teacher. In example, in

word and deed, parents and teachers should ever

afford the child opportunity to see and to expe-

rience the operation of right principle. Impa-

tience, anger, harshness, cruelty, scenes of sin

and strife, will, as a rule, breed in the child the

things they are. The boorishness of the father

will grow up in the son, the hypocrisy of the

mother will poison the daughter, the heartless

despotism of the teacher will strangle the pupil's

spirit. Threats of arbitrary punishment are

'prone to turn the child away from respect for

principle. Promises of arbitrary reward are lia-

ble to stir contempt or, at least, disregard for jus-

tice in the child's heart.

On the other hand, patience and gentleness,

justice and forbearance, kindly and forceful ad-

monition, encouragement and judicious help will

kindle in the child's heart the fires of trust ana

hope and love, and these alone can lead to that
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habitual good conduct, to that conscious adhe-

sion to right principle which constitute strength

of character.

An education which in its work follows this

view of discipline as the chief burden of instruc-

tion and which has learned to respect the vital

unit}' of thinking, feeling and willing, will find

the information side of instruction a valuable

and indispensable aid in character development.

At every step, the knowledge which the child

gains in such an education, will add content to

character thru increasing insight, by revealing

the wisdom of right and the folly of wrong, the

permanence of good and the evanescence of evil,

the power of truth and the frailty of falsehood.

At every step, it will add force to character by

giving it wider scope, fuller control of means,

increased directness and clearness of purpose

and fervor of enthusiasm.

Unfortunately, there are many and grave ob-

stacles in the way of efforts to live up to such

ideals in the work of the current school, more

especially in larger cities, where "system" takes

the place of life, where children in the eyes of

controlling factors count largely as things or

food for averages, where quantitative considera-

tions as to ground gone over exclude practically

all qualitative considerations as to development,

where the children are driven every year or of-

tener in factory fashion from teacher to teacher

even during the most impressionable primary

years and where, consequently, there is little op-

portunity for teacher and children to know each

other intimately, a condition greatly enhanced

by the evil of mass-teaching.

Nevertheless, something and, incidentally,

even much can be done, as may appear from a

few minimum suggestions added below:

i. Secure good sanitary conditions and phys-

ical comfort.

2. Make surroundings—including yourself

—

cheerful, pleasing^and stimulating.

3. Adapt surroundings to the children's

scope of appreciation from esthetic and other

points of view.

4. Let children co-operate in adjustments,

adapt these to the children's needs and interests,

and make them more and more a means of self-

expression.

5. Establish social and common interests and

secure social and common purpose.

6. If the children are inattentive and unruly,

look first in yourself and in enviionment for

remedy.

7. The teacher's example is a key-note. Re-

spect, love, earnestness, enthusiasm in the

teacher breed their like in the children. So do

their opposites. "Ideals of speech, of demeanor,

of morals are absorbed just as surely as dry sand

sucks up water. "

—

Oppenheimer,

S. Ridicule, iron}-, sarcasm are the worst of

school sins.

9. The apparent necessity for corporal pun-

ishment invariably indicates weakness, lack of

experience, lack of tact or judgment, or lack of

self-control on the teacher's part.

10. Rudeness, bluster and loudness may be

natural, but naturalness is not an excuse for any

vice or weakness. True strength lies in gentle-

ness which implies self-control, not in rudeness,

loudness and bluster which follow impulse.

11. Ret your signals be few and quiet; your

requests simple, direct, positive.

12. Let your orders be "do," rather than

"do not."

13. Be, if possible, more watchful of your

own shortcomings than of those of your pupils.

14. Be slow in judging and, especially, in

looking for malice and intentional wrong-doing.

Children err mostly from ignorance and weak-

ness. They need instruction and support, rather

than reproof or punishment.

15. Reprove and punish, if you must, pri-

vately so far as possible; public censure, scolding

and the like arrest development.

16. Be all in all to your children. Counsel

with your superiors in office, but carry out di-

rections or conclusions yourself.

17. Keeping children after school to learn

lessons or to do school tasks as a punishment is

reprehensible; but it is proper to have them make
up tasks or to permit them to finish work in

which they are interested.

18. Be patient and wait; give the pupil time

to hear and understand. Failure to heed this is

apt to confuse and to arrest thought.

19. Encourage all honest effort, no matter

how poor and scanty in outcome.

20. In common and other social work make
use of special ability, but let the poorest have a

share.

21. Pedantry and routine are among the

worst foes of true discipline. They dull the

moral sensibilities and put the nind to sleep.
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22. Look out for symptoms of fatigue, par-

ticularly in very young children. When fatigue-

is manifest, change the occupation or secure

rest.

23. In individual cases of persistent|failure

for which you can find no cause in yourself, look

for the cause in the child's physical condition or

home environment, before you venture upon

punishment.

24. "I know no other order, method or art

than that which resulted from my children's

conviction of my love for them."—Pestalozzi.

The most hygienic country in the world is

Sweden, in the opinion of Prof. Irving Fisher,

of Yale.

Of the 6,572,000 school children in Prussia,

8,815,000 are in Protestant schools, 2,383,000

in Roman Catholic schools, and the compara-

tively small number of 368,565 in the non-sec-

tarian schools, where the pupils take most of

the subjects in common, but receive religious

instruction separately in the faith to which
they belong.

''The school garden movement has shown
us one way of solving the child-labor prob-

lem," says Dr. P. P. Claxton, United States

Commissioner of Education. "It has proved

that children can make things grow, and

grow abundantly. A tiny plat 4 by 8 feet,

such as a child has in the city farm, grows
vegetables enough to supply a family of five

with a different vegetable every day for 5

days in the week.''

Ohio State University has introduced an

apprentice course in animal husbandry that

includes two years' study at the university

and two years of practical work on a stock

farm. The student in this course spends the

first year at the university ; the second on a

stock farm ; the third year at the university

again ; and the fourth year on another stock

farm. The students are paid for their work

while on the farm. The plan has interested

a number of the leading stock men of Ohio

and other states, and they are co-operating

with the university in carrying it out.

There are now about 40 "psychological clinics" in the

United States, according to Dr. J. E. Wallin, of the

University of Pittsburgh. The first of such clinics, for

the purpose of studying ahd classifying mentally un-

usual children, was established at the University of

Pennsylvania in 1896.

THE EFFECT OF THE SCIENTIFIC
SPIRIT IN EDUCATION UPON THE
KINDERGARTEN IN RELATION TO
THE DISTINCTIVE CHARACTERIS-
TICS OF THE MONTESSORI METHOD

Elizabeth R. Shaw

The scientific spirit is not a ''know-it-all''

attitude. The millennium of scientific spirit

in education will come when you and I and
our fellow teachers are eager and open-

minded, investigative and adaptable—not

when we are all perfectly wise and convinced

of our wisdom.
The simple but startling fact before us is,

that a brilliant Italian doctor claims to have
a degree of scientific spirit unknown to other

teachers. It is our duty to weigh the truth

of her claim as impersonally and generously

as possible, and to increase our own efforts

to develop this attitude of mind.

The chief feature of the Montessori method
is that she tries to adapt herself to her chil-

dren, first individually and then collectively.

It would be much easier for us to accept the

results of her experiments, right or wrong,
than to develop the insight and skill neces-

sary to become experimenters ourselves. The
only honest way to imitate a successful

teacher is to cultivate her attitude toward her

work.

Another feature of her method is the alert

silence of the teacher. She takes Froebel's

advice to "follow the child" much more lit-

erally than kindergartners do. We are aim-

ing to give the children a wealth of ideas

about their environment, and hence we are

tempted to over-stimulate. But Montessori's

temptation is to under-stimulate. The scien-

tific spirit seeks a happy medium.
In regard to the too early teaching of read-

ing and writing, the unanimous testimony of

biologists, neurologists and psychologists is,

that certain fundamental parts of the brain

develop first, and their accessory association

areas mature later. Speech is fundamental,

reading is accessory ; drawing is fundamental,

writing is accessory. Surely it is only com-

mon sense to exercise the earliest developed

powers first, knowing that throughout or-

ganic evolution, from the lowest forms of

life to its human apex, the higher functions

are reached by development from the lower.

To develop an accessory power prematurely

is like pulling green fruit while leaving an

abundant harvest of ripe fruit ungathered.
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Another striking- characteristic is the prac-

tice of trying to isolate a part of the brain

from co-operative working with the rest of

that organ, in the hope of strengthening one

part at a time by intense use. Montessori

jumps at the conclusion that if a child is

blindfolded, the seeing part of his brain is

idle and that his whole mental energy is

therefore free to concentrate itself on some
other sensation. But anyone who has ever

had a nightmare knows that even with closed

eyes the brain is entirely capable of "seem'

things at night.'' Seguin himself said:

"What enters the mind alone dies in it alone."

the truth is, the only thing that saves isolated

sense training from being harmful to mental

co-ordination is this fact that it fails to iso-

late.

Sense gymnastics, aiming to intensify the

keenness of the sense organs, is another ideal

borrowed from Dr. Seguin. This method has

been used in the Massachusetts School for

Feeble Minded ever since its founding sixty-

five years ago. It is still used in its original

form (that is, for the individual awakening of

an extremely unobservant child, not for class

drill) in Dr. Seguin's own school at Orange,

New Jersey, which is still carried on by the

widow of that great and devoted physician

whom Montessori acknowledges as the chief

source of her inspiration. These two schools

are the finest of their kind in the world. Yet
neurologists the world over agree that sense

exercise cannot possibly produce sense-sharp-

ening—cannot increase the keenness either of

the sense organs or of their cortical centers.

Dr. Adolph Meyer says: "The word sense-

training is a misnomer. It should be called

attention and reaction training.

Another point in which Montessori's prac-

tice is open to question is her use of strong-

suggestive power to prolong the child's ear-

liest stages of development, such as the stage

of repetitional activity. She approves of let-

ting a child from four to six years of age do

over and over for hours at a time, or through

a period of months, an act so simple that he

succeeds in doing it at the first or second

trial. She even discourages his attempts to

invent new combinations and uses of mater-

ials.

Her materials are not elusive nor trans-

formable, and hence do not develop the qual-

ities of initiative and invention which are

most needed by both boys and girls in our

country. They seem intended to train the

capacity for willing drudgery, and to develop

habits of plodding rather than of progress.

In conclusion, Montessori emphasizes sen-

sation more than activity, and limits activity

chiefly to slow and long considered move-
ments like those of our gentle grandmothers.

In this way she is in danger of effeminizing

education to an extreme degree. Professor

Thomas says that the only difference between
the mental efficiency of man and woman is

that men have been forced to form habits of

reacting freely and swiftly to the emergen-
cies of a swiftly moving environment (ani-

mals, enemies, machinery, etc.), while women
have reacted to the more fixed environment

of garden and house. He concludes that

brain power is developed by the individual

being forced to make swift, necessary move-
ments, and that an environment is educative

in proportion to the variety of its sudden
hindrances to the carrying out of the individ-

ual's strongest purposes ; thus stimulating his

powers of invention and adaption. If this is

true, no part of the educational system, from

the kindergarten up, can afford to ignore it.

Montessori has done us a great service in

reminding us to develop and to appreciate all

those simple and graceful forms of service

by which a little child can be helpful in the

home and garden ; but in addition to this we
must also virilize education by adapting to it

the idea of the modern Playground Move-
ment—not play for its own sake, but frequent

periods of strenuous non-habitual activity, for

self-development, for alertness, for swiftness

and wholeness of mind action. This would
necessitate the fullest use of all the senses,

for the sake of prompt co-operative action.

Letters from correspondents in 26 foreign

countries have been received by school chil-

dren in one New York school district through

a letter exchange maintained by the school

authorities.

Students at the Georgia State Normal
School at Athens, Ga., study rural sociology

as appl'ed to their own districts, so that

when they go out to teach they know the op-

portunities and needs of the locality better

than those who have lived in it all their lives.

Plow this work makes for community better-

ment is told by E. C. Branson in a bulletin

just issued by the United States Bureau of

Education.



THE KINDERGARTEN PROGRAM
WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO THE MONTH OF DECEMBER

By JENNY B. MERRILL, Pd. D.

Late Supervisor of PubHc School Kindergartens. New York City: Special Lecturer on Educational Topics

Suggestions for December Program Gathered From
Happy Tales of Former Years.

"Christmas comes but once a year

When it comes it brings good cheer."

Surely the plans of the kindergartner9 who are

to speak to us this month, giving us peeps at their

busy preparations for the Christmas festival, all

point to a hearty co-operation with the good old

Saint Nicholas. N. B.—It would be difficult to

measure the "good cheer" that these reports indi-

cate.

Some of them point to the fact that in our large

cities we must eliminate the religious element of

the festival, in consideration of the many Jewish

children in our schools. We may miss the Christ-

child in the manger, the song of the angels, the

shepherds with their flocks and the coming of the

wise men on camels, the bright star of Bethlehem,

but would it be Christian to break the golden rule

of charity towards all?

Read "The Promised Land," by Mary Antin and

you will not wonder that orthodox Jewish parents

who have suffered cruel persecutions in other lands

tremble at the Christian's symbol, and you will see

that the "good cheer" of Christmas must be sought

in those topics that will offend no one. The Sunday

school and the home can readily supplement the

kindergarten talks about toys and Santa, and all

can abide in the spirit which Christmas stands for

—

loving and giving.

Except in very rare cases there is no objection

to evergreens and holly, even a tree, and a happy

time. In very orthodox neighborhoods, even the

tree has given offense, and as New Year's day is at

hand, the wise kindergartn&r makes the gifts for

New Year presents to mother and father and dec-

orates with toys.

I have inserted a group of reports from kinder-

gartners who have solved this difficulty with tact

and true sympathy.

Some kindergartners find in Froebel's "Toyman"

a very suggestive starting point, while others take

the suggestion of gifts for parents from "The

Flower Basket," one of the mother songs that cele-

brates a father's birthday. One kindergartner who
taught in a Jewish orphanage, finding that a child's

birthday came on or near Christmas, made a child's

birthday party the cause of the celebration.

How true it is that localities, conditions, even

prejudice, must modify our preconceived notions

of what a program must cover. The kindergartner

should be guided by the children's conversations in

finding the ideal moment to tell them a little of the

Christmas story of Santa Claus. It is always rather

exciting to the little folk, and hence should not be

started too soon.

Madame Kraus-Boelte kept a treasure box dur-

ing the month of December that I had the great

pleasure of spending in her kindergarten. The box
was large and was introduced with a mysterious

tone and air and a story about Santa needing help.

He had sent a letter, saying he had so many pres-

ents to make that he would like good children to

help him. He could make presents of pretty gold

and silver 'mats; he would like some silver paper, .

circles and stars to trim his trees.

Any child who wants to help may drop his work
into Santa's treasure box and he will call for it be-

fore Christmas.

"Some one may ask: "Is this a true story? or does

it deceive a child?" In the truest, highest sense it

is a true story. Sad is it for those children whose
imagination is not aroused in childhood by the well

chosen fairy tale. Good kindergartners do not fear

it, yet do not over-stimulate the little ones at this

season by too many mysterious doings. The anti-

dote for this, in true Froebelian parlance, is to

work by the law of opposites and let plain

simple, every day work fill many an hour in De-

cember. The children are ready for the fifth and

sixth gifts and should build nearly every day. The
chimney and the fireplace may appear.

City children know little of the latter these days,

but a good story of long ago, illustrated by a good

picture of an open fireplace, may well be the cen-

tral topic of interest for a week for it will help to

impress the home, the hearth, the story hour.

"The Roasted Apple" is a favorite story and brings

in a tale of grandfather and the open fire. In many a

kindergarten a few real bricks have been secured

and a fireplace built in the kindergarten room with

dolly's chair beside it. Several reports give good

suggestions for building. Those who have secured

the extra sized building blocks and boards recom-

mended by Miss Patty S. Hill, will have no trouble

in making a fine fireplace by which to "hang up

the baby's stocking." But stockings can be hung

without fireplaces. The good old stocking tradi-

tion must not be forgotten. Several reports men-

tion it.

Indeed, I am reminded that so many afe ready

to speak that I have already talked too long and I
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hasten to introduce one after another, and trust

that each reader will select here and there the

thought which seems best to apply in her own
kindergarten.

Some will tell us of the children's hand work
made into gifts, others of the stories selected, of

the purchase of the tree, of the decorations, of the

coming of mothers, of the kind remembrance of

out-of-town friends who made it possible in sev-

eral kindergartens to give gifts to children who
would otherwise have been forgotten by Santa

—

such a sad memory for a child—one so hard to

comprehend when he is such a good saint.

Some will tell of sharing the tree with the pri-

mary classes, of the kind thought of principals, the

thought of the sick child who couldn't come. You
will find it all here and much more that will help

you decide what your own program shall be.

So "put in your thumb, and take out a plum," but

do not try to eat the whole pie

:

Central Objects of Interest—Santa Claus, Chris-

mas Tree, Presents, Making and Giving of Presents.

I tried very hard during the month of Decem-
ber to keep the children from being unduly excited

over their Christmas thought and work. We were
very busy and happy. We made furniture for the

dolls, cut out dolls, etc. The postman brought us

a letter from Santa Claus in answer to ours. A
beautiful tree came as early in the month as we
could get it, then we were busy trimming it. We
had 14 mothers to visit us on our Christmas day,

ibeside other kind friends. Two girls and two boys
jfrom the Grammar came down, played and sang

Ttalian songs. A friend played an Italian piece

'fwhich pleased the mothers particularly. They
(seemed to really appreciate the gifts the children

had made for them—all very simple. On Thurs-

day before going home the children hung up little

jred stockings and Santa Claus, true to his promise,

;had filled them with "sugar plums;" the little girls

also found a doll picture book and handkerchief;

(the boys the two latter—with a ball. They' were
!truly very happy and good and natural as possible

For little folks to be. K. C.

Our central idea during December was Christ-

mas and the part the children could do, as well as

Iwhat they wanted to get. Making presents for

parents and each other and decorating the room for

l|he Christmas party for the mothers. E. S.

I| The Christmas spirit brings new experiences into

khe child's life and as it is child-nature to tell of

«;hese new experiences, he must have new expres-

sions. Especially during this month our song story,

game and all other periods of the day help to meet
[his demand. Since the increase in the child's vo-

:abulary is in proportion to his new experiences his

Vocabulary is greatly increased during the month of

December. New stories: "The Night Before Christ-

pas," "Santa and the Mouse," "The Patient Hera-

^

jock." S. B.

These are the stories I have told: "Little Ser-

'ants," "The Nest That Hung On the Christmas

Tree," "The Ginger Bread Boy," "In Winter I Get
Up by Candlelight," "Jack Frost and His Work,"
"Willie and His Flexible Flyer," story of the Little

Turkey, "Santa and the Mouse." I. J.

Stories told during December: "The Lost Sheep,"

Bible: "Molly's Lamb," C. W.; "The Little Fir

Tree," Hans Anderson; "Santa Claus and the

Mouse," C. W.; "Night Before Christmas," "Pic-

cola," "The Old Woman's Christmas Tree," "A
Visit to Santa Clausland," "A Santa Claus story," E.

Poulson; "Toy Shop," ." M. E.

List of Stories during December: "The Choice,"

"Little Boy's Visit to Santa Clausland," "Santa

Claus and Mouse," "Christmas in Barn," "Night' Be-

fore Christmas," "Spiders and Christmas Tree,"

"Legend of Evergreen Tree," "Piccola," "Little Fir

Tree," "Jack Frost," E. G.

Stories told in December: "Talk in Toyland,"

"Toyman's Shop," "Little Fir Tree," "Gretchen's

Christmas," "Santa and Selfish Children," "Adven-

tures of Bo-Peep," "Araminte and Arabella," "Santa

and the Mouse," "Old Story of Santa." B. K.

List of stories for December: "The Fir Tree,"

"The Night Before Christmas," "Santa Clause and

the Mouse," "The Little German Girl," "The Toy-
man and Maiden," "The Toyman and Boy," "When
Santa Claus Comes Knocking."

Most of December was spent in planning and

making presents for the holidays. The children of

group 1 (the older ones) made picture frames of

holly leaves, in the center of which they pasted a

picture, the children of group 2 merely pasted a

picture on red cardboard, pasting holly seals in

each corner. All of the children made paper stock-

ings and pasted a piece of sandpaper on for a

match strike. Cornucopias made of mats and silver

stars were among the gifts.

The real Christmas tree with its presents of dolls,

balls, handkerchiefs and candies were the children's

chief delight. When they saw the gifts and the

decorated tree their brown eyes became as large

as two saucers.

The mothers enjoyed it almost as well as the

children. M. F.

With the help of the "Toy Man" game and the

"Christmas Grocer Game," the children learned the

names of toys, vegetables and groceries that they

probably had not known heretofore.

Our color scheme for December was red and

green, which colors were u9ed entirely. Our black-

board pictures were those in connection with and

illustrating "The Night Before Christmas," which

we read several times, adding to the picture each

time. M. M.

The children made a large chimney in the circle.

'We used a sand tray for the roof and on this we
built the chimney. The roof and chimney were

covered with cotton and a toy Santa Claus was

placed on the chimney. On the roof were .the

sleigh and reindeers. The children enjoyed this

very much. H. W.
The most important idea for the month was
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Christmas. We used our occupation periods in

making ornaments for our tree and gifts for the

mothers. To improve the children's vocabulary I

encouraged them to talk about the changes in the

shops and street. When they used bad grammar I

repeated the idea, using the correct form. Gift and

occupation lessons served to increase the vocabu-

laries in a concrete way, for such words as center,

edge, corner, etc. L. F.

Our little ones missed some of the joy of Christ-

mas as we are down in the orthodox Jewish sec-

tion. A spruce tree used only for nature study

delighted them. We urged the mothers to take

the children to the large stores and see the toys.

Simple toys were made in kindergarten, horns,

sleds, dolls and Teddy bears.

During this month the toy man was the main

subject. We visited Grand street and went into

one of its toy shops. The people who owned the

store were very obliging and showed the toys to

the little ones. The children were very happy,

especially these last two weeks, during which time

they made a great many toys. R. D.

The children went out to select and purchase

the Christmas tree. They brought it home be-

tween them, taking turns in carrying it. A. M.

The busy Christmas month ended happily with

the Christmas tree. The Monday before Christ-

mas the whole family went out to look for a tree

and were finally satisfied with a big balsam. The
children carried it home on their shoulders—they

did look happy.

The tree looked very pretty Christmas day with

gifts all made by the children.

Many of the mothers came and seemed to enjoy

the morning with us.

We have kept the tree and hope to do many
things with it. L. G. G.

At Christmas we had a splendid tree with plenty

of pretty ornaments for decoration. The children

voluntarily used their pennies for this purpose. Be-

sides, we made in kindergarten, silver chains, icicles,

bells and very pretty colored paper balls. Each
child made a gift for its parents—and the morn-
ing children made Noah's arks and cradles for the

afternoon class and vice versa. We filled the arks

with animal crackers and put a doll in each cradle.

We had a fine Christmas party. We had a tree

and a Santa Claus and after the children sang their

Christmas songs, Santa Claus gave each girl a doll

and each boy a horn and the children gave their

mothers picture books which they had made and
covered with paper on which they had painted holly.

There were 31 mothers present. We served ice

cream and cake to all.

One week before the Christmas tree party, in-

vitations from the children were sent to their

mothers asking them to come and enjoy the Christ-

mas festival at the kindergarten. At 2 o'clock

mothers and younger brothers and sisters flocked

in until every bit of space was occupied with pleas-

ant faces.

We sat in the circle and our lovely tree decked

with gold chains and popcorn and the pretty gifts

for everyone was very attractive.

The Christmas songs were sung heartily, then

came our Christmas story, followed by several

games.

After removing the treasures from the tree wel

sang our good-bye song and went home very
]

happy and filled with the Christmas spirit. F. M.
At the Christmas party the mothers enjoyed

watching the children's pleasure in the tree. Every-

thing on the tree, with the exception of a few orna-1

ments, was made by the children. They sang the \

Christmas songs and the mothers were especially

pleased with the rhythms. The children helped to

strip the tree and to give out the gifts. They were

each given Santa Claus boxes filled with candy.

E. B.

This year we had our Christmas tree in the aft-

ernoon. The arrangement seemed better because

our rooms are too small for a very large number
of children.

When the morning children went home they left

the tree bare and a short while after, the children

were again busy hanging on their gifts, chains, lan-|

terns, icicles, etc. Half an hour later when the

mothers came the tree was all decked. We had

our Christmas song, a few games and then dis-

tributed the gifts. The children were pleased with

the things they had made and anxious to bring them
to their mothers.

Each child went home happy with a book
(Mother Goose Rhymes) and a large bunch of holly.

A. H.

For a Christmas gift this year each child made
his mother a sachet out of a square weaving mat,

folded once, when done, to form a triangle, and

then filled with the powder. To fathers each child

gave a match box made by mounting a box of

safety matches on a green card and pasting above

this a Christmas tree cut out of green paper.

White chalk was used to represent the snow on

the ground. P. B.

We had our usual Christmas celebration with!

the tree. Most of the children's work was simple

and finished in one lesson. We made small boxes,

pictures framed with sewing, match scratchers, cor-

nucopias of S-inch squares sewed together, etc.

M. K.

The special feature for December was the Christ-

mas work. We made decorations for the kinder-

garten room and for the tree (green chains with

red poinsettas on them), holly, etc., a shaving ball

for father and a bell match scratcher for mother—

a

brownie for sister and a Japanese lantern for
j

brother. Each child was given a candy cane. A
doll and a Teddy bear were presented to the kin-

dergarten by friends of the teachers. Fourteen

mothers were present at the Christmas party. Five

visits were made to the homes during the month.

December story list: "The Coming o,f Topsy,"

Hoxie; "How Topsy Kept Warm," Hoxie; "Little
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Half Chick," "Lttle Red Hen," "Christmas in the

Barn," (Ch. W.); "A Christmas Stocking," "Santa

Claus and the Mouse," (Ch. W.); "The Rag Doll's

Christmas," (Rev. Dec. 08); "The Scarlet Runner,"

(Rev. Dec. 08); "The Night Before Christmas,"

"How Johnnie Visited Santa Claus." R. B.

Our December work has tended to one end,

namely the Christmas gifts, which wc made for our

loved ones, and our tree. The festivities were held

on Dec. 22 and twenty-one of the twenty-two (then

enrolled) were present as well as twelve mothers.

The day previous all brought a (clean) stocking

which was hung up in kindergarten and when it

was taken down it was found to contain candy,

nuts and a gift
—"Santa Claus has been here."

C. M. C.

Our Christmas party was a great success. We
had a large number of the mothers present and

carried out our daily program, with the exception

of the table work, for their benefit. The tree was
beautiful and Santa Claus this year brought dolls

and reins to the children. F. P.

We had a most delightful time with our Christ-

mas tree this year. Many mothers were present

and enjoyed it with us. The gifts were made by

the children. We later made a visit to 1-A where

we shared in the pleasures of the children there.

They had hung up stockings which were mysteri-

ously filled during the night.

We had our Christmas tree the day before

Christmas and sent invitations to all the mothers

and fathers. About twelve parents came, which

was about all our small room could accommodate.

The decorations for the tree were red and silver;

lanterns, bells, icicles and chains, which the chil-

dren had made themselves. Besides we bought a

few other decorations at the 5c and 10c store. The

children trimmed the tree the day before. Each

child received a toy and a candy cane; dolls for

the girls and iron wagons for the boys. The chil-

dren made a gift for each parent. For the mothers

a Madonna pasted on a square white card with a

holly wreath around it made of leaves and berries

cut out of crepe paper by the teacher, mounted and

arranged by the children. For the fathers they made

a calendar—a silver bell, cardboard between silver

paper pasted on either side, holjy, calendar mount-

ed on it..

I drew a Christmas tree on the blackboard. The

children had free cutting—horns, candles, drums

and Louis suggested cutting candy canes and balls,

which were quite effective. All the forms were

pasted on the tree on the blackboard. The children

were delighted. (NOTE—Now this is a clever con-

trivance in case no real tree can be secured).

We had our mother's Christmas tree on Thurs-

day morning, Dec. 21. It was a very stormy day,

but nearly all of the children and about ten mothers

and babies came. We had a very jolly time, play-

ed games, sang and took the gifts the children had

made off the tree. I also told a Christmas story.

The next day the children had their tree and were

surprised when they came to kindergarten and

found a little dressed doll for each girl and horse

reins for each boy.

We celebrated both days because I wanted the

children to think only the first day of giving to

tbeir parents. They played they were Santa Claus'

little helpers. They did not know there would be

the second Christmas party, for Christmas must
have its secrets. E. L.

Central object of interest was the Christmas tree

and the preparation for the Christmas party. All

the children who had ever attended the kinder-

garten were invited. A hundred enjoyed the fun

and peals of laughter could be heard all over when
Santa Claus and his helper appeared and gave out

the gifts and shook hands with each child and

parent. Twenty-one mothers were present and

three fathers. The children sang Christmas songs

and one former kindergarten child recited ''Twas

the Night Before Christmas," just before Santa

Claus' bells were heard in the distance. E. H.

Our last day of school before the holiday vaca-

tion was a very pleasant one. The afternoon class

joined the morning class for a real tree "holiday

celebration"—our tree was very attractive with the

gifts the children had made for their mothers and

fathers, beside the tree trimmings. Our tree was

set in the middle of a snowbank which, of course,

added to the fun. (Truly a new and happy sug-

gestion).

Our Christmas celebration was a very happy orae.

We received yisits from the girls' and a few boys'

classes. The kindergarten children were seated in

a circle while the older classes stood around them.

At one time there were 150 children in the room
and four teachers. Our children sang for the

classes and they responded. One little girl, nine

years old, played the piano very beautifully and

our principal was our guest of honor. F. D.

Charlie, whose development I have been

watching, was absent for two weeks during De-

cember. I took his -Christmas gifts to him and his

pleasure was delightful to see. L. W.
After Christmas I encouraged the children to

bring their toys to kindergarten and to bring one

old one to remain here. They did so and now we

have quite a collection which the children play

with before school and during free play. We are

going to have a doll house soon and will make
furniture for it.

"Merry Christmas to all and to all a good night."

M. N.

Philadelphia provides free eyeglasses for nearly 2,500

school children every year.

Required home study has been abolished in the

schools of Sacramento, Cal.

Five hundred and fifty-five persons attended the

evening classes in academic subjects at the University

of Cincinnati last year,



SUGGESTIONS FOR VILLAGE AND RURAL SCHOOLS
How to use geometrical tablets in layirg designs in number work and in puzzl-s. Use of parquetry

By JENNY B. MERRILL. Pd. D., New York City

SUGGESTIONS FOR VILLAGE AND RURAL
SCHOOLS.

Did you ever lay pretty designs with pennies or

with buttons when you were a child? My mother

always kept a button-bag for children, and many
another mother, auntie and grandma have done so

too.

My grandmother had a drawer where she kept

rolls of coins; some times she would break open a

roll for me containing possibly twenty-five pennies.

I delighted in laying them in rows, in rings, in

pretty patterns. I also loved to spin them. Some-
times I was so fortunate as to have coins of sev-

eral sizes.

Froebel must have observed home-like plays like

these as he loved to visit in German homes to

learn how mothers played with their little ones. He
planned a child-like occupation similar to it in the

seventh kindergarten gift, commonly known as

tablet laying.

Froebel was deeply interested in mathematical re-

lations and looked upon the thin tablets of wood as

suggestions of plain figures, the blocks used in the

first six gifts being solid figures.

Froebel delights to show us again and again mathe-

matical relations whenever new materials are in-

troduced, so deriving the new from the old.

The child has become familiar with the square

faces of the cube and the circular ends of the

cylinder. We may, if we choose, playfully suggest

cutting off a slice of the cube, or the end of a

cylinder, or as I have suggested before, we may
impress the ends upon paper or clay or we may fit

a tablet upon the solids.

Teachers who are interested to follow out more
fully these mathematical thoughts of Froebel should

read in his own writings or in such a guide-book

as "The Kraus," or "Paradise of Childhood"

(Part II.).

In Part I. of the latter book, see also my chapter

on "Less Mathematics in the Kindergarten," for

personally I believe with many other teachers that

there is a danger of forcing too early these mathe-

matical ideas upon children in words.

(A general review of Froebel's ideas may be

found in "Education by Development" Chapter XI.)

The primary school has found the kindergarten

accupations of tablet-laying very suggestive in busy

work, and the comparative inexpensiveness of the

materials needed has doubtless added to its popu-

larity in schools.

The tablets may be obtained in wood in two

colors, or in cardboard. Even the less expensive

paper parquetry can be used by older children; but

it is not wise to let very young children handle such

small squares of paper. It is trying to the nerves.

Enlarged tablets of wood are now manufactured.

These are preferable for beginners if one can afford

them, but the old Froebelian tablets, based upon

the square inch, are all sufficient for children of six

or seven years of age. The natural colors of the

wood are now in use, but the tablets designed by

Froebel were in complementary colors, as red and

green in one form, yellow and violet in another. This

made them very attractive to the children. The
parquetry papers present all these colors now.

(Their use will be explained hereafter.)

The tablets may be used in the following ways
in rural schools, viz.:

1. For laying designs, as borders or symmetrical

centers.

2. For familiarizing the children with geometri-

cal forms, as squares, circles, triangles, semicircles.

3. For number work, counting, laying in twos,

threes, etc. (The circles may be used as toy

money.)

4. For inventing puzzles and common forms.

5. For leading on to industrial design in the

higher grades.

Miss Patty S. Hill has recently reminded us in

the report of the Committee of Nineteen "to con-

sider the native tendencies, impulses or social needs

of children" in planning all our wark.

Ask yourself, then, what native tendency or in-

stinct is gratified in designing with tablets? Is it

not "the love of arranging," or the "love of deco-

rating?" Is it not also a natural curiosity and won-
der gratified in fitting the forms one into the other,

in seeing triangles combine to make squares,

rhombs and hexagons? The puzzle interest is strong

at a certain age, and this, too, is gratified with tab-

lets. (See the Chinese puzzle on another page

which any teacher may prepare.)

The ingenuity acquired may serve in many prac-

tical situations of life. Rousseau advises the use

of puzzles, as have many other educators. The
school has not always utilized this interest.

Further practical suggestions:

1. Request each child to bring a small cardboard

or tin box to school. Show one about the size you

need. Let each child keep his own tablets at hand
to use whenever he has nothing else to do. You
will discover in this way which children afe fond
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of puzzles, who have a taste for designing, who
seem to prefer the mathematical side.

2. Put a few tablets only at first in each box and

add others as they are needed. Consider age and

ability. For example, for the young children, try

four squares or four circles, or possibly four of

each.

Observe what the children do of their own ac-

cord, remembering the outline of procedure for

every occupation suggested by Miss Elizabeth Har-

rison, namely:

1. Experimental or undirected work.

2. Directed or dictated work.

3. Self-directed or creative work.

Suppose the children to be experimenting with

four squares or four circles. One may place them

. in a row separated or touching. If there are eight,

four of each kind, they may be placed four one way

and four the other.

They may place them back and front, instead of

horizontally. Some children may be at a loss to

do anything. Wait. Let them watch the others.

Children learn much from each other. Their inborn

tendency to be active or to imitate will assert itself.

If not, go to the little one and make something for

him. He will do better next time. Very young

children often make piles, placing one tablet upon

the other as they do blocks. This may be an indi-

cation that it would be better for them to con-

tinue playing with blocks. Do not forbid it. Wait.

3. Let the children leave their seats and look at

each other's patterns, and tell which they like best.

(Often it will be "Mine.")

4. Some child with a sense of humor may try to

make a man or an animal. The tablets do not sug-

gest these forms, but the grotesque has its place. A
chair, a table, a bridge, a window may be suggested

as more squares are added. If the children are

familiar with the third gift, many of the builded

forms may be pictured as it were with tablets, as,

a table with chairs, or an engine and train of cars, or a

monument.

5. When the. child feels the need of more tab-

lets, why not let him go to the large box and help

himself?

Do we give children enough freedom in such

ways? Try it. It has worked well. It develops

responsibility. Use your own initiative as a teacher.

Start the children with squares or with circles, with

two or four or eight. "How many" is immaterial

—

there are many roads to Rome.

6. When you think it well to begin "directed

work," or dictation, ask the children to take just

one square and place it directly in front of them
with an edge of the square at the front. They may
look puzzled as terms indicating position are a little

hard to follow. Contrast will help. Can you place

it so that a corner is at the bottom?

o
This may be sufficient for the first day of dicta-

tion. Some children may not have thought of this

second position, and they will enjoy repeating it

with all the square tablets, thus,

making a new border. Some clever child may think

of alternating, or you may suggest it, as:

a
Ask them to make a star form witk only corners

touching, as

Concentrating attention upon the corners will

lead to new inventions when the children are left

again to work alone.

7. Another directed lesson may emphasize
"size." As, let us try to make one large square
with four small squares. Make an oblong with two
square tablets, with three, with four. Divide the
oblong into two smaller oblongs. Put one oblong
in front of the other, touching. What form have
you now?

8. After several lessons with squares and drcles,
add two right-angled triangular tablets, which are
half squares. Let the children experiment with
them. They can make a square, a large triangle, a,

rhomb.

ZV

The rhomb will be a new form. Do not hasten to

name it. Let it impress itself until, perhaps, some
child will ask what it is.

Suggest working with two squares and two tri-

angles and examine results. There may appear

which the children may call houses. Put the squares
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away and give two more triangles, asking the chil-

dren to work with the four triangles only.

(7^
A

Later suggest working with four squares and four

triangles.

A little limitation helps until the children learn

the possibilities of the material.

Children may have noticed the hexagon on oil-

cloth or in tiling. Show patterns and interest them

in the form by speaking of bees' cells and also of

snow stars, which are often hexagonal. Give

them six equilateral triangles and let them try to

make it. Let them experiment with equilaterals.

Let the children continue to help themselves

from the main box if they are interested to do so.

(It will depend upon the age of the children how
much is accomplished in one lesson. For every

lesson of suggestion or dictation, allow several for

further creative work in border, designs or puzzles.)

9. At any time which seems advisable, introduce

parquetry papers similar to the tablets and let the

children copy and mount any of the forms which

they would like to keep. Let use and beauty join

hands in decorating the cover of a box in making

a valentine. Let all make a pretty border design

with tablets, and then choose which shall be used

to decorate a doll-house. Encourage and praise

simple designs.

10. Number work.

a. Counting corners and edges.

b. Counting out a given number of each form.

c. Arranging a given form in groups of twos,

threes, fours, etc., to lead to addition and multipli-

cation.

d. Finding how many squares can be made from

four triangles, from six, from eight, etc.

e. Finding how many circles can be made with

four, six, eight, ten half-circles.

f. Children give each other little problems as (1)

Place four squares in one row and five in another.

(2) How many circles do I need to make three rows

with three circles in each row? (3) If I have

twelve circles, how many rows of four can I make?
of six? of three?

Children soon learn to be inventive in making
problems and it arouses them to mental activity. It

is a good training in exact language also.

_ 11. Spelling. If the children are old enough, let

them write the names of the principal forms as,

Square

Circle

Oblong
Triangle

Rhomb
Hexagon

12. Drawing. If the tablets are large enough,

let the children trace around them with colored

crayons, thus using them as the Montessori insets

are used. Fill in the spaces with pretty colors. If

the tablets are too small, let this be done with

covers of boxes.

13. Give the children puzzles and let them sug-

gest puzzles to each other as. (1) Make a large square

of small triangles. (2) Make a large triangle

with squares and triangles. (3) Make a trapezoid.

(4) Make an octagon. (5) Close your eyes or put

your hands behind you and tell with your fingers

what forms I give you. Note.—It is well to en-

courage the children to move two fingers frequently

around the forms, as Dr. Montessori suggests in

her method with insets. (6) Older children will en-

joy the famous Chinese puzzle, which can be pre-

pared by the teacher from the patterns given else-

where.

Madam Kraus-Boelte tells an interesting story in her well-

known "Kindergarten Guide" of a father who visited Madam
Froehel's kindergarten while she was a student to thank her for
the star-forms his little boy had learned to make in kindergarten.
The father had watched him and had learned from the child
so that he had been enabled to earn his living by making
parti-colored inlaid tops for fancy tables. His trade had ma-
terially increased and he was becoming quite prosperous. His
adult mind had grasped the principle involved in "the law of
opposites" as he saw his little son modify the star-forms, front
and hack, right and left.

. Educate the Parents

Gov.W. N. Ferrisof Michigan in an address before the

State Teachers' meeting said:

"You talk about your white slave traffic, you talk

about your education in sex hygiene." I'm tired of all of

them. The change in industrial conditions has swept

girls from their homes into factories, has brought them
face to face with the temptations of the street, and what
do we do to combat the conditions? We trust the ed-

ucation of youth in these matters to the public schools.

It's got to be done in the home, I tell you. It's the

parents' work to educate their children, but before they

can do that, we must educate the parents."

Let us extend the school system, for the education of

the parent as well as the child . Our boys and girls could

do the work they now do in four years, in two and a half

years, in a university course. "Our schools should run 12

months of the year and six nights of every week. I am
making an appeal for the fathers and mothers of this

state. Get to work, all you teachers, and educate every

man, women and child in this state."

A NATURAL CAKE OF SOAP.

An odd and useful plant of our Pacific coast is the

soaproot. The grass-like, crinkled leaves appear close

to the ground in the spring, and are known to every

country-dweller. They grow from a deep-rooted bulb

incased in coarse fiber. If the fiber is stripped off and

the onion-like bulb crushed between the hands, is

rubbed in water as one uses a cake of soap, a plentiful

lather results, as cleansing as any soap bought in a

store.

—

St. ATichoIas.

In celebration of the seventy-fifth aniversary of the

founding of the house, the A. S. Barnes Company (New
York) have issued a brief history of the company in

pamphlet form. It forms an interesting addition to the

history of publishing houses in this country and on re-

quest will be sent to any who may wish to own a copy.
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"ECONOMY IN THE KINDERGARTEN."
Annie Coolidge Rcst

Frocbel School of Kindergarten, Normal Classes,

Boston, Mass.

It is a source of regret that the usual reason why
cities and towns have given up the kindergartens which

they have tried as an experiment is this, namely : "It

is too expensive." Undoubtedly many have been car-

ried on too expensively and much against Froebel's

ideas and wishes. One great fact and truth he wished

the child to learn is that iri nature nothing is wasted.

There is only constant transformation and change. The
fall leaves, for instance, which are generally spoken of

as "dead" (a wrong term to use before the child at

any time) the little child should learn to think of them
as having finished their work on the trees and bushes

thus making the whole world beautiful; but as now
fulfilling another mission—that of covering the ground

and there not only serving as a protection to the plants,

but also gradually mingling with the soil, and with the

help of the earth-worms, becoming ground up and en-

riching the soil, thus helping the growth of parent trees

and the new leaves of next spring. They are thus not

dead or wasted, but simply changed, transformed in

the great laboratory of nature. This idea can be illus-

trated in many ways. In regard .to the kindergarten,

first the child must be considered; for the well-fur-

nished rooms and abundance of material do not make
the kindergarten. The children, and the life between

the inspired kindergartner and the children, yes, the

unseen life, is what makes the kindergarten. The
spirit, not the letter, rules. It is not a mechanical per-

formance.
* * * *

Now to return to the material side of the subject,

there has been and is a great waste of material ; which

is very unnecessary ; and a great saving could be

brought about just here by using much material that

is ordinarily thrown away in waste-baskets, in houses

and department stores. The children, also, through

lack of judgment and care, sometimes on the part

of the young kindergartner, waste much material. The
material should always be adapted to the individual

child's needs. He must not be allowed to have paint,

paper, paste, when he does not know how to use them.

Of course the child has to learn through his own ex-

perience; but he can be led to use the material in the

right way. If he does not at first know what to do

with it, he must have a little at a time and take notice

of what he is to do with it. Again the immense waste

of material in our department stores, of ribbon paper

of all widths, and the cylinders as well as circular

plinths for the narrow ribbon, could be most delight-

fully and practically used in the city kindergartens, by

some plan or agreement with these stores. The hand-

ling of the different sized cylinders and their assorting

by the children would be a good practical experience

for them. They could also be used to illustrate much
that is practical in life. For instance, in connection

with an object lesson on paper and its manufacture,

cylinders of the same size are placed in the right posi-

tion to represent the heated cylinders ove

paper is passed in the drying process; ai

cylinder is shown for the large roll of papi

use in the printing of newspapers. We
much of such material in many different wa
save the city a great expense, which expens

of material at the same time prevents the

dren from having this knowledge.—Educati

FROM "THE KINDERGAR1
We desire to acknowledge the kindness o

Mifflin Co. in granting permission to the I<

Magazine to give our readers four rather 1

tations from "The Kindergarten." We have

from Miss Blow's and two from Miss H
and leave our readers to decide "which is

We have already quoted from the thii

short report known as Miss Harrison's. Ou
quoting from this book which is in reality ti

the now famous committee of nineteen o:

national Kindergarten Union, is to awaken

many kindergartners which will not be ap

they have thoroughly "read, marked an

digested" the entire book."

"Defining the aim of the kindergarten ast

development of those mental and moral hat

emotional undertone which are implied in

tion of man as Ciliedganzes, and defining it:

the incitement of typical deeds through wh
shall be helped to 6ee into and through the

us next remind ourselves that the presuppos

method is life conceived, on the one hand, ai

presentation, and on the other, as immedu
to this presentation. In other words, the i

rience of children is to supply our point of d

the development of the Gliedganzes by the

of typical deeds and the stimulation of tha

indirect introspection and retrospection thr

the deed gets eyes to see into and through
' 'For many years there was divergence of opi

the representatives of the kindergarten as t

were either possible or desirable to find a bi

mon experience and whether it were either

desirable to incite typical deeds. Happily

gence of opinion is now so far overcome as

cally negligible and this report assumes th

mon experience and the typical deed need

defense.

"Accepting the idea that the program shall fi

of departure in the common experiences of (

next set ourselves the task of inventorying tl

of this experience. So soon as we conscious!

task we become aware that the first great c

perience of the children is life in the kinderg

Let us try to realize what this experience mea
ing into the the mind of a new pupil admitl

ready organized kindergarten. Up to th

little boy, now four years old, has spent his 1

members of his own family. Most of them ai

and make allowances for him. In the kinde

very first things he learns are what he m
what he must not do in order to become an
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member of the little community to which he now
belongs. He must not knock over his neighbor's blocks

or scatter his sticks or snatch the mat he is weaving.

He must open his box at the right moment in order not

to keep the children who are prompt from beginningtheir

building. He must have his weaving or folding in his

portfolio at the end of an exercise in order not to detain

his comrades who are eager to march to the circle. He
must not jerk, push, slap, or pinch his companions.

Again, these little companions are clean and will not

like him unless he is clean. He notices that they listen

to what the kindergartner says and obey her words.

They water the plants, put away the gifts, set the chairs

in order. Insensibly he conforms to the general spirit,

and through the contagion of a prompt, industrious, or-

derly, cheerful, obedient, and kindly community he

begins to form the habits necessary to all corporate

life. After a while the kindergartner begins indirectly

to present these habits as ideals. There are stories of

children who were active, useful, polite, and kind.

'lhere are fairy stories whose heroes won fair princesses

and became kings through the exercise of these element-

ary virtues. There are games wherein the children re-

present typical forms of the service of men and animals,

of plants, and even of the elements. The picture of a

life in which each serves all and is served by all begins

to hover in dimmest outline before his imagination and

reacts to make the little boy more ready to do his own
small part. In short, fundamental habits are being

formed sympathies, cherished, and fundamental ideals

defined, first, through actual life in an embryonic com-
munity, and second, by a representation in play and
story of the services of the larger community and the

natural world.

SEX HYGIENE.

Dr. V. C. Vaughan, .of the Michigan University, said

in part at the recent meeting of the Michigan State

Teachers' Association :

"I believe that instruction, given by the proper per-

son, in the fundamental biological facts of sex, should

be given to girls in all our high schools, but I doubt

seriously the wisdom of attempting, this in the lower

grades. When girls reach the high school age they

should know themselves, and the dangers to which they

are quite sure to be exposed ; they should know the

fundamental facts of anatomy, physiology and hygiene,

and the application of these to themselves. Ignorance

on this question has been tried for centuries, and it

has been demonstrated that the results have been dis-

astrous. Truth, properly stated, can hurt no one. I

have never known of a girl bearing herself less mod-
estly on account of this knowledge."

Dr. Vaughan scored the present day fashion and be-
havior, saying that recently, when in a city whose name
he refused to divulge, he had been taken by a promi-
nent physician, at the noon hour, to see what was
termed "the peacock parade" of high school girls leav-
ing their building."

Discusses Sex Attraction.

Dr. Vaughan told of sex attraction—that it was
something that all must recognize, and he told of its

beauties and dangers.

The National Kindergarten Colleg-e of Ohicaero an-
nounces a mid-vear class, beginning February 2nd, and
ending June 26th, so arranged that the regular fresh-
man course can be completed in five months.

The Christmas number of The Century is certainly
one of the finest magazines ever published in America.
It contains altogether 372 pages, filled with the most
interesting articles and beautiful illustrations in color.

Don't forget to ask for the Christmas Century at your
news stand.

The American Primary Teacher, $1.00 a year, and the
Kindergarten-Primary Magazine, both one full year for

only $1.50.'

"If we would save the high school girl from the

dangers of sex attraction we must realize at the outset

that the problem is a complex one," said Dr. Vaughan.
"There is no ready-made and safe way of solving it.

It is sad, and it is true that some mothers encourage
their daughters in an attempt to attract the opposite sex.

Here is where the teacher may come to the rescue, she
may give instruction in sex hygiene ; she may show
these girls that under certain conditions sex attraction

may be made a wonderful thing in her life."

Dr. Vaughan explained sex attraction as "that at-

traction which follows the daily routine, and becomes
an important factor in every decision; quickens our
ambitions; modifies and often determines our conduct
and weaves the delicate structure of our dreams. It is

a potent agent in either direction. It may fill the cup
of life with a nectar fit for the gods, or it may drop
into the sweet drink a poison which destroys mind,
body and soul, and casts into the deepest hell.

Action is Important.

"We should not ignore its existence because it is a
biological function. It develops in the youth of both
sexes at the period of adolescence with some degree
of suddenness. The girl budding into womanhood feels

the natural and persuasive desire to attract those of
the opposite sex. She dresses and deports herself under
the influence of this potent and subconscious force, and
in doing so she risks all.

"It might be said that parents are to blame for this

condition. Mothers should caution and protect their

daughters, but many mothers are ignorant, and from a
sense of prudery it's considered improper for a mother
to speak to her daughter about matters of sex. It is

up to the high schools of the country to do for these
young girls what their mothers fail to do—protect them
from the dangers that come through ignorance of sex,

and sex attraction."

In speaking of the efforts being made by many cities

to free themselves from houses of prostitution, Dr.
Vaughan said, in closing:

"The idea that prostitution should be permitted
in any city is a relic of the past of which we should
free ourselves. An efficient and honest police force can
free any city from every form of this vice. That
there is an awakened conscience in this matter is

shown by the enactment and enforcement of the Mann
law ; by the attention now being given the low wages
of girls and by the efforts being made to suppress this

form of vice."

"In educating the girl, she should be treated as an in-

dividual and not as a girl. We cannot hope to give
her the proper attitude toward the home and make
her an efficient home maker, unless we firstgive her a

proper attitude towards some specific piece of work,
either professional or industrial, but what is remunera-
tive, and which is peculiarly her own. It seems to me
that the foes of girls in industrial life are self-con-

scious, lack of proper attitude, and inability to do team
work with loyalty to fellow workers, and the last, a
lack of intelligent interest and conception of the work
in which she is engaged."
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The Aurora News, in urging the establishment of

public kindergartens in that city, said:

Citing a case in Kenosha, Wis., a town very similar

in population and wealth to Aurora, the News says:

Records were studied of 1,633 Kenosha children

over a period of five years; about half had attended

public kindergartens, these coming from all classes of

homes. The teachers' records show the following facts

according to Mrs. Mary D. Bradford, superintendent

of schools

:

First, asking the teachers to divide the classes into

groups according to relative ability, it was found that

of the "slow" children, 40 per cent only had had

kindergarten training; of the "average'' the same per-

centage obtained ; and of the "bright," CO per cent had

had kindergarten training.

Second, it was found that the kindergarten children

averaged 8.1 months younger than the other children

in corresponding grades, and

Third, the normal rate of progress for kindergarten

children was so much greater, that figuring on their

unit cost of $23 per child per year, it would cost. the

schools $6,256 more to bring the 1,653 children through

the fifth grade without kindergartens than with them.

Actually more money's worth of education was se-

cured with kindergartens than without.

The Governor of Georgia sets aside one day in the

year as "Public Health Day," to be observed in every

school in the State, according to information received

at the United States Bureau of Education.

CALENDAR FIGURES FOR DRILL.

One of the most popular and instructive forms

of busy work for the first grade children with us, is

that supplied by using old calendars. We cut the

numbers apart on the separating lines and place

each month's series of numbers in an envelope by

itself. The children place them on their desks in or-

der, guided by the large school calendar which hangs

in a conspicuous place. To thern it is a sort of puzzle

and while working it out,, they learn a great deal

about the formation and arrangement of figures.

—

Primary Plans.

MERRY-GO-ROUND.
Teach the pupils to make a Merry-Go-Round by

placing a Second Gift cylinder on end and placing
a number of 5-inch colored sticks evenly around so

as to form a circle one end of the sticks resting
against the cylinder and at the opposite end of each
stick, placing a square or round Seventh Gift tab-

let to represent the seats. Select from the pupils'

sentence building box the new words you wish to

Leach, placing one on each of the tablets. The teach-

er then rides around once or twice with the child-

ren—that is, teacher pronounces the words and
they pronounce after her. Each child then under-
takes to ride alone, falling off when they miss a
word and starting over again.

A PAIR OF STAIRS.

Teaen pupils to construct a double pair of stairs

with Third Gift blocks. Put about five steps up one
side and the same down the other. Then use for

recognizing words in same way as the Merry-Go-
Round.
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MORAL VALUES IN PUPIL SELF-GOVERNMENT.
Neumann, Leader Brooklyn Society for Ethical Culture, Brooklyn, New York.

We have been taught by experience to fight shy of

educational cure-alls. The human problems which

teachers must meet are so complex, the resultant of

so many and such varied forces that we are inclined

to shut our ears Ihe moment some widely advertised

device is made petitioner for our consideration. Let

me assure you then that I do not begin with the as-

sumption that the method named in the title of these

remarks is our country's so'e hope. Much more than

pupil self-government alone is needed for the moral

equipment of our future citizens. Yet when all is said

the fact that one agency for improvement does not ex-

haust our resources ought surely not blind us to the

invaluable good which it may indeed accomplish.

There are strong reasons for calling this one to your

attention. In the sphere of education as in politics

the mark of statesmanship is to forecast the future

and make ready for it far enough ahead. Is it not the

crying weakness of our profession that it takes us so

long to recognize that conditions change? Too com-
monly we awaken to the fact after the changes have

occurred and then lose energy in fitting old 'machinery,

to new tasks. We- have yet to learn to anticipate com-
ing circumstances and prepare to meet them "before

their presence overwhelms us.

Among the reconstructions awaiting our national

life it needs no profound ins : ght to reckon grave

changes in the sphere of government. The scope of

public administration is steadily widening. The details

of commerce and industry, for example, are coming in-

creasingly to be matters of political concern: Not so

many years ago a railroad could charge whatever rates

it deemed best ; today state and nation are called upon
to regulate prices. Formerly when an employer could

hire what workers he pleased, men, women or chil-

dren, pay whatever salary he thought lit and demand
whatever hours of labor. Today the state has a voice

in the selection of employees, it regulates the working
hours, it is beginning to try l-.ws for a minimum wage.
Tariff quest-ions, rates for telephones and other public

services, questions of workingmens compensation for

accident, all these are signs of the close connection

between government and business ; and unless we are

far in error, the tasks entrusted to public administra-

tion are certain to increase in number, delicacy and
importance.

Add to this widening of governmental functions the

fact that new classes are coming into political power.
It is only a question of time when the example of
these western states will be followed from coast to

coast and all the women of America will participate

directly in citizenship. Our working classes too are

astir. The years ahead of us are sure to see their

political strength and their consciousness of that

strength increase.

This then is the situation which we are to face-

new and ever graver problems for the public to solve,

new classes conscious of political power. Our civic

tasks are already sufficiently complicated. The crooked

and the incompetent office-holder, the ubiquitous boss,

the masses of ignorant voters at one end of the line

and cliques of highly respectable moneyed interests

buying legislation at the other are even now straining

our political fibre perilously. What will the future be-

hold when the severe tug of these new ventures is

added? Of this we may be sure: the stupendous task

of guiding the community life will call for citizenship

more intelligent and alert, more conscientious than it

has ever been. Such essentially moral demands as

self-control, social intelligence and civic disposition

will grow constantly more necessary. Citizenship has

never been a mere matter of knowing how our political

forms operate. It has never been a mere question of

casting a vote. In the years to come we shall be

brought to see even more e'early than we do now that

it is first and last a matter of intelligent, willing and

generous sharing in the burdens of the common lot.

Apart from the moral requirement of a trained readi-

ness to further the best interests of the whole com-
munity, citizenship is a high-sounding but empty name.

In the period just ahead its moral exactions are cer-

tain to grow especially urgent.

I repeat that we must not expect pupil self-govern-

ment alone to make ••every citizen competent. But all

the more reason since the task is so very huge for

utilizing every resource at our command. Among
these instruments, not the least valuable is the one for

which I am pleading this afternoon—allowing pupils to

assist in the working of their school through officers

and committees of their own election through laws,

penalties, rewards and other efforts of their own
making.

What gives such experiences their moral value? It

is not that by electing their own mayors and governors

they learn something of the machinery of popular cov-

ereignty. They will acquire this fast enough when the

state permits them to vote. A single week of intimate

association with a ward politician wi'l give them more
insight into the actual political workings of our gov-

ernment than the school can teach them in years. Nor
is it the more or less artificial imitation of grown-

ups that prepares them for the real duties of later

life. It is rather that by genuine willing help in the

running of their own young community they learn the

meaning of membership in a democracy. During the

years when they are most open to the suggestion of

certain fundamental moral requirements of group-life,

they get the chance to learn them by first-hand exper-

iences.

Of these demands the most obvious is respect for

law. I think we often fail to realize what an Arbitrary

imposition school-law means to many children. The
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mere size of the school building has become so vast
that to the individual child its organization is often a
huge unfeeling machine which is simply going to hurt
him if he is caught disturbing rt. He is told, to be
sure, that it aims at his benefit; but though outwardly
he listens politely enough, deep down he classes this

platitude with other school utterances, as more or less

interesting and mysterious, but hardly to be taken in

earnest. Too frequently he has arrived at the convic-
tion that school laws exist because teachers are cranky,
and there the matter is allowed to rest.

The law of the school becomes less of this alien

imposition however when he enjoys a genuine chance
as a school citizen to help frame the regulations which
intimately concern him. He responds readily enough
to his own orders even when for the' time being he
must suffer a loss. In one of our playgrounds, for ex-
ample, it used to be difficult to get the boys to stop
their games in time to allow the apparatus to be put
away. "Just this one game more was the constant'
plea to the teacher. The matter was discussed at a
meeting of the Board of Delegates. A law was de-
bated and passed. The result was that when the boy
officer in the game room gave the signal the playing
was ended at once without a murmur.
As a rule, boys cherish little resentment against the

pupil community (this is less true of the girls) when
their own officials are the ones to punish offences. The
general opinion among the bovs is that the fellows
learn to take their medicine. In answer to the ques-
tion, "Suppose that your school were to vote on the
proposition to abolish the School State and go back to

the old order, do you think that boys who have been
punished will bear a grudge and vote in favor of the
plan?" the reply of one of the lads is significant: "No.
Everybody knows that you get a squarer deal from the

boys than from the teachers. Sometimes a teacher
blames a fellow without stopping to find out if be
real'y did it." Well may be blush when our pupils

teach justice better than we!
The most significant value is the opportunity to

meet what is perhaps the deepest demand of democ-
racy—active, willing participation in the responsibilities

of one's group. The school is a community with the

problems of a community. It has certain functions to

perform in its corporate capacity. It must mould
character, it must teach, it must safeguard the health

of its members, it must protect them against injury

from the indifferent and the vicious, it must bring the

weakest up to normal standards, it must encourage all

to reach new and higher levels. These are the tasks

of a community; and they mean most for the moral
development of all concerned when not the principal

and teachers alone, but when everv bov and girl old

enough to understand the fact realizes that the school

actually is such a community and that to attain its

ends, it needs his readv co-operation. Two convictions

on the part of the children are essential—first, that

there is a common aim uniting each to his fellows and
to the adu't authorities, and. second, that m the fur-

therance of this aim. each has a part to bear in the

common responsibility.

Wherever systems of pupil co-operation have been
tried long and pat'<mtlv enough, the testimony has

accrued that they offer decided help to this end. To
assist m keeping vards and halls and school neighbor-

hood free from d :

rt and disorder, to help vounger chil-

dren across dangerous streets, to round up truants, to

conduct assemblies to c ee that the work of th" c
1 ass-

room goes on in the absence of the teacher, all these

are moral onoortum'ties : for thev p ;ve th° cbanee to

rp alize what it means to sha^p the tasks and not simnlv
thp privileges of the gronn-life. Tn a New York high
school the girls have organized themselves into com-
mittees to register and to welcome the fw pimils in

tl->e opemng of the term, and to assist them through
the many details whi'-h make thpse davs so burden-
some to the administrative staff. Another school

which I know has been wrestling for two years with

the problem of unsupervised study-periods. As yet the
boys and girls do not all study as diligently as they
did when teachers were present; but the attempt
nevertheless to reach this .end, the many discussions
of its problems at meetings of the Student Council,
the editorials in the school paper, are all aiding to

make them realize that here is a portion of the genera!
responsibility which they ought to make themselves
able to carry.

It is not only in these matters of school routine
that pupils can learn to partic'pate in the obligations
of their community. Especially in the high school,

their efforts can be guided to making positive contri-

butions to the larger life of which their school is in

turn a part. I know an energetic superintendent in a
small western city who has interested the collective

energy of his pupils into helping their town in a num.-.

ber of important ways. In the course of school dis-

cussions upon their city's needs, they came to the con-
clusion that there were many ventures which the town
should undertake. Their next step was to interest

their parents and to hold a series of public meetings
in the school, conducted by themselves and addressed
by experts. Among other results they procured these

wise measures : Improvement of the city's streets and
sidewalks, starting a municipal playground, inaugurat-
ing a system of garbage collection, the employment of
a municipal nurse, the beginning of a park system, the

'

establishment of a public bathing beach and the erec-

tion of bath-houses.
When civic interests such as these are trained, who

can doubt the wisdom of striving for them? Here is

pupil effort at its best, for here is no question of re-

straining petty offenders, no fear of obvious punish-
ment to compel good behavior, but the spirit most
needed to re-make our communities—ready co-opera-
tive endeavor to further the common good. These are

'

uncompelled expressions, born of genuine interest in

community progress. Try to picture what America
would be if every adult were so moved.
These are among the moral va'ues of this educa-

tional method. It is worth the labor it costs for the

opportunity it gives to drive home the lesson of col-

lective responsibility and individual participation in the

common share. Its effectroeness is due to the fact that

it permits the working out of moral experiences in-

strad of mere listening to discourses about them.
There is all the difference in the world between
"knowing" what is meant bv sharing the obligations

of your group and "realizing" them by practice. What-
ever moral instruction on the subject of responsibility

is imparted by the teacher becomes more meaningful
since it interprets actual experience. When for ex-.

ample, pupils discuss with their teachers the ethical

issues involved in their elections, in the duties of offi-

cers, comnr'ttees and citizens, in the disciplining of

offenders, in the creation of public opinion, in recon-

ciling such conflicting loyalties as friendship for a de-

linquent and duty to the school—in short, in the mul-

titude' of concrete moral situations that constantly

an'se. thev are getting an ethical instruction which
strikes home because it clarifies experiences in which

they are smcerelv interested. A lesson on the care of

trust funds means something real to a class whose
committee has borrowed for its own use money appro-

priated for a class purpose.

It is for such reasons as these that the Splf-Govern-
ment Committee, as whose representative I sneak, is

concerned to enlist the interest of teachers. The par-

ticular form that self-government assumes, whether it

be named republic, state, city or anything else is en-

tirely <^condarv to the principle of active participa-

tion. That onlv this will save every community in the
f"ture from political incompetence we do not suppose.

We cannot expect the c-'tizenship of every child to be

as fine in its adu't life as it generally is in these

earlier years. But if we never introduce our pupils in

their most impressionable age to the, idea of a social

order where a passion for justice is more common
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than indifference, how can we expect the vision to
dawn later? The very emphasis upon citizenship
which we put in these young years is a way of show-
ing how important it should be counted. If the school
fails to emphasize it in a vital way, what wondSr that
the matter is regarded in after life as negligible?

In many schools it happens that the teaching staff

as a whole is not interested. May not one reason be
that teachers themselves are not given sufficient chance
for self-government? They are members of their
community with gifts to contribute to the whole, but
too commonly they are treated as if they had no other
function than b'.ind obedience to the orders of h : gher
officials. They have little voice in shaping the curricu-
lum or fashioning the other policies of the school sys-
tem. The weekly conference gives an opportunity for
every member of the faculty to contribute his share to
the solution of the common problems ; but is it always
so considered? How frequent it is for so-called con-
ferences to be only an assemblage of mute drill-masters

summoned by the chief drill-master just to listen to

his orders! Can we expect teachers to appreciate
what living a democracy would mean for their pupils

when they themselves are not permitted so to live?

Can the spark of enthusiasm be kindled by those in

whom it is dead?
We shall never attack the root-problems of charac-

ter building until the teaching force as a whole is

aglow. America spells opportunity, we are fond of
saying. Its grandest opportunity is to liberate char-
acter—democratic character, that is, in both its im-
mense staff of teachers and its millions of boys and
girls. No graver responsibility has ever rested upon
a people than the task of our beloved country to show
that ethically, democracy is net an idle dream. To
help equip all our sons and daughters in howsoever
slight a degree to bear their share in that responsibility

is worth every bit of effort that it takes.

SELF-GOVERNMENT COMMITTEE,
2 Wall Stret, New York.

Richard Welling, Chairman.
Lyman Beecher Stowe. Secretary.

Charles S. Fairchild, Treasurer.

The Committee publishes a series of free pamphlets
on the subject. It also employs an expert whose serv-

ices may be procured for the asking by any school

that wishes to introduce Self-Government.

FROM OUR SUBSCRIBERS.
I have been taking the Kindergarten Magazine for 16

years and it proved more helpful to me last year than

any time since I began taking it. This year, with the

pictures added, I consider it better than ever. I make
use of the block-building, paper-cutting, and other il-

lustrations. They give me a starting point for ideas. I

keep the Magazine always on hand.
L. E. F., Hannibal, Mo.

I read and study every number of the Kindergarten
Primary Magazine, and I seldom find a page in which
there is not something that helps me in my work. I

classify them under different headings and refer to

them occasionallv, to refresh my memory. The Com-
mittee of the Whole has helped me verv much.

E. K., Rome, Ga.

It seems to me that every number of the magazine
is just a little better than, the one before. I find

something to help me in every article, almost, that

appears in the Magazine. Stories, songs, and games,
I can always use.

G. L. G., Nashville, Tenn.

I am subscribing for two years at a time, for I do
not want to miss a number.

JULIA M., Kansas City.

I found the story section in this Magazine most help-

ul. Also the Gift and Occupation suggestions. There
are so many times one is at a loss to find the right
gift or occupation. Would like to see those articles

continued. And this year's Magazine is to be fine with
the added Mother Play pictures.

N. E. D.

As I have only been a subscriber to your Magazine
for about a year and a half, I hardly know what your
subjects have been heretofore.
Under your Story and Game department I would

like to see stories for dramatizing. I would also like

to see some suggestions for mothers' meetings and
songs with the music.

&_L. D., High Bridge.

Am enclosing my subscription for new year and
must say I could hardly do without the many helpful
articles that come each month.
The little "Gift" lessons have been very suggestive,

whi e Dr. Hailmann's articles, those by Miss Merrill and
those on the Montessori Methods have all been interest-
ing and valuable.

L. S. M., Winnipeg, Man.

New York. The Normal College of the City of New
York, Park and Lexington Avenue, 68th and 69th St.

Public meeting of the New York Public School Kin-
dergarten Association, January 21, 1914—4:00 P. M.
Lecture by Susan E. Blow. Topic, "A Plea for the
Study of Great Literature."

About $15,000 is earned annually by the boys in the
co-operative industrial course in the high school at

Fitchburg, Mass.

SANTA CLAUS.
Santa Claus is coming soon,

In his little sleigh,

Hear his sleigh-bells tinkle,

Tinkle all the way,

Santa Claus is coming soon,
Down the chimney, oh,

He is a very jolly man,
In fur from top to toe

!

Teacher's Magazine of New York, and Kindergarten
Primary Magazine, both one year for, $1.80

Educational Foundations of New York, and Kinder-
• garten-Primary Magazine, one full year for, $1.80

Miss Bertha Johnston, formerly editor of the Kinder-
garten-Primary Maeazine, and present editor of the
Committee of the Whole of this Magazine, is enjoying
a trip to Europe. She is, at present, in London.

A comparison of 625 star athletes of the Naval
Academy with 580 nonathletes, in both cases from the

classes of 1892-1911, shows that apparently the non-
athletics are in better physical condition than the

athletes.

THE DRUM.
Elizabeth Fbeeis

I like a big drum, with its rub-a-dee-dum.
'Tis booming and shouting, "Come, boys

!

Come and follow the boom of the beautiful drum,
Leave everything, quick ! and come

!

With a rub-a-dee-dub-a-dee-dum, boys,

A rub-a-dee-dub-a-dee-dum !"

Then it sings a great song of how men the world long
Have fought for their land and their homes, boys.

It says, "Comrades all, if your country should call,

Then you must be ready to come.
To fight and to die, if there's need, boys, ,

To the boom of the beautiful drum."
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DOLL LIZZIE'S BIRTHDAY.
Susan Plessner Pollock

Part I.

Gertrude was four years old; her birthday had been
finely celebrated, that is, her mother had baked her a
birthday cake and placed four lighted candles around
it; that had made Gertrude very happy. "Next, Nicks
must have a birthday," said Herman the next day, "and
then doll Lizzie may have her turn, and last, the new
white lamb." That was a good thought. Grandma
gave them a slice of biscuit, the forest must give the
candles, pine needles, which stood stifly just like little

candles. They stood them up thickly in a circle about
the round slice of biscuit, which was Nicksie's birth-

day cake. They carried it to the bench under the oak
tree, and then they brought Nicksie himself, but first

Herman put a pink on his breast, which he fastened
with a pin. Herman's father, you see, had put a pink
on him on his birthday, but Nicks, alas, had no button-
hole in his fur, that was why they must use a pin.

When the children told rabbit Nicksie that today was
his birthday, he rolled along quite happily with them
out under the oak tree; he would have hopped if he
had not been on rollers. The white lamb also rolled

along, while Gertrude held doll Lizzie by the hand, so
that she came marching quite quickly forward. Just
at this time Hector came running back from a trip to
the woods. How he pricked up his ears! He did not
know that today was a birthday, but he wondered much
what the round cake with the green pine needles stick-

ing up around it meant. "Come on, old fellow," said
Herman. "Come up closely and look at it all !" and
Gertrude ran after Andy and Kitty, that they might
have a good time too.

Now the whole company stood under the tree to-

gether and wondered what it was all about ! Hector
and Andy went quite near and Kitty, with one jump,
was on the bench. All three smelled of the bread-cake.
Fortunately, the green pine needle candles pricked their

noses or they would surely have snapped it up. When
they had enjoyed looking at it long enough, the cake
was eaten. It tasted very nice, for grandma had
sprinkled the circular piece of bread with sugar, the
good grandmama! On the next day Lizzie was to have
her birthday. That was decided, and Gertrude whis-
pered in her ear that she would put a wreath on her
head instead of a pink in the buttonhole. Lizzie was
very much surprised and almost laughed aloud for
pleasure, but when the next day came Grandmama said
she wished to talk over some matters with the God-
mother and would therefore go to Lerum. She would
stay there to dinner and Herman and Gertrude could
accompany her. To Lerum! That was delightful. Per-
haps they would have the surprise of meeting Herr
Pessumehr, or at least they might go into the castle-

garden and see the parrots in the greenhouses (con-
servatory). The joy was great and Lizzie's birthday
was forgotten.

It was late at night when they returned and now they
had much to tell the dear father and mother. They
had almost seen Herr Pessumehr this time, but just as
they had opened the garden gate he had that minute
unlocked the house door in order that he might enter,

so they had only seen his coat-tails. That was unlucky,
but therefore were they better able to admire the par-
rots and the turtle ; the poor turtle that always looked
so bored and could not himself play with the golden
ball which the fountain continually tossed up into the
air. The monkeys, who made faces, they had also
watched—in fact, everything, except Herr Pessumehr,
that was to be seen. The children could have talked
one-half of the night, but it was time to go to bed and
father and mother were strict about regularity and
good habits—they must, therefore, stop talking for
now.

Part II. will follow next time,

THE SONG OF THE RED BIRD.
Fannie Louise Burgheim

Far away in the darkest corner of the beautiful world,
is the land, called by the wise. Blind Thoughtlessness.
Here a little boy was born, strangely unlike his people,

for his eyes were open, and struggled against the dark-
ness. The people of this land could not see that his

eyes were open, but they felt the difference, and left

him alone. Every day he grew, and struggled more
and more against the perpetual acceptance of the peo-
ple in the land of Blind Thoughtlessness.
One day the denseness of this land melted slightly,

and The Boy eagerly followed the faint gleam of light

until he reached a place called Dim Light. Here the

people saw but dimly, and the feeble light did not
satisfy The Boy's craving. A wise man told the lad

about the distant land of Sunshine, where all saw
clearly, when they had earned the gift of Perfect Hap-
piness. So The Boy of the Wide Open Eyes pushed
past the dusky underbrush surrounding the border of
the land of Dim Light, and, after many weary days,

reached the land of Dancing Sunbeams, the land of the
Singing Forest, the nearest he could aspire to the land
of Full Light, until he had earned the gift of Perfect
Happiness.
The beauty of the cool forests, the clear, pure water

of the numerous springs refreshed The Boy, and he fell

asleep. In the morning the warbling of the birds, the

song of the brook and the whisper of the breezes awoke
him.

"This must be the Land of Song!" exclaimed The
Boy, and for sheer happiness he broke into a lusty

carol.

"My, but you are happy," chirped a little bird, as he
tilted on the limb of a tiny bush.

"Yes, yes." replied The Boy, "but surely I have not
found the gift of Perfect Happiness so soon?"
"Oh, no." sang the bird. "It takes the best of us to

remain happy when the storms rage."

"Are there storms here?" cried The Boy.
"You will see;" and the bird flew away.
But the days passed quietly, and The Boy sang with

the forest.

"Surely," he cried to his little brown friend, "I have
found the gift of Perfect Happiness now?"
"Twee Te Twee," sang the bird, and flew away.
That night, for the first time, the stars did not

soothe The Boy to sleep, for they were hidden under
dense Mack clouds that reminded The Boy of the land

of Blind Thoughtlessness. The wind, however, sang
the wildest and most weird of songs, and the brook
sobbed as it sang. Suddenly a stillness came over the

valley. The sweet pure notes of the Red Bird, alone,

trilled and called throughout the terrible tempest
soothing the frightened boy, who clung so close to the

damp earth. At last, one star came out, and re-

assured. The Boy fell fast asleep.

In the morning, the sun shone and the dew drops
shimmered with the most wondrous baby rainbows;
all the birds sang, and the breezes and the brook, but
the sweetest music was the thrilling of the Red Bird,

high up in the branches of a leafy apple tree.

"Surely, he hath found the gift of Perfect Happi-
ness," murmured The Boy, and lifting his awed face

to the lovely Red Bird, he whispered :

"Teach me how to find the gift of Perfect Hap-
piness."

The Red Bird ceased his warb'ing.

"Do you know what the gift of Perfect Happi-
ness is?"

"No." replied The Bov.
"Love is the gift of Perfect Happiness.''

"Then teach me. oh, Red Bird, to find it."

"I will," sang the bird, and flew to the feet of The
Boy. Here he dug his bill in the soft, moist earth,

dropped something shiny and black into the tiny crevice
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which he had made, and after covering it with the rich

loam, he flew upwards, singing "Watch here."

For many days The Boy followed the sweet notes of
the Red Bird, and each morning he noted a flash of
scarlet hovering near the place of the tiny crevice.

One morning a bit of green raised its feeble head above
the earth and whispered weakly to The Boy, "A drop
of water, please."

The Boy was tired from a long run around the
forest in pursuit of the Red Bird, but he willingly ran
its whole length again to bring a refreshing bath to
the thirsty sprout. All day he watched the tender
growing plant, and thus for many days he brought it

water, cut down the overshadowing shrubbery to let

the warm rays of the sun shine upon it. But The Boy
never forgot the terror of the storm and the fear of it

lurked in his soul. One night the stars were again
hidden by the dense black clouds and the forest rocked
and moaned. The Boy crept nearer to his little tree

and laid a loving hand upon it but when the merciless
lightning burst the earth asunder, when the wind
shrieked and screeched with the increasing fury of the

storm, fear seized The Boy's soul and he fled. Sobbing
he sought refuge in a cave, which ran beneath the
brook. In the morning, shamefaced, he sought his

little tree and found its frail stalk lashed almost to the
dripping earth. Then The Boy's overwhelming love
for the little tree, together with his sincere repentance,

cast fear out of his heart forever.

All day The Boy tended his little tree, bringing it

healing baths from the brook, but the sweetest balm
was his remorseful tears.

Thus for many years The Boy guarded the sturdily

growing tree. In the winter, when the snows came, he
watched to see that the strong winds did not break
the growing stretching limbs. When the spring came,
The Boy discarded his winter hut, hewed from the for-

est trees, and slept in the open. All through the long
years^the Red Bird carrolled his song of promise, and
each night The Boy prayed to the songster

:

"Teach me the gift of Perfect Happiness soon."

One spring The Boy noted a new grace and beauty
about the tree. The Red Bird hovered near its leafy

boughs and sang and sang and somehow The Boy's
heart kept singing and singing in accord. One morn-
ing the sweetest fragrance awoke him, and lo, on the

topmost hough of his little apple tree, a great pink
blossom nodded and sang a cheery "Good morning."
Never had The Boy breathed so fragrant a perfume,
never had the Red Bird sung so beautifully, nor had
the voices of the forest ever blended in such perfect

harmony.

For three days The Boy watched the glorious blos-

som, then one morning he awoke to find the petals scat-

tered on the ground, and a tiny green knob bobbed
where the pink blossom had danced to the singing of
the forest ; and somehow his heart kept on singing

in time to the throaty notes of the Red Bird. Each
day the knob grew rounder and larger and the sun's

rays kissed it so ardently that it grew rosy from blush-

ing. At last, there trembled on the topmost branch of
the little tree, a great red apple which shaded to pure
gold near its heart. As the happy boy gazed lovingly

at the little -tree which had borne such perfect fruit, a

little singing breeze came along and brushed the apple

into his outstretched hand. .

Then the Red Bird sang the most wondrous of songs,

piercing the lovely stillness of the forest with his clear

high notes, and, as he soared away into the blue sky,

he called

:

"Boy, you have earned the gift of Perfect Happiness,
it is the Apple of Love."

That night, when the storm raged, the Red Bird did

not sing alone, for The Boy's heart sang too.

THE LIGHT-BIRD
Bertha Johnston

As man is a unified and undivided whole, altho com-
posed of va ious members, so the child becomes at first

conscious of his being in its entirety and inseparable-
ness before it develops the conception of the single and
the separate. It is, indeed, most important all through
life, for the inner and outer unfolding of the child, that
this apprehension, this contemplation of the unity and
completeness of life, become to him well-established
and real, before he descends to the contemplation and
culture of the individual and the particular. Mental
and bodily activity seem and are so different in their
purpose, but there is naught of them that does not, espe-
cially in the first unfolding, affect the other, so close is

their interdependence. And in play with the limbs
not even the leg movement, have we seen which has
not, at the same time, laid claim to the sense of sight,

yes, even in the boy's desire to climb to the moon, we
must notice how the exciting of the sense of sight re-

acts on the child's bodily and mental activity.

Further, that the child, simultaneously with the ex-
citing of the sense of sight, requires, nay, demands
that of the sense of hearing, you see, thoughtful and
solicitously observant, further, in this: how differently

everything affects y'our child when you accompany it

with word and tune than when you do not. And how,
in agreement with this, you, without reflection, and
without a moment's questioning, true to your mother
instinct and feeling, at once join to words all you do
with him, and more than this, clothe them with pecu-
liarly vigorous accents.
But here again at least at the beginning, the appre-

hension of word and tune, and the awakening, unfold-
ing, and cultivation of the sense of hearing, seem to be
closely associated with that of sight.

Yes, this original oneness and homogenity of the
senses is to be seen, mother, in that your child, at the
beginning, everything that he sees and that he feels in

his little hand, takes at once to his mouth, but very
soon, sight, the seeing sense, comes forward as exam-
iner and regulator of these, as of all remaining sense
perceptions; as, in the seeing sense, quite peculiarly,

the soul, the true seer of man's being (or rather his

being, as seer and soul) lies open before you. There-
fore, you say: "Through your dear eyes, my child, I

look into your soul." And we speak of a soulful, as in

another relation, and in a higher, more spiritual mean-
ing, of a beautiful eye; of a healthful eye and mind,
for the highest and most important in the life of the
child; we demand the exercise of this sense by the
child from the first: "Ah, my child, look out!" "Look
about you, child!" And we complain over the failure

to use this sense. ''My child, you see nor hear noth-
ing!" In this you directly express how important is

the cultivation of the sense of sight, the seeing sense,

for the inner and the external welfare of your child;

how peculiarly it is the true centre of his soul nurture
and again, the source and germ of all that educates his

life and spirit.

Thus, dear mother, we have reached with mutual
understanding and clarity, the center and point of de-

parture of all your dear child's nurture, which we
would bestow upon him by means of these Mother
Plays and songs. We would elevate him to the undis-

turbed, untroubled development, the undisturbed use

of all his spiritual activities, as one that is a unity in

himself; we would, without injuring the unity, the sim-
pleness of his being or disturbing his healthy life, or

without chilling the warmth of his sympathies; on the

contrary, holding fast to this health and warmth of

life, through feeling, through self-possession, we would
make your child to see, in the completed and highest

significance of the word—seeing' and feeling.

For seeing, with sympathy and love is the highest

(Continued on page 116)



THE COMMITTEEofTHE WHOLE
CONDUCTED BY BERTHA JOHNSTON

THIS COMMITTEE OF THE WHOLE, of which all Subscribers to the Kin-
dergarten-Primary Magazine are members, will consider those various prob-
lems which meet the practicing Kindergartner—problems relating to the
School-room proper. Ventilation, Heating, and the like; the Aesthetics of
School-room Decoration; Problems of the Physical Welfare of the Child, in-
cluding the Normal, the Defective, and the Precocious; questions suggest-
ed by the use of Kindergarten Material, the Gifts, Occupations, Games. Toys,
Pits; Mothers-meetings; School Government; Child Psychology; the relation
of Home to School and the Kindergarten to the Grades; and problems re-
garding the Moral Development of the Child and their relation to Froebel's
Philosophy and Methods All questions will be welcomed and also any
suggestions of -ways in which Kindergartners have successfully met the
problems incidental to kindergarten and primary practice. All replies to
queries will be made through this department, and not by correspondence.

Address all inquiries to

MISS BERTHA JOHNSTON, EDITOR,

369 Clinton St., Brooklyn, N. Y-

To The Editor :

My attention was attracted some time ago to the

following item in a daily paper. It seems to me it

reflects little credit upon us as a Christian nation.

What can be done to counteract such unkindness on

the part of children?

Zoo Crowd Jeers at Hindu.

A tall East Indian clad in white flannels and wearing
on his head a brilliant red turban attracted more at-

tention than the animals at the Bronx Zoo as he wan-
dered about the park paths, followed by an army of

women and children. Several times he paused and
motioned them back.

Tired of the attention he attracted, he left the Zoo,

and an hour later was found where some 200 children

were taunting and teasing him. Capt. Hodgins took

the man to the station house. There by much ques-

tioning it was learned that the East Indian was Mazie
Shek, cook on a tramp steamer. Shek said he went
out for a walk but could not find his way back to

the ship. He was sent to the Municipal Lodging House
for the night.

" New York City. I. T. B.

Unkindness to aliens or to those who differ from us

in dress, manners or customs is common to the unthink-

ing, the untraveled, and the uncultivated. In children

it seems to be a survival of the days of savagery. It

is one form in which the clanish instinct expresses

itself. Lack of imagination, the inability to "put

oneself in his place," leads to such thoughtless acts of

cruelty.

It might be well to make this excerpt the text for

a short discussion at Mothers' Meetings, and also, the

teacher might read it in class some day and ask the

children what they thought of such conduct. Tell

them that in Japan, while children might follow a
foreigner out of curiosity, travelers agree that in such
a case they would exhibit no rudeness nor unkindness.
They are trained to courtesy. Read to, them or have
them read "Seven Little Sisters" and "Ten Boys on the

Road From Long Ago to Now," or similar books, and
explain how each nation has something to contribute

to humanity, and that if we send missionaries to other
countries to tell them that our civilization and religion

are better than theirs, even little children must prove
this by their actions.

The editor once passed a small flat dwelling outside
which stood a hearse, while the funeral services were
being conducted inside. It was winter weather and
the children had made a slide a door or so from the

dwelling, and some were sliding and yelling and making
? great noise while others stood curiously around.
Thoughtlessness, heartlessness, irreverence even in the

presence of death—these are all too common in our
American life, and teachers and parents may accom-

plish great good if they work together to inculcate in

children imagination and sympathy for the troubles

of other people; not the sympathy that weeps over a

sentimental story, but that which refrains from giving

pain and which is glad to give such kindly aid as a

child can give.

To The Editor :

I came across this Prayer of the Horse recently and
it occurred to me that it was suitable for the columns
of your Christmas issue, especially for the teachers of

the rural schools. S.; T.

"To thee, my master, I offer my prayer. Feed me,
water and care for me, and when the day's work is

done provide me with shelter, a clean, dry bed and a

stall wide enough for me to lie down in comfort. Talk
to me. Your voice often means as much to me as the

reins. Pet me sometimes, that I may serve you the

more gladly and learn to love you. Do not jerk the

reins and do not whip me when going up hill. Never
strike, beat or kick me when I do not understand what
you want, but give me a chance to understand you.
Watch me, and if I fail to do your bidding see if

something is not wrong with my harness or my feet.

"Examine my teeth when I do not eat. I may have
an ulcerated tooth, and that, you know, is very pain-
ful. Do not tie my head in an unnatural position or
take away my best defense against flies and mosquitoes
by cutting off my tail.

"And finally, oh, my master, when my useful strength
is gone do not turn me out to starve or freeze, or sell

me to some cruel owner to be slowly tortured and
starved to death ; but do thou, my master, take my life

in the kindest way and your God will reward you here
and hereafter.

"You will .not consider me irreverent if I ask this

in the name of Him who was born in a stable." Amen.

To The Editor :

The streets of New York City have suddenly be-
come alive with boys rolling along on a new kind of
vehicle ,(?) which seems to be an extension of the
roller-skate and which is so simply made that I must
write you a description of it so that teachers can show
other boys how to make them. Once one boy has
constructed one, every other boy in the neighborhood
will soon have one. They call them "push-mobiles"
or "skate-automobiles" and are made as follows : Take
two pieces of wood about three inches wide and two or
more feet long. At one end of one, screw two of the
wheels of a roller-skate and fasten the remaining pair of
wheels at the other end. Then nail the second piece of
wood at right angles to the first. The boy stands on
one board and holds on to the other. Giving a push
with one foot, off he goes, rolling and sliding
along, the impetus often carrying him a considerable
distance, especially if the street incline slightly.
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Every muscle of the body is exercised, and
although the noise of the rolling wheels is not
pleasant to sensitive nerves, it is nevertheless a pleasure
to know of one more inexpensive toy that employs
happily the normal city child who must spend so much
time in the streets. F .M.

To The Editor :

It will interest parents and educators living in the
vicinity of New York and Brooklyn to learn that Dr.
Henry Neumann, Ph. D., leader of the Brooklyn
Society for Ethical Culture, will give a course at the

well-known Brooklyn Institute of Arts and Sciences,

on "Moral and Civic Education." The course will study
aims and methods in character-building from childhood
through adolescence, beginning with a broad survey
of the social forces working for and against sound
moral development. M. L.

The editor calls attention to a fascinating little book,
by Hedwig Levi, the fourth in her series of occupa-
tions for children from the standpoint of Froebel. This
is called "How to Make Doll Furniture Out of Matches
and Match Boxes." It is well illustrated with dia-

grams and with photographic reproductions of the
finished products. These are charming in the extreme,
being finished with painstaking care. Fifty-eight pieces

of furniture are described. Although written in Ger-
man, the illustrations are so clear that the articles

can be made by an intelligent child with an occasional
word of explanation from a German-speaking friend.

Published by Otto Maier, Ravensburg, Germany. We
understand that E. P. Dutton & Co., New York,
handle Miss Levi's books.

THE LIGHT-BIRD
(Continued from page 114)

attribute of being, yes, even of God, the eternal forsee-

ing and providing Love.
You may, therefore, confidently follow me along the

beaten path, yet always with clear eyes, with deeper,
broader insight, and especially with entire trust, for it

is the way which, from now on we must travel, through
that region, as simple as it is great, of child culture;
the fostering and employment of his life instincts, the
education of his impulses for occupation.
And now to the little play itself, I have found it in

all grades of social life, in village and town, as I grew
up with it myself, played with it in my own family cir-

cle, and as a boy, so often did it for the pleasure of my
younger brothers and sisters.

Love produces for the child the Light-Bird, a beam
of light upon a shaded wall, by means of the reflection

of sunlight from a shining surface; taking a piece of
looking-glass, or else other reflecting surface (even
that of water in a vessel, glass or cup will serve) so. by
means of the reflection of a sunbeam upon an unlight-
ed wall (altho opposite the sun) to make it visble as
a moving spot of light.

The higher significance of the little play is indicated
in the song and motto, but it is not the only one that
may be found therein and the same is true of the pre-

ceding and the following plays, songs and mottoes, nor
are these songs and mottoes, nor this explanation, given
to you with the idea that this is the only, nor yet the
best that one is made to feel, think, express, or arouse
in the child; all is given to you, thoughtful mother,
only as an example, as it were a guide, how to keep, to
share, and to awaken in your little one, what they
make, perceive and so express, you yourself feel

"Mother, what has the boy in his hand?" "It is a
little mirror." "What will he do with it?,' "He wants
the sun to shine on it." "Why?" "So that a spot of
light, of sunshine, shall shine on it for the pleasure of
his little brother." "Oh yes, I see it, it looks like a
little bird." "Yes, it seems so, too, to his little brother,

and so he wants to catch it, just like a birdling,"

"Mother, give me your little mirror, I want to make
one." "Here is a cup, which makes one also, but don't
break it." "See, mother, I can do it too." "Why not?"
"You do it, mother, for I want to catch the bird."
"Yes, do it." "Oh mother, the light bird won't let me
catch it; when I think I have it under my hand, it

shines on my hand." "Yes, the Light-bird is only
pure light, and that cannot be captured. We cannot
capture everything." "You cannot catch me, mother!

—

just try once." "See, I have caught my darling. You
must be quicker, dear." "Look, mother, what are the
children doing?" "They are trying to catch the butter-
flies, the two girls with, their net, the little girl

with her hand, and that one there, who rests on her
knee, with her skirt, but it has escaped." "What is

the little girl on the wall doing? She stands so still?"

"Do you not see how she raises herself; she wants to

help the children there, but cannot get over the wall

but she raises herself as high as she can." "But
mother, the boy there can get over the wall, I would
want to, too, why doesn't he climb entirely over?" "Do
you not see how he looks at his brother, who wants to

catch the swallows under the roof; but it has flown
away, so that we cannot eyen see it." "There are two
little children yet, but they sit and stand so quietly, they
certainly are not trying to catch anything, mother."
"And yet, my child, they want to hold something.
Guess what?" "I do not know." "There over the two
lakes the sun sinks so serenely, they would like to hold
its golden beams much longer. Can that be done, my
son?" "And where do you suppose, mother? The suu
is so far away, there behind the hills on the lake, and
the beams are only light." "And yet they hold them
fast." "No, mother, that cannot be." "Yes, child,

through their eyes, in their hearts." Do you not know
how father said goodbye to you with such kind eyes
and loving look, when he left us on his last journey,
and did you not recently tell me about it again, and so

see it for yourself, as you asked: "Doesn't dear father

come back soon?" "Oh, yes, mother, I always seethe
dear father;" "See, dear, fathers' love you can also

see and hold fast, even if he is not actually here in his

person and body." "Yes, indeed, mother, I can."

Democracy in the School
Ella Flagq Young

(Excerpt From Address)

Our schools are not so democratic as they should be
or as they will be; democracy in the schools spells op-

portunity; every child is gifted with certain abilities,

and it is the duty of the teacher to bring them out.

It is the duty of the public school teacher to bring

out the best in the child.

Several of Arizona'si school laws are models of simplic-

ity and effectiveness, according to otlicials of the U. S.

Bureau of Education.

The Progressive Teacher of Nashville, Tenn., and the

Kindergarten-Primary Magazine, both one fulbyear, for

only $1.20

School and home education of Bloomington. 111., and
the Kindergarten-Primary Magazine both one full year,

$1.80

American Education of Albany N. Y., and the Kinder-
garten-Primary Magazine, both one year, $1.80

The School Century of Oak Park, 111., and the Kinder-
garten Primary Magazine, both one year, $1.60

The School Bulletin of Syracuse, N. Y. and the Kinder-
garten-Primary Magazine, both one year, $1.60

Ohio Educational Monthly of Columbus, and the

Kindergarten-Primary Magazine, both one year, $1,60
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BOOK NOTES

The House With the Silver Door. By Eva March
Tappan. Cloth. 185 pps. Size about 6x8 inches.

Price $1.00 net. Published by Houghton Mifflin

Company, Boston, New York and Chicago.

Three original fairy stories, "The House with
the Silver Door," "King Hansel the First," and "The
Star Princess," told in Miss Tappan's natural and
excellent way. Prettily illustrated.

Wonder Songs. By Clayton Johns. Paper. 20 pps.

Price 75 cents. Boston Music Company, Boston, .Mass.

Six selections from "Artful Antics" by Oliver Her-
ford, as follows: "A Belatetl Violet," "The First Rose
of Summer," "The Three Robbers," "Heroes," "The
Elf and the Dormouse," "A Fable."

Songs for Children. We have received from the Bos-
ton Music Company, Boston, Mass., five little volumes
in paper under the above title. Price of each. 75 cents.

They are as follows:

Five Children's Songs from Robert Louis Steven-
son's "Child's Garden of Verses," Music by Daniel
Gregory Mason.

Five Songs for Little Girls and Boys, by Mari Paldi.

Five Songs with Piano Accompaniment, by N. Lind-
say Norden.

Six Sing Songs with Piano Accompaniment, by G.
Marschat Lospke, to words by Robert Louis Stevenson.

Pillow-Land, Six Songs with pianoforte accompa-
niment. Words and music by Clifton Bingham.

The Song Child. Songs for School, Home and Kin-
dergarten. Music by Carrie Bullard. The Boston Music
Company, Boston, Mass. 40 pps. Price 50 cents.

Twenty-one delightful songs relating to the seasons,
child life, nature study, the holidays, etc.

The Song Book of Nursery Fhymes. Paper. 26 pps.
Price 75 cents. The Boston Music Company. Boston,
Mass.

Contains 17 of the best known and ever popular nur-
sery rhymes set to music for the young, by Joseph
Fredericks.

School Efficiency. A Constructive Study Applied to

New York City. Being a summary and interpretation
of the report of the educational aspects of the school
inquiry, by Paul H. Hanus. Cloth. 228 pages. Pub-
lished by World Book Company, Yonkers-on-Hudson,
New York. Price $1.00.

Few more important educational books have been
issued during the past decade. This series should be
read by every teacher.

Songs for Tom, Dick, "Boh and Peg^y. Music by Ben-
jamine Whelpley. Words by Elizabeth Could. Illu-

strations by Josephine Bruce. Boards. 56 pps. Price
$1.00 net. Boston Music Company, Boston, Mass.

16 illustrated songs for little children, with music,
as follows:

When Peggy Rings the Bell, The Shadow, Clouds,
The Bubble, Knight of the Hobby Horse, The Sea
Shell, Swing Song, The Moon, Little Red Bush, The
Wind, Procession Days, The Snow Man, Darks Nights,
The Rain, Lullaby, The Kite.

The Book of Useful Plants. By Julia Ellen Rog-
ers, author of The Tree Book, The Shell Book, etc.

Beautifully bound in cloth. 374 pps. Size about
5x7j/2 inches. Numerous full page illustrations.

Price $1.10 net. Published by Doubleday Page &
Company, Garden City, Long Island, New York
City.

Popularly told facts about those important plants
that feed and clothe the world. They are treated
as living personalities and their habits, relationships

and the services they render are all discussed in

simple, untechnical language that will lay bare the
great field of fact and romance that underlies the
greatest industries of all people. This book puts
us in a new viewpoint to the world around.

Little Girl Blue Plays "I Spy." By Joseph'.ne

Scribner Gates. Boards, beautifully illuminated cov-
ers. 52 pages. Size 5^x6 inches. Price 50c net.

Published by Houghton Mifflin Company, Boston,
New York and Chicago.

A new "Little Girl Blue" story, in which the small
heroine who is a doll—plays "I Spy" and indulges
in many new and diverting escapades.

A Book of Fairy Talc Bears. Edited by Clifton

Johnson. Cloth. Illuminated covers. 184 pps, size

4Vjx7. Price 75c net. Published by Houghton,
Mifflin Company, Boston, New York and Chicago.

This collection of about twenty of the best fairy

stories about bears has been gathered from the
folk-lore of all nations. The stories will be most
interesting to children from live to twelve years
old, but to all who are interested in fairy tales or
folk-lore this method of presenting familiar fairy

stories should have special appeal. The colored il-

lustrations are decorative and striking.

We have received from the Grand Rapids Public
Library a copy of their October Bulletin which contains
a revised list of the library books on vocational guid-
ance with an outline of the course of study relating to
this subject adopted by the City of Grand Rapids. This
list was originally published in October, 1911, and the
present revision is ba3ed on the experience of two
years work. The bulletin should be of interest to
teachers and supervisors everywhere.

We have received from A. Flanagan Company the
Primary Plan Books for November and December, by
Marion M. George. These books are published at
the low price of 25 cents each, and contain an average
of about 125 pages. The Christmas Plan Book, by the
same author, price 25 cents, abounds in good things,
and every teacher should have a copy. The same firm
have also sent us the Intermediate and Grammar Grade
Plan Books, by the same author, prices same as for

the Primary Plan Book. The whole series is most
helpful.

We have received from Houghton-Mifflin Com-
pany five beautiful volumes of children's books,
beautifully bound with illuminated covers, and con-
taining numerous color plates. They are all large
in size, about 6%x8j/2 inches, containing 30 or more
pages each. Printed on beautifully tinted stock,
and presenting altogether a most beautiful volume
for children. The price is 50c each, net. The sub-
jects are as follows: The Three Golden Apples, by
Nathaniel Hawthorne; The Story of Richard
Doubledick, by Charles Dickens; Captain Bold-
heart, a story for children, by Charles Dickens;
William Tinkling, by Charles Dickens; The Para-
dise of Children, by Nathaniel Hawthorne.

"Ballads of the 'Be-Ba-Boos." By D. K. Stevens. Illus-

trated by Katherine Maynadier Daland. Cloth, 100

large pages, 7$ixl0]4. Published by the Houghton,
Mifflin Co., Boston and New York.

This book contains 12 illustrated ballads for chil-

dren, as follows : The Great Bowling Match, The
Aviator, The Marine Disaster, The Weather Man, The
Spring-Leg Cassowary, The Military Band, The So-
ciety Circus, The Fourth of July Regatta, The Annual
Fishing Match, The Agricultural Fair, The Unsus-
pected Talent, The Christmas Tree.
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"Child Land in Song and Rhyme." By Harriet Blanche
Jones. Music by Florence Newell Barbour. Boards,
54 large pages, 7^4x11 inches. Price $1.00 net. Pub-
lished by Arthur P. Schmidt, Leipsig, Germany, Bos-
ton and New York.

Contains four greeting and good-bye songs, thirteen

nature songs, seven birds and bees songs, eight farm
songs, three patriotic songs, five play-time songs, six

dance rhymes, with some IS or 20 other songs of a
special or miscellaneous nature, and including a Thanks-
giving and Christmas and Easter song. All specially

for little c hildren.

"Song for the Home and Kindergarten." By Ida C.

Knapp. Paper, 54 large pages, 8xl0j/2 inches. Price
not given. Published by White-Smith Music Pub-
lishing Co., Boston, New York and Chicago.

The author aims in these songs to present the simple
material of the child world, his home, his environment
and his natural interest, in a childlike manner, thereby
obtaining a free and spontaneous expression of what
he can easily understand. The book presents three

songs with music, related to the Tea-Party, eight relat-

ing to the family, five bird songs, three boating songs,
and some twenty or more other child songs.

"Story Telling Poems." Selected and arranged for

story-telling and reading aloud and for the clnldren's

own reading. By Frances Jenkins Olcott. Cloth,
384 pages, 5^4x7^ ins. Published by Houghton,
Mifflin & Co., Boston and Chicago. Price $1.25 net.

In this volume are brought together fables, legends,
tales of humor and feeling, fairy, magic, historical

stories, parables and sacred stories. All told in verse.

The rhymes and poems are selected for their story-tell-

ing quality, for their lively interest to children, their
humorous and ethical value. They are grouped, under
subjects and are as far as possible graded so that they
may be used in the class room with ease from grades
first to eighth.

"Nature and Industry Readers." By Elizabeth V.
Brown, Supervisor of Primary Schools, Washington,
D. C. Published by the World Book Co., Yonkers-
on-Hudson, New York. Price not given.

A series of supplementary readers, which draw upon
the world's best literature. They present well selected
nature material and stories on industry. They are
adapted to use as readers, or to supplement nature, ge-
ography or history lessons. In this series of books an
ertort is made to present subjects so familiar to chil-

dren that they may observe nature in the city garden,
and parks, as well as in the field. They have been
made in sequence so as to aid the young observer in

his rambles with Dame Nature. In addition to miscel-

. laneous interest, the stories deal especially with plants,

insects, reptiles and animals.

"Vocation and Learning." By Plugo Munsterberg,
Ph. D., M. D., Litt, D. LL.D., of Harvard Univer-
sity. Cloth, 289 pp., Sy2 x7}i- Published by the Peo-
ple's University, University City, St. Louis, Mo.
Mr. Munsterberg is the author of several volumes of

somewhat similar import. The author feels strongly
that the right guidance of the youth to the special lite

occupation is a function of the community no less im-
portant and no less difficult than the right schooling.
He asserts that the first step toward the fulfilment of
this too long negelcted duty must evidently be the

analysis of the demands which are made by the various
vocations, and therefore understanding given to the

deeper inner demands of our occupation and profes-
sions. The book is written with the sincere hope that

it will help to a fuller understanding of the social prob-

lem in which perhaps all the other problems of society

are rooted.

"Barbara's Philippine Journey." By Frances Williston
Burks, with introduction by Frank M. McMurry.
Illustrated by Herman Heyer, Earl Harter and G. W.
.Peters. Cloth, 199 pp, 5p2x8 ins. Price not given.
Published by World Book Co., Yonkers-on-Hudson,
New York.

One of the most difficult portions of the entire ele-

mentary school curriculum to teach is that of geography
dealing with the broadest facts about the earth, as a
whole, namely, the continents, ocean, climate, leading
surtace teatures, etc. This volume is intended to teach
geography by relating the earth to man. it follows
similar lines to those famous books, "Each and All"
and "Seven Little Sisters," by Jane Andrews, it may
be called biographical studies of geography, presented
in story form, giving the facts in relation to a child,

sure to interest the children, while the statements are
truthful and instructive.

"Pedagogial Anthropology." By Maria Montessori,
M. V. Iranslated by irederic Taber Cooper. Illus-

trated. Frederick A. Stokes Co., Mew York. Price,

$3.50, net; postpaid, $3.75.

In these days of study of the Montessori method,
this book of lectures, which show the scientific founda-
tion of Dr. Montessori's ideas, will be of great interest

to her followers.

Pedagogial anthropology, according to Dr. Mon-
tessori, studies man with a view to his future develop-
ment and possible betterment. The only way we may
use our educational opportunities to the utmost, she
believes, is by starting with such a scientific study and
applying the discoveries to education. To learn step by
step something of the goal of development, to learn

how this development may be assisted, and to do so

by scientific methods—these are her aims.
This volume comprises the lectures given by Dr.

Montessori in the University of Rome during a period
of four years.

"Education—The Old and the New. School Manage-
ment, the Experience of Half a Century." By Wil-
liam P. Hastings, Battle Creek, Michigan : published
by the author. Cloth. Illustrated, 299 pp. Price
$1.00 net.

The American Primary Teacher says of this, book:
William P. Hastings is an octogenarian who writes

that he is "not injured" by a half century of school
work, and gives as his reason "the use of systematic
physical culture—work on the farm." His experience
is his "apology" for setting down many practical hints

and a little theory on primary and grammar school edu-
cation. He touches on almost every phase of education
from genetic psychology and the fine arts to moral
training and tne relation of subordinate teachers to

principals. He is thoroughly optimistic in his advice
to teachers, because he says he has observed so many
wonderful changes for the better and has such con-
fidence in the patriotic character of our present educa-
tors that it is reasonable to expect much greater prog-
ress than there has been in the past, "for our present
leaders of public sentiment are better educated than
were their predecessors who have wrought these won-
derful improvements, making the future full of even
greater things."

Carlo. By A. B. Frost. Cloth. 109 pages, Size 10x8
ins. Published by Doubleday, Page& Co., (iarderOity,
JN. Y.
A new book of drawings by the author who visualized

Uncle Remus. The drawings are all new and are in Mr.
Frost's best vein. The career of Carlo, a shaggy and
overgrown puppy, is whimsically portrayed—hisUdyssey
of trials and adventures—a book to make people smile.

School and Home, one of the live, progressive educa-

tional publications of the South, and the Kindergarten-

Primary Magazine, both one full year for $1,15



HINTS^SUGGESTIONS FOR RURAL TEACHERS
CONDUCTED BY GRACE DOW

TYEAR RURAL TEACHER—In undertaking this department I trust that ray somewhat extended experience in
'-''rural schools and my subsequent normal training and city school work may assist me in making it practically
helpful to you in your work with the little children. I understand the tremendous tax upon the time of any rural
teacher who is trying to do good work, the wide range of studies, the constant temptation to neglect the little ones
for the apparently more pressing need of the older classes and the lack of equipment necessary for the best work.
My hope is to assist you to secure better results with the small children.and I shall unhesitatingly recommend the
intelligent use of kindergarten material as likely to produce the best results with least expenditure of time. How
to use this material, what to select, what substitutes, etc. , will be discussed from month to month in these columns.

DECEMBER
The earth has grown old with its burden of care,

But at Christmas it always is young;

The heart of the jewel burns lustrous and fair,

And its soul full of music breaks forth on the air,

When the song of the angels is sung.

—Phillips Brooks

CHRISTMAS TREE
BUSY WOBK

Let all the busy work of the month be a preparation

for a Christmas tree. In a few homes there will be

trees, and some children will attend Sunday Schools

where this will be a part of the Christmas festivities.

But why not add to the pleasures of the less fortunate

children by having a real tree at school, one in which

each child is interested, one in which each shares in the

giving and the receiving?

1. Paper chains of red and green construction paper

should be made and used to decorate the tree.

2. Bells may be cut from red Bristol board, and stars

from gold and silver paper mounted upon card or Bris-

tol board.

3. Teach the children to cut tissue or light weight

construction paper to imitate the fringed paper sold in

rolls or packages.

4. Allow the smaller children to draw and cut from

a pattern cornucopias, if too difficult to sew or paste

in shape, they may be completed by the teacher or

older pupils.

5. Stockings and boxes may be made for candy.

6. Suggestions given in the magazines from time to

time in the use of reed and raffia will be useful here in

making Christmas gifts,—the napkin ring, book-mark,

picture holder, basket, table mat, doll hat, etc.

7. For work in paper cutting and drawing, booklets

may be made. Make use of the holly and also pictures

of the Madonna. Children will enjoy representing the

journey of the "Three Wise Men." Use a dark blue

mounting board for a foundation, put in a few green

palm trees, a light tan paper for the sandy desert, the

three men mounted on camels in dark brown, and the

gold stars in the sky, the one guiding star being much
larger than the others.

THE CHRISTMAS SPIRIT

Let the last week be spent in teaching the real mean-
ing of Christ's birth, In the preparation <pf Thanks-
giving much time has been given to showing the spirit

of thankfulness for the gifts of the earth, and how
easily the thought may be continued to the greatest of

all gifts, the Christ child. Peace and good-will to all

should prevail during this season, if at no other time.

It is a time when we should put aside all quarreling,

eavy, jealousy, and ill'Bature.

Christmas in Norway and Sweden is called "Yule-

Peace," for at this time every one even the children

who have not been friendly make up and are friends

again.

Every kind thought, word, and act for others is as

truly a Christmas gift as any one could give. Many
hearts are aching for kind words and sympathy, and

not material gifts unless these are tokens of a kindly

spirit. There is heart work to do as well as hand work.

SUGGESTIVE PROGRAM
The Bible. Matt II; Luke II

Jingle Bells

The Birth of Christ

Christmas Quotations

Song

Christmas in Other Lands.

Song, - - - Three Cheers for Old December

Story of Santa Claus.

The Three Wise Men.

The People and Customs of Bible Lands.

Tiny Tim's Christmas Dinner-Dicken's Christmas Carol

Christmas Bells, Longfellow
Christmas, Phoebe Gary
The Christmas Sheaf, - - - Phoebe Cary

A CHRISTMAS TELEPHONE
I wish I had a telephone
With golden wires unfurl'd,

And long enough and strong enough
To reach around the world

—

I'd ring up everybody
Along the line and say,

"A very Merry Christmas
To you this Christmas Day." —Selected.

CHRISTMAS EXERCISE
For nine givls and boys. Make nine bells and paste

upon them the letters used. As each child comes for-

ward he holds up his letter, when all are in line we
have the word Christmas.

C is for Christmas, a bright happy day.
Which brings joy and pleasure to all, we will say,

H is the Holly so red and so green,
Usually hung in the window and sure to be seen.

R is the Reindeer so swiftly he goes,

That Santa is there before he well knows.

I is the Ice which is needed, we say,

To send the sleighs quickly along on their way.

S stands for Stockings we hope will have toys

Just heaped to the brim for wee girls and boys.

T stands for Turkey so juicy and sweet,

For surely at Christmas we think it a treat.

M for the Mistletoe with berries so white,

Without it our Christmas would not seem just right.

A is for Any who hopes he will find

A number of gifts of just the right kind.

S is for Saint Nick, the children's best friend,

T'is hoped that his visits just never will end.

All—"Everbody welcomes me
Friends are far and near,

For I the Christmas bring the joy
For all the long, long year,"



NEW GAMES, PLAYS AND PIECES FOR LITTLE PEOPLE
By Laura Rountree Smith

CHRISTMAS GAME.

The children stand in two lines, facing each other.

They sing

:

All the stockings in a row,

Are empty now from top to toe,

Who'll fill them all before we go?

Jolly old Santa Claus,

Jolly old Santa Claus,

Jolly old Santa Claus,

He'll fill them all before we go,

Jolly old Santa Claus,

They choose a child from either line to run out and

become the Brownie, the Sandman and Santa Claus.

or only pretend to do so, in each little hand.

The children waken, march forward and back sing-

ing to the same tune,

All the stockings in a row,

Were empty once from top to toe,

Who fills them all with gifts you know?

Jolly old Santa Claus,

Jolly old Santa Claus,

Jolly old Santa Claus,

Who fills them all with gifts you know?
Jolly old Santa Claus,

The children march to their seats and the game
is ended.

A CHRISTMAS SONG
Laura Rountree Smith
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The children all hold out their hands as though they

were holding stockings,

The children in the first line say

:

"Who'll fill the stockings in a row?

They are empty now from top to toe."

The Brownie runs in and pretends to put something

in each hand of those in the first line.

The children march forward and back singing their

song.

The children in the second line say

:

"Who'll fill the stockings in a row?
They are empty now from top to toe."

The Sandman runs in and pretends to fill the stock-

ings of those in the second line. They all nod heads.

Santa Claus now steals in and he may drop a candy

If desired the Brownie, the Sandman and Santa

Claus may recite the following verses when they run

in to fill the stockings

:

1. I am the Brownie, ha, ha, ho, ho,

I will fill them all from top to toe.

I am the Sandman singing low,

And very sleepy you must grow.

I am jolly Santa Claus, you know,

I will fill the stockings in a row.

DECEMBER VERSE AND PLAYS.
Scale Song.

We wish you a Merry Christmas,
Santa'll down the chimney creep,

Merry, merry, merry Christmas,
Wake up, children, from your sleep

!
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A SANTA CLAUS PLAY.

(The Foreign children and Boy Scouts should wear

appropriate costumes)

Olaf.

Little Olaf, from Norway, you see,

Through the window he'll throw a present to me

!

Hilda.

Hilda looks for a present too,

In Holland she puts out a wooden shoe!

Jan.

I'm a Russian Boy with a bundle of hay,

For Santa's reindeer, I bring it to-day.

Arthur.

I'm an English boy, holly I bring,

In England sweetest carols we'll sing.

Marie and Mary.

French and American girls are we,

And we'll hang up stockings as all can see

!

(These children leave shoe, stockings, etc., and pass

out; enter the Boy Scouts)

1st. See, Olaf has been here and left a present, I

wonder if Santa Clause will remember him?

2nd. See, Hilda has been here and left her wooden

shoe!

3rd. Jan left a bundle of hay for Santa's reindeer!

4th. The English boy left a wreath of holly.

5th. A whole row of stockings are waiting here for

Santa Claus.

(Enter, another Boy Scout)

6th. Oh, boys, here is a letter from Santa Claus

!

All. A letter from Santa Claus

!

6th. He says

:

Dear Boy Scouts,

I have so many new places to go this year, I believe

you can help me.

I do not want to forget any boys or girls. Some
of the children have moved away and they left no

address.

Olaf and Hilda have left their own country and left

no address.

Will you help me find these children, and also the

little Russian boy who always leaves a bundle of hay

for' my reindeer?

Do help me give these children a Merry Christmas.

Santa Claus.

Boy Scouts.

We all will help Santa Claus

!

(They go out and return with toys which they place

in the stockings and the shoe and in various places

about the room.

All.

We are the Boy Scouts glad and true,

Hurrah ! Hurrah

!

We all will deck the Christmas Tree,

Hurrah ! Hurrah

!

We are very useful now because

We all will help old Santa Claus!

(They pass out, the others re-enter, take their

presents, and march out, singing any well known

Christmas song).

THE STOCKINGS.

(Children hold up stockings and recite)

All.

Red and white and blue

Stockings in a row,

Who will fill them all

Full from top to toe?

1st. I'm a little red stocking, as all can see,

I want to hang from a Christmas Tree

!

2nd. I'm a little white stocking, I hope to hold

A doll, and a little thimble of gold!

3rd. I'm a little blue stocking, like any other,

I want a ball for dear baby brother

!

All. (hanging them up)

Red and white and blue.

Hang them up with care,

By the fireside.

Santa will be there.

JOLLY LITTLE ESKIMO.

Jolly Little Eskimo,

In your house of ice and snow

It is time for Santa Claus,

I wonder if you know?

Jolly Little Eskimo,

Can you a stocking spare?

Now, if you have a fireplace,

You'd better hang it there

!

Jolly Little Eskimo

Lives far away, 'tis true,

But he may dream of Santa Claus,

The same as I or you!

A FINGER PLAY.

Here is the chimney we all believe, (hold both arms up)

Santa'll come down it on Christmas Eve !

Here are the stockings all in a row, (wave hands)

Waiting for Santa Claus. you know,

Here is a candle shining so bright, (hold up one

To Guide old Santa Claus through the night! finger)

Here are the reindeer, with merry sound,

(extend arms, move fingers)

Their little hoofs strike the frozen ground.

Hark ! down the chimney old Santa'll creep,

(hand to ear)

To see if the children are sound asleep! (nod heads)

Clap your hands, at break of day, (clap)

Old Santa rides off in his sleigh

!

(Some one outside jingles sleigh bells)
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Some Simple Designs for Draw-
ing, Paper Cutting, etc.



[HE TEACHER'S JOURNAL

A WIM-A-WUKi PERIODICAL

FOR

PROGRESSIVE TEACHERS
In matters of education, Indiana is in the lime light,
he new vocational law is revolutionary in its effects and
le results will be valuable to all grades of progressive
:achers no matter where they teach.

The Teacher's Journal contains other features of interest
> teachers everywhere. It is practical and has to do with
le problems of all teachers.

SPECIAL OFFER
Teacher's Journal (1 year) $1.00
Pathfinder (weekly) l.OO

Both Teacher's Journal and
Pathfinder $1.35

This is the most helpful combination ever offered teach-
rs. We take subscriptions for all magazines at a very
jw rate. If you are interested write for special prices,

Address,

TEACHER'S JOURNAL CO.
MARION, INDIANA

These pictures can be cut apart and used

in decorative work or as gifts to the child-
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THE SCHOOLS OF HAWAII?
The Hawaiian Islands (formerly Sandwich Is-

lands) have been since 1898 an autonomous Territory
of the United States. The School System is thoroly
modern thruout, from the numerous kindergartens
to the Territorial College of Hawaii.
For any information regarding the schools or

educational work of Hawaii, address

HAWAII EDUCATIONAL REVIEW
HONOLULU, - T. H.
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BOOKS FOR KINDERGARTEN AND PRIMARY TEACHERS--WHERE TO SEND
THIS page is published fdar the benefit of our subscribers scattered over the U. S., many of them remotefrom stores where books relating to their work can be obtained. It will tell you where to send. Look it
over each issue and it will keep you posted as to the latest books for Kindergarten and Primary Teachers.

Folk Songs and Other Songs for

Children
A superb volume. Contains 141 songs
with tuusic—Lullabies, Nursery Songs,
Carols, Songs of Patriotism, English, Ir-
ish, Scottish, German, French. Italian,
Spanish, Scandinavian, Russian and
Polish Songs ; also Rounds, Catches and
Part Songs. Price, postpaid, $2.00
Singable Songs for Children
Thirty songs with music relating to na-
ture, child pleasures, Christmas, etc.:
also marches and drills. Postpaid, 60c
OLIVER DITSON COMPANY

BOSTON. MASS.

LITTLE FOLKS LAND
BY MADGE A. BINGHAM

This book provides a 21 week program
in kindergarten work. The interests
center in the story about Joe Boy, a
Gypsy baby, as he developed into an
active member of our highly organized
society, with its many relationships.
The activities relate to the supplying
of the wants of this "little boy in a big
world," The book grew out of the needs
in the Atlanta, Georgia, Free Kinder-
garten, with the author as teacher.
Price $2.00, postpaid.

ATKINSON, MENTZER & CO.
Chicago, Illinois

THE SUNDAY KINDERGARTEN

GAME, GIFT AND STORY
By Carrie Sivyer Ferris

For teachers of children under six
years of age.
Forty-three stories from the Bible and

from nature, combined with services
of praise, songs, 'with music, ringer
plays, games, and table work.

Manual $1.50, postage 15 cents.
Send for announcement of the full

series to which this book belongs. The
Constructive Bible Studies.

THE UNIVERSITY Of CHICAGO PRESS
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

DRAWINGS TO COLOR

50 DESIGNS ON DRAWING
PAPER.

BIRDS, ANIMALS, FLOWERS,
BROWNIES. ETC.

J. L. HAMMET CO.
Boston, Price, 1 8c

FAIRY TALE SONGS
By Torvald Frederiksen. Price 50c.

Translated from the Danish by Win
Morton Payne.

These are really charming little songs,
most childlike and simple, and un-
ut-uallv well written. The songs are of
Little Red Riding Hood, The Three
Billy-Goats and Hansel and Gretel.
They also make excellent little piano

pieces. Published by

CLAYTON F. SUMMY CO.
64 E. Van Buren St., Chicago, 111.

The Conservation of the Child
By Dr. ARTHUR HOLMES

Assistant Director of the Psychologic
Clinic of the University of Pennsylv'a.
Dr. Holmes deals in a thorough man-

nerwitlithe 6,000,000 retarded and
the 150,000 feeble minded child-
ren now associating in our public
schools with normal children, to the
great danger of the latter, Every edu-
cator should own this book.
Price,$1.25. Postage, J2c. Address

J. P. LIPPINCOTT Co., Philadclphaa, Pa.
Look for our adv. next month.

PEDAGOGICAL ANTHROPOLOGY
By Maria Montessori, M. D.

Author of "The Montessori Method,"
translated by brederic Taber Cooper.
Anthropology is based on the study

of man usually with a view to his
origin. Pedagogical anthropology, ac-
cording to Dr. Montessori, studies man
with a view to his future development
and possible betterment. Every kin-
dergarten, primary, and rural teacher
in America should read this great work.
Sent postpaid on receipt of $3.75.
Address
FREDERICK A. STOKES CO.
443-449 Fourth Ave., New York City
Look for our announcement next month.

LANGUAGE GAMES
Bv Mvra King. Mailing Price, 50 cents
(Of "this book, the Kentucky State

Course of Study says; "One of the new-
er and thoroughly accepted ideas is

that much correction of errors may be
successfully achieved through the in-

strument of language games. Prac-
tically all up-to-date schools use these
games in the first three grades. Lan-
guage Games, by Myra King, outlines
the principles and gives forty-four
such games.'

-

)

EDUCATIONAL PUBLISHING CO.
2437-2459 Prairie Ave.. Chicago

BOSTON COLLECTION

OF

KINDERGARTEN STORIES

62 Stories for Children. Sent by mail,

postpaid for, SO cents.

J. L. HAMMETT CO.
Boston, Mass.

MARCH BROTHERS
LEBANON, OHIO

ENTERTAINMENTS

FOR CHRISTMAS

Recitations, Dialogs, Plays, Drills

Marches, Action Songs, etc.

Send for our complete catalog.

Look for our announcement next month.

PLAY
By EmmettD. Angell. Price $1.50 net.
Games for the Kindergarten, Play-
ground and Schoolroom. (More than

one hundred are given.)

TWILIGHT TOWN
By Mary Frances Blaisdell. Price 40c.
Attractive short stories for the smallest

children.

LITTLE, BROWN & CO.
34 BEACON STREET, BOSTON

PLAY SONGS
By Alys E. Bentley

Author of The Song Series
Thirty-four songs which the children iove

to sing. Accompaniments by Harvey W.
Loomis add to their charm. You will be

glad to own this book.

Large quarto. Price $1.50 postpaid

to Kindergartners

THE A. S. BARNES COMPANY
381 Fourth Ave., NEW YORK

PEAN BOOKS EOR CHRISTMAS
Complete wit;i pictures, music, reci-

tations, etc., Price 25c. each

December Primary Plan Book, 25c.

Classics for First and Second Grades
Hi Volumes, Price 5c, each

CHRISTMAS ENTERTAINMENTS
Dialogues, recitations, pantomimes,

drills, marches, operettas, etc., from
1 Oc. each up. Send for complete list.

Address,

A. FLANAGAN CO.
Chicago, 111.

THE KINDERGARTEN
By Susan E. Blow, Patty S. Hill

Elizabeth Harrison
Being Eeports of the Committee of

Nineteen |of the International Kin-
dergarten Union on the Theory and
Practice of the Kindergarten.

Price $ 1 .52 net, postpaid.

Write for our catalog of Educational Books.

HOUGHTON MIFFLIN COMPANY
BOSTON

The First Gift in Primary Schools, 15c

The Third Gift in Primary Schools, 20c

The Fourth Gift in Primary Schools, 20c

The Seventh Gift in Primary Schools, 20c

The Tenth Gift—Stick Laying— in

Primary Schools. - 25c

THE J. H. SHULTS COMPANY
Manistee, Mich.
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EDITORIAL NOTES
Start off the new year right by carefully

reading the article by Dr. W. N. Hailmann in

this issue. Make it your standard through-
out the coming year.

VOL. XXVI—No. S

We give in this issue program suggestions

by weeks arranged by Dr. Jenny B. Merrill,

supplementing her excellent article on pro-

gram making. This feature will be contin-

ued throughout the remainder of the year.

THE COURT OF PALMS- - PANAMA PACIFIC EXPOSITION, SAN FRANCISCO, 1915

Looking- north. From this Court the visitor will pass through the arched portal seen in the centre of the pic-

ture to the great west court or Court of Four Seasons, whose theme will symbolize the march of the Saxon to
the West.

Dr. Maria Montessori has met with a
most enthusiastic reception in America. Her
meetings have been largely attended, and al-

though she spoke in Italian, requiring the
assistance of an interpreter, deep interest
was manifest by all throughout her entire
lectures. Dr. Jenny B. Merrill has a brief

article elsewhere in this issue relating to her
meetings,

In our next issue there will be an offer ol

ten free subsciiptions to the first ten sub-

scribers who will answer certain questions

to be asked in thai issue. If you want the

magazine a \
rear free, watch for it and re-

spond quickly, for only ten subscriptions will

be given out in that way.
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THE TEACHER'S RESPONSIBILITY
A NEW YEAR'S MEDITATION

BY DE. W. N. HAILMANN

Of course the subject is trite. So is the sun-
rise and the birth of the New Year; so are love

and spring; so are all things true and beautiful

and holy: the nearer, the triterjbut also the more
vital, the more misty, perhaps, yet for this very
reason calling for more loving attention and closer

scrutiny.

It is even so with the teacher's responsibility,

so many sided and varied, so subtile and perva-
sive; the more it is studied, the more it offers for

study; the more familiar it becomes, the more rid-

dles it reveals; the older it grows, the fresher

it seems.

For younger teachers to whom the world begins
at fourteen inches from the eye and and ends at

a distance of so many rods or miles or years of

light, but always measurable; who see things as

they seem, rarely as they are, much less as they
grew or grow; who know the past only by hear
say and the future by prophecy—how imf ortant

is it to muse upon their responsibility, to obtain
glimp-es of the world's infinitude, inward and
o UWrird, to s.'e life in its unity as it rises in-

sen-dbily from remotest sources and plunges into

"Life Eternal."
To older teachers in whom shattered hope and

foiled asp'ration threaten to clog the currents

of joyous endeavor, whom a shallow empiricism
surrounds with the pitfalls of pedantry and rou-
tine, whom dull care of existence and the short-

sighted parsimony of administration or patrons
have driven from the teeming fields of life to the

dry fodder stored in books, how important it is

to muse upon their responsibility that they may
regain their faith in the eternal law which surely
leads to victory all things true and holy; that they
may keep bright and whole the armor of insight,

of high purpose, of unfailing meekness and love;

that they may preserve in the mind freshness
and vigor, in the heart the fervor of youth, in

their aims purity and faith, in the conscience the
hunger and thirst for righteousness.

Primarily and always, the teacher's responsi-
bility, be he man or woman, lies in his work which
is the nurture and guidance of unfolding child-

hood and youth.: All he dreams and does as teacher
must tend to this. The more fully his work
guards this development, the more steadfastly
it keeps the face of the young towards the light

and power and sweetness of being, the more
abundantly it makes the life of his ward a teem-
ing source of joy where all may drink and yet
not drain the fountain, the more surely has he
been a true teacher.

"By his fruit ye shall know him," is true of
every phase of his work. Would you know the
value of his guidance in the intuitional stage of

mind development, you must look for its outcome
in later phases of intellectual life; would you know

his worth as a trainer of the intellect, you must
scan unfolding reason; would you know him as a

guide of the child's inner life, he will be revealed

in the storms and calms, in the shoals and depths
of the pupil's self-expression; would you know at

one glance what manner of a man he is in the

performance of his whole.duty, he will appear to

you in the youths and maidens that go forth from
his hand free wielders of life.

It may be difficult, in many instances, to un-
ravel the teacher's influence from that of heredity

and enviroinent, of parents and friends, of public

opinion and the spirit of the time; still more
dirficult, perhaps, to discover even approximately
the particular influence of any one of a number
of teachers that may have entered a pupil's life

successively in some modern knowledge-factory.

Yet, in no case will the true teacher's influence

go for naught; and no greater reward and deeper
encouragement can come to him than the appre-

ciation of his influence for good by the man or

woman who at some time in childhood or youth
sat at his feet and who traces some lasting inspi-

ration to his work.
Fortunately, the essential means for solving

the problems that confront the teacher in his

work of guiding the pupils on the road to worthy
manhood and womanhood, to a life of beneficent

social efficiency, lie largely in himself, in the quiet

depth of his own soul, in the sincerity and stead-

fastness in which he is and more and more grows
to be what he would have his children be. For,

in spite of hindering condition, his children will

in some measure be what he sinceiely and ear-

nestly is in "living with them." In his strength

the child grows strong; his eagerness to see and
know and do will stir similar zeal in the children's

heart; his reverence for things high and holy will

lift the children into their communion; his love

for humanity and his reverence for the ideals of

life kindle the fervor of good will and reverence

in the child's soul; his gentleness and constancy,

his joy and peace will surely be the child's in some
measure even under otherwise adverse conditions.

We accuse our children of lack of industry, of

want of interest: we shall find the cause—or much
of it—in ourselves and also the remedy. Are our
children full of mischief, frivolous, irreverent: the

fault is ours, and also the cure. We ask the
children to be wise beyond their years, and when
they fail—as they must, we charge them with a
stupid^ which in reality is ours. We compel
our children to close their minds to nature and to

life and to bury their eager hearts in the dust of

books, and when they rebel, we charge them with
faults of which we are the makers. We esteem
the multiplication table more than honesty, the
syllogism weightier than truth, precedent higher
than justice, justice holier than love,—and then
we wonder if our children sink to the level of

calculating quibblers and self-seeking exploiters,

held within the law only by the might of fear.

Seek we the kingdom of Heaven with all our
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power and strength; be we but true and just and
loving and it will be well with our children even
as it will be with us.

Thus the teachers will see in the children

themselves and if they are true to their calling

and strong in their manhood or womanhood, they

too, will grow with their children's growth, rising

ever to higher levels for the sake of their children.

Thus the teacher's work will keep the spirit

strong, the mind fresh, the vision keen, the heart

young. It is this unceasing interaction between
the teacher and child that renders the teacher's

calling holy and dear to him; it is this that gives

the teacher an abiding interest in each child and
leads him to love it with an intensity second only

to the mother's love, with an unselfishi.ess equal

to hers, and with a clearness of insight not unfre-

quently superior to hers.

I am aware that these things may count for

little where death-dealing system, has reduced
teachers to level of "process workers," where
the product is rushed from hand to hand and each
successive worker is supposed to make his mark
in a jobbing fashion and with little, if any, care

for the final outcome, where efficiency is measured
by artificial mass -standards and individual merit
goes for naught. Ytt, even here true teachers

may find wavs to touch the inner life of childhood
in vit d fashion and to reap rewards of joy and
upward living.

It happens, too, and not infrequently, that

earnest teachers become filled with reference to

objective attainments withan enthusiasm that sur-

passes their strength and th; tof the children; that

thereis kindled iuthesoul afire which overleaps the

bounds and becomes a consuming flame instead

of a dispenser of genial life-warmth. Thus there

is born impatience with slow-growing childhood
and youth, eagerness to pluck fruit before the

tree has blossomed; and unavoidable disappoint-

ment fills the heart with bitterness, puts into the

countenance the glare of distrust and into the lips

the jar of anger. Let such look well to themselves
lest they lose their children and these their destiny.

Do you ask to whom the teacher is responsible,

I should answer in general terms: To the child

who with the teacher's help would realize his

destiny; to humanity whose hope is ever in the

child; to love Eternal whose law is over all.

The University of Pittsburgh has opened a free

"School of Childhood" for children 4 to 7 years of

age, in which it hopes to "combine the best features of

the kindergarten, the playground, and the Montessori

school."

The importance of the personality of the teacher in

any system of schools is emphasized by Dr. P. P. Clax-

ton, U. S. Commissioner of Education, in a recent let-

. ter to the 3,400 county, township and district superin-

tendents in the United States.

THE GIFTS.

BY CAROLINE D. ABORN.

Paper given at I. K. U. Convention, Washington, D. C.

There was once a man who led such a

worthy and beautiful life, that his neighbors,

acquaintances, and friends marvelled. They
felt that some miraculous help must surely

come to him, and so one night a neighbor hid

in his room to watch. The old man spent a

long time that evening reading his Bible,

then as he closed it, he said reverently: "We
are on the same old terms, dear Lord," and
went to bed.

I recalled this story as I sat at my desk
thinking what I should say today about the

kindergarten gifts. And turning again the

pages of my worn and marked Pedagogics, I,

too, said : "Yes, we are on the same old

terms!" This does not mean that in the

score and more of years since I began to

study and use the gifts there has come no
new insight, no fresh seizure upon the pur-

poses and meaning of these instrumentalities,

no new light on what Froebel calls the "right,

judicious, and spirited use" of them. It does

mean that the years have brought an increas-

ing belief and satisfaction in Froebel's gifts

as "means well adapted to the mind, spirit,

and life" of little ch'ldren.

In the brief time allotted, I want to speak

on two points:

1. Why use the Froebelian Gifts?

2. Hozv use them?

1. Why? The child of four or five years

has the impulse not only to be active, but to

be active for the increasing development of

his own life. The gifts provide him with

material upon which to be active in ways that

must, if properly used, tend to such develop-

ment. A child will, of course, make use of

any object to satisfy the impelling force of

his own nature to experiment, to discover, to

change, to make. The kindergarten gifts,

because of their simplicity, are the best known
media for these purposes.

The child has many experiences in this

great chaotic world of sense impressions,

which need to be organized and interpreted.

The gifts offer first of all, material with which
the child can do something. They also offer

opportunity for the selection of such deeds as

will help to a correct interpretation of experi-

ences. Among other things which the gifts

organize and interpret, are experiences of

color, of form, of size, of number.
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The child loves to know things, just be-

cause knowing is such a delight. And so he
likes to know, not by being told, but by dis-

covery, how long his stick is; how many
sticks he will need to make a square; how
many and what kind of faces his different

prisms have ; the kind of prism best suited

for the roof of the house he is building, etc.

It is interesting at this time when we are

hearing so much about "auto-education," and
the "self-correcting deed," to turn again to

Froebel's own half-forgotten statements of his

aim, which he affirms is "to make it possible

for the child to develop freely and spontane-
ously from his first advent on earth ; to en-

courage the impulse to self-culture, and self-

instruction, through self-shaping, self-observa-

tion, and selftesting." If the gifts fail in this

purpose, the fault lies not in the material,

not in the child, but in the kindergartner's

inadequate conception of both. Furthermore,

according to Froebel, every toy and plaything

given to children ought to be chosen for a

purpose—surely the gifts fulfill this purpose
well—which is to aid the child to make con-

crete the thoughts, fancies, and vague out-

reachings of his unformed mind. Then be-

cause he who stays at home in his own mind
always, is neither deepening nor broadening
that mind, the gifts are so arranged that they

bring certain fundamental facts of the ma-
terial world within reach of his comprehen-
sion.

The gifts, then, especially the building gifts,

are a kind of clearing house, offering as they

do a means of clearing the child's perceptions

and ideas, and giving occasion for their ex-

tension.

In a word, then, we who use the gifts do

so, not because we are immersed in the sea

of tradition, nor because we superstitiously

regard them as having in themselves a mag-
ical value, but because experience has shown
them to be the best instrumentalities yet dis-

covered for developing the powers of hand,

head, and heart in the little child.

2. How use the gifts? Froebel's plan of

organizing the child's experience is to make
use of typical acts, typical facts, typical char-

acters, and typical processes. All the activ-

ities of the kindergarten, the song, story,

talks, excursions, gardening, and care of an-

imals furnish the various means of carrying

out this plan ; the gifts, too, are significant of

this aim. They furnish types or concrete

embodiments of universal standards for the

child to play with, not to learn about in an
abstract way, but to handle and play with.

The child who opened his sixth gift box for

the first time the other day and fairly shouted

in his eagerness: "Oh, look! every old kind of

brick here," gives one illustration among many
of the way in which the child's mind is stim-

ulated to see form. A letter received by a

kindergartner contained these enigmatical

words : "if yer want the stove covers yer

must come and git them yerself." This be-

ing translated meant that Johnnie's eyes had
been opened to see round objects, through the

type form used in the kindergarten and, hav-

ing been asked by his teacher, to bring some-
thing "round," he had asked for the stove

covers, they, perhaps, being the only "round"

thing in his immediate environment.

Not only do the gifts furnish types or

standards which serve as valid bases for

classification through analogy, but since every

object is the product of an energy, we should,

through the use of the gifts, awaken an in-

terest in the child's mind in various energetic

processes, by getting him to go through the

steps of some such processes. Here again

£he gifts furnish one means, and need sup-

plementing through other channels of the kin-

dergarten. This is, to my mind, the value of

sequence work with the gifts. But if it is to

be of value, the children must discover and

create their own series. At first the child is

encouraged to make one or two changes only,

then more. This prepares for concentration

of attention and gradually leads to continuity

of thought.

A teacher in one of our kindergartens

planned to have the children build a city with

the fifth gift, so she first gathered the children

around the sand table and together they laid

out the streets, made a park in the heart of

the city-to-be, and a hill to one side. All the

places where grass should be growing were

covered with moss and here and there were

placed bits of shrubbery, forsythia, twigs

from the cherry tree, etc. As these were in

the damp moss and moist sand, the leaf and

flower bud opened, presenting a truly pictur-

esque effect. Then they began to discuss the

proper buildings to make for the city. First,

of course, houses for the people to live in.

All the children fell to work making houses

with their blocks, each one expressing his

own ideas freely. Then came a chojce, and

the children and teacher together decided

which were the best ones, and placed them in

.
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the sand box. Now what shall we build

next? One child said a fire house so if the

houses caught fire there would be people to

put out the fire. Another child suggested a

schoolhouse for the children living in the

homes; still another said: "Oh, no, a station

house, so the people can go away sometimes

in the cars." "I think a place with pretty

things in it for the people to see," volunteered

another (a museum). "Well, some stores,

too," said a practical little maiden. And "a

church !" was another contribution.

When I saw it, several buildings were in

place, and the children explained them all

with pride. It had taken several exercises to

make it, with much thought and planning by
the children.

Each time every child worked to make con-

crete his idea of the best building in question,

and each time the children themselves chose

the ones best adapted to the need as they

viewed it. The visible result was most at-

tractive but the real value lay in the develop-

ment of the powers of initiative, of judgment,

and the spirit of co-operation.

This brings us to the question of method
which is the true kernel of our discussion.

The first and last emphasis on the use of the

gifts is on doing. I suppose we have all seen

and possibly given dreary exercises in which

the children spent much time guessing what

was in the box, or talking about the gift in

question, or something else in the mind of

the kindergartner, while little bodies squirmed

and little fingers ached to do something.

Every gift exercise should begin with- self-

expression—the doing, the making of some-

thing which the sight of the material makes

the child want to do, and which is suggested

to him as he investigates and experiments

with the material. I met a young man not

long ago, who, as a boy, was in my kinder-

garten. He said : "Do you still use blocks

in the kindergarten?" "Oh, yes," I answered.

"I remember them well," he said, "and that

they always spelled trains and engines to me.

The other children I recall, played all sorts

of things with them, but I never saw any-

thing but trains.'' (I remembered this fact,

too.) Then he continued : "I am in a bank

now, but I still dream of a life in connection

with trains, somehow, and I hope I shall real-

ize it sometime." Francis is another child

who, having once made a sleigh with his

third gift cubes, upon which he piled his

fourth gift bricks for Santa Claus's presents,

is content to repeat this over and over with

every other material. The question is shall

he be left free to stay on that plane, or shall

we suggest ideas and the possible expression

of these ideas? We cannot afford to lose

sight of the double purpose of the gifts, i. e.

:

1. To furnish opportunity for self-expres-

sion.

2. To furnish opportunity to extend the

child's world.

It was suggested last evening that we drop

out the terms, forms of life, forms of beauty,

forms of knowledge. I note, too, that in Miss
Blow's report she suggests as better terms,

forms of construction, representation, and de-

sign. I care nothing for the retention of

these terms, but for the kind of play with the

gifts which these terms signify I care much.
We all love to have the children make ob-

jects—illustrate ideas they have gleaned from
life, and from stories, and I believe, too, that

we can, with advantage, lead the children to

design, by making and repeating simple units

of their own invention.

Moreover, we know that as the children de-

velop, they can again evolve processes by get-

ting, first two extremes, and then discovering

the steps between.

Some child has made in his free play time

this figure calling it a wheel. (Illustration-

fourth gift.)

So today we recall this fact, and ask all the

children to make it. Could we also make a

larger wheel
—

"the biggest

small boy. (Illustration-

ever r

-fourth

much
asked

gift.)

Now we notice these. Let the finger trace

around the open space in the middle of each

figure. In 1, the smallest faces of the brick

"look in ;" in 2, the long, narrow faces "look

in."

Next we all try to make a picture in which

half the short faces, and half the long faces

will "look in." This is a problem which each

child tries to solve.

Sometimes as fast as one child d'scovers a

figure that answers the requirements of the

problem set, he covers it with a sheet of pa-

per, that each child may really work for him-

self and not imitate his neighbor. The chil-

dren do real thinking in such an exercise, and

feci the process between the two extremes.

To those accustomed to a much freer use

of the gifts, the term "forms of knowledge"

has a most forbidding sound, but when we
consider that these arc simply the specific
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qualities which determine each gift—that

these are discovered through play and em-
phasized in playful activity—they seem quite

harmless.

Example, third gift

fourth gift

whole and parts.

-difference of dimension,

fiifth gift—diagonal cut.

sixth gift—different prisms.

I said that the first and last emphasis in

the use of the gifts is on doing.

Second, what we do, we notice ; therefore,

we try to lead the child to do those things

Which will cause him to notice what is worth
while. In developing forms of life, the best

methods are imitation (with very young chil-

dren) ; for the older children suggestion, and

free invention. Also, the problem method.

Occasionally, but very rarely, so rarely as

hardly to be counted, dictation is of value as

a sort of test of the child's ability to inter-

pret words into an act. Finally, the gifts

should not, I believe, be used solely for the

purpose of teaching facts—mathematical or

numerical. Neither should they be used solely

for capricious play. They are the instru-

ments of the kindergarten more than any

others, which should develop mental power.

When used simply to illustrate stories or

talks, we minimize their influence in the

child's life. When we use them simply to

teach facts we give only a one-sided develop-

ment.

Only when we use the gifts as a means of

self-expression through invention and free

play, and as a means of extending and enrich-

ing the child's mental life, do we make the

"right, judicious, and spirited use" of them.

Students from India studying in this country have or-

ganized a "Hindusthan Association of the U. S. A." for

the purpose of furnishing information about educational

facilities at American universities and colleges to other

young men in India.

Nearly every aspect of rural education and life is

discussed in the "Proceedings of the 16th Conference

for Education in the South," copies of which are avail-

able for free distribution by the United States Bureau

of Education.

Bernalillo County, New Mexico, has a superinten-

dent of schools who not only insists upon improved

rural schoolhouses, but designs them himself and per-

sonally superintends their erection. Under the direc-

tion of Supt. A. Montoya the old "adobes" are rapidly

giving way to attractive buildings of brick and pebble-

dash, thoroughly equipped to meet modern demands for

rural education.

SUGGESTIONS ON MAKING A PROGRAM
FOR THE MONTH OF JANUARY.

Dr. Jenny B. Merrill

Elsewhere in this number of the Kindergarten Maga-
zine may be found a carefully arranged outline of

topics, songs, games, stories, gifts and occupations for

the month of January.

In this article we plan to talk over, face to face as

it were, with the young kindergartner, the making of

her own program.

Every good program needs a foundation upon which

to build. This important fact suggests that a kinder-

gartner must take a glance backward so as to judge

how to build the work of the present upon that of the

past month.

January is a unique month. The children return

from the rarest, richest holiday of the year, and how
they will want to tell of all that has happened ! New
sights, new sounds, new experiences have been theirs

as well as ours, and talking them over with teacher is

not only of great interest to the child but it may prove

a child study to the teacher.

We talk best when we have something interesting to

talk about, therefore in planning for the morning circle

let there be plenty of time for bubbling over in simple,

childish accounts of Christmas experiences. (The chil-

dren need not know that we are cultivating language.)

I do not think it advisable to leave any Santa Claus

pictures, or even any suggestive tree trimmings or

other Christmas decorations to greet the children upon

their return, for it is not desirable to make any effort

to revive the December doings ; simply accept what the

children bring pleasantly and calmly; then lead on.

Some little ones may have brought toys. Let each

one tell about his own ;
perhaps later, all may try to

draw a picture of these toys and others. Appoint a

day when others may bring a toy to show to the chil-

dren. Have a place to keep them safe. Repeat the

toy-shop game if it is called for.

Sing dolly's lullaby. . Let the tendency be rather to-

wards quieting than arousing, for the children in many
places have been over-stimulated. Be interested but

not excitable in manner.

The only exception I would advise in regard to re-

taining reminders of Christmas is the tree or a few

evergreens. If .the tree has been given away, try to

secure at least a few branches, and use them for na-

ture work. Before the holidays, the interest tends to

center upon the trimmings of the tree, and the presents.

Now we return to the bare tree. Hang the colored

balls upon its branches. Possibly place a nest from the

cab'net or even a toy bird. Play with the tree.

This suggestion is particularly valuable in crowded

city kindergartens where the children's, experiences

with trees and birds are limited. I once saw a kinder-

gartner help each little child climb up into the tree,

probably his first real touch experience with a tree,

and one never to be forgotten. This would be non-

sense to a country child. Environment must always

guide us.

It is to be hoped that some little ones received build-

ing blocks; if so, a new impetus may be given to the
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building gifts. In many kindergartens some of the

older children begin now to handle the fifth and sixth

gifts well in group work, and large objects as the light-

house are occasionally built upon the floor, several chil-

dren working together uniting their blocks in one form.

As I am talking especially to young kindergartners,

let me say to them, "Do not be discouraged if you can-

not secure such building during your first or second

year. Is it not natural that experienced kindergartners

should outdo your results? But it is well for you to

have a goal, a standard, an ideal. High ideals in build-

ing have been doubtless given you in your training

classes. You may be unable to secure these results for

several years.

Sometimes if you can find a child who builds well,

let him be master-builder, and direct two or three

others. Children often do better than the kindergartner

in building.

Some of the toys brought by the children may sug-

gest talks on certain colors or forms. They may ap-

peal also to other senses than that of sight. Certain

toys are very smooth, even polished and appeal to the

sense of touch. Remember how Dr. Montessori has

revived sense games already well known in good kin-

dergartens. Other toys appeal to the sense of hearing.

A boy may bring a whistle, a drum, a trumpet. Have

the children close their eyes while they listen to hear

which toy is sounded. Add a few other sounds as a

high and low note on the piano—tap on glass, wood

or iron.

Work upon this sense of hearing, using the kinder-

garten blindfold game in which children learn to de-

tect each other's voices. You remember it? One child

stands in the center holding a staff.

"Children, turn around while singing,

Till our Georgie taps his stick;

When he taps, don't keep him waiting,

Sing your answer, soft and quick."

La, la, la, etc.

The kindergartner beckons to a child to enter and

repeat the same tune, singing "la, la, la," or again, the

child simply says, "Who am I?'' or "Good morning,

Georgie."

It is well for the child entering the ring to approach

from behind and stand quite near. The game may be

played without singing if the tune is not known. It

may also be varied by letting the child in the center

raise the stick after tapping so as to point towards the

ring. The child opposite then enters of his own ac-

cord. This encourages closer observation and two

senses are appealed to. Another variation of the game
is to appeal to the sense of touch. The child who is

blindfolded feels gently the height and the clothing and

decides if he can who has come into the ring. (For

other sense games see list in games and finger plays

for the kindergarten recently published by the New
York Public School Kindergarten Association.)

There are many ways without any new apparatus to

train the senses. It may be well to revive these kinder-

garten sense games, if they have been neglected, as a

New Year feature. It is a time for good resolutions.

The second topic which naturally suggests itself for

conversation is the New Year itself. Children of kin-

dergarten age reflect what they hear and see, even

though they do not understand the exact meaning of

"New Year." They love to repeat the New Year greet-

ing. They enjoy looking at a pretty picture calendar.

One of the reports given below will tell how one

kindergartner introduced the days of the week with

the well known pictures of the Sunbonnet babies. If

these are not available, draw simple sketches at the side

of the blackboard suggestive of each day of the week.

(These will be given elsewhere in the Magazine.)

I may say here that I think the naming of the

months in order should not be attempted in the

kindergarten. They are not now natural divisions of

time and our little ones do not see enough of the moon
to connect it with the word month. I should name each

month as it comes but not attempt to drill upon the

months in January.

Quietly writing the date each morning, and placing

a colored circle upon the calendar is sufficient and

pleases the little ones. This may be gradually turned

into a counting lesson as the month advances. A yel-

low circle of parquetry paper is used on sunny days

and a gray one for rainy days, or an open umbrella.

I am inclined to think that in some kindergartens

more time is spent upon the calendar than its import-

ance warrants at kindergarten age. The calendar be-

longs mainly to primary work, but a little sub-basis for

the next year is permissible if many of the children are

over five years of age. The seasons are more notice-

able to children than months and should be noted.

There is no exercise which does not require the teach-

er's judgment. That is why uniform programs are in-

expedient.

The children love to symbolize the New Year in the

well known game,

"I am the Happy New Year, ho, ho,

Here I come tripping it over the snow."

Some kindergartners twist a flexible reed into a circu-

lar ring, train it with twelve ribbons and twelve tiny

sleigh bells. The child who represents the Little New
Year stands outside the door of the room, and another

child opens it to let Little New Year in—who comes in

dancing and shaking the pretty bells. She skips around

the circle and finally hands the bells to another child

who repeats the game.

The third topic for January grows naturally out of

the thought so much upon all minds at this season,

namely, the value of time.

No one educator impresses this thought more wisely

than Froebel in his clock songs. Kindergartners usually

review or teach a new clock song at this season, and

tell stories impressing punctuality. Do not forget

Mother Goose's "Hickory, Dickory Dock."

In the pamphlet of "Stories and Poems for the Kin-

dergarten," recently published by the New York Public

School Kindergarten Association, a new story impress-

ing the value of punctuality is given, written by Miss

Helen Denbigh. It is entitled "Little Wait-a-Minute."

"Dilly Dally" has long been a favorite. A translation

of a similar story from the French appeared some

years ago in the Kindergarten Review in which a little

rooster figures. (Perhaps some one will be able to send

us the date.)
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Is it not well that January is a long month without

special holidays to celebrate? There are so many in-

teresting topics to be presented this month.

Snow is sure to come, thought sometimes it is often

provokingly slow in its arrival. Christmas sleds have

to wait and great patience is needed. Play snow games

in anticipation if it lingers. In country places, it may

be that snow is in evidence all the time, but not so in

the city. It soon melts or is carted away. Enjoyment

is keen while it lasts. Interrupt the best planned pro-

gram when it comes. The children will lead us if we

do not lead them to make snow-men in their drawing

lessons, snow hills, windows with snow on the sills,

sleds, wagons loaded with snow and best of all a snow

storm. (Use white chalk on gray or bogus paper. Use

the blackboard freely, also.)

I remember visiting a kindergarten once in which

every child had drawn a snow storm on bogus paper,

7x9, and the kindergartner had arranged the drawings

as a border around the room. Naturally each little

drawing was crude, but the whole effect was very at-

tractive and made one feel the presence of a snow

storm.

Sometimes kindergartners have a tearing lesson at

this time. Each child helps in tearing into tiny bits

the many remnants of white paper, which have been

carefully and economically treasured. A paper box is

made into a wagon to carry off this snow. Perhaps

each child makes a small wagon for his own pieces,

using a smaller box or stiff paper.

If time remains, this month leads to the busy workers

of the neighborhood. Some of the trades have doubt-

less been introduced earlier in stories and games, but

the presence of the tree suggests that it gives us wood,

and wood leads us to the carpenter shop.

Fires also lead us back to the forest to gather wood
to keep our houses warm. Some kindergartners visit

the furnace room where the heating apparatus, the piles

of coal and wood tell the story of the busy engineer.

One kindergartner let the children make a miniature

fire in the sand table. Each child went and gathered

twigs for an imaginary fire. He tied them into little

bundles and carried them home to play with.

The carpenter works in wood, he needs tools and these

are made of iron. The children look about the room
and find wood and iron. They look at their own
garden tools which have been put away perhaps, and

find wood and iron in them. Then some one thinks of

iron horse-shoes and brings one to school.

Perhaps there is a blacksmith shop near and perhaps

there is not. In the first case, a walk is planned. In

the second, a good picture of the shop is secured. In

both cases the song of the blacksmith and the game
follow. Undoubtedly a carpenter game has been played

earlier in the term, but if not it, too, must find a place.

Talking and playing of horse-shoes may remind us

of our own shoes. We visit a cobbler or look at his

picture. We play the game.

The constructive work of the month may consist of

making simple open boxes of stiff paper, so easily-

made by children, and fitting them up as shops. Paste

or draw a man for a workman, cut out his tools and

paste them on the sides of the box. This open box is

to stand upon one side. The shops of the blacksmith,

the carpenter and the cobbler are very easily repre-

sented in this way. Black or gray paper may be used

for tools. Folding some of the forms as the carpen-

ter's bench, or cutting out pictures from advertisements

to use in similar fashion in a scrap book is a variation.

All depends upon materials at hand and 'the ability of

children. Do not attempt too much.

I have not attempted to say just what exercises you

will have on each day of January. I have attempted

to fill you with the spirit of the month and I feel sure

I am contributing to the building up of your own
character and your self-respect when I tell you that

you too have a choice even as you give choices to the

children. If you shirk your duty in choosing, in sift-

ing, in exercising a little judgment, in adapting your

day's outline to your own environment, you miss an

opportunity of personal growth.

For what may be lacking in my suggestions, I refer

you to the reports given below from several practical

kindergartners who have made their own programs

for years, and varied them from year to year.

One other most interesting and suggestive topic may
well be considered in January as the children notice the

lengthening days towards the end of the month. The
sun is traveling north and gives us longer days. The
night sky with pictures of the moon and stars is often

pictured in January. Stories of lights of all kinds fol-

low. Surely we are glad for every day in January ex-

cept promotion day which robs us of our treasures.

The Christmas interest seemed to continue into Jan-

uary for the attendance increased rather than de-

creased, as is usual during this month. One day in

spite of threatening weather, we had 28 present—the

first time we have had as many since October. A visit

I made at the home of one of the little boys made an

impression I shall not soon forget. Of all the homes

I have ever visited among friends or pupils, I have

yet to find one where so much is done tending toward

the general training and development of a child, as I

found there. No detail seemed neglected. The fur-

nishings of his room, dainty and appropriate both as

to furniture and decoration—everything was child's

size, from the cane settee and chairs to match, to the

bureau—seemed to diffuse of themselves a refining

influence. His shoe-box, one of his Christmas presents,

was shown me with a great deal of pride.

In the family sitting room I found his desk, with a

drawer containing little things he had made in the Kin-

dergarten, and a globe of gold-fish which seemed to

interest him very much.

As one would suppose he is a most refined little fel-

low, though perfectly natural, reflecting the care of his

gentle mother. A. M. H.
The first part of January was spent in talking about

the New Year and punctuality. A great many of the

children, who often came late, improved greatly after

the talk on the clock. The last part of the month, the

topics were the moon, sun, stars and all the other

kinds of lights, such as lamp-posts, light-houses, candles,

lamps and electric lights.

The children who were to be promoted were kept
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together and the discipline was a little more strict with

them. They did very good work. I. H.

We began the new year with a talk about the clocks.

We folded and drew c'ocks and built them with the

5th gift. From the clock, or time-of-day, we talked

about the days of the week and so led up to our cal-

endar. We made our own calendar by pasting on

paper a picture of a little girl, dressed in hood and

cape, with a large snow-ball in her hand, and with the

snow falling all around her. From this the children

learned to call January the "Snow-month." The third

week we talked about natural and artificial lights, with

corresponding gifts, occupations and drawings. The
last week we took up the carpenter with very good

results. L. T.

For our January program I used the Sun-bonnet Pos-

tal Pictures. Series A— for the months of the year.

Series B—for the days of the week. These pictures

were pasted on the blackboard in lieu of the animals

which have been there. Made a border with green and

white crayon across the top of the board for the month-

ly pictures, and marked off squares beneath for a cal-

endar with the daily sun-bonnet pictures above the

squares.

Inquired each day what the children saw in the sev-

eral pictures as arranged in the above order, but with-

out attempting to teach the calendar division of the

year or week.

Put a yel'ow, gray, or white disk in the different

squares of the calendar to indicate the weather each

day as bright, dull or snowy. The program has been a

great success. S. E.

Have had two distinct groups until the last few

weeks when three seemed necessary, many new children

coming in.

We have build'ng almost every day.

Many of the children brought toys to school received

at Xmas—as drums, dolls, wooden man, balls, etc. We
drew some of them or represented in paper—also played

Santa Qaus and toy shop. M. F.

This month we have spent talking about the indus-

tries, dwelling especially on the carpenter. Each boy

made a boat, using a -piece of wood from which he

had "sawed" off the corners. To this he "na'led" a

spool and from the spool was placed a twig of our

Christmas tree to which was attached a white sail.

The little girls made tables from a piece of wood
nailed to a spool.

We also helped build a pigeon house, which is fas-

tened to a pole made from our tree.

One day we visited the carpenter shop. F. M.
During January, we took up the various trades

found in our neighborhood and took walks to see the

men at work. We were successful in finding a black-

smith, shoemaker, carpenter, builder and plumber. The
visit to the blacksmith's shop was the most interesting

as the children saw a whole process of shoeing a horse,

and so were able to play it intelligently when we re-

turned.

While paying visits to the mothers, I was glad to

find so many of them interested in lectures and anxious

to learn all they could abou the care of children.

I. P. H.

We were talking about the carpenter this month
and the children were taken to visit his shop, in the

neighborhood. We saw him at work and each child was

given a "curl" to take home. The children enjoyed this

trip and their drawings of the visit were good as a

whole. We also visited the blacksmith shop. B. A. W.

Topics.

1. The Woodman.
2. The Carpenter.

3. The Wheelwright

4. The Blacksmith.

Plave had to postpone visits to blacksmith and car-

penter until weather is warmer.

Group work with older children.

Advanced work with sticks, rings, seeds, tablets.

3rd and 4th gifts combined—5th gift—6th gift.

Have carried older group on in drawing, folding,

sew'ng, weaving and paper modeling.

Have tried to exact more purpose, and consciousness

of aim and more concentration, and have especially

noticed results in introducing the 6th gift. With one

or two exceptions, each child began to build immediate-

ly with a definite object in view, well planned and

well carried out. M. F. S.

We took up the "Light Bird" yesterday without nam-

ing it. This morn'ng, during gift, little Caroline, four

years old, said, "O ! see the bird." Of course, every

eye began to search for the bird, but could not find it,

until Caroline helped them. They said it was only

light—but we had learned in such a delightful way
what the lght-bird was. G. B. R.

During January we talked about wool as new nrt-

tens were in evidence. We made a book to illustrate

the story and played "Bopeep." M. B.

The clrldren have had such fun talking of Jack

Frost and his work these cold, snowy days. We play

snow-balhng (taking care to have the balls soft so

they will not hurt) and use our sand-box for miniature

hills where the sleds can slide. J. L.

Dur'ng January, we talked much of the things made

for us by other people. We enjoyed making chairs,

tables and the like. We also made toys, such as

sleds, wagons, tops.- That which afforded most pleas-

ure I think was our play telephone—which we made

of ribbon bolts. C. M. A.

During January the children, of their own accord,

brought their teddy bears and the latter became our

chief object of interest for the month. Some of the

children cut out some very cute bears freehand, wh ch

they put together with fasteners. M. M.

The work the children enjoyed most during the month

of January was the wood work. I secured some cigar

boxes, washed them and took off the labels. The

children scraped them with sand paper and then with

hammer and saw they went *o work. They also did

the painting, and the result "vas a doll's bed, a table, a

bench and a piano, all of which pleased the children a

great deal. I noted with ;nterest that the boys enjoyed

the making process mo'e while the girls were more

pleased with the finished articles. We had many good
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times with the furniture and all wanted to make more.

A. A. P.

I will tell about our dolls' houses. We spent the

occupation time for about two weeks before promo-

tion, making tb* furniture. When completed, there

were beds, tables, chairs, sofas, pianos and cradles,

besides a mat and curtains. We used heavy manilla

paper for the boxes. I added a family of paper dolls.

I wish you could have seen them, they were so at-

tractive. J- F. G.

During one of the snowstorms last month we brought

some sn^w into kindergarten and made a snow-man.

H. G. M.

All "f the children made tables of different shapes

and sizes this year in connection with the carpenter.

The children brought spools and we were able to get

wood from the workshop upstairs. Then we painted

them green and today the children are looking forward

eagerly to taking them home. A. O.

The Older Group has worked busily and successfully

with 5th and 6th Gifts. The ideas of halves and quar-

ters has been well founded. Carried it out with half

and quarter rings, too.

The Group has advanced nicely with all its manual

and occupation work and is certainly ready with good

foundation for the lA Grade. A. B.

One day we brought in a quantity of snow, from

which a large snow-man was made. Owing to his

soldierly bearing he was named "Geo. Washington."

After this, each child had some snow (in a tiny basin)

and made a snow-man of his very own. These be-

came various workmen according to each child's fancy

—one was a miner, one a painter and Christopher said,

"Mine is a Dutchman." The tiny men were set in the

sand-tray until the next day, when so many tiny pans

of water were found instead.

I find much keener interest always when play is

made individual in this way. G. M.

One day during the past month we decided to make
some moonlight pictures : light was our general sub-

ject, and of course a. snow scene would best portray

the feeling of the time.

One group of children (the youngest) cut moons
for the picture, the most advanced group tore trees

and the third and intermediate group pasted sky and

snow colored papers on bogus to be ready with a back-

ground for the poster.

They seem to enjoy this co-operative group work.

M. R. P. H.

During this last month, the older children were

making picture books to take home as a remembrance
and story-book of their kindergarten days.

We made a visit to the blacksmith's shop and, hav-

ing seen a real blacksmith and having heard the real

cling clang of the blacksmith's hammer, made the black-

smith a reality to the children. R. D.

During the month of January we have been playing

school—the older group particularly enjoying the new
phase. Periods of longer quiet and more dictated

work formed the basis of the little school. The older

children enjoyed helping their little brothers and sis-

ters. Ten out of the class are to be promoted. R. K.

Today eight of my boys and six of my girls were

promoted. During January those chaldron worked
more by themselves and did more advanced work than

the younger group.

We have had an interesting visit at the blacksmith's

shop, looked in at the cobbler's window and have had

a number of sunny walks. L. E. G.

All through January we have had a very good aver-

age attendance, but promotion time has made a big

gap that will not be filled until warmer days I fear,

although we do have new admissions quite frequently,

but our new register is quite small—9 boys and 11

girls. Three or four of the children have been with

me for two years and it was a little hard to let them

go. A few days before promotion we visited the lA
classes and the children saw their new teacher and

class-room and a few familiar little faces. I think

this is most helpful We had some very fine collective

building, from the big boys—a tunnel and bridge that

went across the room and a group of the neighborhood

buildings—a church, market, fire hall, steamship, piers,

etc. We have also watched a Chinese lily bulb put out

roots, leaves and flowers—a very lovely thing.

F. P. H.

Promoted 6 boys and 10 girls. Before the end of

January I invited the mothers one morning, in fact, it

was the 31st of January. We had a party for all the

children who had had birthdays during the term and

celebrated with a large cake which was cut so as to

give a piece to all who were there.

There were 18 mothers with 9 children present as

visitors. L. E. G.

There were but nine children to promote, two of

whom are down with the measles. I was glad we had

a bit of snow before promotion day, so that we could

have some token of the winter in all its true colors in

our last work together. We succeeded in making a

very nice chart, bringing in the street cleaning process,

which we watched from our window. In contrast to

the cold outside, the bulb planted last autumn in our

window box opened out a small pinkish spray (hya-

cinth), which seemed to say "How do 'you do?" and

"good bye" to my small band of "big girls."

F. McL.

Since the snow storm the children have been illus-

trating the winter sports such as skating, sliding, coast-

ing, etc. Each child tells the story of his picture.

There are hills in this neighborhood and the children

have a great deal of material from their experiences.

I think free drawing of this sort awakens and de-

velops the child's originality. The children enjoy it

and many quaint and unexpected stories are told.

H. C. A.

The sand-tray was of interest to the children last

month. In it they made a hill of sand and cotton to

represent snow and modeled sleds and a snow-man out

of clay. Branches of our Christmas tree were the

trees and a house was built of the 5th Gift. G. K.

Our central object of interest has been the black-

board pictures in which every child was put doing the
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thing he chose—skating, coasting, sliding, making a

snow-man or a great big snow-ball. S. Q.

Our children have been very much interested this

month in a snowballing scene, on the blackboard. We
have given the blackboard pictures some of our chil-

dren's names and every morning we sing to them.

B. S.

Since the last of September I have had three groups

in the kindergarten. This last month I have given spe-

cial care to the group to be promoted.

Walks. We paid a visit to the blacksmith shop last

week. We enjoyed it. very much and have had some

good results in drawing and free cutting. We also

paid a visit to the furnace early in the month. Today

we are going to promote 5 little boys and 2 little girls.

Board Drawings for this month : Fireman's hat and

hatchet,' carpenter's tools, blacksmith's anvil, bellows,

fire, etc. M. L. S.

We had quite a successful excursion one morning.

We went to visit a shoemaker. He seemed quite pleased

that we thought him important enough to visit him.

He was very kind to the children and showed them all

his tools. Then he did some work to show the children

how he used the tools. They were quite impressed

with the machine and in making our Shoemaker's

Charts they cut splendid sewing machines. B. U. T.

This month we all visited the cellar and the black-

smiths. The blacksmith made us a shoe from start to

finish and put a shoe on a horse. In the cellar we saw

the "coal mine" and the furnaces. Our principal went

with us. A. A. S.

We took walk the dock to see boats laden with coal

and timber. Another day made butter and took home
to mothers on crackers. S. L. D.

Two or three times during the month we took ad-

vantage of the fine days and went for a walk. We
were having the carpenter in our talks, etc., so took

the children to a saw and planing mill over by the

river where they saw the rough boards put into the

machinery and come out all planed. Another day we
went to a lumber yard where we saw the logs and

trunks of the trees which were to be cut up into kind-

ling wood. M. F.

Stories in Rhyme.

Cinderella.

Dilly-dally.

Dust under the rug.

Shoemaker and elves.

The Old Clock ; Ten Pennies.—Kindergarten Review,

January.

Shoemaker and Brownies.

Nohum Prince (simplified).—Child's World.

Fairies' New Year Gift—Child's World.

The Piggy Family.—Baldwin.

Little Red Hen; Chicken Licken.—Mother Goose

Rhymes. A. M.

The Snow Man.
The Improvident Bunny.

The Honest Woodman.
The Star Express.

The Little Gray Pony.

The Wise Horse. •

Dilly-dally.

Linda and the Lights.

Wee, Wee Woman.
Dora, the Little Girl of the Lighthouse.

Stories about the pictures in the' room.

The Logging Camp.—Child's World.

The Honest Woodman.
Dickory-Dickory Dock.

One of the children brought a book called "Jingle-

man Jack." It is excellent. All the trades are illus-

trated and good rhymes as to what we owe to each

workman. We visited the cellars and furnaces when
studying about the miner and we visited the black-

smith. He treated the children beautifully; gave them

each some nails, a ride on the pony, showed them the

stalls and made a shoe for them. L. O'B.

We have had many pleasant times with our "Nursery

Rhymes" this month. "Jack and Jill," "Little Miss

Muffet" and "Jack Horner" have been dramatized.

Friezes decorating our room and telling us the stories

have helped some, and when we sing these rhymes

there is never any trouble about learning all the words

very quickly. M. F. C.

The children have taken a great interest in Little

Black Duffa and of their own accord have asked to

take it home over night so that their mothers or broth-

ers or sisters could read it to them. With one excep-

tion the book has been brought back the next day. I

don't know how this started unless the children are

imitating their mothers who take home books from the

mothers' meetings. H. C. C.

We dramatized: Mother Goose, Three Bears, Cin-

derella, Two Small Boys, The North Wind.

C. M. D.

MY NURSE.
Sweet face crowned with auburn hair,

Hands so strong and soft and fair,

All that I love best is there

—

Do you know her?

She rubs the wrinkles from my back

And she has a pleasant knack

Of knowing just the things I lack

—

Do you know her ?

If she'll promise—don't you see?

Just to stay a while with me,

I will very grateful be

—

And thankful that I know her.

Bebecca Strutton.

"In Edinburgh," says Sir James Grant, "the impres-

sion is gaining ground that physical culture comes be-

fore the humanities, and hygiene is reckoned of greater

importance than higher mathematics."

When an epidenr'c of cholera is raging in the Phil-

ippines, the authorities do riot close the schools to avoid

contagion. They keep them open as centers of hygienic

information for preventing the spread of the disease.
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PROGRAM SUGGESTIONS BY WEEKS.
JANUARY.

Subject-Matter—
First Week.

Recollection of Christmas experiences.

The New Year

—

Time—seasons.

The clock.

Second Week.
Winter fun

—

Snow, ice, sleds, snow-man.

Winter birds—pigeon, chickadee, sparrow.

What they do for us.

What we may do for them.

Third and Fourth Weeks.

The world's workers-
Woodman, carpenter, shoemaker, blacksmith.

Gifts-

Second, third, fourth, fifth, sixth, seventh, eighth

—

Clocks, pigeon-houses, houses, furniture.

Tools of workmen.

Free use of each gift.

Occupations

—

1. Drawing and painting

—

a. Illustrative (free).

Suggest a subject to children as, What did you see

on Christmas. Show me how you play with snow.

(Use white chalk on bogus paper.) Draw the carpen-

ter working. Show me what we saw at the black-

smith's, etc., etc.

(b) Single Objects.

Have the object present if possible. Get children to

look at it. Draw it yourself on the blackboard several

times. Then erase. Ask children to draw. The fol-

lowing objects are suitable and are suggested by topics:

A clock, a sled, an express wagon, any toy at hand,

any tool which is mentioned in trade topics.

(c) Have practice drawing to strengthen hand

—

as making snow-balls, snow-hills ; make hill first in one

direction, then in opposite. Fill in outlines traced

around lid of third or fifth gift. Older children may
outline larger lid, then place smaller lid inside and out-

line, then fill in with two colors, or cross by drawing

second lid diagonally. Color triangles thus formed, etc.

Teacher should draw winter scenes as a blackboard

border, and if possible, illustrate stories she tells. Chil-

dren should draw a few minutes every day.

2. Cutting and pasting

—

A clock.

Snow balls (circles).

Tools, logs of wood, boards, horses, shoes.

3. Folding

—

A simple clock, sleds, tools.

Fold open boxes. Mount tools in them to sug-

gest various shops as carpenter's, or black-

smith's.

4. Sewing

—

Making dusters and holders.

5. Weaving.

Mats for floors of playhouse.

6. Sand-
Sifting, poking holes.

Winter scenes.

Hills for sleds.

Snow huts.

Snow men.

Songs

—

Rockaby. baby, the moon is a cradle, (Song Echoes

from Child Land) Jenks and Rust.

Saw, saw, saw.

The Blacksmith, (Hill).

There's a little wee man, (Gaynor, No. 1).

Games

—

First Week.
The Toyman.

O, this is the little New Year.

Hickory, Dickory, Dock (dramatize).

Any clock game.

Sense and finger plays.

(For good lists consult "Games and Finger Plays,"

compiled by a committee of the N. Y. Public School

Kindergarten Association.)

Second Week.

Five little chikadees.

Skating (dramatize freely).

Sliding on ice (dramatize freely).

Snowman (Neidlinger).

Snowballs (Knowlton).

Third and Fourth Weeks.

The carpenter's in the shop.

Busy is the carpenter.

The blacksmith.

The pigeon house.

Other trade games, as the shoemaker.

Sense and finger plays.

(Blindfold to test senses of touch and hearing.)

Identify familiar objects.

Arrange objects by size, by color, by form, etc.

Stories

—

First Week.

Little Wait-a-Minute.

Little Esquimau Baby.

Second Week.
Building the Home (connect with carpenter).

Third Week.
The House that Jack Built.

The Elves and the Shoemaker.
Fourth Week.
The Star Express.
The Honest Woodman.
Fourth Week.
The Village Blacksmith (Longfellow).

Rhythms

—

First Week.
Growing tall in the new year.

Tiptoe March.
High stepping horses.

Tick-tock.

Second Week.
Sliding.

Gliding.

Skating.
Snowflakes falling.

Third Week and Fourth.
See-saw.
Hammering.
Rocking baby.
Rocking-horse.
Heel-toe.
Music box.
Skipping,



SUGGESTIONS FOR VILLAGE AND RURAL SCHOOLS
How to Use Short Sticks or Twigs in Outlining Geometrical Forms, Common Objects, in Laying Designs

and in Number Work

By JENNY B. MERRILL, Pd. D„ New York City

In my last article I noted that the primary schools

throughout the country have found the kindergarten

occupation known as tablet-laying very helpful in busy

work of educational value, and that the comparative

inexpensiveness of the material has added to its pop-

ularity.

The very same is true of stick-laying, and indeed to

a greater degree.

The stick fastens the child's attention upon the one

dimension of length. Hence, sticks for this occupation

are made in several definite lengths, usually from one

to five inches. Such sticks at once suggest counting

and measuring. Familiarity with inches prepares the

way for long measure and the use of the ruler.

It seems preferable to begin with the use of the

two-inch length and later to introduce the one-inch

stick. This is merely because the one-inch sticks are

trying for young children to handle. A one-inch stick

might be given for comparison a little later.

In primary work, an envelope containing ten sticks

of the two-inch length should be prepared for each

child. Write the child's name upon the envelope, and

let him thus be responsible for his own sticks from

day to day, keeping them in his desk if he has one,

always ready to use between times. Replace freely

any that are lost.

We select the number ten as it is the basis of our

decimal system, and paves the way for later work in

numeration and notation.

These little sticks are so useful in number work that

I will speak of this phase first, although with the very

little ones playfully outlining with sticks may come
first.

The first exercise may be simply removing the sticks

from the envelopes, placing them in a row and count-

ing. Ten is an old friend, for many children can

count their fingers before coming to school. Seat any

who cannot by those who can count to ten, and they

will soon learn from each other. Encourage in this

way helpfulness and sociability in the schoolroom. We
work for character-building from the very first, and

strict rules "not to speak" to one another are anti-

social and have been given up in all of our best schools.

Children are trained not to interrupt, not to disturb.

We are now trying to keep children in love with school,

so that they will not beg to go to work as soon as

the law permits.

Pardon this seeming digression, but those who are

working to blot out the disgrace of child labor in our

beloved land find that the battle is with the children

quite as often as with parents and employers 1 We

must protect our boys and girls in their ignorance, and

the best way is to make school attractive from the

first day.

To return to our quota of ten sticks. After count-

ing, give little problems at once, as, Find how many
fives you have. (The children will understand if you

do not use formal arithmetical expressions. Introduce

such expressions very gradually.)

Show me the two fives. Now let the sticks stand

two by two. How many twos?

This is sufficient for one lesson with young children.

Give them time now to move the sticks about in order

to make anything they please. Some may do nothing,

but all will soon learn by watching the few leaders.

It is now the teacher's time to observe if she is not

too busy with another class. She will catch many
ideas from the children.

If no one seems ready to act, after waiting a few

minutes make a simple suggestion, or perhaps draw

two or three simple forms on the blackboard, as a flag,

a square, a ladder, saying, "See, children, if you can

make these with your sticks; or make anything else

you please."

I should advise using the ten sticks daily, letting

the children play five minutes with them or longer;

then suggest two or three problems ; then again leave

the children to outline common forms.

Do not be anxious to get directly to the addition

tables. Plus and minus signs come later. Arithmetical

facts are much easier than arithmetical language. Even

to say, "One and one are two," is too formal for the

first number work. Abstract statements mean nothing

to the beginner. Work on little problems, moving the

sticks to correspond.

From day to day the children should make the fol-

lowing groups many times.
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These are the easiest groups in ten. Later

come,

/ill

This later grouping is really contained in the first,

but the smaller groups make clearer images in the

mind.

The child who has seen that three threes and one

make ten, can put the three threes together saying-

nine and one are ten. So also the child who has been

interested in two fours and two, can soon see, by

pushing the ten fours together, that eight and two are

ten. The smaller groups should be made many times

and the children should be encouraged to tell number

stories, as: I see two fives; two fives are ten. Now I

see five twos ; five twos are ten. I see two fours and

two more. I see three threes and one more. If the

children are very young it may be better to commence

with five sticks doing similar work.

Do not hasten. Arithmetical facts and especially

arithmetical language are slowly conquered. Many

believe in omitting all systematic number work during

the first year.

Cut figures out of calendars and let the children lay

sticks by them to correspond.

Dr. Montessori tells of a simple little modern game

With a figure upon a piece of paper, fold it and give

such a paper to each child. Arouse a little curiosity

about the papers ; tell all to open the little message

and read how many sticks you want. Have zero or

naught upon the paper and ask the child who holds it

to bring that number of sticks. This will impress the

fact that a naught means nothing in a pleasing way.

Change papers from day to day.

2. Another interesting grouping is

:

Two Is, two 2s, two 3s, two 4s, two 5s.

This will require thirty sticks. If short of sticks,

or even if not, let three children work in a group to

lay this number story.

The other day I was showing a picture of three

dolls in a row to a little boy of four years. I said,

"one, two, three." He said, pointing to each doll,

"one, one, one." This was a sign to me of the way

his little mind was working. I did not repeat one,

two, three, but began to play a game. I covered one

doll, saying, "Now how many dolls do you see?" He

quickly responded "two." Then I covered two, then

three, then none, and each time he told me conectly.

This shows that counting is not so easy as we think.

Grouping is easier. The child often stumbles in count-

ing and misses objects as he tries to point.

Variety indeed is a very good thing. So sometimes

suggest placing the little sticks horizontally, as

:

Also suggest slanting, as

:

Thus gradually develop the three positions, vertical,

horizontal and oblique.

These groups thoroly in mind awaken the ideas of

addition, subtraction, multiplication and division, altho

no reference is made to these arithmetical terms.

The child actually, divides ten into twos, threes,

fours and fives. He even sees remainders. There are

two fours in ten and two left over.

Of course he subtracts, tho unconsciously, when he

takes the ten sticks out of his envelope every day and

really knows that ten taken from ten leaves none in

the envelope. When he separates into groups he sub-

tracts. When he pushes groups together he adds or

multiplies.

Some afternoon, slip a one-inch stick into each en-

velope, or ask one older child to do it for you. Next

day see the interest the little intruder will awaken.

After a few minutes ask if anyone knows how long

the little stick is. Tell them if necessary. Ask them

to measure one of the other longer sticks. Many chil-

dren see measuring at home.

Presume upon this knowledge.

Show a ruler and see if anyone knows how long it is.

Ask them to put two sticks end to end and count how
many inches long they are; three sticks, then four, then

five, and ask how many inches longer the ruler is.

How many more sticks are needed to make twelve

inches. Measure children to see how many inches tall

they are.

Rousseau says, "Count, measure, weigh," and of

these three, measuring interests children most.

Propose problems now, as : Take two inches away
from ten inches. Take four inches away from ten

inches, etc.

If the answers are correct, accept them; if wrong,

say nothing. Tell the children to play "measure" with

their sticks while you are busy. They will teach them-

selves and each other more quickly than you can.

Gradually place in the envelope a three, a four and a

five-inch stick, one or more at a time according to the

development of the class.

(Continued on page 141)
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THE HOMECRAFT COURSE.

In the homecraft course, just instituted in the Wad-
leigh High School, New York City, the attempt to meet

practical demands in girls' education is seen at its

best, according to officials of the United States Bureau

of Education. The homecraft course is for girls whose

interest is in up-to-date home-making rather than in

advanced literary or scientific study. The work is

taken chiefly by students who do not intend to go to

college, but who wish to make the best use of their

time while in high school; and it is particularly recom-

mended for those who expect to stay in school only

two years or less.

The course is both "practical" and "cultural." It

answers the everyday needs of girls who mean to be

real home-keepers and it affords abundant opportunity

for studies that are for enjoyment as well as for work

Domestic science and domestic art, with household

arithmetic, study of vocations, "clothing—its care and

remodelling," are prominent subjects the first year.

Drawing, music, biology, English, and physical training

are required subjects, with current history, English his-

tor , and modern languages among the electives. Latin

and advanced mathematics are conspicuous by their

absence.

In the second year hygiene and sanitation are added

to the requirements, and other studies may be chosen

from a list which includes millinery, household chem-

istry, European and American history, (history of

women's work, arts and crafts, and modern languages.

Household management, a required study, is a fea-

ture of the third year of the course. Applied design

and applied physics are among the subjects that may
be selected by the students. In the fourth year the

girls delve a little deeper into the philosophy of home-

craft by means of a required course on social efficiency.

They may also regale themselves with a number of

more advanced studies, such as fundamentals of legal

procedure, physiology, bacteriology, and sanitation

;

household design and decoration.

Throughout the course the emphasis is on applied,

rather than theoretical knowledge; and the work is so

arranged that regardless of whether a girl completes

the four-year course or leaves before she finishes she

has acquired a fund of workable ideas of direct value

to her in the immediate problems of her life. At the

same time the course is not narrowing. Girls who
take it may, if they desire, elect some of the more
usual studies from the regular high-school courses.

Furthermore, they are prepared to meet the admission

requirements of the Columbia University School of

Household Arts and similar higher institutions for

young women.

The Hurry Life.

"Our American life is devoted to hurry. If this only

killed the present generation it would not be so bad,

but when applied to children it kills the next generation

before it begins.

"Late hours stimulating diet, excitement, excessive

attention to clothes, highly developed playthings, par-

ties and the theater all tend to destroy the nervous sys-

tem before it reaches maturity enough to perfect its

legitimate function. For a child the simplest possible

home, without travel, and with few and simple play-

things preferably in the country, is the best thing that

can possibly come to the child."

Notwithstanding the troubled conditions in Mexico,

167 new Government schools for the native popula-

tion have been organized in the various States, accord-

ing to a statement on Latin-American republics in the

annual report of the Commissioner of Education.
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HINTSWSUGGESTIONS FOR RURAL TEACHERS
CONDUCTED BY GRACE DOW

DEAR RURAL TEACHER.—In undertaking this department I trust that my somewhat extended experience in
rural schools and my subsequent normal training and city school wort may assist me in making it practically

helpful to you in your work with the little children. I understand the tremendous tax upon the time of any rural
teacher who is trying to do good work, the wide range of studies, the constant temptation to neglect the little ones
for the apparently more pressing need of the older classes and the lack of equipment necessary for the best work.
My hope is to assist you to secure better results with the small children,and I shall unhesitatingly recommend the
intelligent use of kindergarten material as likely to produce the best results with least expenditure of time. How
to use this material, what to select, what substitutes, etc, will be discussed from month to month in thesecolumns.

JANUARY, 1914

"True happiness consists in making happy."

"Present neglect makes future regret."

"Thinking is more important than remembering."

"Don't be afraid to adopt the methods of others.

There is no copyright on good teaching."

"Make it your chief duty to wake up the child's

mind,"

"Use all good devices -none exclusively."

"A good garden may have weeds."

ESKIMO LIFE

Through questions lead the children to notice the

long nights and short days of winter, and with this

thought take them to the land of snow and ice where

they have the long, long night.

If we could journey toward the north for weeks and

weeks we would come to a very strange land and find a

very strange people. We will learn something about

these people, and the queer little girls and boys of this

country.

First we will notice that the ground is covered with

snow, and sometimes very deep during the entire year,

and how strange it would seem to us to go to bed in

the dark and get up in the dark for weeks and weeks,

and then some day have the sun rise and we would go

to bed in the bright light and awake each morning to

find it still shining. In this land of snow it is so cold

that no large trees grow. Of what do they build their

houses? They use snow. We make snow houses just

for play, but they make them in which to live.

They cut blocks of snow shaped like very large bricks.

Upon a circle about fifteen feet in diameter these

blocks are built into a house (igloo), one man standing

inside to shape the house, others working on the out-

side. The house grows smaller and smaller till it is

closed overhead, making a dome-shaped roof, then the

man inside cuts his way out making a door. This is so

small that eveiyone crawls in and out on his hands

and knees.

Sometimes a small window, covered with a skin from

the inside of a fish, is placed over the door.

Around the inside is a shelf of ice built into the wall.

This is used both for a table and a bed.

Several houses are often built near one another, thus

making a regular snow village. They are very kind to

each other, always sharing the food which is secured

by hunting.

The Eskimo is very short, has a brown skin, small

black eyes, a fiat nose, and straight, coarse, black hair,

They are not cleanly as they do not use soap, and ne-

ver change their clothing. They protect their skin

from cold by greasing it.

They are dressed in fur from head to foot. Little

children's boots are lined with soft, warm feathers.

Large bags with fur inside are used to sleep in.

Their food is the meat of walrus, seal, and white

bear. The meat is cut into strips, and usually eaten

raw. Cold tallow is their 'candy."

The father gets the food and clothing. The mother

sews the clothing with a needle of bone and a thread

of skin. The little children play whatever they see

their parents do, and when the boys are old enough,

they learn to drive the dogs, and go hunting with the

men.

BUSY WORK

Let all the busy work of the month be suggestive oi

winter, and nearly all the busy work devices can be

brought into use.

With tablets, sticks and rings, represent the heavens

with moon, or half-moon and stars of different sizes.

Folding and cutting—Free hand cutting of mittens,

Eskimo dolls, sled, snow shovel, stars, crescents, moon,

sun, snow crystals in every shape, a string of sleigh

bells.

Represent an Eskimo snow village, having several

snow huts made of building blocks and rings, over

which may be placed cotton batting, sprinkled with

artificial snow. Model in clay the dogs, sled, spear and

the Eskimo boy. Roll balls of clay and cover with cot-

ton batting for mounds of snow.

STORY LIST-JANUARY

Children of the Arctic Mrs. Peary

Agoonack, (Seven Little Sisters) . . . Jane Andrews

A Lapland Baby Little Folks from Other Lands

A Little Arctic Girl Little Folks from Other Lands

Snow Flakes Hans Andevsen

Little White Fairies All the Year Around

The Snow Man Graded Literature I

Children of the Arctic Josephine Peary

The Snow Baby Josephine Peary

Children of the Cold Frederick Schwatka

WORD STUDY GAME
Cut a large number of stars, and upon these write

the names of all words studied during the term, and

place them all in a hat. Have a pupil "pass the hat."

If the child can recognize the word and tell a story

al)out it he keeps the star, and if not he returns it to

the hat. Try the same many times around. For seat

work have each mount the stars drawn on cards and

write and print the word below each, and also write the

story. These may be exchanged in class and used as a

reading lesson. For instance ask Mary to read John's

story about a hat, etc.
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Suggestions for Village and Rural Schools

(Continued from page 136)

When they have the five lengths, ask them to place

them, thus

:

/

Ask them to count forward to five and then back-

wards from five to one. Let them sing 1, 2, 3, 4, 5

—

5, 4, 3, 2, 1. Let them play it with their fingers, rais-

ing one at a time.

(To be continued.)

NUMBER DEVICE

Jacob's Ladder—Make a small ladder and cover the

sides and rounds with paper. This may be used later

instead of a tree for their Christmas gifts. Awaken
their interest first by telling them the story of Jacob's

Ladder. Cut from card board shapes of two:—as two

stars, two squares, two hearts, and attach these to

strings about six inches in length. On each place a

number, and the two cards together are to make a

problem, as 2 and 3, 6 and 7, 3 times 2. Give them out,

saying if you give the answer correctly you may hang

it on the first round of the ladder. Repeat this over

many times till all rounds have a number of strings up-

on them. Now vary the exercise by asking how many
strings suspended from first and second round, third

and fourth round, also remove a number and ask how
many remain, etc.

The Massachusetts State Board of Education main-

tains a teachers' registration bureau for teachers desir-

ing positions in Massachusetts. In the past year, the

first of its existence, the bureau filled 89 positions at

salaries ranging from $3,700 down to $10 per week.

MOTHER-PLAY PICTURE
Bertha Johnston

See Mother Play Picture, "The Child and the Moon" in

this issue.

Prose translation of the rhymed matter to the

mother-play, "The Little Boy and the Moon."

Why do objects in the distant spaces seem so very

near to the little child at first?

Why does the little one wish, nay long, for union

with the remote?

Mother, what about the child may this teach us?

That we may advance and not disturb his develop-

ment.

That, before objects in space turn from him, he may
find unity between them and himself ; this inner unity

to recognize and foster before objects externally sepa-

rate fro mthe child. Through such observations let

us prepare for the child : A firm ladder upon which

safely to proceed. /Therefore, disturb not the child in

his sweet dream. To feel at one with all in the great

world-spaces ; where he yet gladly stretches his arm
toward the light of Heaven.

Where he yet not barriers know.

That from Heaven separate him.

Therefore, disturb not the little child in his blessed

dreaming.

THE LITTLE BOY AND THE MOON

The simple story simply repeated in this little song

finds its basis in the actual life of a boy of the indi-

cated age. The motto, mother, endeavors to point out

the higher symbolic meaning of this phenomena, often

recurring in child life, particularly in the life of boys.

Especially does this phenomena force upon us the

remark that we should, more often than happens,

thoughtfully foster the child's observation of, and de-

light in the moon, and in the starry evening sky;

and not allow his contemplation of the same right at:

the beginning to sink back into formlessness, and, as;

it were, a vacuity of gazing; but, judiciously make use

of it, in order by means thereof, to make him from

the first, through accurate observation and apprehen-

sion of the moon and starlit sky, aware, for example,

of the often so plainly apparent spherical form, and

its floating, as it were, in the ether. Thus in part : in

part also, more especially, to lead him early in his con-

templation of the starry sky, to feel, to perceive, to

read, the presence of his Creator. To make it legible

and comprehensible at an age when the child so read-

ily apprehends in external phenomena its inner, unify-

ing life, as the picture next following again so positively

declares.

Upon his first new contemplation of natural objects,

whose essence however he cannot yet grasp, the child.

receives from his elders, with equal credulity, the true

or the false explanation. And the comprehension of

the one, like the other, is to him equally easy or diffi-

cult, if otherwise they both have reference to the con-

templation of matter or things; and thus, certainly, the

child's observation and comprehension will, in the be-

ginning, be not at all facilitated, if one points out and

teaches him to know the moon as a man rather than as

a beautiful, shining, floating ball; the stars as golden
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pins or burning candles, rather than as bright, lustrous

suns, which however appear so small because so dis-

tant from us. While the first presentation, despite its

apparent life, is a dead one, the latter bears in itself

the foundation of the living, well-grounded insight of

a continuously progressive development. Why should

one then, make the latter inaccessible to the child, pos-

sibly depriving him of it altogether? Truth never in-

jures, but error always does, even if it later leads to

the truth.

Department of Superintendence, N. E. A.—The
Annual Meeting at Richmond, Va., Feb. 23-28, 1914.

Official headquarters at Hotel Jefferson. Places of

meeting State Auditorium, High School and Hotel

Jefferson. Reduced railroad rates. Among subjects

to be discussed are : Sociological Questions in School

Co-operation; Distinctions between Vocational and

Cultural Education ; Part Time, Continuation, Shop and

Trade Schools; Condition of Rural Schools; The Foun-

dation of Educational Achievement; Report of Com-
mittee on Economy of Time in Education! Determi-

nants of the Course of Study; Rural School Adminis-

tration.

In addition to the above the following organizations

will hold meetings during the week at times when they

will lease interfere with the programs announced: Na-

tional Council of Education and the Departments of

Normal Schools and School Administration of the Na-

tional Education Association, National Society for the

Study of Education, Society of College Teachers of Edu-

cation, National Committee on Agricultural Education,

Educational Press Association of America, National

Committee of Teachers of English, Conferences of

State Superintendents of Education and of Teachers of

Education in State Universities with Commissioner

Claxton, Conference of Teachers in City Training

Schools, American School Peace League, International

Kindergarten Union, National Congress of Mothers

and Parent-Teacher Associations, School Garden Asso-

ciation of America, National Association of Collegiate

Registrars.

Mr. D. W. Springer, of Ann Arbor, Mich., secretary

of the N. E. A., announces that it now looks as if the

meeting at Philadelphia last year.

Dr. Montessori told this story at the meeting in New
York, Dec. 8: "On leaving one of the Houses of Child-

hood in Rome one day, she was followed by all of the

pupils, forty-five little children, who romped and scat-

tered about the street and called joyfully to the teacher.

Passers by, with no.notion of the spirit of the Montessori

Houses of Childhood, said to one another, rather scorn-

fully, "this is a queer school. The children are undis-

ciplined, as wild as woods animals." Dr. Montessori

overheard the criticism. She raised her voice gently.

"I wonder," she said, "If you children can return to

the home on your tiptoes, without looking backward."

The forty-five little people turned about instantly,

tiptoed to the house without once looking back and

resumed their play."

WHAT "COME" AND "GO" POUND,
By Mary E. Cotting.

Little sister "Come" and big brother "Go" had

been wandering through the fields all the morning
searching for something for their mamma. Now
they were about making up their minds they must
go home for the first time during the fall without

any of the. outdoor treasures that their mother so

dearly loved.

As they wriggled beneath the lowest wire of the
'

fence to roll down a grassy bank, Go asked: "Want
to race to the old sassafras tree?"

Now there was nothing that Come liked better

to do than to run races, so away she scampered with

Jep, the jolly dog, close at her heels.

The wind blew her hair across her eyes and being

in so great a hurry she didn't notice where she was
going, and down she stumbled into the decayed

stump of an oak tree.

How the wood dust did scatter and how Jep
barked. Up jumped Come brushing her clothing

while Jep rolled about sniffling and making the

wood-dust fly more and more.

As Go came along and began to push Jep out

of Come's way he spied something moving in the

dust. Down on his knees he went and began to

poke about with a stick. In a moment he said:

"See here, we shall have something to take to

mother after all." Just then he poked a queer look-

ing creature upon the dry grass.

It was brownish-black with a body something like

a small and very flat finger. Its head was a little

like that of a tiny turtle and from it down each

side of the top of the body ran a faded orange

line to the stumpy tail. The four legs were short

and well spread, and ended in flat, little feet with
five tiniest toes tipped by needle-tip claws. It didn't

seem to be afraid as it scuttled into the middle of

the large leaf with which Go was moving it into

his hat-crown.

When it had been safely placed in the hat away
the children and dog raced home to mamma, who
told them they had found a lizard.

She placed the lizard in a pan-shaped glass dish

half filled with earth and tiny pebbles. Everybody
watched it. It had two little eyes with coverings

that moved up and down and a slender, slender

blade-like tongue. Its tongue darted out to catch

small insects, -shreds of raw meat, tidbits of angle-

worms and the flies with which it was fed v The
lizard became quite tame even crawling upon the

children's hands. But one day Go noticed the

little lizard trying to burrow, so it was decided to

put it back where they found it, so that it could

burrow in the stump.

Mother was pleased for she thought the old

stump dust might be the best place for a little

lizard to sleep through the long winter.

The Progressive Teacher of Nashville, Tenn., and the
Kindergarten-Primary Magazine, both one full year,

for only $1.20.



THE COMMITTEE 6f THE WHOLE
CONDUCTED BY BERTHA JOHNSTON

THIS COMMITTEE OF THE WHOLE, of which all Subscribers to the Kin-
dergarten-Primary Magazine are members, will consider those various prob-
lems which meet the practicing Kindergartner—problems relating to the
School-room proper. Ventilation, Heating, and the like; the Aesthetics of
School-room Decoration; Problems of the Physical Welfare of the Child, in-
cluding the Normal, the Defective, and the Precocious; questions suggest-
ed by the use of Kindergarten Material, the Gifts, Occupations, Games, Toys,
Pits; Mothers-meetings; School Government; Child Psychology; the relation
of Home to School and the Kindergarten to the Grades; and problems re-
garding the Moral Development of the Child and their relation to Froebel's
Philosophy and Methods All questions will be welcomed and also any
suggestions of ways in which Kindergartners have successfully met the
problems incidental to kindergarten and primary practice. All replies to
queries will be made through this department, and not by correspondence.

Address all inquiries to

MISS BERTHA JOHNSTON, EDITOR,
369 Clinton St., Brooklyn, N. Y-

To the Chairman of the Committee of the Whole :

In Mrs. Amelia E. Barr's autobiography I find this

description of the method and materials for teaching

beginners in writing, in England, in 1838. Why can-

not kindergartners use the sand-table in some such

way.'' S. T.

"I was taken to a long table running across the whole

width of the room. This table was covered with the

finest sea sand, and there was a roller at one end, and

the teacher ran it down the whole length of the table.

It left behind it beautifully straight lines, between

which were straight strokes, pothooks and the letter

o. Then a brass stylus was given me, and I was told

to copy what I saw, and it was on this table of sand,

with a pencil of brass, I took my first lessons in writ-

ing. When I could make all my letters, simple and

capital, and knew how to join, dot, and cross them

properly, I was promoted to a slate and slate pencil.

In about half a year I was permitted to use paper and

a wad pencil, but as wad, or lead, was then scarce and

dear, we were taught at once how to sharpen and use

them in the most economical manner. While I was

using a wad pencil I was practicing the art of making

a pen out of a goose quill. Some children learned the

lesson easily. I found it difficult and spoiled many a

bunch of quills in acquiring it.* * * In 1832, the year

after my birth, 33,100,000' quills were imported into

England. * * * Penny postage produced the steel

pen. It belonged to an age of machinery."

Next month the editor will give an account of an

up-to-date English school. In all the important schools

it is customary for every child to wear a school hat,

which distinguishes the pupils of each school. For

instance, in one large private school for girls, all the

pupils, from kindergarten to the graduating class, wear

a large brimmed straw hat the year around, adorned

with a black ribbon with the school crest, a shield

bearing the motto "Omnes Vincit Veritas." The cus-

tom cultivates a fine esprit de corps, and every child

feels responsible to do nothing that would dishonor

the school.

The Chairman of the Committee of the Whole being

in London for a few weeks, she will be obliged to con-

duct it from a distance, and hence may modify its

character somewhat, replacing queries and answers by

such impressions of London schools as may be of "in-

terest or value to those who care to consider them-

selves members of the Committee.

One of the editor's nieces attends a private school,

with classes ranging from kindergarten to college pre-

paratory. The parents are given a Home Work Time

Table, and are requested to inform the head mistress

"if considerably more than the allotted time is spent

on the preparation of home work." In scanning this we
find that 25 minutes on Monday are allotted to history

;

25 to geography, and the same to grammar and French

;

on Tuesday 25 minutes are given to dictation (for

spelling); 30 to arithmetic; 25 to drawing; 25 to

French ; on Wednesday, 20 each are allotted to Scrip-

ture, history, grammar, French, with 10 to algebra. On
Thursday, 20 each are devoted to geography, literature

and French, with 15 to dictation, while Friday gives

40 to Scripture, and 20 to arithmetic, to algebra and

French. The little girl is twelve years old and is in

the third form.

To thus allot a stated period for acquiring a certain

lesson, trains the powers of attention and concentra-

tion, and to hold the mother in part responsible makes

a bond between parent and school ; but in actual prac-

tice it is found that one lesson in a given subject may

require more time to digest than another, or to execute

with desirable neatness and accuracy, so that a some-

what more flexible schedule is to be preferred. If the

parents choose, the child may do this studying at the

school, in the afternoons after 2 :30. The regular

morning session closes at one o'clock.

Latimer Road (London, England.) Evening Play

Centre.

The editor visited on a Wednesday afternoon one of

the London, England, evening play centres, which are

under the management of a committee of which Mrs.

Humphrey Ward is Chairman, Hon. Secretary and

Treasurer. There were, in January, 1912, seventeen

of these centres, which are held in the so-called Coun-

cil Schools, corresponding to our public schools.

The editor's guide was Miss Hedwig Levi, author of

a number of German books on occupations for chil-

dren, which have been reviewed in the columns of the

Kindergarten Primary Magazine.

These play centres are open five evenings a week,

at the, to us, unusual hours of 5 :30 to 7 :30 o'clock p. m.

and for an hour and a half on Saturday mornings.
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The visitor found much to interest and please. After

an introduction to Miss Wilcock, the courteous and
devoted superintendent of all the classes, she was con-

ducted to a general assembly hall where, seated upon
a platform she watched the children gather; then, five

different groups after engaging in a brisk march, sepa-

rated to go to their different class rooms. The main
room was made cheerful by a large grate-fire at one

end, and the walls were decorated with some forty ex-

cellent and attractive photographs, some in monotone,

some in color, of scenes historical, geographical or

imaginative. Indeed the London County Council, judg-

ing from the very fine pictures to be seen in every room
of this building, appears to have an ample art fund to

draw upon.

After about one-half of the children had dispersed

to their class rooms, the remainder were led in games
by an expert teacher who managed to direct three

circles at a time, each of these composed of about 20

children. They played several singing games that were
new to the visitor, and later another set of three circles,

after playing their games, danced simply and grace-

fully some steps of the minuet. The union of freedom
with discipline was admirable. The words of the

games were sung with spirit and sweetness, and the

boy pianist did his part admirably.

Leaving these children to their active exercises we
entered a story-telling class, where sixty little ones

were being entertained with the story of The Three
Musicians. In these school rooms each row of desks

is raised one step above the one in front, so that the

last row is in plain view of the teacher, and the teacher

is not hidden from the sight of any pupil by the curly

noddle of a .child in. front. This evening every seat

was filled principally with girls, and a row of eager-

faced boys sat cross-legged on the floor.

In another room about 40 children were having a

lesson in water colors, each child painting from a nat-

ural spray of wall-flowers resting upon its desk, and

with results that were highly satisfactory. The room
radiated happiness. The method employed was the

highly effective one known as "brush work."

Another class was engaged in basketry, and were do-

ing charming work. Best of all, perhaps, as indicating

the real value of these voluntary classes, was a little

•.market basket one boy had brought from home in order

to replace some of the broken reeds. Another boy

showed a box of drawing implements, compasses and

the like, which he had won at a horticultural show
for a basket he had made at home and exhibited. These

London play and occupation centres seem thus to have

secured a genuine connection with the home, which is

the real test of abiding merit.

Miss Levi's class was making the match-box furni-

ture described in her recent little book. The boxes used

are the small, wooden ones, such as hold the Swedish

matches and the children are delighted with the tiny

tables, desks, chairs and the like that, after the final

coat of brown paint has been received, are such perfect

imitations of the real thing: Each of the classes visited

was composed of both boys and girls. Although the

neighborhood is regarded as a very bad one, these chil-

dren, while in class, were gentle-mannered and there

were no unpleasant shrieking voices.

The play hour comes between the English "tea-time"

and the children's bed-time, and accomplishes untold

good, as do our own vacation schools and play centres

in keeping the little ones off the street for a few hours,

and in substituting worthier ideas for their games and

occupations during these hours when they are left to

their own devices.

To the Chairman of the Committee of the Whole:

In regard to the so-called skatemobiles described in

a recent number of the Kindergarten Primary Maga-
zine, may I suggest that grave danger attaches to their

use on city streets. When a certain momentum has

been acquired it is impossible to stop them suddenly,

or to steer them properly, and hence the likelihood of

collision with each other or with passing vehicles. I

would not recommend their introduction in congested

districts. S. M.

Our correspondent's recommendation is well made.

A game, toy or recreation suitable to one locality, or

one period of time, may be quite out of place else-

where. Good judgment and common sense are indis-

pensable qualifications of parents and teachers.

—

[Editor.]

To the Editor of the Committee of the Whole:

I saw an item a few days ago that I thought would

interest the other members of our committee, illustrat-

ing as it does the difference in the point of view re-

garding women's education, between the middle of the

last century and today. It reads

:

"When Vassar was opened a prominent woman said

:

'The mere fact that it is called a college for women is

enough to condemn it. Of one thing we may be sure

—

no refined Christian mother will ever send her daugh-

ters to Vassar College.'

"

S. L. N.

It is indeed difficult for us of today to realize the

opposition felt to woman's higher education in the early

days of the movement. But every progressive step

meets with similar hindrances. Strong objections were

raised when it was first proposed that women should

study geography. Next summer, July, 1914, will be

celebrated at Framingham, Mass., the seventy-fifth an-

niversary of the founding of normal schools in Amer-
ica. Before that date it was considered quite absurd to

suppose that a teacher needed to be taught how to

teach. What a waste of the state's money ! A step

forward has again been taken, however, and this time

by the Secretary of the Navy, Josephus Daniels, who
proposes to make the United States navy the world's

greatest school of technology. "Every ship is to be a

school of instruction for enlisted men." They will be

given the choice of studying electricity, radiography,

carpentry, stewardship, plumbing, coppersmithing,

blacksmithing, bookkeeping and the like. The three

"R's" will also be taught to those seamen whose earlier

education has been neglected. As stated in an inter-

view reported in the New York Times, "the president

of this biggest of all the world's technical schools will

be the Secretary himself; its vice-presidents will be the
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commanders in chief of the Atlantic, Pacific and Asiatic

fleets; the principals will be the commanding officers;

the teachers will be the junior officers of the

battleships, cruisers and destroyers of the various

naval organizations," and the ensigns just out of Ann-

apolis will share their advantages by teaching those in

need of elementary training. This technical education

will not only make the navy more efficient in the in-

creased intelligence and efficiency of its men, but any

man whose term of service expires will find himself

well equipped to enter an honorable trade and so to

serve his country ably in civil life.

STRAIGHT LINE CUTTING.
Carrie L. Wagner

Cutting on straight lines is good practice for chil-

dren, and they enjoy it when the results are pleasing.

The illustrations given here are easily cut from

squares of different sizes. The first are the three bears'

chairs. They may be cut from one square 4x4 inches,

folded into sixteen little squares. Beginning at the

top cut on the left vertical line down the length of two

squares, then cut across the center the length of one

square, and then down again the length of two squares.

L

1

~\lh
Three Bears' Chairs Three Bears' Beds

This will cut away ten squares, leaving six in the form
of a chair, which is father bear's chair. To make the

mother bear's chair, cut from the remaining ten squares

four squares in the shape of the father bear's chair;

then there will be six squares left. Cut two squares

from the top and one from the right side, leaving
three, which forms the baby bear's chair.

The three beds are made by folding three different

sized squares into the sixteen little squares. Cut away
three squares from one side; from the center of two
sides, cut out two squares; this will leave eight squares

forming the shape of the bed. To make it a better

shape, fold the three squares on each side through the

center, open and cut off the outer half of each.

The table is made from a four inch square of paper.

When the sixteen squares are folded cut out two in

the center at the bottom. Then fold the upped edge

of the square to the first crease, open, and cut off the

top half on the line. Fold each side to the first crease

The Table and three bowls The Fence and Pussies

shape. From the scraps left from the cutting, the three

bowls may be cut free hand.

The fence and the kittens will delight the children.

The fence may be made from two four-inch squares.

Fold each one into sixteen little squares. Open and

fold again into a book, and cut out the four center

squares. Open, and fold the outer edges of the four

sides to the edges of the open square in the center. Cut

from the center of the four sides the two half squares;

then from each corner cut out the little squares. Mount
these two parts of the fence on cardboard or mount'ng

paper, leaving a space between them the size of the

inner squares of the fence. With two of the small

strips left from the cutting connect the squares. This

makes a realistic fence, and when the cats are cut and

pasted on, the children will indeed be delighted with

their morning's occupation. Many interesting posters

may be made from the squares, and they are very

pleasing to the children.

In cutting the cats and bowls, the straight line cut-

ting can not be adhered to, but cutting the different

figures will be a good lesson in curves, and also in free

hand work.

Mary F. Schaeffer, writing from Germantown, Ohio,

under date of Nov. 11, 1913 says: "I cannot state what

the cost is of the Montessori material I usein my primary

work. The alphabet, (small and capital letters) I made
myself. I have a set of capitals which supplement the

sand paper small letters of Montessori didactic material.

The cost would be measured in terms of "interest,"

"time," ''insight," "application" "experiment" "re-

organization," etc.

My work this year, due to readjustment and reorgan-

ization of the work of five years in this particular school,

is even now a month in advance of last year. Last year

it was six weeks in advance of the previous year—and

my first year of experiment, even before going to Rome,
was a month in advance of the year previous to that.

My children "break out" in writtng their names, using

capitals without any previous teaching. I am gaining

a perspective of both kindergarten and Montessori,

together with a perspective of my own adaptation of

these methods. The children in their growth, their

grasp and use of the symbols of the three R's are my
criteria.

There is much more to be learned, but I have to over-

come the limitations of home and school environment,

a larger group of children with no previous school ex-

perience in kindergarten, traditional customs of a vil-

lage long used to the A-B-C method, etc.

The hearty co-operation of the mothers after three

months school this year assure me my efforts are not in

vain,"

Teachers in Greenville, Miss., are required by the

school board to attend summer school at a university at

least once every three years.

and cut away half of each up to the top half squares,

leaving the projections which makes the table a nice

The 1914 meeting of the National Education Asso-

ciation will be held at St. Paul, Minn., July 4-11.

Fresno, Cal., has a model open-air school building

costing less than $500.
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DR. MONTESSORI
JENNY B. MEBR1LL, PD. D.

Dr. Montessori's true womanliness has appealed to the

great audiences that have greeted her in America. "All

the homage which the American people have lavished

upon me," says she, "I accept not as a tribute to me
personally, but as homage to the child."

She says: "I feel I understand the American people

tho I cannot speak their language. I know how much
they are in sympathy from the contact of their humor
and the expression of their eyes. We cannot have

this experience in Europe." So we see that Dr. Montes-

sori has applied practically to us that soul to soul touch

which she urges in her little game of "Silence."

How little Dr. Montessori has known in the past of

what we have become familiar with in America is shown

by her interest and surprise in visiting the children's

room in the Boston Public library. She said to a reporter

of the N. Y. Tribune in a most characteristic interview:

"I had always had a vision of a little room for children

where would be little tables and chairs and books and

pictures especially selected for children, but I never

dreamed such a place really existed."

One wonders that such an intelligent woman is not

more familiar with America where thousands of her own
native people have been enjoying for years just such

advantages in many of our cities, but the explanation

is that this woman has been studying, working, ex-

perimenting independently in great measure. She

comes as a new voice crying as it were again "Prepare

ye the way of the Lord. Make his paths straight."

We should not, as I fear many kindergartners have
done, turn away in annoyance, saying, "We know it all."

"Froebel taught the same truths." The fact is hosts of

parents and teachers do not know them yet, and if a

new voice rouses them, can we not add in the words of

Whittier— "what matters it whether it be mine or an-

others' pen?"

Ellen Key, the great Swedish author, in her celebrated

book, "The Century of the Child," reminds us that

"absolutely new truths are very rare. Truths which
were once new must be constantly renewed by being

pronounced again from the depths of the ardent per-

sonal conviction of a new human being."

In "Education of Man"Froebel says: "See and observe

the child; he will teach you what to do." Dr. Montessori

re-emphasizes that wonderful message.

Her disciples we greatly fear will forget it or fail to

understand it or will soon lose faith in it just as the

kindergartner so frequently has lost sight of it in her

greater interest in gifts and occupations, sequences,

stories and all the rest.

It is a very difficult message to understand. It almost

seems absurd to one who has not tested it.

There were two telling points in the address which I

heard that I have not seen quoted in any reports.

Dr. Montessori claims that the physician needs the

teacher's help. We as teachers have been profiting

in these last few years by the physician's help in our
schools. Have we ever heard it said before that the

physician needs the teacher? Let us ask ourselves what
we have to give the physician. It is worth careful

thought.

The second point which again I have not seen quoted
is this—are you giving as thorough a t~aining to your
teachers who deal with soul and body as you give to

your physicians who deal mainly with the body?

The Italian folk tale which Dr. Montessori related to

the Tribune reporter is most interesting and unique. It

seems to me to be a picture of what she herself is.

This is the tale which Dr. M. related after express-

ing her views upon the need of dancing and art ap-

preciation as a part of every school life:

"Beauty is only a means to an end. We must not

return to the pagan conception of things. Its position

is illustrated in this old Italian folk tale. The woman
it says may have beauty, that is zero in itself. She

may have charm—zero. She may may have talent, wit,

intelligence; all these are zero if they stand alone.

"She may have a great soul, however, and that counts

as one, then when you have the one you can add all the

zeros, and then they increase the total value a thousand

fold."

Some Montessori Sayings

"There are three principles which all children must
understand. They must not offend against any

moral law. They must observe the demands of

courtesy. And they must not interfere with the rights

of others. Praise good, rather than punish had."

"A child's training should begin as soon as he is born.

The properly educated baby never cries. I have seen

sixty infants less than a week old in a Roman hospital

ward, with not a wail breaking the complete silence.

Science has not yet succeeded in eliminating the first

cry of the new born babe, but that first one should also

be the last."

"The reason why we have had so much trouble with

children in the past is because we have cosidered them
from our standpoint, instead of from theirs. Many of the

actions for which wehave criticised and punished them are

perfectly natural, ina child's world. We are the ones at

fault if we try to make them live in our world before

they are ready for it. They will be ready much more

quickly if they are allowed to follow their own natural

lines of development."

"I did not begin my system with the idea of banish-

ing all discipline and punishment. That was one of the

results which evolved from the general method. I

have simply found that in the vast majority of cases

the child that is properly trained does not need punish-

ment. No form of corporal punishment is necessary,

under any circumstances. "If you tell a child, 'This is

right, that is wrong.' If you explain to him that right

things are the things to do, wrong things the things to

avoid doing, you will find it easy to train him in the

habit of taking the right course. Particularly if you

praise and caress him for being good. If you put the

emphasis on approval instsad of on disapproval."

"Usually the child who misbehaves needs medicine

and not punishment. "If he refuses to act reasonably a

physical examination will almost always show that some-

thing is wrong with his health. When the defect has been

remedied the child again becomes good, In Jhe rare

cases where no ailment is discoverable a 'naughty' child
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may be isolated. He may be treated as the victim of

an illness too obscure for diagnosis, and set apart from

his companions with a few toys. He is not to be held

up as a disgraceful object but as a person to be pitied.

I have found this treatment speedily effective, but, I

repeat, it need hardly ever be used."

"It is all so simple. The child leads, the mother or

teacher follows to protect and advise. Why should it

seem terrible to allow children liberty? Only the free

know the real meaningof restraint. I do not urge license,

only freedom."

''There should be a much closer co-operation

than exists at present between mother and teacher.

There is no reason why the methods employed in a

House of Childhood should not be taken over into the

home by the mother. Her children ought to be with

her part of the time and she can allow their personalities

to develop freely if she once sees the importance of it.

Indeed, where there is no regular school employing my
methods the mother by adopting them may send her
ssven year-olds to the graded school advanced far be-

yond their playmates.

Moving pictures illustrating the work exactly as car-

ried on in the Houses of Childhood, proved an inter-

esting feature of Dr. Montessori's meetings.

CHINESE PUZZLE OR TANGRAM
Dr. Jbnny B. Merrill

Note. Reference was made to this puzzle in the No-
vember magazine in Ihe article on tablets.

The tangram may be made on a plain white card or
colored pasteboard. It is sometimes manufactured in

metal and also in ivory. It should be carefully drawn,
then cut on the lines into seven pieces.

One puzzle is to put the square together again, but
two smaller squares may also be made, two pieces being
used for one square and five for the other.

Napoleon used the tangram for amusement.
It is said that many hundred figures can be made from

these seven pieces.

A Chinaman is a favorite one. Any one who possesses
a copy of that old but excellent book, Calkin's Primary
Object Lessons, will find reference to this puzzle and
several illustrations of its use.

MARIA KRAUS-BOELTfi.

After more than half a century of uninterrupted

work in the kindergarten field, Mrs. Maria Kraus-

Boelte has retired from active teaching. In the future

this famous exponent of kindergarten methods will

devote her time wholly to lecturing and writing. Her
biography is virtually the history of the kindergarten

movement in America. Mrs. Kraus-Boelte was not

alone the pioneer in this work in the United States, but

for more than forty years has been the leading expon-

ent of the teachings of Froebel. During this long per-

iod of active service, Madam Kraus has trained hun-

dreds of teachers, and throughout has been the inspira-

tion of those interested in the movement.

Mrs. Kraus links the present directly with the days

of Froebel, and serves to keep us, therefore, in touch

with the spirit and authority of this great teacher. Her
birth and education were especially fortunate.

Maria Boelte was born in the Grand Duchy of

Mecklemburg-Schwerin, November 8, 1836. Her an-

cestors for generations were people of culture, her

father being a lawyer of prominence, holding a high

government position. Throughout her childhood, her

home was a literary and musical center where were
gathered people prominent in the intellectual life of the

day.

In such an atmosphere, Miss Boelte naturally heard
much of the work of Froebel, which was attracting

such wide-spread attention in the educational world.

Her enthusiasm was especially aroused by an aunt, her-

self a well-known writer, and she left her home to

study at Hamburg with Froebel's widow, and with Dr.

Wichard Lange, the son-in-law of. Middendorff. At
the same time studies were carried on at the Seminary
for Teachers where she specialized in pedagogics and
psychology. On concluding these courses, Miss Boelte
moved to London where she assisted Madam Bertha
Ronge, a pupil of Froebel, and shortly afterwards she
was associated with Madam Johanna Goldschmidt,
President of the Froebel Verein in Hamburg. Against
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great opposition, Miss Boelte now opened her first

"pay kindergarten," meeting with great success. The
highest possible praise for a kindergartner is doubtless

the phrase employed by Madam Froebel at this period

who, when called upon to investigate the work of Miss

In 1871 Miss Boelte moved to England and in the

following year, which is a date to be remembered, she

came to America. At this period, Miss Boelte be-

came interested in the educational writings of Pro-

fessor John Kraus, and in 1873, on Professor Kraus

coming to New York, they were married. In the same

year, the New York Seminary for Kindergartners was

founded under their mutual direction. The work pros-

pered and the influence of the two teachers upon edu-

cation in America has ever since been a potent factor.

Upwards of 1,000 young women have attended Mrs.

Kraus' classes, and more than 2,000 children have

come under her direct influence.

Professor and Mrs. Kraus have given to the public

the Kraus Guide, Vol. 1, Gifts; Vol. 2, Occupations.

Mrs. Kraus has much more to give of the true essence

of the kindergarten, and we trust she will be spared

many years to write and lecture in behalf of the cause

she has served so long and faithfully.

DOLL LIZZIE'S BIRTHDAY PARTY.
PART II.

Susan Plessner Pollock.

In the night Gertrude dreamed of Nickse's birthday.

She saw again his delight and saw Lizzie's pleasure as

she had told her that her birthday should be cele-

brated. That was a dream, but Gertrude awoke and

began to cry bitterly, she had forgotten Lizzie's birth-

day The moon shone brightly ; she got very quietly

out of bed, tiptoed over to Herman's bed, and awak-

ened him, laying her head on his shoulder and drying

her tears with her hands, she whispered softly, 'Ah

!

Lizzie's birthday!"'

Herman woke up—he quickly realized the grief of

his sister and with one bound he was out of bed. "We
will decorate the birthday table this minute," said he.

Fortunately he had a piece of cookie, which August

had given him, still in his jacket pocket; he seized his

frock, which lay on a chair beside his bed, and drew

the cookie out of the pocket.

Pine needles from which to make candles were not

there, but in the next room where Lizzie was, in her

playhouse bedroom, was a pot of ivy from which

Herman broke several leaves from which he stripped

off the leaf and stuck the bare stems as lights around.

Lizzie, who in her little house was standing leaning

against the wall, looked at all these preparations, and

acted as if she was about to start out alone for her

birthday table, but that she could not do. Gertrude

went gently over to her and took her up in her arms

;

of course Nick and Lambie must be brought too, but

Herman did not let them roll along behind him, as

they always did, he lifted them up that the dear par-

ents might not be disturbed. Had the parents not

noticed anything during the night birthday celebration?

Oh, yes indeed, they had noticed every single thing

from a distance.

The next story will be "Grandma."

NIZA.

Etta Smith.

Niza was eight years old before she ever saw a white

man. Her father had told many, times about their blue

eyes and yellow hair and white skin. Once he had bought

a book full of pictures, and for hours at a time Niza

would sit very still and listen while her father read

about the wonderful country where there were many
colored flowers and birds that sang, and green grass

that grew everywhere. She would look at the pictures

and think that the white man lived in the most beau-

tiful place on earth.

At night she would beg her father to read from the

book while she stood by his knee and looked at the

bright colored pictures. How she longed to see some
one from this sunny land ! Her father said he was quite

sure there would be white men come to their land be-

fore the end of the year. Every morning Niza ran to

the top of the high hill hoping to see the white men's

sled in sight; but weeks passed and months passed and

still they had not come.

One morning Niza drove her team of brown puppies

to the hill-top. She jumped off the sled and ran to

look over the great rock once more for the white men.

Near enough to touch her were two strangers climb-

ing the ice covered rocks. When she saw their white

faces she knew who they were.

One of the men patted her on the head and smiled

at her astonished look. Of course she could not under-

stand what they were saying to her, but she pointed to

her home and smiled ; which the men took as an invi-

tation.

The little brown puppies never ran as fast in all

their lives as they did when Niza kept calling and call-

ing for them to fly ! She was so excited that she could

hardly tell the glad news to her parents. Her father

hastened to meet the strangers and soon brought them
inside. One of the men carried a large bear skin bag.

Niza knew there must be something from the white

man's land in that bag and looked on with bright,

anxious eyes while it was opened. Sure enough, there

were dolls and books and ribbons and beautiful glass

beads and a gold ring. In all her life this Eskimo child

had never seen so many strange looking toys.

The men seemed almost as much pleased as did Niza.

They placed the beads around her neck and wrists and

the ring upon her little brown finger.

For two days and nights the men stayed with them,

then they left for the far north, promising to stop on

their way back. Niza's father gave them meat, and oil,

and would take no pay at all.

Niza loved her beads and rings, but best of all the

picture books, and was the happiest child in that Es-

kimo land when her father taught her to read them

herself.

A "Society for the Instruction of Eugenics" recently

founded in New York already has 200 members.

One Idaho county has more than 350 boys and girls

organized in sewing, cooking, potato, and corn club

work,



NEW GAMES, PLAYS AND PIECES FOR LITTLE PEOPLE
By Laura Rountree Smith

January has come to town,

Softly the snow-flakes flutter down,

With a tinkle of bells, and snow-white gown,

January has come to town.

Telling Directions.

The wind's from the North, blow merry winds, blow,

While down fall the flakes of feathery snow

!

The wind's from the South, in the pleasant spring,

Back again, back again, sweet birds will wing.

The wind's from the East, surely 'twill rain,

But what care we? 'twill be sunny again.

The wind's from the West, it is going to clear,

And we all are happy for winter is here.

Right hand points East and left hand West,

Bow to the North your very best,

Then face about and softly say,

"This is the South, good day, good day!"

A Happy New Year.

Father Time sits on a platform. The Months come

in carrying appropriate articles, for example, April car-

ries an umbrella; February, a flag and drum; October,

leaves, etc.

Father Time :

I'm waiting here for the Little New Year,

When the clock strikes twelve, he will appear,

Then ring sweet bells with a merry din,

And we will welcome the New Year in!

(The clock strikes twelve, sleighbells are rung softly,

and a very small child in white suit enters as New
Year.)

Song—Tune, "Jingle Bells."

Hear the merry bells,

Ringing sweet and clear,

Each a story tells,

. . For New Year's drawing near,

Late on New Year's Eve,

Listen and you'll hear,

The merry, merry, merry bells,

Ring in the glad New Year.

Father Time

:

A welcome to all I gladly sing,

The merry Months come dancing in

!

(Enter Months who stand at right, and left, of

Father time. The New Year is seated by Father Time.)

January

:

I am January, now I am here,

I wish you all a Happy New Year I

February

:

With shield and drum and banner gay,

February is on his way.

March:

I am merry March, ha, ha, ho, ho,

Hear the winds of spring-time blow.

April

:

I bring the showers to the thirsty flowers,

For April has so many rainy hours

!

May:
I am merry May, with sunshine and rain,

I welcome the birds to their nests again.

June

:

Glad Vacation is coming soon.

Vacation, in the month of June.

July

:

The Fourth of July, the Fourth of July,

The children cry, see the rockets high !

August

:

August scatters golden-rod,

Along the paths the fairies trod.

September

:

Little children I hope you remember,

School starts again each year in September.

October

:

In October bright leaves fall,

Fruits will ripen one and all.

November

:

I am November, I'll call in the sleigh,

To help make you happy on Thanksgiving Day.

December

:

I am December and I call,

"Merry Christmas to one and all."

Father Time

:

Welcome merry Months today.

Little New Year's come to stay.

Little children far and near,

We wish you all a Happy New Year.

Months :

A Happy New Year to one and all,

Happy hours we bring,

A Happy New Year to one and all,

A Happy New Year we sing

!

New Year Play.

Oh New Year, Happy New Year,

You are welcome every place,

Oh New Year, Happy New Year,

See now each smiling face! (smile)

Hold up your hands, so clean and white, (hold up
hands)

And welcome the New Year with smile so bright.

(smile)

Oh New Year, Happy New Year,

Some useful things we'll do,
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Oh New Year, Happy New Year,

We'll all be good and true,

We'll all shake hands ,and bowing say, (shake hands,

how)
We will do a kindness every day!

The Snow Man.

I'm a little old Snow Man, ha, ha, ho, ho,

The children made me last night you know,

They gave me nose, and mouth, and eyes, (point to

them)

And put on a hat to make me look wise, (point to head)

When the sun comes out, I'll laugh and shout,

They'll not find me anywhere about,

Then clap the hands, ha, ha, ho, ho, (clap hands)

For the funny little old Man of Snow !

A New Year Game.

The children sit in chairs and choose January. He
points to them quickly, giving them names of days of

the week. The children say

:

"January has come to town,

January in snow-white gown,

Oh January, whom do you seek?

For here are all the days of the week !"

January now points to any child, as Monday, and

Monday says

:

"I am Monday, I hope you know,

I will go with you over the snow."

January and Monday skip out of the room, return,

and Monday takes her place.

November chooses another day who replies in the

same way.

They skip out of the room and this continues until

January has chosen all the days of the week.

January then says

:

"There is one day that is very welcome here."

The children reply :

"Oh, can it be the. Little New Year?"

January says

:

"Yes, it is Little New Year's Day."

The children now rise and form a circle around Jan-

uary and he tries to break through the circle; if he

does so the game is ended. If he cannot break through

he may name a child to take his place.

This game should help children to become familiar

with the days of the week.

This little rhyme may be learned and the first child

in the circle to give it may take January's place.

These little games may be played in a variety of

ways.

Seven Days.

Sunday, Monday, Tuesday,

Who will follow after?

Wednesday, Thursday, Friday,

Saturday, with laughter

!

If these lines you can recall,

You will name seven days in all.

Dr. Alfred Russel Wallace, co-discoverer with Dar-
win of the modern theory of evolution, died in England
November 7, at the advanced age of ninety years. The
beautiful relationship that existed between these two
earnest searchers after truth should be known to all

children that they may be led to admire and to emulate

that spirit which values truth and justice above mere
self-seeking. Grant Allen tells us in his life of Darwin

:

"While Wallace was still at Amboyna, Malay, he sent

home, in 1858, his striking memoir addressed to Darwin
with the request that he would forward it to Sir Charles

Lyell for presentation to the Linnean Society. Darwin
opened and read his brother naturalist's paper, and

found to his surprise that it contained his own theory

of natural selection, not worked out in detail as he him-

self was working it out, but still complete in spirit and

essence, with no important portion of the central idea

lacking to its full rotundity.

"A jealous man would have put obstacles in the way
of publication, but both Darwin and Wallace were born

superior to the meannesses of jealousy. The elder nat-

uralist communicated his young rival's paper at once

to Sir Charles Lyell, who sent it on immediately to the

Linnean Society. But Sir Charles Lyell and Mr. Joseph

Hooker, both of whom knew of Darwin's work, thought

it advisable that it should be published in the journal

of the society with a few extracts from his own manu-
scripts side by side with Wallace's paper. Darwin there-

fore selected some essential passages for the purpose

from his own voluminous notes, which were read al-

together before the society on July 1st, 1858. That

double commencement marks the date of the birth of

modern evolution."

The U. S. Bureau of Education, with charateristic ef-

ficiency in educational matters, will bring out within a
few days a bulletin relating to kindergarten interests
and progress in the United States, prepared by the
Kindergarten Division of this Bureau, which was or-

ganized last March. This bulletin will cover statistical

tables, opinions of superintendents, primary supervisors,
and first grade teachers, as to the advantages possessed
by the kindergarten trained child over the child with-
out such training, mateiial dealing with many school
problems as affected by the kindergarten, and a bib-
liography of kindergarten literature. A committee of
kindergarten training teachers has been appointed to
collect detailed information relative to training schools
for kindergarten teachers, also a sub-committee to pre-
pare suitable material for leaflets and to give advice in

matters that call for expert judgment and knowledge.
Individual kindergartners everywhere are urged to send
to the Kindergarten Division in the Bureau of Education,
Washington, D. C, news of new kindergartens estab-
lished and other items of interest.

Dr. Frank M. McMurry spoke before the New York
Public School Kindergarten Association on Wednesday,
November 19th, on his " Report on Kindergartens of
the City." He said that his most important recom-
mendation was the union of kindergarten and elemen-
tary education. He presented the conspicuous points

of difference existing and made several remedial sug-
gestions.

Individuality, he said, was one of the kindergart-
ner's strong po ints, and the present curriculum allow-

ing individuality is the only way of obtaining initiative

and individuality of pupils. Dr. McMurry invited dis-

cussion and many responded with the result that the

meeting was informal and of unusual interest,
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BOOK NOTES

Vocation and Learning. By Hugo Muensterberg. The

People's University, University City, St. Louis, Mo.

A most welcome treatise on the modern problem of

universal vocational education and guidance. It treats

the topic in broadest fashion and on a high, yet com-

fortably accessible plane; is, indeed, delightfully demo-

cratic, and this without sacrifice of dignity, without the

abrogation of "ancient wealth and worth."

The author postulates in every human being as chief

motive of action an intense desire for happiness, but

finds along with this an all' but equally widespread dis-

satisfaction with the share in life allotted to each.

For this apparent contradiction he accounts by the fact

that the sense of pleasure—graification of the senses,

luxury and comfort—is almost universally mistaken for

happiness; whereas true happiness can be found only

in the conscious search for truth and beauty, friendship

and love, and other ideal goods. For while pleasures

lose their charm as soon as they are secured, -'deal

goods grow in value with every new achievement and

constitute an exhaustless source of happiness.

The ideals a person chooses for definite service in

his life constitute his vocation; and thus vocational life

becomes the real center of all endeavors towards hap-

piness which man can know. Indeed, the author claims,

there is no vocation that, when seen from this higher

point of view, can fail to become a source of inspira-

tion and happiness. He illustrates this by the teacher,

the learned professions, commercial pursuits ; but finds

that it is ho less true of the mother, the wife, the set-

tlement worker. Indeed, he concludes, "whoever feels

the need of ideal fulfillment of his work will gain there-

by enduring happiness in his vocation, whether he be

the director of the company or the office boy, a college

president or a kitchen girl."

Every life-experience, however trivial, presents it-

self to him as a unit, inseparable in itself. It may be

considered, however, from different points of view. In

one of these we see it as knowledge, in another as

action, and in a third as motive; the three involving,

respectively, thinking, willing and feeling. This he

represents graphically; the life-experience as a circle in-

scribed in an equilateral triangle, the three corners of

which indicate the three different points of view. This

graphic expedient—quite familiar to kindergartners as

illustrative of Froebel's fundamental law of unity—the

author applies to the study of a variety of vocations. In

each instance he shows clearly and forcibly what things

are to be learned, what skills are to be trained, and
what ideals or motives are to be stimulated.

Early and constant sympathetic observation of I he

young with reference to genius, inborn tendencies and
special interests is commended as an imperative duty to

parents and teachers. Also, adequate attention is given

to courses of study and vocational guidance. Neverthe-

less, for the sake of expanding the learner's horizon,

for extending his perspective and thereby increasing his

capacity for happiness, the author insists upon the wid-

est possible range of general education, the highest

mission of which he justly sees in the generation of

enthusiasm, the enthusiastic belief in the value of what-

ever work may have been chosen. W. N. H.

School Efficiency, A Constructive Study. By Paul H.
Hanus. World Book Company, Yonkers-on-Hudson,
New York.

This volume presents in concise form the outcome of

the well-known inquiry into the efficiency of the public

schools of the City of New York in 1911-12. Prot

Hanus had charge of the Educational Aspects of the

inquiry.

It is impossible here to present a full synopsis of this

invaluable treatise which should be in the hands of

every public school superintendent and board member
of the land as a constant guide and reminder in their

efforts to make the schools what they ought to be. In

proof of this we present in condensed form the educa-

tional standards that guided the committee.

Public education, they declare, should train efficient

citizens, men and women who recognize and appreciate

the common spiritual hygienic, economic, and civic in-

terests of our democratic society. It should strive to

emancipate each pupil from external restraint and guid-

ance, and render him self-directing—allsidedly stable,

alert, vigorous, and active. It should endeavor to pre-

pare each pupil to make the best use of his leisure as

well as of his working hours. It should strive to ren-

der each pupil economically intelligent and efficient, di-

recting each pupil to realize that a suitable vocation, ac-

cessible to him and adapted to him, is indispensable to a

useful and happy life.

The judgment of the committee as to the conduct of

the schools of New York City on the basis of these

standards is, on the whole, unfavorable; and this un-

favorable judgment probably applies to the majority, oi

our greater school complexes. They find a spirit of

formalism in subject-matter and method and disregard

for adaptation to social and individual ends; that

courses of study and syllabi emphasize the formal as-

pect of knowledge rather than its living elements, the

relations to the resources and problems of contem-

porary life; that the work fails to develop habits of in-

initiative, self-reliance, constructive imagination, judg-

ment and reasoning on the part of the pupils; that

supervision by principals and supenmendents shows a

lack of educational leadership.

Among the improvements suggested we note with

pleasure the elimination of technical grammar and of

English history as separate studies, thorogoing revision

of nature-study and natural science, far-reaching re-

strictions and modifications in arithmetic, and, above

all, greater flexibility and suitable differentiations in all

courses in adjustment to local and individual needs, as

well as throughout recognition of the princple that "the

schools exist for the children, not for the system."

W. N. H.

A Story Garden for Little Children. By Maud Lindsay.
With Introduction by Emilie Poulsson. Profusely Il-

lustrated by F. Liley Young. Square, Svo Cloth. Price,
Net, $1.00; Postpaid, $1.10

Equally suitable for home or school is this happily

named, happily written "garden of stories" by anexpert
in the very difficult art of worthily interesting the little

ones, It well deserves the warm commendation which
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Miss Poulsson graciously accords it. There are twenty
stories, in large, clear type, and each with a full-page

picture and smaller decorative illustrations by an ex-

cellent artist, andevery detail hasbeen planned to delight

the eye and mind of our little people and those who love

them.

The Tumbleman. By Hy. Mayer. With verses by Charles
Hanson Towne. Cloth, 26 pps. Price $1.25 net. Pub-
lished by D, Appleton & Company, New York.

A picture book in colors. The little folks will scream

with delight over the laughable adventures of the Tumble
Man. This funny little round fellow bounces into our
world from his own and before he bounces out again

upsets everything with which he comes in contact.

There are twenty-four full-page colored pictures with

verses to accompany each.

Little Rob Robin. By Carro Frances Warren. Cloth, 135
pps. Price not given. Published by David McKay,
Philadelphia, Pa.

This beautiful book for children contains 14 interest-

ing stories for the little folks, °n large type, relating to

robins, bobolinks, woodpeckers, whip-poor-wills, bob-

whites, blue-birds, sparrows, and other int abitants of

birdland.

The Irish Twins. By Lucy F. Perkins. Cloth. 206 large
pages, with many illustrations. Price $1.00 net. Pub-
lished by Houghton Mifflin Company, Boston. New
York, and Chicago. The book tells in interesting story

form for children the adventures of the Irish Twins
and Granny Malone, teaching wholesome lessons in a

way that can hardly fail to make right impressions up-

on the juvenile mind.

Songs and Stories for the Little Ones, By E. Gordon Browne.
Cloth, 143 pages. Price 80c net, postpaid. Published
by Houghton Mifflin Company, Boston, ISiew York
and Chicago.

Thiscleverly conceived little book will commend itself

to kindergartners and teachers in first and second grades,

since it supplies stories, songs, and a little play, every

one of which makes an immediate appeal to the interest

of little children. The very titles arouse curiosity— "The
Dragon on WT

heels," for example, "The House that

Woke up," and "The Street that Led to Nowhere;"
while in the telling there is so constant an invitation

to "make believe" that the child enters heartilv into the

spirit of the story. For simple dramatization the book
provides excellent material. The melodies are simple

and tuneful and children will take delight in singing

them.

The Princess and the Goblin. Simplified by Elizabeth
Lewis. Illuminated Cloth. 124 pps. Price 50c net.
Size 5Jx7J inches. Published by J. B. Lippincott
Company, Philadelphia, Penna.

This ever famous story by George McDonald is pre-

sented in this volume in a simplified form for very lit-

tle children.The book contains several beautiful full page
illustrations in color.

UNSELF.SH, LOVING LITTLE MONICA
Nine-year-old Monica is a second grade pupil in the

Wood School, with a little crippled brother in the kin-

dergarten.

Both areanamic, poorly nourished, underfedchildren.

In fact, of the 300 grade pupils in this school, a group
of 112 in the first, second, third and fourth grades were
found to be 1,015 pounds underweight on May 1st, and
the medical inspector at the school asked that they be
fed a nourishing cereal and milk lunch at each morning
recess. The supervising principal was able to carry this

out, and daily, during the following week, these 112

children sat at long tables and enjoyed their Junch.

They increased in weight too—that is all except Monica
—as disclosed by the scales at the end of the first

week. And for a reason—the pathos of which should

go far to advance the cause of school lunches for poor
children, in Philadelphia. Unobserved by those in at-

tendance, each day this little girl had slipped quietly

across the hall with her bowl of cereal and milk and fed

it to her little brother in the kindergarten; returned as

quietly, placed the empty bowl on the table in front of

her, and waited for dismissal. Not a word—without

asking for a second helping for herself, this little lady

left the table hungry, but happy in the knowledge that

Bobby had been fed. This would have continued, no
doubt, had not the scales directed attention to the fact

that Monica remained at 48 pounds, whereas the other

children showed marked gain, and the child was closely

watched without it being called to her attention. Then
the truth came out, and both Bobby and Monica were

fed. Are there not hundreds of Monicas and Bobbies?

FREE WANT ADVS.
Any of our subscribers, who wish to

secure positions, to obtain information,
buy or sell Kindergarten material, buy
or sell back numbers of this Magazine,
or any Magazine, purchase or sell
books, etc., can, until furthur notice,
use this column entirely free or
charge. No advertisement to run long-
er than two issues, or to contain more
than 25 words.

WANTED-At 15 cents per copy, the
Kindergaren Primary Magazine for
February, 1910. Address Albt-rt V. J.
Vas, M. A., Assistant Inspector of
Schools, Tanjors, Madras Presidency,
India.

FOR SALE—Two Paradise of Child-
hood, quarter century edition, new, at
$1.00, half price. J. H. Shults, Manistee,
Mich

WANTED-Back number of the Kin-
dergarten Magazine, for January, 1913.

Address, Assistant Inspectorof Schouls,
Eaujaeu District, Madras, India.

FOR SALE—The following Kinder-
garten books at 40 per cent discount
Folk Songs and Other Songs for Chil
dren, by lame Whitehead, Net *l.ti0.

Song Echoes from Child Land, by Har-
riet Jenks Net $1.(10; Kindergarten
Chimes, by Kate Douglas Wiggins, Net
75 cents. J. H. Shults Co., Mauistee,
Mich.

SITUATION WANTED - Graduate
of Grand Rapids Kindergarten Train-
ing School. Have done substitute work,
Address |J. H. S-, 354 Third St., Manis-
tee, Mich.

WANTED—Back numbers of the Kin-
dergarten Magazine, beginning with
September, 1896, and ending with June,
1897. Address, Mrs. KichardH. Wyman,
512 Lee St., Evanston, 111.

WANTED—Back numbersof the Kin-
dergarten Primary Magazine for June,
1909 Address, Assistant Inspector of
Schools, Trichinopoly District, Madras,
India.

FOR SALE—Five bound volumes of
the Kindergarten Magazine, beginning
with the first number. Address, Nora
r-.. Smith. Hotel St. Albans, 351 West
28th St., New York City, N.Y.

FOR SALE—Complete file of Kinder-
garten Magazine, volume six to vol-
umn 25, inclusive. Address, Nora A.
>mith, Hotel St. Albans, 351 West 28th
St., New York City, N. Y.

WANTED-Backnumberof the Kin-
dergarten-Primary Magazine for Jan-
uary, 191.1 Address Mary L. Millis, 518
Webster St,, Traverse City, Mich.

WANTED—Bark number of the Kin-
dergarten Magazine forFebiuary, U909.
Will pay double price. Address, F. P.
Baker Co.,4and5Bond Court, Walbrook,
London, England.

WANTED—Back number of the Kin-
dergarten Magazine for February, 1910.
Address. F. P. Baker Co., 4 and 5 Bond
Court, Walbrook, London, England.



rHE TEACHER'S joi)RNAL in

ThesepicturescanbecutaparUndused

decorative work or as gifts to the child-

A WIDE-AWAKE PERIODICAL

FOR

PROGRESSIVE TEACHERS
In matters of education, Indiana is in the lime light.
?he new vocational law is revolutionary in its effects and
he results will be valuable to all grades of progressive
eachers no matter where they teach.

The Teacher's Journal conlains other features of interest
o teachers everywhere. It is practical and has to do with
he problems of all teachers.

ren.

SPECIAL OFFER
Teacher's Journal ( 1 year)
Pathfinder (weekly)

Both Teacher's Journal and
Pathfinder

$1.00
l.OO

$1.35
This is the most helpful combination ever offered teach-
rs. We take subscriptions for all magazines at a very
>w rate. If you are interested write for special prices,

Address,

TEACHER'S JOURNAL CO.
MARION. INDIANA

THE

L JOURNAL
!f JEFFERSON CITY, Mo., one of the best

::ate educational papers in the West, and the

|.indergarten-Primary Magazine, both one year,

pstage paid in United States and possessions,
.60

Are You Interested In

THE SCHOOLS OF HAWAII?
The Hawaiian Islands (formerly Sandwich Is-

lands) have been since 1898 an autonomous Territory
of the United States. The School System is thoroly
modern thruout, from the numerous kindergartens
to the Territorial College ot Hawaii.
For any information regarding the schools or

educational work of Hawaii, address

HAWAII EDUCATIONAL REVIEW
HONOLULU, - T. H.

HE PROGRESSIVE TEACH
NASHVILLE, Tenn., one of the very best-

ucational papers in the South, and the Kin-
rgarten-Primary Magazine, both one year,

Stage paid in United States and possessions,
$1.21

UCATIONAL MONTHLY

(1.60

[ COLUMBUS, one of the best state educa-
nal journals in Ohio, and the Kindergarten-
limary Magazine, both one year, postage paid
i'ywhere in United States or possessions, only



BOOKS FOR KINDERGARTEN AND PRIMARY TEACHERS--WUERE TO SEND
THIS page is published for the benefit of our subscribers scattered over the U. S-, many of them remote
* from stores where books relating to their work can be obtained. It will tell you where to send. Look it
over each issue and it will keep you posted as to the latest books for Kindergarten and Primary Teachers.

LITTLE FOLKS LAND
BY MADGE A BINGHAM

This book provides a 21 week program
in kindergarten work. Tlie interests
center in the story about Joe Bo.v, a
Gypsy baby, as lie developed into an
active member of our highly organized
society, with its many relationships.
The activities relate to the supplying
of the wants of this "little boy in a big
world." The book grew out of the needs
in the Atlanta, Georgia, Free Kinder-
garten, with the author as teacher.
Price $2.00, postpaid.

ATKINSON, MENTZER & CO.
Chicago, Illinois

THE SUNDAY KINDERGARTEN

GAME, GIFT AND STORY
By Carrie Sivyer Ferris

For teachers of children under six
years of age.
Forty-three stories from the Bible and

from nature, combined with services
of praise, songs, with music, ringer
plays, games, and table work.

Manual $1.50, postage 15 cents.
Send for announcement of the full

series to which this book belongs, The
Constructive Bible Studies.

THE UNIVERSITY Of CHICAGO PRESS
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

BOSTON COLLECTION

OF

KINDERGARTEN STORIES

62 Stories for Children. Sent by mail,
postpaid for, 60 cents.

J. L. HAMMETT CO.
Boston, Mass.

MARCH BROTHERS
LEBANON, OHIO

1 A TEACHERS'
ll/C. TREASURES
McLeod Reproduction Stories, Pri-

mary. Moral Training, Froebel and
Herbert Spencer. Nonabel Songter, No.
1. Pedagogy in a Nutshell, What and
Why? When andWhere? Which

and How?
Thirty-four other Treasures at the

same price.

SCHOOL DANCES
By Melvin Ballon Gilbert

Edited by Susan Gillman
Price, $1.00 net.

Containing 18 dances carefully graded,
with detailed in st ruction regarding the

execution of each.

G. SCHIRMER, (Inc.)

3 E. 43d Street, New York

The M0NTESS0RI METHOD OF
SCIENTIFIC PEDAGOGY

By Maria Montessori, M. D.,

With introduction by
Prof. Henry W. Holmes of Harvard

University

We cannot emphasize too strongly
the importance of this hook to every
one interested in the subiect. Price post-
paid, $1.90

FREDERICK A. STOKES CO.

443-449 Fourth Ave., New York.

By Arthur Holmes, Ph. D.

Dean of Faculties, Penn. State College

Teachers and parents will find this
book of great value as a basis for child
training. It is prepared fnruseas a text
on applied psychology in its modern-
ized form applied to the mostvital func-
tion of the home, the school, the indivi-
dual, and the nation.

Price, $1.25. Postage, )2c. Address

J. P. LIPP1NC0TT Co,, Philadelphia, Pa.

Look for our adv. next month.

KINDERGARTEN SONG
BOOKS

Song Stories for the

Kindergarten
By Mildred J. and Patty S. Hill.

Not only the Standard but the favorite
Kindergarten Sung Book.
Price $1.00. Published by

CLAYTON F. SUMMY CO.
64 E. Van Buren St., Chicago, 111.

THIRTY SONGS FOR
CHILDREN

Thirty songs of child interest relating

to animal and bird life, the seasons, the

fields, flowers and sunshine, the holi-

days, etc., with music that appeals to

Children.

Price, 60c.

OLIVER DITSON COMPANY
BOSTON. MASS.

PLAY
By Emmett D. Angell. Price $1.50 net,

Games for the Kindergarten, Play-
ground and Schoolroom. (More than

one hundred are given.)

TWILIGHT TOWN
By Mary Frances Blaisdell. Price 40c.
Attractive short stories for the smallest

children.

LITTLE BROWN & CO.
34 BEACON STREET, BOSTON

FOR LITTLE FOLKS
The Sunbonnet Babies Primer.

Eulalie Osgood Grover $0.40
The Overall Boys.

Eulalie Osgood Grover 4S
The Little Kingdom Readers.

Nellie Alice Sawyer 30 and .32

A Little Book of Well-known Toys.
Jenness M. Braden

The Four Wonders. Cotton, Linen, Wool,
Silk. Elnora E. Shillig 5(j

Chicago
New York

RAND McNALLY & CO.

BLACKBOARD READING
By Maud Moore

"How do you teach beginners to read"
This book deals definitely and expli-

citly with just this work, giving the
sentences to be used, and exact direc-
tions as to how to proceed with each
lesson.
After reading directions and sen-

tences not the slightest doubt as to what
and how to do, remains in the mind of
either experienced or unexperienced
teachers.
No matter what system of- reading

you are using, it will help you, as it fits

intoany system,Cloth, 160 pps Priqe50c.

EDUCATIONAL PUBLISHING CO.
24J7-2459 Prairie Ave., Chicago

PLAY SONGS
By Alys E, Bentley

Author of The Song Series

Thirty-four songs which the children love

to sing. Accompaniments by Harvey W.
Loomis add to their charm. You will be

glad to own this book.

Large quarto. Price $1.50 postpaid

to Kindergartners

THE A. S. BARNES COMPANY
38 1 Fourth Ave., NEW YORK

THE KINDERGARTEN
By Susan E. Blow, Patty S. Hill

Elizabeth Harrison

For tlie Committee of Nineteen
of the International Kindergarten
Union.
" This invaluable booh should be in the posses

siou of every kinder^artner ."

MABEL A. ATacKiANEV,
President /. V. V

.

Price $1.25 net, postpaid
HOUGHTON MIFFLIN COMPANY

BOSTON NEW YORK CHICAGO

The First G.'ft in Primary Schools, 15c

The Third Gift in Primary Schools, 20c

The Fourth Gift in Primary Schools, 20c

The Seventh Gift in Primary Schools, 20c

The Tenth Gift—Stick Laying— in

Primary Schools. -, 25c

THE J. H. SHULTS COMPANY
Manistee, Mich.
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FEBRUARY, 1914.

In accordance with our editorial announce-

ment last month we hereby offer ten free one-

VOL. XXVI—No. 6

kindergartner or primary teacher in your work with the

little children? Replies must contain not over

r

Half Dome in the Court of the Four Seasons or Great
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SUGGESTIONS ON THE PROGRAM FOR
FEBRUARY.

By Jenny B. Meerill, Pd. D.

It is interesting to note how many different circum-

stances arise to modify the program.

One rather trying one arises in February to many
city kindergartners in promotion day.

Many kindergartners do not adapt themselves easily

to this break in the middle of the school year as they

have been taught in training schools to think only of

a progressive yearly program.

However, kindergartners, of all teachers, I think,

should readily adjust themselves and their programs

to changes, for their work should at all times be largely

individual. Little ones should be allowed to enter at

any time, and if kindergartners desire to keep up with

the times they must note that even in the higher grades

promotions arc being made even oftener than twice a

year.

A young girl said to me recently, "I am in a rapid

promotion class; do you know what that means?"

"Yes," I answered, "I do."

It is very easy to become mechanical and also to be-

come a little too theoretic in our kindergarten pro-

gram.

February comes to arouse us, and make us recast

and review September work for the sake of the little

new-comers, while at the same time we do not neglect

the older children who will remain a few months

longer, or possibly another year.

I will include a few reports relating to promotion

time to show how thoughtful kindergartners have in-

troduced certain plans to prepare children for the

new experiences to come in the grades, and also how
they have welcomed the new-comers.

The controlling thought of the February program in

many kindergartens is "Ideals."

All through the year we should be seeking to have

the children form "ideals."

Ideals of punctuality, of cleanliness, if need be;

ideals of kindness to each other; ideals of order, of

cheerfulness, of obedience, of politeness and socia-

bility. These ideals are set forth in songs and stories;

in play and games and in industry.

But above all, children form ideals mainly thru imi-

tation of those around them whom they love.

"I want to be like my mother." "I want to be like

my father." "I want to be like you," looking up at

teacher. Sometimes it is "I want to be like Eddie,"

or, "I want to be like grandpa."

Grouping together about a thousand answers of little

children from four to six years of age, we find that we
may safely agree that children's ideals are "acquaint-

ance ideals." '

Now you are waiting for suggestions upon a pro-

gram for February, waiting, perhaps, impatiently, and
saying, "What has this to do with the program for

February?" I answer, "Much, every way."

It is quite useless to hold up far-away heroes like

Washington and Lincoln to little children. It is un-

psychologic. They grasp nothing in reality tho they

repeat well like parrots anything you tell them.

Shall we not then celebrate these birthdays of our

great men in the kindergarten?

Yes, by sympathetic touch with what the child hears

and sees, he may understand a very little, but details

of historic interest are entirely beyond child grasp at

kindergarten age, and what is worse ,there is danger

of dulling the edge of interest in later years by over-

doing the matter now.

Primary teachers complain of this, and with cause.

Therefore I advise waving the flag, having new
marches, two and two, four and four abreast, march-

ing under arches made by flags touching, that there

may be awakened a joy in the presence of the flag.

This joyful play may be the seed of a patriotic feel-

ing, but do not expect or anticipate too much. Unripe

fruit leaves a bitter taste.

Soldier caps, fringed epaulets, even badges, may be

made and worn.

Children all love to "dress up" in any way. A drum,

a trumpet, to appeal to the sense of hearing, a flag to

appeal to sight, are all available and consistent. Pic-

tures of Washington and Lincoln may well await

another year. If they are used, let them be on the

wall, draped with flags, or possibly the children's

chains of red, white and blue.

"Washington was a very good man. This is his

birthday," and the same of President Lincoln is all

I approve.

Even the story of the cherry tree can afford to wait.

The children are too young to appreciate the point of

the story, and all the impression is of a naughty boy.

One little boy who heard the story said, "Washing-

ton was bad." Children do not generally deceive much
until after they are seven years old. Then let the

story wait.

The young child's natural truthfulness makes it

seem natural that Washington should tell the truth.

They do not appreciate the temptation to lie unless

they have been accustomed to severity.

Again, Lincoln's face is angular and rugged, and

does not appeal to a little child. "I think he is an

ugly man," said a very bright little five-year old to me.

If you decide to present pictures, I advise "Wash-
ington on his horse," or "Washington and his mother,"

"Lincoln signing the emancipation proclamation," or,

if possible, surrounded by colored children.

I do not mean to suggest that any explanation should

be given of this great state paper,, but "writing a let-

ter" is familiar to the children, and one can say,

"President Lincoln is writing a letter in the picture."

This will divert attention from the face and if the

children are unusually intelligent one might add, "the

letter is about being kind to colored boys and girls.

Mr. Lincoln was a very kind man, and he would be

surprised to see a little white boy; unkind to a colored

boy."

But even this is of doubtful value, for in kinder-

gartens white children show no difference in their

treatment of colored children. Environment should de-

termine whether this subject be mentioned. ,It might

be a good seed dropped for future growth in certain

neighborhoods where colored population is on the in-

crease.
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Valentines should be made by the children by all

means. Simple lace-like cuttings in white tissue paper

mounted upon a bright background, doves and flowers,

hearts and spirals are all good patterns for valentines.

The spiral "cage" which hides a pretty picture always

appealed to me as a child, arousing as it does a little

curiosity. To make it, a square is folded into tri-

angles, eight double, cut alternately from the center

until on opening the paper can be raised like a cage.

Paste down the outer edges of the square, and pos-

sibly add a short, bright silk or worsted string to use

in raising the cage. . Doors that may be opened and

closed over a dove or flowers, or a child's face, also

give the thought of a happy, hidden secret.

It is pleasant to have at this time a valentine party

for mothers. Some kindergartners have been success-

ful in inducing each mother to try her skill in making

a valentine. This is also done in training classes.

Furnish flowers, birds, tissue paper, cardboard, scissors

and paste and set all to work. A happy social hour

will follow and parents will appreciate more fully their

children's efforts. The children take great delight in

pasting their valentines. This may be made a real

experience, the class actually taking a walk with the

kindergartner for the purpose of mailing the valentines.

In some cases this has led to the song of the postman,

and conversations about how the postman is a city

helper.

Other city helpers are often considered during this

month, especially the fireman who is so brave and helps

protect us from fire. (See reports below.)

In reading over several hundred reports from as

many kindergartners I have been particularly pleased

to find "Nature" so prominent in this winter month.

But February in its last days is truly a harbinger of

spring. I trust to these interesting reports to persuade

all kindergartners not to neglect nature. At least all

will gather a few winter buds for indoor development.

Children even in January begin to rejoice in the

longer days. Speak of this again and observe the sun

and shadows. Sometimes the maple camp is ready in

February. March is such a full month that it may be

well to tell the maple sugar story in February's last

days.

I have seen a maple sugar camp well laid out in the

sand tray. If possible have a maple sugar party for

the children with at least one taste of a maple sugar

cake. Let the children draw around their little tin

patty pan to get a circle, and then draw scallops to

represent the familiar little cakes. Let them also cut

out of paper fancy cakes. Sometimes the second gift

is used to represent the boiling place. The ball may
be suspended for the kettle and the cylinder may be

the barrel that holds the sap. The cube may be the

house near by or a larger house may be built of an-

other gift. The children love to make a make-believe

fire of red sticks and paper under the ball.

I have not mentioned "The Knights" so frequently

made the basis of work in February as I think they

are heroes belonging to later work. However, as, good
men interested in good children, they may serve a use-

ful purpose, although in our modern life they seem

strangely out of place. Froebel found them in the en-

vironment and so naturally used them for his purpose.

The galloping horses may be introduced for a few

years more, but I fear the autos will soon make them

as obsolete and unfamiliar as the knights!

Make yourself a worthy ideal. Be patient, gentle,

quietly dignified, yet firm and strong, and your little

ones will not need distant ideals of this age. Later

on they will.

REPORTS OF WORK THAT HAS BEEN
DONE.

0. The visit to the 1A class resolved itself into a

triumphal procession of the promoted. On Valentines'

day we sent valentines to the children who had been

promoted. E. B.

1. General Subjects for February:

First Week—Cleanliness—hands, face, nails, etc., hand
kerchief. (For benefit of new class.)

Free stories of home-life.

The shoemaker—his work and usefulness; his tools.

Second Week—Salutations—in the home, kindergarten

and in the street—for boys and for girls.

Abraham Lincoln—great men, good men, helpers of

the people.

Third Week—Another good man (helper and leader of

the people—George Washington.

The flag—what it means—colors of the flag—meaning
of each color, "Red, white and blue, strong, pure

and true."

Fourth Week—Civil helpers named and their work dis-

cussed : (policeman, fireman, postman). Colors of

uniforms.

Fireman's tools. M. H.

2. a. The Home. Family Relationships.

(Many new children.)

b. The community and the state.

Preparation for citizenship.

c. The postman.

d. The policeman.

e. The soldier.

Celebration of St. Valentine's Day, Lincoln's and
Washington's birthdays. G. E. K.

3. There are several firemen living near the school

—

also a small fire-engine house. This topic was enthus-

iastically developed by the children. They helped with
suggestions to construct a crude fire engine. Once the
kindergarten visited the fire engine house and the of-

ficer in charge rang the gong to show how the horses
obey. We had one other walk during February—ob-

served trees, clouds, geese, etc. L R.

4. The first week we talked about the shoemaker; the

second week about Lincoln, valentines, postman,
mail bags, letter boxes; the third week about brave fire-

men, brave soldiers, brave children, Washington's birth-

day; the fourth week about the blacksmith. The chil-

dren celebrated the holidays by singing patriotic songs
and marches, made red, white and blue chains, badges,

flags. I always have two groups. The children from
last term are of course doing very different work from
the new ones.

5. The central object of interest this month has been
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a scene in the sand box—a military camp, on a bluff

overlooking the sea, with fort, flag, tents and soldiers.

On the eleventh of February I asked the children

:

"Do you know what holiday it is tomorrow ?" One
little girl replied: "Yes, it is Lincolnwitz's." The reply

to the question last year, "Who can tell me what holi-

day it is tomorrow?" was "Lincolnham's birthday."

S. E.

6. Walks.

Twice during February I took my class visiting.

Once to the blacksmith shop and once to the fireman.

At the engine house the fireman entertained the chil-

dren by having a drill, letting the children ring bells,

pet the horses, etc. S. E. M.

7. The children of our kindergarten went for a walk

to Tompkin's Square Park. It was an ideal day and

we all enjoyed the morning very much. We had a

party in the summer house, of peanuts and crackers,

and the children are anxious to go again. A. N.

8. The children have been much interested in the

horses during the winter. A trip to the blacksmith's

shop was enjoyed very much. A carpenter working

around the school was a source of pleasure and profit

to the little ones. E. S.

9. During February, we took advantage of a pleasant

day for a walk to the blacksmith's. Seeing the black-

smith at work helped greatly, when we dramatized the

song. The children were most original and enthusiastic,

one child suggesting the use of red paper for flames

—in the forge. M. B.

Gifts and Occupations.

10. One day last month we took a walk to the black-

smith shop and when we came back the children made
a shop out of a box, with a forge made of blocks, a

clay anvil, hammer and horseshoes and a little toy horse.

Even when we began talking of something else the

children did not want to put the shop away. V. H. Z.

11. The children enjoyed making the chart "for Miss

M." One little boy said "she ought to like it." We
hope she will.

Before Washington's birthday we walked over to the

Arch and the children found so many "pictures" on it.

Since then they have been busy building arches. The
children are always wanting blocks this year. I think

it is because they are allowed more freedom. Thev like

to build together. L. E. G.

12. The children have been much interested in the fire-

men this month. The song and game of Firemen are

both great favorites and are called for every day. We
made paper models of the engine and hook and ladder.

The children also made a model of our block—the

houses, stores, etc., and fastened all together in proper

order.

13. The children enjoy group work very much. They
delight in making trains as long as possible and work
together with very little friction.

14. I have been trying a good deal of group work
with my children and find it works very well indeed.

About ten children get on the floor (the floor is clean

and smooth). I give them the three large boxes of

blocks including the half spheres, rectangular and tri-

angular blocks. Five children form one group. So
far they have built, without direction, houses, schools,

churches, police stations, hospitals, push carts and any
number of forms.

The children have good rich milk and crackers in

the middle of the morning now. A. A. Ash.

15. Last month we made the sand table the center

of interest. "The children built a fort with the large

fifth gift blocks, made paper tents, and cut out sol-

diers to complete the picture. Some children brought

home toys to the kindergarten to be placed with the

things already in the sand table.

16. The children have had a great deal of pleasure

with a doll's house the boys in the shop made for us.

They have built a piano with the 6th, a chair with the

5th and a bed with the 3rd and 4th gifts. A weaving

mat covers the kitchen floor—and a little sled has been

made for the small dolls to play with—and still many
more objects are planned to furnish it.

17. The red, white and blue decorations of our

room—added to the day.

18. During February in connection with our talk of

the carpenter the children cut tools and boards, long,

short, half as long, etc.

Free cutting of valentines within a square.

Blacksmith's tools and horseshoe*

Shoemaker's tools and shoes. Measured and then

cut soles of shoes.

Shoemaker's bench, stool and counter.

Free cutting of snow balls.

Plates for our party.

19. During the month of February the children took

great interest in the growing camp scene we had in the

sand table. The children mounted the soldiers on

the stands, folded the tents, built the forts, cut the

flags and planned the whole scene themselves with great

pleasure.

,20. On Lincoln's birthday the children made red,

white and blue frames and pasted his picture in the

middle. We have a little log cabin in kindergarten

and the children seemed delighted at the thought that

Lincoln lived in a house like that when he was a

little boy. For Washington's borthday the children en-

joyed marching with their cocked hats and flags that

they had made. St. Valentine's day we all made val-

entines for some one in kindergarten or at home and

had great fun having the postman deliver them.

So far we have not been able to visit the blacksmith

or shoemaker, but some of the children remember our

visits of last year and enjoy talking about them.

21. One of the things which gave the children great

pleasure this month was cutting the branches off the

Christmas tree and making a flag-pole of it, thus bring-

ing back Christmas, also the carpenter, and connecting

both with the soldier. L. C.

22. The free cutting has been satisfactory. The class

was divided in two groups most of the time. The new
(admissions) and those left over from last term. Cut-

ting spirals with older section was successful arid horse-

shoes made the last week of February were exception-

ally good. The younger ones enjoyed the work, too.
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Fully 75% of the children do not use scissors at home

and have no idea how to hold them. A. B.

23. The central object of interest this month has been

a soap box which stands on the window sill—and which

has been alternately transformed into a shoemaker's

shop, blacksmith's shop, fire house and soldiers' bar-

racks. The children love it, and go in groups to look

at it and talk about it every day. I think it gives

them a better grasp of the subject taken up when they

can see it on a small scale and at close range. H.G.

Nature, Animals, Plants, Etc.

24. Some dogs help teach us to be brave. Lately

we have been much interested in dogs. A splendid

collie and her three months old puppy have come to

the house and one or both of them make us a daily

visit. And now, another dog, here, has five babies,

whose eyes are not open yet. The children greatly

enjoy all. L. G.

25. The children have been interested in a small fam-

ily of kittens. We first saw them when quite tiny.

Last month our sand tray was refilled and it has occu-

pied a good deal of our attention. We have had a

great deal of free play in it. Also some stories illus-

trated. M. M.

26. At present we are very much interested in pa-

pering and furnishing a doll's house that the older boys

have made for us.

The goldfish and tadpoles always receive a great deal

of attention. M. E. P.

27. I have in my room a few picture borders of ani-

mal and child life which I put up and take down daily.

These add a great deal to the children's pleasure in the

kindergarten. A Boston fern and some pussie willows

and now and then some flowers help to grace the win-

dow. E. M.

28. Our Central Object of Interest was : Watching

development of some plants which were nearly dead

after the holidays. Since then they have revived and

some are full of leaves.

The children enjoyed the icicles on the roof opposite,

noting various sizes on different days. Other days

watching the shadow of the flag on building opposite.

Our "subjects" were mainly based on "trades and

helpers." A. B.

29. One snowy day a ' number of children stayed

home. For those who came I had a soap-bubble party.

The children enjoyed it very much and told the other

children about it. The next snowy day T noticed fewer
children stayed home. A. H.

30. We are going to plant some nasturtiums so that

we will have them early. The children at present are

watching some flaxseed sprouting.

We hope to take a walk soon, especially to notice

trees near our school. C. H.

31. The bulbs which we started last October are giving

us much pleasure now by their constant flowering. Have
had crocus, hyacinths, d affodills and narcissus and

Chinese lilies. G. W.

32. The chief object of interest in our room is a

ribbon plant which has kept green all during the win-

ter in spite of lack of sunshine in the room.

We also had some ferns from early fall, which are

just beginning to grow now.

33. We have been intensely interested in an Hypatica

plant, which I found at Christmas time and which has

been covered with blossoms ever since I brought it into

the kindergarten. As we have a hard time getting any-

thing to grow during the winter, this has been a con-

stant delight. We have some hyacinths also which we

hope to see blossoming very soon.

34. The children call for the color bird every after-

noon when the sunbeams stream through our windows

at three o'clock. They talk to it as if it were some

living creature. Pussy-willows and tulips are also of

great interest. They were allowed to smell the frag-

rant flowers. B. R.

35. During the last week of February we have had

the children for a walk to Riverside Park. On our

way we made a special point to look for cocoons. We
found two and brought them to the kindergartens. The

next morning I had the children illustrate their walk.

Many of them drew the cocoon on the branch.

We have been very fortunate during the month to

have fresh cut flowers in the room, which added to

happiness of the children. They afforded us good ma-

terial for talks and lessons in color. Several children

asked to draw the flowers. C. R.

36. Central object of interest. A beautiful brown

moth which came out of one of our cocoons. M. M.

37. During the month of February our central object

of interest was our little garden. Early in the month

the children watched the process of its manufacture, the

bottom consisting of wooden trays nailed together, the

top, a glass cover made to fit by the janitor. This com-

pleted, we put up wire railings to separate our flower

beds from the lawn. At last on February 16th, we were

ready to put in the earth and sow our seeds. Our little

garden is in the center of our ring daily and receives

the tender care of the children who watch with great

interest the awakening of life. B. M.

38. We obtained a horse chestnut twig from men
trimming trees in park and the children were very

much interested in watching the buds unfold and de-

lighted to find a flower bud in each cluster of leaves.

These twigs have formed our object of interest for the

past month. D. B.

39. The children have taken great pleasure in watch-

ing the growth of a Chinese lily from the bulb. It sent

up two clusters of buds but they did not open. The
little folk said it was the fault of Jack Frost, but I

think perhaps I did not know how to treat it. We will

try again next year. M. W.

40. The children are to have home gardens and we
shall have window boxes and secure garden room near

by if possible, where the plants will be protected. I

am refreshing my own interest in gardening by read-

ing "The Soul of the Flower." in Miss Blow's "Letters

to a Mother," and shall re-read Grant Allen's books,

"The Pedigree of the Daisy' and "How Plants Came
to Be." Also "The Queen of the Air," by Ruskin.

And I was "brought up" on a farm where trees and
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flowers and animals were my only companions, so I

recall my own love of plant-life, which helps we to

interpret the child's joy in "growing things."

Games.

41. A central point of interest during the month of

February was the flag-pole (made from our Christmas

tree) with the flag hoisted upon it. After our several

soldier games vve very simply saluted the flag. The
children enjoyed this earnest tribute to the flag of their

country. H. V.

42. Games from neighborhood. When the trolley cars

began to run on Chrystie St. in December, we origi-

nated a game—trolley car. We also play blacksmith-

taken from the blacksmith shop across the way—and

"The Letterman" or Postman,' 'taken up in connection

with Valentine's Day. It is a great favorite especially

among the whistling members of the class. E. S. N.

43. We have developed the game of "the postman."

One child knows how to whistle like the postman and

is allowed to introduce that sound just at the moment
when the postman arrives at a house (made by children

holding hands in a ring). The letters are picture pos-

tals illustrating household duties and the children enjoy

running to their neighbor's house to see the postal left

there by the postman.

A sound game, also, we have played. I make the

sound of some animal or bird and the children guess

its name. For illustration, by my tone of voice when I

say "bow-wow!" they will tell whether it is a little dog

or a big dog. Likewise with sheep and lambs. B. R.

44. The postman was the most popular person this

month. The song, his bag and his whistle being the

attractions, we played and sang about him by request

several times. M. P.

45. There were a few children in the kindergarten

who could not skip but tried to learn. Louis Colla,

however, could not master it and could only run around

like a little pony instead of skipping. Some of the

children laughed at him and he was always ashamed

to try again. The other day he asked to be allowed

to skip, and I was very much surprised to find he could.

He would not tell how he had learned. E. S.

46. We enjoy so much the game that you showed us,

of the animals going into the ark. We play we are

earpenters at the same time and build a large ark.

A. O.

47. While visiting schools in Manhattan, I saw a very

simple little play and have since taught it to our kin-

dergarten children, who are very fond of it. Choose a

child to place a bean bag on his head and see if he can

run around the circle three times without dropping it

off. Italian children are very fond of this because they

think they are imitating their mothers carrying bundles

on their head. B. S.

48. This year several children have brought jumping

ropes and although very few knew how to jump it was

interesting for them to try and it influenced the others

to imitate. The tops were more numerous this year

also but this proved harder for all to spin. E. L.

49. My nephew sent one of his toys, a large store, to

the kindergarten children. Each morning, before 9,

they play with it. One acts as storekeeper and the rest

come to buy. Another object of interest was a camp
in the sand box. There were about 30 tents with

soldiers, captains, drummer boys standing there. Sev-

eral children bought flags for Washington's birthday

and on the 23rd brought them to put in the sand box.

E. S.

50. We have not found it possible to pay any visits

to any 1A class, although I feel that we do keep in

touch with the next grade. One of the 1A teachers,

Miss Woods, has taken a very kind interest in us, and
she very often stops in to listen to a song or to see the

children work. The children look forward to her

visits and are always anxious to tell her what we have

been talking about. Occasionally we allow some of

the children who have been promoted to 1A to pay us

a short visit after 3 p. m. to show us their good tickets

and to tell us what they have been learning—I. W.
51. One afternoon we paid visits to two 1A classes;

—in the first, the teacher gave an arithmetic lesson and
the kindergarten children seemed interested and a

little awed by the formality. In the next classroom, the

1A children sang for us; the little kindergarten children

then sang one of their songs, and then found courage

to recite some of their Mother Goose jingles. M. H.

52. Promotion day I went with the children to the

First Grade, gave their names to the teacher and re-

mained in the room for a short time, so that they

would feel more at home.

Most of the children knew the teacher personally and

I think that they had no fear of their new surround-

ings. M. E. L.

55. We made a visit to 1A this month in honor of the

soldier birthdays and then invited the 1A children back

to the kindergarten. We all joined in celebrating the

day by marching and patriotic games. We gave the

1A children badges to remind them of the object of

their visit. M. R.

Preparatory Visits to 1A Class Before Promotion.
54. Did not find it practicable to visit the 1A classes

in their rooms but the kindergarten children met them
and their teachers occasionally in the yard at recess

and formed a smiling acquaintance so that they felt

quite at home when promoted. S. E.

55. The children who were to be promoted were sent

on errands at various times to the teacher and room
that was to be theirs. They often had time to watch

1A children at their games and to listen to them sing.

S. Q.

56. As an introduction to 1A work we changed our

tables from the square form to rows. We pretended

we were writing words and reading stories in our

folded books.

During recess, we marched through the hall and vis-

ited the 1A class rooms. M. E. P.

57. A few days before promotion our kindergarten

children were taken to the five 1A classes for a little

round of visits. We had arranged for our coming and

in each room a different lesson was in progress. Num-
ber work (oral and written), reading from B. B., read-

ing from books, etc. We were all much impressed and

wanted to visit again the next day. L. B. F.
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PROGRAM SUGGESTIONS BY WEEKS.
FEBRUARY.

Subject-Matter

—

Municipal helpers—all who make and keep our town

clean and orderly and safe.

The postman

—

St. Valentine's Day.

Birthdays of Lincoln and Washington.

Soldiers or knights.

Gifts—Building-
Second, third, fourth, fifth, seventh, eighth

—

Public buildings and conveyances.

Forts and castles.

Occupations

—

Drawing and painting

—

The flag.

Practice marches.

Valentines.

Cutting and pasting

—

The flag.

Badges and Valentines.

Red, white and blue chains.

Fringing epaulettes.

Folding

—

Soldier caps, letters, valentines, envelopes.

Sewing

—

Making dusters and holders.

Weaving

—

Mats for floors of playhouse.

Sand

—

Free play.

Soldier camp. Parades.

Songs

—

Rockaby, baby, the moon is a cradle, (Song Echoes
from Child Land), Jenks and Rust.

There are many flags in many lands.

The Bird's Valentine. (Manuscript from Miss Mills).

Three cheers for the red, white and blue.

America.

Games

—

(Songs and Games for Little Ones), Jenks.

The Postman (Kindergarten Magazine).

The Knights and the Good Child, (Songs of the

Mother Play) Blow.

Soldier Boy, (Old and New Singing Games) Hofer.

Stories

—

How Cedric Became a Knight, (For the Children's

Hour), Bailey and Lewis.

The Little Gray Pony.

Sweet Voice and Fleet Wings.

The Search for a Good Child, (Mother Stories),

Lindsay.

The White Dove, (More Mother Stories), Lindsay.

Stories of brave dogs as St. Bernard, Newfound-
land.

Rhythms

—

Tiptoe march, "Brownies."

Waving flags.

Bugle calls.

Soldier drills and commands.

STANDARDS.
In the Park Avenue Methodist Episcopal Church,

N. Y. C, a series of lectures is being given on Sunday

mornings at ten o'clock by leading lawyers, judges,

physicians, editors and other university men.

It is part of an important movement to bring our

best thinkers in touch with the people at an hour when
they are free to attend.

Dr. Nicholas Murray Butler, the president of Colum-

bia University, recently spoke in this court, choosing

as his subject, "Standards."

Dr. Butler spoke of the general interest we all feel

in the uplift of the community.

We are apt to think that some society, some com-

mitte, perhaps the board of aldermen, the state legis-

lature or even congress should bring about this or that

improvement. It is more difficult to realize that it is

individual uplift, the improvement of each member of

society from within that will finally uplift the com-

munity.

Men have long realized that the spirit cannot be

coerced. The body may be imprisoned, tortured, co-

erced, but the spirit must coerce, must uplift itself

from within.

To do this men must have standards.

Have you ever thought, asked Dr. Butler, for he

was speaking informally, how carefully the government

protects its standards of weight and of measurements?

Stored away at Washington and in other capitals of

other lands, protected in glass, protected from heat

and cold and dust, are the standard weights and meas-

ures. When you buy a yard of cloth, you get about

a yard; when you buy a pound of sugar, you get about

a pound; it may be a few grains more or a few less,

but the government must have an exact standard.

Standards of thought and of conduct are of vaster

import. I ask you to consider three standards which

affect character.

First, I will speak of standards of speech. What
are our ideals? Speech betrayeth us. Have you lis-

tened to school boys' speech in the schoolroom, and

then following them to the street, have you listened

again?

There may be in the one case, the most exact, even

punctilious choice of words, while in the other case,

carelessness, vulgarity if not worse.

In the second case the individual shows himself from

within ; he shows his associations. Later, he may
show what he reads in his speech.

Dr. Butler spoke of the low standards set by many
of our daily newspapers. Words distorted, inaccur-

acies, exaggerations of speech meet us in glaring head-

lines. It is difficult to keep to our ideals of accurate

and well-tempered speech.

The second topic presented was standards of manners.

"Manners make the man," is the old saying. Manners
may be drilled upon the exterior, but true manners
come from within and show kindliness, grace, courtesy.

Like our speech, our manners betray us and our asso-

ciations.

The third topic was standards of tasks and apprecia-

tion. These are more subtle standards, and even more
surely do they show our individual culture.
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There are two kinds of judgments, simple judgments

of fact, as "Today is Sunday," "This is red, it is not

blue," "This is hot, it is not cold." Then there are

higher judgments of worth, as "This is better than

that." It is these judgments of worth, of value, of

appreciation that show what our personal standards are.

There is a great opportunity in our great city to

cultivate our tastes. For example, in no way has this

country advanced more than in its standards of archi-

tecture. We may see upon our streets, even as the

ancient Greeks and Romans did, wonderful buildings,

buildings in which beauty has been enshrined, public

buildings, libraries, museums, homes. Study them, en-

joy them, use them as a very valuable means of raising

your standards of appreciation.

Not many of us can choose our occupations. Too

often we must do what falls in our way, but we exer-

cise our taste, we show our standards of worth in our

leisure moments. If a week's vacation comes to us,

do our tastes lead us to spend it healthfully while at

the same time we are enjoying the holiday?

Do our tastes lead us upward in our leisure time?

The uplift of the community is wholly dependent upon

the uplift of the individual.

Cultivate high ideals of speech, of manners, of values

in yourself.

"These speakers tender their services freely," says Dr.

Jamieson, the pastor, "in the hope of interesting men

and women who in turn may give their services to the

uplift of humanity."

Other subjects that have already been presented in

this most interesting series are

:

"Our Courts a Factor in Social Service," by Judge

Warren W. Foster.

"Wall Street and the New York Stock Exchange," by

Henry Clews, LL. D.

"Welfare Work in the Iron, Steel and Allied Indus-

tries," by Thomas Darlington, M. D.

There will follow addresses by the editor of the

Evening Post and the N. Y. Times, by the general man-

ager of the Associated Press, by the president of the

National City Bank, by District Attorneys Whitman and

others.

STUDYING THE KINDERGARTEN.
The kindergarten—its place in the educational sys-

tem, its social value to the community, and its future

development— is the subject of special study by a newly

organized division of the "United States Bureau of

Education. The new division which is made possible

by a co-operative arrangement between the National

Kindergarten Association and the Government, is di-

rected by Miss Bessie Locke, secretary of the Associa-

tion, with headquarters in New York City, and Miss

Myra Winchester, who has been placed in charge of

the work in the Bureau.

The first published work of the division, which will

be ready in a few weeks, is a report on present kinder-

garten conditions in the United States. The report

will include statistics of public and private kindergart-

ens for the past year; opinions of school superinten-

dents, supervisors and primary teachers as to the ad-

vantage possessed by the kindergarten-trained child

over the child without such training; and other material

dealing with current school problems as affected by

the kindergarten.

Most of the opinions so far received by the division

show an overwhelming sentiment in favor of kinder-

garten training for all public school children. There

are occasional adverse criticisms, but they are surpris-

ingly few. In the published report representative views

opposed to the kindergarten will be given, as well as

those favorable. Particular attention will be paid to

the Montessori work and its relation to the kinder-

garten.

THE BUILDING OF COUNTRY LIFE.

By Walter H. Page, Ambassador to Great Britain.

EXCERPT FROM ADDRESS

The largest problem that faces American civilization

today is the building up of country life. No matter

what attitude some of us may have toward the tasks

the United States bears, we are obliged to come to

this. We have just passed through a period of organ-

ization of the machinery of the modern world, making

the city and the railroad, but the country has been left

out. Now we must build it up. We all know that in

the coming centuries, as in the past, the character and

the vision of American life will come from the soil.

In our early days the characteristic of the people of

the United States was individualism. Great as this was

for the cause of democracy, it rested upon a false

economic basis. A man's home cannot be his castle,

for he is mutually linked as his brother's keeper,

whether he will or no. A larger vision and a larger

liberty and a larger opportunity have come upon us as

the task for our working hours. We must organize

the country.

GRAND RAPIDS, MICHIGAN.
The Grand Rapids Kindergarten Training School

issued a very interesting Christmas greeting, contain-

ing among other things this quotation by Lucretia

Willard Treat, who prior to her decease was principal

of this school:

"The little child, like the artist, the poet, the seer,

can see and hear and 'feel the Divine in every clod and

flower', in every loving act and word, in all he does and

says, and so becomes God-like—like God."

This school has also .issued a very neat program giv-

ing their school course for the ensuing year, which is

a most excellent one. The winter term began January

6th and will end May 29th, to be followed July 1st by

the summer term, closing August 23rd.

In New Zealand all males are obliged to do military

drill from 14 to 21 years of age, and schools are re-

quired to withhold scholarship grants from any student

who cannot prove that he has complied with the provi-

sion of drill. Much opposition has developed, espe-

cially among school men, according to the American

Peace Society.

In Wisconsin 72 towns have entered a State-wide

social-center organization,
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PLAYS FOR SENSE PERCEPTION.

Mrs. J. W. Church, Coronado Beach, Calif.

"To Master John, the English maid

A hornbook gives of gingerbread;

And, that the child may learn the better,

As he can name he eats each letter;

Proceeding thus with vast delight

He spells and gnaws from left to right."

Prior 1718.

We have been told so often and so persistently about

the value of sense-training, that we can only wonder

with what new element or from what new point of

view Dr. Montessori has introduced this old truth

that has made us—parent and teacher—suddenly sit up

and take notice. Dating from the time of the old

Roman masters, with their following of students, we
find the most successful instructors have voiced the

need of the development of these powers. Pestalozzi

emphasized it, Froebel built on it, Susan Blow reiter-

ated it, but it remained for a woman and a physician

of Italy to so vitalize the subject that there has sprung

up an instant response.

An English physician, further corroborating the the-

ory, has given us the startling results of a medical

investigation in a report which states that, though the

normal child is born with one hundred per cent of his

powers capable of development, either through lack of

training or misdirected efforts, the average adult

reaches manhood using only fifteen to twenty per cent

of his brain cells.

"Many instincts," says Prof. James in Vol. II of his

Psychology, "are transient. If, during the period of

activity of any instinct, the environment is favorable

for its manifestation, a habit is formed which survives

after the instinct has faded away. . . . The natural

conclusion to draw from this transiency of instincts is

that most instincts are implanted for the sake of giving

rise to habits, and that, this purpose once accomplished,

the instincts themselves, as such, have no raison d'etre

in the physical economy and consequently fade away."

And again, "In all pedagogy the great thing is to strike

while the iron is hot, and to seize the wave of the

pupil's interest in each successive subject before its

ebb has come."

The play instincts of childhood have thus the im-

portant office of giving rise to habits, permanent in-

terests and physical development. From the time of

the Greek lads with their running, leaping, discus-

throwing to Froebel's period, no definite system of

play seems to have been used, though its value in edu-

cation was recognized by such teachers as Rabelais,

Fenelon, Montaigne and Richter.

Of late years plays, considered from the biological

and evolutionary point of view, have been advocated

;

it being generally accepted that the child in his devel-

opment epitomizes the development of the race and
that such development passes from controlled move-
ments to, first, development of the body, next the limbs

and thence to the more skillful co-operation of hands
and fingers. The especial characteristics of the games
recommended for use during the first period of devel-

opment, including the years from birth to the entrance

into school, are those which develop the senses, bodily

control and mental and spiritual growth. There is al-

ready a wealth of material in this direction, but a few

suggestions may be helpful to the seeker to whom the

field is new. I am not including in the list, games or

exercises with the Didactic Materials, instruction for

which is given in Dr. Montessori's own book, but such

games as may be correlated with these and also may
be used in the school or home where the Montessori

methods are not employed.

The first plays of infancy are those that include the

free movements of the body, kicking, rolling, tossing,

the handling of objects and simple experiments with

the sense of sight, hearing, taste, smell and touch. By
the time the child is ready for a Montessori class she

will enjoy, profitably, the games which group them-

selves under the five divisions of sense-games. There

is always free play with toys and books, the beloved

sandpile, the garden-plot or window-box, doll play and

finger exercises. Among the last named may be men-
tioned as favorites The Merry Little Men.* All for

Baby, The Lambs, The Pigs, Making Bread, Making
Butter, Mrs. Pussy's Dinner, The Counting Lesson

and Santa Claus.

The children love such imitative play as store, train,

Indians, school, circus and dolls and will engage joy-

ously in simple dramatization of Mother Goose songs

and the. more familiar folk and fairy tales.

The knowledge that he is the possessor of five senses

may now be called to the child's attention and the func-

tion of each becomes of immediate interest to him.

Visualization of the senses, a game in which the chil-

dren represent each of the five senses is useful. An-
gela Keyes has written a Masque of the Senses that

may be simplified for the little ones.f

Under occupations for training the sense of sight

come exercises in sorting; stones, seeds, nails, leaves

or shells according to size, color or kind. Nests of

boxes, of dolls and of eggs can be found at any Japan-

ese shop. The game of having the children close their

eyes while one of their number disappears is played to

the song,

"When we are playing together, we are happy and glad,

We don't care for the weather and we never grow sad

;

One of us has disappeared, you shall guess which one

it is,

And shall heartily be cheered, if your guess is not

amiss,t

Exercises in matching and shading colors are com-
bined with free hand work with the crayolas. Observ-

ation of details may be encouraged by the presentation

of a picture for a few minutes after which it is with-

drawn and the children tell all they have seen in the

picture. The Japanese teach drawing by this memory
system. Their method is particularly suggestive. For
example, they bring a teacup into the class-room, hold

it up that all may see, then withdraw it, leaving the

children to reproduce it in clay or on paper. On the

second day a cup on which there is a faint design is

*Finger Plays by Emilie Poulsson.

tMerry Songs and Games by Cbarles Hubbard.
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shown but no mention is made of it and no correction

of the drawing from which it is missing. Gradually

the pupil by this process of auto-education, begins to

observe more closely for himself.

Nature stories are especially adapted for training

the eyes of the little ones to explore more and more

deeply into the world unfolding about them. Stories

of familiar objects such as Robert Louis Stevenson's

Lamplighter, Kingley's The Dragon Fly and the Lost

Doll are good.

For rendering more keen the sense of smell, games

of sorting flowers, blindfolded, or distinguishing per-

fumes and associating them with the flower from which

they are made are suggested. Another game, likewise

of Japanese origin, is played by lighting incense sticks

which are then concealed about the room to be tracked

by the sense of smell. The kindergarten song "Smell-

ing" and stories such as Anderson's The Snail and the

Rose, Miss Muloch Violets and Angela Keyes' Fra-

grant Tulip Bedf can be used in connection with such

games.

Sampling of fruits and of fruit syrups, of food at

the daily meal with stories about them, lead the child

to discrimination in' the sense of taste. The story of

the protection afforded by the tongue in discarding un-

clean or unfit food affords an excellent lesson. An-

dersen's story of the Live Potato and the dramatiza-

tion of the little Goldy Locks in the kitchen of the

Three Bears may be used.

Games in which imitation of sound is employed are

adapted to quicken the sense of hearing. The chil-

dren are told to play they are trees, their arms sway-

ing like the limbs in the wind, their voices imitating

the different sounds of the wind. Again they may be

clocks or watches, bees, waves upon the shore, steam-

engines. They imitate the big belfry bell and the little

desk bell, the sound of the sawmill and the whirr made

by the wheel of the scissors grinder. A suggestive

course of training in sense-pitch is given by Alys E.

Bentley in her Tone Plays for Children, followed by

the charming Song Series by the same author. A child

hides and is tracked by his bird-calls. Blind Man's

Bluff is in line with this training and a game in which

all but one child, the leader, being blindfolded, the lat-

ter touches one of the children telling him to imitate

a rooster, a turkey, or a cat, others to guess who has

made the sound by the voice. The children with this

love Andersen's The Nightingale and Stevenson's

Windy Nights.

Dr. Montessori lays especially stress upon the devel-

opment of the sense of touch and a recent scientist,

interested in educational problems advocating sense-

training through manual lines, has given the following

table : We remember two-tenths of what we hear, five-

tenths of what we see, seven-tenths of what we touch

and nine-tenths of what we do. A child instinctively

desires to finger objects. It aids him in establishing

his own connection with the material world.

In my own class, I found the "Mystery Man" a par-

ticularly happy and enjoyable game. The children are

seated in a circle, their eyes closed, and the director,

JThe Five Senses by Angela Keyes.

or one of the children, representing the mystery man
goes around singing,

"Here comes the Mystery Man,

Here comes the Mystery Man,

Here comes the Mystery Man,

He's coming to you now."

The children put their hands behind them and into

them the mystery man puts first, say, a piece of cloth

from the little chests containing the stuffs or from

the home rag-bag. The children are then permitted to

open their eyes, but, without looking at the object in

their hand, they name it, crying gleefully, "Mine is

silk," "mine's velvet," etc. Or again the number-
sticks may be used, the children telling how many have

been put into their hands. This exercise is especially

interesting when played with the wooden insets. The
little fingers trace the outline of the inset and the chil-

dren announce proudly that they have a circle, a square,

a triangle or a polygon.

The game of Milkmaid in which a book, balanced on
the head, represents the pail of milk and exercises in

running on a crack in the floor or of following the line

of a chalked oval, carrying a well-filled glass of water

or the. tower of blocks, all give poise in movement and
bodily control. Hans Andersen's story of the Flax,

the story of Sleeping Beauty, the Elves and the Shoe-
maker and Little Brown Hands come in the list of

stories that are suggestive of the development in the

sense of touch.

These simple examples of sense games have by no
means exhausted their possibilities. On the contrary,

I offer them merely as devices that may suggest activi-

ties to be correlated with the daily work and the spon-

taneous play of little children.

Holding to the Letter and Losing the Spirit in
Education.

Adelaide Bayi.ee

excerpt from address

"Our tendency in our teaching is to hold too close to

the letter of things and lose sight of the spirit and the

letter killeth."

"There is more to the perfect teacher than a scholar-

ship, training and personality; there must be ability to

augment life, and to have this ability the teacher must
know something of life and of the spirit back of the

letter," said Miss Baylor. "But when the spirit has

burst the bonds of that letter we still cling to the letter

tenaciously. We need to get the spirit of things that

are changing constantly if we are to augment the lives

of the children. This age does not call for the

optimist and it does not call for the pessimist, it calls

for the ameliorist, the agent which shall improve con-

ditions."

As a result of a vigorous corn campaign waged by
the Philippine bureau of education at Manila, there has

been a decided increase in the production of corn, and
a large decrease in the use of rice, formerly the chief

article of diet in the archipelago.

Detroit has appropriated $8,000 for school dental

inspection and clinics in 1913-14.
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THE KNIGHTS AND THE GOOD CHILD.

Bertha Johnston

(See Mother Play Picture)

(Motto for the mother.)

A presentiment is latent in the child

That he liveth not to himself alone

;

Therefore, see that he listens to the judgment of others,

Though then, oh mother! it behooves you to be watch-

ful.

The child enters upon a new stage,

When he hearkens to the true inner call

;

Have a care now, for your dear, pure little one.

That a false glory does not early confuse and mislead

him

;

That he does not rely upon appearances,

But earnestly endeavors to attain real excellence.

The Knights and the Good Child.

(A free rendering for grade teachers.)

While the mother sings the little song that accom-

panies this finger play, the child is supposed to be

resting upon the mother's lap as she imitates with the

fingers of her right hand the galloping of a horse, now
approaching, and now retiring. The little play is used

with the definite purpose of educating the child's feel-

ings, character and will.

Froebel suggests that the knight, the horseman, rep-

resents to the child, free self-determination, and also

the mastery of Nature's strange, rude, independent,

and all but intractable forces. It is for this reason that

the knight, the mounted soldier, so early enchains the

attention of both boy and girl, as an heroic ideal.

Since we naturally crave the good opinion of those

whom we admire, the mother and teacher can use this

instinct to good purpose in the little play here sug-

gested. The child is assumed to have reached that

stage when he begins to compare, to measure himself

with others ; but, as Froebel points out, he is very

likely to make the mistake of thinking that he has

already become that which he wants to be, or ought

to be; the parents and friends are often responsible

for this mistake on the child's part, since they so often

treat him, as if he had already become in reality that

which they lovingly anticipate for him.

Froebel suggests that the child's attraction for what

is good should be strengthened and developed by mak-
ing him feel that the affection shown him is not be-

cause of any of his external attractions, but on account

of his efforts to be good, his good intentions, and the

expectations that we cherish, of his growth in good-

ness and character. In our conduct towards him,

therefore, and in our judgment of him, we must dis-

tinguish clearly that which the child already is, from
that which he may and should become.

And again, in judging the child as he already is,

we must distinguish clearly and definitely, his inner

motives,' intentions, purposes, from his exterior and

personal appearance, in order that he may not receive

a wrong opinion regarding his small personality. In

the right comprehension of what has been stated and

in conformity to the same, we find the turning-point

which decides whether the child shall aspire to and

prefer inner truth and reality to superficial external

appearances; whether he shall choose to be or to seem.

Froebel points out, also, that the child's regard for

what is good, and the aspiration to attain it, to be

good himself, can be awakened, not so much by the

parents' recognition of and esteem for the good in

him, but, much more, by the recognition of, and re-

gard shown, for what is good and noble in a stranger,

an outsider. Every honor shown a stranger which

seems to the child deserved and just, and attainable

by effort, awakens emulation and spurs him on.

Mrs. Elizabeth Harrison's story, "Cedric," is a charm-

ing one to tell when presenting this picture to the

children, being a perfect interpretation in story form of

what Froebel means to convey in his commentary, and

being, moreover, easily dramatized.

In kindergarten the game is not often played with

the fingers, but is dramatized, five children being chosen

to represent the knights, and two others the mother

and child respectively.

Subjects Underlying the Selection and Organization
of the Subject Matter of the Kindergarten Program.

We are permitted to publish the following extract re-

lating to this subject from "The Kindergarten," through

the courtesy of Houghton Mifflin Company, Boston,

Mass., the publishers.

Thus environment provides the very stuff which stim-

ulates the self to reconstruct its own thought, and to

alter the face of the external world.

If it is acknowledged that environment is at least

a factor of importance in the experience process, and

that not only the self but environment changes, one

would seem to have an argument in favor of a careful

study of the role played by these varying environments

in the experience of different children.

While the majority of kindergartners agree in the

theoretical statement that the program is based upon

the experiences of children,—that it is these experi-

ences which are to be selected, interpreted, and organ-

ized,—few seem to act consistently upon the possi-

bilities and limitations of environment in illuminating,

modifying, and rectifying these experiences.

Out of the different attitudes of kindergartners

regarding the function of environment in broadening,

deepening, completing, or reconstructing the experi-

ences of children living under varied conditions, grow

the much-discussed problems as to the uses of some-

what fixed or uniform programs.

The varied individualities, temperaments, training,

and experience of the teachers as well as those of the

children would seem to require the opportunity to vary

programs and courses of study, if the teachers are to

do living, vital work in the classroom.

Common sense would seem to demand that any

course of study which is supposed to meet the actual,

as well as the theoretical, needs of particular groups

of children should embody the convictions of both the

supervisor and the classroom teacher.

School administration under a democratic govern-

ment seems to demand a study of those conditions

which make freedom go hand in hand with guidance.

Democratic control in school should provide for a
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co-operation between supervisors and classroom teach-

ers, sufficiently flexible to leave ample opportunity

for the individual initiative, conviction, and sense of

responsibility on the part of each, without endangering

the welfare of the children or of society.

In democratic administration the straight and nar-

row path between uniform and individual programs

and courses of study must be solved in relation to the

protection of the mutual rights and privileges of (1)

the classroom teacher and her children; (2) the su-

pervising officers and the teachers under supervision;

(3) the boards of education or superintendents, and

the parents and the community to which they are

responsible.

With the teachers and children the problem seems

to present questions such as these: How may the indi-

viduality, personality, originality, and initiative of the

children be preserved in the teacher's attempt to or-

ganize the whole through the contributions of both

children and teachers? How can she use the initiative

of each individual so as to enrich the group, and stimu-

late in each a desire to contribute his best to the

making of the course of study for the whole?

In the case of the supervising officers and teachers

the problem seems to be the preservation of the indi-

viduality, personality, freedom, and development of

the classroom teachers through their attempt to pro-

vide programs and courses of study for the protection

of the children. How may courses of study be planned

in which both the rank-and-file teacher and the su-

pervising officers have contributed their common and

peculiar experiences, their individual initiative, their

personal convictions, and their sense of responsibility

to the boards of education, to the parents, and to the

community?

JANUARY ST. NICHOLAS.

"Nothing in art or literature is too good for Amer-

ican children." This principle the editors of St. Nicho-

foundation of the magazine in 1873. In the January

St. Nicholas two full-page paintings by the distin-

guished British artist, Arthur Rackham, illustrating

Mother Goose, are reproduced in full colors. A bio-

graphical sketch of Augustus Saint-Gaudens is illus-

trated with some of the finest of Saint Gauden's works

and with a portrait by Kenyon Cox. In this number ap-

pears a heretofore unpublished letter by Louisa M.

Alcott, author of "Little Women," in which she de-

scribes the home life of the Alcott family upon which

the classic story was based. There is a story, "Black

on Blue," by Ralph Henry Barbour.

A new series, designed to teach boys and girls the

fascinating art of cookery, starts in this number; it is

called "The Housekeeping Adventures of the Junior

Blairs." Other illustrated serials are : "With Men
Who Do Things," by A. Russell Bond; "The Run-
away," by Allen French, and "The Lucky Stone," by

Abbie Farwell Brown. The departments include Na-
ture and Science for Young Folks, the St. Nicholas

League, the Letter Box, the Riddle Box, and St. Nich-

olas Stamp Page.

RESOLUTIONS ON OPEN-AIR SCHOOLS.
(Adopted by the Fourth International Congress on School

Hygiene, Aug. 29, 1913.)

Whereas, Nearly a million tuberculous children or

children strongly disposed to tuberculosis are attending

our public schools and there is hardly accommodation

for 1,500 to receive instruction in the open air, and—

Whereas, The congress is convinced that the open-

air school is one of the most powerful agents in the

prevention and cure of tuberculosis, and it has been

further demonstrated that nearly all climatic condi-

tions, providing the air is dust free, lend themselves

to the prevention of tuberculosis in the predisposed

and the care of the afflicted, and—
Whereas, Statistics show that there are not nearly

enough hospital and sanatorium accommodations for

adults and children afflicted with pulmonary tubercu-
{

losis or children suffering with tuberculous joint or bone

disease, and

—

Whereas, It has been demonstrated in New York

and other cities that discarded vessels lend themselves

admirably to transformation into all-year-round hos-

pitals and sanatoria for consumptive adults, sanatoria

for children afflicted with joint and other types of

tuberculosis, and into open-air schools for tuberculous,

anemic, and nervous children; be it—
Resolved, That the Fourth International Congress on

School Hygiene petitions the United States Govern-

ment to place at the disposal of the various States of

the Union as many of the discarded battleships and

cruisers as possible, to be anchored according to their

size in rivers or at the seashore, and to be utilized by

the respective communities for open-air schools, sana-

torium schools, sanatorium schools for children, or hos-

pital-sanatoria for adults; be it further

—

Resolved, That the congress expresses its apprecia-

tion to the Italian Government of the example it has

given by consecrating three of its men-of-war to the

combat of tuberculosis ; be it further

—

Resolved, That this congress expresses the sincere

wish that other Governments may follow the example

of Italy; and be it finally

—

Resolved, That copies of these resolutions be pre-

sented to the American and other Governments repre-

sented at this congress.

High-school pupils in eight American cities spend a

million and a half dollars each school year for lunches.

The American Home Economics Association estimates

that this amount, spent for lunches outside of school,

will buy only 81,000,000 calories in food value; whereas

if spent in the school lunch room, with its carefully

supervised menu, it will purchase the equivalent of 178,-

000,000 calories.

Make the best and leave the rest.

Many cities hesitate to start open-air schools because

of the supposed expense, particularly of feeding. In

Green Bay, Wis,, the cost of feeding in the open-air

school has been found to be only Syi cents per day, or

$8 a year, for each child.

Sons of farmers in Down and Antrim counties, Ire-

land, are named as the beneficiaries of a recent educa-

tional bequest of a million dollars.
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MUSIC AND THE SOCIAL PROBLEM.
Lucy K. Cole,

Supervisor of Music, Public Schools, Seattle, Wash.

AN ABSTRACT

Music is the language of the emotions. Emotional

life is the strongest element in all our social institu-

tions. The home, the greatest social institution, was

formerly the educational center for emotional, indus-

trial and recreational life. Now, the schools furnish

industrial education, and recreation is furnished by

private commercial interests, all outside the home.

Mankind at work is thoroughly moral, for their brain

and sinew are keenly and intensely active ; but during

leisure hours emotional life asserts itself.

Our social problems are the result of the way so-

ciety uses its leisure, or rather, the way it satisfies and

expresses its emotional life. Society seems perfectly

willing to pay annually enormous sums for the main-

tenance of a large police force, ample prison accom-

modations, insane asylums, orphanages, penitentiaries,

divorce courts, etc., all of which institutions are the

direct result of misused, unrestrained, uneducated

emotional life. Would the public be put to any greater

expense in furnishing definite, systematic education for

leisure than it is at present in the maintenance of these

institutions?

Schools educate too much for getting a living and

not enough for living. Too much stress is put upon

how to earn the dollar, and not enough on to use it

when earned. Schools may not be able to add definite

education for leisure at present, but it must come if

we are to solve our present social problems. We will

be satisfied when as much is spent annually from our

public funds toward systematic education for the right

use of leisure as is at present spent in protecting the

public against the wrong use of leisure.

So much is said nowadays about the low standard

of morals in our grammar and high school students.

If the higher emotional life is not given constant and

satisfying activity from childhood to maturity it is not

surprising that the lower emotional life becomes active.

The habit of responding to the higher emotional life

should become fixed and strong during childhood. The
only way to eradicate an evil is by substituting an

equally attractive good. We should provide whole-

some and refined mediums of emotional expression for

our young people.

The majority of pupils leave school for commercial

life between the ages of 12 and 16. Extension courses

for evenings and Sundays should be provided for

these young people at public school expense, and super-

vision in music and dramatic art and all the cultural

subjects. In this way much social evil would be pre-

vented,

The English schools provide instruction in violin and

orchestral instruments, to all desiring to learn to play,

in small classes. They also furnish the instruments

to the children at factory prices. Last year, at Alex-

andria Palace in London, was given a concert in which

were heard 6,000 children in violin ensemble—a won-
derful result of this class teaching of violin.

There should be a national organization which would

do for the public musically what the Drama League

of America is doing dramatically in the raising of the

national taste for better music and drama.

Finally, strong, concerted national effort should be

put forth toward securing definite systematic educa-

tion for leisure in the schools of the country; more
educational rather than commercial provision for, and

supervision of, our amusements; more definite and

systematic effort toward providing means for cultural

improvement for the young wage-earners ; toward ex-

terminating the suggestive song; toward providing a

better class of music for our dance programs.

When musicians, educators and philanthropists work
together in this great upward movement we shall see

marvelous changes in our social conditions, and the

great problems of today will be greatly lessened, if not

done away with entirely.

SCHOOL FEEDING.

HISTORY AND PRESENT STATUS OF THE
MOVEMENT.

Louise Stevens Bryant, University of Pennsylvania.

EXCERPT FROM ADDRESS

The school-feeding movement is a part of the larger

provision for the child's physical needs, which has

grown out of the realization of the dependence of

mental progress on bodily condition. It includes first

the study of the child's nutritional condition, and then

the practical question of providing food at school. As
a rule, the term is narrowed to include the provision

of warm meals, either breakfast or lunch, at a small

sum covering the cost of the food, and its prepara-

tion and service.

Considered externally, the movement is quite old, as

its beginning antedated compulsory education in Ger-

many, and was associated with the first constructive

attempt on the part of municipalities to meet the social-

needs growing out of the industrial revolution at the

end of the eighteenth century.

In the main, the workers in the school-lunch move-
ment in America are convinced that if the school is

to assume responsibility for the feeding of the chil-

dren, it must be because of the conviction that warm,
nourishing meals, served at cost, are a benefit to 100

per cent and are not merely temporary remedies for

acute distress among the 10 per cent that are acutely

undernourished.
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Five years ago there were four cities with lunch ex-

periments under way in the elementary schools. There

are now something over 70 cities with lunches in the

regular elementary schools. In nearly all of these the

school board assumes at least part of the responsibility.

In an increasing number it assumes entire responsibil-

ity. Lunches are provided as a regular part of the

equipment in nearly all the open-air schools, which are

now open in over 100 cities, while the high-school

lunch is provided as a matter of course.

Wherever the school feeding movement develops,

two things happen: First, in all countries, school feed-

ing—begun by private philanthrophy as a relief mea-

sure, or by a semi-official attempt to encourage school

attendance, or in some cases to make it possible—be-

comes gradually recognized, first by municipalities and

then by States, as a legitimate extension of the prin-

ciple of compulsory education; second, as soon as the

State begins to take part in the provision of food for

its children the meals lose the character of relief meas-

ures and become factors in education, with the double

result that the suitability of the dietaries is considered

with far more care than before, and the hygienic and

esthetic aspects of the service receive attention.

The greatest need of the school-lunch movement is

not propaganda—it is going forward with its own mo-

mentum. What is needed is the development of tech-

nique in medical examinations and in dietetic plans;

the application of the principles of efficiency to the

administrative system ; and finally the constant exten-

sion of scientific experimentation in this field, which

affords an unrivaled opportunity for the development

of the science of nutrition.

ORGANIZING A COUNTRY COMMUNITY.

By W. H. Smith,

Rural School Supervisor, Jackson, Miss.

AN ABSTRACT

The country-life problem is primarily one of com-

munity organization. The great rural need is an organ-

ization in each community that will include the whole

interest and enlist the united energy of the people.

The aims of such an organization may be stated as

follows :

First: To increase production (1) through improved

methods of cultivation; (2) by diversification; (3) by

seed selection; (4) by conservation of soil and other

r»atural resources.

Second : To increase profits (1) by co-operative mar-
keting; (2) by co-operative manufacture; (3) by co-

operative use of improved implements; (4) by pre-

venting waste; (5) by providing cheap working capital

through rural credit associations.

Third: To increase the length of human life (1)

through nutritious food; (2) by sanitary, comfortable,

and attractive houses; (3) by education, study, investi-

gation, demonstrations; (4) by community efforts for

moral and mental progress; (S) by the use of modern
conveniences in the home

; (6) through religious and
social efforts.

THE SCHOOL AS AN AGENCY.
.In a number of important directions the school, if

properly administered, will prove the most effective

agency for community organization.

The school should have, besides a room for each

teacher, a workshop, a kitchen, and an auditorium of

sufficient size to accommodate comfortably all general

community meetings, and should be designed for com-

fort, proper heating, lighting, and ventilation. It

should be located on five to ten acres of land so ar-

ranged as to allow ample playgrounds, shade trees,

flowers, a home garden, and demonstration plat.

The community school unit should be large enough

to justify the employment of not less than three

teachers. This is necessary to do the work demanded

of an organized community. The district should also

be large enough to form an efficient social and economic

group with common interests.

SCHOOL CLUBS.

It has been the policy of the promoters of boys' and

girls' clubs to organize them through the schools, but

this feature of community organization needs strength-

ening from the school side. The club should be an in-

tegral part of the school, just as the literary and debat-

ing society are a part of our high schools and colleges.

OTHER CLUBS.

There should also be farmers' club and women's

clubs. The farmers' clubs should have as their purpose

co-operative production, co-operative buying and sell-

ing, co-operative rural credit, and co-operation for cul-

tural opportunities.

The women's clubs should concern themselves with

co-operative study of household management, cooking,

sanitary, and hygienic problems ; labor-saving devices

;

and enterprises of social, literary, musical, and artistic

interest.

HEALTH.

The first and most important common interest of the

community is health. Through the assistance of the

county health officer and the State board of health

every community ought to learn how to prevent the

spread of infectious and contagious diseases. Syste-

matic instruction should be given in the school in such

a practical, concrete way that the laws of health, as af-

fecting the individual, the home, the school, and the

community, should become common knowledge. The
schoolteacher should either lead in these matters that

pertain to the complete organization of the community

or discover and stimulate the necessary leaders in the

community.

Two carpenters and a plumber from England have

recently been traveling in Belgium. They were award-

ed vocational scholarships by means of which they are

investigating old and new methods of house construc-

tion.

Vocational guidance has been introduced into the

school system of Connecticut by a recent law.

There is no worse robber than a bad book.

—

Italian.

That is an empty purse that is full of other men's
money.
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A Suggestion for a Mail Bag and Cap.

CARRIE L. WAGNER

The post is a delightful game to children, but it is

sometimes hard to find a suitable mail bag and cap.
The bag illu.strated in Figs. 1, 2 and 3 is made from a
heavy paper bag, size sixteen, or it may be made from
a smaller if preferred. Cut off part of one side on the
dotted lines (Fig. 1) leaving a flap on the opposite side.

an inch and a half wide. Cut from blue papers any
number the child wishes to have on his cap, or the letters

P. O. and paste on the front. Also paste a half inch
strip of blue paper around, it. The caps please the
children and they are very proud to have one of their
very own.

Some Simple Designs in Drawing, Paper Cutting
and Tearing, etc.

CSTt

Street-
cleaners,
broom
and

sWove-l

hocKei)

club

To shape the flap, cut around the dotted lines, (Fig. 2)

Cut out

mmm
Sleigh

Cut

7T i

and fold over on the bag, as in Fig. 3. The cap is also

3 3

made from a paper bag, size ten, or any size that will

fit, for each child may have his own cap, which is a
better plan than to allow every child to wear the same
one.
To make the cap, cut around the dotted lines, (Fig. 4)

leaving the cap about three inches deep, and the beak
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Some Simple, Suggestive Designs

Boarders

Ladder.

Y
TIT

Car Tracks.

Form to Fold

A \

\ /
10.

TO SLEEPY LAND.

Which is the way to Sleepy Land?

Baby has lost it quite.

She wishes to stay in the Land of Play

Forgetting that it is night;

In the Land of Play, as though it were day

With a romp and a hullaballoo,

Not even to Lullaby Land will she go,

Lying between the two.

Mother entices her in there once,

With her soft, sweet voice, but then

She goes as far as the end of a song

Then comes rollicking back again.

Sandman all helpless,—ah what shall we do

;

Sleepy Land near and so fair,

But all the king's horses and all the king's men
Could never take baby there.

But here comes the kitty-cat, drowsy, warm,

Nestling by Baby to pur.

Pur-pur-ing her—way—into—Sle-e-p-y L-a-n-d.

Ah ! Baby has gone with her

!

E. F.

CHINESE KINDERGARTENS.

Nothing is more interesting than a visit to some of

the modern schools in China and Japan, and a visit to

a Chinese kindergarten is a happy experience. These

little people look so quaint in their Chinese costumes

sitting on their tiny stools. Some of them are ex-

ceedingly alert and learn with great rapidity. This is

true of the Japanese little people, some of whom can

match the children of any land in alertness. Both the

mission and the regular public schools in the Orient

have features that seem unique to the American visitor,

while the native dress of the children is in curious con-

trast to the dress of the children of our own land. But

no matter how primitive or how near perfect the school

may be in any clime it has back of it those things of

mighty consequence summed up in the word "educa-

tion."

A. R. Brubacher, superintendent of schools at

Schenectady, New York, has investigated the part time

practice in his city, and concludes that part time fa-

tigues children and teachers unduly, and that "sus-

tained attention is hard to get." Attendance is 2.42

times better in full time classes, which also promote five

more children in a hundred, and send their pupils on

prepared to do the work of the next grade better,

"since they are fortified by SO per cent more training,

as indicated by the work accomplished in reading."

"The evils of part time," Superintendent Brubacher

finds, "are cumulative. They are bad in the first grade,

but where a child has come up through successive

grades or part time, the accumulated defects become

disheartening. Part time is to be condemned as an

educational monstrosity. It is an unsound pedagogical

device, and is a sheer waste of public funds."

OMAHA, NEBRASKA.
Professor G. W. A. Luckey, of the University of

Nebraska, delivered the principal address before the

kindergarten section at the annual meeting of the Ne-

braska. State Teachers' Association, November 6th.

Subject: "A Comparison of the Methods of Teach-

ing of Dr. Montessori and Froebel."

Students at Hopkins Academy, Hadley, Mass., learn

to work concrete as a regular part of their course in

agriculture,



SUGGESTIONS FOR VILLAGE AND RURAL SCHOOLS
How to Use Stick and Ring Laying in Teaching Form and Design

By JENNY B. MERRILL. Pd. D., New York City

In my last article I applied the use of the kindergar-

ten occupation of sticklaying to number work because

of its immediate value to primary teaching.

But if there is a sub-primary section of very Jittle

people in a village or rural school, let them amuse
themselves by making simple objects in outline with a

few sticks before attempting number work at all. La-

ter both kinds of work should be continued.

Probably some children will begin by using the sticks

to make the straight-lined capital letters of the alpha-

bet, as:

If it is spring time and garden tools are in use it may
be a tool, as:

Children often learn these letters at home and love

to make them when they come to school. Show inter-

est in what each child already knows. "Proceed from

the known to the unknown" is- a great guide in method
but first you must give the child a chance to show
you what he does know.
When you wish to have little objects outlined make

a suggestion ae., "Try to make a flag with your little

sticks, or a ladder, a chair, a fan, a house, a bed, a

rake, a spade, a tree, a pigeon house, a ship, steps, a

drum."
Let your suggestion of any object be made according

to the known experiences or environment, or possibly

let it depend upon the season. I have named this fore-

going list for you to choose from. Mention only two
or three objects at a time.

If your school is near the coast or a lake, where the

children see ships, your first suggestion might be to

make a ship, as:

^^
If there is a ladder in the school yard and the child-

ren love to climb, it may be a ladder, as:

If there are only a few children, gather them around
you at a table and say: "See what I can make with

these little sticks." [Make a simple outline of a house
a chair, abed.]

Let the children guess what you have made. Now
you may all stand around my table and make some-

thing for me. This is social and inspires children toact

naturally.

Many kindergartners begin by giving just one stick,

letting the children lay it in different positions as slant-

ing, lying down, leaning, leaning the other way, leaning

more, leaning less

as shown by above illustrations.

This is a little too formal for very young children, but

is good later on, after a little playful experience in

making objects.

Dr. Montessori has convinced us that we teach little

children too much and that we should observe them
more. Why keep all the children working together?

Rural schools are not tempted to do this as much as

graded schools. Let each child forge ahead. One may
make a dozen outlines while another has hardly begun.

Children learn quickly from each other. •'See, Eddie,

what Mary has made" may start a child to imitate.

The slow child may surprise you if you let him work at

his own rate. He will suddenly expand.

Another suggestion is to "combine objects" as exper-

ience is gained and children learn to work together.
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For example, a barn, a tree and a fence make quite a right angles. Here are some right-angles; can you
ittle scene count them? Where are they?

V,

jtttt

and pleases the children. Suggest adding a rlag to the

mast of a ship.

Soon the children will think of other possibilities.

As law and limitations are necessary, it is a good ex-

ercise occasionally to suggest taking just two sticks,

then three, then four, to see what can be made under

each restriction. You may ask each child to go to the

blackboard and draw all the things he has laid with two

sticks; another day, all he may have laid with thrte,

then with four. This will help straight-line drawing.

After making many objects the children will have

gained experience with comers of different kinds.

Have a review of corners with two sticks. Here is a

square corner.

This is a square corner, too.

And so is this.

Who can make another?

J
Here is a longer stick and a short one.

Here are some more right angles, Where are they?

Here are some more stut in a square box.
Can you find them?

Here is an oblong box:

Has it any right-aDgles?

If the children are now left to make several right-an-

gles with sticks of different lengths, they will review

and fasten the work given.

Do not try to define angles. Simply play with them
as the Romans did long ago. Some kindergartners

think best not to attempt even as much analysis as this.

Dr. Montessori advises no analysis of form but simply

a recognition of the shape as a whole, as this is a square:

This is a triangle:

This is a pentagon:

^This may be repeated as with the shorter sticks above. It is certainly true that analysis has been ca'rried too

Make more square corners. far in many kindergartens. A child recognizes many
Sometimes we call square corners by another name, very complex objects readily as wholes without being
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able to name or even point to all the parts. The prettiest flower forms may
The children may enjoy making right angles one half circles, as:

within the other, and get a new experience as:

173

made with the

L

And turning the other way:

Hi

Such a lesson will depend upon the sizes of sticks at

hand.

Whenever sticks of different lengths are.used I should

mention the length, as, show me all the one-inch sticks.

How long is this one? and this?

Sort your sticks in piles before you outline.

I should not attempt to represent nature forms as of

animals or flowers with straight sticks but if you can af-

ford a few boxes of rings, half rings and quarters, many
pretty forms of natural objects can be outlined.

Many such outlines have been given in this magazine

from time to time. Look them up. Also consult the

Paradise of Childhood or the Kraus Guide. I do not

approve the complicated forms given unless the box of

rings is used as a sort of puzzle box with children over

seven years of age. Then much ingenuity will be shown

after a few lessons with a few pieces. The half rings are

especially interesting to work with. Spinning one ring

is a good finger exercise.

Placing rings of different sizes, one within the other,

is pleasing, as:

Or:

Or crossing circles, as:

Or touching, as:

Also:

And others.

After a few suggestions let the children have enough
material to repeat the flower forms several times and
finally make pretty designs.

Sticks and rings may be worked with together. The
children will rejoice now to make nearly all the capital

letters, They love to do it and let them.
They can make a vase, a pitcher, a pair of scissors,

scales, etc.

The curved line is the line of beauty, and the child

by handling and placing these rings and half rings ad-
vances to new conceptions of beauty.

He should often be left merely to experiment and as

Mrs. Kraus says in her Guide Book. "The child does it

so masterly that the adult is ofter obliged to collect his

thoughts in order to follow the child in its childish

flight of ideas."

I have not spoken of the borders that may of course
be laid with sticks and rings as well as with tablets. (See

/// \\\ n

muuir iioiioi
article in December magazine.) '

I do not advise making connection to any extent be-

tween this occupation of stick laying and drawing, for I

fear that the attempt to copy what has been made with

sticks hinders rather than helps the free childish ex-

pression in drawing of which I have already written. If

this occupation helps drawing let it be subconsciously.

The great value of this occupation consists in the con-

structive act. It is a kind of building. Especially when
rooms are crowded and there is no opportunity to build

with blocks these little sticks are very helpful in grati-

fying this great building instinct. It is a crude means
of expression but it is developing and permits consid-

erable freedom on the part of the child as well as work
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under direction. Recall Miss Harrison's three steps in

method as given in previous articles.

1. Undirected work.

2. Directed work, which may include imitation, dic-

tation and suggestion.

3. Self-directed work hased upon experience gained.

The material used in stick laying is inexpensive. Lar-

ger and heavier sticks are now procurable if one can

afford them and they do certainly give greater satisfac-

faction, especially to younger children.

Tooth picks are often used. In the country straight

stems of plants may easily be secured and cut into

short lengths. Thin splints known as lighters may be

used or stiff cards could be cut into strips in case of

lack.

The natural color of the wood is preferable for out-

lining but children love the colored sticks and if they

do not have colored papers they should have colored

sticks. If they use much colored paper it is not so

important.

Whenever possible have outlines of objects made with

one color only. It seems rather incongruous to see a

house made of sticks of several colors.

Occasionally have a sorting lesson. Let the older

children make paperboxes to hold each length and each

color. Much is said of the value of working with a

motive. Such a sorting exercise has a special motive.

It is unnecessary for a teacher after a hard day's work

to spend any time in sorting materials.

Dr. Montessori has re-emphasized the value of train-

ing children to help themselves to materials and to put

them awav.

Isobel Davidson, Supervisor of Primary Grades, Bal-

timore, writing in the Atlantic Educational Journal,

says in part

:

True it is that kindergarten principles are coming to

be looked upon as fundamental in all real education

from the nursery to the university.

What has revolutionized the school system save the

introduction of kindergarten principles?

The seeds of all the manifold activities blossoming so

graciously now in the schools in the form of manual

training and art, domestic science, gardening, games,

dramatization, story-telling, the self-organized groups

for independent work, all are found in embryo in the

curricula of the well-regulated kindergarten.

Briefly stated and familiar to all, the underlying prin-

ciples of education, revealed by close study of the child,

teach us that we should strive to call forth self-activity;

develop the inventive powers, prepare the child for

social co-operation, and provide for happy and har-

monious surroundings.

Just how these self-evident truths are to be made the

basis of primary work is a question of vital importance

to every teacher of little children. Primary teachers

have accepted the great principles in common with the

kindergarten, and consider the spirit greater than the

tool, the life greater than the method.

A first grade may be as truly a child garden as a

kindergarten in which the formal material is religiously

used. The test is found in the spirit of the school.

Every teacher of little children should have a good
training in a training school recognizing these princi-

ples as fundamental, and every kindergartner should

have some experience in a primary school, observing

work done, or demonstrating satisfactorily the value of

certain lines of work. The effect upon each is most
salutary. Much of the confusion of terms, of misun-
derstanding would be clarified by closer contact and
sympathy in the study together of little children's needs.

That school is especially fortunate which has a good
kindergarten within its portals, because the spirit of

reverence for childhood, of joy in work and play, of

supreme faith in humanity, is contagious, and a warm
radiance is shed abroad upon the more formal aspects

of the school.

The beautiful room, with its large spaces, its pictures,

frequently changed to suit the rolling year, its plants,

its piano, its indoor and outdoor gardens, its sand-

table ; the circle filled with bright-faced children sing-

ing sweet songs, or playing simple games, or listening

to stories is an inspiration and a guide to all members
of the school.

Here in this beautiful, airy room the children of the

primary grades should frequently be the invited guests

for an afternoon story, song or game, and in these

happy surroundings, ideals are formed which bear fruit

in countless ways. The primary teacher gains in spir-

itual uplift and sympathetic understanding of child

needs, and with the ideals made real and tangible before

her, she, too, through imitation and intuition, born of

mother love, can make a child-garden, even in crude

surroundings. * * *

The New York Public School Kindergarten Associa-

tion has just published the reports of its committees on

Stories and Games. The booklet entitled "Stories and

Poems for the Kindergarten," contains a selected list

of stories and several original stories. "Games and
Finger Plays for the Kindergarten" gives a classified

list of games which is very suggestive. Copies of these

booklets are on sale at twenty-five cents each and can

be secured by addressing Miss E. M. Phelps, 135 West
79th St., or Miss L. A. Palmer, Board of Education,

New York Citv.

Credit for Bible study is given in the North Dakota
high schools. A hundred students passed the State ex-
amination last year.

A one year course in tanning has been established by

Pratt Institute, Brooklyn, N. Y., in co-operation with

the National Association of Tanners. The course is

for men already employed in the tanning industries or

high school students without practical experience

In the lexicon of youth, which fate reserves

For a bright manhood, there is no such word as fail.

—Bulwer.

But screw your courage to the sticking place

And we'll not fail.

—Shakespeare.



HINTSI^SUGGESTIONS FOR RURAL TEACHERS
CONDUCTED BY GRACE DOW

DEAR RURAL TEACHER.—In undertaking this department I trust that my somewhat extended experience in
rural schools and my subsequent normal training and city school work may assist me in making it practically

helpful to you in your work with the little children. I understand the tremendous tax upon the time of any rural
teacher who is trying to do good work, the wide range of studies, the constant temptation to neglect the little ones
for the apparently more pressing need of the older classes and the lack of equipment necessary for the best work.
My hope is to assist you to secure better results with the small children,and I shall unhesitatingly recommend the
intelligent use of kindergarten material as likely to produce the best results with least expenditure of time. How
to use this material, what to select, what substitutes, etc., will be discussed from month to month in these columns.

Come to me, ye children,

For I hear you at your play,

And the questions that perplexed me,

Have vanished quite away. —Longfclloiv.

HENRY WADSWORTH LONGFELLOW.

The birthday of Henry Wadsworth Longfellow oc-

curs on the 27th of February. As he was the "Chil-

dren's Poet" we should devote some time to the study

of his life and poems. The childhood of the poet will

be of special interest to the children.

Longfellow began school when but three years of

age, and at the age of six could read and write well.

He loved the birds, the flowers, and the woods. His

conduct at school is best illustrated in the following

note from one of his teachers : "Master Henry Long-

fellow is one of the best boys we have in school. He
spells and reads very well. He also can add and mul-

tiply numbers. His conduct last quarter was very cor-

rect and amiable."

He usually spent his vacations at his grandfather's

farm. At night the family would gather around the big

fireplace, and listen to stories of the Indians told by the

grandfather. Mr. Longfellow used many of these

stories later in his poem of Hiawatha.

His mother was a sweet tempered religious woman,
very fond of poetry and music. She was a kind neigh-

bor and devoted to her family. His father was a law-

yer. He was noted for his purity of character, his fine

manners, and his learning.

After his graduation from Bowdoin College, at

Brunswick, Maine, he went abroad, and traveled in

many countries in Europe. On his return he accepted

a professorship in Bowdoin College, and later in Har-
vard University at Cambridge, Mass.

Longfellow's home in Cambridge was called the

"Craigie House." It was at one time the home of

Washington, and his study was the room in which
Washington once slept.

"Once, ah, once within these walls,

One whom memory oft recalls,

The Father of his Country dwelt."

When Mr. Longfellow was an old man, the school

children in Cambridge contributed money and the

chestnut tree described in his poem "The Village Black-

smith" was cut down and made into an arm chair, and
presented to Mr. Longfellow on his birthday. To
thank the children he wrote the poem, "From My Arm
Chair."

WASHINGTON AND LINCOLN.

Preparations for birthdays of these noted men should
consist in talks upon the principal events in their lives.

Pictures should be placed before the children illustrat-

ing some of the important events, such as, Washington

Crossing the Delaware, Independence Bell, etc. Write

upon slips of paper events in their lives to be learned

and repeated.

WORDS OF WASHINGTON.

Think before you speak.

Let your recreations be manful, not sinful.

Speak no evil of the absent, for it is unjust.

Let your conversation be without malice or envy.

Be not apt to relate news if you know not the truth

thereof.

Show not yourself glad at the misfortune of an-

other, though he were your enemy.

Undertake not what you cannot perform, but be care-

ful to keep your promise.

When a man does all he can, though it succeeds not

well, blame not him that did it.

Lincoln's kind heart.

"Lincoln and the Pig."—One day, when Lincoln was

out riding, he passed by a deep slough, or hole, in which

he saw a pig trying to free himself from the mud. Mr.

Lincoln looked at the pig and then at his new clothes,

and deciding that he could not afford to spoil them,

rode on. But he could not help thinking about the pig.

After riding two miles, he turned back, and with some

difficulty succeeded in dragging the pig out. He said

to a friend in telling the story, "I spoiled my new
clothes, but I took great pain out of my heart."

"Seek not praise, but do your duty,

Love the right and work for it

;

Then the world will be the better

Because you have lived in it."

SEAT WORK.

Word and Sentence Builders.—For the better teach-

ing of reading there is nothing better in the line of busy

work material than the word and sentence builders.

Every teacher should provide herself with a few boxes

of each kind.

As soon as a few words can be recognized at sight,

the pupil should be required to make the words and

also to build the sentences, and continue until a large

number of words are taught, which may require sev-

eral months. Place lists of words upon the blackboard

which they are to form with their cut letters, and in

the same way give them short sentences to construct

with their words.

Later they may rearrange columns of mixed words

into sentences, also use this as a drill in phonics, asking

them to construct all words possible ending in at, an,

it, in, all, etc.

VALENTINES.

St. Valentine.—A priest who lived long ago was so
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good the people called him "Saint" Valentine. He
worked for and loved his people, going from village

to village to see them and to teach them how to be

loving and good. The children were always glad to see

him, and when he became too old to go to them, he

used to send them messages of love and remembrance.

Later .people began to keep his birthday by sending

messages to their friends, and these were finally called

"valentines" in honor of this good man, whose birthday

is February 14th.

Making.—The valentines should be simple, so that

they can be entirely the children's own work. Large

hearts may be cut from drawing paper or red Bristol

board prettily decorated on one side in water-color or

crayon, and on the other side may be placed an ap-

propriate message. Two or more hearts may be tied

together with ribbon, or an arrow may be cut and used

to unite the hearts.

Children may make their own envelopes in which to

put their valentines, sealing them with parquetry paper.

BUSY WORK SUGGESTIONS.

Clay modeling.—No month presents more of a va-

riety in this line, as boys enjoy making guns and

swords, and we also suggest the hatchet, miniature logs

which may be used in constructing a log cabin, tfie

blacksmith's anvil and horse shoes, and the blacksmith's

hammer; some perhaps more skillful may model the

blacksmith and the horse.

Paper Cutting.—In this line we suggest cutting stars

and stripes for making the flag. Also soldier's caps,

letter boxes, mail-wagons, tents, doves flying and at

rest, pigeon houses. Have each child make a Wash-
ington Birthday souvenir to take home—a badge of red,

white, and blue, a hatchet on which is printed the date,

or a booklet in which is pasted a picture of the hero.

T. J. Coates, State Supervisor of Rural Schools for

Kentucky, said recently

:

When I began my work as State Supervisor I set

before myself six distinct lines of work, as follows

:

1. To improve and redirect the content of the schools.

2. To make more efficient the teaching force of the

State.

3. To improve the houses, equipment, and environ-

ment of the school.

4. To secure consolidation of schools and transpor-

tation of students when practicable.

5. To secure efficient supervision of the schools in the

rural districts.

6. To help in securing the needed legislation.

That was two years ago. Many changes have taken

place. The needed school legislation has been largely

secured; but the other five lines of work still present

themselves.

It will be noted that I present these as co-ordinate

lines of improvement. At the beginning they so

seemed to me, but today I look upon these five move-

ments as one big fundamental movement and four sub-

ordinate movements.

To my mind the one big fundamental thing to do is

to secure the right kind of supervision in every county.

BERTHA JOHNSTON'S LONDON LETTER
Note.— This letter and the communication which fol-

lows ittakes the place of the "Committee of the Whole"
for this issue,

Some Impressions of London of Interest to Teachers.

a school-boy's exercise, second century, a. d.

The editor having expressed a desire to see an ancient

waxen writing- tablet, her nephew escorted her promptly
to a case in the department of Greek and Roman Anti-

quities, British Museum, wherein were exhibited objects

illustrating ancient Roman methods of reading, writing,

and painting. And here we learned how the school-boy,

centuries ago, did his multiplication-table. The tablet

very much resembled at first sight a child's slate of

today, being about the same in size, and the wax that

covered the wooden tablet being black in color. A raised

margin of wood about an inch or more wide protected
the surface from abrasion, and was very much like the
frame of a slate. There were two exercises on the vis-

ible surface of the tablet. That on the lefthand side

was the multiplication-table in Greek characters from
once one is one, to 3x10 equals 30. On the right side

is a column of words showing the division between the

stems and terminations of words. There were two holes,

a few inches apart, in one side of the margin, and
strings through these originally tied this tablet to its

fellow, so as to make a book with the waxed surfaces

inside. The companion tablet, exhibited in the Dept.

of Manuscripts, contains two lines of verse, first written

by the master, and twice copied by the boy. The in-

strument employed for writing was the style or stilus,

having a sharp point for writing, at one end, and at the

other a broad surface for erasing. There were several

examples oi the stilus, in bone, ivory and metal.

Question—Would that boy of the long ago have taken

special pains with his exercises, had he dreamed that

curious eyes would examine them 1800 years later?

Another reading or spelling exercise, written on a

potsherd, gives each letter of the Greek alphabet in

order, combined with the vowels successively.

In the same case are shown inkstands and pens in

bronze or bone, and a specimen of a letter on papyrus
wherein the writer sends an order for drugs "which
must not be rotten stuff." Two leaves of a lawyer's

note-book can also be seen.

Among some toys and games are a rag-doll and a

wooden horse from Egypt, a rattle, whistle, and minia-

ture objects in lead and pottery such as little girls use

with their dolls' houses. Marbles, draughtsmen and
knuckle bones, are shown, the latter being made either

of real knuckle-bones, or copies resembling them in

bronze, lead, crystal, ivory, and the like. Dice are to

be seen also, in all of these materials, some with as

many as 14 and 20 sides.

Many other exhibits make very real to us the daily

life of the old-time Greeks and Romans.

An interesting hour was spent in one of the London
Council Schools (formerly known as Board Schools, but

are now controlled by Local Councils.) These corres-

pond to our Public Schools. This one, the Northfield

School, in the Borough of Ealing, is in a comparatively

new building and seemed quite up to date in equip-
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ment. All of the rooms were upon one floor, and the

classrooms opened out upon a central assembly hall, in

which was a piano, and also the headmistress' desk,

and the usual cozy grate fire. There were no seats in

this hall, such singing- or other exercises as might occur

in it being attended to standing. Each classroom had

the name of its mistress in a case on the door. Upon
entering one notices that in the rooms of the lower

grades the floor was laid in steps, each row of desks

being elevated above that in front of it, so that every

child was in plain view of the teacher, and she was

easily seen by every child.

We observed a reading lesson, after the Dale method,

which we will describe in detail in a later number of

The Kindergarten- Primary Magazine. The children

were intensely eager and alive.

In another room nuts of various kinds were distributed

and to each child was given its own bit of plasticine in

its own little receptacle, and they proceeded forthwith

to modeling. That the previous object-teaching had

been definite was shown by the careful way in which

some of the children examined their nuts before and

during the modeling process.

A lesson in "Religion" was just being concluded as

we entered one room, and one little girl, a Jewess, was

seated quietly outside the classroom until the lesson

should be over, as attendance is excused for conscience'

sake. The compulsory age in the elementary schools

is from 5 to 14 yeaars, altho children over 12 may be

exempted under certain conditions, and so go to work

as "half timers;" this is the case in many textile and

rural centers, altho these exemptions are growing

less in number as the local educational authorities

begin to realize that "half time" is opposed to the best

interests of the child, and so, of the community.

The entrance of His Majesty's Inspector cut short

the editor's interview with the gracious Head-Mistress,

and she visited some of the remaining class-rooms un-

attended. From what was observed it seemed evident

that the Fioebellian principle of appealing to the child's

self-activity was constantly followed,

Excellent pictures adorned the walls, many familiar

kindergarten favorites being recognized. Growing plants

were on the window-shelves, and nature-objects and
other materials gave evidence that what was taught was

made real to the children to every sense. A large paved
play-ground gave full scope to spontaneous activities.

The visit of the Inspector it seems is rather import-

ant, since, as we learn from Swann's ''Primer of Eng-

lish Citizenship," the board of education refuses to pay
certain grants of money to a school if the inspector re-

ports that teaching, equipment or buildings are unsat-

isfactory.

To the Chairman of the Committee of the Whole:
In recent publications of your magazine, the articles

on creative music work have been of great interest to

me. I have worked along this line for several years, in

my public school kindergarten in Long Beach, Cali-

fornia; I am enclosing some of the results of the past

spring.

I get the best results in song by grouping the chil-

dren on the floor around the piano. When music seems

unusually spontaneous I produce a picture of dramatic

interest and say, "Let's make up a song." From the

many attempts (we accept any effort at either song or

story description of the picture) we choose the best

and Miss Meadley plays the melody and we all sing

our new song. These songs of our own creation have

a special fascination for us. Some of the features

which most impressed me were the strong repetition

and very evident rhythm ; the most spontaneous pieces

are the most varied in time, in melody and in harmonic

quality, while other less successful results show the

child's effort for expression.

A variation in this creative work is the adaptation

of a known melody to a story the child wishes to ex-

press. For example, we wished to sing about the days

of the week and the months of the year. One child

sang the rhyme of the months we had been saying, to

the melody of "Ten Little Indians," making variation

in time only. (I have heard that before so it may or

may not have been original.) Another sang the days

very spontaneously to a folk melody which we had
used earlier in the year to develop original rhythmic

dances. In the fourth and eighth measure the melody
is changed to fit the words.

I am very sure that in my own work I get the best

musical response when the child's spontaneity and cre-

ative expression is strongest.

Trusting that my experience may be of interest to

you and your readers. I am sending this direct to you
as I have not at hand the name of the woman in charge

of that department who requested the same through

your columns, and I am asking you to place it in her

hands.

Permanent address, 711 Daisy Ave., Long Beach, Cal.

Very sincerel yyours,

ETHEL BUSHNELL.

Teachers everywhere are coming in contact with chil-

dren who are so exceptional that they cannot make
satisfactory progress in the public schools. To persist

in keeping them there means in many cases to deprive

them of an education which could be secured in a spe-

cial school. The National Association for the Study
and Education of Exceptional Children have as one of

their activities a school at Plainfield, N. J., for this spe-

cial purpose and teachers who have such children in

their rooms or know of any such would do a worthy act

by calling the attention of parents to this organization

and its work. The school is known as Herbart Hall,

and information can be secured by addressing Mr. Wal-
demar H Groszman. "Wachung Crest," Plainiield,

N.J.

Richmond, Va., Feb. 23-28--Dept. of Superintendence

Everything iudicatesa most successful meeting. Fine
list of speakers, a beautiful thriving city, rich in histor-

ical interest, reduced railroad and hotel rates, etc. For
full information and map of city, address, D.W. Spring-

er, Secretary N. E. A., Ann Arbor, Mich.

Bertha Johnston, editor of the "Committee of the
Whole," and formerly editor of this magaziae, is now
on her way home from a trip to London, Eng.
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wealth in the cities. It has a big mission and deserves

adequate support.

WHAT SHALL WE DO WITH THE SINGLE
ROOM SCHOOL?
By M. P. Shawkey,

State Superintendent of Schools, Charleston, W. Va.

EXCERPT FROM ADDRESS

The "little red school house" yet remains the biggest

thing in our educational world. In the number of

teachers employed it shows up a total of 212,380 as

against a total of 299,570 in all the consolidated, graded,

village and city schools of the nation. According to

the excellent monograph put out a short time ago by

Dr. Monahan, of the United States Bureau of Educa-

tion, the rural schools of the country enroll some-

thing more than one-half of all the pupils in the United

States and the single-room schools may claim 60 per

cent of that number, or to quote the figures exactly,

6,689,970. If territorial extent were to be considered,

the one-room school would probably surpass all others

five to one. Only in per cent of attendance and the

amount of money spent upon them do the single-room

schools fall behind those in the larger groups. This

fact I may say parenthetically ought to be taken into

consideration when we put the single-room school in

the balance.

Yet the "little red school house" with all of its his-

tory, all of its virtues, all of its sentiment, has become

the storm center of criticism. Brickbats are being

hurled at it from all quarters. These attacks are too

indiscriminate. Blair of Illinios is right when he de-

clares that no single generalization will describe these

schools as a class.

There are, however, certain faults and defects par-

ticularly common among them. The remedy in one

case will not fit in another.

There are three general remedies of great worth:

1. Abolish the one-room school by the process of

substitution. There are thousands of places where the

consolidated school may take the place of five to ten

single-room schools and render immensely better serv-

ice to the community.

2. Reinforce it with competent supervision. There

are many thousands of cases where because of the bad

roads and the physical conditions of the country the

consolidated scheme is not now practical and in many

of them it never will be. Here the single-room school

may be greatly improved by providing a competent

supervisor for each small rural unit. Such unit should

not contain more than 20 to 40 schools.

3. Change its sex. Not than men are better than

women teachers. They are not. The average teacher

in the single-room school is a girl who sticks to her

job three years and then marries or takes up a dif-

ferent profession. The single-room school is a task

for a well-matured man or woman who will cast his

fortune with the community and become its social

leader.

In conclusion, the rural school mostly needs more

money. It has been robbed by the concentration of

Hon. P. P. Claxton, U. S. Commissioner of Edu-

cation, said recently with reference to improvement

of rural schools

:

Most important of all is the teacher. Nothing can

be accomplished without competent teachers. The
teacher makes the school. Without the teacher the

machinery all runs to no purpose. The country

schools, above all, must have teachers with good na-

tive ability, scholarship, professional preparation, and

the skill that comes only from experience. We must

demand a higher standard for a teacher's license. The
principal of the country school should have not less

than a good high school education, with two years at

least of normal school or college, and the teacher must

remain in one place long enough to understand the

community and its needs. Without this, little of per-

manent value is possible. To bring this about, schools

should be consolidated, good houses built, and as a

part of the equipment of the schools, there should be

. provided a good home for the teacher, with from 20

to 40 acres of land. The home should not be costly,

but comfortable and in good taste, such as any farmer

with 40 or 50 acres of land may hope to build for him-

self if he is industrious and saving. The principal of

the school should be required to live in the home and

to cultivate the farm as a model farm for the commun-
ity, with orchard and garden, poultry yard, and small

dairy. The laws should require the State and National

Departments of Agriculture, agricultural colleges, agri-

cultural experiment stations, and farm-demonstration

agents to help the teacher in every way possible. The
use of the home and farm should be given the teacher

in addition to his salary in money. Any man who ought

to be permitted to serve as principal of a country school

could make such home and farm worth to him twice

as much as the average salary now paid to the princi-

pals of country schools in this section. The contract

between the teacher and the school board should be

for life or good behavior. In this way, and in this way
only, may we hope to obtain and keep good teachers in

the country schools. The additional cost would not be

great. In the Southern States farm land is still cheap.

If 30-year bonds were issued to pay for the land, the

increase in its value by the end of the 30 years would
be more than its total cost.

I would not enter in my list of friends,

(Though grac'd with polish'd manners and fine

sense,

Yet wanting sensibility), the man
Who needlessly sets foot upon a worm.

—Cowper.

Choose an author as you choose a friend.—Earl

of Roscommon.

Brevity is the soul of wit

And tediousness the outward lips, and flourishes.

—Shakespeare.



NEW GAMES, PLAYS AND PIECES FOR LITTLE PEOPLE
By Laura Rountree Smith

A Valentine Play.

Cupid enters through a pretty gate, made of paper

chains and the children follow him, marching in to the

right and left. All the children carry heart-shaped

valentines.

Cupid.
Paper hearts are quite a treat,

Candy hearts are nice and sweet,

But who will read a little rhyme,

In memory of Saint Valentine?

1st child.

Saint Valentine lived long ago,

And planted flowers sweet you know.

2nd child.

Very often he would send

Some flowers to a little friend.

3rd child.

So on his birthday every year,

We remember friends so dear.

4th child.

On the fourteenth we will send

A valentine to every friend.

5th child.

Oh valentine with eyes so blue,

Accept this heart, for I love you.

(This child, and the next one, exchange valentines.)

6th child.

Accept this heart for it's a sign

You're chosen for my valentine.

7th child.

Hearts will open if you please,

To very little "Thank-You" keys.

8th child.

Hearts and flowers we will send,

Saint Valentine was the children's friend.

(The children now all circle round Cupid, singing

to the same tune of the "Flag Game.")

Cupid is a jolly rover,

Looking for a little rhyme,

Cupid is a jolly rover,

And he has a valentine.

Chorus.
I am coming, I am coming,

Please accept this heart of mine.

I am coming, I am coming,

Will you be my valentine?

(As the children sing the chorus, they go toward the
center of the circle and back, and Cupid chooses one
child and they skip off and the rest follow.)

Little Drummer Boys.

A Washington Birthday Exercise.

A Song and Drill for Twelve Very Small Boys.

(Twelve boys carry drums, on the ends are pasted

red, white and blue paper. They enter marching and

beating drums, while the tune "Yankee Doodle" is

softly played.

They march, come to the centre, still beating the

drums. Hold drums out at arms' length. Hold up,

down, right, left. Swing to and fro. Hold down with

both hands. Raise slowly. Center couples separate,

march right and left, beating drums. Lines meet in

a circle. Hold drums on heads. March to the center

of circle and back. Enter Littke George Washington,

wearing a red, white and blue sash, and a cocked hat.

He carries a red flag. He goes inside the circle.)

(Children holding drums with red say.)

Who waves the red and white and blue?

All. Little George Washington.

(Children holding drums with blue say.)

To his country who is true?

All. Little George Washington.

(Children holding drums with white say.)

Who chopped the cherry tree in two?

All. Little George Washington.

(Little George Washington waves his flag while the

song is sung and the children about him beat the

drums.)

Song. Tune, "Yankee Doodle."

1.

A rat a tat, a rat a tat,

The drums we all are bringing,

A rat a tat, a rat a tat,

Who'll join us in our singing?

Chorus.

Rat a tat, a tat, a tat.

Hear the merry drummer?
Rat a tat, a tat, a tat.

Hear the merry drummer

!

-**

A rat a tat, a rat a tat,

Oh, hear each drummer beating,

A rat a tat, a rat a tat,

Our gay song we're repeating

!

Chorus.

(They all march off.)
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A FLAG GAME. All.

For 'tis Washington's birthday.

The children stand in two lines, facing each other.

They choose a Captain who has a flag.

The children in the two lines march forward and 1st boy.

back waving their right arms high, as though they had
flags, and singing,

We will wave our bonnie banners, 3rd boy.

For we love the flag so gay.

We will wave our bonnie banners,

For Washington's Birthday.

The Captain now runs through the lines several times

singing, as he waves his flag,

I am coming, I am coming, All.

With the red and white and blue,

I am coming, I am coming,

And today I will choose you!

With bonnie banner and little red drum
The bravest soldier boys have come,
To speak the name of Washington.

He was our dear first President,

They built for him a monument.

From every building let them sway,

The flags for Washington's birthday!

2nd boy.

A, rat, a, tat, tat, our drums we beat,

As we all go marching up the street.

Then wave the banner and beat the drum,
The bravest soldier boys have come,

To speak the name of Washington.
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(As he sings the word "you," he indicates a child

from either line, who steps out, and follows him. The
Captain hands this child his flag, and they skip together

through the lines, after the children have suDg their

verse as before.

The new captain chooses a child from either line,

hands him the flag, and the three skip between the lines.

In this way there is a new Captain chosen each time,

and more and more children skip through the lines.

This may continue until half the children are stand-

ing in lines, and half are skipping through.

They may then all fall in two lines marching right

and left to their seats.

This game should increase the love for the flag.

With Banner and Drum.

(A Recitation to be given by three little boys who
carry flags and drum.)

Making a Valentine.

We will make a valentine,

Heart-shaped, very large and fine, (a)

We will write on it a line, (b)

"To my chosen Valentine."

Into an envelope 'twill go, (c)

Then we will have to stamp it, so (d)

Drop it in the mail and send

A Valentine to every friend

!

Motions.

(a) Outline heart with fingers of both hands.

(b) Write in the air with right hand.

(c) Place right palm on left.

(d) Place first finger of right hand on left hand.

(e) Extend right arm.

Scale Song.

February days are coming,

I will write you just a line.

On the fourteenth I am sending
Such a pretty valentine.



Helen Keller's Greeting to Dr.

Montessori.

"Blessed are the feet

of herwho comes
across the sea with a

message of liberty to

I
the children of Amer-
ica."

Courtesy of the Woman's
Journal, Boston, Mass.

DR. MONTESSORI

ANNOUNCEMENTS OF KINDERGARTEN MEETINGS
CONVENTIONS, LECTURES, ETC.

Under this heading we shall be pleased to publish
without any charge whatever, announcements of kin-

dergarten meetings. Notices must reach us on or be-
fore the 15th of the preceding month to insure inser-

tion in the following number.

Kindergarten Section—Department of Superintend-
ence, N. E. A.—Program for Meeting at Richmond.
The N. E. A. committee of the International Kinder-

garten Union has prepared the following program for

Thursday afternoon, February 26th, in connection with
the meeting of the Department of Superintendence:

1. Testing the Kindergarten by Its Results.

Prof. Henry W. Holmes, Harvard University.

Discussion opened by Miss Mary Pennell, Kindergar-
ten and Primary Supervisor, Richmond, Va.

The Kindergarten in Relation to Social 'Welfare.

Mrs. Frederic K. Schoff, President National Con-

gress of Mothers, Philadelphia, Pa.

Discussion by Miis Elizabeth Jenkins, Chicago,

Illinois.

The Kindergarten in Relation to the Primary

School and the Training of Teachers.

Mr- Franklin K. Dyer, Superintendent of Schools,

Boston, Mass.

The February meeting of the New York Public School

Kindergarten Association will be unusually interesting.

Frofessor Patty S. Hill will deliver an address. Subject:

"The Educational Value of the Doll."—Date Feb. 18

We expect to give full particulars relative to the com-
ing meeting of the International Kindergarten Union,

in our next issue.

Dr. W. N. Hailmann is enjoying the winter in Califor-

nia.
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The largest educational organization in the world

is coming to the Panama-Pacific International Exposi-
tion to lend dignity and learning to the celebration of
the completion of the Panama canal. James A. Barr,
Chief of the Exposition's Bureau of Conventions and
Societies, estimates that more than 40,000 pedagogues
will be enrolled in the active and associate list of visit-

ing members when the National Education Association
assembles during the vacation, month of July, 1915. In
this enrollment, representatives of the widest extremes
in the science of teaching will be found, from the pres-
ident of venerable university institutions to the not
less important aids to a nation's literacy—those who
have charge of the instruction of the boys and girls

everywhere throughout the United States.

At the last convention, which was held in Salt Lake
City last July, the vote to meet in San Francisco was
practically unanimous. When the next assemblage of

teachers is held in St. Paul, in July, 1914, it is expected
that this action will be ratified with enthusiastic

unanimity, and in this assumption to provide for an
International Congress of Education to be held in San
Francisco also in July, 1915.

Secretary Durand W. Springer, of the N. E. A. went
to Washington a few days ago to meet President Joseph
Swain and United States Commissioner Philander P.

Claxton and map out a plan to interest the peradogic
experts of Europe in the contemplated international

congress to the end that the assemblage of instructors

be in fact as well as name, truly international.

That the interest in the forthcoming meeting of

teachers is widespread throughout the United States

and Canada is manifested by the volume of letters to

the Exposition asking for information concerning costs

and accommodations. It is evident that the heroines
of many a sequestered school district are saving their

pennies against the expenses of a trip to this conven-
tion, which promises to be of epochal importance in

the history of education.

In connection with the convention of the N. E. A.,

the University of California is planning a summer
school of unusual interest and value which will cor-

relate with the convention in advantages to the thou-
sands of visitors. President Benjamin Ide Wheeler,
as one of the commission on the International Con-
gress of Education appointed by the N. E. A., last July,
is naturally taking an interest in the plans formulating
for the summer school of 1915 and thus the advantages
to teachers of all grades and classes, as well as to the
layman merely interested in the progress of education
bid fair to be manifold, inclusive, as they are, of the
meeting of the National Education Association, the as-

semblage of the greatest of the world's great teachers
in International Congress, the estimable benefits of the
International Exposition; the Berkeley Summer School
and last, but not least, a vacation in Sunny California.

BOOK NOTES

Nixie Bunny in Workaday Land. A reader of occu-
pation and industry for the second and third
grades. By Joseph C. Sindelar. Cloth, 143 pps.
Price 40c net. Published by Beckley-Cardy Co.,
Chicago, 111.

Nixie Bunny in Workaday-Land is a companion
volume to Nixie Bunny in Manners-Land, being the

second book of the Nixie Bunny Series. It is written

in the same choice and delightful style, and has been
designed to supply the little folks with a reader of oc-

cupation and industry in the form of a fairy tale. Each
chapter has unity and strength, and the book itself sup-

plies a definite educational purpose.

There is an abundance of reading matter, and the

pictures are full of life and child-interest.

Improving Songs for Anxious Children. Words,
Music, and Pictures by John and Rue Carpenter.
Boards. 50 very large pages. Price, net $1.50. The
Boston Music Company, Boston, Mass.

This collection of songs, which are complete with
music, and many beautiful illustrations in color, in-
cludes the following : Stout ; Practicing ; For Careless
Children; Red Hair; The Liar; A Wicked Child,
Spring; Maria,—Glutton; Good Ellen; War; Vanity;
Humility; A Plan; Brother; Making Calls; Contem-
plation ; and When the Night Comes.

The Beacon First Reader. By James H. Fassett,
Supt. of Schools, Nashua, N. H. Cloth, 160 pps.
Price 35c. Published by Ginn & Co., Boston, New
York and Chicago.

The "Beacon First Reader" differs from other first

readers in that all the material has been carefully ar-
ranged with reference to its phonetic difficulties. So
far as possible, unphonetic words have been excluded
from the stories in the first part of the book. As the
work progresses, however, more and more unphonetic
words are introduced, but so gradually has this been
done that at no time does the child meet with the dis-
couragement of insurmountable difficulties. In select-

ing material the plan has been to present only stories
that have stood the test of time—stories which the child
delights to hear repeated again and again. The interest
with which the child reads the classic tales he loves
proves a most effective stimulus to his reading power.
The power which this element of interest lends cannot
be emphasized too strongly.

FREE WANT ADVS.
Any of our subscribers, who wish to

secure positions, to obtain information,
buy or sell Kindergarten material, buy
or sell back numbers of this Magazine,
or any Magazine, purchase or sell
books, etc,, can, until furthur notice,
use this column entirely free of
charge. No advertisement to run long-
er than two issues, or to contain more
than 25 words.

WANTED—At 15 cents per copy, the
Kindergaren Primary Magazine for
February, 1910. Address Albert V. J.
Vas, M. A., Assistant Inspector of
Schools, Tanjors, Madras Presidency,
India.

FOR SALE-Two Paradise of Child-
hood, quarter century edition, new, at
$1.00, half price. J. H. Shults, Manistee,
Mich

WANTED—Back number of the Kin-
dergarten Magazine, for January, 1913.

Address, Assistant lnspectorof Schools,
Eaujaeu District, Madras, India.

FOR SALE—The following Kinder-
garten books at 40 per cent discount.
Folk Songs and Other Songs for Chil-
dren, by Jame Whitehead, Net $1.60.
Song Echoes from Child Land, by Har-
riet Jenks Net $1.60: Kindergarten
Chimes, by Kate Douglas Wiggins, Net
75 cents. J H. Shults Co., Manistee,
Mich

FOR SALE—Five bound volumes of
the Kindergarten Magazine, beginning
with the first number. Address, Nora
A. Smith. Hotel St. Albans, 351 West
28th St., New York City, N. Y.

SITUATION WANTED — Graduate
of Grand Rapids Kindergarten Train-
ing School. Have done substitute work,
Address |J. H. S., 354 Third St., Manis-
tee. Mich.

WANTED-Back numbers of the Kin-
dergarten Magazine, beginning with
September, 1896, and ending with June,
1897. Address. Mrs. Richard H. Wyman,
512 Lee St., Evanston, 111.

WANTED—Back numbersof the Kin-
dergarten Primary Magazine for June,
1909. Address, Assistant Inspector of
Schools, Trichinopoly District, Madras,
India.

FOR SALE—Complete file of Kinder-
garten Magazine, volume six to vol-
umn 25, inclusive. Address, Nora A.
Smith, Hotel St. Albans, 351 West 28th
St., New York City, N. Y.

WANTED—Back numberof the Kin-
dergarten-Primary Magazine for Jan-
uary, 1913 Address Mary L. Millis, 518
Webster St,, Traverse City, Mich.

WANTED—Back number of the Kin-
dergarten Magazine for February, MI09.
Will pay double price. Address, F. P.
Baker Co.,4and5Bond Court, Walbrook,
London, England.

WANTED—Back number of "the Kin-
dergarten Magazine for February, 1910.
Address. F. 1". Baker Co., 4 and 5 Pond
Court, Walbrook, London, England,



THE MHBTS JOURNAL

A WIDE-AWAKE PERIODICAL

FOR

PROGRESSIVE TEACHERS
In matters of education, Indiana is in the lime light.

The new vocational law is revolutionary in its effects and
the results will be valuable to all grades of progressive
teachers no matter where they teach.

The Teacher's Journal contains other features of interest
to teachers everywhere. It is practical and has to do with
the problems of all teachers.

These pictures can be cut apart and used in decora-

tive work or as gifts to the children.

SPECIAL OFFER
Teacher's Journal (1 year)
Pathfinder (weekly)

Both Teacher's Journal and
Pathfinder

$1.00
l.OO

$1.35
This is the most helpful combination ever offered teach-

ers. We take subscriptions for all magazines at a very
low rate. If you are interested write for special prices.

Address,

TEACHER'S JOURNAL CO.
MARION, INDIANA

THE-

MISSOURI SCHOOL JOURNAL
Of JEFFERSON CITY, Mo., one of the best rtr| AA
Slate educational papers in the West, and the \| fill
Kindergarten-Primary Magazine, both one year, tiJatVV
postage paid in United States and possessions, mmm^^^^

Are You Interested In

THE SCHOOLS OF HAWAII?
The Hawaiian Islands (formerly Sandwich Is-

lands) have been since 1898 an autonomous Territory
of the United States. The School System is thoroly
modern thruout, from the numerous kindergartens
to the Territorial College of Hawaii.
For any information regarding the schools or

educational work of Hawaii, address

HAWAII EDUCATIONAL REVIEW
HONOLULU. - T. H.

THE PROGRESSIVE TEACHER
Of NASHVILLE, Tenn., one of the very best

educational papers in the South, and the Kin-
dergarten-Primary Magazine, both one year,

postage paid in United States and possessions,
(1,20

EDUCATIONAL MONTHLY

(1.60

Of COLUMBUS, one of the best state educa-
tional journals in Ohio, and the Kindergarten-
Primary Magazine, both one year, postage paid
anywhere in United States or possessions, only
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600KS FOR KINDERGARTEN AND PRIMARY TEACHERS-WHERE TO SEND
THIS page is published for the benefit of our subscribers scattered over the U. S-, many of them remote
* from stores where books relating to their work can be obtained. It will tell you where to send. Look it
over each issue and it will keep you posted as to the latest books for Kindergarten and Primary Teachers.

SCHOOL DANCES
By Melvin Ballou Gilbert

Edited by Susan Gillman
Price, $1.00 net.

Containing 18 dances carefully graded,
with detailed instruction regarding the

execution of each.

G. SCHIRMER, (Inc.)

3 E. 43d Street, New York

MARCH BROTHERS
LEBANON, OHIO

The Teachers' Supply

House
Entertainments for Washington's Birth-

day, Valentine's Day, Longfellow's Birth-
day—dialogues, drills, plays, marches,
rarces, etc. From Be each up. Send iu,
our complete list.

Rhythm and Action with Music

for the Piano
For Kindergartens and Gymnasiums.

Selected and edited by

Katherlne P. Norton.

Five marches, seven running, Jump-
ing, hopping and skipping, six nature
rhythms, 12 songs relating to childish
sports, and 17 miscellaneous songs.

Price $1.00.

OLIVER DITSON COMPANY
BOSTON. MASS.

Training the Little Home Maker by

Kitchengarden Methods
By Mabel Louise Keech.

This volume is designed Tor those con-
cerned in training young girls in insti-
tutions, social centers and neighborhood
movements.
The purpose of this hook Is to supply

a demand from industrial workers who
have not found past methods practical
for their particular fields of work and
who wish to introduce more of the real
work in their classes, instead of the
play-work and games.

PRICE $1.00, NET

J. P. UPPINCOH Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

The Story in Primary Reading

Developing the Lesson of the Primer.

By Delia Van Amburgh.

Primary Teachers everywhere should
have this book. The- plans presented,
with the illustrations, will render favor-
able results certain, in the hands 0/
every wide-awake teacher.

Price $1.00 net.

ATKINSON, MENTZER & CO.
Chicago, Illinois

PEDAGOGICAL
ANTHROPOLOGY

By Maria Montessorl, M. D.

Postpaid, $3.75.

FREDERICK A. STOKES CO.

443-449 Fourth Ave., New York.

LILTS AND
LYRICS

By Alice C. D. Riley and Jessie L. Gaynor.
A prime favorite among teachers in

kindergartens and schools.

PRICE $1.00. .

CLAYTON F. SUMMY CO.
64 E. Van Buren St.. Chicago, 111.

Seat Work and Sense Training
By Christina Mount.

Price, 50 cents.
The problems of the teachers of un-

graded schools are many, but the most
difficult is to devise profitable and suit-
able employment for the pupils during
their leisure hours.

In "Seat Work and Sense Training"
the author has given to teachers ma-
terial for one hundred days, including
games, paper cutting and folding, draw-
ing and modelling. Many of the sugges-
tive lessons are illustrated.

EDUCATIONAL PUBLISHING CO.
24j7-2459 Prairie Ave., Chicago

Songs for tittle

Singers
By

HELAN BLANCHE FOSTER
Sent postpaid for 60c.

J. L. HAMMETT CO.
Boston, Mass.

THE KINDEROARTE
By Susan E. Blow, Patty S. Hill

Elizabeth Harrison

For the Committee of Nineteen
of the International Kindergarten
Union.
" This invaluable book should be in the posses

sion 0/every kindergartner'.*'1

MA BEL A . MacKi A NE K,
President I. K . V

.

Price $1.25 net, postpaid
HOUGHTON MIFFLIN COMPANY

BOSTON NEW YORK CHICAGO
n"W"^W!

FOR LITTLE FOLKS
The Sunbonnet Babies Primer.

Enlalie Osgood Grover $0.40
The Overall Boys.

Eulalie Osgood Grover 45
The Little Kingdom Readers.

Nettie Alice Sawyer 30 and .32

A Little Book of Well-known Toys.
Jenness M. Braden

The Four Wonders. Cotton, Linen, Wool,
Silk. Elnora E. Shillig so

RAND McNALLY & CO. £hic*so .New York

THE PLACE OF INDUSTRIES

IN ELEMENTARY EDUCATION

By KATHARINE ELIZABETH DOPP

"
. . . We can only wish that this

book may have the wide-reaching in-

fluence that it deserves. "--T/ie Nation

270 pps., illustrated, net, $1.00, postpaid, $1.11.

THE UNIVERSITY Of CHICAGO PRESS
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

THE RAINY DAY SCRAP BOOK
Designed by Edwin and Emma Sliiiman.

An unfailing source of profitable
amusement for children on shut-in
days. "Mothers, teachers and children
alike will bless the ingenuity that made
such a publication possible.— Christian
Advocate.
In a pocket in front of the book are

over 10U beautiful unlabeled half-tone
pictures in various tints, of places, of
peoples, pictures, etc., from all over the
world. On each page is a frame, an out-
line drawing and a description. Inter-
leaved for pasting in. Heavy gray pa-
per. Clothbound, with cover design in
color. Price $1.25.

THE EEILLY & BRITT0N CO.
CHICAGO

PLAY SONGS
By Alys E. Bentley

Author of The Song Series

Thirty-four songs which the children love

to sing. Accompaniments by Harvey W.
Loomis add to their charm. You will be

glad to own this book.

Large quarto. Price $1.50 postpaid

to Kindergartners

THE A. S. BARNES COMPANY
381 Fourth Ave., NEW YORK

The First Gift in Primary Schools, 15c

The Third Gift in Primary Schools, 20c

The Fourth Gift in Primary Schools, 20c

The Seventh.Gift in Primary Schools, 20o

The Tenth Gift—Stick Laying— in

Primary Schools. - 25c

THE J. H. SHULTS COMPANY
Manistee, Mich.



RELIABLE KINDERGARTEN TRAINING SCHOOLS OF AMERICA

Miss Wheelock's Kindergarten

Training School
134 NEWBURY ST
Boston, Mass.

Regular course of two years. Special

course of one year for post graduates.

Students' Home at arenholz. For cir-

culars address,

LUCY WHEELOCK

Annie Coolidge Rust's 22nd Year

Eroebel School of Kindergarten

"WArmnl fllnsjqpt; boston, MASS.mormai laabbesa PIEBCE building
COPLEY SQ.

Prepares for Kindergarten, Primary and
P ayground positions. Theory and practice

strong. Special worK under best educators.
Graduates are holding valuable positions.

Circulars.

MISS HARRIET NIEL
Successor to Miss LAURA FISHER

Training School for Kindergartners

Normal Course two years. Graduate
and Special Courses.

319 Marlborough st. Boston. Mass.

Kindergarten Normal Department

of the Kate Baldwin

Free Kindergarten Association

Savannah, Georgia.
For information, address

HORTENSE M. ORCUTT, Principal of

'he Training School and Supervisor of

Kindergartens. 32fi Bull Street,

Savannah, Georgia.

Springfield Kindergarten

Normal Training School

Two Years' Course. Terms, $100 per year.
Apply to

HATTIE TWICHELL,
SPRINGFIELD—LONGMEADOW, MASS.

Jenny B. Merrill, Pd. D.

Ex-supervisor New York Kindergar-
tens, and special lecturer on education-
al topics, can be secured for a limited
number of addresses to teachers or mo-
thers, at points not too remote from
New York City. Her subjects are the
following:

"Fresent Day Modifications of the
Kindergarten."
"The Report. of the Committee of

Nineteen of the I. K. U."
"How to Utilize the Results of Kin-

dergarten Training in the First School
Year."
"Primitive Knowledge, or the ABC

of things.''

"The School of Infancy," "Montes-
sori Methods."
•'The Home and the School Working

Together "

Address

I 12East Slst St., New York City.

THE-

Teachers College
OF INDIANAPOLIS

Accredited by State Board of Educa-
tion. Professional Training for all grades
of teaching. Two, Three and Four Year

Courses.
This College specializes in Kinder-

garten, Primary and Intermediate
Grade Teaching.

Special classes in Public School Draw-
ing and Music, Domestic Science and

Art. and Manual Work.

Send for catalogue.

MRS. ELIZA A. BLAKER, President

The William N. Jackson Memorial
Building.

23rd and Alabama Street,

INDIANAPOLIS IND.

COLUMBIA KINDERGARTEN

TRAINING SCHOOL
TWO YEARS' COURSE

Instruction in Primary Methods.
STUDENTS' RESIDENCE.

SARA K. LIPPINCOTT? p . . _._
SUSAN C. BAKER ^Pr.nc.pals

3108 Conn. Ave Washington, D. C.

Miss Hart's
TRAINING SCHOOL

KindergartnersFor

3600 Walnut Street, Philadelphia
Junior, Senior, Graduate and Normal
Trainers' Courses. Five practice Kin-
dergartens. Opens October 1st. 1912.

For particulars address

MISS CAROLINE M .C. HART
The Pines, Rutledge, Pa.

OHIO, TOLEDO, 2313 Ashland Ave.

THE MISSES LAW'S
CROEBEl KINDERGARTEN TRAIN-

ING SCHOOL.

Medical supervision. Personal attention.
Thirty-five practice schools
Certificate and Diploma Courses.

MARY E. LAW, M. D.. Principal.

KINDERGARTEN DEPARTMENT

PITTSBURGH TRAINING SCHOOL EOR

TEACHERS
formerly

PITTSBURGH AND ALLEGHENY KINDER-
GARTEN COLLEGE.

ALICE N. FflRKER, Director.

Regular course, two years. Post Grad-
uate course, one year. Twenty-first
year began September 3, 1912. Address

Mrs. Wm. McCracken
Colfax Bldg. William Pitt Blvd. Pittsburgh Pa.

Kindergarten Training School

Of the Buffalo Kindergarten Association.
Two Years' Course. For particulars ad-
dress

MISS ELLA C. ELDER
86 Delaware Avenue - Buffalo, N. Y.

Ethical Culture School

Central Park West and 63d St.

Kindergarten and Primary Nor-

mal Training Department

Prof. Patty S. Hill, of Teachers College,
Educational Advisor and Instructor

in Kindergarten Theory.

Two years' Kindergarten course. Af-
ternoon courses in Primary methods
for Kindergarten teachers, leading to a

Kindergarten-Primary diploma

For particulars address

MISS CATHERINE J. TRACY,
Acting Principal

GRAND RAPIDS KINDERGAR-

TEN TRAINING SCHOOL

CERTIFICATE, DIPLOMA AND
NORMAL COURSES.

CLARA WHEELER, Principal

MAY L. OGILBY. Registrar

New Quarters, - 508 Fountain St.

GRAND RAPIDS. MICH.

CLEVELAND-

Kindergarten Training School

IN AFFILIATION WITH THE

National Kindergarten College

2050 East 96th Street, Cleveland, Ohio

Fotmded in 1891

Course of study under direction of Eliz-
abeth Harrison, covers two years in
Cleveland, leading to Senior and Nor-
mal Courses in the National Kinder-

garten College.

MISS NETTA FARRIS, Principal

SUMMER SCHOOL
NEW YORK UNIVERSITY
University Heights, New York City

July 1 to Aug. H3 1914
Dr. JAS. E. LOUGH, Director

KINDERGARTEN DEPARTMENT
INSTRUCTORS

Miss Harriette Melissa Mills, MissElsie
A. Mcrriman, Miss Maud Lindsav. Miss

Willette A. Allen.
Courses may be taken for Kindergarten
training school and University credit.

F'or information address

MISS H. M. MILLS
Principal of Department

New York University, Washington,
Square, New York City
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EDITORIAL NOTES.
For the second time for many years in the

past, the annual meeting of the International

Kindergarten Union will be held in one of the

relatively small cities of the United States,

—

Springfield, Mass, with a population of about

93,000. A meeting of large profit was held at

Des Moines, a city of about the same size, in

1912, and no lack of accommodations were ex-

perienced there. Springfield is abundantly able

to care for the meeting. It is located in a section

where the kindergarten interests are strong, and

with the excellent program (which appears else-

where in this magazine) we know of no reason

why the 2ist Annual Meeting should not prove

a great success. We give below brief facts rel-

ative to Springfield.

SOME FACTS ABOUT SPRINGFIELD.
Springfield was organized as a town in 1836, and be-

came a city in 1852. It has a total area of 38.53 square

miles. The present population is 93,000. Property val-

uation about 150 million dollars, with the extremely

low tax rate of $15 50 per thousand. Has 346 manu-

facturing establishments, employing 12,000 hands; 63

churches, 6 hospitals, Y. M. C. A., Y. W. C. A. insti-

tutions, many lodge and club organizations ; 10 banks

and trust companies; 17 schools and colleges; 25 hotels;

3 daily newspapers, 4 weekly, one tri-weekly, and one

agricultural paper; 500 acres of parks, of which Forest

Park is the largest.

Some Points of Interest in Springfield.

United States Armory, the present site of which was

selected by George Washington in 1739. About 750

men are now employed here in the manufacture

of firearms. First church organized in 1637. New
public library, art museum, science building or Museum
of Natural History, St. Michael's Cathedral, Forest

Park, Municipal building, Auditorium, Campanile,

Springfield and Oak Grove cemeteries, St. Gauden's

famous statue, "The Puritan," McKinley memorial

VOL. XXVI—No. 7

monument, Hampton county court house, Springfield

Hall of Records, etc.

Schools and Colleges of Springfield.

Kindergarten Training School, Miss Hattie Twitchell,

64 Court St.

American International College, 969 State St.

Bay Path Institute (Commercial), 292 Main St.

Central High School, State near Maple.

The Elms (for girls), 141 High St.

Y. M. C. A. College, 287 Hickory St.

International Institute and School of Modern Lan-

guages, 619 Chestnut St.

MacDurfie School (for girls), 182 Central St.

Massachusetts Engineering School, 41 Sharon St.

Sacred Heart School (girls), Everett St.

St. Michael School, Elliott St.

Griffin's, the Springfield Business School, 29 Worth-
ington St.

Springfield Civil Service School, 535^2 Main St.

Springfield Conservatory of Music, 351 Main St.

Technical High School, 53 Elliot St .

Y. M. C. A. (commercial and trade), 166 State St.

If any one, at any time, has seriously enter-

tained the thought that the Montessori method
could supplant the kindergarten, the logic of

events must certainly dispel the thought. The
kindergarten is growing. It welcomes every new
thought and principle that can fairly be presumed
to help in the great work of training little children.

It will sift out the good and discard the inefficient

and impractical, as it is already doing in relation

to the Montessori Method.

An excellent article on the Montessori Method,

the Kindergarten and the Gary School, by Dr.

Mary E. L.aw, of Toledo, will appear in our next

issue.

The Kindergarten-Primary Magazine for 1914-

1915 will be larger and better than ever.
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By Ada Mae Brooks.

The value of the outdoor school is no longer de-

batable. It has passed that stage. The question is

how to make it workable. The intelligent mind is not

asking "Why," but "How."

No one questions that the need of humanity is a

clear, spiritual vision. No one questions that this is

best obtained thro' the keen clear seeing mind. No

one questions that the mind is freshest, keenest, when

untrammeled by the physical. Everyone knows that

for physical fitness the lungs need pure air, the grow-

ing body needs freedom, the eye needs the far reaches

and the restful changeful colorings of nature. Lvery-

one knows that the typical schoolroom does not fur-

nish these. They are just at hand, just outside, just

thro' a door. So near ! Then why are we so long

in coming into our own ?

Why are we so long in claiming our inheritance,—
this big, rich inheritance? BECAUSE WE'VE BEEN
SO LONG INDOOR TEACHERS. Our movements

have been regulated for so many years by four lim-

iting walls and tho' the eye has caught out door visions

thro' the shaded windows, yet we have allowed these

walls to "a prison make," confining the body and hin-

dering the spirit. We've even feared the out doors,

—

as example,—at beautiful Avalon, on Catalina Island,

where the new school house was built with windows

high, on the ocean side, fearing the distraction of wide

waters and passing vessels.

Pardon the humiliating comparison. But have we

not been something like those old work horses who,

given their freedom after years in double harness,

went round and round in their big new pastures, in

couples, just as they did when they wore the restrain-

ing harness. That we are bound today by the old habits

we have abundant proof. Pardon a personal allusion.

A teacher came to us with the highest recommenda-

tions. She proved herself fully qualified for the shut

in school but frankly owned to being disqualified for

the outside one, resigning before anyone had even

criticized her, saying, "I miss the rows of desks and

the formalities of my old school room. 1 just can't

teach with the children seated around th: tree." (We
have a table like Froebel's around an oak tree j

It was the same with a gymnasium teacher some

years ago, (His shadow has grown less) who didn't

see how to take his class out doors for their exer-

cise because there were no desk rows in which to have

them perforin. Unlike the chambered nautilus we stay

in the low vaulted past and allow ourselves to- be cham-

bered and cramped by the old shell.

The first requisite of an out door school is an out

door teacher. The out doors is secondary. Where
find her? Keep that question in mind and pardon a

seeming digression when we bid you look - from the

present out and back to your childhood days. There

are meadows and bees', grain fields with their annual

mystery of varied seed and waving harvests. See the

hazel nuts and hickory nuts and walnuts gathered by

rollicking boys and girls in the autumn. Remember
the cows driven home from the pastures, the eggs

gathered from the mow. Hear the birds singing in

the trees. See yourself amongst all and of it all.

Now look again on your present self. Do you find

there any love for those things? They were so lovely

in the happy free days? Have you kept the spirit of

it all? And would you share it all with the children?

Then you have the first requisite for an out door

'teacher. Love for all and a readiness to share that love

with others. If you have- this spirit you will appre-

ciate the little Los Angeles boy, considered the most

interesting child in his room who managed to play

truant S3 days this spring spending his time in the

park, and when questioned as to how he spent it, re

said, "Oh, with the tadpoles and things." You will

appreciate and love Marie, who came panting and dirty

an hour late to kindergarten tumbling a big newspaper

bundle in her teacher's lap, exclaiming, "Look out,

it will bite," said bundle proving after delicate handling

to be a young gopher, which Marie had discovered on

her way to school and had dug up, confining it in the

paper with a quantity of soil, so, as she sympathetically

explained, "that it would be happy."

You will welcome Helen who came late bringing

with glowing face to a sympathetic teacher her gath-

ered dress skirt full of things which had said good

morning to her on her way to school.

You will appreciate these children and want to sup-

ply their needs, which are only fully met by the out

door school. But there will be many adjustments to be

made. A real out door school must take into account

sunshine and shade, wet and cold, nesting b'rd and

fluttering butterfly, slimy slug and opening flower. Take

them all into account and use them all. And let me
say that the best outdoor school is completely out

doors with a nearby sheltering house,—best for sev-

eral reasons. There can be no drafts and it gives the

sun in cool weather. Then there is no roof to shut

us out from the beauty of the strong tree limbs, the

grace of the morning green leaves, the depths of the

infinite blue beyond.

It's very, very beautiful and seems so entirely nat-

ural to hear above us that sweetest of bird music, a

grossbeak's liquid trill, to catch a brilliant flash ot

orange and black and yellow-white and to discover that

a pair of these birds have established a rival outdoor

school in the branches just over our heads, where the

bird students are taking their first lessons in flying.

With keenest interest and with sympathetic appreciation

we watch these beginners as they teeter hesitating on

the edge of their nest, then quiveringly take their flight

down and out to the lawn where by and by they share

apples and crumbs with the delighted children. Just

beside our tables a pair of towhees companion with us,

while on a high branch a redheaded woodpecker tap,

tap, taps, calling our attention to his nodding approval

to our wisdom in patterning after the birds. A dis-

cordant call and a flash of azure and a jay screams his

second to the woodpeckers. A droning undertone and
a big black and yellow bumble bee passes ladened to
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her out door school in a neighboring log. Oh the

wonders that are revealed to us out under the trees

and skies. There "Heaven is given away." There

"God is had for the asking."

But the freedom of the out door calls for careful

planning. Is it warm? Shade is sought. Is it cool?

Tables are moved into the sun and big hats are donned.

Cooler? Sweaters are drawn on. Damp? Rugs are

spread. Damper? Rubber shoes are worn. Dampest?

If it rains tables and chairs are moved in doors by the

fire. The question arises, "Does this not tend to dissipa-

tion of thought? Will the children learn concentra-

tion when there is so much about calling attention from

their books? We answer, "We find the children de-

velop a sixth sense. The relative value of things. They

do not make that rigid distinction between the real

world and the book world which is so common and so

disastrous, but consider that they and their teachers

and books and nature are all one. We think that it is

not dissipation to give attention to every passing phase

of nature's handiwork. It's appreciation. We think

that concentration is gained by this absorbing interest

in nature's lessons. We think the child's education well

begun if he has learned to look with wide opened eyes

and intelligent mind upon all of this big interesting

world that comes within his radius. If this is error our

greatest have erred.

There was never a king like Solomon,

Not since the world began
;

Yet Solomon talked to butterflies,

As man would talk to man.

There was never a queen like Balkis

From beginning to the end

;

Yet Balkis talked to butterflies,

As you would talk to a friend.

She was queen of Sheba and he was Israel's lord,

Yet both of 'em talked to butterflies

When they took their walks abroad.

—Kipling.

And the greatest poet and teacher has bid us 'con-

sider the lilies." And aren't the children and the world

through them losing much because of this lack of free-

dom, this opportunity to grow? Our poets will not be

able to sing their sweetest notes. Our statesmen be so

strong or teachers so wise and sympathetic if some
thing of the bird's song, the oak's strength, the har-

mony of all nature have not become a part of their

lives.

Sitting at her table under the oak one morning a little

poet, sunny faced, nature loving Polly gently said one

morning. "I've made a poetry." And while we waited

expectantly she gave,

"I love the sun when it shines,

I love the rain wen it rains,

I love the spring,

When the birdies sing,

I love every growing thing."

And right there with the birds joining in we set it

to music and have named it, "Broadoak's Confession

of Faith."

A very different kind of character is our four-year-

old Dorothea, the strong, the born leader, who out-

strips all rivals in contests of strength, who has con-

quered by climbing the oak, who has Waterloos to meet

before she learns that there are forces which '-ven

she cannot control and who is meeting th^m here under

careful guardianship. Dorothea who says, "When I

am big I am going to boss God." Would you spoil the

world of a poet's song, of a leader's strength by limit-

ing their powers to the schedule of the regulation

school. But ideal conditions may not prevail. Broad-

oaks and near by Arroyos are not for all, but wii.li the

out door spirit a teacher will take eveiy advantage

offered. A superintendent said of one of his teachers,

who sought every opportunity to take her class out,

"Give her a bench in the yard and she will have a

kindergarten." You have no tiees? Then piant them.

You haven't the grounds? Then work to get them

or as some have done, go out on the roof. Our cli-

mate is cold? Then wrap up. You can at least open

windows and will if you have an open mind—a mind

unlimited and unfettered by cieed or dogma- -a mind

uncontaminated by the unfruitful past.—An Address

at N. E. A.

DEMONSTRATION KINDERGARTEN FOR
COLORED CHILDREN.

A Demonstration Kindergarten has recently been

opened for colored children at Chattanooga, Tenn., by

the National Kindergarten Association, co-operating

with the Bureau of Education. It will be supported

temporarily by Miss Bessie Locke, of New York, in

memory of her mother, Jane Schouled Locke. It is

believed by those familiar with Chattanooga and its

people that it will be necessary to support the Demon-
stration Kindergarten there but a short time when the

local people will become sufficiently interested in this

important work to assume the care and maintenance

of the kindergarten, thus enabling the demonstrator to

go to another city to repeat the demonstration. A sec-

ond one will soon be opened in another southern city,

which will be maintained by Miss Elizabeth R. Welling-

ton in memory of her mother, Mary D. Wellington.

Dr. Claxton, the United States Commissioner of Ed-

ucation, speaking of kindergartens for the colored race,

has said : "Those who know the negro best, know
that he does respond to the influences of right educa-

tion. If his education is to have this transforming in-

fluence, should it not be begun in early childhood? And
what type of school is better fitted for this purpose

than the kindergarten?

The Troubadours used to call their art of writing

poetry the gay science. What, I'd like to know, i?

gayer than mine? I have to do with youth in the very

spring-time of life. Let me recognize that its impellir

force is delight. The powers of evil know this. They
seek to get these children from us by the lure of music,

the dance, and the promise of pleasure.—Wm. McAn-
drew in Journal of Education, Boston.

When angry, count ten before you speak; if very

angry, a hundred.—Jefferson,
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REPORT OF DR. JOHN DEWEY'S RECENT
LECTURE ON ROUSSEAU, PESTALOZZI,

FROEBEL AND MONTESSORI.

Before the Federation for Child Study.

The Federation for Child Study is an organization

of women connected with the Society for Ethical Cul-

ture of New York City. It works in chapters. Sev-

eral of these groups of women are meeting weekly to

study, under a leader, different books relating to child-

hood. Papers are read and discussed by the members.

Occasionally a special course of lectures is given by

a distinguished lecturer.

This year this active body of women have secured

Dr. John Dewey to give rive lectures upon "Some
Leading Ideas in Modern Education," as follows

:

January 13
—

"Natural Development (Rousseau).

January 20—"Natural Development" (Pestalozzi)

and Froebel).

January 27—"Formation by Use of Subject Matter."

February 3—"Social Utility."

February 10—"Work and Play in Social Environ-

ments."

In the first lecture Dr. Dewey showed that the great

importance of Rousseau in educational theory is due to

his emphasis upon the principle of growth according

to nature. Rousseau does not distinguish, however,

says Dr. Dewey, between growth as setting the end

to be reached and supplying a method for reaching the

true educational end. We find, he says, some things in

Rousseau vital and operative today, and also others

that are false and misleading.

Rousseau never instituted a school nor any particular

technique to carry out his ideas.

Rousseau confuses, as we do today, two unrelated

ideas of nature : one meaning of native unlearned

capacities and an order of development; the other

meaning opposition to social life and to culture. Both

of these confusions persist to this day.

Pestalozzi and Froebel, while accepting the theory

of natural development, did lay out definite methods

of procedure to put these ideas into execution. They
founded schools.

In all three, false and true, good and bad have been

mingled.

The elementary school of today is largely Pestaloz-

zian in character. What commonly goes as pedagogy

in the popular mind is largely Pestalozzian, so that it

becomes a vital matter to discriminate in his teachings

the sources of power from weakness.

Pestalozzi taught that education has its model in

Nature. We must develop in Nature's order. He ac-

centuates the idea that Nature is a revelation of the

divine. He is pre-eminently reverent and religious.

This is true also of Froebel and of Montessori.

Pestalozzi shared with Rousseau the theory of innate

powers which unfold in an intrinsic order; we educate

for good or ill according as we facilitate this order

;

if we interfere, we weaken the natural sources of

power.

One great difference between Rousseau and Pesta-

lozzi is that Pestalozzi believed and looked for political

regeneration by means of education. Rousseau did

not. He, Rousseau, believed a social and political revo-

lution must come before education could be put on

the right basis. So Rousseau took the child out of

society, educated him apart from the social whole in

isolation under a tutor.

Pestalozzi's deepest motives were philanthropic. He
should be Saint Pestalozzi equally with Saint Francis

!

He believed social life with our fellow beings essential

to education and to the improvement of society in the

end.

He believed that Nature educates for social life and

by means of social life. First and foremost he be-

lieved in the educational power of the family circle.

Another one of Pestalozzi's best contributions is that

intellectual development comes through social activi-

ties.

Education requires a natural, social environment

which to Pestalozzi was the - family circle, or some-

thing which approximates it in the' school.

This home atmosphere creates a direct feeling for

reality. It is an immediate, close environment, and

enforces particular immediate relations adapted to

future situations. Nature's road leads to reality.

This is vital. It is not an idea which lends itself

to mechanizing.

Pestalozzi gathered twenty vagabonds and made a

household of them. They worked in the fields in sum-

mer and spun and wove in the winter. Meanwhile they

learned to read, to write, and recite the catechism.

We talk about "education by doing" but select the

remote. We do not put the children in social relations

and get their judgments in these social groups. The
child loses the sense and feeling of reality.

(To be continued.)

—Reported by Dr. Jenny B. Merrill.

It is for the teacher to discover to the child his own
ability toward the materials presented, and his own
power to accomplish worthy purposes. It is only as

we know the possibilities of child nature, the individual

differences and uniformities, that a clear and concise

idea of the state of the pupil's mind, of his wants, of

his thoughts and feelings and of his abilities can be

formed. It is only as the teacher interests herself in

the things that are of interest to the children, only as

she looks at things through the eyes of the children in-

stead of trying to make the children see through her

eyes, only as she thinks with minds of the children,

that she can adapt the process of teaching to the learn-

ing process of the child mind.—Laura Emily Mau, in

Primary Education.

I want a teacher to be the most attractive, charming,

and companionable person in the world, because by so

being she not only performs the function of the school

better, but more completely lives her own life. The
first requirement of a companion of youth is to be alive,

to smile. Get in front of the mirror and practice until

you begin to see how radiant you can look. Then try

it on children.—Wm. McAndrew, in Journal ,of Edu-
cation, Boston.

Hope for the best; get ready for the worst.
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THE KINDERGARTEN PROGRAM
WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO THE MONTH OF MARCH

By JENNY B. MERRILL, Pd. D.

Late Supervisor of Pubtic School Kindergartens. New York City: Special Lecturer on Educational Topics

lie®.

SUGGESTIVE OUTLINE PROGRAM
It seems impossible for a person who realizes the

different localities reached by our Kindergarten Maga-
zine, varying from Canada to Mexico, to say nothing

of South Africa and Japan, to attempt to make a pro-

gram by weeks. Homes have so many activities in com-

mon and yet each mother must do her only special plan-

ning for each day as it comes.

A glance ahead at a possible program for some one

Kindergarten is always helpful, and yet such a program

could not fit fully into another's individual need.

The program prescribed is a composite one, showing

possibilities rather than actualities.

March is a changeable month and, as the old saying

has it, may "Come in like a lamb and go out like a

lion," or may reverse the story. Hence it is particu-

larly difficult to state beforehand which topics it will be

best to consider in the first week.

Again, nationalities differ in our large cities, the

knowledge of language or lack of it determines what

stories, songs and poems may be judiciously presented.

Good Kindergartner, trust no one to make yon a pro-

gram for your children.

Read, digest, review your last month's work, your

last year's work in March, and modify according to

your best judgment. Do not neglect Froebel's great

law, "Education should be passive, following" or

again, "Observe the child ; he will show you what to

do." If you have too fixed a program in your mind you

will be sure to force it on the child, and will fail to

observe the interesting action of the little child's mind.

Be yourself so full of the spirit of March, have so

many stories, songs, objects, pictures, games, occupa-

tions at your command that you can readily drop this

for that as the child points the way. It is your privi-

lege to put things in the child's environment that will

attract him; it is your privilege to have him walk out

with you into the open air of heaven; it is your privi-

lege to sing to him what you please, with no fear that

he will not listen.

It is your privilege to illustrate your stories on the

blackboard as a hint to him. It is your privilege to

move gently, gracefully and with poise that he may un-

consciously imitate your very movements. It is also

your duty to stand back and observe the child, and by

so doing, you will yourself unconsciously grow sweeter,

nobler, purer.

In presenting a possible list of subjects for conver-

sation, story and song, we recognize that the child

needs to receive impressions.

In games, rhythms, gifts and occupations, we recog-

nize that the child needs to throw out these impressions,

that is, he needs to express himself in tone, in lan-

guage, in play and in work.

As we have indicated, we do not always know just

what the child most desires to express and so we give

him much opportunity for free play and free work.

Besides our lack of knowledge in this direction, it is

also necessary for the child to become accustomed to

initiate activity, not always to wait for suggestion.

MARCH.
MARCH PROGRAM.

Subject-Matter— for Conversations, Stories, Songs.

(Possibly 1st week.)

The Call of Spring

—

The sun's warmth.

Melting ice and snow.

Longer days. Sunrise.)

(2d week.)

Water

—

Its forms and uses.

Home of duck, frog and fish.

(3d week.)

Tree changes. Twigs in water.

First birds, flowers and grass.

(4th week.)

The wind. (See Mother Play Picture.)

(5th week.)

House cleaning and redecoration of Kindergarten

room.

Spring clothing.

Preparation for planting.

STORIES.

Sun and Wind ( fable).

The Bird's Nest.

Story of Pollv-wog.

Pussy Willow's Fur Cap.

The Shadow—playmate.

Story of a Rain-drop.

Stepping Stones. (More Mother Stories—Lindsay.)

PICTURES.

Mother-Play Picture—The Wind.

The Windmill—A Spring Landscape.

Birds' Return.

SONGS AND POEMS.

Kite—Wind Song (DeKoven).

The Weather-vane.

Mother-Play Songs—
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The Wind (Stevenson).

The Windmill (Gaynor).

Bird Songs.

Rain Song.

Sun Song.

Pussy Willow Song or Poem.

Take a little seed.

GAMES.

Dramatize gradually the playfulness and usefulness

of "The Wind." Imitate sounds of wind.

Dramatize "The Stream," after interest in water.

Also "Stepping Stones."

Play "Windmill," children back to back, extended

arms.

Pigeon-house.

Dramatize Building of Nest.

Dramatize Pond with Fishes and Tadpoles.

FINGER PLAYS.

Turning the hand for a weather-vane.

Two White Ducks—washing hands. (Poulssen's

Father and Baby Plays.)

Little Seed ((Warner's Dozen and Two).
Watering Pot.

In the branches of a tree.

SENSE GAMES.

Sort seeds by sense of touch.

Balance—walk with object on head.

Arrange seeds by size, color or form.

Point in direction of sun.

Identify songs by humming first line.

Play Cuckoo.

Identify the shadow of a particular child or object.

RHYTHMS.
Walk, run, skip around the ring.

Walk into the ring, step back (1, 2, 3).

Skip with partners.

High stepping.

Birds hopping.

Frogs jumping.

Bowing game.

Rowing.

Bouncing balls.

Flying kites,

(For sequences and grades in rhythm, consult

Games, Rhythms and Finger Plays for the Kinder-

garten. A selected list compiled by a committee of

the New York Public School Kindergarten Associ-

ation. Address E. M. Phelps, Cor. Secy, N. Y. P. S.

Kdgten. Asso., 35 W. 79th St., N. Y. C.)

GIFTS.

First—Used in games.

Second—Clothesline put up on posts.

Third, Fourth, Fifth, Sixth—Building gifts given

according to advancement of different groups.

Talks on Water—Suggest building bridge, boat, dock,

lighthouse.

On Wind—Weather-vane, windmill, the turning fig-

ures in forms of beauty, balloon or air-ship.

On House Cleaning—Houses, furniture. Much free

work.

Sticks and Rings—The sun, a tree, a kite, a fish, a

brook, a pond, twigs. Much free work.

Seeds—Sorting and preparing for planting. Notice

shapes and colors of seeds (See article for Rural

schools).

Advanced group may use sticks, rings and seeds to-

gether.

Tablets.—Used for borders and designs for refurnish-

ing doll's house. Also for puzzles. (See article on

Tablets, Kindergarten Magazine for Nov., 1913).

OCCUPATIONS.
Free work in sand and clay. Finally build a wind

scene in the sand box.

Forms in clay—A fish, a worm, a nest, a bird, an

egg, a boat, pussy-willow.

Painting—Water sky, grass, fence, a tree, pussy-

willow twigs, tulip, daffodil, or any spring flower chil-

dren have seen.

Drawing—Kites, boats, a brook, a fish. Illustrate

stories, songs or games.

Folding and Cutting—A pin-wheel, a fish, a kite, a

twig, a boat. (Much free cutting cardboard or paper.)

Construction—A windmill, a kite.

Sewing and Weaving.—Six splints woven to make
a window.

Eight splints woven to make a ladder.

Colored splints in an oilcloth mat.

Sezving.—According to age.

Sewing without a needle or with a needle simply to

fasten when necessary. Tie cord on kite. (Few
stitches if any at this age.)

Note.—Sewing "without a needle" is an occupation

suggested by Mrs. Kraus Boelte. Worsted is wound
over the edge of cardboard which has been slit. Prick-

ing and sewing with a needle is condemned by many
physicians as being injurious to the eyes of children

under seven. If used at all, select coarse needles,

coarse worsted and have large holes punched. Some
use shoe laces in specially prepared cardboard.

A PEW REPORTS OF PREVIOUS WORK AC-
COMPLISHED DURING THE MONTH OF

MARCH, ESPECIALLY IN NATURE
WORK.

1. We went for a walk to see a weather-vane and

another time went to see some new chickens. We have

taken one walk in the woods to look for flowers and

buds.—A. B.

2. This has been the most interesting month we have

had in the Kindergarten this year. Spring seems so

far advanced over here. We have taken a walk each

week and seen many little broods of chickens and

studied the different buds and shapes of the little

leaves. We brought back a sprig of each different tree

we could find and have watched the buds swelling and

the little leaves coming out in our kindergarten

—

A. A. A.

3. Planting.—We commenced gardening about March

15. Peas and beans are now flourishing, radishes are up.

The mice eat most of the corn and their burrowing is

very interesting to the children. A small cart is
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already filled with hay. Our barn will not be able to

hold our hay crop as it increases rapidly. We need toy

animals for our farm; they should be indestructible

and in some reasonable proportion. We would be glad

to learn of a place where they can be bought.—M. H. N.

4. Our egg shell farm was very successful.The chil-

dren took them home after planting oats in the shells,

and during the past week several children have

brought the growing oats in the shells back to the kin-

dergarten for us to see. Oats which we had planted

in our sand box grew five inches high and just at that

time a Bunny spent three days visiting us. He was so

at home up on the window sill in this box and he ate

up most of the oat shoots much to our delight—E. J. T.

5. Planting.—We grew some bird-seed which the

children fed to Dicky, and we now have some lettuce

growing for him. Children brought individual pots in

which they planted various kinds of seeds, and which

they will take home later in the year.—M. S. T.

6. We have been unable to plant seeds on account of

stained-glass windows and lack of sunshine. As soon

as it gets warm enough, we will plant seeds in boxes

out in the yard. One of the children brought a bulb

and we put that in water. Without any sunlight it has

grown rather tall and not very green, but the children

have been interested in watching it, nevertheless.

—

M. E. J.

7. One morning we cut out the inside of a carrot,

filled it with water, and hung it up by strings. As yet it

has not sprouted. The children are eager to see what is

going to happen to it, and a great many promised to

bring sweet potatoes if the carrot proves successful.

Later on we will plant seeds in the yard.—M. M.

7. We have had no out-door planting this month,

owing to lack of garden tools, which have not come
yet, although they were ordered two months ago. Some
of the old garden is looking very nice though, while

tulip buds planted in the autumn and carefully covered

are "peeping" up beautifully. We planted indoor tulip

and hyacinth bulbs, grass seeds and beans. The tulips

have two buds, which are looked at and remarked about

and copied fifty times a day. The hyacinths are slower,

but very satisfactory so far. The bird-seed tray is

called "the dolls' garden," and no seed is allowed to

"peep" without every one knowing it.—F. D. McL.

8. March.—The children planted seeds in-doors on

sponge, moss and in cones. Also a few large seeds

—

beans, peas in a flower pot.—A. M. H.

9. Each child with rake and shovel filled his small

flower pot and planted his seeds. These will be taken

home this week. Some large flower pots were also

filled with nasturtium, morning glory, some large

beans and other seeds.—E. S.

10. The children are cutting more readily, though

the results are not very satisfactory. The kinder-

garten children in Upper Montclair sent down a box of

pussy-willows, cherry buds and horse chestnut twigs.

The children each had a branch of pussy-willow to

take home, and we are watching the cherry and horse

chestnut buds open. We have been out on the.bridge

to feel the wind and see the sail boats and clouds, and
flags blowing.—W. R. G. R.

11. We had a box of soil from last year. One
child brought some oats from her father's stable.

Another one had a toy shovel with which he dug up
the dirt to imitate the farmer's plowing. Then each

child planted one oat seed. Every day we gave them
water. We were very much interested to see how much
they grew each day, and a number of children told

me they found oats and planted them.—M. C.

12. We have started planting. We soaked beans,

and found little plant; it was very wonderful to chil-

dren. We have branches budding, pussy-willows,

cocoons, etc.—A. J. B.

13. When the warm days came last week it seemed
the proper time for planting, so I procured seeds and

we started them. In a box I started pease, oats in

another, and in a pot we planted a bulb—Lilium Eratum
—said to blossom in 8 weeks. I have had much suc-

cess with peas. They climb and look very pretty. Oats

are good, I think, for they come up soon and the chil-

dren know what they are.—G. I. T.

14. The children enjoyed the morning we prepared

our box for seeds. I spread a large paper upon the

floor and emptied the earth upon it. They had a good

time digging in the earth, picking out the stones, find-

ing the little worms, a few little shoots of grass or a

seed beginning to sprout. With so many little hands

pulverizing it, our earth was soon ready for the little

seeds, and each child planted several. I wish very much
you could have spent that hour with us, as I feel sure

you would have enjoyed the happiness of these little

children.—K. G. C.

Note.—Reports Nos. 11 to 14 are both from a

crowded section of the city where children never see

much of nature.

How the Kindergarten-Primary Magazine is appre-
ciated in foreign countries

EXCERPTS FROM LETTERS.

Callao, Peru, Jan. 12, 1914.

The Kindergarten-Primary Magazine meets a real

need in our mission school. The teacher of our kinder-

garten department makes good practical use of it. • She
tells me that it is the best thing of the kind she has
found.—H. P. Archerd, Supt. Peru Dist.

Puebla, Mexico, Jan. 20, 1914.

Our kindergarten and primary teacher both use your
magazine. I have heard them speak very well of it,

saying that they had received splendid suggestions
from it.

—

Kathrvn Kyser.

Puebla, Mexico, Jan. 20, 1914.

We have found the Kindergarten-Primary Magazine
very helpful in many ways. It is a very good maga-
zine.

—

Addie C. Dyer.

Kakodate, Japan.
We opened a new kindergarten in October of last

year. The children flocked to our doors. We are full

and overflowing, and many on the waiting list. We
have greatly appreciated your magazine, and find it

exceedingly helpful.

—

Augusta Dickerson.



A PLEA FOR THE STUDY OF GREAT LITERATURE

By Susan E. Blow.

—Excerpt from lecture, reported by Mabel S. Koecers,
chairman press committee of the New York Public School
Kindergarten Association.

On January 21st Miss Blow made before the New
York Public School Kindergarten Association "a plea

for the study of great literature." Great literature, she

said, has a vein of life, of hope and implies great living

—and one must live greatly before he can write.

The question of great literature is on what condi-

tions can human beings live together—under the influ-

ence of what motives can humanity form and main-

tain society; folk tales, drama—nursing rhymes show
this—as in "Jack Spratt," "There Was a Crooked

Man" and "Little Jack Horner." Modern books which

show how people can violate great laws of life and

yet be good and happy are dangerous. Every great

work of art has something to do with the great things

of life—relations of human family—duties to each

other.

Speaking of plays, she said, the present plays bring

up such questions as "Is it right for a woman to leave

her husband?" and many plays depict the rights of

children. Shakespeare was supremely great because

his decisions on subjects are always right—his plays

showing the results of good and bad actions. Mac-
Donald says : "The playhouse is where ye gang to see

what comes of life as ye cannot see it in human life."

"Literature," Mr. Bagsley says, "is the revelation of

not only what man is, but of what he ought to be."

The Bible, the greatest piece of literature, gives a rev-

elation of Christ in other souls.

In closing, Miss Blow sounded a note of keen inter-

est to her hearers when she quoted from Aeschylus'

"The Suppliants" showing women gaining their rights

as early as 490 B C. Miss Blow's audience was as

usual impressed with her wonderful personality and

all who were present seemed to consider this an un-

usually illuminating lecture.

The New York Public School Kindergarten Associa-

tion was very active during the month of January. Be-

sides the regular meeting on the twenty-first at which

Miss Blow spoke, a special meeting was held on the

ninth when members of the "Games Committee" illus-

trated games. On the thirtieth Miss Mae Higgons,

president of the Association, gave a delightful recep-

tion at her home, 241 W. 132nd St., in honor of Miss

Fanniebelle Curtis.

Brooklyn, N. Y.

The annual entertainment of the Brooklyn Free Kin-

dergarten Society at the Academy of Music, January

31st, proved a decided success. There was not a va-

cant seat in the Academy of Music, where the Prince

and the Pauper was presented by the Children's Edu-

cational Theater Company. The audience composed
chiefly of children thoroughly enjoyed the play, to

judge by their enthusiastic applause. The proceeds

amounted to $1,500. This organization conducts about

20 free kindergartens in the city of Brooklyn, and the

officers are as follows : President, Rev. J. Clarence

Jones, Ph.D. ; vice-president, William E. Freeman

;

honorary vice-presidents, Dr. Walter B. Gunnison,

Charles J. Peabody, Mrs. Albert H. Brockway, Frank
L. Babbott, Miss C. B. Le Row, Hackensack, N. J.;

treasurer, F. P. Pratt; recording secretary, Mrs. M. G.

Atwell; assistant recording secretary, Mrs. Eugene L.

Swan; corresponding secretary, Miss Jessie Post;

supervisor, Miss Mabel A. Mackinney.

Pittsburgh, Pa.

The twenty-first annual meeting of the Pittsburg and

Allegheny Kindergarten Association was held Janu-
ary 31st, at the home of Mrs. S. Jarvis Adams, Fifth

avenue. The principal features of the meeting were ad-

dresses by Dr. George W. Gerwig, Secretary of the Board
of Public Education; Miss Alice Parker, of the Kin-

dergarten Training School, and Miss Ruth Boyce, Di-

rector of Kindergartens. An interesting report for the

past year was made showing that the association has

done a splendid work and that its strength and influ-

ence upon the philanthropic side of the work are

steadily increasing. The secretary, Mrs. William Mc-
Cracken, also made a report as did the treasurer, Mrs.

Adams. At the tea following the meeting Mrs. Adams
was assisted by Mrs. Buchanan and a number of other

women interested in the work.

Worcester. Mass.

A mothers' meeting was conducted under the direc-

tion of Welfare League of Worcester women, in the

Grafton street kindergarten Feb. 4. Mrs. Bertha M.
Zellers, formerly superintendent of nurses at memor-
ial hospital, gave a demonstration on the care of a

sick child. With the aid of a girl about 8 years old,

Mrs. Zellars showed the proper way to bathe, give

medicines, prepare food, and to make the little patient

comfortable. Many useful hints were given the moth-

ers for preventing illness. The talk was practical and

much appreciated by the 60 mothers and eighth grade

girls who were present. „

New York.

The alumnae of Teachers' College gave a most suc-

cessful dinner February 21st, in commemoration of the

21st anniversary of the founding of the college. This

college has announced its summer session with Miss

Mary B. Hill, of Louisville, Kentucky, in charge of

the kindergarten department. .

The truly generous is the truly wise.—Home.



A FgW "DON'TS" AND "DO'S"

Don't

Attempt to govern a child when he is naughty. It

may be necessary to rebuke or compel a child when he

is rebellious, but

Do

Remember that the time to govern the child is when

he is good. Attempt to mold his character and direct

his will then.

Don't

Bribe your children to do right with pennies, sweet-

meats, etc.

Do

Appeal to the intellect and moral sentiment of the

child when teaching him to choose the right.

Don't

Tell the child that lie must do right because you say-

so, or without full explanation as to why he should do

right.

Do

Try to show him that he should do right because it

is right, that nothing can save him from suffering

eventually if he does wrong ; that you yourself must

do right, and everyone else, if they would avoid suffer-

ing and do the will of God.

Don't

Say to a child, "You must do this, or that," but

Do

Use the word we-, associating- yourself with the child.

Make him feel the fellowship between you and him in

the task of choosing and doing the right at all times.

Always say, "We must do this," or "We must not do

that, because," and then be sure to make the reason very

clear, and if you cannot support your statements with

a clear and sufficient reason, it may be that you are re-

quiring something that is not necessary.

Don't

If possible to avoid it, let your child doubt for a

moment in all your dealings with him that you are his

friend, and seeking his welfare, not your own. This

impression need not be made by much speaking. If

you can maintain through it all a genuine feeling of

friendship for your child it is quite probable that it

will make its impress upon his mind, and very little

need be said about it.

Do

Try to remember always this little paragraph :

"I know no other order, method or art than that

which resulted from my children's conviction of my
love for them."—Pestalozzi.

Don't

Be alarmed at every little wrong habit 011 the part of

the child, which may prove only temporary.

Do

Remember that little children are constantly getting

in and out of habits. Wait a little for developments

before taking the matter too seriously. It may disap-

pear entirely in a short time.

Children grow, mentally, through the right exercise

of the senses. To see and to be able to distinguish be-

tween beautiful colors and beautiful forms, to discrim-

inate between sounds that are discordant and sounds

that are harmonious, to know rough things and smooth

things, round things and square things, velvet things

and linen things—by touching them with the finger-tips

—this, we know is a starting point on the road to the

"three R's" of -every-day education. Dr. Montessori

goes us a lap farther in the new education. She sees,

born with every child, eyes of the spirit, and slender,

groping fingers of the soul that look and reach for the

good. To help a child to use his spirit-eyes and his

soul-fingers means to give him a chance to exercise his

conscience. It is a new sort of sense-training that

means his finding the three R's of the life of the spirit;

faith, hope and charity.

How shall we help a child to exercise and train his

conscience-sense ?

Dr. Montessori tells us that if we but watch a little

child's free, spontaneous use of his soul-fingers, his

daily loves and hopes and faith, these will shine for

us as a Bethlehem-star path leading us to the manger-

throne of a King-in-the-making.—Caroline Sherwin

Bailey, in the Delineator.

No one "commands" a child's respect in any literal

sense any more than he commands love. A child re-

spects because it cannot help doing so. Yet how often

one hears parents speaking to disobedient children after

this .fashion : "Understand that you must respect my
wishes ! Don't you ever be so disrespectful again

!"

Respect is a thing of slow growth. It requires delicate

nurture. The child begins to respect father and mother

when it is able by means of its reasoning faculty to

draw the conclusions from innumerable instances of

parental capacity to deal with difficult things, that

father and mother are unique centers of power, justice,

goodness and love. Love, developed earlier than re-

spect, reacts upon respect and intensifies it. The blend-

ed sentiment is fostered by the child's perceiving as it

grows older, that other people respect father and
mother—neighbors, acquaintances, servants, and fur-

ther, that father and mother have mutual regard for

each other.—Jane Ellis Joy, in Mothers' Magazine.

Who think too little, and who talk too much.—

-

Dryden.
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ANNOUNCEMENTS OF KINDERGARTEN MEETINGS
CONVENTIONS, LECTURES, ETC.

INTERNATIONAL KINDERGARTEN UNION

Twenty-first Annual Convention to be held

at Springfield, Mass.

April 20-25

Headquarters: Hotel Kimball, Chestnut and Bridge Sts.

PLACES OF MEETING

Hotel Kimball—Board Meetings.

Auditorium—Evening Sessions.

Mahogany Room of Auditorium—Conference of Train-

ing Teachers and Supervisors.

Central High School—Conference of Directors and As-
sistants.

Trinity Church—Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday
morning and afternoon sessions.

OFFICERS
President— Mrs. Marv Boomer Page, 51 Scott St., Chicago,

111.

1st Vice President—Miss Stella L. Wood, 315 Eleventh Ave.,
S. E., Minneapolis. Mian.

2nd Vice President—Mrs. Margaret J. Stannard, 19 Chesnut
St., Boston, Mass.

Recording Secretary—Miss Myra 'Winchester, Bureau of
Education, Washington, D. C.

Corresponding Se -retarv — Miss Catherine R. Watkins, 1720
Oregon Ave. N. W., Washington, D. C.

Auditor—Miss Marion Hanckel, Teachers College, Colum-
bia University, New York City.

CHAIRMAN OF COMMITTEES FOR I, K. U. CONVEN-
TION

Headquarters—Miss Rachael Jones .

Accommodations—Miss Clara Lewis.

Places of Meeting—Miss Nellie Stockwell.

Hospitality and Decorations—Miss Hattie Twichell.

Badges—Miss Lillie Capron.

Transportation—Mr. G. F. Merriam.

Local—Miss Grace Bowers.

Music—Miss Ethel Loynes.

Exhibit—Miss Bertha McConkey.

Press— Miss Mabel Osgood.

Credentials and Elections—Miss Anna Johnson.

Finance and advisory—Miss Mellie Perrv, Miss Mav Mur-
ray, Dr. J. H. Van Sickle, Mr. VV. \V. Tapley, Mr. R. P.
Alden.

The International Kindergarten Union comes to

Springfield by invitation of the Connecticut Valley

Kindergarten Association, which is made up of kinder-

gartnors from the principal cities in the Connecticut

Valley. The Mayor of Springfield, the Superintendent

of Schools, Board of Education, Springfield Kindergar-

ten Club, Twichell Alumnae Association, Springfield

Teachers' Club, Cosmopolitan Club, Simmons College

Club, Ministers' Association, Springfield Board of Trade

and the Milton Bradley Company co-operate with the

association in this invitation.

The officers of the I. K. U. and the local committee
are enthusiastic over the plans for the coming conven-

tion, and it is hoped that there will be an unusually

large attendance.

The Headquarters will beat Hotel Kimball, which of-

fers splendid accommodations for the entertainment of

delegates, and the management of the hotel is co-oper-

ating with the local committee to make the reception

of guests a cordial one. The Library of the hotel, a

room conveniently located on the first floor, just off

from the lobby, will be fitted up for registration pur-

poses, and here delegates will receive envelopes con-

taining badges, programs, and important circulars of

information. Springfield kindergartners and friends

who are wellacquainted with the city will be on hand
every day beginning Monday, April 20, to give informa-

tion and assist visitors in every possible way. It is im-

portant that every visitor should go at once to head-

quarters to register.

There will be no general session of the convention on
Monday, but it is hoped that delegates will plan to ar-

rive in Springfield on that day, so as to be ready to

visit kindergartens, on Tuesday morning, when all the

kindergartens of the city will be open. Several can be

reached in one morning.

On Tuesday afternoon there will be two sessions at

the same time. Training teachers and supervisors will

meet in the Mahogany Boom of the Auditorium, and
directors and assistants will hold a conference in the

assembly room of the Central High School. The latter

will be under the leadership of Miss Stella L. Wood,
and vital questions will be discussed. In the evening

the new Springfield Auditorium will be thrown open

for a grand opening reception, so that visitors will have

an opportunity to become acquainted with each other

and with the people of Springfield. Everyone will be

made welcome, and it is hoped that every visitor will

make a special effort to be present.

Wednesday will be Delegate's Day, and the announce-

ments of the plan for this day have already been made.
Branch Societies are reminded of the attractive fea-

tures which are in course of preparation. They are

also reminded that Mrs. Margaret J. Stannard, 19

Chestnut Street, Boston, who has charge of Delegates'

Day, wishes to hear from each branch with respect to

the method of procedure decided upon. Banners and
transparencies and arrangements for seating of dele-

gates according to states give promise of an inspiring

session. Both the meetings of this day will be held in

Trinity Church, and following the afternoon session,

tea will be served informally in the room, by members
of the Twichell Alumnae Association, and a social hour

enjoyed.

On Thursday there will be Round Tables on Music
and Graphic Arts, and an afternoon session with good
speakers. During the noon hour officers, delegates

and associate members will be entertained by the edit-

ors of Kindergarten Review at a luncheon at Hotel

Kimball. The evening session will be of great interest

to everyone, for Mary Antin, author of the Promised

Land, who is already favorably known to a Springfield

audience, will be one of the speakers, also Mrs. Eva
Whiting White of Feabody House, Boston.
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The Friday morning' session will be a busy one, but

the afternoon is left free for sight seeing and social

gatherings. In the evening there will be a splendid

closing meeting, with the President of Princeton Uni-

versity and the President of Amherst College as speak-

ers.

On Saturday, opportunity will be given for trips

around the city, and to places of interest in the beau-

tiful Connecticut Valley. It is expected that a large

party will take the college trip to Mt. Holyoke, Smith

and Amherst Colleges.

ACCOMMODATIONS IN SPRINGFIELD
The Committee on Accommodations has prepared

the following list of hotels, and stands ready to answer

inquiries in regard to boarding houses and rooms in

private families The restaurants and lunch rooms are

excellent, and it will be easy for every kindergartner

to plan beforehand just how much the trip to Spring-

field will cost. Every effort will be made by the com-
mittee to help kindergartners to make arrangements

for low priced accommodations, where this is desired,

so that no one will feel that ''she cannot afford to at-

tend a convention."

LIST OF HOTELS
Hotel Kimball, Chestnut and Bridge Streets.

The Worthy, 303 Main Street.

Cooley's Hotel, 211 Main Street.

Clinton Hall, 108 Main Street.

FAMILY HOTELS
The Oaks, 29 Thompson Street.

The Winchester, 774 State Street.

Young Women's Christian Association, 30 Howard St.

PRELIMINARY PROGRAM

Monday, April 20th, 10 A. M. Board Meeting.
2 P. M. Board Meeting.
8 P. M. Committee of Nineteen

Visitors see Kindergartens.

Tuesday, April 21st—Kindergartens open to Visitors
9 to 11:45.

Tuesday Afternoon, 2:30 P. M.

Miss Stella Wood, First Vice-President, Chairman
Conference of Directors and Assistants.

Subject:—The Development of Initiative.

1. Necessity for Initiative.

2. Conditions for Development of Initiative in the

Kindergarten

.

Sub-Topic—Announced later.

3. Materials and Method.

2:30 P. M.—Conference of Training Teachers and Sup-
ervisors. Chairman, MissHortense Orcutt, Savan-
nah, Ga.

Tuesday Evening, 8 P. M.—General Reception—Audi-
torium—Greetings and Music.

Wednesday Afternoon, 2 P. M.—Delegates' Day Re-
sume of Work in the Union.

1. Reports of Officers.

2. Brief Addresses by Chairman of Standing Com-
mittees.

Miss Laws—Committee of Nineteen.

Miss Orcutt—Committee on Training and Super-
vision.

Miss Vandewalker—Committee on Investigation.

Miss Mix—Committee on Propagation.

Miss Lombard—Ccmmittea of Foreign Correspon-
dence.

Miss Laws—Committee on Foreign Affairs.

Miss Alice Temple -Committee on Child Study.

Miss Catherine Tracy—Committee on Sanitation
and Hygiene.

Miss Alice O'Grady—Committee on Literature.

Mrs. Bertha Payne Newell—Committee on Music.

Mrs. M. M. Langzettel—Committee on Graphic Arts

Miss Ella C. Elder—Committee on Finance.

Miss Netta Fans—Committee on Publication.

Miss Mary McCulloch—Committee on Froebel Mon-
ument.

Miss Lucy Wheelock—Dep't. of Supts. N. E. A.

Miss Vandewalker— Bureau of Education Com.
Miss Mae Murray, Chairman—Committee on Ne-
crology.

Miss Elizabeth Harrison — Report of the Jarvis
Fund.

3. Appointment of Committees on Nominations
Time and Place, Resolutions, etc.

4. New Business.

New Opportunities for 1915. Panama Pacific Ex-
position, San Francisco.

The I. K. U. and Japan—Mr. Towle, Bureau of
University Travel.

5. Announcements.

6. Report from Delegates' Day Committee and the
award of the I. K. U. Banner.

7. Tea served to all Officers, Delegates and Mem-
bers by the Twichell Alumnae Association.

Wednesday, April 22nd—Delegates' Day.

9 A. M.—Resume of Work in the Field.

Roll Call of Branch Societies by Stales or Corre-

lated Groups.

Thursday, April 23rd—) to 10:30 A- M.—Round Table.

Chahman, Mis. Bertha Payne Newell.

Subject—Music.

Speakers and Sub-Topics announced later.

10:40 to 12:15 A. M.—Round Table.

Chairman, Mrs. M. B. Langzettel.

Subject—Graphic Arts.

Speakers and Sub-Topics to be announce! later:

12:30 Luncheon at the Hotel Kimball.

Thursday Afteknoon, 2 P. M.

Subject—"The Kindergarten." (Speakers to be an-
nounced later.)

"The Kindergarten and the School," (Speaker to be
announced later.)

"The Kindergarten and the College" (Speakers to

be announced later:)

Thursday Evening, 8 P. M.

1. Mrs. Mary Antin, Subject to be announced
(Author of The Promised Land.)
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. Mrs. Eva Whiting "White, Subject—"The Kin-

dergartner's Responsibility towards Social Prob-

lems."

Friday Morning, April 24th.

Polls open 8:30 to 10:30 A. M. for election of Officers.

9 A. M.—Unfinished business.

New Business—Relation to Federation of Women's
Clubs.

Relation to American Library Association,

Appointment of Delegate to X. E. A.

Report of Credentials Committee.

Report of Committee on Time and Place.

Report of Committee on Resolutions.

Presentation of New Officers.

Symposium—The Training of tie Kindergartner for

Social Co-operation.

1. In relation to the Home—Miss Elizabeth Har-
rison, Nat'l Kg. College, Mrs. M. ,1. Stannard,
School of Home .Making, Boston.

2. In Relation to the School.—N. E. A. 1913—Mrs.
M. B. Page, 1914—Miss Catherine Tracy.

Parent—Teacher Associations—Mrs. Milton Hig-
gins, Worcester, Mass.

School Extension—Miss Frances Curtis, School
Board, Boston.

3. In relation to the Community—Health, Amuse-
ments, Libraries—Miss Anna Williams, Phila-
delphia.

Professional Life, its Opportunities, Privileges and
Obligations—Miss Lucy Wheelock, Boston.

General Discussion.

Friday Afternoon—Free.

Friday Evening, 8 P. M.— Dr. John Greer Hibben,
Pres't. Princeton Univ. Princeton, N. .1.

Dr. Alexander Meiklejohn, President of Amherst
College, Amherst, Mass.

Saturday, April 25th,—College Trip to Four Colleges,

Holyoke, Smith, Amherst, Agricultural.

Special plans announced later.

The Kindergarten Review, published at Springfield,

gives the following information relative to that city:

The success of any convention depends, in no small

degree, upon the place of meeting. In all our activities

we are keenly sensitive to environment, but particu-

larly so when a heterogeneous multitude of strangers

from all parts of the continent come together for a

brief conference. Several things must combine to pro-

duce the ideal convention city, and they are all found

in Springfield, Massachusetts, where the International

Kindergarten Union will meet in April.

The first essential in the ideal city is its location. In

this particular Springfield is equaled by few and sur-

passed by none. It stands upon the eastern bank of

the Connecticut river—one of the finest of our New
England streams—and watches the sunset behind the

far famed Berkshire Hills. On the east it is skirted

by the Wilbraham Mountains, while Mount Tom and
Mount Holyoke stand like sentinels guarding its north-

ern gateway; away to the south stretches the beautiful

Connecticut valley, with its magnificent farms and

flourishing towns and cities. From whatever quarter

the delegate approaches Springfield he cannot fail to

be charmed with its environment, and to realize that

it is indeed beautiful for situation and the joy of all

conventions.

A second important feature in the ideal convention

city is beautiful architecture. By general consent

Springfield is accorded a foremost place among the

most attractive cities of America. Her broad residen-

tial streets, with their beautiful and commodious homes;

her splendidly kept lawns and boulevards, and her

magnificent shade trees, suggest refinement, comfort,

and luxury. In her churches all the leading religious

denominations are represented, and all have splendid

houses of worship. In the number, size, and quality

of her school buildings Springfield surpasses all her

under construction, and to cost, when completed, one

million dollars, will be the finest of its kind in New
England. In addition to the public schools, Spring-

field is the home of the Y. M. C. A. College, for the

training of secretaries and other workers, and also the

American International College, where higher educa-

tion is furnished to the foreign born and their children.

Among other notable structures are the new public

library, the art museum, and the municipal buildings.

The latter, consisting of a magnificent campanile, splen-

did auditorium, and spacious administration house,

forms one of the finest groups of its kind in America.
Accessibility is another important element in the

ideal convention city. In this respect Springfield leads
all her New England sisters. The Boston and Albany,
New York, New Haven and Hartford, Boston and
Maine, and other smaller roads, all have stations here,

while electric trolley lines radiate in all directions, af-

fording splendid opportunities for visiting the sur-

rounding cities and towns. There is through car serv-
ice between Springfield and Northampton, Holyoke,
Hartford, and Worcester. Delegates from the north
can come by the Boston and Maine from Montreal and
all intermediate points. Those coming from the south
have direct connection on the New York, New Haven
and Hartford, while the Boston and Albany and the
New York Central will accommodate those from the

west and the east.

In hotel accommodation Springfield can offer the
very best. Among her many hostelries, the Kimball,
the Worthy,, and the Cooley offer a service that equals
the best houses in Boston and New York. For those
who do not wish to pay for the more elaborate service
there are many smaller houses that furnish accommo-
dation at very reasonable prices. The city is well sup-
plied with restaurants, and first class meals can be se-

cured within a minute's walk of the Auditorium.
Add to all the above the fact that Springfield has

one of the finest public halls to be found in New En-
gland, and we may fairly claim for her the title of
the Ideal Convention City. The auditorium in the new
city buildings will accommodate an audience of four
thousand. It is splendidly furnished and the acoustics
are admirable. It is centrally located, and every street
car line in the city passes within a minute's walk of
the door.

Modesty forbids us saying much about the hospital-
ity of our citizens. Let it suffice to say that in this
respect Springfield represents New England at her
best. If you doubt it, come and be convinced.

The Recording Secretary regrets exceedingly the un-
avoidable delay in printing the report of the Washing-
ton meeting and asks that organizations notify her of
failure

_
to receive copies. Address Netta Faris, 4814

Carnegie avenue, Cleveland, O.
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AN ORIOLE STORY.
By Mary E. Cotting.

"Dear me! Dear me!" sang an oriole; "what shall

we do, Mrs. Oriole and I ! There's a big, old pussy-cat

come to live at Little Polly's. A dog was bad enough,

but now there is that cat! Polly puts out strings and

bits of cloth for our nests; but I'm afraid the cat will

see us if we go to get them!"

"Don't worry, dear,' 'said Mrs .Oriole. I think we
have used string enough. What we most need now is

something soft to make the nest snug, and cosy."

"Yes, my dear; I know that; and those bits of cloth

are just what we need. I think I'll try once more to

get them. Maybe pussy-cat will be asleep."

"Don't go there again. The very thought of your

going makes me tremble. Don't you see that it does?

Let's hunt about, we'll be sure to find something soft.

Birds always do."

Then off they flew to hunt in the barn-yard, and
roads; but nothing soft—not even a feather—could
they find.

It was growing pretty warm, for the sun was high

overhead; and being nearly dinner-time they flew home
to the maple-tree to look at their nest once more.

"I think I'll fly over to the cow's trough ; 1 found

something good to eat there this morning," said Mrs.

Oriole.

"I'll go, too," sang Mr. Oriole, and down they both

flew.

Such a jolly time as they did have, hopping around
and hunting for grain in the trough.

At last Mrs. Oriole said : "I'm thirsty."

"So am I !" answered Mr. Oriole, and away they

flew to the brook. They hopped about the ground and
pecked at some bugs, and when Mr. Oriole found a

fine, large one he called his mate to share it.

Just as they had finished their dinner up flew an-

other bird from the bushes.

"I do believe that a nest is being built in there,"

the orioles said to each other.

"Let's peep and see," said Mrs. Oriole; so they

perched on the top of a bush and peeped down. What
they saw was something very queer indeed

"That is no nest, I'm very sure," thought Mrs. Or-
iole. "I'll fly in and see what it is."

She flew right among the brambles and then gave a
glad chirp.

Then Mr. Oriole flew down, and a gayer pair of
birds was never seen. They had a bunch of sheep's
wool. Now, Mrs. Oriole could finish the nest just as
she had wished to do. And how soft and cosy it

would be

!

They wondered and wondered how the wool came to
be among the brambles, but there was no one to tell
them.
Dorothy Merriman and the leader-sheep could have

told the orioles; but the birds did not know Dorothy
and the sheep. They only knew her little cousin Polly.

ONE LITTLE ITALIAN GIRL
Ella Smith

All day long Nita's father was away from home work-

ing at the great vineyard on the hills beyond Naples. All

day long Nita had to stay with the cross, old woman
who beat her cruelly, for her mother was dead. Her
home was in a dark damp cellar, with only light from
a small half window. The steps leading down were al-

ways broken, and the street outside was narrow and
muddy.

Sometimes Nita would climb to the top step and sit

there for hours watching the children as they played on
the side-walk; but the old woman never allowed her to

play with any of them.

One morning the old woman had been very cross and
had beaten and scolded Nita until she was so frightened

that she ran away from home to the vineyard. But
the old woman ran after and caught her. She tied Nita
and made her stay in one place all day.

Nita had often heard her father sing about their

beautiful land with its green hills and shady groves.

Once she had heard a stranger talking about Italy, the
land of sunshine. She could not believe this; for how
could any one be living in such a land and yet never see

any of it. She wondered if boys and girls in other cities

could see the flowers and grass and hear the birds sing;

she knew that the children on her street never did for

they were too poor to get far away from home.
One evening Nita's father came home with many

bright coins in the old leather purse. A few of them he
gave to the old woman, then took his little girl by the
hand and hurried away. On and on they walked for

many squares. Nita had never been on those streets

before, but had no time to ask about them. When
they came to the water's edge, hundreds of other Italians

were already there and all were hurrying on board the
large ship. .

It was not until after they were out of sight of
land that her father told her they were all going to the
great United States to work in new vineyards. Nita had
no sad thoughts about leaving her home-land, for she
had never known much happiness there. She could
only wonder what the new country would be like, and
whether another old woman would be there to scold and
beat her.

Three years have passed and Nita is about as happy
as children can be. Instead of the sad-eyed, stooped
little girl, she is strong and healthy, with bright danc-
ing eyes and rosy cheeks. Her father has built a neat
cottage of his own, and has found a kind Italian woman
who is indeed a mother to his little girl. Flowers and
vines and trees grow around their home and the birds
seem everywhere.

Nita has many playmates among the American chil-

dren, and is one of the best pupils in school. Her father
is always tired at night for he must work harder here
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THE WEATHERCOCK
(From the German of Friedrich Froebel.

)

Bertha Johnston

The child's forearm is held as horizontal as possible,

the small hand spread out in the same direction, so

that the four fingers form, as it were, the tail; the flat

hand the body, and the thumb the neck or head of the

weathercock. In this position let the little one's hand
move back and forth.

"The play is too simple!" And yet it gives your child

ever renewed joy, and for a long time does not cease to

give him joy. Your child cannot talk yet, and yet see,

not only with what pleasure but with what seriousness,

he moves his little hand when you say to him en-

couragingly, "Show me the weathercock," or "Show me
what the weathercock does."

Have you not observed, when you move something

before your child, in such a way that the motive power

is some distance removed, that then the search for the

cause of the movement gives the child more joy than

the contemplation of the movement itself? That is, what
controls the source of an effect, the cause of a conse-

quence—that it is which fills your child with a gravity

akin to joy. Observe him, for already in fact he is

representing as it were what he has seen, back of the

object moved lies a moving cause, a motive power, and
soon he comes to the conclusion behind an active, liv-

ing object lies an active, living, animating Power as its

source.

On a somewhat windy, almost stormy day, accom.
pany your children to the drying-ground of your dwel-

ling; for where do not children gladly accompany a

mother of consecrated activity?

Listen! how the weathervane on the tower creaks as

the winds moves it back and forth. Here, too, comes a

hen, accompanied by her proud cock, but they cannot

yield themselves to the wind's currents as quickly as

the weathercock and so the wind turns their tails, now
here, now there. And listen how the wind flaps the

clothes on the line; they seem to be talking aloud, gos-

siping about the strong wind. How the flapping and
chattering delights the child! Quickly the boy binds on
a staff the towel which the wind prevented him from

using in the bath, and now it waves and nutters high in

the air. The little girl's handkerchief and outstretched

arm afford her a similar pleasure.

Another gives his kite more freedom than the little

girl her handkerchief or the boy his towel, and in return

it must mount on high for him and so increase his

pleasure.

"Clap, clap, clap!" goes it there. "What is that?"

The wind drives the wings of the windmill rapidly

around so that quickly sounds its clap, clap.

But what do grown-ups do that the little ones do not

immediately imitate? (Therefore, be careful, oh big

folk, what you do before the eyes of the little ones.)

See, here already, comes a boy with his paper windmill,

and look, the faster the boy runs, the more rapidly it

turns. There the mother can scarcely protect her little

girl from the force of the storm and the man must
balance himself carefully, lest it make him stumble.

"Mother, how strong the wind is today, so that every-

thing bends before it. Just see how sister's hair flutters

like the clothes on the line. Where does the wind
come from, that moves everything so?"

"Oh, my child, should I explain everything to you
according to my intelligence, you would not then under-

stand. It would sound to you like a strange language,

if I talked to you of the pressure of the air, or a change

in the density of the atmosphere, or that the heat con-

ditions of the air had brought it about; you would not

understand a word of all that. But this, perhaps, you
can understand now,—one single, great power, even

though it be but the wind, can effect much, both small

and great, even though you cannot see it. So, my child,

there are many things, which indeed we perceive, but

do not see; which we are aware of and see, but which

I cannot explain or make clear to you with words. See,

your hand moves, but you cannot see the power that

does it. Therefore, observe and foster power wherever

you may now find it; later you will more and more
comprehend whence it comes even though it may be

invisible."

Th eleventh annual convention of the Religious Edu-

cation Association is to be given to the single topic of

the Relation of Higher Education to the Social Order.

Educational experts and well known leaders in the uni-

versities and colleges will present the reports on which

they have been working for the past year on the effi-

ciency of the colleges in preparing young people for the

more exacting demands of modern social living. The
interest of the convention centers in the question

whether the colleges are conclusively training for the

more complex civilization in which their graduates

must live nad serve and especially whether these insti-

tutions succeed in developing moral competency and

leading to a religious interpretation of life. Four days

will be devoted to this study and one and a half days

to the problems of instruction in religion in the

churches and Sunday Schools. The meetings will be

held in New Haven where the convention will be the

guest of Yale University.

An especially notable array of speakers will address

the evening meetings in Woolsey Hall. Amongst the

speakers are, John R. Mott, President A. Gandier of

Knox College, Toronto ; Charles S. Whitman, District

Attorney of New York; Governor Simeon Baldwin, of

Connecticut; President William De Witt Hyde; Pres-

ident Samuel A. Eliot; Rabbi Stephen S. Wise, of New
York, and Ex-President Taft. Programs may be ob-

tained from the Religious Education Association, Chi-

cago, and all persons interested are invited to attend

the convention.

In Denmark the school teacher is almost always fur-

nished with a house, barn and a few acres of land, ac-

cording to W. H. Smith, a recent observer from the

U. S. Bureau of Education. "The tenure of office of

the teacher is for life or good behavior, and 75 per

cent of the rural teachers are men who settle down in

their respective communities, cultivate the small farm,

act as choristers in the country church, and easily and

naturally become leaders in affairs."
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HAND WORK SUGGESTIONS
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EDUCATION OF IMMIGRANTS.
That immigrants are keenly interested in schooling

for their children, or at least conspicuously obedient to

school attendance laws, is the declaration of Dr. P. P.

Claxton, United States Commissioner of Education.

"The least illiterate of our population are the native-

horn children of foreign parents. The illiteracy among

the children of native-born parents is three times as

great as that among native-born children of foreign

parents.

"Many of those who have come to us in recent years

are from, countries having very meager provisions for

public education. According to the Federal census of

1910 more than 25 per cent of the foreign-born popula-

tion of three states was illiterate, from 15 to 25 per

cent of five states, from 10 to 15 per cent of 11 states,

and from 5 to 10 per cent of 21 states. In only one

state was the percentage of illiteracy of the foreign-

born population less than 5.

"Most of the immigrants in recent years have little

kinship with the older stocks of our population, either

in blood, language, methods of thought, traditions, man-

ners, or customs; they know little of our political and

civic life and are unused to our social ideals; their en-

vironment here is wholly different from that to which

they have been accustomed. Strangers to each other,

frequently from countries hostile to each other by tra-

dition, of different speech and creeds, they are thrown

together, strangers among strangers, in a strange coun-

try, and are thought of by us only as a conglomerate

mass of foreigners. With little attention to their spe-

cific needs, they are crowded into factories, mines, and

dirty tenement quarters, too often the prey of the ex-

ploiter in business and the demagogue in politics.

"Immigrant education is not alone the question of

the school education of children. The millions of adult

men and women, and. of children older than the upper

limit of the compulsory school-attendance age, must

be looked after; they must be prepared for American

citizenship and for participation in our democratic in-

dustrial, social, and religious life; they must be given

sympathetic help in finding themselves in their new en-

vironment and in adjusting themselves to their new
opportunities and responsibilities. The proper educa-

tion of these people is a duty which the nation owes

to itself and to them. It can neglect this duty only to

their hurt and its own peril."—Bulletin issued by United

States Bureau of Education.

AMERICANS TO STUDY IN MUNICH
SCHOOLS.

By special arrangement between the city authorities

of Munich, Germany, and the United States Bureau of

Education, a party of American teachers, not to ex-

ceed 25, will go to Germany in April to serve as stu-

dent-teachers—students preparing to teach—in the trade

continuation schools of Munich. They will remain in

Munich from April to July, and will have unusual op-

portunities for. studying the methods by which one of

the foremost cities of Europe educates its citizens, par-

ticularly in the field of industrial training, in which
the work of Munich under Dr. Kerschensteiner is con-

spicuous.
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SUGGESTIONS FOR VILLAGE AND RURAL SCHOOLS
How to Use Seeds, Shells and Pebbles in Sorting, Outlining and Massing and in Peas Work

By JENNY B. MERRILL, Pd. D., New York City

In the Kindergarten Guide, Mrs. Kraus-Boelte,

in speaking of the use of seeds and shells, says,

with her usual warmth of feeling, and with her

constant happy touch with child life: "To many
of us, one of the earliest pleasures of happy child-

hood was the picking up of little stones and shells

at the seashore or in gravel walks, or of blossoms,

or the petals of blossoms that had fallen off the

trees or bushes in the garden and arranging these

in pretty outline forms. Children may also often

be found sitting on the shore, on the fine, white

beach sand, laying out and fencing in imaginary

parks and gardens with the little white shells and

pebbles."

Country children use also acorns and cones and

by frequent handling, unconsciously become famil-

iar with many dainty shapes and colors of natural

objects. They also receive varying sensations of

hardness, smoothness, texture while playing with

such objects, and so bring into exercise the sense

of touch.

If very young children are brought into the school

room, some of these things which they love to handle

should make the bridge to connect the outside world

which they already know with school life.

It is the teacher's privilege to find the educational

value in such simple, natural material which makes the

child feel at home in the strange surroundings of

school life.

Sorting is an easy exercise, but it serves to concen-

trate the attention of a little child, makes him obser/e

form, color, size, material and tends to develop a

sense of order. What shall we give him to sort?

Sorting seeds is particularly desirable at this time of

year, although it is quite as appropriate in the fall of

the year when the harvest of the year is gathered, or

indeed, at any season.

The work with seeds in the spring time connects

with the garden work, but in this article we wish to

present more especially the use of seeds or shells on the

desk or table for their value in counting, sorting, out-

lining and massing. Their dainty colors also should be

named.

The occupation with seeds will commend itself,

perhaps, first of all because of the inexpensiveness
of the materials and the fact that they are so easily

procured. This is true at least of seeds, tho in

some localities it may not be true of shells and
pebbles. Procure what is at hand. Man developed
from savage life by making use of things nearby,

not by longing for the remote.

And yet the longing for what is beyond was an

important factor in man's development, so that

it is worth while to think ahead, and gather shells

and pebbles in the summer time, or if no trip to

the seashore is possible, try to enlist friends to

gather for you, or exchange with some school sit-

uated on the coast.

These social school interchanges are a. growing
factor in school life, and help in building up a

knowledge of other places and other people. They
put life into the study of Geography later on.

One of Froebel's ideas in recommending out-

lining with seeds or any other tiny objects, is to

follow out mathematical analysis from the solid to

the point, the seed representing, or embodying, as

it were, a point of space. As I have said in previous

articles, nothing should be said of such ideas to

the child, and if the teacher is too fully possessed

with them, she is in danger of being too formal

and too logical. Simply let the little child play

with these materials, giving a suggestion now and

then to lead him on to unthought of possibilities.

The seeds best adapted for use in kindergartens

are corn, peas, beans of varying colors, lentils,

watermelon and pumpkin seeds

Give a handful of seeds mixed to each child and

ask him to pick out the corn. The bright color

will guide him. Give him a paper box or tin patty

pan to put the corn in. The older children of the

school may make the boxes from squares of stiff

paper by folding, cutting and pasting the corners,

thus:

Give a second box to each child and see if the

sorting is continued. Give the child opportunities

to initiate action. The second box is a hint. Some
folks never take a hint.

If there is a good-sized table in one corner of

the school-room where the little ones will not dis-

tract the older ones, it may be best to let them
stand around the table and sort from a central pile.

Thus you will soon see which children work rap-

idly, and so study their individual action. Besides,

the slower workers will be incited by their com-
panions if they work together. Let the children

feel a motive back of the sorting. They are help-

ing you while you are busy with the older children.
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When the seeds are sorted put them carefully

away, after thanking the children for helping you.

Little seeds of politeness will help you in disci-

pline.

Another day take out the box of corn or of

beans, and placing it in the center of the table, let

each child help himself to one bean or one grain

of corn.

"Place it in front of you." "What is it for?"

"To eat," one may reply. "To plant," perhaps

another. "Where did it come from?" Let them try

to tell. Children in the city would, of course, say

"from the store." Country children may go back

to the barn, or, in some cases, to nature. Lead

them on just a step or two. Is there nothing in

such a lesson? Has the child ever before really

centered his thinking powers upon one little seed?

It is well sometimes for big folks to think of one

little seed.

Recently I read in an agricultural article that if

one kernel of corn could be added to every ear of

corn in the United States that the corn crop would

be increased by thousands of bushels. Perhaps the

older children can make this arithmetical calcula-

tion, and some day become better farmers for it.

"Now you may play plant corn. Plant in rows

as father does, and you may put three grains in

each hill." (If the usual number planted is known,

use it instead of three). Now let the children work
alone.

This exercise is merely to impress one number

as 3 or 5 and to show a repetition of a number
which gradually prepares the way for the multipli-

cation tables. At the close of the exercise, simply

remark, "How many threes we have! How many
fives! If we put them all together, who could count

them." Are there as many seeds in one big box

as there were at first? Of course not. We have

taken away so many. Now we will put them back

until another day. (Subtraction and addition.)

Similar exercises may be given with other seeds,

using a different number each time.

The number exercises suggested with sticks may
be repeated, or if there are no sticks in use, the

exercises may all be given with seeds. (See Kg.

Mag. for Jan., 1914.)

FORM.
If each child has a small box, box lid, or patty

pan, let him put seeds around the bottom on the

outside, then lift the box out carefully and see

what form he finds. This is a very pleasing exer-

cise for the child. He loves to do it. Thus he may
get an outline, circular, square or oblong, accord-

ing to the object used. This gives the transition

from a plane form to an outline similar to the

transition recommended by Dr. Montessori in

using the metal insets.

Indeed, nearly, if not all, the results she secures

with her materials are implied by the free and in-

telligent use of kindergarten material.

Placing the seeds around a firm object is recom-

mended because handling such tiny objects at first

may be nervous work for little fingers if they are

to be placed in rows or made to form geometrical

figures.

After the children once get the idea of outlining

forms, leave them to make what they please, and

watch for results.

The seeds are well adapted to make flower forms.

Sometimes several colors are used by the older

children. Sometimes sticks, seeds and rings are

used together.

If lentils are used they "mass" well. They are

too small to use singly. A handful may be worked
out into a tree or leaf form. They make a good
nest, while beans may be placed in the nest for

eggs. A bird and other animals may be formed

by massing lentils.

Corn may be massed for the center of a daisy

and white beans, or better, watermelon or pumpkin
seeds make the rays. A green stick may be added
for the stem. Let the children work out other

flowers or borders.

Peas are too round and roll too easily for outline

work. They are used mainly in quite another oc-

cupation known commonly as pease-work.

Slender sticks are used to unite seed peas that

have been soaked some ten or twelve hours in

water. One little, hard seed-pea should be pre-

sented to each child. He feels how hard it is, and

notices its size. A story may be told, as Hans
Anderson's "Five peas in a pod." Each child drops

a pea in a glass of water. The next day its size is

noticed again. It is felt to be softer. A short stick,

as a tooth-pick, or a piece of wire is given, and

the child is told to push it into the pea. If the

pea splits the two parts and skin are observed. A
way is found to put the tooth-pick in by some
child so that the pea will not split. Do not tell it

yourself. The child will be amused that the pea

has two cheeks. All now try to make a hat-pin or

a drum-stick by fastening together the stick and

soaked pea. Several pins are made. In other les-

sons this work is gradually extended until the
children can make a few common objects and a
few geometrical forms, as
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Some kindergartners have discarded this occupa-
tion as being nervous work, but these few simple
forms give a new experience and the novelty of the

work pleases the child very much. It develops
delicacy of touch.

The intricate forms often made in training classes

show skill and ingenuity and delicacy of touch, but

the objects made are so perishable in pease-work
that other occupations are preferred.

But it is always to be remembered that teachers

do well to extend their own practice in any ma-
terial beyond what is appropriate for a child. The
child gathers courage and learns much by mere
imitation, quite unconsciously, from a teacher who
handles materials more skilfully than he does. A
teacher with no delicacy of touch is a poor ex-

ample for a child.

1 have said little about shells, for I have found
it difficult to secure them in quantities. They are

such beautiful objects of nature that a few should

certainly be sought, and if small ones can be ob-

tained in any quantity they should be handled fre-

quently in laying borders in miniature gardens, in

outlining flowers and butterflies. Even the coarser

clam shells, if well cleaned, make good borders in

the large sand table or in out-of-door gardens.

A shell has a different texture from any other

object in nature. It appeals to the sense of touch

as well as sight. Listening to the '"roar" in a

larger shell is always a pleasing experience and

awakens wonder. The older children of the school

should have the cause of this peculiar sound ex-

plained, but let it be "the song of the sea" to the

little ones.

Meeting of the Alumnae Association.

On Saturday afternoon, Nov. 22nd, a meeting- of the

Alumnae Association of the former training school for

kindergartners of Philadelphia was held at the College

Club, 1800 Spruce street. The delightfully interested

audience listened to a charming lecture given by Mitis

Harriet Sartain on "The Individuality of Art."

The meeting was conducted quite informally, Miss

Sartain presenting her subject in a way that was most
entertaining and easy to follow, while white and black

tone prints of the paintings under discussion were

passed around for examination and observation of the

points as brought out by Miss Sartain.

The speaker took up Italian Art first, saying the rea-

son there are such great types found in this class, is

because they had something of themselves to put in

their art.

The creative spirit is displayed so strongly by Michael

Angelo. Be grasped the perfundity of stirring power,

as shown in his painting of the Creation of Adam. No
one possessed such a spirit of interpretation before or

since. Quotations from Browning were given showing

how the great poet yalued this artist. His was so beau-

tiful a spirit, combined with such breadth of intellect.

Burne Jones showed the same stirring power, when
working on the subject of Genesis but his is a lower tone

like the lower notes of the organ. The wonderful panels

of Angelo in the Sistine Chapel were mentioned. Before
this master's time, painters had been content to paint

a maiden without intellect, simply as a decoration—the
sibyl type. With him came a way

k
to make them give

an inspiration and message to humanity.
Angelo's painting of Israel, his magnificent figure of

Moses, the stirring leadership so strongly depicted that

the figure seems ready to move, were then mentioned.
Also the peculiar fact that with all his genius he was
unable to give us a satisfactory idea of the Madonna
and Child. He realized this insufficiency and expressed
it in one of his exquisite poems.
Comparisons were made with other artists. To the

satisfying Madonna and Child of Fra Phil Polippe. The
sumptuous colors of Titan, which made its appeal so

strongly to the the people of his age. The individuality

of Andrea del Sarto. His wonderful coloring. The
strong personality, yet one can feel the note of in-

sincerity pervading his work, because the character

note is there.

Also with Corregio there is the strong coloring almost
bordering on the theatrical, because he did not believe

in the delicate-subtle. The different poses of the Madon-
na must be analyzed to get the standard of the painter's

mind, Fra Angelico would not change a line of his work,

because he felt it to be inspired.

Corot knew and loved light, and painted it so well,

the joyousness of Boticelli's work, the dramatic note in

Tintoretta's productions. And so on thru the gracious

wondrous list explained with such insight and apprecia-

tion.

An interesting group was that of the Last Supper, as

developed by Lenardo da Vinci, same study as devel-

oped by Andrea del Sarto, and Edward von Gebbart.

Thebroad versatile life of De Vinci was touched upon. He
was so open to knowledge, not only a great artist but

also a philosopher and writer, and had studied science

and invention.

The pictures from'The Annunciation" were noted

carefully as portrayed by Boticelli, P. Veronese Crivelli,

and Tintoretta. The sublimity and dramatic quality of

The Descent from the Cross, depicted by Rubens, En-

tombment by Andrea del Sarto in the Pitti Palace,

Florence, and the same subject by Caravaggio in the

Vatican Gallery, Rome.
Miss Sartain carried her audience along with her, and

time for closing came all too soon. Before adjourning

Mrs. Van Kirk, for so many years the beloved principal

of the Training School, said a few kindly words, also

Miss Fox, Vice President of the Association, expressed

her appreciation.

Every one felt a deeper interest in the great works of

art than before, Those who had seen the originals had

memory quickened by renewed associations. Those who
had not been sp fortunate realized what pleasure is

before them if the time comes when they, too, may see

these masterpieces in their own setting.

After the meeting a reception was held at Mrs. Van

Kirk's home, 1333 Pine St., where an abundance of re-

freshment and hospitality were delightfully tendered.

This was pronounced a most successful meeting, and

every one there seemed well rewarded for the effort

made to be present.



M NEW GAMES, PLAYS AND PIECES FOR LITTLE PEOPLE
By Laura Rountree Smith

March.

(Children enter, carrying letters to spell the word

"March." Then line up, recite and sing.)

M. March ! March ! here we come,

Do you hear wood-pecker drum?

C.

H.

All night long the wind is blowing,

Telling flowers 'tis time for growing.

Right up o'er the tree-tops high,

Soon our pretty kites we'll fly !

Come and turn the wind-mills, so,

Merry March winds blow, oh blow

!

Here we see the daffodils,

Marcli is coming o'er the hills.

Song. Tune, "Twinkle Little Star."

Merry winds of springtime blow,

Gone is winter's ice and snow,

Merry winds of springtime blow,

Call the little flowers to grow !

March Play.

Here is the wind-mill turning round, (turn right arm
round)

With a pleasant, whirring sound.

Here is Lhe kite that flies on high, (raise right arm,

wave it)

Down it will come again by and by, (lower arm).

Here is the little stream flowing along, (extend both

arms to the right

)

Singing to us a springtime song.

The merry March wind goes whistling by, (whistle)

Up, high over the tree-tops high, (wave right hand over

head).

But best of all we like the sound,

Of the wind-mills turning round and round, (turn arm
round).

Kite Play.

See the pretty kites how they fly, (wave right arm over

head)

Up, up, over the tree-tops high,

Grasp the string and hold on tight, (clench right hand)
Oh, do not lose the pretty kite,

Pull the string then as before, (lower arm slowly)

Bring the kites all clown once more!

Pussy Willow and Robin.

(To be given by a child carrying a bunch of Pussy

Willows, and a child wearing a red cape. They join

hands as they both recite.)

Robin :

Don't you know that spring is here?

Pussy Willow, Pussy Willow,

In a fur coat you appear,

Pretty Pussy Willow !

Pussy Willow

:

] know that spring has come again,

Robin, robin red-breast

;

I heard you singing in the rain,

Happy Robin red-breast

!

Both:
We do not mind the chilly weather,

We'll sing and grow right here together,

Then if the day is coul and long,

We will cheer up with a song !

1st:

2nd:

3rd:

Polite Children.

I thank you, 1 thank you

For what you give me,

1 thank you, 1 thank you,

Polite as can be.

Excuse me, excuse me,

I often have to say,

Excuse me, excuse me,

While at work and play!

If you please, if you please,

1 will be polite,

If you please, if you please,

1 11 learn to read and write.

All:

I thank you, Excuse me, and if you please,

Are gay little fellows who never will tease,

We all bow politely upon bended knees,

Like Japanese children over the seas!

Good Morning and Good Evening.

Good morning, good morning,

Have you a smiling face? (smile)

Good morning, good morning,

Each child is in his place,

We shake hands politely, so, (shake hands)

To our seats then we will go, (go to seats).

Good evening, good evening,

It's almost time for bed,

Good evening, good evening,

So nods each sleepy head, (nod heads)

While mother sings a lullaby,

The Dream Ship goes a sailing by! (wave arms).
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What the Wind Said.

By Laura Rountree Smith.

What said the wind in the trees,

As he whistled and sang one night,

To the little boy in his trundle-bed,

As he rocked the branches high over head,

And the stars were shining bright?

The wind said, "Listen to me,

I sing of ships at sea,

And of many countries far away.

For I travel onward by night and day,

If wonderful things you would know,

Little boy, you must grow and grow."

Thus said the wind in the trees,

As he whistled and sang one night,

To the little boy in his trundle-bed,

As he rocked the branches high over head,

And the stars were shining bright.

THE NEW BIRD.

Rebecca Strutton,

1025 8th St., San Diego, Calif.

Flitting here then floating there,

Soaring high up in the air,

Pretty, graceful, birdlike thing,

Watch the nutter of its wing,

Darting down then rising high,

Just a speck up in the sky.

What can such a large bird be,

Flying over land and sea ?

Ah, it fairly makes me thrill,

So smooth it glides o'er vale and hill,

See ! it takes a spiral dip,

While below I spellbound sit.

Birdman, when this bird you tame,

Let me join the flying game.

THE DELICATE DOLL.

Little friends from everywhere

Tell me, will you please,

Did you ever have a doll

Catch a cold and sneeze?

Did you ever have a doll

Have an awful fever,

Ever have the whooping cough

So you couldn't leave her?

My poor doll is always ill,

Always in great pain;

I think I know what made her sick

I left her in the rain.

—S. M. T.

Scale Song.

By Laura Rountree Smith.

Hear the merry March winds blowing,

Round the wind-mills all are going,

Hear the merry March winds calling

To the little raindrops falling!

THE FAIRY ARMY OF THE LAKE.

(Miss) Margaret Ridlou,

Simmons College, Boston, Mass.

See, child, look ! 'Neath the glorious moon
The silent lake lies blackly blue.

Those sparkling lights? Dear heart, they are

The fairies' armor showing through.

The fairy knights who guard the shore

Ride prancing horses, snowy white.

Wear golden, flashing armor too,

Cans't see it in the bright moonlight?

Last night, dear heart, the moon lit up

The stormy lake, we saw abreast

Each wave, white, flashing pennants flung,

White manes we saw tossed on each crest.

One time the goblins of the lake

Shipwrecked a mariner this Fall,

And so the gallant fairy knights

Claimed vengeance on them one and all.

The battle waged. The lake grew rough,

Men said: "The worst storm of the year."

But you and I, dear child, we knozv—
The goblins fled away in fear.

We saw the banners and the plumes

Flash o'er the wave-crest in the fight,

We saw the horses plunge and rear,

It was no storm for us last night .

Upon the calm and silent lake

Tonight the glimmering moonlight streams,

The fairy knights are marching by
,

Beneath the lake their armor gleams.

So when you see that broad path shine

Across the still, dark lake at night,

You'll know it is the fairy host

Which marches in its trappings bright.

ON THE TRAIN.

How do you like to ride on a train,

Ride through the country so fast?

Skip over mountain and skim over plain,

With the whistle blowing a blast.

Right through big cities and small cities too,

And black spooky tunnels we creep,

But after awhile there is nothing to do

So I lean on my mother and sleep.

S. M. T.

"The time of compelling a child to study Latin just

because it is included in the curriculum and not for

the good it will actually do the student is past. What
we must now do is give the child what it wants and
what it will profit by rather than to overload it with
work that will be of but little benefit for the simple

reason that they do not take an interest in it."

—

Sluart

A. Curtis, Detroit.

Men resemble the gods in nothing so much as

in doing good to their fellow creatures.—Cicero,
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The Sailor Boys and Sailor Maids.

FROM PRIMARY EDUDATION

1. Jolly Sailors. Arms folded with elbows raised

high. Heel, toe and 1, 2, 3. Set heel in front, point

toe back, 2, run three, steps. 1, 2, 3. Repeat around the

room once, beginning with left foot and alternating

left and right.

2. Hoisting the Sails. All face the center of the

room and grasp the rope and pull all together with a

downward sweep of the bod)'. Repeat several times.

3. Rocking of the Ship. We keep our balance by

responding to the movement of the ship. Walking

with our feet well apart and swaying the body from

side to side.

4. Sighting Land. All facing left, left foot forward,

weight forward, heads high, left hand shading eyes and

right band retired ; look in the distance.

5. Rejoicing Over Landing. Wave right arms and

skip forward around the room once, then three short

cheers—all together with right hands high in air as if

waving sailor caps.

6. Hauling the Halyards. Facing left, walk forward,

taking short, quick steps, and pull the rope in quickly

hand over hand, watching them as we pull.

7. The Landing. Skipping forward to seats.

Other group rhythms as, Indian Life, The Eskimos,

The Spring Farmer, The Builder, etc., can be easily

worked out for indoors or outdoors.

Outdoor Games That Keep Us All Busy.

1. Trip to the Village. One-half the players belong

to one village, one-half to the other village. The vil-

lages are about twenty feet apart. On "Go" each group

of villagers makes a trip to the other village and re-

turn. The group that gets back first wins the game.

Played three times.

2. Flying Home. Each child has a tree for home,

or two or three may have the same tree. One without

a home stands in the middle of the forest. At a clap

of the hands every one runs around through the for-

est, at another hand clap, all seek their homes and the

one without. a home finds one. The child left over is

the homeless one for the next game.

3. Hopping Toads. What are we good for?

The toads form in a circle and join hands . One toad

stands in the center with a rope about the length of

the radius of the circle. On the end of this rope is

securely tied a bean bag. The center toad swings the

rope in a small circle, first keeping it close to the floor;

he gradually enlarges the circle until the bag comes in

line with the feet of the toads in the big circle, who
must jump to avoid being hit by the bag. Whichever
toad is. unfortunate enough to be hit must exchange
places with the center player.

4. Japanese Shadoiv Game. Some one cries, "The

Shadow ! The Shadow !" and every one tries to step on

some one's else shadow. A splendid game for a cold

sunshiny day.

5. A Village Dance. All stand in a circle. Each

child standing next to his partner. One child in the

center.

1. All clap hands four times; all stamp four times.

2. Join hands in the circle and glide seven glide steps

to the left, jumping and clapping on eight.

3. Join left hands with partner and skip around part-

ner once in eight counts.

4. Join right hands and skip around partner once in

eight counts.

5. All join hands and breaking the circle in one place,

the leader here leads the players in a winding route,

skipping and winding up the circle when the leader

reaches the center, and has wound up the players

around the center player, she calls, "Clap your

bands once and all take partners and skip away."

Tiie middle player snatches a partner and all skip

away. The one left without a partner stands in the

middle for the next time.

6. Chasing the Snow Ball. The ball is held high in

the center of a group. A good strong boy stands in

the center near the one holding the ball. By strong,

I mean strong in leadership, as well as in muscle. He
takes the ball quickly and throws it as high and as far

as be can. All chase the ball. When a player gets

both hands on it, he has it safe and the others fall

away from him about ten feet; then he runs back to

the starting point and they try to tag him before he

returns the ball to the boy who threw it. If they tag

him he must stay out of the next game.

A NATIONAL BALLAD SEARCH.
A national search for old ballads has been inaugur-

ated by the United States Bureau of Education. Con-
vinced that many of the English and Scottish popular'

ballads of olden times still survive in the United States,

and that immediate steps are necessary to rescue them
from oblivion, the Bureau has commissioned Prof. C.

Alphonso Smith, of the University of Virginia, a prom-
inent folk-lore investigator, to institute a nation-wide

search for. versions of these old ballads that once helped

to mold the character of the men and women who made
up the larger part of the Colonial population of this -

country.

Among the ballads for which survivals are sought
are : Robin Hood. The Beggar-Laddie, Bonny Barbara
Allan, The Crafty Farmer, Durham Field, The Earl

of Mar's Daughter, Fair Annie, Johnnie Armstrong's
Last Goodnight, Ladie Isabel and the Elf Knight, Child
Maurice, The Lass of Roch Royal, The Mermaid, Rob
Roy, The Three Ravens, Trooper and Maid, and the

Wife of Usher's Well.

If instead of a gem, or even a flower, we could cast

the gift of a lovely thought into the heart of a friend,

that would be giving as the angels give—.George Mc-
Donald.
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After a few months in London, during' which period

the editor visited several English schools (of which

something more will be said when she can get at her

notes,) she left Southampton on January 31st, to take

the homeward voyage.

With the wind against us most of the way, progress

has been delayed somewhat, but despite sudden squalls

of rain or Hurries of snow or hail, some of us have man-
aged to keep on deck all day long, well protected by
rugs, furs, and rain-coats.

Whereas, during the October-November passage we
were several days in the Gulf Stream, whose presence-

was betrayed by the clusters of seaweed swept along in

its current, and also by the increased temperature which

permitted one's appearance on deck without hat or wrap,

on this voyage the great ocean current has given no
conspicuous indication of its existence, although were

it not for it the temperature would doubtless be unbear-

ably cold.

A constant source of pleasure, interest and curiosity,

are the gulls. Ever, with tireless pinion they hover
around the rear of the vessel, and one; never tires of

studying their wonderful sustained power of flight.

Apparently, in order to rest, they need but adjust

themselves to the invisible currents of air and yield

themselves to be carried gently but swiftly, hither and
yon. Backwards, forwards, sideways, upwards, down-
wards, they float, without the apparent tremor of a

feather. But when they do fly, they move with speed

and grace. At times as if by a preconcerted signal, the

entire body of birds will desert the vessel's stern, and as

we see them hastening to the side we know they are

about to receivedhe daily bread for sake of which they

attend ship so faithfully and with such faith. One feels

curious to study the lens of an eye to note its powers of

magnifying.

The soft gray color of body and wing, the latter tip-

ped with black, is very beautiful, but when the sunlight

strikes them, they resemble gigantic floating snowfiakes.

When the kindergartner studies the power and uses

of the invisible wind, the manner in which birds and
aeroplanes make avail of the air currents would prove

an interesting and profitable subject cf discussion.

Observation of the flight of the gulls necessarily re-

minded one of that notable case in the South Kensing-

ton Museum which illustrates some of the knowledge

thus far gained as to the laws of flight. Here is shown
specimen after specimen of the wings of various birds,

insects, bats, flying-fish, flying-snakes, and the like, to

exhibit the various mechanisms employed, and the.

evolution of one form of progression into another. The
complete wing, the skeleton, and the feather, the scale,

are .shown and also small human-made mechanical

models to further illustrate the mode of operation.

This one case, in its completeness, is but one. example

of the thoroughness -with which the British Museum
and its branches are arranged, in order to assist the

seeker after knowledge.

The whistling and roaring of the wind through the

rigging sets one to [thinking that perhaps we do not

give as much time and attention as we might, in the

kindergarten to the various sounds produced by the

invisible wind—the whistling, sighing, moaning, roar-

ing, according as the instrument upon which it plays is

the light foliage of the deciduous trees; the thick, close

knit branches of the evergreens, the strings of the

telegraph-wires, and the like. An aeolian-harp might

be a source of great interest and pleasure in many a

kindergarten. Can one of our readers give instructions

for making one'.'

Forty-seven valuable horses are among our passengers

the only kind of steerage except cattle, that the Atlantic

Transport Line carries. Forty-two of these are great,

splendid, heavy draught-horses from Belgium and

France. The others are racers. Their quarters are

comfortable and well-ventilated. The draught-horses of

England and Scotland have long, thick hairs upon their

legs—the legs of the others an; short-haired. Perhaps

country boys and girls could think out why the latter

are more desirable in a district where muddy roads

predominate.

We are perplexed while in London at seeing the horses

clipped in what seemed at first an unreasonable manner.

The back was not shaved, but the lower half of the

body was clipped close, so that it seemed as if the lungs

and more important organs were needlessly exposed to

cold. But we are told that the hair, if left uncut, gets

damp and wet, and as it does not dry readily in the ever

moist air, of London, the animals would be chilled and

subject to various ills. Hence there is a reason for this

peculiar way of hair-dressing among London's hostlers.

The climate of London is a strange contradiction.

Roses grow in the gardens until after the New Year;
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the grass is green; and the spring birds singing, but one

shivers inside the pretty houses, insufficiently heated

by tiny grates.

The so-called Public Schools of Rugby and Eaton arc

in name familiar to most American readers. Less well

known is the great Public School of St. Pauls' located

in that part of London known as Hammersmith.

This school is of a very ancient foundation, in con-

nection with the wonderful old cathedral, but it was

re-organized (1508-1512) by John Colet, who endowed it

with estates of an annual value of 112 pounds or more.

The first master was William Lilly, a celebrated gram-
marian, and to those concerned in the history of edu-

cational progress it is of interest to read that in 1510 the

'company of mercers were appointed trustees, the

"first example of non-clerical management in educa-

tion."

This John Colet was a man of note and influence in

his day. He was a graduate of Magdalen College.

Oxford, and traveled in Paris and Italy in 1493, study-

ing both canon and civil law, and becoming acquainted

with Erasmus. Upon returning to England in 1496 he

lectured on the epistles of St. Paul, replacing the old

exegesis by one in harmony with the new learning, his

methods greatly influencing Erasmus, to whom he in

later years gave an annuity. He advanced from one

church preferment to another, until he became
dean of St. Paul's, and also Chaplain to Henry VIII.

He preached at Wolsey's installation as cardinal. His

religious opinions were much more liberal than those of

the clergy of his time, so much so that he was in danger

of persecution as a heretic. It was with money inherited

from his father that the far-sighted educationalist re-

founded the great endowed school for boys, which,

during these many centuries has wielded so mighty an

influence, through the innumerable children who
have studied there.

We attended a lecture in one of its classic halls—

a

lecture describing the delights of camp-life in Canada,

winter and summer, for such boys as long for a few

months of adventure in the wilderness. Of interest it

was to the American observer to note that it was not

the pictures of enormous fish caught in the mountain
lakes that elicited the most applause—but every beau-

tiful sunset occasioned enthusiastic hand-clapping.

Why this should be with an audience of boys of from

10 to 19 years of age, we have not been able to deter-

mine to our own satisfaction. Possibly many of them
have experimented with cameras and know some of the

difficulties involved in securing good sky effects, but
that English boys should be more interested in beauty

than in sport both surprised and puzzled the spectator.

The present school buildings are of great length and
present an imposing appearance from the outside,

especially if viewed from the vast playground which
belongs to the school.

The school's many endowments in the course of time

have so increased in value that, from the fund accrued,

the Company of Mercers decided a few years ago to

establish a foundation for girls similar to that for boys.

Hence arose the St. Paul's School for Girls, which bears

upon its facade the date 1903. The buildings are

spacious, beautiful and well equipped, and the presiding

genius of the school, Miss Gray, is a woman of rare

character and fine influence.

The same discussion as to the present value of the

classic rages in England as in America, and hence it is

interesting to read that when St. Paul's school was

founded so long ago a highmaster was to be sought who
should "be learned in good and clean Latin, and also

in Greek if such may be gotten." It was the first

school "that came into being under the immediate in

fluence of humanism."

"Yours is not a free country. Your men are bound

by public opinion; your women are bound by the petty

clictums of society; your little children are chained.

You try to make them into little men and women, not

studying their natural instincts and allowing them to

follow their good impulses. You bind them by the

school desk, which is a symbol of the prison houses

you make of your public schools. You say to the child:

"You shall study this'—mathematics, or a science,

or a language—not realizing that perhaps the child is

a Michael Angelo, a Raphael, whose interests lie along

quite different lines from those which you map out for

him.—Dr, Montessori

"'Take the matter of will, for instance. The great

trouble with society to-day is the lack of stability of the

individual. Will means constancy. To will is to be

able to do something good, useful, in concentrated

fashion. The most permanent and best community
life is built on this stability in activity. The laborer

persists, successfully, in his trade life. The woman
builds the home, using this same persistency in her love

for her husband and her care of her children. If we are

going to develop in our children the will to live as good
members of a community, we will study the first, in-

stinctive efforts to be busy about some childish play or

task. The little child who completes a labor and per-

sists in it, is taking his first step toward strength of

character.—Dr. Montessori.

It's the real masters of life that make us ashamed
ever to utter anything but thanksgiving. The business

we are in thrusts into our very faces more suggestions

of real joy and happiness than any other trade, calling,

occupation, or pursuit there is. It is the business of

perfecting life, nothing less, and life is good, healthy,

and full of juice. Life is great, sweet, and rich and
strong. Nothing can blot out your instructive and nat-

ural joy of it except yourself.—Wm. McAndrew, in

Journal of Education, Boston.

Dr. Jenny B. Merrill has added to her lecture subjects

the following: How to Present Simple Truths Concern-
ing Sex to Young Children. She is also prepared to

deliver addresses on any subject relating to Home Train-
ing, Kindergarten and Primary Methods, or Child Wel-
fare in the Community. She can be secured for addresses
to teachers, mothers, and in summer schools.

Never trouble another for what you can do
yourself.



HINTS^SUGGESTIONS FOR RURAL TEACHERS
CONDUCTED BY GRACE DOW

DEAR RURAL TEACHER.—In undertaking this department I trust that my somewhat extended experience in
rural schools and my subsequent normal trainin'g and city school work may assist me in making it practically

helpful to you in your work 'with the little children. I understand the tremendous tax upon the time or any rural
teacher who is trying to do good work, the wide range of studies, the constant temptation to neglect the little ones
for the apparently more pressing need of the older classes and the lack of equipment necessary for the best work.
My hope is to assist you to secure better results with the small children,and I shall unhesitatingly recommend the
intelligent use of kindergarten material as likely to produce the best results with least expenditure of time. How
to use this material, what to select, what substitutes, etc. , -will be discussed from month to month in these columns.

MARCH.

Tints of green upon the grass

;

Swelling buds on every tree

;

Fleecy clouds that quickly pass

;

Birds to sing for you and me.

Flowing brooks and melting snow

;

Winds that whistle loud and clear;

Wake, O flowers ! Awake and grow !

March has come and spring is here.

—Selected.

ROBERT LOUIS STEVENSON.

There are many verses of Robert Louis Stevenson

particularly attractive to children, the one entitled "The

Wind" should be taught the children in connection with

a study of the wind during this month.

They will be interested in the life of this man who

understood the thoughts of children so well, he loved

them, and loved everything in nature, and was always

cheerful though an invalid the greater part of his life.

He was born in Edinburgh, Scotland. He began

writing verses when very young, and even before he

could write them he often repeated them, and his

mother wrote them for him.

He was obliged to go to bed very early, and often

would lie awake and repeat rhymes to himself. He
could not understand the difference in the length of

days in summer and winter, and in summer he said, "I

would rather go to bed at seven o'clock that used to

be.'' This thought he expressed in verse

:

And does it not seem hard to you,

When all the sky is clear and blue,

And I should like so much to play,

To have to go to bed by day?

As a boy he was full of life and fun, and a leader in

all school boy sports, but on account of ill health could

not attend school regularly. When six years of age

his uncle gave him a Bible picture book as a prize for

giving the best history of the life of Moses, and from

that time his greatest desire was to be an author.

On account of his health he lived for many years on

an island in the Pacific ocean, and devoted much time

to writing interesting books full of life and adventure.

THE WIND.

I saw you toss the kites on high,

And blow the birds about the sky

;

And all around I heard you pass,

Like ladies' skirts across the grass

—

O wind, a-blowing all day long,

O wind, that sings so loud a song

!

I saw the different things you did,

But always you yourself you hid. .

I felt you push, I heard you call,

I could not see yourself at all

—

O wind, a-blowing all day long,

O wind, that sings so loud a song.

O you that are so strong and cold,

O blower, are you young or old?

Are you a beast of field and tree,

Or just a stronger child than me?

O wind, a-blowing all day long,

O wind, that sings so loud a song.

—Stevenson.

SPRING CALENDAR.
If you have a blackboard not in use set it aside for

this purpose; if your blackboards are needed daily, use

instead a large sheet of cardboard.

Have the children report each day the signs of spring;

the date of each, the first pussy willows, the first robin,

blue bird, meadow lark, crocus, snow drops, etc.

Each child is to make a similar calendar of a single

sheet or a folder, decorating with something appropri-

ate as pussy willow, robin, or crocus, and placing the

memoranda on one side or, within if a folder "glimpses

of spring."

PAPER CUTTING AND MOUNTING.
The material for paper cutting during this month is

endless in variety and excellent in quality. A talk upon

the wind will lead them to suggest the pin-wheel, kites,

weather vane, Dutch wind-mills and sails. Dutch wind-

mills may be cut of blue paper and mounted upon white;

weather vanes from black paper mounted upon white;

the kites and pin-wheels may be mounted or made to

use on the playground.

Each child in the country can be provided with pussy

willows. Call the children's attention to the brown

coat and its soft fur coat, this will open the way to

further study of buds. Have each child cut and mount

several branches in an artistic arrangement, the stem

of dark brown, the "pussy" of white, and mounted upon

gray.

A sugar camp.—Few children in the country are un-

familiar with a sugar camp, and they will enjoy repre-

senting one. Each child should be provided with a

large sheet of drawing paper. Have him cut and

mount a number of trees, then the pails suspended from

same. A sugar camp, a kettle over a fire for boiling

the sap, a boy carrying a pail, a cart and various other

articles may be added to complete the scene.

NUMBER AND WORD GAME."

Arrange in some convenient place in your room a

fish pond ; a fine net or coarse cloth will answer the pur-
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Grand Rapids, Mich.

• The students of the Grand Rapids Training School

and the Froebel Child Study Club listened to a most

interesting paper Wednesday, Feb. 4, by Mrs. H. N.

Moore. Subject: "Requirements and Compliance."

Montpelier, Vt.

Through the efforts of Miss Edith Blanchard, a

kindergarten teacher, a mothers' club has been organ-

ized in this city. At the first meeting the children

were present, and entertained the mothers with

drills and exercises.

I ew York.

At the March meeting of the New York Public

School Kindergarten Association to be held at the Nor-

mal College of the city of New York, Park and Lex-

ington Ave., 68th and 69th Sts., Mr. Geo. E. Johnson,

former superintendent of the Pittsburgh playgrounds

will give an address. Topic, Play and Recreation.

Marion, Ind.

A kindergarten mass meeting was held at the first

M. E. church, Feb. 5th, for the purpose of bringing

the kindergarten work before the people of Marion,

giving them an understanding of its true value. Miss

Charlotte Gardner of Boston, who is in charge of the

psychology department made the address. There are

four public school kindergartens in the city, and the

mothers residing in the district where these kinder-

gartens are located were the guests of honor.

Toledo, Ohio.

At the annual meeting of the Ohio Kindergarten As-

sociation an excellent exhibit of the work of the To-

ledo kindergartens was made. Prominent speakers on

the program were the following: Dr. Mary Law,

principal of the Law-Froebel Training School of To-
ledo; Carl C. W. Nicol, professor of philosophy, Ober-

lin College, and Miss Nettie Faris, principal of the

Cleveland Kindergarten Training School, who has re-

cently returned from a study of Italian methods as

practiced in the schools of Rome.

Other officers of the state association are Miss Lil-

lian Stone, first vice-president, Cincinnati ; Miss Ma-
tilda Perrin, second vice-president, Dayton ; Miss Ma-
tilda M. Remy, corresponding secretary and treasurer,

Toledo; Miss Inez J. Pierce, recording secretary,

Cleveland; Miss Elizabeth Samuels, auditor, Columbus.

A banquet Saturday night closed the convention.

Syracuse, N. Y.

Fifty-four teachers of the kindergartens and first

four grades of the public schools have organized a

glee club, with Miss Linn Marie Hawn as director.

CHILDREN.
There is nothing in the world so important as chil-

dren, nothing so interesting. If you ever wish to go in

for some form of philanthropy, if you ever wish to be

of real use in the world, do something for the children.

If you ever yearn to be wise, study children. If the

great army of philanthropists ever exterminate sin and

pestilence, ever work out our race salvation, it will be

because a little child has led them.

—

David Starr Jordan.

How can a child give free rein to his fancy when
there is so little room for "make believe'' left in his

petted life? John Ruskin's mother limited his toys to

an immense box of blocks, with which he built, day

after day, the fragile edifices that turned his mind un-

consciously to beauty of construction, to the graces

and glories of architecture. The bareness of his sur-

roundings compelled him to people his own world with

creations of his own invention.

Each class in the Fairmont, W. Va., High School is

named for some prominent citizen of the city. The
citizen thus designated is known as the class sponsor,

the class bearing his name instead of the usual class

numerals. The sponsor takes a personal interest in the

class. He entertains them once or twice during their

junior and senior years, and assists them in different

ways in their various class enterprises. In some in-

stances sponsors have been successful in keeping boys

and girls in school who would otherwise have dropped
out.

Community music is the latest in co-operation. The
pastor of a church in Locust Valley, N. Y., found that

the church, the school, and the young people's organ-

izations were spending a total of about $1,300 per year

for music without getting the best results. At his sug-

gestion they pooled their funds and secured for $100

a month the" services of a competent music director

who spends two days a week in Locust Valley, organ-

izing and directing the music for the church and school,

training a children's choir, giving monthly musical en-

tertainments, and developing a choral society.

Pupils in the Dickerson High School, Jersey City,

went to school from 43.0 in the afternoon to 10 o'clock

at night on one occasion lately, in order that the adult

members of their families might see the school plant

in operation. Over 15,000 citizens took advantage of the

opportunity offered by Superintendent Snyder to see

what the high school was actually domg. The school

program was carried out in the regular order, includ-

ing the serving of the school luncheon about the middle

of the session.

Bertha Johnston, Editor of the Committee of the

Whole, and former editor of this magazine, sailed from
London January 31st, via steamship Minneapolis, of the

Atlantic Transport Line, on her return trip to New
York. Under date of January 14th she reported that

roses were blooming in English gardens, that the grass

was fresh and green, but the air quite chilly and un-

comfortable.
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WHAT IS TO BECOME OF OUR "BACK-
WARD SCHOOL CHILDREN?

Within a few years public attention has been called

to the existence of large numbers of children in our

elementary schools, who, though not strictly speak.:ng

deficient, yet are unable to receive instruction in the

ordinary way.

Germany first saw the necessity of making special

provision for these children, and her first auxiliary

schools were established in 1865 ; they have been recent-

ly reported to contain over 7,000 children.

The Scandinavian countries and Switzerland "nave

also made efficient provision. The movement began in

England in about 1892 and in the United States two

years later.

The number of children so defective is considered

to be one per cent of the enrollment. Upon this basis

one hundred thousand children in the United States re-

quite special care and attention. Teachers are ignorant

of the presence of such children often until past the

age of improvement.

Such children must be made obedient, attentive, or-

derly, industrious, and polite. The chief aim should

not be to develop the mind of the child, but rather

mind and body.

The child's natural love of sports and taste for man-

ual occupation are powerftd helps in his training.

Weaving, sewing, drawing, modeling and constructing

should occupy about one-half of the child's time. The
chief aim should be to make the child less unlike others

in ordinary things, to give him the use of his hands,

eyes and limbs; to eliminate the awkwardness and odd-

ity which prejudice people against him.

Gymnastics and sports are among the most efficient

means for arousing and stimulating the attention, will

and self-control.

The number of children taught in these schools in

our country has been so small that the subject has not

yet forced itself upon public attention. Teachers should

be urged especially in the lower grades to give each

child individual attention.

Gymnastics and sports are among the most efficient

of care after leaving school. The boys are taught trades

and afterwards placed out as helpers. The head of the

institution makes it his business to visit each boy once

or twice a year to examine into his condition. Ger-

many has thus far reached the highest success in mak-
ing this class self-supporting.

Dinner is served to the girls who come to the even-

ing classes in the Washington Irving High School, New
York City. Instead of going to public restaurants, the

girls come directly from work to the school, and spend

the intervening time in the "gym" or reading rooms.

Hakodate, Japan, January 8th, 1914.

"We opened a new kindergarten in October of last

year. The children flocked to our doors. We are full

and overflowing and many on the waiting list. Our
Japanese kindergartner understands English, so she

need not have it translated. We find the magazine

exceedingly useful, Augusta Djckekson.

HOW A VILLAGE SCHOOLHOUSE BECAME
THE CENTER OF A SOCIAL MOVEMENT.
The following from a correspondent at Prescott,

Wisconsin, for the Chicago Tribune, is interesting:

When the Rev. Chester A. Griswold came to Pres-

cott last summer he was not content with preaching

from his pulpit to his own limited congregation twice

each Sunday and running the midweekly prayer meet-

ing. He wandered about ilia streets in the evening

and soon learned it was the common thing foi the

young women and men to loaf about the postofiice or

the railroad station.

The Rev. Mr. Griswold made up his mind Prescott

needed =i social engineer. He went to Mayor j. W.
Howes.

"Mr. Mayor," he said, "we ought to have somebody
hired by the whole town to tackle the job of getting

everybody together to plan and enjoy and develop a

town ambition. 1 can't do it because I am hired by

just a part of the people, and my services belong to

them, but I'll help all I can."

Mayor Howes was interested in young people and be-

lieved in teamwork for folks. He talked things over

with his wife. The result was that the entire town

was invited to a Mother Goose pantomime and a dance

at the mayor's home. Other people became interested

and other town parties were given by private individ-

uals. Then, when it had been demonstrated that a com-

munity good time was possible, the minister and the

mayor wrote to the- bureau of social centre development,

which is a part of the extension department of the

University of Wisconsin, and asked for direction and

help.

The result is a people's club has been organized with

the mayor as president. Every man and woman in the

town becomes a member on payment of taxes, and

meetings are held each fortnight to listen to speakers

on public questions. Miss Genevieve Turner, a school

teacher with a special aptitude for social centre work,

was sent to Prescott as the social organizer and recre-

ation director.

The school house has become the center of the social

movement, and the village park has been turned into

a big and well equipped playground. Mothers and

fathers join with their children in learning the folk

dances and out of door games. Volley ball, with the

mayor and minister leading the teams, is a popular

recreation for the men.

ENCOURAGING TO OUR RURAL SCHOOLS.

Your Uncle Sam's farms in 1913 raised foodstuffs

to the value of $9,750,000,000, of which $3,600,000,000

were animal products and $6,100,000,000 were crops.

The number of farms has" increased 11 per cent since

1910, until now there are 6,600,000 farms in this

country.

These farms have more than doubled in value in

13 years. They are worth $500,000,000 more in 1914

than in 1912.—New York Globe.

Note.—Let teachers in rural schools use these figures

in arithmetic hour. It may help keep boys on the

farm,
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SOME EXPERIMENTS IN ELEMENTARY
SCHOOL ORGANIZATION.

Samuel W. Brown,

State Normal School, San Francisco, Cal.

AN ABSTRACT

The demand by various social conditions and forces

for a further enrichment of the elementary school cur-

riculum, together with a widespread demand for

greater thoroughness in the traditional common school

subjects must be ultimately met by certain changes in

the organization of the elementary public school .

First of all the curriculum must be divided. That

part of it which is valuable to all pupils alike because

it aims to make them good citizens is the part which

should be required in common of all. The rest is spe-

cial. Parts' of it should be required of some, but not

of others. The needs and abilities of each individual

should be the basis for determining what of the special

material should be required of him.

Since these two kinds of material are frequently

found within the same school subject, this division of

the curriculum into common and special cannot be

made along subject lines as now organized. And since

there is much material in many of the subjects which

is neither of common nor special value, a considerable

amount of commonly used material can be and should

be eliminated and discarded.

The remaining educational material should be or-

ganized into courses for presentation. Aside from the

two major canons of common and special values the

following will be found of service as canons for de-

termining the nature of these courses :

Unity : See that, as far as possible, a single course

shall demand only one kind of ability.

Brevity : Make every course as short as possible so

that no child shall lose much time by having to repeat

it in the interest of thoroughness.

Independence: Reduce the amount of required se-

quence in courses to the smallest amount possible, in

the interest of flexibility through the ability to take re-

quired courses in more than one prescribed order.

Because of the variation of each child's program of

daily work, due to his special assignments, it will be

necessary to classify by subjects or courses rather than

by grades. Experiment shows, too, that when a child

is advanced by subjects rather than by his average in

several subjects, he will not advance at an even rate

in all subjects. Moth children will have a range of

about three grades in advancement by subjects if they

are to do the best work of which they are capable in

each subject. The present form of graded school can-

not accommodate such variation

Departmental organization of the teaching force be-

comes necessary for presenting such an enriched and

differentiated curriculum and for handling classifica-

tion on a subject basis.

President Rush Rhees, of the University of Roches-
ter, in an address on the. Training of Children in Con-
centration, Feb. 21, spoke very highly of the kinder-
garten work, which he said is one of the most beauti-

ful things that has come into our school system for

many years.

Supervisor Edward Porter St. Johns, of Harvard,

Conn., in an article published in the Courant of that

city, emphasizes the importance of educating the par-

ents if the school work is to be successful, and spoke

very highly of the kindergarten, saying that from the

first it recognized the significance of the home as an

educational institution, and its mothers' meetings are

now an almost universal feature of its work for the

youngest children. "Parents' and teachers' associa-

tions," which seek to bring together parents and teach-

ers for mutual counsel, are not very infrequent in

some localities, and may serve useful purposes.

THE TcAl MERS JOURNAL

A WIDE-AWAKE PERIODICAL

FOR

PROGRESSIVE TEACHERS
In matters of education, Indiana'is in the lime light.

The new vocational law is revolutionary in its effects and
the results will be valuable to all grades of progressive
teachers no matter where they teacli.

The Teacher's Journal contains other features of interest
to teachers everywhere. It is practical and has to do with
the problems of all teachers.

SPECIAL OFFER
Teacher's Journal (1 year) $1.00
Pathfinder (weekly) l.OO

Both Teacher's Journal and
Pathfinder $ 1 .35

This is the most helpful combination ever offered teach-
ers. We take subscriptions for all magazines a^ a very
low rate. If you are interested write for special prices.

Address,

TEACHER'S JOURNAL CO.
MARION, INDIANA

• THE-

MISSOURI SCHOOL JOURNAL
Of JEFFERSON CITY, Mo., one of the best rtr| AA
State educational papers in the West, and the \l nil
Kindergarten-Primary Magazine, both one year, <JJ I * v

U

postage paid in United States and possessions, —mml^^^^

Are You Interested In

THE SCHOOLS OF HAWAII?
The Hawaiian Islands (formerly Sandwich Is-

lands) have been since 1898 an autonomous Territory
of the United States. The School System is thoroly
modern thruout, from the numerous kindergartens
to the Territorial College of Hawaii.
For any information regarding the schools or

educational work of Hawaii, address

HAWAII EDUCATIONAL REVIEW
HONOLULU, - T. H.
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BOOK NOTES

We have received from the New York Public School

Kindergarten Association two booklets, one entitled

"Stories and Poems for the Kindergarten," the other

"Games and Finger Plays for the Kindergarten." These

books are offered at 25c each, and are made up of

stories, poems and games, finger plays, etc., selected

by a committee appointed by the association for the

purpose.

The Tale of Pigling Bland. By Beatrix Potter, author

of the Tale of Peter Rabbit. Illuminated cloth, 94

pages. Price 60c net. Published by Frederick Warne

& Co., New York.

This is number two of the second series of the fam-

ous "Peter Rabbit" books for little children. The story

has many illustrations in color, and is full of child

interest.

The Panama Canal—What It is.—What It Means. By

John Barrett, Director General of the Pan-Ameiican

Union, and former United States Minister to Pan-

ama. 128 pps., 80 half-tone illustrations, maps and

designs. Price $1.00 net. Published by the Publicity

Department, Pan American Union, Washington, D. C.

This specially prepared publication is intended to an-

swer in popular, concise and interesting form the ques-

tions asked, and to give the information desired by

everybody who wants to understand the canal, and its

significance. Edition limited.

Dewdrops from Fairyland. By Lucy M. Scott. Illum-

inated cloth, 91 pps. Price $1.25 net. Published by

Frederick Warne Co., New York.

Nine interesting stories for children as follows :
Sil-

ver Wings' Visit to Earth ; Tiger-Lily Sprite ; The Last

Bee of Summer; The Immortal Baby; The Witch and

the Goblin; When the Sun and Moon Met; The First

Rose Beetle; A Blackberry Tale; Mrs. Nightingale's

Evening Party. The illustrations, many of which are

in colors, are very attractive.

When Mother Lets Us Act. By Stella George Stern

Perry. Illustrated by Ada Budell. Illuminated cloth,

146 pages. Price 75c net. Published by Moffat, Yard

& Company, New York.

This is not a book for work, it is a book for play.

There isn't a thing to "learn by heart" in it. But the

author believes that children can learn more by having

a good time than by any other plan, if they know how

to go about it. And also that they can grow wiser by

"doing it all themselves" than in any other way ever

tried.

The Concise .Standard Dictionary. New Edition,

abridged from the Funk & Wagnalls New Standard

Dictionary. 12 mo., cloth, 585 pps., 60c net. Published

by Funk & Wagnalls, New York.

This little volume is an abridgment from the "New
Standard Dictionary." It contains "about 35,000 words

and phrases" selected on the basis of including "all

words that are sure to be used by the average person
1

in his speaking and writing, with the addition of such

words and phrases as will occur in the books, papers,

and magazines which are most likely to be read." The
volume contains an appendix that embraces several

novel features, as a department of (1) Faulty Diction,

correcting common errors in speech and writing, (2)

Rules for spelling, (3) Proper names of all kinds, (4)

Foreign words and phrases current in English litera-

ture, (5) Symbolic Flowers and Gems, (6) Abbrevia-

tions and contractions.

The Ideal Sound Exemplifier. An aid to the primary

teacher in imparting accurate pronunciation and in

securing rapid progress in reading. By a Sister of

Saint- Joseph, Archdiocese of Boston, Massachusetts.

Price 15c. For sale by Edward E. Babb & Company,

93 Federal Street, Boston.

The aim of the book is to aid the primary teacher in

preparing the little ones entrusted to her care for the

study of reading. No matter what method is followed,

the children must get a knowledge of phonics if they

are to make rapid progress in reading and be accurate

in spelling. For the very foundation of our language

consists of a number of elementary sounds which are

taught in the study of phonics. When these sounds are

known, the child can recognize and pronounce many
new words without the least assistance. Thus he is

encouraged and interested; and a desire for further

knowledge is developed.

Chicago, 111.

The National Kindergarten College of Chicago have

broadened their curriculum this year so as to include

lectures in social service, in eugenics, and in the com-

parison of the kindergarten and Montessori methods in

child training. An experimental school with children

in the Montessori method is being conducted in Chi-

cago by Miss Susan M. Gorrisk, a graduate of the

Montessori class in Rome, and who taught a small

class in Dr. Montessori's home during her training.

The chief purpose of the class is to test the method

under American conditions, and a careful scientific

record is being kept. Sunday afternoon lectures in the

Assembly hall of the college on the fine arts are being

held.

St. Paul, Minn.

The salary schedule for St. Paul kindergartners in

the public schools is as follows : Kindergarten direc-

tors, minimum, $500; maximum, $1,000; annual increase,

$50. Kindergarten assistants, minimum, $500; maxi-

mum, $650; annual increase, $50.

Statistics shown that out of a hundred pupils that

start in the first grade together only 18 of the number

will graduate from the common grade school in eight

years, while a total of 31 will eventually graduate from

the common school course. The majority of thbse who
enter drop out and join the working class before they

complete the eight years of school,



These pictures can be cut apart and used in decorative work or as gifts to the children.

DHIO EDUCATIONAL MONTHLY THE PROGRESSIVE TEACH
Of COLUMBUS, one of the best state educa-
tional journals in Ohio, and the Kindergarten-
iPrimary Magazine, both one year, postage paid
.anywhere in United States or possessions, only

$1.60

Of NASHVILLE, Tenn., one of the very best

educational papers in the South, and the Kin-
dergarten-Primary Magazine, both one year,

postage paid in United States and possessions,
$1,20



BOOKS FOR KINDERGARTEN AND PRIMARY TEACHERS-WHERE TO SEND
THIS page is published for the benefit of our subscribers scattered over the U. S.» many of them remotefrom stores where books relating to their work can be obtained. It will tell you where to send. Look itover each issue and it will keep you posted as to the latest books for Kindergarten and Primary Teachers.

READY IN APRIL

DRAMATIC GAMES AND
DANCES

For LitUe Children. By
CAROLINE CRAWFORD

Author of "Folk Dances and Games."
Illustrated. Price $1.50 Net.

THE A. S. BARNES COMPANY
New York

MARCH BROTHERS
LEBANON, OHIO

LILTS AND
LYRICS

By Alice C. 1). Kiley and Jessie L. Gaynor.
A prime favorite among teachers in

kindergartens and schools.

PRICE $1.00.

CLAYTON F. SUMMY CO.
64 E. Van Buren St.. Chicago. 111.

The Teachers' Supply

House
Pedagogy in a Nut Shell.

Every teacher should have a copy ot
this book.

Price 10c.

Rhythm and Action with Music

for the Piano
For Kindergartens and Gymnasiums.

Selected and edited by
Kathertne P. Norton.

Five marches, seven running, jump
ing, hopping and skipping, six nature
rhythms, 12 songs relating to childish
sports, and 17 miscellaneous songs.

Price $1.00.

OLIVER DITSON COMPANY
BOSTON. MASS.

Training the Little Home Maker by

Kitchengarden Methods
By Mabel Louise Keech.

This volume is designed for those
cerned In training young girls In i

tutions, social centers and neighbor
movements.
The purpose of this book Is to su

a demand from industrial workers
have not found past methods prac
for their particular fields of work
who wish to introduce more of the
work in their classes, instead of
p ay-work and games.

PRICE $1.00, NET

J. P. LIPPINCOTT Co., Philadelphia, Pa

con-
nstl-
hood

pply
who
tical
and
real
the

The Story in Primary Reading

Developing the Lesson of the Primer.

By Delia Van Amburgh.

Primary Teachers everywhere should
have this book. The plans presented,
with the illustrations, will render favor-
able results certain, in the hands of
every wide-awike teacher.

Price $1.00 net.

ATKINSON, MENTZER & CO.
Chicago, Illinois

A Year of Primary Occupation Work
By Etta Merrick Graves.

Arranged as a Daily Program.
Third Term—For April, May and June.

Price 50c.
The author has endeavored to carry

on the spirit of the kindergarten in the
daily curriculum, and bring the kinder-
garten and primary teacher into closer
and intelligent co-operation by means of
the systematic use of "Gifts" and "Oc-
cupation" work, supervised and unsuper-
vised. It is illustrated with photographs
of the finished work, charts, patterns and
poster work.

EDUCATIONAL PUBLISHING CO.
2407-2459 Prairie Ave., Chicago

M0NTESS0RI
METHODS

Complete

$50.00

J. L. HAMMETT CO.
Boston, Mass.

A Gnide to the Montes-

sori Method
By Ellen Yale Stevens.

Being an interpretation of the Montes-
sori Method for American parents and
teachers.

Price postpaid, $1.10.

FREDERICK A. STOKES CO.
443-449 Fourth Ave., New York.

THE KINDERGARTEN
By Susan E. Blow, Patty S. Hill

Elizabeth Harrison

For the Committee of Nineteen
of the International Kindergarten
Union.

" This invaluable book shouldbe in the posses
sion ofevery kindergartner ."

MA BEI, A. MacKihNE )',

President I. K . U.

Price $1.25 net, postpaid
HOUGHTON MIFFLIN COMPANY

BOSTON NEW YORK CHICAGO

FOR LITTLE FOLKS
The Sunbonnet Babies Primer.

Eu'.alie Osgood Grover .'$0.

The Overall Boys.
EnLilie Osgood Grover

The Little Kingdom Readers.
Nellie Alice Sawyer 30 and .

A Little Book of Well-known Toys.
Jenness M. Braden

The Four Wonders. Cotton, Linen, Wool,
Silk. Elnora E. Shillig

RAND McNALLY & CO. Shic^°,New Yorl

THE PLACE Of INDUSTRIES

IN ELEMENTARY EDUCATION

By KATHARINE ELIZABETH DOPP

".
. . We can only wish that this

book may have the wide-reaching in-

fluence that it deserves. " --The Nation

270 pps., illustrated, net, $1.00, postpaid, $1.11.

THEUNIVERSITY Of CHICAGO PRESS
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

THE RAINY DAY SCRAP BOOK
Designed by Edwin and Emma Shunian.

An unfailing source of profitable
amusement for children on shut-ir
days. "Mothers, teachers and childret
alike will bless the ingenuity that made
such a publicafon possible.— Christial

Advocate.
In a pocket in front of the book ard

over 100 beautiful unlabeled half-ton*
pictures in various tints, of places, H
peoples, pictures, etc., frotn all over thd
world. On eacii page is a frame, an nut
line drawing and a description. Intel
leaved for pasting in. Heavy gray pa
per. Clothbound, with cover design ii

color. Price $1.25.

THE REILLY & BRITTON CO.
CHICAGO

OLD MOTHER WEST WIN

MOTHER WEST WIND'S CHILDREN!

MOTHER WEST WIND'S ANIMAL

ERIENDS

By THORNTON W. BURGESS

Fanciful tales that delight young children.

Each volume 45c postpaid

LITTLE, BROWN & COMPANY
34 Beaccn St., Boston

The First Gift in Primary Schools,

The Third Gift in Primary Schools,

The Fourth Gift in Primary Schools,

THE J. H. SHULTS C0MPANI
Manistee, Mich.



RELIABLE KINDERGARTEN TRAINING SCHOOLS OF AMERICA

Chicago
Kindergarten
Institute
Class Rooms and
Students' Residence GERTRUDE HOUSE,

Diplomas granted for Regular Kindergarten Course (two years),

and Post Graduate Course (one yean. Special Certificates for

Home-making Course, non-professional (one year).

Credit in connection with the above awarded by the University of
Chicago.

Mrs. Mary Boomer Page,
Directors: Mrs. Ethel Roe Lindgren,

Miss Caroline C. Cronise,
54 Scott St., CHICAGO. For circulars apply to Chicago Kindergarten Institute, 54 Scott St.

NATIONAL
KINDERGARTEN

COLLEGE
ELIZABETH HARRISON. Pres.

Summer School June 1 6 to Aug. 8
Kindergarten Course

All Kindergarten subjects. Montes-
soii Methods. Art. Folk Dancing.

Primary Course
Primary Methods. Montessori Me-
thods. Art. Folk Dancing.

Credits applied on Regular Courses

For lull information address

Box 600, 2y44 Michigan Blvd.
CHICACO. ILLINOIS

PRATT INSTITUTE

Schoolof KindergartenTraining

BROOKLYN, N. Y.

Normal Course for Kindergartners,
two years. Special Courses for Teach-
ers, Mothers and Nurses. Plays with
Kindergarten Materials: Games and
Gymnasium Work ; Outdoor Sports and
Swimming; Children's Literature and
Story Telling; Nature Study; Music
and Art; Psychology; History of Edu-
cation. Model Kindergarten for child-
ren. Practice Teaching and Observa-
tion in the Kindergartens of Greater
New York.

ALICE E. FITTS, Director
Fall Term opens September 21,

1913-1914,

WASHINGTON, D. C.

COLUMBIA KINDERGARTEN
TRAINING SCHOOL

2108 CONNECTICUT AVE.

Kimiero'arten and Primary Courses
A limited number of resident pupils

Kindergarten Teachers and Students
will be interested in my investigation and study of

the MONTESSORI METHOD IN ROME, and my
practical adaptation of the Method to the American
School for little children. I will be glad to send il-

lustrated pamphlet on request.

Mrs. J. Scott Anderson, Directoress.Torresdale House

Training course begins October 1st.

AMERICAN MOJfTESSORl TEACHER-TRAINING SCHOOL

Torresdale, Philadelphia, Pa.

=PCSTALOZZI -PRO EBEL=

KINDERGARTEN TRAINING SCHOOL

S09 S. Wabash Ave., opp. Audito-
rium. CHICAGO.

Post-Graduate, Home-Making. Primary
and Playground courses. Special cour-
ses by University Professor;-. Includes
opportunity to become familiar with
Social Settlement Movement at Chica-

go Commons.
For circulars and information address,

BERTHA HOFER-HEGNER.Supt.
West Chicago, 111.

THE HARR1ETTE MELISSA MILLS
KINDERGARTEN TRAINING SCHOOL
In Affiliation with New York University
Two rears normal curse accredited

by State Board of Resents.
SUMMER COURSES

May be taken for Kindergarten Train-
ing School and University credit.

New York University,
University Heights

July 1, August 11

For information address

MISS HAR.RIETTE M.MILLS. Principal

New York University
Washington Square, New York City.

Connecticut Fro ebel Normal
Kindergarten Primary Trainintf School
Academic, kindergarten, primary and

playground courses, Boarding and day
school. Extensive facilities for thor-
ough and quick work. 14th year. Book-
lets. State certificates. Address.

. MARY C. MILLS. Principal.
181 West avenue. Bridgeport. Conn.

CHICAGO TRAINING SCHOOL for

KINDERGARTEN TRAINING SCHOOL PLAYGROUND
Resident home for a limited number of

students.
Chicago Free Kindergarten Association

H. N. Hlginbotham, Pres.
M>-« P D Armour. Vlce-Pres

SARAH B. HANSON, Principal.

Credit hi the

Northwestern and Chicago I nlversltle*
F arrlculars n«ii1ie 8s Kva H. U hit

more. *<ipt., 6 E. Madison St., cor. Mich
ave., Chicago.

WORKERS
MISS MARI RUEF HOFER

PRESIDENT
t MTers one year full Pay szr< und course,
preparing Supervisors and Directors,
Special courses in Danish Play Gym-
nastics, Folk Games and Dances, Sto-
rv Telling and Festival Work for Kin-
dergartners. Address

Chi. Tr. School for Playgd. Workers
TOO OAKWOOD BLVD.
CHICAGO, ILL.

THE RICHMOND TRAINING SCHOOL

for Kindergartners

Richmond. V»

Virginia Mechanics' Institute Building.

Richmond, Vlrglnla.

Two years' training In Theory and
Practice of Froebellan Ideals. Post-

graduate Course, also Special Classes for

Primary Teachers.

LUCY S. COLEMAN. Director.

MRS W. W ARi'HBH Sec and Treas

1874—Kindergarten Normal Institutions— 191 3
1S1« Colombia Road N. W.. WASHINGTON D. C.

The citizenship of the future depend* on the children of today.

Susan Plssneer Pollock, Principal
Teacher*' Training Course—Two Year*,

unuaer Trailing Classes at lit Chatauqus—Mountain L«k* Pftrk

—

uarntu Ui. tunuuia.

Atlanta Kindergarten
Normal School
Two Tears' Course of Study.

Chartered 1897.

P*or particulars address

WIIJ.ETTK A. AT.T.KN. Principal,

•SB Peaebtree Street. ATLANTA, a A

The Elizabeth K. Matthews Kin-

dergarten Training School

Lucretla Court, . Portland, Ore.

Keenlar course two years. Theory and
practice in private, public and settle-
ment kindergartens.
For circulars address

MISS ELIZABETH K. MATTHEWS
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Published on the first of each Month, except July and Aug-
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EDITORIAL NOTES
Laura Rountree Smith is designing a series

:>f artistic blackboard illustrations, one of which

will appear in each number of our magazine dur-

ing the following year.

Marguerite B. Sutton is arranging a series

:>f full page illustrations relating to language

work for smallest children, one of which will

appear in each issue of our magazine during the

next year.

Susan Plessner Pollock, formerly of the

Kindergarten Training School, Washington, D.

., hut now located at Gotha, Germany, will

contribute in each issue of our magazine for next

rear a story for dramatizing'.

Wk are pleased to announce that Dr. W. N.

Hailmanu, wdio has been spending the winter

n California, will resume his contributions to the

Kindergarten-Primary Magazine, probably be-

ginning with the next issue.

Through the kindness of Mr. Emmett Hay
Naylor, Secretary of the Springfield Board of

Trade, we are enabled to give in this issue some

excellent views of that city, which is now in the

lime light" in consequence of the annual

neetingof the International Kindergarten Union

:o be held there April 20-25. Additional illustra-

:ions will be given in our next issue.

,

Dr. Jenny B. Merrill, who contributes so

nany helpful articles to our magazine, will con-

:inue her work during the next volume. For

he rural and village schools she will take up the

work month by month giving definite and help-

ful instructions. For city kiudergartuers an eu-

VOL. XXVI—No. 8
tirely new series along the line of program

making will be given. Dr. Merrill's extended

experience as a kindergartner, training school

teacher, supervisor of the public school kinder-

gartens of New York City, author of kindergar-

ten books, and lecturer on kindergarten and

educational subjects eminently qualifies her for

the work.

The following testimony to the value of the

kindergarten, from Hon. P. P. Claxton, U. S.

Commissioner of Education, is certainly inspiring:

"If all homes were ideal, still the broader social life

for which Froebel pleaded for the children would need
to be supplied by tbe kindergarten. But, alas, they are

not all ideal. In many, grinding poverty and traditional

ignorance have done their work all too perfectly. In

many there is want of intelligent mother love. Harsh-

ness takes the place of gentleness, filth and negli-

gence of cleanliness and loving care, profanity and vice

of the pure speech and simple virtues that should

greet the ear and appeal to the heart of every child.

For many children the home is on the street. In many
homes of wealth and refinement the ignorant nurse is

the child's most constant companion.
" 'But the kindergarten costs money.' I think I hear

some one say; 'we cannot afford it.' We can afford it.

and all other educational facilities necessary for the full

education of our people.

"We must do it; it is our first duty to our children,

for whom we live, and in and through whom we must
live after we are dead. The wealth we have is theirs

—

beyond that which we must consume in the needs of

our daily life. Sooner or later we must leave it to them;
we are only their stewards and guardians.

"Shall we invest their money for them in bonds or
brains, or in lands or life? Shall we leave them money,
or skill to produce money and more than money?
"When we have done our full duty by providing for

our children kindergartens and schools of all grades
and kinds, when the forgotten child is remembered,
and the 'lost waif has been housed and redeemed, then
shall we enter fully into our rightful heritage and
wealth and honor and power shall be ours beyond what
we can now comprehend,"



MAIN STREET, Springfield, Mass.

UNION STATION, Springfield, Mass,
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Dr. Dewey on Social Motives in School Life

(A REPORT)

Dr. Dewey's lecture was a comprehensive review

of the relations of education to social life, and to

national life. He said that this whole movement of

education to build up national life was first conceived

by Germany.

Frederick the Great and his advisers were the

first statesmen to realize the value of the school as a

political instrument. Their object was to build up

the German nation over against competitors.

France after 1870 took the same view of education

in relation to the state and. set to work to nationalize

its schools.

England attained its national unity much earlier,

but only in our day has England nationalized her

schools.

"Industrialism" is the product of these national

tendencies. Germany again first saw the possibilities

in her schools as a national asset in industrialism,

and set to work to educate her citizens in industries

as a good economic project.

In the United States we do not realize the struggle

of nation against nation as they do in Europe.

In our country the movement in education that

correspends to "nationalism" in Europe, is more so-

cial in its character. It did its work so thoroughly by

the thirties and forties of the Nineteenth Century

that we are apt to overlook the comparative recency

of the movement.
Our movement was more broadly human and was

started in many cities under philanthropic societies.

There were all kinds of humanistic schemes intro-

ducing sentiment on a wide scale. The idea had

taken deep root that most evils spring from ignor-

ance. If minds were only enlightened, humanity would
leap forward. Horace Mann was the great repre-

sentative of this movement in our country. Our
early presidents, as Jefferson and Madison, fully be-

lieved, that the stability of democratic government

is bound up with a certain amount of knowledge.

It was not a question of the United States over

against other nations, as it was in Europe. Educa-

tion was essential in a republic.

This period in the United States was not only

one of great philanthropic interest, but also it was
a great missionary period in t'he churches. The
churches established schools, feeling it to be their

business to supply better education industrially, in-

tellectually and morally.

There was great motive power from philanthropy

and the activity of the churches. Almost every public

school started as a more or less philanthropic or

charity school.

Gradually these schools were taken over by the

municipality.

Dr. Dewey seemed to be taking us up on a moun-
tain top to give us a broad, historic survey of the

past century in order to help us see more clearly the

social motives that were so prominent in building

up our schools, but were for a time lost sight of. He

is himself the great apostle of modern school social

interests. His "School and Society" is our great edu-

cational classic. No teacher can afford to have it

absent from his book-shelf.

Dr. Dewey proceeded to show in his lecture that

in our early history, great stress was laid upon the

individual.

There were so many natural resources, prosperity

was stimulating, and the individual could go out and
carve his own future. There was much land await-

ing his coming. Individual ambition was greatly

stimulated.

Individuals were to be aroused to the idea that

all could succeed for themselves. This was true up
to the Civil War. Our people were not conscious,

as were the Germans, of the great need of training

to national ends.

More recently there has been a gathering of ten-

dencies to formulate a distinct philosophy of social

principles in education. There is a tendency to test

the various parts of educational machinery on the
basis of its contribution to social efficiency.

(To be continued.)

THE TEACHING OF CIVICS IN ELEMEN-
TARY AND SECONDARY SCHOOLS.

J. Lynn Barnard
The old-time stuffing of the memory with endless

detail about the anatomy of government, chiefly fed-

eral, which has so long masqueraded under the

name, "Civics," is illustrated; and the contention
is made that it must soon give way to a live, prac-
tical study of community activities. This study
must begin with the child's own social experience
and radiate out to ever-widening circles of interest.

Froebel realized that the immediate end of the

teaching process was to relate the pupils to their

environment, whether of language, of time and space
relations, of nature, or of man's own devising. And
this process is begun in the kindergarten. The
farmer, the carpenter, the blacksmith, all are the

child's friends, doing for him interesting services

which he sees, sings about, and imitates.

CORNELL'S COURSE IN CITIZENSHIP
Offered this year for the first time, is attended by

over 200. The course consists of 14 lectures deal-

ing with the relation of the citizen to the commun-
ity. Men actively engaged in civic and social work
have discussed schools, recreation, health, immigra-
tion, poverty, crime, labor problems, housing, poli-

tics, the church, city planning, and the press. The
course is under the direction of the department of

political science, and university credit is allowed.

What is declared to be the first training school

for "dental nurses" is now in succesful operation in

Bridgeport, Conn. Thirty-two young women

—

teachers, dental assistants, and others—are receiv-

ing special training under university professors

and practical dentists in the Fones School, and about

half the class will be ready to enter dental hygiene

work-in June, 1914.. »
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THE LITTLE GARDENER
(From the German of Friedricli Froebel.)

Bertha Johnston

See Mother PJar Picture in tiiis issue.

Fold the fingers of your left hand, mother, in the

form of a flower, such as a lily-bud. for example: clos-

ing- the fingers of the right hand in shape of a water-

ing-pot, (the thumb being the spout), with which to

sprinkle the flower, whose bud, while we do this, lie-

gins to unfold, the lingers gently opening, in likeness

of an unfolding blossom

.

L>o this only once before your beloved child, and he

will begin to imitate your action, for, however much
he may in general be inclined to imitate anything
mother-love shows him how to do, this little play gives

him particular pleasure. The meaning of this imita-

tion by your children should therefore, dear mothers,
Ire attended to with solicitude. vIt lessens for you more
than one-half the care incident to their education, and
actually effects vonv, as with a feather's weight, what
later a hundred-weight word from you can with diffi-

culty accomplish: believe me. before you learn through
painful experience, that I am right ami this insight

then is of no avail except to nourish your unhappi-
ness.

But, meanwhile, we must not forget our littlegarden-

er, for what is more charming than the sight of a little

gardener, or many little garden-playing children!

'"Tend!" "Nurture!"' are words, dear mother, which,

in the course of our reciprocal communications, and in

our common observation of. and sharing of child-life,

we have said to each other innumerable times. They
are, indeed, of consequence, for the lives of our darl-

ings. Say. thoughtful mother, what, truly, can we be-

stow upon the hearts of our hearts, i the children) , of

more importance, for their entire life, than this mind,
this disposition, for this persistence, in the nurture of

life? and giving them the means, pointing out the way,
thereto? Therefore, father and mother, dear parents,

may we dare say to ourselves, "We do this faithfully,

and have done it faithfully until now. and so we dare
hope, and you dare hope, that in old age you will receive

care and attention from your grateful children just as

the little bDy there, does what he can,with his little gift,

for the old man whom he does not even know."
Yet, true nurture, requires that Time and Place be

observed, for not all plant* endure to be watered direct-

ly upon the roots, and least of all the lilies, which are

thus easily rotted. I think, truly, that the little garden,
er, who stands there, so thoughtfully, would say to us:

"In all your nurture, consider Place;" and so the

weathercock, so easily turned here and there by the

wind, upon the far-seeing hill, says to us: "'Consider

Time."

"In the hot glow of the sunshine, watering does no
good; the already exhausted leaf has no more strength

in itself to send onward what it has received, and so re-

to remain healthy."

And in conclusion, dear parents, let us consider yet

one more thing:

"What do children do more readily, and eagerly,

Than, in a lovely garden, near the house,

To build, to tend, to water, to nurse?

To build a little house by bending branches,

To nurse the dolly in bed and cradle.

To sprinkle the flowers that soon they may blossom.

And exhale sweet fragrance in return for their

trouble.

Yes, sticks and thorns, even, shall bear fruit,

To say "thank you" to the gardener, for his care.

Ami what should now. oh parents. —what does this

teach us?

We should, like the children, increase our joy:

Then show them by quiet deed.

How this is to be attained.—

Build the house for a glad child-garden.

Thoughtfully, faithfully, the children there to tend

First to guard them, externally.

From the dangers that fetter the body:

P>u1. yet more, with care to develop,

Powers, that through. God, rule in them.

Which He gave, with Fatherly love.

That, through deed, they may raise themselves t

Him.

FROM A KINDERGARTNER S DIARY
June- 7. mil? i He fore the days of Montessori

practical exercises.)

I found Lydie all alone in our room when I entered

this morning. She had arrived early indeed, and brought

very sharp eyes with her. She greeted me with -Our part is

very dirty; may I clean it?" So we transferred trees, dolls,

park benches and animals to the tables. Then Lydie

with one of my aprons tied around her neck, and armed
with a sponge and basin of water, •cleaned" to her

heart's content. By the time the scrubbing was finished,

Kose and Katie appeared. They helped in dusting. As
other children arrived, they too became interested in

cleaning.

The piano was never dusted so thoroly, nor tables

and chairs; the steam-pipes were dusted by half a dozen

small hands, the window sills and blackboard were
cleaned

.

Coats were removed and the very hooks "wiped.

Teacher, must now do the mantel-piece. Teresa ex-

claimed, "It is too high for the children."

Our room was shining by the time we heard the nine

o'clock bell.

After opening, the children washed the plants and fed

our fishes. This is usually attended to before nine

o'clock.

A model school to be nsed as a workshop for the

training of students of education is to lie opened at

Harvard University, in the fall, according to plans

outlined by Prof. Han us some time ago. As the plan

has been explained, the school will include all depart-

ments, from the kindergarten through the high school.

When first opened only the kindergarten will be at-

tempted and each year a grade will be added until the

plan is complete.

A thousand probabilities do not make one truth.

-Italian.



THE KINDERGARTEN PROGRAM
WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO THE MONTH OF APRIL
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Suggestions on the Program for April.

Spring varies so much in different localities tha\.

it is extremely difficult to say what topic is most ap-

propriate for any particular week.

We gave suggestions on "Nature Interests" in

March, which should be reconsidered for the present

month.

It seemed best to be timely in planning for garden

work, for if possible, we want the children to see

results before vacation days arrive. But in many
instances, 1 find planting is not done before April.

It may be that "the return of the birds" was not

noted in March. If so let the kindergarten room be

bright with bird pictures this month and sing songs

of the birds according to the children's experiences

in their walks.

Find and name trees on the spring walks. Watch
for birds and blossoms. If April is not too showery

let the walks be daily if at all possible.

April showers will recall the topic "Water" which

may have been crowded out of March.

At some point the children will enjoy the classic

rhyme:

"March winds anil April showers

Bring forth May flowers."

Watch the rain drops. Tell a story of the travels

of a rain drop.

Once a little drop of water was dancing on a big

wave out in the ocean. It saw the bright sun in

the sky and wanted to climb up to meet it. Soon
i hi,-, little drop of water felt as if it had tiny wings,

and away it flew up to meet the sun! But as it was
flying, this little drop of water met a cloud. It was

lired. and the cloud said, "Come with me, I will

carry you where 1 am going." "Where are you

going?" asked the little drop of water. "I am going

over to the land where the flowers grow." "I want

to see the flowers," said the raindrop. "I will go

with you. pretty cloud." The wind began to blow
and the cloud floated away from the ocean over to.

the land where the spring flowers were starting to

grow.i The little drop of water was in the cloud.

There were many other little drops of water all

riding in the cloud. One said. "I want to .U" down
to give a drink In the pretty spring flowers."

"Then I will go with you." "1 will go, too," said

many little drops of water. Down came the drops

of rain one after another until there was a real April

shower, and the little flowers began to grow faster

that very day.

This story may be modified according to the age
of the children. It is a fundamental story that leads

later to an appreciation of the great circular movement
of water in nature, from the ocean to the river. A later

story with older children traces the return of the little

drops of water to their home in the ocean.

Another valuable nature topic for April is "Shad-

ows." Let the children run after their own shadow,

wonder why it sometimes is in 'front of them, and

sometimes is behind them.

Why is it so long? Why is it so short? Ques-

tions start thought even if no full explanation can

be given at first.

Place a stick where the children can mark the,

changes in the shadow's length and position from

hour to hour and day to day. Possibly visit a sun

dial, but let the children observe for themselves. It

is the habit of observation that we wish to encour-

age. This habit established will lead on to future

discoveries.

Do not make the mistake of giving too much in-

formation to children in the kindergarten.

They readily repeat words and even appear to

understand when they do not. Such instruction only

clogs the mind.

Play with shadows in the kindergarten room. Let

the children g'uess what object makes a certain

shadow.

Play also with the light bird and the colored band

on the wall. Showr shadow pictures on the wall, and

in the mother's meeting tell of Froebel's Mother

play in the shadow rabbit,

Children are really more fond of animals than

flowers.

Let springtime bring a live bunny to Kindergarten

if at all possible.

Even if he only spends the day, il i:- worth while.

There seems to be a barrier of reserve broken down

when a living pet animal is in the kindergarten.

Try il and see what this means.

Language come> more freely. Singing improves,

(lames are more lively and natural. Do not exclude

bunny from the. circle. Put a plant in the circle and

see what he will do. Let a child hold nut a carrot

or a cabbage leaf.

A young chick has been happily entertained in

the Kindergarten, many and many a time.

Add yours to the list if you can. One Kinder-

garten chicken visited every class in school and de-

lighted the older boys and girls quite as much as
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our little ones. Share goo.', things with your asso-

ciates, and this example will he a power in your

children's lives.

The egg has its Easter message.

The hen's nest and its eggs, the bird's nest and

the smaller eggs; the coming of chicks and birdies

is th . ever fascinating story of the Easter time.

The cocoon is a nest, too, and it may be a moth
or butterfly will awake for Easter or soon after.

Lei its life story be felt and played and sung. Do
not teach parts and details, but let the life story be

told in games again and again.

Be quiet while the children see for themselves.

Do you stand back and 1st them wonder? By a

good timely question start the little mind working

if it is not already too active.

Make connections for them by questioning if they

have been with you all the year, as, "Where did we

get the cocoon?" "How long have we had it?"

"What a long, long sleeping time for the caterpil-

lar!" "Did it have wings when it went to sleep?"

"H = w ditl it get wings?" "What are wings for?"

"Shall we open the window and let it fly away to

find flowers?"

Froebel's birthday comes in April, and wV.ile, as

1 explaine-1 in February, I do not think that such

young children appreciate heroes, yet it is a good
time each year for all kindergartners to re-read the

life of Froebel for their own inspiration.

Some little incident will make the basis for a

kindergarten story, or though his name be not men-
tioned, some extra flowers, or pretty stones may be

shown on April 21.

Froebel loved minerals. Sometimes we overlook

them in collecting for our kindergarten cabinet.

There are many soft colors in stones. Their hard-

ness and smoothness, their polish or roughness, all

appeal to the sense of touch. Have a sense game
with stones on Froebel's birthday. Take a walk

and see who will find the prettiest stone, the largest,

the smallest, the smoothest, the roughest.

Play games out of doors. Play the "transformation

game" which was one of his own favorites. Starting

with the whole circle, let it divide into two smaller cir-

cles; then let each smaller circle divide again until

there are four. Again re-unite until the one large

circle is formed again.

This game may symbolize "unity" to the kinder-

garten, but to the children it is a pretty game at

least if nothing more.

Re-read "Movement Plays" in "Pedagogies of the

Kindergarten."

APRIL OUTLINE
Subject-Matter

—

Growth—new life

—

Trees, flowers, grass.

Returning birds.

Chickens. Bunny.

Bees and butterflies,

Culminating in the Easter thought, for which

the work of March has paved the way.

Gifts-

First, third, fourth, fifth, sixth, seventh, eighth

—

Garden, peg-boards and sticks.

Chicken yard and meadows where flowers grow.

Chicken houses and coops (blocks).

Beehives (blocks or sticks).

What the birds see as they are returning, and

where they make their nests (sticks and

rings—best suited to express). (Use ^,'ift

blocks.)

Occupations

—

Painting

—

Birds, flowers, Easter eggs, cocoons, church

windows.

Pasting

—

Border designs with bird, egg, rabbit or but-

terfly units.

Tearing and cutting

—

Spring flowers, and units for pasting.

Fold.ng

—

Chicken coops, bee-hives, Easter baskets.

Clay and sand

—

Birds' nests, cocowns, Easter ';ggs, flower pots, a

city park.

Songs

—

The Chicken (Small Songs for Small Singers),

Niedlinger.

The Bluebird (Songs and Games for Little Ones),

Jenks.

God sends his bright spring sun—

-

The Flower Bed—sing to children (Smith, No. 1).

Finger Plays

—

Good Mother Hen.

The Bee-hive and Ant-hill (Finger Plays), Pouls-

son.

Games

—

Caterpillar and Butterfly (Hill).

In a Hedge (Smith, No. 1).

Play with Spring Toys.

Stories

—

The Morning Glory Seed.

The Lost Chicken.

The Earth Worm (In the Child's World), Pouls-

son.

How the Robin Got His Red-Breast.

Legend of the Woodpecker.
The Little Red Hen (For the Children's Hour),

Bailey and Lewis.

Rhythms

—

Dancing Raindrops.

Flying and Hopping Birds.

Spading Flower Bed.

P.utterflies.

Jumping Rope.

Flying Kites,
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A.Few Reports by Kindergartners for April

WALKS

We have taken as many walks as the weather has

permitted this spring, having been about once a week

on the average. It is amusing to see all the children

come in on a clear day. Each one is sure to ask. "Are

we going to the park?" We take balls and tops with

us and sometimes jumping ropes. There is nothing

in Riverside Park that escapes their notice. It was

lovely to see the tulips in the flower bed, and watch

them growing from week to week. We also saw

bees flying about the tulip bed.

We have tried to have every spring flower in the

kindergarten at different times. We have had tulips

and daffodils, hyacinths, pansies, buttercups, dande-

lions and any amount of others. I find they learn

the names very readily. I. W.

Our walks have been to the grounds around the

Blind Asylum, where we are permitted to play and

romp on the grass. We observe the trees, nests,

vines on house, birds, sky, clouds, etc. We have

named and learned to know the following flowers:

1 Carntion.

2 Tulip, red and white.

3 Lilies of the Valley.

4 Lily (Easter).

5 Jonquil.

6 Pansy.

7 Nasturtium.

8 Sweet Peas.

9 Wild Honeysuckle.

10 Violet.

11 Lilac, white and purple.

12 Daisy (English).

13 Daisy (American).

14 Buttercup.

15 Dandelion.

16 Geranium.

17 Rose.
C. E. H.

Note.—These two reports are from kindergartens
located in localities where it would seem most diffi-

cult to secure so many glimpses of nature. They
encourage us.

Every child in the kindergarten planted a seed.

They are very much interested in watching the

seeds grow.

We have three boxes at the window in which we
planted lettuce, radishes and beans.

We also planted flower seeds. Sweet peas, poppy
an morning glory.

We had a most delightful time Froebel's birthday.

We visited Jeannette Park.

Marching and games were enjoyed.

Each child carried a small American flag. We
expect to visit the park about once a week during

these spring months. O. B.

I have been taking the children out for a walk in

groups of eight or ten. The children seem to enjoy

the outings very much and chatter like magpies about

everything they see. We walk to East River Park

where we watch the ferry boats crossing the river,

the sail boats, row boats, tugs and sometimes the

larger steamers. We see the lighthouse on the end

of Blackwell's Island, the trees with their new green

leaves, the little birdies, a nest 'way up in a tree top

and the last time a little white butterfly.

Each child has planted some seeds and is now
caring for them and watching them grow. W. I.

During April the children went once a week to see

the development of the buds on the trees in Seward
Park and the turning of the grass blades from gray

brown to green. The children saw sparrows carry

twigs and straws and build nests in the columns of

the new P. S. No. 62.

The features of the playground were also appre-

ciated. Planting of seeds and the development of the

buds on fruit trees, branches of which were brought

to the Kindergarten by the teacher and placed in

vases of water so that children could see the trans-

formation. The children were also much interested

in watching the movements of their own shadows on
the street when we walked to the park. They called

them moving pictures. R. R. A.

STORIES DRAMATIZED

The children have dramatized the story of "Little

Golden-Hair" (The Three Bears). Also during April

stories of farm life. The farmer plowing and plant-

ing seed; wheeling a wheel-barrow full of earth and

emptying it; shoveling earth and filling it again and

again to mke a garden bed. In the sand box we have

illustrated stories of farm life. We have had a farm-

er plowing and another planting seed with a bag of

seed in one arm. A little boy one day suggested

playing something he had seen in a parade on Broad-

way. He carried it out very well. He arranged

chairs for a long wagon, chose children to sit in it,

chose horses and a driver, gave each child a little

flag and one a large flag and asked me to play "We're

"Soldiers in a Wagon." One day a child did not

choose horses; when I asked him why, he said, "This

time it's an automobile."

During the past month we illustrated the work of

the farmer.

His house, barn, animals on the farm, plowing up

the fields.

One boy asked to play "Yankee Doodle," and all

the children enjoyed it very much. S. K.

When we were playing games one day, a child

suggested we play "Bunny," which we did, and this

led them to see the possibility of using other songs

for games, and we played the kitten and bow-bow
and a wee little nest. The attention was held per-

fectly by the interest in these dramatized games,

especially when there was any imitating, such as

"Who's Been Eating My Soup?"

Until recently I had not tried dramatizing stories.

I have, however, dramatized "Five Little Squirrels"

and "The Three Bears." Both were successful. A
dear little golden haired girl was chosen for Goldi-
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locks and although she did not feel her part, she

faithfully carried out the promptings of the children;

she was playing sleep, lying down with her head on

my skirt when the bears found her. The children

said to Goldilocks "Now you must jump out the win-

dow; give a jump." So Goldilocks got up and "gave

a jump." The children then said, "Run, run home!"

and Goldilocks ran home. E. S. N.

We continually dramatize stories, songs and finger

plays.

Dramatized "Birds Nests," Gaynor Book.

"Thumbkins."

"Take a Little Seed," etc.

Dramatized house keeping games, sand stories.

Boy's walk. Home in country. L. G. F.

We have dramatized many of our stories as well as

our nature talks.

The one of which we are most fond is "Aunt

Jenny's String-bag." ( Story, made-up, founded upon

a fact of the birds using string in building nests).

We have also dramatized "The Shoemaker and the

Brownies," "Mary's Garden," and "The Farmer and

the Birds." M. B. H.

SAND STORIES

"Good Mother Hen."—Toy hen, toy chickens, nest

and coop.

"Farmer's Work."—Plow, furrows, rakes, seeds

planted.

"Farmyard and Scene."—Cows, pails, brook, flow-

ers, chickens. M. S. D.

During the month of April particular attention

was given to the central object of the kindergarten.

The week that was devoted to chickens and ducks we
had a very pretty scene in the sand tray. There was
the chicken coop which the children helped to make
with the mother hen inside, and some very small toy

chickens outside, paper plates which were used to

hold the corn and bunches of artificial trees; it was
Mothers' Meeting for the month; the mothers re-

marked how natural it was, and how much pleasure

a thing like it gives to the little children.

In like manner for our fish and frogs we had the

aquarium in the middle of the circle during morning
talk, gift and occupation periods, where the children

could see and watch the fish play. C. A. R.

On Froebel's birthday we went to the field at the

foot of Fifty-third street and saw men ploughing the

ground. We then went to the dock and watched the

boats on the river, and observed the country op-

posite, etc.

The children have dramatized no stories or illus-

trated none in the sand box; but have had a sand

scene, and illustrated stories in clay and drawing.

C. T. R.

straw, up in a tree, interested them very much. A. S.

The Association bunny has been with us more than

a week. He is very tame and cunning and has been

a great delight to the children. We named him
"Long Ears." F. K.

The sand-tray has illustrated the planting and the

farm. At present it is the farm-yard, divided into

fields, one for sheep, one for horses, colts, donkey
and colt, a chicken-yard and pig-sty. We got the

relative-sized animals by cutting out colored pic-

tures of them and standing them in the sand—a very

satisfactory experiment. S. Q.

The children know by name and "call" all of the

common farm animals. They know, too, by name,

the pictures of robin, blue bird, oriole, blue jay,

thrush, red-winged black bird, crow, cat bird, pewee
and their "calls."

There seems to be no subject so dear to the chil-

dren as that of farm animals. During the month of

April we took many imaginary trips to Mr. Farmer
and his pets. The chicken families, the bunnies, the

ducks, sheep, lambs, cows, horses, mule, dog, cat, pig,

were all discussed and in some way illustrated, either

by songs, games, or occupation. We imitated all the

sounds. M. G. B.

The story of "Alice's Visit to the Farm" was car-

ried through the term, whenever any animal was
talked of the animal was placed in the farm at the

same time. "How Patty Gave Thanks." Little child

played with the doll and walked her to the barn on
farm.

"Harry's New Sled." Hill made in sand by farm

and new red sled placed on top.

To illustrate where wood came from the children

formed banks of the river and we floated five sticks

down the river, dramatizing all from the woodcutter

to the saw-mill.

Song, "There's a Wee Little Nest," also illustrated

by placing nest with three eggs in it, in the tree.

I. V.

ANIMAL INTERESTS

We had a pleasant walk to Leroy St. Park last

week. The children fed the birds who come to bathe

and drink at the fountain. A bird's nest made of

CHILD INCIDENTS

This year we decided to let the children take an

active part in getting flower pots, so each child

brought two cents, and taking a group one day, then

a group another day, we went out and found a store

where each purchased and paid for his own pot, and

all especially enjoyed it. E. L.

We have taken several pleasant walks since the

warmer weather has come. On a beautiful day we
can scarcely keep the children in the kindergarten

room as they are so anxious to go out. Yesterday

one little girl suggested taking our chairs and sitting

in a circle outside on the sidewalk. I was sorry I

could not oblige her. On one of our outings we went
to Central Park to see the sheep, squirrels and robin

redbreasts. I. W.
We went quite often to Tompkins Square during

April. The children enjoyed the walks very much.

The trees we observe, also the grass and the foun-
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tain. The children enjoyed the swings. As an object

of interest we have taken the tree outside the school

which we can see from our window. The children

were greatly interested and never forgot to observe

it in the morning. All were delighted to see the

green leaves when they first came out. A. J.

This month we have made quite a few trips out

with the children. Twice to the park, once or twice

a week up on the roof, and once in a while a short

walk. Although the neighborhood is far from ideal,

the children seem to enjoy the idea of going out. It

is something different and seems to benefit them in

many ways. Before long the recreation pier will

open, then we will have many good times playing

games and watching the boats. R. K.

Last week we spent a very enjoyable time walking
in Hester St. Park. One little girl slyly reached
under an iron fence and pulled up a handful of grass

which she carefully tucked away under her apron.
She said she would take it home to her mother.

F. M. S.

APPLESEED JOHN.
Many years ago before the great Northwest was

settled, and while even a large part of New York
and Pennsylvania was still a wilderness, there lived

a man who spent a large part of his time in what
many people considered a foolish occupation. His
name was John Chapman, and, according to tradi-

tion, he went through what is now western Pennsyl-
vania, Ohio and Indiana before the forests were cut

away and planted orchards for the settlers who, he
was sure would come later. Many stories have
been told of this remarkable man.

It is said that he spent his winters in the settle-

ments near the Atlantic coast teaching the children

and doing odd jobs about the farm. In those days
the teachers "boarded around" in the neighborhood.
Therefore John Chapman had no board to pay,

and he needed little money. But he did not ask
for money. He was content to receive his pay in

the seeds of apples, peaches, pears, plums, and
grapes. This is why he was called "Appleseed
John." The farmers and the children saved their

seed for him, and when spring came he filled his

boat with seeds and started down the Ohio river. At
every suitable landing he took his bag of seeds on
his back and trudged through the forest until he

found a good open place, and there he planted his

seed, built a fence of boughs about them, and started

out again.

Many of the trees that he planted survived and
many of the settlers who came later were pro-

vided with fruit.

HON. P. P. CLAXTON'S INTEREST IN THE
KINDERGARTEN.

Hon. P. P. Claxton, U. S. Commissioner of Edu-
cation, is vitally interested in the success of the

kindergarten, and among other organizations has in-

vited the National Kindergarten Association to co-

operate with the United States Bureau of Education

in developing kindergarten instruction in America.

KINDERGARTEN FOR LITTLE FOREIGNERS

The Tacoma Tribune thus describes the settle-

ment kindergartens in that city in charge of Miss

Dema M. Chayer:

The house is one of eight rooms, where Miss

Dema M. Chayer, who is in charge, lives with the

company of an Italian girl of about fourteen.

The walls are done in shades of tan; the pictures

are prints of the masterpieces. Flowers are found

here and there, which give it the air of home; the

curtains are inexpensive schrim; but everything, even

the blue painted walls of the kitchen, represents

cleanliness and good taste, but nothing whose price

would bar it from the humblest.

In the mornings there is kindergarten for the

little men and women whose parents come from

sunny Italy. In the afternoon (two a week), the

mothers come and are taught to cook well and on a

basis of economy. The girls have a cooking class

which meets Thursday night. As a change, this

week they will have an Italian dinner cooked wholly

by the girls themselves; also there is a sewing

class, where the girls are taught to make their

own clothes.

Life is full and happy to the little olive-skinned

children who come each morning, rain or shine, to

the kindergarten in connection with the settlement

house on South M street. They are too little to be

noisy, but their small bodies are full of wiggles

and twists; they are too little to realize that this

is their first step into the great unknown world; too

little to know every plaything, every block, cube and

cylinder is a symbol of that same world. How
would a baby of three know that the ball, so pretty

and bright, and with such a nice "soft round face"

could be the shape of the great earth on which it

lives? Could it know that the hard, white wooden

cylinder, which is such an aid in building a pretty

playhouse, could be the shape of our gigantic trees,

or that it could suggest the stem of the rose; or

again, that it has any resemblance to his own small

body?
Or, even the child of five; he learns that the

"square" piece of wood has "corners," "edges," and

one, two, three, four, five, six "faces," all new

words to him; and then these hard foreign words

must be applied. And the Italian words are so much

softer, and are always heard at home; no wonder it

all seems so incomprehensible to the children whose

minds have only the impressions—and those in his

mother tongue—of from three to five years.

Movable tables and chairs instead of the con-

ventional fixed desks are used in the Washington

Irving High School, New York City, according to

information received at the United States Bureau of

Education. It has been found that the plan makes

for cleaner school rooms and more efficient school

work. Another advantage is that with this type of

school furniture the school rooms can readily be

adapted to social and community purposes.
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THE MONTESSORI METHOD, THE KINDER-

GARTEN AND THE GARY SCHOOL.

Dr. Mary E. Law, Toledo, Ohio.

Why is the Montessori method so popular? First,

because it has been so well advertised; and. second,

because it is self-evident, easily comprehended, as

the materials were collected together for the edu-
cation of defective children. It would be surprising

if the normal child or adult could not see at a

glance what the imbecile might labor long to under-
stand. The art of teaching defective children is in

concentrating as many senses as possible on a single

quality or form. This is the fundamental law of the

Montessori method and perfectly proper so far as

defectives are concerned, but not at all the way in

which the normal mind acts. If an orange were
presented to a defective child, the one idea of color

would be stressed. A normal child, under the same
circumstances would observe that it was round, yel-

low, agreeable to the touch and smell, large or small,

as the case might be, and evidently good to eat.

One of the first lessons given to a child in the

Montessori school is the tower. Ten or a dozen
pink cubes of different sizes are placed on a green

carpet. Montessori takes the largest cube first and
superimposes the others according to size until the

smallest is reached. She says to the child, "This is

a tower." She then throws down the blocks and
asks the child to build the tower. This he does

through imitation. If he is successful, the lesson

is finished and done for all time, for he cannot use

the blocks in any other way. This is for discrimina-

tion in size. The kindergartner would give the

lesson in this way: "What have you here?" "What
can you tell me about them?" "How many are

there?" "What color are they?" "Tell me about this

one." "What is it called?" "How many faces?"

"How many edges?" "How many corners?" "Which
is the largest"—the next, etc. "What can you do

with it?" Finally the tower is discovered by the

child to be the only object that he can make with

the irregular material. Which method is the more
scientific and developing to the child?

But let us compare the first gift of the kinder-

garten with the first object presented to the child in

the Montessori school, which is a rude looking piece

of wood from which eight or ten cylinders of differ-

ent sizes have been cut out by machinery. Little

buttons have been put on the tops of the cylinders

for handling, and the lesson is to put the cylinders

back into the holes they came from. If the child

is successful, the lesson is finished and the object

put away. This device has been used in schools for

defectives ever since an effort has been made to teach

them at all. The material is inflexible, the child is

bound by its limitations, both as to material and

idea.

The first gift of the kindergarten consists of six

elastic balls with knitted covers, the colors of the

rainbow or solar spectrum—red, orange, yellow,

green, blue and violet. Each ball has a string at-

tached so the child can swing it. He finds through
play and song that the ball can illustrate all the

forms of motion—lateral, rotary and pulling. The
ball represents the universal qualities of matter. It

introduces him into the science of astronomy. It is

a type of the universe. Suns, moons, planets, stars,

cells, seeds, fruits and flowers are round, or derived

from the spherical form. From the primary colors,

he can derive all the other colors, tints, shades and
hues. He may play hundreds of games with it, for it

is the universal plaything of all ages and of all na-

tions. He moulds it in clay, paints, draws, cuts and

sews it. He uses it as a type form to classify objects

that are spherical or pertain to the spherical form.

These lessons are drawn out from the child by the

skillful questioning of the teacher, and the original

observation and investigation of the child. Which
method is the more scientific and developing?

The single fact that a person may prepare in a few

months for a Montessori teacher, and that it requires

two years for the short course in the Kindergarten,

and is a life-long study to the educator, marks the

striking difference between the two methods. The
Montessori method ends with its object—the de-

velopment of the senses. The Kindergarten only

begins the child's education upon a scientific basis.

The Kindergarten principles have invaded all

schools, and Dr. Charles Elliot says that every im-

provement that has taken place in the University

in a generation has been borrowed from the Kinder-

garten. A professor of Columbia University recently

said, "It is not that the Kindergarten heeds the Uni-

versity, it is that the University needs the Kinder-

garten, and must have it or perish."

The Gary School System, worked out by Mr. Wirt,

in what he calls his Froebel School, named after the

founder of the Kindergarten, is the simple applica-

tion of Kindergarten principles to a system of

schools. He divides the school day into six periods

of forty-five to sixty minutes each, according to the

age of the child, and the subject to be taught. One
period is given to study or preparation, one to ex-

pressing or telling in different ways what has been
learned; another period to hand work of some kind,

and another to recreation upon the play-ground. That
leaves two periods a day to be devoted to less formal

work. One or two periods a week may be given to

music at a Conservatory or with a private teacher.

One or two periods a week may be devoted to re-

ligious instruction at the church that the parents

attend. This one idea solves the question of religious

instruction in the schools. The Bible is not brought;

into the schools, but the child goes to the church..

The children may go to the Public Library and to

the Museum of Art under proper supervision and for

an educational purpose.

Froebel's great principle of co-operation is here

given its broadest significance. It is a co-operation:

that includes the school officers, the parents, the:

teachers, the pupils, the musical activities, the

libraries, the art museum, the park board, the man-.
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ufacturers and merchants—in fact, all the moral
agencies of the city, including the professions.

The six-day school week and the twelve-month
school year are mere incidentals and only mean a

larger use of school privileges and a shortening of

the school life. Boys and girls would be ready to

take up their social vocations at fifteen or sixteen

years of age, as they should be.

The children would utilize their Saturdays to some
purpose in recreation, gardening, excursions, care of

animals and other diversions under proper super-

vision, the parents arranging with the schools for

periods of freedom.

The teachers would have certain times allotted to

them during the year for vacation, with pay. In

case they taught continuously, as many would prefer

to do, the time would accumulate with interest, and

after five or six years of teaching, a year's leave of

absence with pay would be granted for rest, recre-

ation, study or travel.

Our aim of the new order of things is to make
parents and teachers as well as pupils happy and con-

tented, to attract and hold the child and to abolish

juvenile crime with all its misery and wretchedness.

MOTHERS' MEETINGS FOR FOREIGN-BORN
PARENTS.

Mrs. L. M. Barnes, of the Water Street Kinder-

garten, New Haven, Conn., in a recent report, told

the following relative to the work of the kinder-

garten in that city:

'In various ways the kindergarten fills in a need

in the neighborhood. To lay the foundations in the

children's lives for future good habits and good
morals, to help the parents believe in the true broth-

erhood of man and feel that America is indeed a

goodly land. Through the kindergarten the chil-

dren are transformed from ignorant, unwashed little

foreigners into bright, well-behaved and clean

Americans.

"The monthly mothers' meetings are an important

factor in our work, for the mothers, most of whom
are very young, need a great deal of instruction

and also recreation. Lectures are given on such

subjects as "General Care of Children," "Feeding,

Dressing and Bathing Children," "How to detect

Contagious Diseases and How to Treat Contagious

Skin Diseases." The mothers are very much
interested in this instruction and partially com-

ply with it. But they still wrap up their babies in

the swaddling clothes, but they shorten the time

and are more careful to remove the wrapping often

during the day and give the baby exercise. The
children attend the meetings with the mothers,

and often they insist upon the instructions being

carried out, loudly kicking and screaming if they do

not gain their point.

"The work of the Free Kindergarten does not

stop when the school closes in June. The bath-tub

is put to excellent use through the hot summer
months. Three afternoons a week the children

gather for baths. A teacher is in charge of the

work, assisted by some one to do the scrubbing.

This is a very popular charity. The children flock

to the schools in crowds and clamor for baths,

and they need them badly. It taxes the capacity

of one bath room badly when ninety children beg
for baths in one afternoon. It shows, however,
the contrast to the early days when the teacher

had to go into the street and urge the children

to come in. They were more than half afraid then

and the mothers feared bad results. Now the

mothers are losing their fear and many come and
bathe the children themselves. It has the natural

effect on the general cleanliness of the school, and
it also helps decrease the skin disorders that re-

sults from uncleanliness and heat.

'The kindergarten holds out a friendly hand to all

who come in contact with it. When trouble comes
to any of the families there is always sympathy
waiting at the kindergarten, and when wise to give

it there is material aid. A father dies leaving a

mother with seven children to support, and another

father has been ill for months. A distracted mother
appeals to the kindergarten to help keep warm four

little children and provide them with food. Three
young boys are left orphans and the aged grand-

parents assume the responsibility of bringing them
up. There are many such opportunities for sym-
pathy and aid."

THE CRAVING TO BE INCESSANTLY
AMUSED.

President Rush Rhees, of the University of

Rochester, referring to the present craving to be

incessantly amused, said in a recent address:

"Recreation should not be taken altogether out

of the school boy's or girl's life, of course, but

pleasure takes too much time from the work of the

high school pupils of today. The boy or girl, man
or woman, who makes pleasure of prime 'im-

portance in life is going to miss the goal. On the

other hand, when tasks are well done, recreation

will be taken up with a zest and a keen enjoyment

that only earnest workers know. We parents owe
it to the schools and above all we owe it to our

children, to teach them application to the task in

hand. In all gentleness let us teach them that

pleasure is secondary."

MILK ON COLD DAYS FOR KINDERGARTEN
CHILDREN.

One of the extremely cold days during the past

winter Miss Katheryn L. Gately, of the Heathe

school, Boston, had a glass of hot milk ready for

each child, which was greatly enjoyed, and served

as the ounce of prevention in the matter of taking

cold.

Just to prove that their manual training is of the

practical sort, the boys in the Nesquehoning, Pa.,

public schools have erected a domestic science build-

ing,

L



SUGGESTIONS FOR VILLAGE AND RURAL SCHOOLS
How to Use Paper, Cloth, Splints and Grasses in Weaving

By JENNY B. MERRILL. Pd. D., New York City

So much has been accomplished in primary grades

in weaving of late years that it is almost superfluous

to suggest kindergarten weaving to primary teachers.

There is something very fascinating in this occupa-

tion to children and adults alike.

The materials used differ in the kindergarten from

those in the grades and we will speak of them first.

In the kindergarten, paper mats and strips have

been used almost exclusively, until of late years.

The interest centered in colors and patterns rather

than in the material. The succession of patterns was
secured by simple mathematical changes, as one

strip up, then one down, alternating across the mat,

the second row reversing as one strip down, one up,

etc., making a checkered pattern.

The second pattern was secured by the formula, 1

strip up, 2 down, the third formula ran 2 up, 2 down.

Then followed three up, one down; next, three up,

two down; next, three up, three down; next, four up,

one down; the next, four up, two down; the next,

four up, three down; the next four up, four down,

and similarly with fives. Then followed a more com-
plicated series which can be found in the Kraus Kin-

dergarten Guide o! The Paradise of Childhood.

This first series is sufficient to indicate the mathe-

matical impression of number while weaving. Even
the multiplication table of ones, twos, threes, fours,

and fives, is forecast.

It is indeed very valuable for a child to feel, as it

were, this repetition of number before the day when
addition and multiplication tables are written in the

abstract.

In the early days very strong colors were used

in glazed paper, the strips were narrow, even to

a quarter and eighth of an inch.

Criticisms began to be frequent. They were made
by physicians who decided that the kindergarten oc-

cupation of mat-weaving was injurious to the eyes

of children under seven years of age, and even in

kindergarten training classes where very fine work
was prescribed.

Nevertheless, weaving remained a favorite occupa-

tion in the kindergarten, but materials have been

modified.

Madame Kraus was among the first to suggest

simple introductory steps, using colored wooden
splints in stiff cardboard or oilcloth, instead of the

easily torn paper mat and the weaving needle so

difficult for wee fingers to control.

Our artistic friends suggested neutral tints, instead

of glaring yellows, reds, greens, etc.

They also had mats in greys, manufactured for

backgrounds.

Half-inch and even full inch strips were substituted

for eighths and quarters.

It is interesting to note progress and develop-

ment in any line of work and "weaving" materials

now speak well for the progressive movement in kin-

dergarten circles.

Raphia and reeds in beautiful tints are the materials

used now mainly in the primary grades for making
baskets. A study of Indian basketry has awakened
interest in that ancient industry. Stories have gather-

ed around the occupation, and weaving has moved
on to higher grades, always charming the busy
workers.

To return to the little ones. We begin more con-

cretely than formerly. We decide, for example, to

weave a mat for the doll's house. We show one al-

ready made, perhaps of felt or oilcloth with strips

of dress braid.

We take the strips out and put them in again

several times, meanwhile the children watch us.

We ask who would like to try to weave; we let

volunteers attempt the placing of one strip in and
out, the eye guiding, rather than a number formula.

If we have but a few children, and plenty of material,

we give each child an oilcloth or felt mat, cut in.

strips, with several short pieces of dress braid. The
children puzzle over the piece of work and discover

the secret of alternation, some quickly, some slowly.

This we deem preferable to dictation which is me-
chanical and does not allow for initiative on the

child's part.

Later we can be more systematic, but we want
the child to teach himself to weave, if possible, thus

following in the footsteps of his far-away ancestors.

We have usually found children more interestec

in the action of weaving than in the colors or pat-

terns. We have known them to make mats of news-
paper at home, weaving in newspaper strips, thus

showing their interest in the simple process of weav-
ing with no colors to charm the eye.

Country children weave grasses and flexible stems.

It was such materials that led ancient man and
woman to begin to weave. Suggest this in story

form, showing pictures of Indian baskets, as in some
of Miss Dopp's elementary readers on race industries.

Invite the children, young and old, to weave some-
thing, anything, of straw or grass and bring it to

school. Even birds weave sometimes. There is a";

weaving bird. Look him up in a good bird book.
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When the children's hands are strong enough to

manage splints in weaving, another Kindergarten

gift is suggested. Slat-weaving was given by Froebel

as a step between tablets and stick-laying.

At first jointed or joined slats were used, known as

the connected-slat, and numbered as the eighth gift

in the Kraus Guide. It is not mentioned in some
guides and is little used. The jointed staff is known
sometimes as the gonigraph and is an interesting de-

vice to teach angles, but has no important place in

the kindergarten occupations.

Disconnected slats are supposed to be a gradual

approach from surface to. line, the line being repre-

sented by the sticks and rings which we have already

considered.

We simply mention these relations to show how
far many progressive kindergartners have departed

from this set series, and so hope to encourage teach-

ers who have not had specific kindergarten training

to use these materials more freely than they would
otherwise.

All these kindergarten exercises are educational

either in order or out of order. The adult mind is

logical and enjoys logical sequences, while the child

as well as the race jumps at conclusions. A wise

guess often helps overturn many regulation steps.

Let us not fear the mind that sees ahead.

As I have not mentioned slats in other articles, I

will mention them here briefly under weaving. They
are a very inexpensive material and can be used for

color work, for number work, for outlining plane

figures, for pointing out directions, for making angles
and parallels,and finally for weaving.

Again, as before recommended, let the child take

the initiative by trying to see if he can weave any
number of splints together. It is well to have some
concrete object in mind, for a motive. A motive
will sometimes the sooner suggest a method.
A gate or a fence may be needed in the sand tray.

Who can weave one.

Or the children may try without any suggestion. If

one succeeds in weaving the slats so they hold to-

gether, count the splints used, and name what has
been made if it resembles any familiar object, as a

fan, a ladder or picture frame. If no result is se-

cured after considerable effort, then the teacher may
hold three slats or splints in one hand, spreading like

a fan, and weave in two, thus making a fan, or weave

in three, and open out so as to show a window. (See

Kraus Guide for good suggestions in slat weaving).

A gate, a fence, a lattice, a star, various fans and

picture frames are the usual forms resulting.

A great puzzle is to make four slats hold together.

Jt is a difficult feat but it can be done,

Lay two equilateral triangles in opposite directions

and weave them together to make a six-pointed

star.

Children may be easily trained to cut their own
mats from a square or oblong if none are furnished

ready-made.

Take an oblong of strong manila or gray paper 7x9

or smaller. Fold the two short edges together. Turn

down a border on the three open sides. Cut the

center into five or more strips while the paper is

doubled, leaving the border. Open and you have

your mat. Cut strips of any colored paper at hand

to weave in, or use splints.

After the children have learned readily to alternate

strips so as to secure the simple checkered mat, tell

them of other changes and also let them experiment.

Each child should make several mats of this simple

pattern using different colors.

After some experience with this simple pattern let

them weave, if there is time, the regular series given

above, moving from one to five.

Later explain the patterns made in groups of three

strips, every first and third strip being woven alike

with the middle one varying, instead of simply altern-

ating two strips. Even here a concrete suggestion

will be most helpful, as, show the star or box pattern

and see if children can discover how to make it. All

catalogs of kindergarten materials contain patterns

of mats as well as the Guide Books. They will not be

needed if you have a few bright little weavers who
will work out patterns for themselves and others.

Is it worth while to introduce weaving if you can

give but an occasional lesson? Yes, it is.

Weaving is a fundamental industry. Much of our

clothing is woven. Even one mat will illustrate the

process of weaving. Usually the children are so in-

terested that they will extend the work of their own
initiative. Weaving concentrates the child's attention.

It gives him valuable number lessons. It may lead to

harmonizing colors. Sometimes several colors are

used on one mat.

Weaving trains the muscular sense. It points to

an old industry. It may prove a stepping stone to a

vocation. It leads to an appreciation of woven
fabrics.

It is impossible in one magazine article to present

many practical exercises in weaving, but the subject

is now fully treated in books beginning with our kin-

dergarten guide books.* Froebel chose occupations

that grow with the years. Weaving is one of these.

*Note.—The Handicraft Book, by Annie L. Jessup
and Annie E. Logue, published by A. S. Barnes & Co.

This book comprises methods of teaching card and
raffia work, weaving, basketry and chair caning,
which is a branch of weaving. It also gives sugges-
tions for making simple card board looms. Such
simple looms may even be used in the kindergarten.
Children love to weave little rugs, using colored
worsteds or flat corset laces. Older children weave
hammocks for dolls. The book covers carefully

graded work for the first three years, and is fully

illustrated.

See also "The Place of Industries in Education,"
by Katherine Dopp.



THE RIGHTS OF CHILDREN.

The rights of children is a most important sub-

ject, whether considered from a sociological, an
ethical, or a legal point of view. The rights of

every person are determined: (1) by his knowledge
of the law; (2) by his willingness to obey the law.

The first is essential to the second. The citizen

who knows and obeys the laws of the common-
wealth enjoys perfect freedom within this limit. He
is restricted only when he violates some law. The
same general principle should be applied to children.

Just as soon as they know and obey a law, they

should be given perfect freedom to do as they

please so long as they please to do right.

The child's rights then are to be determined by
its knowledge and obedience to law. If a boy five

years old by the exercise of his knowledge and

his will is obeying the law of the home or the state,

no parent, teacher, public official, nay not even a

monarch or a king, has the right to dictate to that

child. A child in knowing the law and obeying it,

becomes a free moral agent whom even God would

not restrict.

How Monsters Are Made.

Parents who do not understand the laws of psych-

ology frequently develop most undesirable traits in

their children. They appeal to or govern them

through their appetites and propensities rather than

through the intellect and moral sentiments; with the

result that they develop the animal instead of the

man. To illusrate:

Mrs. A gets her boy to do what she wants him to

by promising him a doughnut or some candy; Mrs.

B hires her boy to do right; Mrs. C threatens to

punish her boy if he does not do right, and Mrs. D
appeals to pride and tells her child how everybody

will approve of his act. The results are that each se-

cures conduct from an unworthy motive; and since

every time we exercise a power we strengthen it,

Mrs. A's boy becomes perverted in his appetites and

refuses to do anything unless he can have something

to eat; Mrs. B's boy develops the commercial instinct

to a point where he becomes so selfish that he will

not do anything unless he is doubly paid for it; Mrs.

C's boy lives under constant fear and develops as

a coward, will not act unless driven, right or wrong;

Mrs. D's child develops a pompous pride and has no

conscience beyond the approval of others. Each

becomes a monster in his way. In all, action springs

from an unworthy motive. The mothers wonder

why their once good little boys have become so self-

ish, willful, and ungovernable.

The why is very apparent to the psychologist.

The continual excitation of the propensities to the

neglect of the intellect, the conscience, and the sense

of duty, has developed the former so far in excess of

the latter as to make them the ruling elements in

the character.

The wise parent never governs a child through its

appetites or propensities, nor appeals to its baser

nature when he wants conduct. Children that are

governed through their appetites in infancy are

usually governed by their appetites in maturity.

Children whose every act of obedience is obtained

by an appeal to some selfish motive become pre-

eminently selfish in mature years and not infre-

quently lapse into crime. The appetites and pro-

pensities should be carefully guided and made sub-

servient to the will and intellect in every child, but
under no circumstances should they be made the

basis of conduct. In the animal they rule, but in

man they should serve.—Newton N. Riddell, in

Oklahoma School Herald.

PSYCHOLOGICAL CARE OF THE CHILD.

Professor Lightmer Witmer, of the Psychological
Clinics, Philadelphia, said in a recent lecture at New
Orleans, that some of the basal essentials for educa-
tional development lie along the physiological care

of the child. Pedagogy deals with the class, while

psychology deals with the individual child. The
most important knowledge to instill into a child is a

knowledge of good food. Let him know that there

are as many deleterious drinks handed over the

durggist's counter as in the saloon. The most im-

portant tool of efficiency is the tooth brush, and
he would have the first readers, instead of embody-
ing the old-time sentence, "I see a dog," made to

read, "I see a tooth brush," in order to illustrate

its importance.

THE FOOTPATH TO PEACE.

To be glad of life, because it gives you the chance

to love and to work and to play and to look up at

the stars; to be satisfied with your possessions, but

not contented with yourself until you have made the

best of them; to despise nothing in the world except

falsehood and meanness, and to fear nothing except

cowardice; to be governed by your admirations

rather than by your disgusts; to covet nothing that

is your neighbor's except his kindness of heart and
gentleness of manners; to think seldom of your ene-

mies, often of your friends, and every day of Christ;

and to spend as much time as you can, with body
and with spirit, in God's out-of-doors. These are

little guideposts on the footpath to peace.—Henry
Van Dyke.
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SOME HEALTH NEEDS OF SCHOOL CHIL-
DREN.

Joseph Lee, Boston.

To the growing child, as to everybody else, a vigor-

ous mental life is the greatest source of health. A
good teacher is, accordingly, a first item in sound school

hygiene. But in order that a good teacher may really

reach the child, she must be given in sufficiently large

doses ; that is, not divided up among too many children.

When we learn to care seriously about our children's

health and education, we shall halve the size of classes

in our elementary schools. To do so will increase the

cost 80 per cent, but the children's lives and health are

worth it.

Further, to free the teacher's time, we must have

special classes; a special class not only for the blind,

the deaf, the tubercular, but for all children requiring

special treatment, including the specially bright pupils

to whom the regular grades act as an intellectual

hobble skirt, spoiling their natural gait perhaps for

life. These special classes are good for the pupils re-

quiring special treatment, but their greatest benefit is in

releasing the teacher's time for the benefit of the nor-

mal pupils.

We must have summer schools, because children

grow in summer as well as in winter, and should have

their mental diet supplied all the year round. The diet

must of course be the right one and fitted to the season

of the year. The three lower grades should have their

afternoons outdoors, not in the school room, partly that

they may be free from the demoralizing influence of

heavy pressure work, even more that the teacher may
have time in the afternoons to take them, two or three

at a time, and find out what they really need.

We must look at the home, not as a boarding house,

but chiefly for its spiritual contribution to health. When
by promiscuous school feeding we break down the re-

sponsibility of the home, we have inj-ured the child even
in his physical health more than all we can do for him
would ever atone.

Finally, school hygiene is race hygiene. Childhood is

the time for effective treatment of physical defects, and
the school is the one place where every individual can

be reached.

—

Excerpt from Address.

MEDICAL INSPECTION IN ROCHESTER.
George W. Goler, M.D.,

Health Officer, Rochester, N. Y.

In Rochester there are twelve medical school inspec-

tors, eleven men and one woman, working under the

direction of the Health Bureau, for the physical in-

spection of 19,381 school children in 36 public schools,

an average of 1,615 pupils to each medical inspector.

Each inspector is assigned to a district in which he not

only has school inspection work, including the vaccina-

tion of all unvaccinated children, but also the care of

the sick poor, and the insane examinations in his dis-

trict. He is assigned to from 2 to 4 schools, according

to the amount of the additional work in the district,

the size of the school, and the number of pupils. In

1912 the work of each medical inspector averaged as

follows: Vaccinations, 450; visits to sick poor, 200;

office calls to sick poor, 100; maternity cases, 2; in-

sane examinations, 40.

The medical inspector is also called upon to make a

weekly sanitary survey of the school, covering heat,

lighting, ventilating and cleanliness; to make a physical

inspection of each child during every school year, and
to record his findings on a card, so arranged as to fol-

low up the child from grade to grade, and to present a

written statement on one card of the physical condition

of the child during its entire school life.

—

Excerpt from
Address.

The more open air schools we can have, the more
outdoor instruction in kindergarten, public school, and
colleges, the greater will be the physical vigor and
strength of the pupils. If we wish effectually to pre-

vent and stamp out tuberculosis in children, the open
air school must become the rule, the indoor class room
the exception. If there: is not ample room for play-

grounds and separate open air classes, the school house
should have a garden, playground, recreation room, and
some open air classes on the roof. Let us send the

child to the open air, or fresh air, school before its

tonsils or adenoids are enlarged as a result of over-

work indoors and fighting off dust and infection. If

the indoor class room must be used, the temperature
and moisture should be properly regulated with the aid

of the thermometer and the hygrometer, and the air

kept in motion with the aid of a fan. These three de-

vices should be as essential to the equipment of an in-

door class room as is the blackboard.

Everybody in any pursuit whose success has been re-

corded brought himself to like his business. Athenaeus
says of Parrhasius, the greatest of Greek painters:

"However, as regards his art, he never suffered him-

self to grow doubtful of it or complaining, or ill-tem-

pered, but he was ever making himself more good
humored at work, so that he sang all the time that he

was painting, as Theophrastus doth relate in his trea-

tise on happiness." The oarsmen sang when they drove

the cargo through the waves. John Wesley rode

through rain and mud the length and breadth of Eng-
land, singing as he rode. "I do not remember," he

wrote, "when an old man that I ever let myself feel

lowness of spirits for a quarter of an hour since I was
born."—Win. McAndrew, in . Journal of Education,

Boston.

"Mothercraft" is becoming a prominent subject in

the elementary schools of England.

School janitors in Salt Lake County, Utah, meet to-

gether in "institutes" every year to discuss the tech-

nical side of their work.
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HOW CAN THE COUNTRY SCHOOL AS IT

NOW IS HELP THE WOMAN ON
THE FARM?

By Susie V. Powell, Jackson, Miss.

1. The school must have something to offer her.

(a) Lectures and demonstrations on home-science

topics, including sanitation, hygiene, cooking,

canning, sewing, home decoration, school lunches,

sick nursing, care of children, special meetings,

etc.

(b) Exhibits of such work.

(c) School garden, demonstration plat, cold frame.

2. The women must be brought in touch with the

schools.

(a) Organization of community clubs, called

"School improvement associations," "Industrial

clubs," or by any other name.

(b) Regular meetings of these clubs at the school

at least once a month.

(c) Services of extension workers from the State

department of education, the State colleges, and

the county agricultural high schools.

(d) Special classes for women in cooking and sew-

ing and other subjects pertaining to home
science.

(e) Continuation of these meetings and demon-
strations throughout vacation under the direc-

tion of the county' supervisor of industrial clubs.

(/) Teachers trained by the normal schools for

community work as well as for the schoolroom

work.

Dr. W. R. Hart, Professor of Agricultural Educa-

tion, Massachusetts Agricultural College, Amherst,

Mass,., gives the following suggestions relative to school

organization and methods of teaching in the rural dis-

tricts :

Organization.

1. Time of the school year should be continuous.

2. Promotion in a given study should not depend

on proficiency in another unless the lack of proficiency

in the other is a natural bar to further progress in the

given study.

3. The aim of a day's work should be the accom-

plishment of definite tasks rather than going through

a definite program.

4. Supervision should look less to uniformity of

matter, methods, and results, as shown by examina-

tions, and more to real progress in physical, mental and

moral power to accomplish given tasks.

5. The planning of work at any given stage of ad-

vancement should have reference only to what has been

pursued or is to be pursued in the redirected school

rather than as a means of entering some other school.

6. Organization should be free enough to allow all

children a large degree of individual and group initia-

tive and execution.

7. The organization should purposely embrace the

ideas worked out by the Y. M. C. A., in the Boys'

clubs, also the ideals and methods of the Boy Scouts

and the Girls' Campfire.

Methods of Teaching.

1. The pupils should seem to work more than study.

2. The teacher should seem more of a co-worker

than a teacher .

3. The recitation should be more of a conversation

than a test or a memory drill.

4. The teacher and parent should become co-workers

in the job of giving instruction to the children.

5. Available time of patrons gifted in certain lines

should be utilized for educational purposes.

6. Most all of geography should be studied out of

doors.

7. Most of the materials for lessons in reading, writ-

ing and drawing should be gathered first hand out of

doors.

8. All formal memoriter facts like spelling, mathe-
matical tables, etc., may be learned indoors under the

most favorable surroundings possible.

BIRD PICTURES FREE TO TEACHERS.
The sum of $15,000 has been contributed to the Na-

tional Association of Audubon Societies for the pur-

pose of helping teachers to give simple instruction in

bird study to their pupils during the year 1914. The
Audubon plan to helping teachers in this connection

is as follows :

—

Any teacher or other person who will interest not

less than ten children in contributing a fee of ten

cents each to become Junior Members and will send this

to the office of the National Association, will receive

for each child ten of the best colored pictures of wild

birds which have ever been published in this country.

With each one of these ten pictures goes an outline

drawing intended to be used by the child for filling m
the proper colors with crayons. Each picture is also

accompanied with a four-page leaflet discussing the

habits and general activities of the bird treated. Every

child also receives an Audubon button.

The teacher who forms such a class receives with-

out cost to herself one full year's subscription to the

beautiful illustrated magazine "Bird-Lore." To the

teacher also there is sent other free literature con-

taining many hints on methods of putting up bird

boxes, feeding birds in winter and descriptions of

methods for attracting birds about the home or school

house.

The ten subjects supplied to children this year are as

follows: Nighthawk, Mourning Dove, Meadowlaik,

Flicker, Sparrow Hawk, Screech Owl, Purple Martin,

Cuckoo, Hummingbird and Robin.

For full information address T. Gilbert Peat son,

Secretary, 1974 Broadway, New York City.

For true charity though ne'er so secret finds its

just reward.—May.



FATHER AND MOTHER.
Susan Plessner Pollock.

The father of Herman and Gertrude was a

forester, that means he lived in the forest, and his

business was taking care of the trees; he had the

decayed trees cut down, he had trees cut down for

wood, he had seeds planted for new trees; every-

day he walked through the forest and Hero, his

hunter dog, went with him; he had to look for

foxes, which could not be allowed to remain in the

woods, because they chased the poor little hare (s).

Often the forester brought a good roasting piece of

meat to the house when he came home, but Mrs.

Forester could not cook it in her kitchen, or pre-

pare it for their dinner; that must be sent to the

gentleman who lived in the schloss or castle which

could be seen at the edge of the forest. To this

gentleman belonged the whole vilage near which

the castle stood and the whole beautiful forest, with

its large and small trees. To him belonged the

meadow in the wood and the pond in which many
fish lived. The great clover field on the edge of

the forest gave food for the master's cows; the

cornfields gave him bread for his table; the potatoes

which were every year dug up in quantities, went
into his cellar; yes, even the orchards of cherries

and plums, bore all their fruit for him. The men
with the gold cord on their coats were his serving

men; the farmers (bauern) who did all the work
in the fields, were his farmers (bauern)—yes, and

the forester was his forester. Everything around

him belonged to the master who lived in the castle,

only Herman and Gertrude were not his—they be-

longed only to their parents. The forester had

much work to do; when he returned from the

forest he had to read and write in great books, so

that he had not much time to busy himself with his

children; neither did the mother have more time;

she must be industrious from morning until even-

ing. Now she went into the kitchen and now she

went into the stall to her cows—now she hurried

down into the milk cellar, now she went upstairs to

the garret floor; she must surely see that the house

was kept in good order and there was only one

young girl to help; beside all this, mother's needle

must also sew the children's clothes and mend them,

for grandmother's eyes were weak and she could

usually only knit. Every Saturday there were

clothes to be washed; Gertrude helped to be sure,

but she had a tiny bathing tub, two fingers long,

in which she could only wash her doll Lizzie's

aprons, everyone must understand this; she stood

sometimes at the big washtub, beside mother and

Dora and rubbed and scrubbed and scraped and

plunged and splashed the water all about herself;

but we all know that by this means the things were
not made particularly clean. Droll enough it was to

see her, when the tiny maiden stood on a bucket

turned upside down, with Dora's big kitchen apron
tied about her little person, working away with

all possible zeal; the little monkey imagined natural-

ly, that she took the place of a washwoman; such a

small maiden could, of course, not wash a single

article clean; that was all the more reason why she

understood with Herman together, how to soil their

clothes. "But children," called out the mother
sometimes—perfectly shocked, "Where have you
been? You look like regular dirty fellows from a

coal mine." To be sure, they grubbed in the dirt

sometimes, like the moles—and if it could not be

managed well enough with the spade, then they

used their hands to help; if the mother had once for

all, forbade such digging, why then naturally the

mole's example would not have been followed, but

the mother did not forbid it; on the contrary, she

believed it healthy for the children to dig in sand

and earth, and therefore she arose an hour earlier,

in her love and goodness, to cleanse the spotted

frocks and jackets.

The next story will be about Lerum.
Gotha, Germany, January 30, 1914.

WHY THE SKY IS BLUE.

Fannie Louise Burgheim.

Once upon a time the big, round sun was very
rebellious and for many days he hid behind cloud-

land and refused to shine. The moon came to the

sun and complained because she had to give all the

light to the world. The stars sent an army to beg
the sun to shine. The clouds sobbed bitterly be-

cause they had to frown upon the earth. But every
day the sun grew more angry and pushed deeper into

cloudland. Then the people upon the earth grew un-

happy because their fields were barren and their

children were starving.

At last the moon and the stars and the clouds

gathered together a mighty army and started to

march to cloudland where the sun was hiding. As
they neared the hiding-place the sun flew into such

a temper that it grew dark as night upon the earth

and the sky sent for the stars and the moon to shine.

Then the clouds were so overcome that they burst

with sorrow.

After a time the sky took pity upon them all and
sent forth her messages begging them to forget

their anger and grief and be of good cheer. She
clothed herself in the most beautiful robes and
drove to cloudland in a sky chariot.

By her mighty power she drew the sun toward

her and said, "When I look down upon the earth I
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see barren fields, starving children, weeping people.

When I look in the heavens I see a wan pale moon;
faded, tired out stars, and the clouds are sobbing
their hearts out. Come, most good and beautiful

Sunshine, for we need you!"

Now the voice of the sky was cool and soothing

like running water, and her face was lovely and
good. Very, very slowly the sun's anger began to

melt away, and at last he looked into her face and
saw that her starry eyes were filled with tears.

This made him so ashamed that he began to melt

right through the clouds and turned his sunny face

down on the earth and shone and shone.

But the people, the stars, the moon and the

clouds were so happy to have the sun shine again

that they decided to send something beautiful to

the sky. Now when the sun heard them planning

together, he said, "Let me give the sky the most
beautiful thing in the world." And they all agreed

that it was right for the sun to thank the sky.

The sun sent to the sky and said, "Ask of me one

request and if it is within my power, it shall be

granted you."

Now the sky thought a long, long time and at

last she said, "Paint my robes the happiest color in

the world so that the little children will love me."

The sun painted the sky's dresses blue, and blue

is the happiest color in the world, you know.

A SHORT COURSE FOR TEACHERS.

"Farming has been benefited by 'short courses;'

why not school teaching?" Thus 'argues Dean
George F. James, of the College of Education of the

University of Minnesota. By adapting the short-

course plan of the agricultural colleges to the needs

of teachers. Dean James hopes to improve the

teaching standards of his state. On March 23 school

superintendents and principals from all parts of Min-

nesota will gather at the State University for a

week of special courses, designed to put them in

touch with the latest development in education.

"This seems to be a new and interesting develop-

ment in higher education," says Dr. P. P. Claxton,

United States Commissioner of Education, in dis-

cussing the plan. "It would be worth while for

other universities to investigate its possibilities."

Minnesota's "Short Course for Teachers" will of-

fer real university opportunities so far as these may
be obtained in the short space of one week. The

corps of instructors will include Dr. Lightner Wit-

mer, of the University of Pennsylvania; Dr. L. D.

Coffman, of the University of Illinois; Secretary

C. A. Prosser, of the National Society for the Pro-

motion of Industrial Education, and Commissioner

David Snedden, of Massachusetts.

Miss Lillian Stone, of Cincinnati, principal of

the Cincinnati Kindergarten Association Training

School, was elected president of the Ohio State

Kindergarten Association at the late meeting in

Toledo.

A DESCRIPTION OF THE LOCALITY AND
CHILDREN WHERE I TEACH.

(G. E. S.)

Note.—It is an excellent practice for a young kin-

dergartener to "write up," as it were, her own kin-

dergarten. It corresponds to the "stepping back"
of an artist to see his picture as a whole and at a

little distance.

Public School No. — is located on M street.

Every morning on leaving the subway at S
street I wend my way through a crowd of hustling

men and women on their way to business. After

dodging for two blocks, push-carts, horse-cars, fruit-

stands and many small Italian children, who, in

spite, of the hurrying crowd, wander to and fro re-

gardless of the shoves and bumps which they re-

ceive, I find breathing space on M street, which
seems quiet in comparison to what I have just left.

On entering our kindergarten, one sees many
little dark-eyed children, clean for the locality from
which they come; on becoming better acquainted

with them, the truly Italian nervousness and ex-

citable temperament shows itself in many ways.

I have one Amrican child and thirty-two Italians,

all bright, energetic and attractive. In my short

experience with these little ones I have noticed one

thing in particular, and that is the cleverness of the

Italian child in imitating. I know that all children

imitate easily, but these children seem to lack cre-

ative power but make up for the loss by imitating

almost exactly. Perhaps the power to create is

only dormant and will gradually develop. I think

this is the case, but their keenness in imitation has

greatly impressed me.

Remark—Imitativeness is not opposed to creative-

ness necessarily. It may even lead to creditiveness.

Give time and fredom.

THE KINDERGARTEN IN RURAL SCHOOLS.

Miss Locke, corresponding secretary of the Na-

tional Kindergarten Association, says statistics show

that at present there are at least four million chil-

dren who have no opportunity to attend Kinder-

garten. A large majority of these children are

located in the village and rural districts. How to

bring the Kindergarten to them is the problem for

friends of the Kindergarten to solve.

Much is being said now about rural school im-

provement, the teaching of agriculture, the improv-

ing of the community life, teacher-parent meetings,

etc., but the courses of study and nearly everything

suggested along that line are for pupils above the

primary or kindergarten age.

We cannot reach these children by waiting until

a thoroughly equipped Kindergarten can be placed

in each community, but must endeavor to meet con-

ditions as they are, and be satisfied with whatever

improvement is possible, however far from perfect it

may be.

The way to be safe is never to feel secure.



NEW GAMES, PLAYS AND PIECES FOR LITTLE PEOPLE
By Laura Rountree Smith

GAME OF RAINBOW FAIRY.

(Books rights reserved.)

The children choose a Rainbow Fairy. She is

given a sash or scarf on which the rainbow colors

are fastened. The children are in a circle and the

Rainbow Fairy skips about the outside of the circle,

singing:

I'm a Rainbow Fairy,

And I dance away;
Who can name my colors,

Colors bright and gay?

The children now all face out and sing:

We all know your colors,

Without any doubt;

Little Rainbow Fairy,

We'll turn round about!

The Rainbow Fairy now pauses before any child,

points to a rainbow color in her scarf and asks:

"What color is this?"

If the child answers correctly, he and the Rain-
bow Fairy change places. If he cannot answer, he
must sit down in the circle, and the Rainbow Fairy
skips to another child, who must answer correctly or

sit down.

The game may be made harder later on by asking
the child to name all the rainbow colors in order,

without looking at them.

This game should help the children to learn the

primary colors.

FOUR LITTLE MOTHERS.
(These little girls carry dolls and go through

motions.)
All.

We are the Little Mothers,

We rock our dolls in play,

And we bow politely,

For this is Mother's Day!

First.

My dolly is a care to me,

I rock her gently, as you see.

Second.

My dolly is not old or wise,

But she can close her little eyes.

Third.

When my dolly grows, I guess,

I will make her a new dress.

Fourth.

Very quiet we will keep,

And rock the dollies all to sleep.

(Song—Tune: "Lightly Row.")

Lullaby, lullaby,

Stars are peeping in the sky;

Lullaby, lullaby,

Clouds are sailing by,

Rock the babies to and fro,

For 'twill help them all to grow;

Lullaby, lullaby,

Rock them to and fro.

LITTLE FLOWER PLAY.

(The children stoop and how their heads, the

Rain, Sun and Winds dance by. The children repre-

sent the Flowers.)

Flowers.

Oh, who will come and wake us,

In the early spring?

Rain.

Patter, patter, rain-drops,

Don't you hear us sing?

Flowers.

Oh, who will come and wake us,

In the early spring?

Sun.

I will shine the whole day long,

Warmth to you I bring.

Flowers.

Oh, who will come and wake us,

In the early spring?

Winds.

Warm winds blowing, as you know.

Help the little flowers to grow.

Rain, Sun, Winds.

Waken, waken, flowers, dear;

Waken, for sweet spring is here!

(The Flowers all wake up and skip to seats.)

The year's at the spring

And day's at the morn,

Morning's at seven.

The hillside's dew pearled;

The lark's on the wing;

The snail's on the thorn;

God's in his heaven;

All's right with the world.

-Browning.

In too much controversy the truth

Italian.

lost.—
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FLOWERS.
Rebecca Steutton

"I think I'll get up,"

The sweet Crocus said,

" 'Tis nearly a year

I've been lying in bed."

First she put on her purple

And then her white dress,

"I think myself finest

In this one, I guess.

I'll call little Daisy

And tell her I'm here,

Just to see her in new
Pink and white frock appear.

And beautiful Hyacinth
Must 'waken, you know,

For Tulip is coming.

You see, he's her beau.

Verbenas, Geraniums and Peas,

Oh, so sweet,

Grow brighter in color

With increase of heat.

The Poppy, the Rose,

And the poor Bleedingheart,

You see, that each flower

Must do its own part.

The lordly Sunflower—
I must mention him,

Though my knowledge

Is very obscure and dim,

For I sleep again

Ere he's awake;

So always in turn

Our rest we take."

For all things fair we hear or see.

Father in heaven, we thank Theel

"SIMPLE LITTLE MARY ANN."
Albert C. Sproul

Dolly's health was awful bad

—

Worst case, doctor says, he's had.

When he asked her name, I said:

"Annette Lombard Winifred."

"Gracious," he cried, "now I know
Why your dolly's ailing so;

Such a name for one so small

Will never, never do at all.

"Change her name fast as you can

To simple little Mary Ann."

Course I did what doctor said,

Lost my A. L. Winifred.

Though my dolly's not to blame,

I can't love her just the same.

"Simple Little Mary Ann!"
Doctor's just a horrid man.

WE THANK THEE.
For flowers that bloom about our feet;

For tender grass, so fresh, so sweet;

For song of bird and hum of bee;

HELP ONE ANOTHER.
Geo. F. Hunting

"Help one another," the dewdrop cried,

Seeing another drop close to its side;

"This warm south breeze would dry me away,
And I should be gone ere noon today;

But I'll help you, and you help me,
And we'll make a brook and run to the sea."

BATHING.

I don't like to bathe in the river,

I don't like to bathe in the sea,

But my lovely white tub in my bathroom at home
Is nice enough bathing for me.

In my tub there are no slippery pebbles,

No crabs to get hold of my toes,

And when I am through, I don't have to go
In a bath-house to put on my clothes.

—S. M. T.

HOW TO PLANT A TREE.

The Department of Agriculture at Washington
gives the following suggestions for planting trees:

The proper season for planting is not everywhere

the same. When the planting is done in the spring,

the right time is when the frost is out of the ground
and before budding begins.

The day to plant is almost as important as the sea-

son. Sunny, windy weather is to be avoided. Cool,

damp days are the best. Trees can not be thrust

carelessly into a rough soil and then be expected to

flourish. They should be planted in properly worked
soil, well enriched. If they can not be planted im-

mediately after they are taken up, the first step is to

prevent their roots drying out in the air. This

may be done by piling fresh dirt deep about the

roots or setting the roots in mud.
In planting they should be placed from 2 to 3

inches deeper than they stood originally. Fine soil

should always be pressed firmly—not made hard

—

about the roots, and 2 inches of dry soil at the top

should be left very loose to retain moisture.

RECREATIONAL INQUIRY.

California proposes to find out definitely the rec-

reational needs of her citizens. A recreational in-

quiry committee has been appointed, consisting of

one member from each branch of the legislature,

and one representative each from the schools, play-

grounds, juvenile courts, public and private char-

ities, and the police, "to study, investigate, and re-

port with recommendations upon recreation for both

young and old in California, including towns and

cities." The committee has already begun work,

and hopes to report to the governor by November
1, 1914.



HINTSI^SUGGESTIONS FOR RURAL TEACHERS
CONDUCTED BY GRACE DOW

rvEAE RURAL TEACHER.—In undertaking this department I trust that my somewhat extended experience in
l-'rural schools and my subsequent normal training and city school 'work may assist me in making it practically
helpful to you in your work with the little children. I understand the tremendous tax upon the time of any rural
teacher who is trying to do good work, the wide range of studies, the constant temptation to neglect the little ones
for the apparently more pressing need of the older classes and the lack of equipment necessary for the best work.
My hope is to assist you to secure better results with the small children.and I shall unhesitatingly recommend the
intelligent use of kindergarten material as likely to produce the best results with least expenditure of time. How
^o use this material, what to select, 'what substitutes, etc., •will be discussed from month to month in these columns.

APRIL
From the elm tree's topmost bough,

Hark! the robins' early song!

Telling oiie and all that now
Merry springtime hastes along.

—Selected

BIED STUDY

There is no place better than the country for the study

of birds, and no time in the whole year quite so appro-

priate for this study as the spring, when they are coming

back to us after their long sojourn in the south.

In connection with the study of their return, their

habits, and customs set apart a day for ''Bird Day."

Decorate the school-room with branches in which are

old bird's nests, arrange colored pictures of as many
birds as possible found in the locality in which you live,

also make use of the children's cuttings and drawings

during the month.

Mr. Burrough tells us that as many as forty or fifty

different kinds of feathered songsters visit our trees and

bushes every summer, I wonder how many each of us

knows by sight or sound!

Begin your study with the following familiar ones:—

the bluebird, robin, song sparrow, Baltimore oriole,

red-winged blackbird, quail, crow, canary, bluejay,

woodpecker, and humming bird.

SUGGESTIVE PROGRAM

Return of the Birds

Bird's Ways
Sir Robin

Bird Thoughts

The Woodpecker
Robin Red Breast

Who Killed Cock Robin?

The Origin of the Robin

Bryant

O. T. Taylor

Lucy Larcom
In the Child's World

Baldwin Primer

Feathers and Fur, Johonott

Golden Rod Book

Our Birds and Their Nestlings

The Myth of the Song Sparrow, Ernest Thompson Seton

Many appropriate songs will be found in the following

books:

—

Songs for Little Children - - - Eleanor Smith

Song Stories Patty S. Hill

Mother Play Songs ... - Susan Blow

Merry Songs and Games ... - Hubbard

THE ORIGIN OF BIRDS
An Indian Legend

Among the many strange stories which the Indians

tell their children is the one which gives the origin of

birds.

Long, long ago when the world was new the Great

Spirit walked about making it beautiful. Wherever his

feet touched the ground, beautiful trees and flowers

sprang into being.

When the autumn came, the winds blew colder and

the frost came, the green in the leaves ehanged to bright

red, and yellow, and soft brown, just as it does to this

day. The leaves sane: soft little songs to each other as

they fell to the ground.

The Great Spirit did not wish them to lie there [and

die, so he changed each into a beautiful bird. All the dull

brown leaves into sparrows and wrens, and the bright

yellow leaves into gold finches and yellow birds, the

red of maple into cardinals and tangers, and the red

brown of the oak into the robin.

For this reason the birds find food and shelter among
the protecting branches of the mother trees.

BUSY WORK

With brush, crayon, scissors, and pencil make birds

at rest, birds flying, birds in nests, eggs, bird-houses.

With clay make nests, eggs and bird-houses.

Bird booklets may be made, allowing each child to

choose his favorite bird. Decorate the cover with a

bird picture, and within give a description of the bird

and an appropriate quotation.

AN EASTER IDEA

A fowl yard or barnyard may be made by using seeds

or lentils, or these combined with small sticks. Place

in the yard trees and bushes made of the same mater-

ial, also boxes in which there are nests; these may be

made more real if bits of hay or raffia were coiled to

form the nest. Have each child make several chicken-

coops for his yard. Cut strips of paper 4 inches by 8

inches, iold in the middle forming a triangle, cut four

narrow strips for the front slats, and a triangular piece

for the back. One-fourth inch folds should be left on

strips to attach to the sides.

WT
ith yellow cotton, and toothpicks for legs and bill

a little yellow chicken may be made.

NUMBER AND WORD GAME

Arrange in some convenient place in your room a

fish pond; a fine net or coarse cloth will answer the

purpose. Cut card board fish and attach a string to

each, on them write words learned or combinations of

numbers. Put them in the pond, and allow each child

to fish once a day. If the correct answer is given he
attaches it to his seat. When he has ten correct answers

give him a larger fish of silver or gold to take home.

HANS CHRISTIAN ANDERSEN

April second should be one of the most interesting

days for primary children, for on this day was born

Hans Christian Andersen, the greatest of all story tel-

lers.

His father was a poor shoemaker, but he loved nature

and spent all his spare time walking in the woods with

his son who enjoyed gathering the wild flowers and
listening to the songs of the birds.
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Hans had no playmates, and during the long summer
days he loved to lie under the bushes in the garden
watching the insects and imagining stories about them.
His father died when he was still a young boy. He

wanted to go to Copenhagen where he thought he could
make his fortune. His mother was at first unwilling to

part with him, but was advised by a friend to allow him
to go, saying he would some day become a great man.
He first tried singing, but caught a severe cold and

was obliged to give it up. Then he tried to sell his

stories. A man who read some of these was so pleased
with them he offered to send him to school. He worked
hard in school, and lived in a garret room from
which he eould see only the tops of the buildings.
As he grew older he wrote children's stories, and

beautiful fairy tales which all children enjoy. On his
seventieth birthday he was presented with a book con-
taining one of his stories in fifteen languages.
The people of Denmark erected a beautiful statue in

his honor. It represents him in the midst of a group
of children apparently listening to his stories. Another
statue stands in Lincoln Park in Chicago and represents
the story teller seated at the edge of a lake, with a large
swan near him

.

"The beautiful and the good are never forgotten; they
live always in story or in song."

Westfield, Mass.

The new North Side School building is to be pro-
vided with one or more kindergarten rooms.

Rochester, N. Y.

New kindergarten rooms have been opened in

the Eugene Field school, recently re-dedicated after
an expenditure in remodeling of about $80,000.

Belfontaine, Ohio.

A new kindergarten, the first one for Belfon-
taine, was opened a few weeks since in this city,

thus filling a need which has been felt for a long
time. The Daughters of Trinity are largely re-

sponsible for the good work.

Manchester, N. H.
The Amoskaeg Manufacturing Co., has begun

work on a handsome new building in the vacant
lot facing Franklin street, bounded on the north
by Market and on the South by Middle street.

It will contain an up-to-date kindergarten and day
nursery. It is hoped to have the nursery part in

readiness by the early summer.

Westfield, Mass.

In considering the plans for the new school build-

ing on the north side of the river, a committee of

citizens who had the matter in charge, expressed

the opinion that the kindergarten must be consid-

ered an important integral part of the Westfield

school system, and suggested a plan for providing

one or more kindergartens in the new building.

Lemont, 111.

The parents of this place have long felt the need

of a kindergarten, and the subject was taken before

the Board of Education at a recent meeting, the

Board deciding to fit up rooms in the graded school

building and start the kindergarten as soon as the

necessary repairs can be made, and an experienced

kindergartner of high qualifications has been se-

cured.

BOOK NOTES
Mother Nature and Her Fairies. By Hugh Find-

lay, Professor of Horticulture and Botany at the
New York State School of Agriculture at Morris-
ville, N. Y. Illustrated by the author. Cloth. 130
pages, price, 50c. Published by C. W. Bardeen,
Syracuse, New York.

This charming little book, by Hugh Findlay, pro-

fessor of horticulture and botany in the State School
of Agrictulture at Morrisville, N. Y., will be a de-

light to every child. There are 12 full-page illustra-

tions, and the stories and poems have that light

touch that appeals to youthful imagination. Besides,

all that is said of the flowers and other forms of life

is accurate, stimulating observation and affection.

The Education of Carl Wirte. Edited by H.
Addington Bruce. 312 pps. Cloth binding. Price $1.50
net. Published by the Thomas Y. Crowell Co., New
York.

Should the mind of the child "lie fallow" until the

coming of school age? Or should the child's education

begin immediately with the dawning of his intelligence.

This book is an argument for the latter course, relating

how a boy of ordinary ability, by careful early training,

was able at nine years to read French, Italian, English,

German, Latin, and Greek, was a brilliant mathematical
scholar, 'and was well versed in physics, chemistry,

zoology, and botany. Before Carl Witte was fourteen

he won the degree of Ph. D. and at sixteen joined the
teaching staff of the University of Berlin. A full

account is given of the methods by which Witte was
given his advantageous start in his course to a position

as one of the leading scholars of Europe.

The Story Method of Teaching Reading and
Spelling, published by G. W. Lewis, the author, 4707
St. Lawrence avenue, Chicago, 111. A teacher's out-
fit, comprising six vowel cards, 69 consonant cards,

and two books. One of these is The Story Primer.
The characters are Boy Blue, his two sisters, his

dog, a family of rabbits, an owl, and a group of

Mother Goose characters. A single story involving

situations easily understood furnishes consecutive

reading which encourages consecutive thinking and
teaches the child to follow the thread of a story.

The great amount of action and the fact that it is

written in direct conversation make it easy to dra-

matize, and very suitable for instructing foreign

and subnormal pupils. The book is planned to save

time for the busy teacher. On each left-hand page

may be found the new words, the phonic drills based

on these, and the introductory story for the teacher,

while on the opposite page is found the reading for

the pupils.

The first part of the manual gives much that is

of vital interest to teachers of all grades. But the

second part is devoted wholly to first primary work.
The method has been thoroughly tested for about
eight years and marvelous results have been secured.

First year classes have read eight primers, eight first

readers, seven second readers and two third readers.

The method has already proved a great bpon to

teachers and to pupils. Excellent results have been
secured with foreign pupils and with subnormal
pupils.
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I. K. U. Department.—N. E. A.

Keported by Miss Myra M. Winchester, Corresponding
Secretary, I. K. U.

The meeting of the Department of Superintendence

was successful in every way. There was a large attend-

ance, and the discussions as well as the many enjoyable

social features of the week were full of significance and
interest.

The I. K. U. session, held Thrusday afternoon Feb-
ruary 26th, was well attended and under the able direc-

tion of Miss Wheelock was pronounced a most success-

ful conference. Dr. Holmes' inability to be present to

give his own paper was a matter of regret, but Dr.

Hanus, who kindly read the paper made the regret less

poignant than it would otherwise have been.

"Testing the Kindergarten by its Eesults" was a

fruitful theme, and was further discussed by Miss
Pennell and Miss Winchester.

Mrs. Schoff and Mrs. Stannardwho presented the sub-

ject of "The Kindergarten in Kelation to Social Wel-
fare," made a plea for a wider range of occupation for

the kindergarten trained young women. The peculiar

fitness of kindergartens for various lines of social work
points the way to great opportunities for service out-

side the kindergarten class-room.

Dr. Dyer's illuminating address on "The Kindergar-

ten in Relation to the Primary School and the Training

of Teachers," was followed with close attention. Many
questions were suggested as worthy of earnest investi-

gation.

Dr. Grossman, Miss Colemann and others joined in

the discussion.

At the close of the session, the audience, in r esponse
to an invitation from the Richmond Kindergarten

League, adjourned to the Madison School for a delight-

ful hour of "tea and talk."

The proposed Japanese tour in 1915 was the subject

of an informal conference. Mr. Towle of the Bureau of

University Travel, Dr. Winship of Boston, Mrs. Schoff,

Pres. of the National Congress of Mothers, and Mrs.

Claxton, met with some of the kindergartners and
participated in the discussion.

The National Congress of Mothers will co-operate with

the International Kindergarten Union in placing the

trip on a basis of broad educational consideration. Mrs.

Schoff extended to Mr. Towle a cordial ivnitation to pre-

sent the question at the meeting of the International

Congress of Mothers (which will be held in Washington
the 3rd week in April) in order that the large scope of

the subject may be adequately impressed upon the

organization.

Among other details of the journey sketched by Mr.
Towle was the alternative of continuing from Yokoha-
ma across Siberia and Russia, and making a trans-At-

lantic return to America, or of re-crossing the Pacific

to Vancouver and returning over the Canadian Rockies

j.0 Chicago.

Providence, R. I.

Superintendent William H. Kilpatrick, Columbia
University, addressed a meeting of kindergarten
teachers at the Normal School, under the auspices

of the Rhode Island Kindergarten League, February
12th. His subject was "Some Consideration in Mak-
ing a Kindergarten Curriculum."

Newark, New Jersey.

The Newark Kindergarten Union gave an "At
Home," February 9th to kindergartners not mem-
bers of the Union at the Y. W. C. A., 53 Washing-
ton street. Miss Pearl Matter sang "A Perfect

Day" and "Have You Seen My Kitty?" Miss Clare

Burgess and Miss Mabel Hedden rendered piano
selections. A letter of greeting was read from Miss
Ada Van Stone Harris, of Pittsburgh, formerly
kindergarten supervisor of this city.

Buffalo, N. Y.

The adjourned meeting of the Buffalo Kinder-

garten Union was held February 19th.

Dayton, Ohio.

The Dayton Kindergarten Club, at its meeting
February 3d devoted a large portion of its time to

discussing "The Kindergarten," being a report of

the Committee of nineteen, made by Elizabeth Har-
rison, Susan E. Blow and Patty S. Hill. New folk

games were also considered.

Buffalo, N. Y.

S. S. McClure, who is interested in the Montessori

Method, addressed the Free Kindergarten Associa-

tion and the Twentieth Century Club, February 3d,

urging the adoption of the Montessori Method in

the city. Motion pictures of the Montessori

Schools in the city of Rome were used to illustrate

the lecture.

KINDERGARTEN MEETINGS.

Houston, Texas.

The second annual meeting of the Houston Kinder-

garten Association was held at the home of Mrs.

Edgar Odell Lovett, on February 7th.

Boston, Mass.

A most successful entertainment was given Febru-

ary 4th at Elizabeth Peabody House Theater to the

members and friends of the Boston Froebel Club—
a decided change, as heretofore the monthly meet-

ings have been devoted exclusively to educational

matters.

Bangor, Me.

A project is on foot for the establishment of a

semi-private Kindergarten, and Mrs. L. H. Cushman
has been urged to take charge of the work.
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Chicago, Illinois

The Student Government Association of the Chicago

Kindergarten Institute are alive to the questions of the

day. Miss Vittum, President of the Woman's City

Club, in an interesting talk told them what the women
of Chicago were doing as Civic Mothers. A large

number of the student body attended the November
meeting of the Club to hear the subject of Legislation

discussed. Many of the faculty, students and members
of Gertrude House are actively interested in the pres-

ent municipal campaign in this city.

At the December meeting of the Association, Mrs.

Raymond Robins, Chicago, 111., national president of

the Woman's Trade Union League, gaye a forceful

address urging the necessity for self government

among women workers.

Dr. Caroline Hedger recently spoke before the Asso-

ciation on Conservation of Motherhood. She presented

the two aspects of the subject, the economic and racial

values.

The Kindergarten Director's class meets at the

Institute twice a month. There are thirty members in

this class, many of whom are graduates of the Chicago

Kindergarten Institute. The faculty are presenting to

them the best they have to offer in their respective

lines of work, such as music, rhythm, use of educational

play materials and stories. They are undertaking,

under the direction of Miss Morse, Miss Huffman and

Miss Dwyer, a definite investigation of the value of

the kindergarten, in education, by giving tests of the

physical control, the mental content, and mental devel-

opment of children in the various kindergartens. The
unification of the kindergarten and elementary school

work is being emphasized.

Many of the Alumnae are teaching Elementary

Classes. The Directors of the Institute and the admin-

istrative staff are kept busy meeting the demands for

teachers. The Chicago Kindergarten Institute and

Gertrude House are proving, by the work of its Alum-

nae, that it is "not merely a training school, but makers

of society." Its greatest problem, at the present time,

is to wisely meet the needs of its large classes.

Grand Rapids, Mich.

In order to comply with the provisions of Act 259,

Public Acts of 1913, the Grand Rapids Kindergarten

Training School has filed articles of reincorporation.

No change in the school is contemplated. The
articles were signed by the following directors:

Gerald FitzGerald, Clara Wheeler, Lucy M. Bettes,

Clark H. Gleason, Estelle H. Provin, Belle M. Tower
and Samuel T. Morris.

Hirshima, Japan.

Miss Pearl Ague, formerly of Pittsburgh, Penn.,

and now in charge of the Christian Missionary
Alliance Kindergarten here, recently graduated a

class of 24 boys and girls. Several native teachers

are employed in the school here.

SUMMARY OF VALUABLE FEATURES OF
THE KINDERGARTEN.
By Kate Dougles Wiggin.

The symmetrical development of the child's

powers.

The rational method of discipline, looking to the

growth of moral, self-directing power in the child

—

the only proper discipline for future citizens of a

free republic.

The development of certain practical virtues.

The emphasis placed upon manual training, es-

pecially in its development of the child's creative

activity.

The training of the sense of beauty, harmony and
order; its ethical as well as esthetic significance.

The insistence upon the moral effect of happiness;

joy the favorable climate of childhood.

The training of the child's social nature; an at-

tempt to teach the brotherhood of man as well as

the Fatherhood of God.

The realization that a healthy body has almost as

great an influence on morals as a pure mind.

Dr. George W. Gerwig, Secretary of the Board
of Education of Pittsburgh, in a recent address,

declared that the upper grades need a practical ap-

plication of the underlying principles of the kinder-

garten and strongly advocated its principles of carry-

ing the best to the least favored.

Reading, Penn.

A marked increase amounting to about 25 per cent

is noted in the attendance at the Free Kindergarten

in this city. At the annual meeting of the society,

held recently, a demonstration of kindergarten

methods with a model session demonstrating class

work and drill, conducted by the supervising
teacher, Mrs. Hull, was given. An exhibition of

hand work, including paper cutting, clay modeling,
etc., was given.

Reading, Penna.

A marked increase in the attendance at the Free
Kindergartens of the city was noted in the report

of Miss Carrie Hull at a recent meeting of the

Reading Free Kindergarten Association. Thirty-

three new pupils have enrolled since February 1st.

Petaluma, Calif.

The Pepper Kindergarten opened February 16th

for the summer term, with Mrs. Fleming and Miss
Carlson in charge. During the vacation the building

has been greatly improved, and the interior painted.

The attendance during the last term was the largest

in the history of the school.

South Atchison, Kan.

Parents here are greatly interested in <the estab-

lishment of a kindergarten. There are over 40

children in readiness to attend.
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THIS COMMITTEE OF THE WHOLE, of which all Subscribers to the Kin-
dergarten-Primary Magazine are members, will consider those various prob-
lems which meet the practicing Kindergartner—problems relating to the
School-room proper. Ventilation, Heating, and the like; the Aesthetics of
School-room Decoration; Problems of the Physical Welfare of the Child, in-
cluding the Normal, the Defective, and the Precocious; questions suggest-
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of Home to School and the Kindergarten to the Grades; and problems re-
garding the Moral Development of the Child and their relation to Froebel's
Philosophy and Methods All questions will be welcomed and also any
suggestions of ways in -which Kindergartners have successfully met the
problems incidental to kindergarten and primary practice. All replies to
queries will be made through this department, and not by correspondence.

Address all inquiries to

MISS BERTHA JOHNSTON, EDITOR,
3e9 Clinton St., Brooklyn, N. Y-

To the Chairman of the Committee of the Whole:

It seems to me that an interesting' exercise might be

given grade children, by dictating a series of words and
then asking' them to give one or more words that

rhymed with the first set. This would enable the teach-

er to judge 1, of the accuracy of the hearing; 2, of the

attention which the class paid to sounds of consonants,

vowels and syllables. My attention was called to an ob-

vious defect in the discrimination of many people

when I read some verses submitted to an editor friend

in which the following pairs of words were supposed to

rhyme:

Shrined, twined; field, steel; divine, time; meet, be-

neath; mankind, divine: I have noted similar evidence

of faulty powers of discrimination in other versifiers

and it occurred to me that some kind of exercise in the

schoolroom might develop ability to more accurately

recognize fine distinctions and resemblances.

s. B. G.

Probably most editors have suffered the experience

to which our correspondent calls our attention. The
really great singers seldom fall from grace in this man-
ner altho we find occasional lapses in many of those

who stand in the first rank. Emerson, in his lines,

"I like a church, I like a cowl

I like a prophet of the soul"

furnishes a notable example of mistaken rhyme, but
under circumstances, like this, when a great thought
or sentiment carries our emotions iorward, we can for-

give the jar to our esthetic pleasure. As a rule, such

faulty rhyming does indicate a need of practice in clear

enunciation, and study of the various sounds of the

vowels and consonants and the manner in which they

are formed by lips, tongue and teeth. Such exercises

should accompany each step in the process of learning

to read. The practice in rhyming suggested by our cor-

respondent is an excellent one, and affords a variation

to the usual spelling lesson; it offers also an interesting

occupation for the "busy work" period.

The suggestion noted above "reminds the editor of

the fine exibit of school books and other educational

agencies, shown in the University of London, when the

21 meetings of educational associations were held there

during the holidays. Among these was an exhibit of the

"Simplified Spelling Sosieti," and as we have long be-

lieved that our present illogical spelling should be

modified so that when we heard a new word we might

know how to spell it and when we saw a new word we
might know how to pronounce it, we decided to join

the Sosieti. Those who study this subject with an un-

biased mind can hardly fail to be convinced of the need

of some change in our present method of representing

sounds. If the symbol did accurately represent the

sound we would have fewer cases of the abominable

rhyming illustrated above. The English Society publish-

es a monthly, "The Pioneer ov Simplified Speling," and

also a story "The Star," by H. G, Wells, and a book of

"Nurseri Riemz" which gives a sound chart, "egzamplz

ov silabl bilding," and many of the familiar Mother

Goose rhymes in unfamiliar spelling. Such publications

mark a step in the right direction and we hope many of

our readers will be led to send to the Sosieti, 44

Great Russell St., London, England, W. C., for their

little pamphlet, "Simplified Spelling, an appeal to Com-
mon Sense." The fee for joining the society is one shill-

ing. The movement is progressing also in America, and

we are pleased to note that on Feb. 20, the Brooklyn

Spelling Reform Society met at Adelphi College, Dr.

William L. Feelter, Principal of the Girls' School, spoke

on "Thoughts Suggested by the Brooklyn Eagle's Spell-

ing Bee." Dr. Charles P. G. Scott's subject was "Eng-

lish Spelling in English Literature," and Charles S. Car-

rington gave lantern slides with comments. The head-

quarters of the American "Simplified Spelling Board"

are at 1 Madison Avenue, N. Y. Write to the secretary if

you wish information upon this important subject. As

has been said "a generation which has accepted the

typewriter, the telegraph, the telephone, the motor-car,

to speak of but a few innovations, into the textures of

its daily life, would soon accommodate itself to changed

spelling, and would in fact, come to marvel that a liter-

ary instrument so intelligent and indispensable came
so late into use."

To the Chairman of the Committee of the Whole:

' Perhaps this item from Cleveland may interest your

readers, altho somewhat belated:

"Mayor Newton D. Baker, the first of 500 American
Mayors, asked to issue a proclamation urging fathers

and sons to begin the New Year with a resolve to be

more intimate and companionable, complied with the re-

quest in a 300 word document, closing with the words:
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"If we begin the New Year with the resolve that our

sons shall be more our companions and our fathers

more our comrades it will add both to the sweetness of

our private life and to the value of our citizenship."

N. -

We understand it was the Secretary of the Cleveland

(Ohio) Young Men's Christian Assn. that inaugurated

this "Father and Son" idea, which will undoubtedly

prove to be a seed-thought that will bear valuable fruit.

Especially during the crucical period of adolescence is

such a companionship invaluable to the growing youth,

but it cannot suddenly spring into life; it needs thought-

ful, loving nurturing, during infancy and boyhood as

suggested in the Mother Play appearing on another

page of our current issue.

To the Committee of the Whole:

The editor met upon shipboard a charming English

lady who one day confided to her that she was really

tired of the story of George Washington and his hatchet

.

We are brought up on that story of truth telling George,

she said, but I feel pretty certain either, that he was a

little prig, or that he told the truth because there was

no way out as his guilt was all too manifest.

Now. just as there are many children who detest

Miss Edgewortlrs exceedingly moral tales, so there are

those who are somewhat repelled by the cherry-tree

story, especially if it be related too often. On the other

band we have tried Miss Edg^worth's stories on natur-

al, normal children and many of them really like the

stories, just as undoubtedly many have been helped by

little George's sticking up for the truth when he didn't

know what might be the consequences, and he probab-

ly did not realize the importance of circumstantial evi-

dence. But what especially interested the editor in this

interview was the knowledge that English schools were

ready to hold up the leader of the Revolution as a hero

for their children. Indeed a glance through an English

textbook of history seemed to indicate that at this

remote distance in time the true Englishman respects

the spirit of 177fi that would not brook injustice, and

oppression.

Upon relating this incident to a thoughtful and pub-

lic-spirited friend she cast a new light upon the story

when she pointed out that its most important lesson

was one, not for the child, but for the parent. Let par-

ents meditate upon this story each year, for the mes-

sage it has for them. When a child commits a fault,

what is to be the father's attitude? Is he going to realize

and make the child feel that whatever else he does, or

doesn't do, he is expected to be truthful. Truthful in

word, truthful in deed. If such integrity be made the

foundation in character-building, other virtues can be

developed and nurtured. But without the bedrock of

honesty, the foundations of home and State are liable

to crumble under the first adverse wind.

Bryant and May are a long-established firm of match-

makers, in London, England. They publish for a penny

(two cents) a pamphlet called "Toys and Models made
from Matches," by Morley Adams, illustrated by Car-

ruthero Brough. It gives suggestions, illustrated, for a

great variety of pictures made by matchlayjng, and

also a number of toys that can be made of the wooden
match boxes in which their matches are packed. They
also sell such boxes containing only the match stales,

without any igniting preparation. In addition, they,

manufacture for one shilling, threepence, (by mail) a

model-making outfit, containing match stales, sheets

of wood veneer, sheets of leatherette, tube of secotine,

ruler, pencil, and the book of suggestions. We are

pleased to recommend this to teachers and parents.

The address, Bryant and May, Fairfield Wr
orks, Bow,

London, E. England.

A MINIATURE COLONY SCHOOL.
Making the school grounds a miniature colony,

with the pupils busily engaged in all kinds of pro-

ductive occupations, is the device of the Birley

House School, an open-air school in England, as

described in a bulletin just issued by the United

States Bureau of Education.

Various minerals—coal, iron ore, copper ore, lead

ore. and gold quartz—are buried in different parts

of the school garden, and the children go out "pros-

pecting" for them. The finders become captains of

industry. To work the mines the captains of in-

dustry engage laborers at the labor exchaange,

which is managed by one of the pupils. Boring

is then proceeded with, shafts are sunk, winding

apparatus is constructed, and the mineral is brought

to the surface.

Here arises the need of coal, and a system of

transportation in the form of a miniature railway is

organized, furnaces are set up, factories are planned,

the possible markets for the product are considered, !

and the importance of a merchant marine is recog-

nized.

In close connection with the industrial side of

the colonization scheme the agricultural plan is de-

veloped. A portion of the garden is cleared, a min-

iature farm of six fields is prepared, and the differ-

ent methods of fencing a.re applied to these fields.

The ground is plowed and crops are sown in rota-

tion—wheat, potatoes, barley, oats, clover, and cab-

bage. A thatched log hut is built and furnished to

serve as a homestead for the farmers, and the neces-

sary outbuildings—barn, stable, wagon shed, pig-sty.

poultry house and dog kennel—are built around it.

All the school work is done in close relation to

the community activities. Practice in woodwork and

carpentry is obtained by making a rabbit warren, an

aviary, insect cases, garden frames, cases for

weather instruments, etc. The use of '•puddling"

clay and the mixing of concrete and cement are illus-

trated by constructing a pond, drain-pipes, and other

mason work. There is practical arithmetic in the

measurement of lengths and distances, in estimating

costs and quantities, in finding heights by means ol

simple instruments, in making records of rainfall,

barometer, thermometer, sunshine, etc., and in other

calculations required in garden and manual work.

What is becoming is honorable, and what is hon-

orable is becoming.—Bully.
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ANNOUNCEMENTS OF KINDERGARTEN MEETINGS
CONVENTIONS, LECTURES, ETC.

so that no one will feel that 'she cannot afford to at-

tend a convention."

INTERNATIONAL KINDERGARTEN UNION

Twenty-first Annual Convention to be held

at Springfield, Mass.

April 20-25

Headquarters: Hotel Kimball, Chestnut and Bridge Sts.

PLACES OF MEETING

Hotel Kimball—Board Meetings.

Auditorium—Reception and Evening Sessions.

Mahogany Room of Auditorium—Conference of Train-
ing Teachers and Supervisors.

Central High School—Conference of Directors and As-
sistants.

Trinity Chmch—Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday

morning and Wednesday and Thursday afternoon

sessions,

OFFICERS
President— Mrs '. Narv Boomer Page, 54' Scott Si ., Chicago,

111.

1st Vice President -Miss Stella L. Wood, 315 Eleventh Ave.,
S. E., Minneapolis. Minn

iret J. Staunard, lSJChesnut2nd Vice President— Mrs. Mar:
St., Boston. Mass.

Recording Secretary—Miss Myra M. Winchester, Bureau
of Education, Washington, T). C.

Corresponding Secretary and Treasurer—Miss Catherine
R. Watkins, 1720 Oregon Ave., Washington, D. C.

Auditor—Miss Marion Hanckel, Schooltield. Va.

CHAIRMEN (>F COMMITTEES FOR I. K. U. .CONVEN-
TION

Headquarters—Miss Rachael Jones.

Accommodations—Miss Clara Lewis.

Places of Meeting—Miss Nellie Stockwell.

Hospitality and Decorations—Miss Hat tie Twichell

Badges—Miss Lillie Capron.

Transportation—Mr. G. F. Merriam.

Local Transportation—Miss Grace Bowers.

Music—Miss Alice E. Loynes,

Exhibit—Miss Bertha McConkey.

Press and Printing— Miss Mabel E. Osgood.

Credentials and Elections—Miss Anna Johnson.

Finance and advisory—Miss Xellie Perry, Miss Mav Mur-
ray, Mr. J. H. Van "Sickle, Mr. W. W. "Taplev, Mr. Ralph
Aklen.

ACCOMMODATIONS IN SPRINGFIELD
The Committee on Accommodations has prepared

the following list of hotels, and stands ready to answer

inquiries in regard to boarding houses and rooms in

private families The restaurants and lunch rooms are

excellent, and it will be easy for every kindergartner

to plan beforehand just how much the trip to Spring-

held will cost. Every effort will be made by the com-
mittee to help kindergartners to make arrangements

for low priced accommodations, where this is desired,

LIST OF HOTELS
Hotel Kimball, Chestnut and Bridge Streets.

European plan. Single rooms without bath but with
running hot and cold water, for one person, $1.50 and
$2.00 a day ; for two persons. $2.50 and $3.00 a day. Single
rooms with shower bath, for one person, $2.00; for two
persons. $3.00. Single rooms with tub bath for one per-
son, $2.50, $3.00, and $3.50 a day, and for two persons, $4.00
and $5.00 a day. Single rooms with tub baih, when oc-
cupied by three persons, $6.00 a day. Diningroom.a la

carte service, 6 a. in. to 12 p. m.

The Worthy. 803 Main Street.

European plan Single room without bath, $1.50 a daj
;

with bath, $2.50 and $3.00 a day. Two in a room, without
bath, $2.50 a day; with bath, $1.00 and $1.50 a day. Res-
taurant. A la carte service. Combination breakfasts,
10 cents to 00 cents; service, 6 a. m. to 10 a.m. Lunch-
eon, 5u cents; service. 12 m. to 2 p. in.

Cooley's Hotel. 211 Main Street.

European plan. Single room without bath. $1.50 a <la\ ;

with bath, $2.50 a day. Two in a room without bath.
$2.50 a day; with bath, $3.50 a day. American plan ; sin-
gle room, $2 50 and upward a day; two in a room, $5.00
and upward a day. Meals: Breakfast, 75 cents; lunch-
eon, fiO cents; dinner, 75 cents. Restaurant. A la carte
service. Combination breakfasts. In cents and upward.

Clinton Hall. LOS Main Street.

European plan. Single room without bath. $1.00 a day;
with bath, $1 50 a day. Two in a room without bath,
$2.00aday; with bath, $3.00 a day. Restaurant. A la
carte service, 6:30 a. in. to 9 p m. Combination break-
fasts. 25 cents to $1.00; service. 0:30 a. m. to 11 a. ni.

Luncheon, to cents ; service, 12 m. to 2:30 p..m. Dinner,
75 cents : service. 6 to S:3<l p, m.

ia?ii;.y hotels;

The Oaks, 29 Thompson Street.

American plan. Without bath, $2.50 and $3.00 a dav;
with bath, $3.' and $4.00 a day. European plan, $1.00 arid
upward. Meals: Breakfast, 50 cents ; luncheon, 50 cents:
dinner, 00 cents.

The Winchester. 774 State Street.

Single rooms, $1.00 a da\ ; two in a room, $1.50 a day. All
meals. 50 cents

Young Women's Christian Association, HO Howard St.

Room and board, $1.25 a day.

Visitors desiring accommodations at the hotels must
secure the same by direct communication with the

hotel managers, and reservations should be made early.

Application for list of other hotels or for accommda-
tion in boarding houses may be addressed to the chair-

man of the committee and should state rate per day.

with or without meals.

Monday, Apri

PROGRAM
20th, 10 A. M. Board Meeting.

2 P. M. Board Meeting.
8 P. M. Committee of Nineteen

TiEsDAv, April 2Lst—Kindergartens open to Visitors
9 to 11:45.

Tuesday Afteknoon, 2:30 P. M.

Miss Stella AVood, First Vice-President, Chairman
Conference of Directors and Assistants—Central
High School.

Subject:—The Development of Initiative.

1. Necessity for Initiative.

2. Conditions for Development of Initiative in the
Kindergarten.

a. Atmosphere created by relation between child-
ren and kindergartner.
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k. Flexibility of organization.

c. Teacher's ability to use children's power which
these conditions have called forlh.

3. Materials and Method.

a. Children's expression should precede teacher's
instruction.

b. Ideas and problems emerge through interest
and expression.

c. Actual happening in the class should be used
to make clear problem or standard.

d. Technique has a place in the development of
every subject.

2:30 P. M.—Conference of Training Teachers and Sup-
ervisors. Chairman, MissHortense Orcutt, Savan-
nah, Ga.—Mahogany Room, Auditorium.

Tuesday Evening, 8 P. M.—General Reception—Audi-
torium—Greetings and Music.

Wednesday, April 22nd—Delegates' Day.

9 A. M.—Resume of Work in the Field.

Roll Call of Branch Societies by States or Corre-
lated Groups.

Wednesday Afteknoon. 2 P. M.—Delegates' Day Re-
sume of Work in the Union.

1. Reports of Officers.

2. Brief Reports of Chairmen of Standing Com-
mittees.

Miss Annie Laws—Committee of Nineteen.

Miss Hortense Orcutt—Committee on Training and
Supervision.

Miss Nina C. Vandewalker—Committee on Invest-
igation.

Miss Grace Mix—Committee on Propagation.

Miss Ellen Lombard—Committee of Foreign Cor-
respondence.

Miss Annie Laws—Committee on Foreign Affairs.

Miss Alice Temple—Committee on Child Study.

Miss Catherine Tracy—Committee on Sanitation
and Hygiene.

Miss Alice O'Grady—Committee on Literature.

Mrs. Bertha Payne Newell-Committee on Music.

Mrs. M.B. B. Langzettel—Committee on Graphic
Arts.

Miss Ella C. Elder—Committee on Finance.

Miss Netta Faris—Committee on Publication.

Miss Mary McCulloch—Committee on Froebel Mon-
ument."

Miss Lucy Wheelock—Dep't. of Supts. N. E. A.

Miss Nina C. Vandewalker—Bureau of Education
Com.

Miss May Murray, Chairman—Committee on Ne-

crology.

Miss Elizabeth Harrison — Report of the Jarvis
Fund.

3. Appointment of Committees on Nominations,
Time and Place, Resolutions, etc.

4. New Business.

New Opportunities for 1915. Panama Pacific Ex-
position, San Francisco.

The I. K. U. and Japan—Mr. Towle, Bureau of
University Travel.

5. Announcements.

6. Report from Delegates' Day Committee and the
award of the I. K. U. Banner.

7. At the close of this session tea will be served
informally by the Twichel] Alumnae Association,

Thursday, April 23rd—9 to 10:30 A. M.—Round Table

Chairman, Mrs. Bertha Payne Newell.

Subject—Music.

Speakers and Sub-Topics announced later.

10:40 to 12:15 A. M.—Round Table.

Chairman, Mrs. M. B. B. Langzettel.

General Discussion.

Subject— (A) Graphic Arts from the standpoint of
the Teacher and the value of these Arts to Child-
ren in the Kindergarten. Illustrated.

12:30 Luncheon at the Hotel Kimball.

Thursday Afternoon, 2 P. M.—Addresses.

Subject—"The Kindergarten." Miss Laura Fisher,
New York City.

"The Kindergarten and the School," (Speaker to be
announced later.)

"The Kindergarten and the College"—Prof. Arthur

Norton, Wellesley College. Wellesley, Mass.

Thursday Evening, 8 P. M.

1. The Whole Gospel of Immigration. Mrs. Mary
Antin. (Author of The Promised Land.)

2. Mrs. Eva Whiting White, Subject— "The Kin-
dergartner's Responsibility towards Social Prob-
lems."

Friday Morning, April 24th.

Polls open 8:30 to 10:30 A. M. for election of Officers.

9 A. M.—Unfinished business.

New Business—Relation to Federation of Women's
Clubs.

Appointment of Delegate to N. E. A.

Report of Credentials Committee.

Report of Committee on Time and Place.

Report of Committee on Resolutions.

Presentation of New Officers.

Symposium—Subject: The Training of tre Kindergart-
ner for Social Co-operation.

1. In relation to the Home—Miss Elizabeth Har-
rison, Chicago, Nat'l Kg. College, Mrs. M. J.

Stannard, School of Home Making, Boston.

2. In Relation to the School.—N. E. A. 1913—Mrs.
M. B. Page, Chicago, N. E. A., 1914—Miss Cather-
ine Tracy, New York City.

Parent-Teacher Associations—Mrs. Milton Hig-
gins, Worcester, Mass.

School Extension—Miss Frances Curtis, School
Board, Boston.

3. In relation to the Community— Health, Amuse-
ments, Libraries—Miss Anna Williams, Phila-

delphia.

Professional Life, its Opportunities, Privileges and
Obligations—Miss Lucy Wheelock, Boston.

General Discussion.

Friday Afternoon—Free.
Friday Evening, 8 P. M. Addresses.

Subject: "The Mechanical Mind," Dr. John Greer
flibben, President Princeton University, Prince-

ton, N. J.

Subject: "Liberal Education," Dr. Alexander Mei-

klejohn, President Amherst College, Amherst,
Mass.

Saturday, April 25th,—College Trip to Four Colleges.

Holyoke, Smith, Amherst, Amherst Agricultural.

Special plans announced later. -
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STORIES FOR CHILDREN
The importance of good literature for children can

hardly be overstated. There is an unlimited demand from
teachers and parents for really good material of this kind.
Much is put forth that has no claim other than that its
sale will benefit the publisher. Those who control the
reading of the young should see that the best, most help-
ful, most interesting stories are provided. The expense
need not be great. The quality of the stories must be ap-
proved by the judgment of the best judges

We have just brought out. at only 12 cents a copy, ten
books containing TEN OF THE BEST OF THE WORLD'S FAMOUS
STORIES. Each is a "Classic," approved by the judgment
of generations of critical readers.

They were edited by the late MR. WILLIAM T. STEAD,
Editor of the English Review of Reviews.

Each volume is fully illustrated with charming line
drawings, a picture for almost every page. The illustra-
tions speak to the child. They tell the story pictorially,
that is related in the text. The drawings allure the child
to draw. They are simple and easy to imitate.

The titles of the volumes are as follows:

Aladdin and His Lamp, Gulliver's Travels in Lilliput,

Pilgrim's Progress, Aesop's Fables,

Stories from Chaucer, Hawthorne's Wonder Tales,

The Lady of the Lake, King Arthur and His Knights,
Travels of Baron Munchausen, Little Snow-White and other

Grimm's Fairy Tales

Attractively bound in decorated covers, 14 cents

each, postpaid. For supplementary reading in the

grades, and for home use, these stories cannot be

surpassed.

The PALMER CO., Publishers
120 Boylston Street, Boston, Mass.

TEACHERS MAGAZINE
Of NEW YORK, one of the great educational rt>

|
QA

periodicals of America, and the Kindergar- \ I XII
ten-Primary Magazine, both one year postage <j) | ${j \)
paid in United States and possessions for only ^—

EDUCATIONAL FOUNDATIONS
Of NEW YORK, an educational publication of At 1 f)A
great merit ($1.25 per annum) and the Kinder- \ I Yl
garten-Primary Magazine, both one year, & | |0U
postage paid in United States and possessions, _—^^^_

Kindergarten Magazine Co., Manistee, Mich.

THE SOUTHERN TEACHER
Has Questions and Answers each month. Cur-
rent Events, many good articles on interesting

subjects and will cost you one dollar per year.

Write

THE SOUTHERN TEACHER
GRAYSON, KENTUCKY



BOOKS FOR KINDERGARTEN AND PRIMARY TEACHERS--WHERE TO SEND
THIS page'is published for the benefit of our subscribers scattered over the U. S , many of them remotefrom stores where books relating to their work can be obtained. It will tell you where to send. Look itover each issue and it will keep you posted as to the latest books for Kindergarten and Primary Teachers

READY IN APRIL

DRAMATIC GAMES AND!

DANCES
For Little Children. By

CAROLINE CRAWFORD
Author of "Folk Dances and Game?."

Illustrated. Price $ 1 .50 Net.

THE A. S. BARNES COMPANY
New York

MARCH BROTHERS
LEBANON, OHIO

The Teachers' Supply

House
Pedagogy in a Nut Shell.

Every teacher should have a copy or
this book.

Price 10c.

LILTS AND
LYRICS

By Alice C. D. Kiley and Jessie L. Gaynor.
A prime favorite among teachers in

kindergartens and schools.

CLAYTON R SUMMY CO.
64 E. Van Buren St.. Chicago, 111.

A Year of Primary Occupation Work
By Etta Merrick Graves.

Arranged as a Daily Program.
Third Term—For April, May and June.

Price 50c.
The author hag endeavored to carry

on the spirit of the kindergarten in the
daily curriculum, and bring the kinder-
garten and primary teacher into closer
and intelligent co-operation by means of
the systematic use of "Gifts" and "Oc-
cupation" work, supervised and unsuper-
vised. It is illustrated with photographs
of the finished work, charts, patterns and

EDUCATIONAL PUBLISHING CO.
24J7-2459 Prairie Ave., Chicago

FOR LITTLE FOLKS
The Sunbonnet Babies Primer.

Eulalie Osgood Grover $0.40
The Overall Boys.

Eulalie Osgood Grover 45
The Little Kingdom Readers.

Nettie Alice Sawyer 30 and .32

A Little Book of Well-known Toys.
Jennets M. Braden

The Four Wonders. Cotton, Linen. Wool,
Silk. Elnora E. Shillig 50

RAND McNALLY & CO. £
hictgo ,New York

and Action with Music!MONTESSORI
for the Piano

For Kindergartens and Gymnasiums.
Selected and edited by
Katherine P. Norton.

Five marches, seven running, jump-
ing, hopping and skipping, six nature
rhythms, 12 songs relating to childish

]

sports, and 17 miscellaneous songs.
Price $1.00.

METHODS
Complete

$50.00

OLIVER DITSON COMPANY! J. L. HAMMETT CO.
30STON. MASS. Boston, Mass.

Training the Little Home Maker by

Kitchengarden Methods
By Mabel Louise Keech.

This volume is designed for those con-
cerned in training young girls in insti-
tutions, social centers and neighborhood
movements.
The purpose of this book Is to supply

a demand from industrial workers who
have not found past methods practical
for their particular fields of work and
who wish to introduce more of the real
work in their classes, instead of the
play-work and games.

PRICE $1.00, NET

J. P. LIPPINCOTT Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

The Story in Primary Reading

Developing the Lesson of the Primer.

By Delia Van Amburgh.

Primary Teachers everywhere should
have this book. The plans presented,
with the illustrations, will render favor-
able results certain, in the hands of
every wide-awake teacher.

Price $1.00 net.

ATKINSON, MENTZER & CO.
Chicago, Illinois

A Gnide to the Montes-

sori Method
By Ellen Yale Stevens.

Being an interpretation of the Montes-
sori Method for American parents and
teachers.

Price postpaid, $1.10.

FREDERICK A. STOKES CO.
443-449 Fourth Ave., New York.

THE PIACE OF INDUSTRIES

IN ELEMENTARY EDUCATION

By KATHARINE ELIZABETH DOPP

".
. . We can only wish that this

book may have the wide-reaching in-

fluence that it deserves. "--The Nation

270 pps., illustrated, net, $1.00, postpaid, $1.11.

THE UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO PRESS

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

THE RAINY DAY SCRAP BOOK
Designed by Edwin anil Emma Mm man.
An unfailing source of profitable

amusement for children on shut-in
days. "Mothers, teachers and children
alike will bless the ingenuity that made
such a publication possible,— Christian
Advocate.

Iii a pocket in front of the book are
over 100 beautiful unlabeled half-tone
pictures in various tints, of places, of
peoples, pictures, etc., from all over the
world. On each page is a frame, an out-
line drawing and a description. Inter-

i leaved for pasting in. Heavy gray pa-
per. Clothbound, with cover design in
color. Price $1.25.

THE REILLY & BRIXTON CO.
CHICAGO

THE KINDERGARTEN
By Susan E. Blow, Patty S. Hill

Elizabeth Harrison
For the Committee of Nineteen

of the International Kindergarten
Union.
" T/u's invaluable book should be in the posses-

sion of every kindergartner."
MA BEI. A. MacKiNNE Y,

President I. K. V

.

Price $1.25 net, postpaid
HOUGHTON MIFFLIN COMPANY

BOSTON NEW YORK CHICAGO

OLD MOTHER WEST WIND

MOTHER WEST WIND'S CHILDREN

MOTHER WEST WIND'S ANIMAL

FRIENDS

By THORNTON W. BURGESS

Fanciful tales that delight young children.

Each volume 45c postpaid

LITTLE, BROWN & COMPANY
34 Beaccn St., Boston

The First Gift in Primary Schools, 15c

The Third Gift in Primary Schools, 20c

The Fourth Gift in Primary Schools, 20c

THE J. H. SHULTS COMPANY
Manistee, Mich.



RELIABLE KINDERGARTEN TRAiNiNd SCHOOLS OP AMERICA

Chicago
Kindergarten
Institute
Students°Resfdence GERTRUDE HOUSE,

54 Scott St., CHICAGO.

Diplomas granted for Regular Kindergarten Course (two years),

and Post Graduate Course (one year). Special Certificate* for
Home-making Course, non-professional (one year).

Credit in connection with the above awarded by the University of
Chicago.

Mrs. Mary Boomer Page.
Directors: Mrs. Ethel Roe Lindgren,

Miss Caroline C. Cronise.
For circulars apply to Chicago Kindergarten Institute, 64 Scott St.

NATIONAL
KINDERGARTEN

COLLEGE
ELIZABETH HARRISON. Pres.

Summer School June 16 to Aug. 8

Kindergarten Course
All Kindergarten subjects. Montes-
soii Methods. Art. Folk Dancing.

Primary Course
Primary Methods. Montessori Me-
thods. Art. Folk Dancing.

Credits applied on Regular Courses

For full information address
Box 600. 2944 Michigan Blvd.

CHICAGO. ILLINOIS

PRATT INSTITUTE

SchoolofKindergartenTraining

BROOKLYN, N. Y.

Normal Course for Kindergartners,
two years. Special Courses for Teach-
ers, Mothers and Nurses. Plays with
Kindergarten Materials; Games and
Gymnasium Work; Outdoor Sports and
Swimming; Children's Literature and
Story Telling; Nature Study; Music
and Art; Psychology; History of Edu-
cation. Model Kindergarten for child,
ren. Practice Teaching and Observa-
tion in the Kindergartens of Greater
New York.

ALICE E. FITTS, Director
Fall Term opens September 21,

1913-1014,

WASHINGTON, D. C.

COLUMBIA KINDERGARTEN
TRAINING SCHOOL

2108 CONNECTICUT AVE.

Kindergarten and Primary Courses
A limited number of resident pupils

Kindergarten Teachers and Students
will be interested in my investigation and study of

the MONTESSORI METHOD IN ROME, and my
practical adaptation of the Method to the American
School for little children. I will be glad to send il-

lustrated pamphlet on request.

Mrs. J. Scott Anderson.Directoress.TorresdaleHouse

Training course begins October 1st.

AMERICAS M0STESS0RI TEACHER-TRAINING SCHOOL

Torresdale, Philadelphia, Pa.

=PESTALOZZI-fROEBEL=

KINDERGARTEN TRAINING SCHOOL

S09 S. Wabash Ave., opp. Audito-
rium. CHICAGO.

Post-Graduate, Home-Making,Primary
and Playground courses. Special cour-
ses by University Professors. Includes
opportunity to become familiar with
Social Settlement Movement at Chica-

go Commons.
For circulars and information address,

BERTHA HOFER-HEGNER. Supt.
West Chicago, I1L

KINDERGARTEN TRAINING SCHOOL
Resident home for a limited number of

students.
Chicago Free Kindergarten Association

H. N. Hlglnbotham, Pres.
Mrs. P. D. Armour, Vlce-Pres.

SARAH E. HANSON, Principal.

Credit at tbe

Northwestern and Chicago Universities.
For particulars address Et» B. Whlt-

more, Supt., 6 E. Madison St., cor. Mich.
ave., Chicago.

THE RICHMOND TRAINING SCHOOL

for Kindergartners

Richmond, Vn.

Virginia Mechanics' Institute Building,

Richmond, Virginia.

Two years' training in Theory and
Practice of Froebellan Ideals. Fost-

Gradnate Coarse, also Special Classes for

Primary Teachers.

LUCY S. COLEMAN, Director.

MRS. W. W. ARCHER. Sec. and Treas.

1874—Kindergarten Normal Institutions—1913
161« Columbia Road N. W., WASHINGTON D. C.

The citizenship of the future depends on the children of today.

Susan Pleeanor Pollock, Principal
Teachers' Training Course—Two Years.

Suauaar Training Clause at Mt. Chatauqua—Mountala Lake Far*—
uarrati Oo_ MMrrutaa.

TBE HARRIETTE MELISSA MILLS
KINDERGARTEN TRAINING SCHOOL
In Affiliation with New York University
Two vears normal course accredited

by State Board of Regents.
SUMMER COURSES

May be taken for Kindergarten Train-
ing School and University credit.

New York University,
University Heights

July 1, August 11

For information address

MISS HAR.RIETTE M.MILLS. Principal

New York University
Washington Square, New York City.

Connecticut fro ebel Normal
Kindergarten Primary Training School
Academic, kindergarten, primary and

playground courses, Boarding and day
school. Extensive facilities for thor-
ough and quick work. 14th year. Book-
lets. State certificates. Address.
MARY C. MILLS, Principal.

181 West avenue. Bridgeport, Conn.

CHICAGO TRAINING SCHOOL for

PLAYGROUND
WORKERS

Offers one year full Playground course,
Preparing Supervisors and Directors,
pecial courses in Danish Play Gym-

nastics, Folk Games and Dances, Sto-
ry Telling and Festival Work for Kin-
dergartners. Address

Chi. Tr. School for Playgd. Workers
700 OAKWOOD BLVD.
CHICAGO. ILL.

Atlanta Kindergarten
Normal School
Two Years' Coarse of Study.

Chartered 1897.

For particulars address
WILLETTE A. ALLEN, Principal,

«8» Peachtree Street. ATLANTA. OA

The Elizabeth K. Matthews Kin-

dergarten Training School

Lucretla Court, - Portland. Ore.
Regular course two years. Theory and
practice in private, public and settle,
ment kindergartens.
For circulars address

MI68 ELIZABETH K, MATTHEWS
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MINNESOTA'S BEAUTIFUL STATE CAPITOL, Erected at a cost of $4,500,000, contains'paintings'and sculptures
by the world's most famous modern artists.

AMONG THE LILLY PADS, Scene in Como Park, Saint Paul, one of the summer features of the City.
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THE N. E. A. AT ST. PAUL

SAINT PAUL, where the National Education

Association Convention will be held July 4 to 11,

is picturesque and imposing and provides unusual

summer pleasures. The marvelous civic views

which may be gained from the hills on which the

city stands, from the dome of the magnificent new
State Capitol, from the splendid high-set cathedral,

from the skyscrapers on the business plateau at the

base of the hills, compare favorably with those of

Constantinople or Edinburgh. The city's aspect sug-

gests the older cities of the East, both in the inter-

esting irregularity of certain of its business streets,

the modernity of its great public and business

buildings and the beauty of its parks. But most
attractive to the summer visitor are the three rivers

and 30 lakes in and near the city. There are in-

numerable delightful places to go, and the trips may
be made conveniently and at small expense.

Many cities have convention halls of sufficient

size and enough beds and food for all comers. The
question, therefore, that is uppermost in the minds

of convention people is: "Where can we have also

a good time and be comfortable?" Business first,

of course; but pleasure runs a close second.

Saint Paul's convention facilities are abundant,

there being in the central district excellent halls

of all sizes that can seat some 29,000 delegates at

one time—10,000 of them in a single room, one of

the most wonderful auditoriums on the continent.

This auditorium is owned by the city. The hotel

and railroad facilities are adequate and unusually

convenient.

The really distinctive feature, however, is that

in Saint Paul and its immediate vicinity there are

so many beautiful rivers and lakes where visitors

may fish, row, paddle, motorboat, sail, bathe, steam-

boat, camp or picnic. Several of these nearby lakes

have dancing pavillions and band concerts.

Moreover, Saint Paul is the center of a veritable

"Lakeland," Minnesota having 10,000 lakes and

Western Wisconsin, conveniently reached from

Saint Paul, 5,000. A few hours ride from the city

takes one into Minnesota's famous pine forests.

The visitor to a city likes first to get the "lay of

the land." Remarkable views may be obtained from

the upper stories of the skyscrapers, including the

roof garden of The Saint Paul Hotel, where the

National Education Association headquarters will

be.

Among the first places of interest is of course

the magnificent Capitol building, built at a cost of

$4,500,000, on an eminence 200 feet above the Mis-

sissippi. It contains, besides marvelously beautiful

pillars, staircases and rotunda, many statues and

paintings by America's most famous sculptors and

artists. Guides take visitors through the building

without charge.

Saint Paul's municipal auditorium, one of the

most remarkable buildings of its kind in the world,

is but two blocks from The Saint Paul Hotel. In.

the upper stories of the auditorium are the Saint

Paul Institute's public art gallery and scientific

museum. Both are open to visitors without charge.

The magnificent Cathedral of the Roman Catholic

Church, one of the finest ecclesiastical buildings in

America, now nearing completion, is on one of

Saint Paul's hills and faces the famous Summit
Avenue.

Another extremely interesting place in summer
is Harriet Island in the Mississippi River, only

about six blocks from the hotel. There the city

has established excellent facilities for public baths,

and thousands of people use them every week in

summer. On the Island also are the Zoological

gardens and public play grounds.

Como Park in Saint Paul is the largest culti-

vated park in the northwest; it has few equals

among the parks in America and some beautiful

features found nowhere else. Free band concerts

are given there every summer evening and Sun-

day afternoon.

Phalen Park is an aquatic and forest park, has

fine boating, and a canal, connecting Phalen and

Gervais lakes, has been developed into a beautiful

Venetian waterway.

Indian Mounds Park, next perhaps to Como, is

the best known park in the northwest. The
mounds—ancient burial places of the Indians—rise

in some instances to a height of 200 feet, and

filled with curious relics, are of unusual interest.

The view from the park commanding far-reaching

prospects of the hillsbound valleys of the Missis-

sippi and Minnesota rivers, is hardly equaled in

America.

Beautiful well-kept boulevards around the lakes,

through the parks and along the river, make driv-

ing and motoring in Saint Paul peculiarly delight-

ful.

And all around the' city are interesting places

well worth visiting. Fort Snelling—the oldest gov-

ernment military post in the northwest—is pictur-

esquely set on bluffs just across the Mississippi

from the city. A few minutes' ride by trolley from

Fort Snelling takes the visitor to Minnehaha Falls,

perhaps the best known waterfall in America, ex-

cepting Niagara.

Immediately beyond Fort Snelling is the Min-

nesota river .famous for its scenic beauties and

camping places for miles upstream from its junc-

ture with the Missisippi and exceedingly popular

with canoeists. Visitors may obtain canoes near

the fort at a small rental.

Twelve miles from Saint Paul is Wildwood
amusement park, on the shore of beautiful White
Bear lake—a trip through rural scenes whose
beauty is a constant delight. There is a fine bath-

ing beach at the park. The trolley runs also to

Stillwater, 65 minutes from Saint Paul, where visit-

ors may inspect the new Minnesota State Peniten-

tiary, whose architecture and equipment make it

famous among all penal institutions in the world.
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From Stillwater the trip back to Saint Paul may-

be made by steamboat down Lake St. Croix and up
the Mississippi.

Many visitors to conventions in Saint Paul take

the Mississippi river trip to or from the city, the

journey being through the most marvelous river

scenery in America, the Hudson not excepted.

There is one other thing that is especially inter-

esting to Saint Paul visitors, and that is that all of

the city water comes from clean, pure, spring-fed

lakes and artesian wells and is drunk from faucets

without filtration. This exceptionally pure city

water has had much to do with Saint

Paul's record of the most healthful city

of its size east of the Rockies. Typhoid
and similar diseases exist to a far less extent

in Saint Paul than in other cities of approximately

the same size, and health department records show
that many of the cases of typhoid come from coun-

try districts outside of the city and that not a

single case has been traceable to the city water or

milk supply.

THE KINDERGARTEN GIFTS.

DR. MARY E. LAW

In discussing the Kindergarten gifts, there are

two points that we must keep in view; first, that

"nature geometrizes," or, is mathematical, and

second, that Froebel was a University man and in-

corporated in the Kindergarten the elements of all

the arts and sciences.

In the gifts we have geometry, physics, mathe-

matics, astronomy, architecture, and the arts of de-

signing, drawing and coloring. For instance, in the

first gift we have the beginnings of astronomy,

physics, mechanics, form, color and number.

In the second, the beginnings of architecture,

classification and the seven mechanical principles

upon which all machinery and invention depend.

In the third gift we have the beginnings of cube

root, cubic measure, wholes and parts.

In the fourth gift, dimension, square root and

square measure, also linear measure.

In the fifth gift, the cube of three with its multi-

ples and the beginnings of simple and compound
fractions, and most of the plane geometrical forms

and a few of the simple problems.

In the sixth, Ave have architectural units, plans

and building principles. Froebel was by profes-

sion an architect and was skilled in the principles

of construction and the allied arts of drawing and

designing. Froebel attended the great Universities

of Germany, Jenoa, Gottingen and Berlin, and after

a life-time of teaching embodied the results of his

life work in his scheme for the redemption of the

world through proper education.

The Kindergarten was only the beginning of a

great social reform based upon the laws of nature

and those of human development.

Froebel was not only the first, but the only edu-

cator who organized a scientific system based upon

the recognized principles of psychology and the

orderly development of nature.

Froebel discovered the great principle of unity in

nature when a mere child, and his whole life was
devoted to the demonstration of this idea and to •

organizing it into an educational system. He early

discovered that all the different sciences were but

different phases of the great cosmos; that all

languages had a common origin; that all races and
nations were simply man in different environments,

and that to know one was to know all. He was a

deductive philosopher. He went from universals to

particulars.

Herbert Spencer gave his great law of develop-

ment, or his theory of evolution to the world the

same year that Froebel announced the Kindergar-

ten, which was in 1852. Froebel in Germany,
Spencer in England. Neither knew of the other's

existence, but both reached the same conclusion,

although they arrived at it by opposite lines of

thought. Spencer refused a University education,

but got his information directly from nature. He
collected a mass of facts and inferences, and out of

these deduced his great law of evolution. He was
an inductive philosopher. Froebel began with unity

and analyzed it into its parts. Spencer began with

the parts and synthesized the whole. They are

counter-parts. No one can understand the Kinder-

garten in its scope and motive unless they are

familiar with Spencer's philosophy. On the other

hand, no one will fully comprehend Herbert Spen-

cer unless they use the Kindergarten as a key.

The Kindergarten is a profound system of phil-

osophy, not diluted milk for babes. The babes

learn through play the first principles which pave

the way for the future assimilation and organization

of a correct and inspiring philosophy of life.

The child must be grounded in simple natural

facts before he can be a creator of new forms.

Robert Schumann says, "He, who would create in

free form must first have mastered the old forms

existent for all time.' This primary law of psychol-

ogy is something that the free play enthusiasts

overlook. The child must invent before he can

create. No man ever invented a machine who was
not aware of the primary principles of mechanics.

No artist ever created a picture who did not know
the simple laws of mathematical proportion. Im-

agination deals with truth or facts, fancy with the

grotesque, the false and the impossible. We must

develop imagination, or the creative power in chil-

dren by the actual technic of the gifts and occupa-

tions. Fancy will take care of itself.

James Hill says the need of the present time is

accuracy and efficiency. Men must be trained to

execute orders. The great majority of men will

always be in the rank and file and must learn to

carry out orders intelligently. He v/ho would lead

must first learn to obey. ,

One scabbed sheep can mar a whole flock,
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THE KINDERGARTEN PROGRAM

WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO THE MONTH OF MAY
By JENNY B. MERRILL, Pd. D.

Late Supervisor of PubHc School Kindergartens. New York City: Special Lecturer on Educational Topics

SUGGESTIONS ON MAY PROGRAM.

The May-pole is the center of interest for the

month of May in many kindergartens. The joy of

talking' about it, of seeing it made, of practising

May dances, of singing May songs, of drawing the

streamers, painting them, setting up a miniature

May-pole on the sand table, possibly -making one

to take home to play with, all these activities will

fill the month with pleasure.

We must wait upon the weather for the out-of-

door May dance, not omitting it, even though some-

times it proves a June party in the end.

What a joy it is merely to see and name the

flowers as they come one after another.

"After dandelions; buttercups,

After buttercups, clover,

One blossom follows another one,

Over and over and over."

The children in the country districts and in the

suburbs will, we hope, send of their abundance to

city children who hardly know the most familiar

blossoms by name.

Have a flower-garden in the ring with the chil-

dren every day in May.

Let the children carry the flower pots and place

them every morning where all eyes will center

upon them. Carrying them is a lesson in careful-

ness. It also brings the child close to the flowers.

Let a child walk around the make-believe garden

on the floor each morning; point out and name the

blossoms. Have many daisies, if possible, for a

week; another week, let it be buttercups, and again

clover. Mass the flowers for color effects, and also

make much of just one flower in each child's hand

or near him all day on the table.

This is the month to revel in color.

Choose dainty colors for the May-pole. Leave

red, white and blue for national holidays, but in

May choose pinks and greens, yellows and violets

for the May-pole streamers.

It has been long the custom to make surprise

May baskets in many of our New England towns

and villages. Some of us have introduced this

pleasant custom in our kindergartens. The chil-

dren make a paper basket from a square or circle,

and fill it with tissue paper flowers, if no others are

available. Very dainty colors can be secured in

tissue paper, and just a scrap of colored tissue

paper crushed and fastened on a twisted stem of

green tissue paper makes quite a brave showing.

Indeed I have known several kindergartners who
save their spring twigs and later let the children

reproduce nature quite daintily. Quite a large natural

branch can be decorated in this way to resemble

an apple tree or a cherry tree, by twisting on bits

of pink tissue paper or white.

While I would not place art before nature, I be-

lieve it will be found true that these crude attempts

at making flowers, will lead the children to love

nature's blossoms all the more.

To this work we may apply the truth in the

poet's thought:

We're made so that we love,

When we see them painted,

Things we have passed before.

(This is the thought, not the exact quotation.)

The kindergartner, or mothers, if not the chil-

dren, together may decorate a hoop, or the frame

of an old umbrella with tissue paper flowers as a

canopy for the May-pole. Sometimes daisy chains

are made for the streamers. A cord should be run

through these paper chains to prevent tearing them
apart.

To return to the May baskets. What shall we
do with them? How shall we introduce the sur-

prise element which so captivates a child? I knew
of a morning kindergarten that left their little

baskets, one on each chair as a surprise for the

little ones who were coming to the afternoon class.

Of course, the afternoon children made others and

left them for the morning class. "Turn about is

fair play."

"I knew of another case, where a May basket

was hung on the door knob of each classroom as

a surprise to teachers and children who had

formerly been in the kindergarten. These little

social remembrances help greatly in keeping up a

family spirit in the school.

It is hardly necessary to suggest May walks. All

out-of-doors calls and children, like lambs, must
frisk and play on the grass. Many city children

will never do so unless given the opportunity while

under the care of the kindergartner or teacher.

It is my belief that it is often well to keep one

kindergarten occupation prominent above all others

for a month at a time rather than to attempt a

different one every day.

May is, then, the month for reveling in painting

or crayoning in color if no water paints are fur-

nished, Water paints are preferable if there are not
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too many children to serve. In such case it might

be arranged to keep the paint-boxes on one table,

letting the children paint in groups. Children love

to mix the paints and they acquire considerable

experience in doing it. There is always great value

in children's crude experiences with materials. The
process is active and holds attention. Do not think

too much of mishaps, nor of unsatisfactory results.

You want childish expression.

A few simple directions are helpful at the begin-

ning.

Paint for the child, holding the brush far down
the handle.

This not only prevents soiling the fingers, but it

is the correct way.

Consult the drawing teacher.

Practice with the brush beforehand yourself.

Pin a flower on a sheet of paper as a background,

thus giving a suggestion for placing.

Practice making colored bands on paper, later

make the May-pole and its gay streamers.

The May-pole is an excellent object for drawing

lessons.

Make washes of blue for the sky and green

washes for the grass.

Then paint both grass and sky on one sheet,

leaving a space between.

Later paste a scrap picture of a child or an

animal upon the grass. Paint a fence, mount an

animal near it.

Crude splashes of color for flowers are preferable

to filling in traced outlines of flowers. They have

more true feeling and expression

(For further directions see chapters on Color

and Painting in Paradise of Childhood.)

We have not mentioned the birds and insects.

They always mingle with the flowers and may be

painted, too.

We have not mentioned the child's love of per-

sonal decoration, "dressing up" as they call it.

The May wreaths and garlands give them great

delight. A strong strip of manila paper doubled

can be used as a foundation for the wreath or

garland.

OUTLINE MAY PROGRAM.

Topics for Circle Talks.

1. May Day. What it means. Illustrated with

May flowers, pictures, stories and memories.

What are May baskets? What shall we do

with ours?

2. How to make our May-pole—listen to the chil-

dren's suggestions. Make pictures on B. B.

Scenes in sand. Tell stories about May-poles.

3. Mary's little lamb.

Irmgard's little calf.

Our Tadpoles.

Piggy-wig and piggy-wee.

4. Arbor Day. Memorial Day.* Our walks. Our
plays.

Note.—Kindergarten children are rather too

young to appreciate these holidays, but they can
see the interest of others.

Gifts.

Have some kind of planting on Arbor Day—pos-
sibly an acorn or an apple seed, or join with main
school in planting a tree. Building fences, parks
and playgrounds. Use 3rd, 4th, 5th and 6th gifts

singly and in combination, according to advance-
ment. Use several 3rd and 4th, alternating cubes
and oblong blocks for inclosures. Let children unite

and inclose a large space on the floor if blocks are

large. Build a gateway. Let children bring toy
animals to place within or represent them with
blocks.

Use seeds and sticks for representing flowers.

Make flower designs with rings, sticks and seeds.

Play ball. Review six colors. Build trunks of trees

with cylinders of second gift. Build monuments.
Do not suggest until the children need sugges-

tion. Watch them and let those who do not build

well, work with those who do, in groups.

Build one large monument on Memorial Day on
the floor.

It is not too often to have building every day.

Most of it should be free, occasionally dictate, often

suggest, sometimes build yourself, and let children

imitate, or all reproduce what another child has

made.

Build a form from memory of a previous lesson.

Look at pictures of monuments and try to repro-

duce them as nearly as possible.

Occupations.

1. Folding May baskets several times.

Flowers.

2. Drawing—The May-pole may be drawn every

day on the blackboard, on paper, change

colors, let streamers hang down, draw them
extended. Children will not hesitate to rep-

resent the dances. Illustrate May songs.

3. Brush work—Flowers, grass, sky, fences, rib-

bons, the May-pole, the park.

4. Cutting—Flowers, tadpoles, butterflies, stream-

ers, grass. Save best results for mounting.

Cut scrap pictures of children at play, of farm

animals, paper dolls.

5. Clay Modeling—Model balls, hoops, marbles,

dishes, dolls, animals, trees, nests, flowers.

6. Sand Modeling—Scenes in sand table of a May
party; a park scene; a farm scene, gardens of

flowers.

7. Constructive Work—Making
flowers; making May-poles.

Songs.

Come, let us make a garden.

The garden bed.

Jt is lovely May,

baskets; making
(See reports).
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Choosing a flower.

Caterpillar.

. Over there the sun gets up.

Raindrops.

Stories.

Patsy, the Calf.

• Billy Bobtail.

Little Red Hen.

North Wind and Sun.

Baby Ray.

Little Raindrop.

Do you love butter and now buttercup tells you.

Stories of flowers. Alaking a bouquet for a little

sick girl.

Games, Rhythms and Dances.

May dances.

Skipping around the pole.

Skipping in and out to and from the pole.

Girls kneel near the pole.

Boys skip around.

Change boys and girls.

Waving the streamers. Dropping them.

Children of kindergarten age should not be expect-

ed to.braid the streamers, though they can wind them-

They love to shake and swing them.

For May-pole Dance—See Games and Finger

Plays for the Kindergarten published by N. Y. P. S.

Kindergarten Association.

Children may imitate motions of ball throwing,

spinning tops, pushing swing, see-saw, floating

clouds, opening buds, swaying trees, falling rain.

If the child can first experience the real motion he

will readily reproduce it. Do not force too much of

anything upon the child. Let him receive good im-

pressions from nature whenever possible. Then seek

to let the child have freedom to act and he will sur-

prise you with his imitative power.

One day this year I was walking through a ceme-

tery with a little boy about four and a half years of

age. Several graves had flags upon them. I did not

want to say much, but concluded the flag was a good
starting point. I said: "Do you see this flag? A sol-

dier died and is buried here." The little fellow looked

for another flag and quickly asked: "Is a soldier

here?" "Yes, another soldier died and is buried

here." We walked on silently for a few paces, when
the little, fellow said softly: "Are the gods here?"

What rLindergartners Have Dene in May.

MAY FLOWERS

Since the spring began we have had 36 different

kinds of twigs, plants and flowers. Several times

the children have- taken them home. -Twice each has

had a bunch of daisies to take home. Each child

planted a seed and took home the flower growing.

The flowers have given much pleasure. We had a

pretty May-pole dance and are now learning fancy

figures with wreaths, made by the children. They
are covered with green and the roses are made of

pink tissue paper. Some building with the 5th and

6th gifts combined (by a few older children) has

been very good. E. A. B.

The children planted sunflower seeds in individual

flowerpots. The seeds germinated very quickly

and after the plant had grown a couple of inches

each child was given his or her plant to take home.
Each day the children tell me how much their

plants have grown. The planting proved to be a

great success. E. M.

Our window boxes came this month and the

carpenter put up the stands for them. The children

filled the boxes with dirt and watched me plant the

geraniums and they planted the seeds.

We had a delightful time at our May party. We
invited the two afternoon kindergartens. We made
large May baskets and some kind friends in the

country sent us enough violets, hypaticas, ane-

mones, apple blossoms, etc., to fill each basket.

Miss R. and Miss B. gave us beautiful big candy

Easter eggs for the baskets. A. M. D.

During the early days of May we let the children

dig in the garden bed and prepare the earth for

planting. Soon after they planted lettuce, beans,

peas, radish, corn, nasturtiums, sunflower, sweet

peas and grass. We also gave the children seeds

to take home, which most of them planted in

flower pots or cigar boxes. Some of the children

tell me the seeds are growing nicely. Before school

closes I will have the children bring them to school

so that we may see them. The children never tire

of watching the growth of plants in the garden bed.

G. M. R.

The leading thought for the month was May-time

with all that it brings—May parties, May baskets,

etc. Several times all the children took home
daisies, and once little baskets with "Stars of Beth-

lehem" in them. Two or three times the children

had parties with simple candy and animal crackers.

E. L. W.

MAY WALKS

We had a May party, all of us, in Central Pai*k.

We had all the pleasure of anticipation, too, for we
talked of this "party" all week, until the very morn-

ing it occurred, which was last Friday, the 29th.

I had a permit to play on the grass, but unfortu-

nately it was too wet for this pleasure; and we had

so enjoyable a time otherwise, I do not think we
missed the grass part at all! The squirrels and

birds were so plentiful, the bridges and paths such

a joy, the little lunch so welcome, and the lack of

hot sunshine so gratifying, there was no room for

disappointment of any kind whatsoever. We had

balls and horse reins, which were most acceptable,

and the large girl who accompanied us to "help,"

enjoyed the trip as much as the rest of us. Even
the trolley ride there and back was more than

enjoyed. F. D. Mc.

During the past month we have united with the
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children in Miss F.'s kindergarten and have taken

walks to the parks. At East River Park, besides

observing the progress of nature, the children

each had a few minutes in the swings, also a play

with the balls or bean bags and in some cases a

race or romp. At Central Park one day the' chil-

dren were made happy by finding a place where

they could pick some grasses. Some pink blossoms,

which had fallen from a tree were also carefully

treasured. One day we saw an unusually tame

squirrel. He came time after time to the different

children and took the nuts from their hands. We
generally find the little animals are frightened by

the number of children. One or two of the chil-

dren became timid when the squirrel was almost

ready to take the nut, but most of them were sim-

ply delighted. M. B. S.

We had such a fine month of May, that I hardly

know what to select or tell you about. We held

our May party the last week of the month. Had
planned to have it Thursday, the 21st, but on ac-

count of the rain it was Monday, the 25th, before

we could go to the park. Although a bad morning

for mothers to leave home cares, there were four-

teen who joined us. Our pole was a shower of

pink roses. The little Queen was drawn in a little

automobile covered with the pink roses and pulled

by the children by a rope of roses twelve yards

long. The little King had a similar auto and drawn

in a like manner. The little girls had wreaths of

roses, the boys soldier caps, with rose plumes. It

was an ideal morning, and we never had a more
enjoyable May party. I found matters greatly sim-

plified by giving each child a definite part. Nine

little girls carried the pole streamers, ten boys

and girls pulled each auto, a boy steadied each auto

from the back, and the King and Queen rode. I

hope to send you pictures of the party.

Then we have a new school garden for the upper

primary grades and the kindergarten. The
primary children have planted beans, lettuce, beets,

nasturtiums and radishes, the kindergarten children,

sweet alyssium. These were planted in rows the

entire length of the border, to give a uniform ap-

pearance, but each class has been assigned a section

to care for, so every morning we take a little walk

to our garden, to give it care and thought.

G. B. R.

OUR TADPOLES

We have our thirteen tadpoles, which I brought

six weeks ago. These are growing slowly. All

have their hind legs now, and the children love to

watch them swimming about. We are only hoping

that our tadpoles' front legs will develop before

school is over. N. R. B.

beans to show the children how they grow. We
ate the peas raw, and the children suggested cook-

ing the beans, so we planned for a dinner party for

the following day. We spent one period stringing,

cutting the ends of the beans and washing them.

Then we put them on to cook while we went for

games. Just like "The Three Bears," the children

said! We could smell the dinner cooking all the

while. After games we made plates of manilla

paper and used the paste plates for the beans. Then
we had our frugal meal of crackers and beans. The
children enjoyed it quite as much as if it had been

more elaborate. B. T.

"OATS, PEAS, BEANS"

We had quite an enjoyable dinner party one day.

We had played "The Farmer." "Oats, peas, beans

and barley grow." I took some green peas and

HAND WORK

I have paid particular attention to painting this

month, taking advantage of the flowers we had in

the room, and have found that this is an occupation

greatly enjoyed by the children. C. A. R.

During the past month the children have done

more brush work than ever before in a single

month. Some of the better ones were framed in

drawing paper and sent home. Good results iri

"free" work were shown; the topic usually sugges-

tive of street or park play. H. F.

This month I gave special attention to work with

the gifts, and also to drawing which had been very

poor. I have had a hard time with some of the

younger children who persist in scribbling over

the page without even attempting to make any-

thing in particular. However three of these chil-

dren are under five, and others just five, so that I

have no doubt that when they have been here a

little longer, I can get them to begin with some
definite object in mind.

We have had some very pretty gift lessons using

a lot of outside material, such as twigs, flags, etc.

Sometimes we use a piece of folded paper for the

roof or a piece of colored tissue paper for awnings.

We had a pretty lesson one day with the sixth gift.

The children made stable stalls and we put toy

horses into them. Then we cut some of the grass

we had planted and which had dried. We put this

in a little wagon which was wheeled around along

the tables, and each child bought some and put it

in the stalls. I. W.

The special features of May were the dressing of

the May-pole and our May-day party. The chil-

dren made their own wreaths which they wore at

the party and we had a very pretty dance around

the May-pole. Refreshments were served and after

that I allowed the children to dance with each other

and all together we spent a very pleasant time.

At our mother's meeting in April the mothers

suggested to have the children's picture taken,

which we glady consented to, provided that they

would favor us with their presence. Some of them
came with us to the park the morning we 'had the

pictures taken.

For our May-pole an old umbrella with the cover
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taken off was utilized. The rods were wound with

white tissue paper, and yellow and white paper

flowers were strung on this, making an effective

pole. R. W.

MORE MAY PARTIES WITH MOTHERS

The children work in the garden, raking, water-

ing, etc., every clear day, taking turns in using the

different tools and altogether I feel they have got-

ten a fair idea of the workings of nature as well

as the labors of the farmer.

At our last mothers' meeting, which was purely

social, being the May party for mothers and chil-

dren, we had a very delightful time. The children

danced and sang around the May-pole for the

mothers, they in turn arranging and serving the

cream and cake for all present. As a little surprise

for the children, I had a pappermint stick arranged

in a paper napkin. I also took a picture of the

children. C. H.

We had our May party over in Central Park on

May 27; twenty mothers went with us besides some

of their friends and little brothers and sisters. The
day was a perfect one for a party and every one

enjoyed it.

The kindergarten has been given a plot of ground

in the school garden three yards by one yard. We
have beans, lettuce, beets, radishes, nasturtiums and

sweet alyssium growing and today we are going

to plant some sunflower plants which we hope will

be blooming for us in the fall. We have had a

visit from two little chickens four days old .and

have a water turtle living with us, the children

bring little pieces of raw meat, and although we
have never seen him eat, yet the food disappears

over night. Turtles seem to be the easiest animal

to care for that we have ever had. H. C. C.

The central thought and climax of May was the

May walk, which was held May 24 at 10 a. m. The
children helped trim the pole, making the roses

and winding the streamers. The boys made little

tissue paper caps to wear and the girls made
wreaths of roses for the happy occasion. We never

had a nicer party and such a good time! The day

was perfect. Over fifty mothers were out in the

morning and added to our pleasure.

The children were much interested in the exhibi-

tion of their work for the mothers' meeting. They
went about picking out their work and they knew
it, too—even the work done last February. The day

after the May party each child took home a May
pole he constructed with six little paper dolls danc-

ing around it. We also made a longer one with

dolls made of clothes pins for the kindergarten.

J. B.

The children so enjoyed the preparation we made
for our final mothers' meeting. They made daisy

chains, caps representing wild roses, buttercups,

daisies and clovers, also paper butterflies for room

decoration,

The May-pole dance, songs, rhythms and games
were greatly appreciated by the mothers and after

this the children were taken down to yard to play,

while the mothers were addressed by our principal

urging the formation of a club, followed by remarks

and readings by kindergartners.

The thirty mothers present gave a standing vote

to be known as the Mothers' Club of P. S. No. . .

.

They were urged to visit our gardens and to give

their children every opportunity possible this sum-

mer to care for plants. E. J. T.

Report of Dr. Dewey's Lectures

(Continued)

Pestalozzi and his followers, strange to say,

have forced upon elementary education almost as

great an incubus as they have relieved.

This principle of proceeding from the simple to

the complex led him to analyze and arrange graded

series in language lessons, in form, in drawing,

which are unnatural, unnecessary and unchildlike, as

for example, ab, eb, ib, ob, ub, ba, be, bi, bo bu.

In drawing he used various combinations of straight

and curved lines. In music and arithmetic similar

reductions to the elements supposed by him to be

simple. This is what Pestalozzi called "psycholo-

gizing education.'—that is reducing all subjects to

elements. It was poor psychology for the child.

It was imposing upon the child the adult point of

view, which is not simple, but difficult for the

young mind.

It is natural teaching when the child deals with

much more complex things, as in home life. The
child gradually analyzes things into parts by finding

their uses. In reality Pestalozzi did put things to

social uses, for his children worked in the home
and in the field. This was good.

Pestalozzi recognized the value of first impres-

cions, that imperfectio"n in the bud means imper-

fection in the fruit.

Montessori is undoubtedly a follower of Pesta-

lozzi, although she has been original in working

out her own problems. She, too, analyzes too

much, attempts to present simple elements of form

which the child may get just as well and better

from the ordinary objects in the home. She

shows the same religious devotion. She, too, ap-

preciates the social side.

Because social relations are the deepest, we find

it better to have objects connected with social life

rather than any specific didactic materials.

Next month we will consider Froebel's materials

and his relation to Pestalozzi.

DES MOINES, IA.

The meeting of the Frobel Association was held

March 28 in the city library. The program included

a review of the book entitled "The Kindergarten."

Miss Patty S. Hill's report was reviewed by Miss

Bessie Park, and Elizabeth Harrison's by Miss Hat-

tie Phillips.
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TOY MAKING IN THE KINDERGARTEN.
The lesson on water may be followed by one

on salt water—the sea.

In connection with this it is suggested that the

children make toys from cardboard or used boxes

of any description in illustration of the subject of

this lesson.

THE SHIP.

This may be constructed from the cover of a

match box, which forms the body of the vessel.

Used matches can be pointed and fixed into po-

sition as masts. Kindergarten sticks can also be

used. Cotton of a fawn shade can be made to do

duty for the ropes and rigging, while the sails may
be cut out of white paper and one edge pasted to

the mast, and the ship completed by the addition

of a miniature flag.

A PIER.

Fig. 2 shows this model made of two cardboard

boxes and matches.

The lid of the box might form the promenade
part of the pier.

Matches or kindergarten sticks are fixed at

definite distances to act as supports, the sticks

being kept steady by the addition of fine twine,

which was laced from one post to the other.

On the promenade seats could be placed at in-

tervals, these being made from the sides of boxes,

the cardboard being partially cut and then bent in-

to position.

Seats with overhead shelters could be made from
the lids of boxes pasted down the centre back to

back, forming a double seat so often seen on piers.

THE LIGHTHOUSE.
This model is felt to be a _ necessity, and many

are the models which can be made—some on land

and some out at sea.

The lighthouse at Fig. 3 is made from two
mantle boxes, one a little larger than the other.

The lid is left on the top and bottom; on the

lower end is pasted a large piece of cardboard to

make it stand firm.

The door and windows are painted on, and the

steps to the door can be made out of paper or

small pieces of wood glued together.

To form the lantern four upright matches are

fixed at the top and short pieces of wood tied

across.

Outside a strip of mica or oiled paper is placed

and the mantle box Hd is then placed on the top.

Round the base of the lighthouse rocks are

placed. These are made of greenish covers of ex-

ercise books crumpled and then pasted on the

card.

Many other models may be added to this lesson,

such as a small boat made of paper, a slip-way and
a buoy.
The question of making models from material

available is always of much interest to children.



SUGGESTIONS FOR VILLAGE AND RURAL SCHOOLS
PRICKING AND SEWING.

By JENNY B. MERRILL, Pd. D.. New York City

The kindergarten has less to suggest to the ele-

mentary teacher in regard to sewing than in other

occupations. Much excellent work in sewing has

been taught in schools longer, perhaps, than any
other manual work.

Sewing .and weaving, too, were home occupa-

tions in Germany; and in early New England days,

mothers spun, wove and sewed that their children

might be clothed. It is not a hundred years since

my own grandmother in New England did this very

work.

Children saw the work done and gradually imi-

tated as they love to follow the doings of their

elders if it is at all possible. Hence it is only

natural that Froebel introduced sewing into his

sequences of occupations.

To place it in its mathematical relations to his

system, Froebel conceived the thread as a line

and introduced a series of exercises more like de-

signing than ordinary sewing.

The materials are cardboard and worsted. This

occupation of sewing followed drawing on the

checkered paper. The child was even expected to

place a piece of the squared paper over a plain

piece of cardboard and prick the holes at the in-

tersection of the lines before sewing with the

worsted. Thus the child realized more fully the

importance of the holes, and his pleasure in punch-

in holes was also gratified.

Certainly children do love to punch holes in

paper. Mothers even amuse babies by placing a

piece of thin paper over a cane-bottom chair, letting

them poke holes with a pencil or even with a finger.

Froebel doubtless caught many of these ideas from
observing German mothers entertain children, but

his logical mind had to find a place for them in his

system, instead of taking them as a child or a

mother does simply to gratify the instinct of the

child to be active and to make changes in the

materials he has strength to act upon.

Hence pricking in the hands of Froebel became
a distinct occupation as may be seen in any kinder-:

garten guide book, and stitching from hole to hole

followed.

The ingenuity of Froebel's followers succeeded

in working out design after design in both pricking

and sewing, and we greatly fear in injuring the eyes

of many children, and even students in training

classes.

This was in the days before we realized that it

is far more important to study the child than to

become expert in manipulating materials. More

time is now spent in studying psychology and
applying it in the observation of children in our

kindergarten training classes, so that less is left

for complicated designs.

This is all interesting as history, and must be

mentioned in passing lest some earnest primary

teacher, looking over a kindergarten guide book,

may repeat the errors of the past.

If weaving was criticized by the physicians of

our country as injurious to the eye, still more so

was pricking when done by children under seven

years of age. Even after that age, very little should

be done at a time. An eminent authority even

went so far as to say that to require a young child

to prick one hole in an exact spot on the paper,

namely, at the intersection of the lines was in-

jurious. Of course, stabbing a piece of paper here

and there promiscuously, just to see the light come
through, is a very different exercise, and one which

many kindergartners have introduced as a substi-

tute for the old-fashioned pricking lesson.

Following the mother's wise leadership, other

kindergartners have modified pricking in the fol-

lowing fashion: Place a sheet of paper on the sand

table and let the child with a pointed stick poke
holes into the paper and sand, or merely into sand.

If the children are old enough, some kindergart-

ners draw a circle on the sheet of paper and grad-

ually the child pricks out a circle.

Fine pricking is undoubtedly a dangerous exer-

cise for the eye. It is nervous work when limited

to a definite point and is usually omitted altogether

in the progressive kindergarten.

But how, is it with sewing? Kindergartners have

felt so unwilling to give up this occupation that

they have usually continued to let children outline

animals, fruits and other interesting objects on
cardboard. Several sets of such cards have been

prepared and can be obtained for use in the home,
kindergarten or school.

Children are very fond of tracing these outlines

with appropriate colored worsteds or heavy silk,

and it impresses natural forms. The cards are

often made up into various gifts for birthdays and
holidays. Sometimes the kindergartner herself

punches all the holes, or has them punched by ad-

vanced grades. It is not, of course, as trying to

punch such outlines as it is to prick the exact inter-

section of lines on squared paper with the old-

fashioned pricking needle.

Kindergartners who still keep up the develop-

ment of the Froebelian series in sewing, as the
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straight line in three positions, the square, the

oblong, the cross, the star, the steps, the simple

borders, leading on to simple inventions, use cards

already pricked by machinery.

In other kindergartens, a new occupation, in-

vented by Madame Kraus, called "sewing without a

needle" has become popular. A manual accom-
panies a set of such cards which explains their use.

The idea is to wind cord or worsted over cardboard
which the child slits on the edges before winding.

In this way lines, angles, plane figures, simple bor-

ders and designs are secured.

The cards before slitting may be of various

shapes. The most valuable are the long strip which

makes a pretty book-mark, and the circle. Winding
from the center to the circumference traces the

radii of a circle and makes a pretty pattern of

sunny rays.

Postal cards that have been discarded or other

advertisement cards can be utilized for winding if

the regularly prepared cards are too expensive.

Many kindergartners prefer to gratify the child's

desire to imitate regular sewing with a coarse

needle on cloth. This is more like home sewing

and leads on to the regular school course. With a

bright colored worsted let the children overhand

cheese cloth for a duster. Let them overhand irreg-

ularly at first without criticism, gradually acquiring

skill.

Even one or two stitches here and there as re-

quired in fastening are worth while for a child to

attempt. Do not say, "It will be easier to do it

myself." The pleasure and experience of using the

needle is due the child.

Several sheets of paper may be overhanded to-

gether for a scrap book. The edges of muslin for

a scrap book for baby may be made stronger by

overhanding. The Christmas stockings for candy,

if made of stout, stiff stockinet, the older children

can make.,

In the New York city schools, knotting and tying

and winding begin the course in primary grades

rather than sewing. (See The Handicraft book

mentioned in the Kg. Mag. for April. This book

is by the Director of Sewing in the N. Y. Public

Schools, and is illustrated so that one can follow

the work with ease.)

Children love to play with a string, and the

tying of the various kinds of knots is not only

useful, but is applied in ornament, as the sailor's

knot for a tie. Many big boys cannot make a good

knot in a tie. The slip knot, too, is very useful in

tying packages.

Knotted bags and little curtains for a doll's

house, watch chains and even a hammock are

worked out in knotting in this book. The regular

courses in sewing should be continued all through

the grades. The objects made should be concrete,

not merely exercises.

Dolls' clothes and little bags are among the first

attractive articles and being small can be finished

in a few lessons. But gradually lead on to simple

articles of children's clothing beginning with the

apron until the girl is able to make her own cloth-

ing.

Boys should not be neglected wholly in this

occupation. Surely they should be able to sew on
buttons, to darn a hole in a stocking or cloth, and
make a button hole.

This reminds me that I have not mentioned darn-

ing and mending. Darning is an application of

weaving and should be taught to both boys and
girls. Let the boys laugh and make fun over it.

They will thank you later on. Tell them sailors

and soldiers and travelers and ranchmen may not

have a mother or sister near by! In the kinder-

garten, we never make any distinction between tne

work of boys and girls. All alike learn to handle

the needle, and I have never heard an objection,

but older boys often regard the needle as wholly

a woman's tool and need to have their eyes opened
a little to future possibilities. A hand that has

never held a needle in childhood finds it, later on,

a most difficult tool to manage.

HOUSES FOR BABIES.

Mrs. Charlotte Perkins Gilman, in one of her

recent lectures at the Hotel Astor, pointed out the

fact that in a world whose population is two-thirds

children, houses are built without reference to child

.needs, but solely for grown-ups.

Most of the pains and woes of babies come from
the inevitable reaction between baby and a house
.full of stairs and sharp corners and things that baby
"musn't touch." And in this house, in no way built

for it, the baby is taken care of, not by experts

trained in this most important work in all the

world, but by servants. Sometimes the servant is

a hired one, and almost invariably of a lower order

of ability for the work than the average mother,

for we are so morbidly afraid of dictation that we
hire subordinates and trust to Providence that it

will be all right.

"More often the servant is the mother, who tends

the baby in addition to eight hours or more put in

at housework or sewing. And of preparation for

motherhood most girls have none at all. The public

has the guaranteee of a diploma in a doctor, but

the baby has no guarantee, whatever. Is it any
wonder that so many millions of them die? I am
not suggesting panaceas. I am just telling you how
the world moves. And just as we now cheerfully

send our children to college, if we can, when they

are old enough, just as we send our five-year-olds

to kindergarten, groups of women must presently

recognize that babies are a permanent population

—

transients in families, but a permanent, majority

population in the world—and must make provision

for their care."

The empty vessel makes the greatest sound.

—

Shakespeare.
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REPORT ON A RECENT LECTURE BY DR.
JOHN DEWEY.

(A Comparison of Herbart and Froebel.)

Dr. Dewey thinks that Froebel was more formal

in his later writings than in his earlier, and that the

modern, progressive kindergartner is finding in-

spiration in his earlier work. He thinks that many
forms of his gifts are for children from seven to ten

years of age.

The modern kindergartner is studying child

nature, is experimenting and endeavoring to eman-

cipate the earlier Froebel.

Dr. Dewey's chief objection to prevalent kinder-

garten ideas is that they educate through artificial

symbols rather than through social life. There is a

spirit of complacency as if full truth had been

achieved.

Kindergartners generally do not study children

and experiment enough.

Herbart was the first to question the doctrine of

formal discipline. He believed in systematizing

subject matter. He accepted existing studies and

endeavored to reform the method of presenting

them.

He followed Pestalozzi for earlier years.

He considered what to select and how to arrange

so as to gain moral effect.

He gave too much value to cultural subjects. He
lacked imagination. He did not think of education

as a re-living but as a re-constructing of the past

for the present to get a better future.

Herbart valued conduct above all else. Subject-

matter must function in life. It must appeal to

interest. Froebel and Herbart both believed in a

technical system of education.

Froebel felt emotionally the development from

within. He was romantic and yet highly formal.

He believed in a peculiar type of subject-matter

manipulated in a peculiar way. He felt the impor-

tance of industry and work. The human being

should be trained for work through and by work.

("God works.")

Children should be busy in their play and free in

their work.

Development equals active creating and is new
at each stage.

The philosophy of his time influenced Froebel.

This philosophy taught "the law of parallelism,"

identity back of everything and a parallel in the

psychic world. It idolized symbols.

Dr. Dewey thinks the first part of "Education of

Man" is fine if not taken too literally, but does not

approve the latter part.

Those who listened to Dr. Dewey were deeply

grateful for his broad outlook. They realized a

master mind was scanning the history of educa-

tion and relating its lessons. They realized the

great importance of studying the history of educa-

tion, and yet not yielding up to one or all of the

great educational thinkers, the privilege of con-

tinued experiment and investigation.

Dr. Dewey's "How We Think" is being read

widely by teachers. He tells us so simply and so

clearly how we think, that we exclaim, "Yes, that

is just how we do it. Why has it taken so long to

tell it in such a simple way?" Is it not because it

takes the greatest thinker to go to the root of

thinking?

In this course of lectures, Dr. Dewey has spoken

in such a simple conversational style that it has

been hard to realize what an immense field he has

covered. The writer of these reports took copious

notes, and it was not until going over these that

she fully realized how much ground Dr. Dewey
had covered and how impossible it is in a short

column to do justice to the lectures.

In one of these lectures Dr. Dewey said with

his quaint humor, "Most of our thinking is post-

mortem. Ideas rarely precede action, especially in

social matters. Movements usually grow out of

emergencies rather than out of any theory." He
further said that this is certainly true of our recent

interest in vocational work in the schools. There

is a certain vagueness in these ideas of "social effi-

ciency" and the value of statistics.

Dr. Dewey told a story to help illustrate this

point, of a certain village blacksmith who was a

man of natural shrewdness, so that his shop be-

came a sort of forum for discussing matters of local

interests. Possibly the business of shoeing horses

may have suffered somewhat. Are we to take the

broad or the narrow view? If efficiency experts

had been sent to gather statistics—how many
horses shoed, etc.—could they have also found rec-

ords of the good accomplished by exchange of

opinions and discussions among the men?
"Are we aiming," Dr. Dewey asked, "at social

conformity or social transformation? Should the

educational authorities take it for granted that the

present social status is accepted finally and educate

for it? or, should they take the more imaginative,

more ideal and recognize the possibility of changes

in the future?" We must not forget that persons

are effective agents in bringing about transforma-

tions in social matters. Unless we intelligently

consider, are we not likely so to educate as to fit

persons into narrow niches?

This leads to a two-fold evil. First, it tends to

perpetuating class distinctions which our demo-

cratic ideals strive against. It is a movement away
from democracy. Second, it educates on the basis

of a static society, whereas the forces of science

and invention bring about changes in industry and

society, and even in political institutions them-

selves. The narrower point of view in education

would not pay even in dollars and cents. For ex-

ample, there is no longer a building made as in the

past. Steel construction has altered everything; so

the use of cement and concrete is coming to make

new possibilities in building.

Thus one merely trained for a specific line of

industry may find his specific knowledge useless by
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the time he is a man. So with steam, electrical

and gas engines. No one can foresee what changes

the future has in store.

Then to take the narrow and the static view in

educating industrially is not to be permanently

"efficient. We must recognize society as a rapidly-

changing society. No education is competent that

does not turn out pupils able to meet changes. It

may seem, at first sight, more practical to take the

narrow view, the lines of least resistance. It is

easier to stir up an interest in trade schools, in

vocational schools, in continuation schools than to

attend to a more general reorganization of the

school curriculum, but the latter is what is needed.

Such a reorganization should aim to make all in-

dividuals more capable to take care of themselves

because of general equipment.

It is possible to prevent waste in the beginning

of education, although it seems the most difficult

principle to work upon.

We know that large numbers of children leave

our schools between twelve and fourteen years of

age. The fundamental problem is pre-vocation

before twelve.

It has already been proved that boys and gins

do not leave school wholly because of necessity

to earn a living. Many urge their parents to let

them work. It has also been proved that this early

work of children is not profitable. They get into

"blind alleys," and there is no way out to better

pay as they grow older.

A most tragic story was recently related in a

popular magazine. A factory inspector asked a

large number of boys whether they would like to

go back to school. They were working in factories

that were not very good types, and hours were

much longer than school hours, and yet the major-

ity were better satisfied with factory than they had

been in the school!

Changes must come in our schools. To sum up

the whole question, we must decide whether we
are going to use industry for education or let

industry use education for its own purposes.

We have an educational inheritance adapted to

the leisure classes. We have patched it up, but
never seriously transformed it.

At the close of this lecture several questions
were asked Dr. Dewey. One of the questions led
Dr. D. to explain that children were required to

skim over too much ground. Close, intensive study
of one point is rare. Children do not need to

memorize so much information, but they do need
to learn how to get knowledge when they need it.

We all need to get rid of the conception that we
go to school to get information. We go to acquire
certain habitt, as physical control, management of
materials, how to gather information when we need
it to help us go on.

We must avoid too early specialization. We need
pre-vocational training if it is not made too tech-
nical. Several cities are now doing good work
along such lines. Dr. Dewey seemed to think
almost any experiment would have to be pretty
poor, not to improve upon many present courses
in the seventh and eighth school years!

NEW PLAN OF RURAL SCHOOL SUPER-
VISION FOR OHIO.

For the benefit of school officers outside of Ohio,
the following brief summary of the constructive

suggestions for rural school supervision made by the

Ohio State School Survey Commission is given.

State Superintendent Miller calls attention to the

fact that the rural communities will have absolute
charge of the supervision of their own schools and
the home rule principle for the rural and village

districts has been maintained entirely intact. '

1. A county board of education elected at large

on a non-partisan ballot by all the voters of the

county outside of cities, which already have full time
supervision. This will not disturb the local boards
of education in any sense, but will leave them in

full control of their own schools.

2. A county superintendent of schools elected by
the county board of education entirely without out-

side dictation. This county superintendent shall be

a professional man and may be selected from any
part of the state. The state shall pay half the salary

of the county superintendent up to a maximum pay-

ment by the state of $1,000.

3. Division of he county into supervision disricts

by the county board of education, these supervision

districts to be made up of rural and village school

districts according to the number of teachers em-
ployed. The minimum number of teachers per dis-

trict superintendent shall be 20 and the maximum 80.

4. The election of the district superintendent

—

a. By the board of educaton in case there be

but one school district in the supervision district.

b. By a joint meeting of the boards of educa-

tion in districts where there are either two or

three school districts in the supervision district.

c. By the presidents of the various boards of

education in all supervision districts which contain

more than three school districts.

5. The nomination but not appointment of the

district superintendent by the county superintendent,

the boards or presidents of boards, as the case may
be, having the power to elect over this nomination

on a three-fourths vote as in the city.

6. That local boards of education remain exactly

as at present with the right to elect the teacher on

the nomination of the district superintendent and

with the right to elect over his nomination by a

three-fourth vote, as is the case in the cities.

7. The protection of all efficient supervisors now
in the service by a provision in the law that three

years' successful experience in supervision places a

man automatically on the eligible list.

8. The payment of half the salary of each dis-

trict superintendent by the county up to a maximum
payment by the county of $750.

9. The requirement of professional training of

superintendents not now 'in service by a provision
which will enable, young men to enter the profes-

sion if they have had three years' successful teach-
ing experience, and if they are willing tc take a

one-year graduate or senior course in the principles

of school administration and supervision—such
course to be taken in some reputable professional

school.
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ETHICAL LESSONS FROM FROEBEL'S
MOTHER PLAY

(Translation by bertha johnston)

THE LITTLE FISH

How quick is caught the child's rapt gaze,

Where active life its charm displays.

Where bright and pure its atmosphere
His heart's ioy bubbles sweet and clear.

The mother will in him these feelings e'er treasure.

That the fresh, bright and pure may e'er give him pleas,

ure.

RHYME FOR THE CHILD

Merrily swimming, now high and now low.

Swift through the brooklet the little fish go.

So quickly they dart, now crooked, now straight,

Wherever they're bound for they'll never be late.

FROEBEL S COMMENTARY

The child sits either on the mother's lap, her left

arm gently embracing him, or he sits before her on the

table; the mother's hands, in horizontal position,

slightly parallel, are turned outward, away from her,

the fingers moving independently of each other, now
extended,- now bent, in a movement in imitation of

swimming. Thus, as to externals, the little play is

before us.

Birds and fish, fish and birds— these it is that alike

ever rejoice the heart of the child. Why? They ap-

pear to move independently, at least in unhindered

freedom, each in its native element, and this has for

the child unutterable worth and charm. Serenity and

freedom, purity and unhindered self-activity, these are

the fundamentals of that vital air in which the child

feels happy; in which he grows vigorously, and joyous-

ly unfolds. And yet nothing pleases the child more
than to seize the bird, and to catch the fish; is there

not a contradiction here? No, mother, it seems not so

to me; in the bird, it is its joyous flight which your

child desires, and in the fish it is its happy swimming,

thinking thus to appropriate to himself their free and
happy self-activity, their self-determination in the

pure and bright element. Behold, mother! it is this

which causes your child so much delight in the seizure,

the capture of the bird and the fish. But the seizure,

the capture of the external is of no avail, however

often it is accomplished. Freedom must be won from

within, from within alone, will that purity and serenity

be won, to move within which, gives the child so much
pleasure. If you seek, mother, to bring this to your

child, though at first it be but in its faintest fore-sha-

dowings you lay the foundations therewith forever, of

the inward tranquility of your children, as of their true

enjoyment of life. For this purpose, take advantage

of your child's early delight in the pure, the clean, in

happy activity and joyous motion.

"Brother, catch for me one of the little fish that

swims so merrily in the brook, now here, now there,

now crooked, now straight, and which is so fascinating

in all its movements. Ah, if I could only swim as it

does, circle and turn, creep and crouch, dart forward,

then so quickly escape, and so easily hide myself!

How I would tease you, little brother! Brother, do

catch me a little fish." "There, little sister, is one for

you, but hold it fast so that it does not slip away."

"But, brother, it doesn't move itself any more, it stays

stretched out straight, and yet it lives still, for it gasps

yet. I will lay it on the grass, surely it will move itself

gaily agaiD there; but there, too, it lies stretched out.

Where did it get its merry motion?" "Do you not

know then, sister?"

In his own pure element
Swims the little fish, content.

He is happy only here-
in the water pure and clear.

Here he's all activity
Gliding, darting, turning free,

Crooked, straight—a pretty siyht,

Using all God's gifts aright.

Crooked and straight! how important is the distinc-

tion, mother, throughout the entire life of the child so

dear to you: "That man is straight," "a straight bar-

gain," "a straight character," "he walks a straight

path," "his judgment is straight," "his word is

straight;" who is not benefitted, even though it be but

a child, by these words? But, "his ways are crooked,"

"don't use crooked means," "I do not like anything

crooked;" whose serenity does this not cloud? Import-

ant, then, is it for your child, that he earhy learn to dis-

tinguish straight from crooked. This seems, too, to

have floated before the mind of the artist when he

sketched his drawings—straight and crooked swim the

fishes, straight and crooked flows the water, straight

and crooked grows the tree, and up the straight slender

calla the snake winds himself uneasily. If you have

then early made the child sensible of the distinction

between straight and crooked, between the uncomfort-

ableness aroused by the sense of something crooked

and the happiness by the sense of the straight, in life

and conduct, in thought and speech, then rectitude

and all that goes with it will be expressed in his deal-

ings, and in freedom and happiness, freely and joyous-

ly, by the right use in the right place of his versatile,

unfolding powers like the little fish in the brook he

will exercise his productive and creative powers hap-

pily.

SUPPLEMENTARY REMARKS

We have selected this particular Mother Play for our

May topic because the winter begins to break up, the

rains to fall, the ponds become alive with the young of

frog and toad and lizard and other forms of water

creatures and in school and kindergarten water, its

various manifestations and uses, and the life that it

maintains, is likely to be the point of departure for

study and observation.

The picture referred to by Froebel in his comment-

ary shows a winding, narrow, rushing brooklet, with

low waterfall, at whose foot is a pool in which stands a

boy bending over to catch the fish for which the little

sister pleads. She kneels upon the mossy bank, her

hand raised in dismay and surprise, for before her a

little fish lies, stretched out straight and inactive; dead!

In the pool we see a few fish in lines straight and

curved. Several trees stand with straight, erect,

smooth trunks contrasting with one in the foreground

(Continued on page 260)
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Ethical Lessons from Froebel's Mother Play
(Continued from page 237)

that bends and crooks in many curving' lines. A tall,

slender calla frames in the left side, with a tiny snake

winding- around its straight stem. The landscape in

the background, with the brook and trees is exceed-

ingly poetic and charming. A drawing at the top of

the picture indicates the position of the fingers in the

little play.

It is noteworthy and interesting, how, from the

slightest hint from Mother Nature, Froebel will evolve

a Normal lesson of the highest significance for the

school of mothers. Even though the inner meaning
which he attributes to a given phase of life, may seem
to some far-fetched, nevertheless the truth which he

arrives at and states, is undeniable and if laid to

heart by the wise mother cannot fail to help her child

to more truly know himself and all life. Only she

must be indeed wise to know when and how to pre-

sent the subtle suggestion which will so enrich the

child's future.

PUYSICAL AND MENTAL NURTURE

For the older children, as for the younger children it

is desirable not to lay too much stress upon the strictly

scientific aspect of fish life but to endeavor to feed the

child's sense of the wonder, the beauty, the subtlety

of life, to nurture in him a delight in seeing and feel-

ing the joy of the bird, the fish, in life and activity,

but without insisting on holding in his hands that

which withers at a touch. Talk with him about the

beauties of color, the gold and silvery sheen of the

darting fish in the Park basins, the glories of the

s-eekled trout, the red of the salmon and the red

snapper, the rainbow tints seen in the aquariums.

Observe the fish in action; how they rise and sink, the

flexibility of the delicate bodies, the moving fins that

serve as balance, the tail that forms the rudder; the

beautiful way in which the scales overlap like tiles

upon a roof. How wonderfully the fish is adapted for

life in its native element, water! Can it live in water

that is not clean and pure? What happens if with-

drawn from the water? Are there creatures that can

live both in water and on land? What about man?
What about his native element? Does he require a

pure, clean environment? Speak of recent discoveries

concerning tuberculosis and its cure by living and
sleeping in open air. Can we work well in rooms
whose air.has been breathed again and again without

ventilation? No, man too grows weak and dull and
finally loses all power of action if deprived of air

which cleans and refreshes his blood. As the fish

needs pure, clean water so he needs pure, clean air and
clean water also. Speak of the beautiful interaction

between plant and animal life such that if a goldfish

tank be supplied with the proper amount of growing

plant life the vegetable growth assimilates what the

animals throw off, and vice versa, maintaining a per-

fect balance so that it is not necessary to renew the

water for many months—but this holds good only

when the balance is quite perfect.

How do the fish swim? What swift, curving, darting

movements! straight, crooked, crooked, straight, as

Froebel indicates! Is there a child who does not envy

them the power of quick, gliding, free motion? Man
too, can learn to swim, and it is well for all boys and
girls to learn this useful accomplishment. Tell of the
United States navy which recently became aware that

a large proportion of its men did not know how to

swim and the government therefore planned to give

them training in this important art while the vessels

were in Cuban waters. This would be an excellent time
for the teacher to give some simple instructions in the

principles of correct swimming and let the children

practice the movements in a general way in class, giv-

ing lessons, also in first aid to the drowning. Even
those who are themselves good swimmers do not al-

ways know how to rescue and hold a drowning person

or how to restore them when safely brought ashore. A
few such lessons might very well replace for a time the

regular gymnastics in the schoolroom or in the gymna-
sium. In taking their usual breathing exercises the

children could be told that everything which helped

expand and strengthen the lungs would be so much in

the favor of the child when he came to Jearn swim-
ming. This would give an added element of interest

to those exercises. In observing the swimming and
floating of the fish the wide-awake boys will doubtless

give information concerning the various sub-marine

vessels which are modelled more or less after the forms

suggested by water-life. Through use of his brain and
hands man can. with the machines he invents, approx-

imate if not actually improve upon the joyous free-

dom and self-activity of all the lower forms of life.

GAMES

A fish game, modified after the caterpillar game may
be used with younger children, the children forming in

line, one touching another to make the fish, with its

flexible body. Let two in the middle raise their arms
to form the fins, while others near the front and rear

extend theirs to form the side fins and two may form

the tail. Let this active fish move and c irve and turn

about, now in pursuit of ano'ther child who represents

its prey; now straightening out in rest. Other children

may play throw it something to eat. We offer also the

following:

FINGER AND ARM PLAY

1. Here go some children to play in the brook-
Si. Here are the rocks which they climb o'erto look

3. Down in the water where the fish gaily swim.
4. Crooked and straight, so clean and so trim.

5. The basket this is, in which ISed tried to catch them.
(1. This is the way in which Nell tried to snatch them.
7. This shows just how the fish scurried away,

Liking rather with fish than with children to play.

NOTE—1. Five fingers of right hand move in imitation

of walking.
2. Left hand held vertical; fingers forming ledge of

rocks up which fingers of right hand climb.

3. Fingers of both hands join to form pool.

4. Fingers curve and stretch to imitate fish.

5. Fingers interlace to form basket.

fi. Arm and hand movement imitating effort to snatch
fish.

7. Fingers of one hand pushed between fingers of other,

as of fish just escaping capture.

NURTURE OF THE SOUL

The thought that from within only can true freedom

be won may be at first difficult for the children to
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grasp. They may'be led to perceive something of its

purport by reference to the desire of many to own an

automobile, a yacht, to be rich, because then, they

think they can be free—free to roam the world, free

to do as they please. But are they really free? No,

rarely so except as in the case of a Rusk in or men
of similar spirit who have achieved the inner freedom.

Without this those who possess all that apparently

makes life desirable are the slaves of convention, of

false ambitions, of Mrs. Grundy's point of view. They
may grasp material wealth, but miss entirely the cap-

acity to appreciate, to enjoy those things which give

real pleasure and ever increasing delight. The auto-

mobile may soon become a tiresome toy; the man who
can speed in it over the country roads all too often has

no power to enjoy the beauty of glen and woodland, of

bird and blossom, of rock and cloud and blue of sky.

If, however, he is able to perceive and enjoy the wealth

of nature, or the rich opportunities offered by the gal-

leries, the libraries, the parks of the city then his pos-

session of the yacht or touring car enriches his life to

the degree that he is able to cover space intelligently

and with, the spirit of the freeman. Alexander wept

because there were no more worlds to conquer; had he

conquered the world that lay inside his own bosom he

would have found the key to joys that have no limit

because the spirit of mar, the possibilities of man are

illiniitable.

The statement of Froebel that it is the flight of the

bird, the activity of the fish, that is, the life, the spirit,

which charms the child and for which he longs, is tal-

lied in an interesting paragraph in that story of peren-

nial interest, "Jane Eyre." In his moment of intense

passion and temptation Rochester has seized the frail

indomitable little governess in his desire to win her to

his will. She feels the importance of the moment and

that in her -will, her decision, expressed through the

eye, alone rests his safety and her own. Almost shak-

ing her in his stormy grasp he realizes his impotency,

and after a few almost savage sentences says "Con-

queror I might be of this house, but the inmate would

escape to heaven before I could call myself possessor

of its frail dwelling-place. And it is you, spirit—with

will and energy, and virtue and purity—that I want;

not alone your brittle frame."

Does not the above match exactly with the thought

of Froebel, the great observer of childhood? Does it

not show how truly one is all life and that the same
law runs through and holds together the experiences

of child and adult, young and old?

Froebel points out that it is only when in its proper

environment that the fish, the bird is truly natural and
happy and at its best. Here again we find how pro-

found is his thought. Having once achieved inner

freedom, man, so universal are his qualities, can con-

trol and make his own spiritual environment. The
cultured man, the true lover of human-kind, can find

himself at home in any country—the real missionary,

the man of spiritual insight can adapt himself to life

in any region and find friends and lovers. Though
foes may bend his body and enclose him with iron bars,

the man of principle and truth yet sings as does Love-

lace

"Strong walls do not a prison make
Nor iron bars a cage

Minds innocent and quiet take
That for a hermitage,"

But the child or man who satisfies himself with

grasping the external, who indulges in the luxuries of

the moment, and loses himself in the enjoyment of

the senses cannot attain to that self-mastery and peace

of mind as described by Wotton

"Lord of himself, though not of lands,

And, having nothing, yet hath all."

A pedagogic lesson of some value we may draw from

this thought that normal, happy, useful life depends
upon the right environment. We each one emanate
an atmosphere which affects those whom we meet.

Some radiate sunshine wherever they go, some dissem-

inate gloom, and yet such is the peculiar quality of

personality that he who affects some persons in a hap-

way may prove distinctly uncongenial to others and
completely "shut them up" as we say. This is well

brought out in Charlotte Bronte's great story above .re-

ferred to, "Jane Eyre," in the character of St. John,

in whose presence Jane loses all sense of freedom, and
feels herself to be constrained, unnatural and never at

her best. Teachers should bear this psychological fact

in mind and study to put themselves in such relation

to their pupils as to bring out the best in each one, to

help him to feel quite free and natural when with the

teacher. In one city experiment was tried of sending

boys who seemed incorrigible in one school and with

one set of teachers, to another school, in which the

child entered, free to make a completely new record.

When placed with a teacher who was congenial and
understood the child, a change in his character was at

once apparent. While our schools are so crowded as

they are at present as to make it impossible for the
'

teacher to give the individual attention to each child

that she would wish to, the question of congeniality

between teacher and pupil is a most important one.

That the child should early be impressed with the

distinction between the straight and the crooked in the

moral life is most important as Froebel indicates and
it is of interest to see that the figurative phases are

practically the same in both German and in the Eng-

lish, Yet in Nature how rarely do we find the straight

line, and the. curved line is the line of beauty. Why
does the stream wind and curve so? Because it seeks

the easiest way to the river and it inevitably runs down
hill. The man who seeks the easiest way rather than

the legitimate way to accomplish his ends is very

likely to run down hill also, for man is the first crea-

ture to stand fully upright, his glance is up and out

and only when he is truly upright morally, physically,

mentally, can he truly develop into the noble, all-

round being which he longs to be in his best moments.
All men must needs use expedients to attain their

ends but the just and moral man stands firm for the

right when tempted to use crooked means. Two men,
in a political crisis are seeking to gain the same end.

One wants to hasten the matter by buying votes the

other studies to convince the voters by appeals to rea-

son, justice, honor, truth. Which method conduces

most to the moral health of the community? Under
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which method will the usually unthinking members of
the community soonest reach intellectual manhood?
The story is told of Frederick the Great, that one

day, walking with a youthful nephew who later was
known as the beloved Emperor William, the king
pointed out to the boy the magnificent strength and
majesty of the forest trees amidst which they walked
and then impressed upon the boy how it was their up-
rightness that made their strength.

Referring back to the play of the Good Knight we
recall that Froebel insists that one of the things which
helps form the moral character of the child is the atti-

tude of the parent and teacher toward the friend, the
visitor, the neighbor, the citizen, If the teacher make
much of the- more externals, the wealth, the beauty,
the mere mental capacity of a person under discussion
the child will be led to think those qualities of the ut-

most importance, but lead him to admire a man for

his straight forwardness, and to regard with contempt
the mean, the crooked, the underhand, the selfish, the
sensual and he will form his own conduct upon the
highest models.
What, then are some of the essentials upon which

this inner freedom depends. It all depends upon self-

mastery. How attain this? By practicing1 purity,
straightforwardness, loving kindness. Does the phrase
"afraid to call his soul his own" describe a state of in-

ner freedom? Let the children try to recall persons
whom they know or have heard of and whom they
think have attained this freedom of the city of God.
Are such people pleasant to know?

Wanted—A Twentieth Century Ideal

Grace C. Steaciian

When a few nights ago, Miss Blake telephoned me
that she would not be able to attend this meeting and
asked me if I would take her place on the program, I
told her that I had a few positive thoughts on the sub-
ject that might not fit in with what she had intended
to say, but that I could not speak along any other line

even to please her. A few minutes' conversation, how-
ever, convinced me that we agreed in the main. Miss
Blake had prepared nothing in writing, and I came in-

tending to stand and say in an informal way, the few
things that form my strongest opinions on this subject
at this time, but greatly to my regret, my coughing
and my hoarseness make it impracticable for me to do
this, and I have been compelled to put them into this

more formal presentation. My unpreparedness added
to my inexperience in discussing this subject before a
mixed audience and—I confess—my reluctance so to

do, will, I feel sure, make my effort an unsatisfactory
one. For all of which, I crave your forbearance.

My first strong conviction is, that no superintendent
or board of superintendents or board of education has
any right to add talks or lessons or lectures on the
more intimate phases of sex hygiene to the curriculum
of any public school without the approval of the tax-
payers supporting such school.

My second strong conviction is that no lecture should
be delivered to pupils which if written or printed and
sent through the mails to the parents of those pupils
would cause the arrest of the sender.

My reasons for these convictions are: (1) Pupils are

forced by law to attend these schools; (2) the schools
are erected and maintained, and the teachers and sup-
erintendents paid, by the taxpayers.
Another strong conviction of mine is that the dan-

gers and the evils resulting from class or group teach-
ing of this subject are greater than those results from
no teaching.
The following information came to me from a teacher

in a mixed High School in one of our smaller cities.

The pupils of this school were residents of a most
attractive community. Lecturers were engaged to ex-
plain to these boys and girls ranging from thirteen to

twenty years of age, all the mysteries of human rela-

tions as affecting human life. As I understand it, a
man was engaged for the boys and a woman for the
girls. Here were girls and boys drawn from thoughts
and talks on their games, the latest cut in gowrns, the
week's motion picture, how to make fudge, the base
ball score, the latest knot in the geometry lesson, the
prettiest girl, the best athlete, to study pictures of and
listen to dissertations on organs of their body they
never thought of— far less named and discussed. What
was the result? Curiosity was aroused—morbid and
acute. Their minds began to dwell on things hitherto
unthought of or banished from their thoughts, their

conversation began to include subjects that before they
would never have dreamed of including. Curiosity led
to experiment. Two of the girls—both white—had ba-
bies without having husbands. One of the babies was
black, its father supposedly the assistant janitor of the
school. The teacher through whom this information
came to me, was convinced that the lectures on sex
hygiene were the direct cause of these experiments.

Now I do not claim that ignorance is synonymous
with innocence, but I do deny that knowledge is purity.

Some of the most vicious among both sexes know all

that there is to be known both as to human relations
and the physical dangers often resulting therefrom, yet
they use their knowledge not to the end of living pure
lives themselves or leading others to live purer lives;

but simply to save themselves from certain undesired
results of impure living. And some of the purest lives

are lived by those who know nothing either of such re-

lations nor of the mental and physical decay resulting
therefrom, knowing only "that certain things are wrong
and having sufficient will and sufficient loyalty to an
ideal to do the right and avoid the wrong.

And here let me say that such will to do right is our
hope rather than the fear of contracting the loathsome
diseases, the whole history and nature of which some
would have us spread before our children. Miss Blake
referring to this pointed out that seven murders oc-

curred among the spectators of the last public hanging
on Holborn Hill.

What then shall be our "Twentieth Century Ideal"
and how shall we attain it?

Our ideal should be a young man and a young wo-
man equally pure in body, mind, and soul—each pre-

serving and revering the body as the temple of the
future race, determined that no fault of his or hers
shall mar or lessen the usefulness of the body, mind or
soul of the child who may be born of him or her.

How attain this ideal?

In babyhood and childhood, parents, teachers and
preachers should teach purity and modesty of thought,
word and act without sounding the depths of all it may
mean. Parents should encourage their children to give

them their fullest confidence. When troubled or doubt-
ful in special cases, they should consult a physician.
Teachers should watch zealously and when any child's

actions or appearance seems to demand special consid-
eration, should consult with the principal and the par-

ents. Where it is evident that the parent cannot be
depended on for the assistance needed, the physician-
home or school—or the school nurse—may be called on.

But this instruction and this advice should always be
given "one by one." For Mary Brown may have a very
bad, depraved mind, and be guilty of very bad practices,

but she will be very careful not to tell all the girls and
boys in her school how bad she is. She may be watch-
ing and waiting to select one here and there to drag in-

to her net, but let her sit in a room with 80, 50, 200, 300
others and listen with them to a talk on these hidden
subjects, and the barriers are at once washed away, the
guardians of reserve and modesty are routed, and she
feels free to discuss and to instruct in her own danger-
ous way. I believe there is no greater danger threaten-

ing the modesty and the sanctity of the home'than the

man or the woman who advocates teaching all the inti-

mate facts ofhuman relations to little children and young
boys and girls "just as they would teach arithmetic,"
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STORIES AND SUGGESTIONS FOR STORY TELLING

LERUM.

At the edge of the wood lay the beautiful castle

and the village with its pretty church. The castle

and the church could both be seen from the little

house in the wood, if one stood directly in the

middle of the road that led past the little house and
which led straight to the village; only the "pire"

of the church (as Gertrude called the spire) could

be seen. The village was called Lerum, and was
very pretty. Every one of the peasants' houses

had a little garden before the door, in which grew
salad greens and sunflowers.

A merchant lived in Lerum, before whose door

was a red sign, on which pictures of coffee and to-

bacco and sugar were painted. This picture Her-
man and Gertrude gazed at with great delight, when
they went to the village. There was also a mill

and a bakery in Lerum. The baker bought wheat
from the peasants and had it ground in the mill to

make bread and rolls, and for Sundays, "Zwieback"
and sugar cakes, for on Sunday afternoons there

came many guests from the city to Lerum, to look

at the beautiful castle gardens and refresh them-

selves by walking in the woods. In the city they

saw only walls and windows—everything of stone

and brick; instead of the trees, stones; instead of

beds of green moss—stones again! and how warm
it is there in the summer, in the sunshine! Instead

of going about under trees, the people must put on

a hat and hold a sun-umbrella over their head.

One could well understand that they should desire

on their free Sunday afternoons to seek shadow.

But the castle and the castle gardens were ai^o

well worth seeing. The castle was very large and
had not merely straight walls and windows, like

other houses, but here and there, extra additions

and enlargement, balconies and large towers and
small towers with "pires," as Gertrude said; the

windows were large and fine; many of them were

beautifully painted, but this one only saw from the

inside of the castle. The rooms were magnificent;

golden framed mirrors and pictures adorned the

walls, golden chandeliers hung suspended from the

ceilings, sofas and chairs were there as soft as the

moss in the wood. In the cabinets were royal pro-

celain and handsomely bound volumes of books;

in short, everything shone and glanced dazzlingly.

And the gardens! There were flowers, ah! yes,

more than in the wood meadows, and much larger

than those. The flower-beds looked, from a dis-

tance, like brilliant, wide ribbons; and roses

bloomed, when it was the right time for them, in

such masses and quantities that one could say a

forest of roses could be found in Lerum.

There were great conservatories in the gardens,

in which it was never winter-time; there every-

thing blosomed and perfumed the air the whole

year through.

Gay parrots rocked to and fro in golden rings,

between the growing plants, and talked with the

visitors: "Good-day. How do you do?" called the

one. "Give me bread; I am hungry," called another.

"You rascal, will you leave?" screamed a third.

There was much to laugh at; one could joke the

whole day with the gay chatterers. In the middle

of a marble basin a golden ball was tossed up by the

waters of a fountain; a turtle lay in the water and

rejoiced, perhaps over the merry splashing and the

dance of the ball! itself, it could not dance. No one

has even seen a tutle dance.

In one corner of a conservatory stood a large

cage, in which lived three droll monkeys, which

knew how to make the most ridiculous faces. But

one must be on his guard with them; if one came
too near, they reached through the bars of their

cage and boxed his ears. Once, Herman, whose
father was showing him the conservatories, stepped

near the cage, when one of the monkeys caught hold

of his curly hair and pulled it shamefully. Herman
screamed; the parrot scolded, "You rascal, will you

leave?" but that did not help the matter. Not until

the father struck the monkey's fingers with a little

stick did he let go.

In the garden were different kinds of animals. In

the pond were gold fish which looked brilliant when
they played in the sun's rays. In a large bird-cage

were pigeons and doves, in their grey silk dresses of

feathers, with black velvet neck-ruffs around the

neck; while dozens of small birds flew about. How
many lived among the perfumed jasmine and lilac

bushes no one could count. Nightingales were

there, as many as in the woods and groves out-

side. That was a glorious sight! Yes, everyone

must say Lerum was a beautiful place.

THE SPINNER THAT SPUN AT NIGHT.

MARY E. COTTING

One sunny morning in October a big yellow leaf

on a maple tree thought, "I wonder if I shall fall

to the -earth today. The wind blows, and I feel

as if my stem were ready to break off."

Just then a fat caterpillar crawled under the leaf

and held tight to the strong mid-rib. He was just

heavy enough to loosen the stem, and slowly the

leaf drifted down to the ground.

This was what caterpillar had hoped would hap-

pen. After a time he crawled from the leaf through

the fast drying grass till he came to the house-

steps.

By afternoon he had reached the top step from
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which he easily drew himself to the side of the

house; here he rested under the lower side of a

clapboard. This would be a very good spot for

him. to stay in all winter; but before, he could

fasten himself in place, along came what seemed

to him to be a giant. This giant slipped a card

under him, and carried him off to a strange home
in a glass jar.

He kept quite still on the card—for that was the

best thing for him to do—till dark night came,

when he began to work, as he knew he must get

ready for a long, long rest.

One end of the card was turned down just far

enough to make the same kind of a shelter that

the clapboard had made; and here he thought he

would have his resting-place. He felt around with

his head and fir.st pair of legs as if he wished to

be sure that he had chosen the right spot upon the

card.

Then he touched it just below his mouth-place,

and on each side of this spot and found that he

was all ready to begin his spinning. His dull-

orange-colored, plump body was nicely held in

place by his two rows of legs; his golden neck-

band shone, and his queer head that made him
look like an alligator moved from side to side as

he spun a fairy, silvery thread.

When he had spun enough, he pushed his head

beneath the loop, bent backward and forward sev-

eral times, and stretched the shining cord until it

rested just behind his golden neck-band; then it

parted and the ends slipped down and caught fast

near the second set of pretty, green dots on his

sides.

While he stretched the fairy thread his third and

fourth pair of legs looked as if they were being

covered with something shiny and sticky; and

pretty soon he cuddled his head down, his body
settled close to the card, and the tail-end was
quickly fastened as nicely as his head and feet had

been. Next, his body gently trembled, and cater-

pillar was at last ready for winter.

Day by day his pretty colors grew duller and

duller, until he was just the color of a very dry

oak-leaf. All the long winter he kept so still that

it seemed as if there could not be any life within

the dull, tough covering; but when spring brought

the sunshine day after day, and everything out of

doors was waking up, he shivered now and then.

On the bright, lovely first day of May the great-

est shiver of all shook him, and, in a twinkling his

coat-case split above his head and neck and out

came such a queer, moist, little roll, you could

hardly believe that it would soon be a tailed butter-

fly, that looked as if it were dressed in softest black

velvet marked with pale-blue blotches, and with

wing borders of dainty white dots and blue and

rose crescents.

Such a lovely, dear butterfly as this papilio
asterias was! Never was a more perfect gem hid-

den away in a dull-covered case than this quivering,
fluttering one whose birthday was on May-day.

DOMESTIC TRAGEDIES.

The following appeared in the Chicago Record-

Herald of March 12:

Most of the children in the new Emerson Day
Nursery, which was opened the latter part of Jan-

uary, at Ohio and Wood streets, have been deserted

by their fathers. The nursery, which is an out-

growth of the needs of the Emerson House Settle-

ment on the next corner, is in the first flat of a

brick building in the middle of the block, and takes

care of an average of 15 children a day. Some of

them go to the kindergarten at the settlement, a

few go to school, but many of them are too little

for either. Their mothers work or -are looking lor

work. Their fathers have deserted them.

When the doors opened on January 26, Mrs. Gra-

neck brought her six-months-old baby and left it

during the day. It was the first child in the nur-

sery and the only one that day. Since then it has

been a casual visitor, coming when its busy foster
j

mother, who alone knows its parentage, finds her I

tasks and duties more than she can reconcile with

the care of a little baby.

Mother Forced to Work.

"That little tot there, the nervous, unhappy little

girl—her father drinks up everything and the mother
jj

has to work," said Mrs. Wooley, the matron in

charge. "They would get along all right if he

didn't drink."

"The probem of the day nursery," said Mrs. Rhoda
Leach, the head resident, "is illustrated by two little I

children who used to come to us. They were bro-

ther and sister, Frances, 4, and Eddie, 3. Their

father and mother both drank. For months they

paid nothing for the children. They are supposed to

pay IS cents a day for the two.

"One day I found the father fairly sober and

talked to him. I tried to make him see that he and

his wife spent more for drink than 15 cents a day

and that they ought to take care of their children.

Know "Cheaper Place."

He said he knew where he could get them taken

care for two cents a day. Frances and Eddie

never have been back since. Certainly these chil-

dren need desperately the care we can give them.
.J

But when we give it we seem to encourage the I

parents to shift the responsibility of caring for their

children."

The New York Press of March 18 illustrates an

out-door kindergarten conducted at New Rochelle

by Mrs. Ada C. Beckwith, in a bungalow, having

one side of the building entirely open. During the

entire winter past but six sessions have been held

indoors, and Mrs. Beckwith reports that the chil-

dren show much improvement in health, and

troubles from colds were almost entirely eliminated.

Of course the children are warmly dressed with

hoods and mittens. They greatly enjoy the ex-

perience.



NEW GAMES, PLAYS AND PIECES FOR LITTLE PEOPLE
By Laura Rountree Smith

BLITHE BUTTERFLY.
MINNIE LEONA UPTON

Blithe butterfly, blithe butterfly,

O'er many a flower veering,

Then mounting up the sunny sky,

And almost disappearing;

What thoughts are in your merry mind,

As buoyantly you leave behind

The flowers that so sweet you find,

And upward mount, unfearing?

Blithe butterfly, blithe butterfly,

Alone the air exploring,

Till just a tiny speck I spy

Against the white clouds soaring;

I think you trust the Father's care,

On earth, and in the upper air,

And so a happy heart you bear,

Still trusting and adoring.

MAY-POLE SONG.

(Tune—"Long, Long Ago.)

1.

Dancing around the tall May-pole we go,

In merry May, in merry May;

Meeting our partners, we pause and bow low,

In merry May, merry May;

Oh, it is fun on the green lawn to play,

Marching around the tall May-pole today,

Wind then the ribbons so bright and so gay,

In merry May, merry May.

2.

Right foot and left foot, we all skip along,

In merry May, in merry May;

Skipping so lightly, we sing you this song,

In merry May, merry May;
Welcome, dear mother, we're so glad you're here,

May is the merriest month of the year,

Oh, ih the springtime the skies are so clear,

In merry May, merry Ma.

LITTLE HANDS.

I will wave my hand to you, (wave right hand)

In a friendy greeting,

I will bow politely, so (bow)

When a friend I am meeting;

Two little hands come now, help me, (hand over

hand)

Climb 'way up into the cherry tree.

We'll gather blossoms, pink and white, (motion of

flower picking)

Hold out the arms and wave them high, (wave over

head)

As little birds go flitting by, (wave up and down)

Then on the sea-saw we will go,

Waving high and waving low, (right arm up, left

down; reverse it.)

MAKING A PIE.

Children dressed in blue desses, with white caps

and white aprons, come forward with bowl and

spoon, and go through motions suggested by the

verse.)

Here is the way to make a pie,

You can do it if you try.

Take a bowl, so small and round,

Stir with any spoon you've found;

Put in flour and water too,

Several other things may do.

Mix it well and sing a song,

For this will help the work along.

Roll it out with a rolling-pin.

Make your pie-crust nice and thin.

Put it in a little pan,

Trim off the edges, if you can;

Then put in apples, nice and sweet,

So that the pie'll be good to eat.

Now then we'll tell you what to do,

Let mother bake the pie for you!

(All bow low and march off.)

VERSE PLAYS AND GAMES FOR MAY.
LAURA ROUNTREE SMITH

Scale Song.

On the sea-saw we are playing,

And 'tis time to go a-Maying,

All the little flowers are growing,

While the gentle breeze is blowing.

This is the left, and this is the right, (raise left and

right)

Rowing.

1.

Who'll go rowing in a boat, (rowing motion)

Or in a sail-boat will you float? (wave arms.)

2.

I'll go rowing all day long, (rowing motion)

And we'll sing a rowing song.
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(Clasp hands on the chest, extend arms to right

and left for rowing motion.

(Song. Tune—"Twinkle, Little Star.")

Rowing, rowing all day long,

We will sing a rowing song,

Rowing, rowing o'er the sea,

Who will come and row with me?

(One child goes up in front of the rest, and re-

cites No. 1. No. 2 goes and stands beside her, and
recites No. 2. Then both go through the rowing
motion, and sing, then No. 1 runs to her seat and
No. 2 starts the play as before. After each child

has had a chance to run up and recite the lines,

the children may all sing the little song.)

Mistress May.

Spring again! Spring again!

Welcome, Mistress May.
Spring again! Spring again!

Apple blossoms sway,

Robin sings a song to greet her

All the flowers spring up to meet her,

All the world seems glad and sweeter,

Welcome, Mistress May.

FUN.

Some children love to wade in a brook,

And some to read in a fairy book,

But dolly and I think the most fun of all

Is to go walking under a parasol.

—S. M. T.

SKIP TAG.

(Anna Brownwell Dunaway, Kearney, Neb.)

When teacher says, "Put books away,

We'll take a little time for play,"

I sit up straight, for then, you see,

She'll just as like as not choose me
To be first skipper in skip tag,

And then I'll run and touch dear Mag,

For always when she's it, you see,

She skips right up and touches me.

ST. FRANCIS AND THE BIRDS.

MARY ELIZABETH RODHOUSE

Over the ocean, long ago,

In the land of Italy,

Lived a good man named St. Francis,

Francis of Assissi.

Neither silver nor gold had he,

His roof was the sky above,

But he helped the sick and needy,

And told them of God's love.

And all men he called his brothers,

The birds and the flowers, too,

And one day he preached to a flock of birds

A sermpn good and true.

They fluttered and twittered about him,

And when he was pld, 'tis said,

A choir of larks sang to him
As he lay on his dying bed.

For the birds and the flowers all loved him,

They know their friends, you see;

He was kind to man and bird and beast,

St. Francis of Assissi.

"THE MOTHER BIRD."
NELLIE BENTON BROCK

I watched from my window today

A mother-bird and her birdlings there.

She was trying to teach them how to fly

From their nest to the limbs of an old elm tree.

But the patience that dear little mother showed
Made me quite ashamed of myself.

As back and forth she chattered and flew,

Showing her birdies what to do.

At last they all flew to the old elm tree,

And then what a time there was.

The dear little mother-bird sang with glee,

So proud she was of her babies three. -

BIRD HOUSES
We can build houses for some kinds of birds. Bright

boys can suggest many forms of houses for the birds.

They need not be elaborate.

It is best to put them near the top of a smooth post

which pussy cannot easily climb. Secluded places are

best.

For the wee birds, such as the chickadee and wren,

the openings in the houses may be too small for the

English sparrow to enter; the size of a silver half-dollar

will do. For larger birds the hole should be the size of

a two-inch auger.

Make only one opening for each house or each room
of the house. Houses with only one room are usually

best except for the martins; they prefer to build in col-

onies. The purple martins are seldom found in New
Jersey.

A perch to use as a doorstep should always be placed

just below each doorway. Do not paint the houses this

spring, as some birds do not like the odor of paint.

A simple bird house may be made of a tomato can,

turned on its side, with the cut lid turned down as a

doorstep. A chalk box with a roof on it, to keep out

rain, a hole in one end for a door makes a good house

for small birds. Larger boxes of tin or wood may be

used. Some of these may be covered with coarse bark,

tacked on to give a rustic effect.

MISHAWAKA, IND.

The Mishawaka Kindergarten Association is ar-

ranging for a kindergarten May Festival to be held

in Battell Park the latter part of May.

HOLYOKE, MASS.

The Kindergarten Club gave a musicale, in the-

Holyoke High School Auditorium on March 31st.

The Art Male Quartet of Holyoke and other prom-

inent musical artists took part.



HINTSanESUGGESTIONS for rural teachers
CONDUCTED BY GRACE DOW

r\EAR RURAL TEACHER.—In undertaking this department I trust that my somewhat extended experience in
1-'rural schools and my subsequent normal training and city school work may assist me in making it practically
helpful to you in your work with the little children. I understand the tremendous tax upon the time or any rural
teacher who is trying to do good work, the wide range of studies, the constant temptation to neglect the little ones
for the apparently more pressing need of the older classes and the lack of equipment necessary for the best work.
My hope is to assist you to secure better results with the small children.and I shall unhesitatingly recommend the

'uce the best results with least expenditure of time. How
will be discussed from month to month in thesecolumns.

jntelligent use of kindergarten material as likely to prodi
*o use this material, what to select, what substitutes, etc.to

THE SCHOOL AND THE CHILD

"What are some of the best things which the teacher

may do for the child in helping him to that self-freedom

and self-revelation which are the great ends of instruc-

tion?"

The teacher will acquire the power of discrimination

if he seeks an intimate acquaintance with each pupil,

becoming somewhat acquainted with his school life,

and the conditions under which he lives out of school,

as well as his personal temperament and characteristics.

The more close this analysis, the more inclined he is

to treat each individual as standing apart from all the

rest, claiming special and separate attention. He
will even look for the marks of heredity, and here will

find a large field for serious thought.

To treat harshly a child who bears the marks of a low

and ignorant, or even criminal ancestry would partake

of the Chinese method of putting to death sons and
even grandsons for a crime committed by the father.

The greater the misfortune of the child the more
heavily he is handicapped by the degradation and sins

of the family, the greater is his claim to sympathetic

and masterly treatment which will lift him above the

conditions which threaten to destroy his life.

It is unjust to assume that the poorly fed, ill-clothed,

and ill-treated child can reach a moral and intellectual

standard in school equal to that of a child whose pa-

rents are kind and cultured, and whose home provides

for him the most solicitous care and sends him to

school happy.

Every teacher should read the sweet story, "The
Corn Lady," which shows what a true teacher can do

for her pupils, especially in the rural schools.

Do not make the mistake of retailing to parents the

faults of their children, as they are generally too con-

scious of them already.

Give them a new hope and a fresh stimulus, for

children need the united efforts of parents and teach-

ers to keep them advancing toward the true and the

good.

Holding to the idea so universally accepted that

character is the highest aim in individual training, it

becomes true that the forming of good habits is per-

haps the most practical, if not the most important end

of education.

ANIMAL STUDY

Generally speaking, children love animals, enjoy be-

ing with them, and to hear stories about them. There

is no more appropriate season for this study than the

spring time. Some animals, such as a rabbit, a young
kitten, or a dog may be brought to school and kept for

a few days. Take this opportunity to teach kindness

to animals.

Make a set of animal cards, either draw them or if

time will not permit, very good pictures may be cut

from farm papers and catalogues, and mounted on

Bristol board.

Use these for seat work in drawing, also for reading,

giving the child the word and asking him to find the

picture to represent the same. Then give him the pic-

ture and ask him to find the word.

As a lesson in reading have each tell a story abont a

kitten, a dog, etc., bringing out different things they

have observed.

"He prayeth best who loveth best

All things both great and small,

For the dear God who loveth us

He made and loveth all."

BUSY WORK
A variety of suggestions may be given along the lines

of paper folding and cutting. The girls will enjoy mak-
ing 1 May baskets, and boys may make swords, hats,

and guns, and all can make boxes and envelopes fo.i

seeds.

The spring is the best time in the year to study color

and the curve which is the line of beauty. Make free

use of the parquetry papers and rings in designing

leaf and flower borders, and in combination with sticks

simple rug designs, wall paper, tiles, window glass, ta-

ble spreads, oilcloth, and even simple designs in sum-

mer dress materials may be made.

READING DEVICE

Poor reading often comes from the lack of ability to

recognize words quickly. Keep a list of all words used

in the reading lessons. Print and write the words upon

cards. Show the cards one after another, at first giving

them more time, then very quickly. It is a good train-

ing to secure attention, and trains the child in the pow-

er to observe as well as to better prepare him to read

the same words in connection with others from the

printed page.

MEMORIAL DAY

"Of the Blue or the Grey, what matter to-day!

For each some fond heart weeps;

So, children dear, make the spot less drear,

Wherever a soldier sleeps." —Selected

FOR TEN SMALL BOYS AND GIRLS

(Each carrying a large letter and a flag.)

W—A wise and good man.

A—Always ready to serve his country.

S—A soldier who knew no fear.

H—Honest in words and deeds.

I—Always industrious.

N—Nothing too difficult to undertake.

G—Great because he was good.

T—The brave, noble Washington.

O—Obedient in all his work.

N—Never faltered when duty called,
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All "Perhaps the reason little folks

Are sometimes great when they grow taller,

Is just because, like Washington,

They do their best when they are smaller."

WOEDS OF WASHINGTON

Scoff at none although they give occasion.

Speak not when others speak, sit not when others

stand, walk not when others stop.

Speak no evil of the absent; it is unjust.

Haste not to relate news if you know not the truth

thereof.

If you deliver anything witty or pleasant, abstain

from laughing thereat yourself.

Obey and honor your parents although they may be
poor.

Give not advice without being asked; and when de-

sired, do it briefly.

WHAT OCCUPATION CAN WE GIVE OUR
CHILDREN IN THE HOME?

Mrs. Herbert M. Wright
(Excerpt from Address)

A child is more alive at one time in his life to

certain forms of expression than he is at any other

time. Certain subjects may be more readily learned

if they are presented to him at the proper time.

At an early period in his life he needs more training

than comes from the study of books, and at this

time his education should come through his senses

and the use of his finer muscles. The use of tools

should become a part of his education, a fact of

which few parents realize the importance.

The brain is an organ of movement, not of the

mind alone. The power of the child is dependent

on the muscular system, as all muscular efforts

have effect on the brain, and may be developed by

the right kind of manual work. Forty-three one-

hundredths o fthe body by weight is muscle, and

it is a mistake to place children in the schoolroom

at an earl yage where they have to sit still when
their muscular and mental development is depen-

dent upon exercise.

"In the home both boys and girls should be en-

couraged to use tools and to construct entire ob-

well invested and will give large returns. Girls

should be taught to sew and cook while very young

and should help in making and repairing their cloth-

ing. Mothers are not doing the wisest and best

thhig to bring up their doughters to simply enjoy

life and to assume no responsibility. The habit of

doing something, making something, is the best habit

a boy or girl can cultivate.'

"It is very desirable for the mother to play with

the children, as it brings her closer to their hearts

and they understand ' each other better for it. It

will enable her to control them more easily."

Mrs. Wright is preparing an address to be given

before the mothers at the Winslow street school,

April 29. Her subject is "The Wonderful Story of

Our Physical Bodies," and is based on the best

foods for physical development.

THE APRIL CENTURY AN ART NUMBER.

Increasing numbers of Americans are interested in

painting, and the love of art is no longer confined to

a few. The present revolution that is going on in

the art world bewilders and distresses a great many
people who heretofore have got enjoyment from pic-

tures without being shocked and startled.

The Century Magazine is performing a public ser-

vice in attempting to sum up the present situation in

the art world and to explain the whole sensational

movement. As it is the editor's opinion that no one
person is capable of a thorough and judicious analy-

sis of this kind, he has gathered about him in this

project a group of men of eminence, each with an

entirely different point of view. The April Century j!

contains articles by these men with more than fifty

illustrations, two of which are in full colors.

At the annual meeting of the N. E. A., to be held

at St. Paul, July 4,-11, the kindergarten department

will have as its topics for the' first sessions, the re-

adjustment of the kindergarten and primary grades

to conform to the same general principles; a kinder-

garten program based on problems rather than on

prescribed subject matter. In the second session

the general topic will be the new developments in

kindergarten practice. The third session will be

held jointly with the departments of special educa-

tion and elementary education. The department of

elementary education will have for its general topic

the individual child and his individual needs. The
first sesson will be devoted to a discussion of the i

school life of the child, and the second session to

the home life of the child. The third session will

be a joint meeting with the kindergarten depart-

ment and the department of special education, at

which will be discussed the possibilities of the kin- I

dergarten to reveal the classification and the limi-

tations of the child for doing standardized ele-

mentary school work. It is the purpose of this i

program to make the individual child the central

thought of the department. Practical school

people, with a real live message will present the ;

school view-point, while the home side will be

given by those not directly connected with the

schools, but who have the burdens of child wel-

fare on their hearts, and who have had much ex-

perience in social and child welfare problems.

NEW YORK.

It has been decided to organize Public School 51,

the Bronx, as a school for boys and girls from the

kindergarten to 4 B and for girls from Grade 5 A
to Grade 8 B; Public School '52; the Bronx, as a

school for boys and girls from the kindergarten to

8 B, inclusive; Public School 25, the Bronx, as a

school for boys and girls with grades from kinder-

garten to 6 B, and Public Schools 50 and 53, the

Bronx, as schools for boys and girls wi<h grades

from kindergarten to 6 B and kindergarten to 8 B

respectively.



THE COMMITTEESfTHE WHOLE
CONDUCTED BY BERTHA JOHNSTON

THIS COMMITTEE OF THE WHOLE, of which all Subscriber* to the Kin-
dergarten-Primary Magazine are members, 'will consider those various prob-
lem* -which meet the practicing Kindergartner—problems relating to the
School-room proper. Ventilation, Heating, and the like; the Aesthetics of
School-room Decoration; Problems of the Physical Welfare of the Child, in-
cluding the Normal, the Defective, and the Precocious; questions suggest-
ed by the use of Kindergarten Material, the Gifts, Occupations, Games, Toys,
Pets; Mothers-meetings; School Government; Child Psychology; the relation
of Home to School and the Kindergarten to the Grades; and problems re-
garding the Moral Development of the Child and their relation to Froebel's
Philosophy and Methods All questions will be "welcomed and also any
suggestions of ways in which Kindergartners have successfully met the
problems incidental to kindergarten and primary practice. All replies to
queries will be made through this department, and not by correspondence.

Address all inquiries to

MISS BERTHA JOHNSTON. EDITOR,
389 Clinton St., Brooklyn, N. Y-

To the Chairman of the Committee of the Whole:

Every little while something is said about the need

of teaching religion in the public schools and yet every-

one familiar with the principles upon which our Re-

public was founded knows that it is impossible as it is

unnecessary to teacli anything of the nature of sectar-

ianism or dogma. We very much wish that parents

and educators could have the opportunity to observe

one of the model demonstration lessons of Mr. A. W.
Gould who is traveling in America under the auspices

of the Moral Education League of Great Britain. He
gave one such lesson to a group of children of the

Sunday classes of the Brooklyn Society for Ethical

Culture, the fifty or more children being seated with

their backs to the large number of interested visitors.

Afterwards, Mr. Gould addressed a large audience upon

the subject of Saving the World's Children. He has

given such demonstration lessons all the world over, in

Europe, China, India, and in Mohammedan countries

and finds the same response among all kinds and

classes, to the same appeals to justice, sympathy, obe-

dience, righteousness, and the like. In this particular

lesson, by means of a series of well-selected stories he

showed the children how the spirit of kindness is found

in all classes and conditions of men, from the Empress

on the throne of France, the surgeon in the Edinburgh

hospital, the French lawyer in the land of Japan, the

dockyard striker helping his needy sister to a railway

fare, to the utterly penniless patient in the hospital.

No child could leave the room without wishing to be

one of those who add to the world's happiness by kind-

ness, courage and sympathy. Kindergarten, school

and parents' associations should not let slip an oppor-

tunity to hear this skilled teacher. F. G.

In one of our London letters, the editor of this de-

partment mentioned observing in one of the County

Council Schools, a lesson in reading according to the

so-called Dale Method, which may interest those who
are unacquainted with it, altho we understand that it

is not unknown in The States.

This method requires a large "Tabulating Frame,"

the left-hand side of which holds suspended all of the

consonants arranged in seven vertical columns or

"houses," illustrating the progression from the lip to

the throat-formation. For 'example, among those in

the first column are p and b; in the second are f, ph,

and v; in three are th; in four, t, d, n, etc.; in five are

sh, and its like; in six are c, k, ng, and its relatives;

and in seven are found x, nk, etc. The right-hand side

has compartments for the vowels. These symbols are

arranged in varying height to show the position of the

tongue in the mouth. The tables are separated by a

shelf for word building. The letters or symbols needed

for word-making come in sets, eyeletted, so that they

can be hung on hooks in their proper places upon the

frame. They come in four colors, the breathed or

"sister" sounds being dressed in blue; the vibrating or

"brother" sounds being clad in black; while the "im-

portant brothers" whose exit is not hindered are in red.

Before beginning the reading lessons, the young

children are supposed to have had conversation lessons

about flowers, plants and the like, so as to cultivate

their discrimination as to the sounds used in speaking,

and the way in which they are formed. They are then

taught the appearances of the letters representing the

various sounds, but the names are not given till later.

Little by little they build into the frame words intro-

duced into a story told in connection with certain pic-

tures, in "Steps to Reading." Nature lessons, model-

ing, brushwork and card-sewing accompany the .read-

ing-lessons and so serve to give vitality to the work. A
carefully planned series of primers and readers follow.

The lesson we observed was exceedingly interesting;

the children seemed to thoroughly enjoy it, and were

alive and eager. By its training of ear as well as of

eye it ensures clear articulation and accurate hearing so

that some of the mistakes in bad rhyme, to which at-

tention was called in these columns in our April issue,

are much less likely to occur. Such ear-training does

not, however, depend upon the use of a tabulating

frame like that described above. The Dale system,

however, certainly makes a strong appeal, as a means

of satisfying the love of color, action and earnest work

inherent in all children, and it does what it can to put

some degree of logicality into our antiquated, illogical

system of spelling. At least it gives the child powers

of word-analysis and of independence in learning new
words. At least such it appears to us after observing

this class in the Council School and a beginning class

in a private school. Will any teachers who have tried

this method in American schools give us their judg-

ment upon the matter,
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The books used are arranged by Nellie Dale and illus-

trated by "Walter Crane. Published by George Philip

and Son, London, England.

Apropos of the above paragraphs, we heard an address

at the meeting of the Froebel Society', held at the

University of London, January 8, on the place of Read-

ing and Writing in Kindergarten and Infant Schools,

and were surprised to learn that English teachers are

still discussing and still practicing the teaching of

reading to children as young as three years old. At
this meeting, however, there were many pleas for the

relegation of formal teaching of reading to six years

of age or later. The chairman was James Kerr, M. A.,

M. D., D. P. H. (Medical Research Officer of the Lon-

don County Council) who had many sensible remarks

to make. Many things said at this meeting made one

visitor realize that conditions there were in many re-

spects much as at home. As one speaker said, Speech

is the one thing in England that is neglected. There is

no examination required in accurate and fluent expres-

sion, and yet the sounds and words heard are more im-

portant than written ones. Articulation is very bad in

the lower-half work of infant's school. Of how many
or how few of our own schools is this tiue?

Reports from a Sheffield Educational Commission in-

dicated that the people of that city were awake to edu-

cational progress. Among other things, parents and
teachers were it was said, responsible for myopia on the

part of the children.

How many American teachers would agree that fret-

fulness, truancy and destructiveness were symptoms
of over-pressure?

Among those who took part in the discussion this

evening, was Dr. Jessie White, D. Sc. who had recently

visited and carefully observed some thirteen of the

Montessori Schools in Italy. She has compiled her ob-

servations of, and discriminating comparisons of one

of these with another, in an attractive little volume
called "Montessori Schools, as seen in the Early Sum-
mer of 1913." As Dr. White was at one time vice-

principal of the Home and Colonial Kindergarten

Training College, and author of "Educational Ideas of

Froebel," she speaks with excellent authority. Are-
view of her book will be given later.

On another day, the Teachers Guild of Great Britain

and Ireland discussed Rural Educatibn, and again the

listener realized how the same problems confront edu-

cators on both sides the Atlantic. One of the speakers

was W. Aldridge, Esq., Headmaster of the Shepton
Mallet Grammar School, who seems to have had great

success in adapting his curriculum to the needs of a

country community. There is the same wail there

about school funds as here, and the question is raised

whether "some of the millions spent in administration

could not be better spent on the schools and their

equipment, the scholars and the teaching staff."

He complains that the rural and town schools are all

cast in the same mold founded on the needs of the

town scholars, and that the elementary schools are

abandoning their own special work and are trying to

make a vain copy of the secondary schools

We are reminded of K. C. B.'s song in Pinafore,

when Mr. Aldridge queries "when a practical teacher

who has the needs and the difficulties of schools at his

finger ends climbs by sheer merit into the sacred pre-

cincts of the Ministry, why should he be set over

the Admiralty? Why are not his services used for the

benefit of education?

All of the subjects taught in this school, the usual

English branches, French, drawing, manual instruc-

tion, book-keeping, drill, science and music are so car-

ried out as to prove that a secondary rural school can

be of immense service to agriculture without in any

way sacrificing its character as a place of general cul-

ture." It is of interest to hear that no attempt is

made to teach technical skill in agricultural processes

except in the case of "thatching" which is rapidly be-

coming a lost art, therefore one day^a year is spent in

teaching some of the bigger boys the correct way of

thatching a rick. In the carpentry and joinery classes

they are taught how to adapt the principles learned, to

the making of gates, doors, cribs, sheds and other

farm necessities.

The speaker felt that the great object of the rural

elementary school was "the training of the intelligence,

and that in this the teacher i should be allowed the

greatest freedom. Through lessons in English, history,

geography, nature study and so on he should endeavor

to cultivate the pupil's power of observation, of reason-

ing, inference and expression. Here the environment

of the school and of the scholars is of the greatest as-

sistance—and incidentally I should remark that the

environment costs nothing. The subjects chosen for

the cultivation of the intelligence matter little, but the

skill, the enthusiasm, and the knowledge of the teach-

er count for much. Hence every teacher should follow

his own bent, irrespective of the fashionable fad of the

moment or of the supposed whims of the Inspector

for his district. What is highly successful in the hands

of one, may prove the deadliest failures in those of

another. But nothing can fail which is backed up by

enthusiasm rightly directed." Would that our own
school boards would heed this admonition.

The entire paper has many other valuable para-

graphs but we must close with a few golden words wor-

thy the attention of all teachers: "The teacher of such a

school (rural elementary) should constantly keep in

mind the fact, that the great majority of his pupils

will have finished their school education before reach-

ing the age of fourteen years, and should so arrange

that by that time he has laid a secure foundation and

given an impetus which shall lead his pupil to self-edu-

cation in the years to follow, or in the desire to take

the fullest advantage of any means for further educa-

tion which may happen to fall within his reach.

We respectfully suggest to our Boards of Education

that they devise some means of examining both

teachers and pupils, such that it can be determined

whether or not the pupils have been thus inspired with

a desire for further study and have been trained in the

proper way to study and to make what they study

their own.

One of the editor's most pleasant memories is that

of a lunch taken at the University of London tea-room
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with Miss A. G. Knighton, Headmistress of the Coun-
cil School of Birmingham and who had visited Amer-
ica in 1907, with the Moseley Commission. Miss

Knighton was attending the Conference of Educational

Associations, and she introduced us to Dr. White,

author of the book on the Montessori system above

noted.

During these Conferences a very fine Publishers' Ex-
hibition was held in the large East Gallery. Some 34

publishers were represented. Among ithese we note

the Simplified Spelling Society. Also several American
firms. The American Lead Pencil Company exhibited

examples of their excellent Venus pencils, 17 grades

of drawing and others of cheaper grade, besides those

in colored lead, blue, green, red and yellow. Also a so-

called American compass, of a new kind, and "Milo"

rubber bands guaranteed for five years.

Ginn and Co. and Heath, also, were represented, and
Underwood and Underwood exhibited their school

room stereoscopes with the accompanying stereoscopic

cards, for teaching geometry, geography, and the al-

lied subjects. It was very agreeable to recognize the

home firms amongst the numerous English exhibitors.

Of special interest to kindergartners were the exhib-

its of Harbutt's plasticine, with hints on modelling;

and those of Charles & Dible and of George Philip &
Son, both publishers of kindergarten material. Charles

& Dible sell a clever device for holding flowers and

other objects in natural position on the desk, when a

child is drawing it.

The Metropolitan Life Insurance Company publishes

a small, well-illustrated pamphlet entitled "Teeth, Ton-

sils, and Adenoids." Kindergartners will find this a

valuable reference book for Mothers' Meetings. It is

written by George W. Goler, M. D , Health Officer of

Rochester, N. Y., and explains clearly the growth of

the teeth from infancy; describes the appearance and
needs of the healthy tooth, and what happens if they

are not well cared for, and gives directions for their

proper care. Among other things we note that tooth-

powder is not regarded as necessary; "water made salty

to the taste is good enough." A simple recipe however

is given, for making your own tooth powder if desired.

The pages describing the serious consequences due to

enlarged tonsils and adenoids will help the teacher to

enlighten the parent upon the need of constant watch-

fullness as to the child's physical well-being. It is of

interest to note how solicitous the life-insurance com-
panies are becoming in their efforts to prolong the lives

of their policy-holders by instructing them in the laws

of health.

The New York Globe' states that there is a scar-
city of school teachers in New York city. The
Board of Education have not available a sufficient

number of satisfactorily qualified teachers to fill the
positions. This is especially true of the kindergar-
ten. The list was exhausted with the November
appointments, and those who headed the new list

were appointed without delay. It is asserted that
the Anti-Merging Law has not been harmful in ef-

fect, but has resulted in raising the standard for

teachers.

The N. E. A. at St. Paul

D. W. Springer of Ann Arbor, Mich., Secretary of the

National Education Association, visited St. Paul recent-

ly for the purpose of examining the local arrangements
that are being made for entertaining the N. E. A. meet-
ing, July 4-11. He found the arrangements progressing

finely, and the teachers of the state enthusiastic in

their support of the meeting. He delivered several

addresses calculated to stimulate interest in the meet-
ing.

We cannot now give any definite announcement
with regard to railroad rates further than to say
that a summer rate has been granted. The tariff

sheets have not j
ret been announced.

An outline of the several programs, so far as

they have come to this office, is herewith presen-

ted:

There will be six general sessions. The first

will be given over to the addresses of greeting and
rsponse, the President's address and one other.

The second session will be devoted to a discussion

of the status of women. "The Educational Ad-
vancement of Women" will be discussed by four

women of distinction from different parts of the

United States. The third session will be given to

the discussion of the final report of the committee
on teachers' salaries and cost of living. The
fourth session will have as its topic "The Prin-

ciples and Aims of Education," which will be dis-

cussed by four men, one from the standpoint of

elementary education, one from the standpoint of

the college, one from the standpoint of the uni-

versity, and one from a general standpoint. The
subject of the fifth session will be "Education in

a Democracy." The sixth session will be given

over to a series of ten-minute speeches on "The
Needs of the Public School." These speeches

will be chiefly from the ex-presidents of the asso-

ciation.

The first session of the council will be devoted

to the address of the president, a paper on "The
History and Aims of the Council," and an address

on "Positive Educational Gains of the Last De-

cade." The other meetings will be devoted to

the work of the various committees of the council.

SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH.

The Froebel society met March 11, at the Y. W.
C. A. rooms in the Continental block. A musical

and literary program was given, Mrs. Beulah Storrs

Lewis reading a paper. About 40 members of the

society attended the super given after the program,
in the association cafeteria. Mrs. Marcellus Snow
had charge as hostess, assisted by Mrs. Horace
Smith, Miss Iris Campbel, Miss Lucile Paul and
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Miss Anna Swan. The place cards and centerpiece this affair being in the hands of a committee com-
of the table were shamrocks, while Irish green posed of Mrs. William H. Barrett and Miss Jessie

formed the other decorations. Post.

PROVIDENCE, RHODE ISLAND.
At the last meeting of the Rhode Island Kinder-

garten League, an informal talk was given by Mr.
Isaac O. Winslow, Superintendent of Schools. He
gave ready assurance of his belief in the kinder-

garten and its work for little children. He spoke of

its influence being felt through the entire school

system, and also of its hold upon the interests of

the parents. He made special mention of the value

of language training in the kindergarten, particu-

larly for the foreign children. By his definition of

the meaning of education he gave a broader out-

look and inspiration for our work in the future.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Having met with success in organizing and con-

ducting the kindergarten of the Starr Centre Asso-

ciation, at 725 Lombard street, Miss Marguerite

Weston, of 3940 Spruce street, announced recently

her intention of establishing another institution of

the same character in the neighborhood of Sixth

and Poplar or Lawrence and Parrish streets.

She contends that there .is urgent need for a free

kindergarten in the section, and declares that a

fund of $5,000 will be needed, and makes an appeal

for subscriptions. It is her desire to open the new
institution on September 1 of this year.

PITTSBURGH, PA.

The Annual Game Festival of the Pittsburgh

Kindergartens was held March 25 at Soldiers' Mem-
orial Hall. Some 70 or more teachers took part.

At the last meeting of the Board of Directors of

the Pittsburgh and Alleghany Free Kindergarten

Association, Mrs. James I. Buchanan, retiring pre-

sident of the association, was presented with a

Tiffany desk set as a token of appreciation of her

services. She has been an officer of the association

for over 20 years. Mrs. William H. Allen, in re-

ferring to her services, said:

"To the interest shown by Mrs. Buchanan in her

years of s.ervice, and to her devotion, was largely

due the inspiration of the body of women she gath-

ered around her who brought the kindergartens of

our city to their present high standard."

BROOKLYN, N. Y.

The Brooklyn Free Kindergarten Society, for the

first time in its history, is in possession of special

offices, having recently acquired a couple of rooms
in the Bureau of Charities Building at 69 Scher-

merhorn street, where the meetings of the mem-
bers will hereafter be held.

Up to the present the society has held its meet-
ings through the courtesy of the trustees at Pratt

institute.

It is planned to have a house-warming at the new
quarters in the near future ,the arrangements for

HARTFORD, CONN.

The kindergartens here are to be closed three

days during the convention of the International

Kindergarten Union, to be held in Springfield. At
New Haven two days were allowed, and the same
at New Britton.

Miss Lucy Wheelock, who has been enjoying a

trip through the south and west, is reported by the

New Orleans States as saying that while she is not

a suffragist, she intends to join the cause. She
also believes equal suffrage would vastly help edu-

cation, and would remove many of the pitfalls from

the young man's path, which is now too well flow-

ered with champagne, chorus girls, lobsters and

taxicabs.

Referring to her impressions at New Orleans,

she said: ^Especially I was struck with the odd little

overhanging balconies and the closed-up-and-gone-

to-the-circus appearance of the houses with tight

shutters."

BOOK NOTES

First Piano Lessons at Home. For the Very
Youngest Beginners, can be obtained pf the author,
Anna Heuermann Hamilton, Fulton, Missouri. Two
Writing Books and Two Piano Books, Introductory
Price, $2.00, postpaid. Circular on request.

Mrs. Hamilton has put an experience of twenty-four

years as Director of Music in Colleges, and Specialist in

work with children, into these books, written primarily

for mother's use. They cover an entirely new field,

and are as well adapted to Kindergartners, who easily

secure pupils for any unoccupied time. Any teacher

who reads and plays simple music correctly, can use

this system, and increase her usefulness and income.

Many are planning to take up this work during the

long vacation, when ambitious mothers are glad to

have their children occupied for a short period every

day, at the same time laying the foundation for a mu-
sical education.

The Princess and Curdie. George McDonald
stones for little folks. Simplified by Elizabeth Lewis.
Illuminated cloth. 126 pages. Price not given. Pub-
lishe by J. B. Lippincott Co., Philadelphia, Penna.

The volume relates in interesting story form for

children the adventures of Curdie, the son of Peter the

Miner. Many beautiful full page illustrations in color.

Rhythmic Games and Dances for Children, by
Mrs. Florence Kirk, Principal, the Froebelian School,

Bradford, Yorkshire. Boards. 60c net. Published by
Longmans, Green and Co., New York.

This book contains six games for children under five,

13 games for children over five, 16 games without mu-

sic, 6 marching and dancing games, and 15 nursery

rhymes and physical exercises. It is a most helpful

book for all trainers of little children.



These pictures can be cut apart and used in decorative work or as gifts to the children.
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WE WANT "back." numbers of the
Kindergarten-Primary Magazine of'.the

following dates: September, 1907; Nov-
ember, 1907; June, 1909; September, 1909;
February, 1910; September, 19U; Octo-
ber. 1911; January, 1912. We.will pay 15c
per copy for the above named maga-
zines.

WANTED January, 1907, number of
the Kindergarten:Krimary Magazine.
Address. Northern State Normal School,
Marquette, Michigan.

WANTED-Backnumberof the Kin-
dergarten-Primary Magazine for Jan-
uary, 1913 Address Marv L. Millis, 518
Webster St,, Traverse City, Mich.

WANTED—Bark number of the. Kin-
dergarten Magazine for September, W01-
Address W. P. Hillebrand,27 W. P.J14P1.
Chicago, 111.

WANTED—Back number of 1he?Kin-
dergarten Magazine fir February, 1910.
Address, F. 1". Baker Co., 4 and 5 Bond
Court, Walbrook, London, England.

THE RURAL EDUCATOR The National Rural Educational Monthly
Devoted to Rural Education and the Teaching of Agriculture, Home Economics, and Man-

ual Training. All progressive teachers who want to know more about the New Education
should read thisjmagazine. Send two cent stamp for copy.

Prepare to teach Agriculture and Agricultural,) Nature Study thru our Correspondence
School. 25 courses, tuition low, free textbooks.

THE RURAL EDUCATOR COMPANY, (Inc.)
OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY, COLUMBUS, OHIO.



BOOKS FOR KINDERGARTEN AND PRIMARY TEACHERS-WHERE TO SEND
THIS page is published for the benefit of our subscribers scattered over the U. S., many of them remote1 from stores where books relating to their work can be obtained. It will tell you where to send. Look it
over each issue and it will keep you posted as to the latest books for Kindergarten and Primary Teachers

READY IN APRIL

DRAMATIC GAMES AND
DANCES

For Little Children. By
CAROLINE CRAWFORD

Author of "Folk Dances and Games."
Illustrated. Price 31.50 Net.

THE A. S. BARNES COMPANY
New York

LEBANON. OHIO

Teachers' Supply

House
Pedagogy in a Nut Shell.

Every teacher should have a copy ol
this book.

Price 10c.

RhythiTi-and Action with Music

for the Piano
For Kindergartens and Gymnasiums.

Selected and edited by
Katharine P. Norton.

Five marches, seven running, Jump-
ing, hopping and skipping, six nature
rhythms, 12 songs relating to childish
sports, and 17 miscellaneous songs.

Price $1.00.

OLIVER DITSON COMPANY
BOSTON. MASS.

Training the Little Home Maker by

Kitchengarden Methods
By .Mabel Louise Keech.

This volume is designed for those con-
cerned in training young girls in insti-
tutions, social centers and neighborhood
movements.
The purpose of this book Is to supply

a demand from industrial workers who
have not found past methods practical
for their particular fields of work and
who wish to introduce more of the real
work in their classes, instead of the
play-work and games.

PRICE $1.00, NET

J. P. LIPPINCOTT Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

The Story in Primary Reading

Developing the Lesson of the Primer.

By Delia Van Amburgh.

Primary Teachers everywhere should
have this book. The plana presented,
with the illustrations, will render favor-
able results certain, in the hands of
every wide-awake teacher.

Price $1.00 net.

ATKINSON, MENTZER & CO.
Chicago, Illinois

LILTS AND
LYRICS

By Alice C. D. Riley and Jessie L. Gaynor.
A prime favorite among teachers in

kindergartens and schools.

PRICE $1.00.

CLAYTON F. SUMMY CO.
64 E. Van BureirSt., Chicago, 111.

A Year of Primary Occupation Work
By Ella Merrick Graves.

Arranged as a Daily Program.
Third Term—For April, May and June.

Price 50c.
The author has endeavored to carry

on the spirit of the kindergarten in the
daily curriculum, and bring the kinder-
garten and primary teacher into closer
and intelligent co-operation by means of
the systematic use of "Gifts" and "Oc-
cupation" work, supervised and unsuper-
vised. It is illustrated with photographs
of the finished work, charts, patterns and
poster work.

EDUCATIONAL PUBLISHING CO.
2437-2459 Prairie Ave., Chicago

M0NTESS0R
METHODS

Complete

$50.00

J. L. HAMMETT CO.
Boston, Mass.

A Guide to tes-

By Ellen Yale Stevens.
Being an interpretation of the Montes-
sori Method for American parents and
teachers.

Price postpaid, $1.10.

FREDERICK A. STOKES CO.
443-449 Fourth Ave.. New York.

THE KINDERGARTEN
By Susan E. Blow, Patty S. Hill

Elizabeth Harrison
For the Committee of Nineteen

of the International Kindergarten
Union.
"This invaluable book should be in the posses

sion of every kindcrgarlner."
MABEL A. MacKiXNEY,

President I. K. V.
Price $1.25 net, postpaid
HOUGHTON MIFFLIN COMPANY

BOSTON NEW YORK CHICAGO

FOR LITTLE FOLKS
The Sunbonnet Babies Primer.

Euialie Osgood Grover $0.4'

The Overall Boys.
Eitlalie Osgood Grover , 4;

The Little Kingdom Readers.
Nettie Alice Sawyer 30 and .3:

A Little Book of Well-known Toys.
Jennsss M. Braden

The Four Wonders. Cotton, Linen, Wool,
Silk. Elnora E. Shillig 51,

RAND McNALLY & CO. Shic*P.New York

IN ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
By KATHARINE ELIZABETH DOPP

".
. . We can only wish that this

book may have the wide-reaching in-

fluence that it deserves. "--77/^ Nation

270 pps., illustrated, net, $1.00, postpaid, $1.11.

THEUNIVERSITYOFCHICAGO PRESS
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

THE RAINY DAY SCRAP BOOK
Designed by Edwin and Emma Shaman.
An unfailing source of profitable

amusement for children on shut-in
days. "Mothers, teachers and children
alike will bless the ingenuity that made
such a publication possible.— Christian
Advocate.
In a pocket in front of the book are

over 100 beautiful unlabeled half-tone
pictures in various tints, of places, of
peoples, pictures, etc., from all over the
world. On each page is a frame, an out-
line drawing and a description. Inter-
leaved for pasting in. Heavy gray pa-
per. Clothbound, with cover design in
color. Price $1.25.

THE REILLY & RRITTON CO.
CHICAGO

MOTHER WEST WIND'S CHILDREN

MOTHER WIST WIND'S ANIMAL

FRIENDS

By THORNTON W. BURGESS

Fanciful tales that delight young children.

Bach volume 45c postpaid

LITTLE, BROWN & COMPANY
34 Beaccn St., Boston

The First Gift in Primary Schools, 15c

The Third Gift in Primary Schools, 20c

The Fourth Gift in Primary Schools, 20c

THE J. H. SHULTS COMPANY
Manistee, Mich.



\GENCIES FOR KINDERGARTNERS AND PRIMARY TEACHERS
pHIS list of Teachers' Agencies is published for the benefit of our subscribers. It includes only those who claim to be able

to secure positions for Kindergartners or Primary Teachers. We advise those in need of positions to write one or more
f these agencies for particulars. Even though nowemployed you may be able to secure a position in a larger or better school

he TEACHERS' EXCHANGE of Boston

Recommends Teachers, Tutor* and

Schools. No. 120 Boylston street.

HE REED TEACHERS' AGENCY
Can place Kindergarten and Primary
"eachers in New York, New Jersey and
'ennsylvania at good salaries.

H. E. REED, Manager, Syracuse, N. Y.
611 University Block.

HE PRATT TEACHERS' AGENCY
lecommends college and normal gradu-
tes, specialists, and^otherU teachers to
olleges, public and private schools, in
11 parts of the country. Advises pa-
ents about schools.
WM. O. PRATT, Manager
Fifth Avenue New York

MIDLAND SPECIALISTS AGENCY
Station A. Spokane, Wash.

Ve will have openings for a large num-
ber of Primary and Kindergarten teach-
rs. No enrollment fees. Blank and
ooklet for the asking.

REGISTER WITH US.
Ve need Kindergarten Teachers, Supt.,
'rincipals, Teachers of Science, Math-

ematics and Language.

OHIO VALLEY TEACHERS' AGENCY
W. J. JOELY. Mgr. MENTOR..IKY.

ILBANY TEACHERS' AGENCY
Provides'public "and private schools
rith competent teachers.
Assists teachers and kindergartners
a obtaining positions.

81 Chapel Street, ALBANY. N Y.

THI8 IS THE TWENTY-FIFTH YEAR OF

he CLARK TEACHERS' AGENCY
Which proves conclusively its
standing. Try them. Address,

teinway Hall, Chicago; Lincoln, Neb.
Spokane, Wash.

-THE

NORTHWESTERN TEACHERS' AGENCY

310-311 Providence Building

DULUTH. MINN.

Kindergartners and Primary Teachers

Are in constant demand in the South at

good salaries. We can place both.

The Teachers' Exchange
P. O. Box 283, Nashville. Tenn.

nEIIADIE TPArilCnO irCfcirV O ur OPPORTUNITIES for placing

RELIABLE TEACHERS AGENCY
r

K^ergarten and Primary Teacher.
exceed our supply. No charge until you
accept position.

Lewis Teachers3 Agenoy
41 Lyman Block, Muskegon, Mich.

Trained Primary and Kindergarten
Teachers needed. Good positions. Per-
manent membership. Write to-day.

612-613 Majestic Building,
Oklahoma City.Okla.

INTERSTATE Teachers* Agency Sabins' Educational Exchange
501-503 Livingston Building. Rochester,
N. Y. Gives special attention to plac-
ing Kindergarten and Primary Teach-
ers in all parts of the United Stales.

T. H. ARMSTRONG, Proprietor.

SOUTHERN TEACHERS' AGENCY
COLUMBIA, S C.

There is an increasing demand for Pri-
mary Teachers and Kindergartners
throughout the South. Our agency is
one of the largest and best known in
this splendid territory for teachers. Ask
for booklet, A PLAN.
W. H.JONES. Manager and Proprietor.

WESTERN TEACHERS' AGENCY
etFa119
Mont'na

We wantKindergarten. Primary,Rural
and otherteachers for regularor special
work. Highest salaries. Send for lit-

erature and enroll for the coming year.

P. Wendell Murray. Managrer. A PLAN

(Inc.) DES MOINES, IOWA.
Wants to hear from kindergarten or
primary teachers desiring places west
of Mississippi river. Write fully. Will

answer frankly,

AN AGENCY ftgSdgrfe
its influence If it merely hears of va-
cancies and tells TU AT Is some-
you about them ' nrt ' thine,
but if it is asked to recommend a teach-

you that RECOMMENDS
is more. Ours recommends.

The School Bulletin Agency
C. W. BARDEEN. Syracuse. N. Y.

Many Primary
Teachers each

year. Some Kindergartners. No charge
until teacher is located by us. Send for
registration blank. A. H. Campbell,
American Teachers'

WE PLACE

Ajjenoy
Myrick Building, Springfield, Mass.

The J.D.Engle Teachers' Agency
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

A Placing Agency for Teachers. Estab-
lished 20 years. Register for Western
Kindergarten-Primary positions. Send

for circular

DEWBERRY
SCHOOL
AGENCY

1892-1914

CPECIALLY trained Kindergarten and Primary
•"' teachers in demand in the best schools through-
out the South and Southwest. Teachers interested

should get in touch with us.

Address, R. A. CLAYTON, Manager.
BIRMINGHAM, ALA.

IGHEST SALARIES-BEST OPPORTUNITIES ^Sdl^t
>ed KINDERGARTEN, PRIMARY and other t achers for private and public schools,
rite for "POSITION AND PROMOTION PROBLEMS SOLVED." No Regis-
at.onfee. WESTERN REFERENCE & BOND ASSOCIATION,

667 Scarrett Building, KANSAS CITY, Mo.

WESTERN POSITIONS FOR TEACHERS
'e are the agency for securing positions for Teachers in Colorado, Oklahoma,
)uth Dakota, Wyoming, Oregon, Washington, California, Nebraska, Nevada,
rizona Montana, Kansas. Idaho. Utah, North Dakota, and New Mexico,
rite us to-day, for our Free Booklet, showing how we place most of our teach-
s outright. Our Booklet, "now to Apply for a School and Secure Promotion" with
1W8 of Certification of Teachers of Western States, free to members or sent
epald for Fifty cents in stamps. Money refunded if not satisfied.

^RoeKPMrTeachersAgejycv
/EMjP/RjE BJLB'G, BE/V\SER , COL O.

Whereby the Teacher
is brought in touch

with opportunity at that critical mo-
ment when each is in search of the oth-
er, is set forth in our forty-page booklet
telling all about the South as a field for
Primary and Kindergarten teachers.
Get it.

Southern Teachers' Agency
Columbia, S. C.

The South and West
Offer good opportunities for Primary
and Kindergarten teachers. For infor-
mation write CLAUDE J. BELL,

Bell Teachers* Ag-ency,
Nashville, Tenn.

THE OKLAHOMA TEACHER'S

AGENCY

GEARY. OKLAHOMA

Only Competent Teachers Enrolled.

WRITE US YOUR WANTS

CENTRAL TEACHERS' AGENCY
COLUMBUS, OHIO.

A good medium for trained primary
teachers to use in securing promotion.
Write to-day, £. C. ROGERS. M«r.



ST PAUL'S MAGNIFICENT MUNICIPAL AUDITORIUM- -Where the general meetings of the N E A will bei
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EDITORIAL NOTES
This number closes volume 26.

lumber will appear in September.
The next

And grant that our war with Mexico and
with every other nation on earth may be forever

aver.

Hints and Suggestions on Construction Work
will be emphasized in this magazine during the

oming year. Many helpful suggestions with
imple illustrations will be given.

Mary E. Cotting, an experienced kinder-

partner of Waltham, Mass., will conduct a series

)f picture studies in this magazine for smallest

hildren during the coming year.

WE wish to call the attention of all our read-

ers to the article in this issue entitled "Human
failures—How to Prevent Many of Them."
Read it carefully, and if possible, answer the plea.

WE are pleased to state that Miss Grace Dow
will continue her department in this magazine,
1 which has proven so inspirational and helpful

p rural teachers) through the coming year;

We are pleased to announce that Miss Bertha
ohnston, of Brooklyn, formerly editor of this

mper, will be a contributor during the next
rear, probably along the lines followed last year
hich have proved so helpful.

The Mother Play pictures will be continued
hroughout a part if not the whole of the com-
ng year, with ethical lessons from Froebel's

VIother Play by Bertha Johnston, formerly editor

)f this magazine.

Let us remember that the interests of the

:hild are of far greater importance than the in-

erests of any organization whatever. The de-

velopment of the child should be the ultimate

VOLXXVI-No. IO

aim, not the growth of kindergartens along or-

thodox or any other lines except as such growth
contributes to child welfare.

An excellent article from Dr. W. N. Hailmann
appears elsewhere in this issue. Among the ar-

ticles from Dr. Hailmann's pen which will ap-
pear in our magazine during the coming year are

the following: "Phages of Social Training and
Early Training," "Common Sense vs. Schoolish-
ness in the Kindergarten," "Developing Me-
thod," "Heart Culture."

We shall never be able to bring the blessings
of kindergarten culture to even a majority of the
children of America until we undertake seriously

the problem of the kindergarten in rural and
village schools. Over 60 per cent of the children

of school age belong to this class. They need
the advantages of the kindergarten quite as much
on the whole as do those in the city schools.

Beginning with the September number, and
continuing for next year there will appear in

this magazine a series of lessons and suggestions
for primary and rural teachers along the line of
the use of kindergarten material in primary
schools. These will be fully illustrated and the
lessons made so plain that the most inexpe-
rienced teacher can understand them, and will

be qualified to greatly improve her work with
the little children.

The series of articles written by Dr. Jenny
B. Merrill which have appeared in our magazine
during the current year, along the program line

hive proven unusually helpful to hundreds of
kindergartners, and we are pleased to announce
that they will be continued during the coming
year along similar lines. Dr. Merrill will also

have one or more special articles in each issue

such as "Sand Table Work," "Montessori Me-
thods in the Kindergarten," "Mothers' Meet-
ings," etc.
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CULTURE AND EFFICIENCY.

Db. W. N. Hailmann

Until not very long ago, culture was practically

synonymous with erudition. To this there came to

be added at times a certain conventional refinement

of bearing and speech. Thought or theory and
practice were distinct and even antagonistic. In

dreamy isolation culture was prone to withdraw
from the living interests of humanity and, claiming

finality for its wordy vaporings, to lose itself in pur-

poseless self-contemplation. What went by the

name of science was satisfied with fragmentary ap-

proaches to knowledge, more or less hopelessly

hindered by walls of superstition, traps of hasty

assumption, and pitfalls of visionary guesses.

The advent of modern science with its disregard

of subjective hopes and fears, its dependence upon
unsparingly objective criteria, its steady urgency to

verify new discovery in practical application to the

needs of life, brought a marvelous change. It ex-

tended the scope and the very character of culture,

added to the search for knowledge an aggressively

outgoing life on the basis of whatever knowledge it

might have gained.

Thus, culture was deepened and broadened. Cul-

tured man of today is no longer a mere knower of

the achievements of mankind and of laws of life.

He is all this; but he is also, and on the basis of

this, a doer or a director of deeds in the light of in-

creasingly right ideals. Culture has taken unto it-

self insight and hope, aspiration and love. It is

complete only in the measure in which it yields

beneficent efficiency in a rich outgoing life.

In short, the true culture of today is a condition,

rather than a possession. It is measured not so

much by what a man has received or retained, but

rather by what he is and does. It means insight

into the range of his powers, relations and inter-

ests. Its soul is man's active outward tendency, the

clearness with which he apprehends and realizes

his possibilities, the destinies of his being. It is

largeness of life-aim, the blossoming and fruitage of

a rich, steadily expanding life.

And this fruitage is in life-efficiency, in the output

of life. Of this life-income has_come to constitute

but a stimulus and a means for greater output. Its

motto is progress unending. It is by this that man
lives always. By this he overcomes heredity with

history, instinct with reason, the savage competitive

struggle for mere existence with a truly civilized

co-ordinative self-adjustment to the inner law of hu-

manity. Its final value lies in intrinsic goodness

and permanence of well-doing.

Spurious culture hovers on the surface, mistakes

facts for principles, erudition for science; loses itself

in a variety of self-complacencies; worships the tools

of culture, such as books and the rest, for their

own sake; mistakes pleasure for joy, a certain aim-

less levity for cheerfulness, narrowing self-life for

all-life, indifference for repose; is prone to sell

Christ for a variety of mammonish treasures.

True culture makes for the heart of things; frees

life from superstition, from the worship of self and
of mere learning, from the fetters of authority and
tradition; assigns to all things their true value;

judges everything by its outcome in the light of the

progressively revealed destiny of humanity.

"Culture," says Emerson, "absorbs Chaos and'

Gehenna." From the chaos of fact and empiricism,

it leads to the cosmos of law and insight; from the

gehenna of arrogant or wretched isolation, to the

paradise of silent well-doing. I say purposely

'silent well-doing'; for true culture is ever opposed
to all loudness and bluster. It has gone thru the

throes of self-establishment; it has achieved the tri-

umphs of self-expansion and has reached the sunny
heaven of quiet, persistent devotion to the fulfill-

ment of the purpose of self, the revelation of "the

thought of God" of which each self of us is meant
to be a living expression. The shibboleth of such

doing is work; its guiding star is recognized duty.

In this new culture, the soul of which is beneficent

efficiency, the dawn of a new day is upon us. The
sins of the fathers have run their course, the third

and fourth generations have passed away, and the

fifth generation has been reached. To such culture

each new day is bringing a new education,—an ed-

ucation that would cultivate the whole man, that

would fit him for achievement as well as for con-

templation, for work as well as for enjoyment and

for the highest enjoyment thru work; an education

that would build each man's conscience upon the

cornerstones of insight and good will.

Such education—to which I hope to devote an

article later on—will teach the child of toil that

work is the necessary first step to all true joy, that

without it there is no joy. It will teach the child

of leisure the value and dignity of service and its

indispensableness to true happiness in each and

every life, leading him to see that thru service, thru

work, alone he can escape the barren fields of self-

indulgence and reach the sunny fruitful pastures of

self-perpetuation.

Thus the child of leisure will become a toiler that

he may satisfy the yearnings of his awakened soul,

and the child of toil will reap without hindrance the

legitimate fruits of his devotion to duty; for both

will be equal participants in the dawning new cul-

ture for beneficent life efficiency.

There are 100,000 students enrolled in professional

schools in the United States this year, according to

figures compiled by the U. S. Bureau of Education.

Of these 85,102 are in endowed institutions; the re-j

mainder in institutions supported from public funds.

The various professions are represented as follows:

Theology, 10,965; law, 20,878; medicine, 17,238; den-j

tistry, 8,015; pharmacy, 6,165; veterinary science, 2,4

324; nurse training, 34,417. New York state has the
;

greatest number of students in professional schools,

13,945. Illinois comes next with 11,333, and Penn-

sylvania, Massachusetts and Missouri have 9,937, 6,-

858 and 4,495 respectively.
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Professional life, its opportunities,
PRIVILEGES AND OBLIGATIONS.

Lucy Wheelock, Boston, Mass.

WHEELOCK KINDERGARTEN TRAINING SCHOOL

The high privilege of the kindergartner is to be a

member of a great profession consecrated to the service

of childhood and to social service in the community.

Her opportunities and obligations go hand in hand.

To whom much has been given of him shall much
be required.

The professional opportunities and obligations of

a kindergartner are three-fold:

First—to uphold standards of kindergarten work
in her own community.
Second—To co-operate with and strengthen all

local professional organizations.

Third—To support the great international organ-

ization which makes the kindergarten cause a world

movement.
OBLIGATION TO THE COMMUNITY

Upon each individual kindergartner rests the re-

sponsibility of upholding the standards of the kin-

dergarten in her community. To her is given in

trust the great values of kindergarten training. No
supervision, however fine, no required curriculum,

however excellent, can relieve her of this respons-

ibility. On her intelligent understanding of the

means and methods of education suited to her par-

ticular condition, on her sympathetic observation

and knowledge of child life and needs, depends the

success of her work.

The neighborhood in which she works is her prov-

ince, the parents her constituency, the children her

sacred charges. To her profession she is respons-

ible for the way in which she meets all these obliga-

tions. The estimate of the value of the kindergar-

ten in any community depends on the intelligent

practice of the individual teacher. The cause may
win or lose by her success or failure to demonstrate

the highest ideals of Froebellian training.

The kindergartner's professional responsibility ex-

tends to all members of our great body. 'United we
stand, divided we fall,' is the watchword of our re-

public. It is the watchword of every organization

set to conserve any interest. More and more we
see a tendency toward combination for the protec-

tion and advancement of any cause. Local associa-

tions or clubs serve to keep alive the fire of enthusi-

asm and interest in any community.
It is not a matter of desire with a teacher whether

she shall support such organizations. It is a mat-

er of obligation if she meets the full measure of

der responsibility. No business, no trade, no pro-

fession can thrive without the support and strength

which comes from combination.

A little handful of devoted men and women lighted

:he torch of a faith which illumines the world, be-

ause they had all things in common. Their sym-
bol was the vine and branches. The branch dies

which abideth alone.

When motives of economy or any other motives

threaten the status of the kindergarten in any local-

ity, there should be brought to bear the tremendous

force of public sentiment engendered by a profes-

sional organization devoted to the highest ideals of

education; hence each kindergartner must see that

such an organization exists in her locality and she

must support it.

OBLIGATION TO THE INTERNATIONAL KINDERGARTEN UNION

The Federation of Woman's Clubs, federations of

labor and other organizations have proven the

strength that comes from a national organization.

No other influence has been so far reaching and
effective in promoting the kindergarten as our In-

ternational Kindergarten Union. To it every kinder-

gartner owes—the larger opportunity for her work. To
it she owes a debt of gratitude for the conditions of

her work

.

With its annual meetings attracting large local

audiences and a considerable body of delegates and

the widespread press notices, it calls attention each

time to the claims of the kindergarten as a part of

our public school system and to the educational

ideals for which it stands.

Not the least important of the offices of this or-

ganization is its unifying influence in bringing to-

gether bodies of workers from different parts of the

country for conference. Practice has been modified

and standards raised through the interchange of

views and experience.

The declared aim of the International Kindergar-

ten Union to promote the kindergarten cause

throughout the world is one which should enlist the

support of every kindergartner. As a member of a

branch or as an associate member the obligation is

upon her to strengthen the organization which
makes her work possible.

For years noble and devoted women have given

freely of time and strength to organize and carry on
this union. Its future rests now with the younger
generation and with the individual teachers who are

now filling our ranks.

At this time we are asked to render a special pro-
fessional service by combining to erect in our na-
tional capitol, a monument to the great man from
whom we have received our educational gospel. The
monument to Froebel in the city of Washington
will be a perpetual reminder of the work of a man
who gave all he had of knowledge and ability, and
love and faith to the cause of humanity through the
service of childhood.
The inheritance has come to us. To you and to

me has come the opportunity and obligation for a
similar service. To you and to me is given the priv-
ilege of working with God at the very fountain of
life." With this privilege is granted the larg-est opportun-
ity ever offered to any body of women, the opportunity
to work for the future of America in helping to train its

citizens.

Professional obligation is bound up with opportunity.
There is no irresponsible place in the profession.
The sroal of child's education, according to Froebel,

is "to become a living member of a living whole."
Those who are privileged to be the educators of

childhood must themselves first become living mem-
bers of a living whole.

—Sxctrpt for Address delivered at Sfrinefeld
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The Kindergartner's Responsibility Toward So-

cial Problems

Eve Whiting White

(Head Resident, Peabody House, Boston)

(EXCERPT FROM ADDRESS)

The kindergarten holds a strategic position in our

educational and social scheme. No group of teachers

has a greater opportunity nor is more sure of rewarded

efforts. As a social worker there was a time when I

tended to concentrate on the period of adolescence. It

was not long, however, before I began to go back to the

age of 12, to 10, 8, 6, to infancy itself. Psychotherapy

is rapidly accumulating evidence on this line and is

showing us that the early impressions which are formed

even before organized thought begins, tend often to be

the most difficult to remove.

"We have in the child a little animal reacting to in-

stinctive impulse—an atom of human possibilities, if

you will—good and bad in the balance to be weighed by

the working out of heredity and training, and the ex-

perience of life. No teacher can take the place of

the mother during those first three or four years. And
none but a personality that holds within itself the wid-

est ranges of power to understand and to subtly guide

child life, combined with the power to influence society

in its reactions on child life, should make that first

contact with the child outside of the home. It is not

enough to know the technique of teaching a kinder-

garten. It is necessary to understand and to put into

action the philosophy of the kindergarten movement,

a philosophy that involves not only training the child,

but paving the way for him in society so he may have

a fair chance to make the contribution which each

individual is meant to make.

"Now the kindergarten's approach to the home is

one of its strongest points, and it is in the light of the

child and the home that the kindergartner can and

should project her influence into those lines of effort

which aim to grapple with present day social prob-

lems. JNo approach to the home is more natural than

is that of the kindergartner and through her interest in

the child she is led immediately into the heart of the

family situation. To me, those who touch most closely

the lives of the children should be the home specialists

and in the forefront of community revivalists, if you
will. The great cause of child welfare opens up before

the kindergartner a cause which involves incisive ana-

lysis and is worthy of the best she can give.

SOCIOLOGICAL WORK

"A kindergartner should steep herself in the reac-

tions of the neighborhood or community in order to

interpret the influences that are encircling the children

in whom she is interested. One of the most telling de-

velopments in the training schools for kindergartners

within the last few years has been the introduction of

courses along sociological lines. The chief points of

emphasis in these courses would probably be found to

be the responsibility of the kindergartner in following

her children outside the class room and in the light of

the child flashing the searchlight on the community.
Acute needs thus made evident should be met through

the personal influence of the kindergartner in rousing

the community or by stimulating existing agencies

such as churches, schools or clubs.

"A kindergartner who goes to a community for the

first time faces more of a problem than simply teach-

ing and visiting in the homes of those whom she

teaches. Neither the individual nor the homes are en-

tities of themselves. Homes are reacted upon by
homes and by other institutions. First, then, a kin-

dergartner should as soon as possible, make herself an
integral part of her district by closing up on every op-

portunity that enables her to get at the inner life.

'The great thing which the kindergartner is doing

and which other forms of education have failed to fol-

low up is that of not only developing the child, but of

bringing the mother within the educational scheme.
Mother, child and teacher, in those first months of in-

struction are educating and are educated by one

another.

"The person who is on the firing line of action in the

endeavor to help to solve our present day social prob-

lems is not held there by theoretical reasons, but by
the full force of human situations. Why are some of

us in the cause for better housing? Because like the

plant that withers for lack of sunlight and pure air we
have seen children of promise weakened, enervated by
the same lack.

"With the child as the center of our attention we
reason back to infancy and on to manhood and woman-
hood. The organization of the Elizabeth Peabody
House can be worked out in varying degrees in any
situation where the kindergarten is expanded to meet
the needs of elder or younger brothers and sisters, of

fathers and mothers, and of playmates.

NEEDS OF CHILD

"Now starting with the kindergarten child, what are

his needs? First, personal. He, himself, is the center

of attention. He must be brought into harmony with

himself, with others, with his surroundings. He has

brothers and sisters. This little kindergarten child in

whom we are interested is an initiative mite. Much of

our effort will fail unless we can also influence those

other members of the family group, and so we have
classes for the age groups represented by those brothers

and sisters, and we enroll in the membership the play-

mates of those brothers and sisters, and we have many-
aged groups represented and many different activites.

Educational, reactional and social clubs, no matter

what their direct object, we are influencing manner,

outlook on life and instilling the highest ideals of man-
hood and womanhood. For mothers and for fathers

we have English and citizenship classes, lectures and
concerts. A milk station for infants was opened 12

years ago, because even at the age of four or five it was
often found too late to eradicate the effects of the lack

of proper care in infancy. We are assisting in the]

management of a model tenement block because the

physical home is all important. We are playing our]

part in the working out of educational theories because

of the struggles of our boys and girls which are regis-

tered in our experience, and could go on giving exam-':

pies of the range of work which has developed, every

step of which can be accounted for in terms of the
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need of a man, a woman, a boy, a girl. But these il-

lustrations go to show where one is led if one starts to

encompass the life of a child and to meet it at every

point of contact.

"Results? A section of a city has been interpreted

to a city. Many a man has been helped to a better

job. Many a woman has been encouraged by a sincere

friend. Young people have been brought together un-

der a roof which has stood for co-operation in working
for the larger good for all. They have been trained to

think and act for themselves and to bear the responsi-

bilities of self-government. The children have had
many a romp within our walls and many a lesson, too.

Young and old join in the spirit of community loyalty.

Our 'We' means the community we. The aim of any
community work should be that of forming a network
of personal forces that will permanently stand back of

our children and their progress. What you or I can do
alone is little.

GROUP ACTION

"That form of social work which reaches out to child-

ren and home; a child and his playmates; a boy and
his gang; the mother and her friends; the father and
his companions, is sound through and through. If we
can get the right spirit accepted by a group we have

gained much. The science of influencing group action is

not as well known by us as is work with an individual.

I have more and more swung over to the side of group

action and I am more and more applying this test to any

form of social work: Is it organizing its constituency

to the point of being able to withdraw its influence? In

other words no form of social work should continue to

be a prop. Whatever it has started by way of policy

should be incorporated into the action of its following.

In carrying out this policy we need the long look ahead

and great patience,'but nevertheless the aim in all forms

of neighborhood work should be to start a movement
and to have the neighborhood catch it up and carry it

out.

give the child proper freedom and the teacher must
not curtail that freedom, nor interpose an unneces-

sary program of her own although a program is es-

sential.
NOTE—We hope to give this address in full in a future issue.

HOW TO DEVELOP THE CREATIVE IM-
PULSE OF THE LITTLE CHILD.

Alice E. Fitts, Brooklyn

Excerpts from Address Delivered at I K. U. Meeting in
Springfield.

I plead for an adequate appreciation of the child-

ish attempts of the young child to express his feel-

ings in art. For this the instructor should study the

natural methods of the child, and should aim to cul-

tivate his imagination. The plan should be to help

the child to go back to life itself and to help him to

think of nature behind all outward things. Art has

its own realm and its own method of procedure and

yet acts in obedience to law. Children must have

proper materials in the kindergarten and must know
how to use them. Yet the young must not have

materials thrust upon them. Children are interested

in nature—the birds, fields, the blossoming world

and we must work with their interests. The things

that make the most impression on them must be

utilized. Froebel's system of materials uses the card-

board first. The German educator's idea was to

SUGGESTIONS FOR A JUNE MOTHERS'
MEETING.

Dr. Jenny B. Merrill

Interest the children in making the kindergarten

room pretty for mothers to see. Arrange the spring

work in borders or panels. Do not have too much
on the walls, but have every child represented. Have
most of the work on the tables. Mass the flowers.

This makes a more effective decoration.

Give hints for vacation days, if mothers need
them. Ask them for suggestions to help each other.

Suggest making, during July and August, a doll's

house in a hat box, or even a shoe box. Tell about
the value of cooling plays in water, as sailing shells

of peas in a basin in the kitchen, make soap bub-
bles, have a wash-day for dolly's clothes, catch sun-

beams on the water. Hands should often be washed,

both for cleanliness and for cooling the pulse. Let

the child learn this summer to do it himself.

Bathe the face, talk in a whisper, at times. Take
a weekly trip to the park or seashore, if at all pos-

sible. Make it possible. In certain localities have

sanitary rules for distribution and a physician's or

nurse's words of caution. Show pictures of children

at play and insist that vacation days are not idle

days, for the child learns through his plays. Urge a

simple daily task to help mother in the home. Tell

of the quiet, resting hour for books and pictures, or

a story in the afternoon.

Kindergarten Mothers Gather at Big Meeting

All the kindergartners and members of mothers'

guilds of Greater New York were invited to the meet-

ing of the New York Kindergarten Association on

Wednesday, April 15, 1914, in the Chapel at Normal Col-

lege. The Normal College Glee Club sang two songs

very beautifully.

Miss Curtis, director, told of the mothers' meetings

held in Manhatan and Brooklyn at which there was a

total attendance of over 80,000 mothers. She intro-

duced Mrs. Mary Boomer Page, president of the Inter-

national Kindergarten Union.

Mrs. Page spoke on "The Relation of the Kindergar-

ten to the Home," suggesting that in some way kin-

dergartners should find time to get into more rital con-

tact with the homes so that instead of simply impart-

ing knowledge the kindergartner can release the child's

energy and direct it in channels that will develop better

boys and girls.

She also emphasized the mutual benefit which kin-

dergartners should have from professional associations

which seek to know more about the inner development

of child life.

Miss Higgins, president of the New York Kindergar-

ten Association, extended a most cordial invitation to

the kindergartners who were not already members to

become members of the association.



THE KINDERGARTEN PROGRAM
WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO THE MONTH OF JUNE

By JENNY B. MERRILL, Pd. D.

Late Supervisor of Public School Kindergartens. New York City. Special Lecturer on Educational Topics

SUGGESTIONS FOR JUNE PROGRAM.

Jenny B. Merrill, Pd. D.

We have reached the closing month of the school

year.

Let us look forward and backward, forward to

vacation days, and backward through the year's

work. Reviews and pre-views are good for pro-

grams. Yet the best, after all, for this lovely month
of June is just "to live" as happily as the June

roses bloom and the June birds sing.

Strawberries and roses are two of the bright,

beautiful gifts of June. The children love to paint

them. I know more than one city kindergarten

where both roses and strawberries have grown in

the school garden. One year hundreds of city

school children raised strawberry plants in window

boxes.

Cornell University furnished the plants to all who
applied.

There is something so fascinating to watch for

the dainty strawberry blossom, care for it, then to

see the berry set, and gradually change its colors

until, all in red, it is ready to eat or to paint, if it is

only a kindergarten strawberry.

Strawberries having a distinctive shape are mod-

eled easily in clay—a whole box of them, and we

will paint them, too. Each child will contribute one

or more to the strawberry basket, and how natural

will they look when we have our make-believe straw-

berry feast.

We will make drawings of all the farmer's tools,

our own tools. We will rebuild our barns with our

blocks. We will have Farmer Brown's house and

barn and hen coop, and all his animals in a farm

scene in the sand, and perhaps in pictures on the

blackboard. Perhaps we will have a churn and

make butter.

We will hunt for farm animals in our animal pic-

ture books. We will cut out pictures and fill a lit-

tle scrap book with them, day by day, to take home

for the long vacation. Perhaps we will make a

scrap book that tells all about our churning story.

We will sing songs for every picture. We will re-

tell our stories. We are big children now, many of

us, and may not come back to kindergarten when

vacation is over. We want to learn to read next

year about "Jack and Jill," about "Little Boy Blue,"

and "Little Bo-Peep."

We will be quiet and work steadily. We have

learned to love to work. We can draw, and cut and

fold. We can build and design and weave. We are

going to weave nearly every day this last month,

for our eyes and fingers have grown stronger. It

will help us count, carefully to weave.

We can tell all the sounds animals make. We can

buzz and hum like the busy bees; we' can flit about

without a sound, like the butterflies; we can play we
are bees and butterflies. We can play we are flow-

ers in a garden, and take the names of those we
love best; we can play "Mary, Mary, quite contrary;

how does your garden grow?"

We will, perhaps, go to the beach some fine June

day to see where the sand comes from. We will

gather pebbles and shells and dig with our spades.

Perhaps we shall see the ocean. If we cannot go so

far, we will play our sand box is a big beach, and

we will fold ships with sails and make boats in clay.

We will have dolls for children and build little

bath-houses for them with our blocks. We will

make a merry-go-round. We will play the waves

are rushing in. We children will be the waves. We
will join hands and run, all together, up on the

beach. We will build a lighthouse with all our

blocks. It will be very high. We will ask teacher

to tell us once more about "Brave Dora." Perhaps

we will have a Statue of Liberty. Perhaps we will

see the big statue in the bay if we go to Staten

Island or to Coney Island.

We will make bridges and arches, taking hold of
j

hands, and we will have a stream of children run-

ning under. We will sing, "Give, Said the Little

Stream."

These are some of the June visions that come

back to me as I think of the many Junes I saw the

children playing in our kindergartens.

I cannot tell you just which week you can go to

the park, which to the seashore. Surely, though*

you are a very young kindergartner, you can take

your own pencil and from week to week make an i

outline from which you may depart as rain and sun-

shine come and go.

If very warm days come, have quiet, sense'

games. Do not romp. Remember that children are:

like plants and need water to drink, especially oni

warm days. Little hands in water may cool a whole

little body and prevent restlessness. Do not forget!

soap bubbles.

Give experiences that will bring happy memories:-

through the long vacation days, and will not be for-

gotten in the years of maturity. Give a real June-

background to life. It will need it, you may be sure.,

A little boy said, "Boy Scouts are strong,"

A little boy worked the whole day long,

A little boy whistled and sang a song,

Was that little boy you?
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OUTLINE OF PROGRAM FOR JUNE.

Dr. Jennie B Merhill.

Subject: Matter For Conversations, Stories,

Songs and Games.

Introductory Talk—The new month, its name;
June, the month of roses and strawberries. What
month has just gone? Does anyone know what
month will come after June goes? Yes. July—then

vacation begins. June is our last month in kinder-

garten. What a good time we must have. Who is

going to the country when vacation comes? Let us

play "going to the country."

Note—I would not teach all the months, but May,
June and July are of special interest and have easy

names.

First Week—Going to the farm; how to go, trol-

ey, boat, steam cars, fares, engineers, captains.

Farmer Brown's wagon comes to the station. Ride

to the farm. Seeing the animals. Each day a new
animal; pictures of them; sounds they make; how to

feed the animals; milking time. (Have animal pic-

tures, farm scenes.)

Stories—Trip to Pleasantville (an original story),

to connect points talked about into a whole. "Patsy,

he Calf," "The Little Pig," "Dumpy, the Pony."
Songs—Free choice, (Review.) How do you like

to go up in a swing?

Memory Gem—Stevenson's "Friendly Cow."
Games—The train, (get children to suggest), the

>arnyard, the barnyard gate, the farmer.

Rhythms—Plowing, raking, spading, sowing.

Gifts—Building, farmer's house, barn, gates, ani-

nals' houses, also the cars and wagon, (much free

>uilding).

Occupations—Cutting animals, modeling birds and
lests, free modeling of animals, drawing and paint-

ng, grass and flowers, coloring, outlined animals.

Second Week—Roses, colors of roses, fragrance;

tow do they grow? Rose-buds, rose bushes, rosy
ips, rosy cheeks; twine one hand around the other

or rose-bud; open slowly into flower; rolling on the

;rass, picking daisies, clover, buttercups. The
trawberry patch on Farmer Brown's farm. Butter-

ies and bees on the flowers. What for?

Stories—"Little Red Riding Hood," "The Bee and
he Clover," "The Butterfly and the Cocoon;" choos-

ig old stories.

Songs and Finger Plays—Where are the bees?

'oulsson. Song of the bee, Daisy song; choice;

review bird songs); rhyme of the bowl of milk.

Games and Dramatizing—The farmer and the

rain. The bees are buzzing, butterflies, caterpillar,

jcking roses, (bushes), picking strawberries,

vines), choosing.

Rhythms—Flying like birds, flying like butterflies,

ancing like raindrops, May pole dances.

Gifts—Rings, sticks, seeds; outline the flag on
lag Day; flowers, designs.

Building—Garden walls, free building and free

stick laying; number counting and grouping, in

preparation for promotion.

Occupations—Weaving (see report No. 1).

Making daisy chains, drawing and coloring flow-

ers, especially roses; also strawberries; free illus-

tration drawing of farm life; Flag Day illustrations;

cutting and mounting flowers,clay modeling of straw-

berries, free work in clay.

Sand—Farm scene, or digging in sand.

Third Week—The seashore; where did our sand

come from? How can we get to the seashore? In

cars, boats, autos; talk of the piers, ropes, life-

boats, waves, shells, pebbles, bath-houses, light-

houses, Statute of Liberty, bridges.

Stories
—"Dora," (review), "Alice at the Sea-

shore," "Alice on the Farm," (review) for com-

parison).

Songs—"Tiddledy Winks," "Once I Got Into a

Boat." Review songs.

Finger Plays—Reviewed.

Sense Games—Feeling pebbles, shells, sand,

stems, leaves, fruits, flowers, (lightly); blindfold,

tell flowers by odors.

Guessing Game—Describe flower by color.

Dramatic Games—Choice: Going to the seashore,

playing at the seashore.

Rhythms—Waves, birds, butterflies.

Gifts—Building the light-house; boats, trains; out-

lining boats, fishes, bath-house, free work; extension

of number work with fifth and sixth gifts; also with

sticks in group, ready for promotion.

Occupations—Weaving continued, folding boats,

bags for crackers, cutting fishes and shells, drinking

cups.

Drawing and Painting—Fans, fishes, shells, boats.

Sand and Clay Modeling—Free. Fishes.

Fourth Week—A review of experiences out of

doors during the year; our real trips, our play trips;

making butter (if not made before).

Stories—Choice: Story of cow, story of a glass of

milk.

Songs and Finger Plays—Review of our favorites,

butter making.

Sense Games—For warm days, close eyes; tell

where I touch you; who is singing?

Dramatic Games—Choice: Play out of doors, if

not too warm.
Gifts—Choosing, individually, what to play with;

getting the gifts unaided in the older group. Re-

view of color with first gift; review of form with

second gift.

Occupation—Weaving, a basket, folding, furniture

for a doll's house at home.

Cutting—Surprises, helping each other guess

what has been cut; cutting spirals.

Mounting—A scrap-book story of butter-making,

or of the seashore pictures

Drawing and Coloring—A glass of milk, a pla.te of

butter, flowers, fans.

Modeling in Clay—Loaves of bread, impressions
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of shells and leaves on placques, free work.

Constructive Work—A swing, a see-saw, benches

for park scene on sand table, a merry-go-round,

sewing leaves for scrap-book to take home to fill

with pictures during the summer.
Note—If the farmer's work has been considered

fully before June, it may be better to start a doll's

house in early June and have each child take one

home for summer plaj".

Reports of What Has Been Done

Twice a week we take a walk to some child's

home to see his garden. We have seen ten gardens

thus far and they are most interesting. As far as I

can find out from the children, they all have

gardens.

Yesterday we visited Mary H.'s garden. Her
grandmother is an invalid. She was on the front

porch. We sang two of the kindergarten songs. She

seemed so pleased and thanked me over and over

again.

Most of the gardens are vegetable gardens. We
send word to the parent the day before we call,

asking if we may do so. The mothers like the idea

and greet us very kindly.

During the warm weather we are leaving our ex-

ercises and spending more time on the finger plays.

I do this in the early fall and late spring. The chil-

dren are so fond of their weaving that we still have

it, in spite of the warm weather. We are making
what we call "flower mats"—a white mat woven
with the colors of some flower—yellow and green on

a white mat for the buttercup; red and green on a

white mat for the rose, etc. These mats are very

pretty and seem to please the children. They choose

their own colors, naming the flower. E. R.

As we have had two such successful "churning

days," we were hoping you might have stopped in

to see our butter and have some served on wafers,

as did we all after the churning was done. Every-

one helped churn and we were duly rewarded by

seeing the butter "come" in about a half hour. All

went well and soon it was worked, salted and put on

ice to harden. What was left we gave our janitor,

who took it home and enjoyed it greatly.

Our Mothers' Tea was a great success. Miss

Yendes spoke to about thirty mothers, after which

we served tea and wafers. Our tea table, presided

over by Miss P , was decorated in yellow. Our

bunny will go to my home in Passaic for the vaca-

tion and we hope will be all the better for his out-

ing. C. M. C.

We are preparing to close our kindergartens and

will promote sixteen children to the Primary. Our
classes will unite for a party on June 30. We feel

that the kindergarten spirit has grown considerably

in both the school and the neighborhood during

the year. We have had a most successful trip to

Central Park with both classes and about ten moth-

ers. We' were particularly fortunate in seeing sc

many of the Park animals, the swans, squirrels anc

birds. We were allowed to play on the grass anc

walk about among the sheep. The flowers, too, were

very lovely, and the children still talk a great dea

about their visit to the "beautiful park." H. W.

We spent a morning on a private place, where w<

saw ploughing and potatoes being planted, the barn

yard, cow and calf, hens and chickens, geese anc

goslings, a turkey, cat and two kittens, dogs anc

horses. We made posters telling what we saw anc

made a large one on the wall. The boys in S-I

are making us a doll-house and the 3-B class 1

weaving rugs for the rooms. It will not be finishes

for some time as, of course, they can only work a

it a short time each day. Two fathers are helpinj

with the stairs and have promised windows whicl

will open. M. E. C.

The feature most enjoyed this past month wa
an outing to Seward Park. The children enjoyei

the swings, sand pavilion, the seesaws and thl

"merry-go-round." The teacher in charge of thi

playground lent the boys a football (which was als(

patronized by the girls). One child discovered ;

"weather-vane" on the roof of one of the house

in the neighborhood. All play was suspended fo

the time being when Ike called out, "Oh! I see ;

weather-vane!" Then they sang the song (weathe

vane) of their own accord. After the children tak

this trip they are allowed to choose their own colo

crayons and papers and make all the pictures whici

they please of the things which they have seefi

One that impressed me most was a page of smal

windows. I didn't understand it until the child ex

plained it was windows of "all the houses outsidj

the park." Then I remembered the vicinity, ani

sure enough the windows overlooking th : park arj

legion. R. A.

One of the most interesting walks, was when \f

went purposely to see the park gardeners at won
cutting down one of the huge old trees in Stuy

vesant Square. Its trunk was of tremendous sia

and the men had to have pulleys and support

fastened to strong holds in order to enable' them t

get it down. The children were fascinated whe>

the men used the double saw, and axes soundin

alternately scattered chips, which we afterwarc

collected.

We also brought back a cross section of a larf

branch of this tree and pieces of bark. These as

now among our treasures in the cabinet. A fe

days later we went to see them remove the lowjl

trunk and roots.

We have since been to see the tulips, but two

the beds had nothing but leaves and stalks, so thr

were not pretty for us to see (the' children kne

why). I noticed that yellow tulips had been take 1

the red left undisturbed. E. J. T.
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WALKS OF THE YEAR. (A Review.)

We have had four excursions so far this year, but

now that the pleasant weather has come, we expect

to take quite a few more.

In October we went to Stuyvesant Park to look

for signs of autumn. We saw the falling leaves and
the workmen digging up the flowers. Each child

took a plant home.
In February we visited the 1A class just before

promotion. The children were most impressed by
the skipping, marching and singing and other things

common to both kindergarten and 1A.

In February we went to visit a blacksmith shop

on the next block. We saw the whole process of

shoeing from beginning to end. It was most in-

structive and interesting.

The first week of April we took our first spring

walk to Stuyvesant Park to look for signs of

spring. The workmen had softened the garden beds

and had just planted the tulips.

Our walk today (May 3) was most instructive.

We saw the usual signs of spring in the park

—

young leaves, the tulips in blossom, etc. The work-

men were busy with spade and rake, putting .down

new sod in the grass plot. We also saw the birds

gathering material for nests.

Flowers named: Rose, carnation, violet, fuchia,

geranium, tulip, daffodil, cherry blossom, forsythia.

G. M. R.

Last Friday we made an excursion to Bronx Park.

We visited all the houses, the outdoor cages and the

seal tank. On the way we met chickens and goats,

which were joyously recognized by the children. We
saw woods, meadows, lakes, falls and a river. In

the meadow the children picked flowers for mother.

M. B.

Yesterday we went out on the lawn to gather

dandelions and small lawn daisies. On our way in

one little boy found a cocoon which had blown off

a tree, so we took it into the kindergarten. The
next morning we found a beautiful white moth sit-

ting near the cocoon. One little girl picked it up

ind held it on her outspread hand. It stood very

still, as did all the children, while I told them all

about the caterpillar, cocoon, etc. Suddenly it

started to walk and crept very slowly from Sadie's

hand to the front of Sarah's apron. There it stood

or a while; finally it began to flutter its wings,

then moving them up and down, flew over to the

window and out on a lilac bush. Just as it began

to move its wings I asked the children which we
should do—put the moth in our terrarium or let it

?o out to the flowers. They said, "Oh, let it go!"

Later in the day we went out to look for our moth
ind found it flying so merrily on the lawn. Today
t came up to the window and flew back to the lilac

aush.

A few days ago we all went out and gathered the

iandelions which had gone to seed. We were very

careful to drop the seeds all on the lawn and then

made a dandelion chain to wear in the kindergarten.

Our story circle is usually made under one of the

large trees. The seeds in our garden are growing
beautifully. We now have a vegetable and flower

garden.

Farm and other animals known: Horse, cow,

sheep, donkey, pig, dog, cat, hen, rooster, duck,

swan, turkey, rabbit, frog, turtle, toad, salamanda,

snake, lizard, elephant, lion, bear, giraffe, fox, birds,

butterfly, moth.

Flowers seen and named in the kindergarten:

Crocus, jonquils, daffodils, narcissus, hyacinth,

tulips, magnolia, violets, anemone, spring beauty,

jack-in-the-pulpit, cosmos, strawberry flower, gera-

nium, snowballs, lilacs, bridal wreath, pansy, straw-

berry shrub, iris, elephant ears, dandelion, daisy,

buttercup, clover, candy tuft. I. V.

We have had walks all winter, but the spring

walks have been delightful. We have the two rivers

to watch, the melting, floating ice, the bare hills

turning green, the profusion of trees and shrubs and

bushes, the apple blossoms and dogwood. One day

we walked to the woods and, taking our tools with

us, dug up some violet plants in bloom and have

them now adorning the room; also some moss and

grass. P. H.

In June we held a most helpful mothers' meeting.

"Nature Interests" was discussed and the value of

excursions and walks was considered. Our refresh-

ments were rather unique. The children made but-

ter that afternoon and each mother had some to eat.

They were all interested to hear how the children

had made it. G. McC.

The month of April brought with it a variety of

interests all centered about living things—both ani-

mal and plant life. The early spring plants and

flowers, beginning with pussy willow, jack-in-the-

pulpit, spring beauty, anemone to the violet, rock

pink and other wild flowers, made their appearance

in our garden (an enlargement of the March gar-

den). In this garden there can also be seen our

kindergarten turtle crawling along leisurely and con-

tentedly and in company with him, "Mr. Frog."

The children are highly interested in the develop-

ment of the tad-poles, one of which has by this

time put forth the hind legs. We were likewise

fortunate with our cocoons, two having burst their

"cradles" and sent forth beautiful specimens of

months (called butterflies by the children).

Besides this, we had a pet rabbit all during April.

The little animal was so tame that he would sit with

us in the ring and, indeed, made us believe that he

was so still " 'cause he liked our song."

The May program continued in this wise to stim-

ulate interest in life around us. Flowers, birds, May
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pole, May baskets and dances, to bring forth the

happy thoughts the month suggests.

We dramatized the story of "Little Robin Red-

breast and Pussy Cat," also the return of the birds

from the south, building their homes, the eggs, baby
birds, feeding them and teaching them to fly.

"Good Mother Hen" was one of the songs drama-

tized, as well as illustrated. The caterpillar, his

winter sleep and awakening, was also dramatized.

B. M.

We have planted our garden—radishes and peas.

The plants which were in the room all winter, we
will make into a flower bed. The country is per-

fectly beautiful. How we have enjoyed the blos-

soms! . We know the different kinds of trees and

the children will run from a pear to an apple, to a

cherry. The May Day baskets were quite beautiful.

S. M. B.

At Mr. Dunn's request, I packed two barrels of

flowers, one of which went to Norfolk street and the

other to Sheriff street. All the school helped and

my children were delighted. We sent plants (a

great many wild ones) and some cut flowers. The

reports of the pleasure given to the city children

were much enjoyed by mine. M. E. C.

So far this spring our walks have been productive

of very good results, both with regard to the in-

crease of the power of observation in the children

and their greater familiarity with the things around

them—their names and uses, coupled with an in-

creased tenderness for the weak in all phases of life.

We had a rabbit in the room for a morning and

paid visits to another rabbit family, two chicken,

and one goat family.

The interest in our apple tree has been kept up by

visiting the original, which is now in the blossom-

ing stage; yet to a great extent all other interests

seem to have sunken in importance beside that in

our "real" garden, where each child, every day,

waters and cares for the seeds they set.

The dramatizing that we have done in the games

seems to have been a potent factor in encouraging

self-activity. A. M. R.

The children's gardens, so far, are a great suc-

cess. They have radishes, lettuce and beans up and

today we picked quite a bunch of pansies.

One warm day last week we all took our lunches

and spent the morning in the woods. The children

had such a good time that when we reached the

school house again I found it quite a task to make
them look presentable. It was well worth while,

though, and we will go often.

Our tadpoles are in a lively condition. We raised

them from frog's eggs. When I first showed the

eggs to the children one' boy said, "That looks like

mother's spotted veil." M. E. L.

We took several walks this past month, going in

groups of six to the conservatory in the park. The

children were delighted with the fruit on the banana
and orange trees. They fed the squirrels, observed

the nests in the trees, saw the birds, visited the lake,

observing the "circles" in the water when they

threw stones in the pond. Sometimes we returned

home, walking along Fifth avenue, other times going
through the park. A. B.

Our April "mothers' meeting" was the best at-

tended meeting of the year and the suggestions for

home gardens were universally carried out. Nearly

every child reports a garden of his own, which he

takes full care of. A little later on our excursions

we shall go to see the home gardens. Our school

garden is small, but the seeds are showing great

signs of life. I shall take a package of climbing

nasturtiums and morning glories with me this week
on our excursion and have the children plant them
in unsightly spots, where we can visit them later

and see the change a flower makes. The children

use correctly the following new words: Seed, plant,

earth, air, water, radishes, lettuce, nasturtium, gera-

nium, pansy, violet, buttercup—in fact, all the com-
mon wild flower names. I shall bring to their notice

the needs of plant life. G. E. L.

Today (Flag Day, June 14), has been quite a day

in P. S. 30. A large flag was presented by the

Woman's Relief Corps of the Alex. Hamilton Post

No. 182, New York. Our principal requested that

the whole school, beginning with the kindergarten

and continuing through the school, should greet the'

flag. It was too dear to see our little ones walk

down the aisle of the main room with hands at :

position (for salute) and then dropped when the B

flag was approached. As we neared the platform I

:

heard a murmur of "How sweet!" Dr. P. considers
1

that the whole school did remarkably well and i

smiled approvingly as the babies came down the

aisle. He is very fond of our kindergarten and lAs.

Last week we had another experience in the senior;

department. The 8B boys' class had written a play

about the Pied Piper of Hamlin. We were re-

quested to let the kindergarten children take part

—

it was only a small part—that of following the-

piper and asking for his pipe. The action was sim-

ply to enter, with the piper at one door—run after

him through the main room and out at the rear.

As the class was small that day, I let them all take

part. There was no drilling, only one half-way re-

hearsal^ in our room. The children enjoyed it im-

mensely, although they had not heard the story.

The effect was good. G. S.

The last public meeting of the New York Public

School Kindergarten Association was held May 20th.

Miss Caroline Crawford was scheduled for an address.

Subject: "Simple Games and Dances."

We are pleased to announce that Dr. Mary E. Law,:

principal of the Law Froebel Kindergarten Training

School, Toledo, O., will write several articles for this

magazine during the coming year.



SUGGESTIONS FOR VILLAGE AND RURAL SCHOOLS
CONSTRUCTIVE WORK IN THREE DIMENSIONS.

By JENNY B. MERRILL, Pd. D., New York City

One criticism which has been made of kindergar-

ten work is that it tends to deal too much with flat

work.

Outlining with sticks and rings, designing with

thin tablets, cutting and mounting paper forms,

folding, sewing, weaving have been used in the past

more than building with blocks, clay modeling and
cardboard modeling, or as we now call it construc-

tive work.

I have no doubt that kindergartners settled back

upon the first list I have given, because classes have

been too large to manage much of the larger ma-
terial of three dimensions. It is harder to find ac-

commodation in closets and on floors or table

space, and yet we know well that such work is

more concrete and appeals to childish interests bet-

ter than flat work. Constructive work has been ex-

tended by kindergartners far beyond Froebel's sug-

gestions in cardboard modeling. The regular work
laid down in this occupation of cardboard model-

ing consisted at first of a series of little open top

boxes made from different sized pieces of squared

paper or cardboard. The children counted the

squares on the paper or cardboard each way, and

gradually learned the multiplication table by writ-

ing the results on the bottom of each little box; for

example, suppose the paper was 4x4, then the four

rows 'were counted and on the bottom of the box
would appear 4x4 equals 16. Some boxes were
oblong, some square. It was a concrete, practical

way to present the multiplication tables.

Such work was supposed to be done in the "con-

necting class," not by the younger children, and was
extended till the children made hollow cubes,

prisms, pyramids and cones. The connecting class

was a sub-primary class; primary teachers may find

a useful hint here even for their older children.

The constructive work now so popular in many
kindergartens is not so formal, but it still remains

true that the little paper box is one of the simplest

objects to be made, and it never fails to please a

child. Now all sorts of odds and ends of materials

are used to make simple toys, as pieces of

furniture for a doll's house, or any object in com-
mon use which appeals to a child. This work is

not usually in sequence although several "schools" of

constructive work have been invented, notably

that by Miss Hoxie and that by Miss Davis.

Plate XVIII. in Paradise of Childhood, Jubilee

Edition, shows about thirty simple objects con-

structed by children in different kindergartens. The
results are crude, as they should be, but they are

very pleasing to a child.

The simplest object is a table, made by pasting

a piece of cardboard on a spool. A little brush or

broom is made by fringing paper and fastening it

to a splint. The box form is varied slightly in sev-

eral ways and appears as a basket, a cradle, a chim-

ney, a clock, a house and a cage.

A clothes-pin is dressed for a soldier or a doll.

These objects are miscellaneous and others will

suggest themselves to the children who are ready

to attempt anything they really want to make.

It is the instinct to make that we are training.

We should often allow the children to choose what
they want to make, select materials, even bring them
to school. We should not be critical of crude re-

sults.

The children learn the value of different materials

and their qualities through using them. For ex-

ample, after making a miniature May pole, they

must consider how to make it stand up. One may
suggest sticking it in a spool, another may run to

the sand-box and place it in the sand. A standard

of clay may be suggested by the kindergartner, or

possibly by a child. A box is to be converted into a

wagon. How? Let the children find what is

needed.

Some of the objects may be painted. Indeed, we
find all the various occupations coming into play

in constructive work. A stitch is needed here, paste

is needed in another place. The barn needs a coat

of paint. The wagon needs a string attached. The
box may be decorated with parquetry papers so it

will "look pretty."

The question arises whether this constructive

occupation is not the truly childlike one, the most
concrete one, and the one that may gradually lead

the child to an interest in learning to paste more
carefully, cut more truly or paint and draw well.

Many kindergartners begin at once to make a

doll's house leading the children on to assist little

by little, day by day. Motive helps in securing

earnest workers.

Read the report of Dr. Dewey's recent lecture, re-

ported in this magazine, in which he speaks of

Pestalozzi's mistake in analyzing too much into

elements, and of the ability of the child to grasp

the more complex social situation. The child does

not feel or realize the complexity. He finds the

parts himself gradually by their very uses.

As measurement is gradually learned and appre-

ciated, accuracy is obtained by drawing to a scale,

leading on to the "working plan" in higher grades.

In an article on "Constructive Work" in the pri-

mary grades by Miss Julia Cremins which ap-
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peared in one of the year books of the Supervisors

of the Manual Arts, a plate is given showing chil-

dren's work in which various kinds of vehicles ap-

pear. The plate shows that they have been made
quite accurately by use of the ruler in measur-

ing before cutting. Boats, windmills, the swing,

the engine, a bridge, cars, autos, a house and its

furniture in parlor, kitchen, bedrooms, are all eag-

erly made by children of the second and third

years. As a helpful guide to the teacher Miss

Cremins suggests several centers of interest, as

Home Interests, Transportation, Amusements,

Forms of Shelter. She refers to Dr. Dewey's "The

Child and the Curriculum" to indicate the psycho-

logical basis for this work.

No book would be more helpful in this construc-

tive work than Miss Bertha Johnston's "Home
Occupations for Boys and Girls." A few such

objects as she suggests made in school under the

inspiration of social life, may start many boys and

girls to utilize little odds and ends at home in

making really useful things. Even in the kinder-

garten, tools, as the hammer and saw, have been

used, wood becoming a favorite material, but this

is rare.

Miss Patty Hill, in the Horace Mann Kindergarten of

Teachers' College, has had several simple blocks cut in

thin wood which the children can fasten together to

make a toy. So also did Miss Haven in the Ethical Cul-

ture School. I speak of these less usual results as a sug-

gestion and encouragement for any teachers who may
feel inclined "to try their own wings" to fly beyond
what may be laid down in the books.*

The kindergarten stands for growth, for progress,

for the exercise of creativeness in the child and in

the teacher.

Froebel, in one of his quaint rhymes for mothers,

gives the key note to us:

"The things a child can make
May crude and worthless be,

It is his instinct to create

That gladdens thee."

Miss Luella A. Palmer, in a very thoughtful

paper on "The Organization of Kindergarten Ma-
terials," says: "When a child reaches the kinder-

garten age, he is ready to use materials in several

different ways." These we have already mentioned,

but it may be well to reiterate them as we do not

wish to be understood to favor crude work
indefinitely, but as Miss Palmer says, "If experi-

ment is never allowed, children will not investigate

and they will be always helpless before a new
problem." In other words they will not initiate,

but always wait for direction. But again, "If a

child never imitated a copy, nor followed a direc-

tion, he would miss some of the uses of the ma-

terial which he is capable of appreciating, but pos-

sibly not discovering for himself."

We incline to emphasize the freer work simply

*See Teachers' College Record, January, 1914: "Experimental Studies in

Kindergarten Occupations."

because it is often wholly neglected. Neglect

neither, but do not be afraid of initiative, however
crude the first results.

Some kindergartners are having very interesting

results by devoting Friday morning, or part of it,

to this free constructive work as a sort of test of

the influences of the week past. They place sev-

eral kinds of materials on a side table, as paper,

paste, slats, worsted, scissors, etc., tell the chil-

dren to decide what they would like to make, and
help themselves to the things they need to make it.

A few children simply reproduce something made
during the week while others modify, vary or start

something new. The results are crude in color

usually as well as in shape, but they are glimpses

into the child's mind. They are valuable as a

means of child study. Do not interfere, but if the

child feels the need of help and asks for it, give

suggestions or ask questions that may lead him to

discover the way to accomplish his purpose.

PLAY FESTIVAL.
The kindergarten children and teachers of Cedar

Rapids, Iowa, held their second annual Play Fes-

tival on May 8 at Coe College Gymnasium.
Eleven public schools were represented, including

nearly 300 kindergarten children. The large audi-

ence of parents, teachers and friends gave enthusi-

astic attention to every number throughout the pro-

gram. The following was the program:

Grand March.

Song of Greeting.

Spring and Summer.
Dance of Greeting (Victor machine).

Games—Cat and Mouse; Old Witch.

Dance—Virginia Reel.

Chain Skip.

Circus.

Activity Songs: The Swing, Teeter Totter, Boat

Song.

Swedish Dance— I See You.

Rocking Horse.

March.

Indian Dance.

Dancing Skip.

May Poles.

Free Play.

The Twelfth Annual Convention of the Kinder-

garten Mothers' Clubs and Parents', Associations, of

Brooklyn, New York, of which Miss Fanniebelle

Curtis is chairman, was held at the Brooklyn Train-

ing School for Teachers, Park place, near Nostrand

avenue, May 5, at 3:45 o'clock. The program included

music, an address of welcome by Dr. Wm. H. Max-
well, city superintendent of schools; an address en-

titled "The Responsibility of Mothers in Relation

to Juvenile Delinquents," by Dr. Katherine Dement
Davis, the efficient commissioner of the Department

of Correction. Miss Fanniebelle Curtis, related

many items of interest pertaining to Mothers' Club

work in Brooklyn.
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HOPEFUL EXPERIMENTS.
Miss Josephine C. Preston

(State Supt. of Public Instruction, Olympia, Washington)

"The Washington State Teachers' Association at

its recent meeting, set forth by resolution the para-

mount importance of the rural problem. Isolation

and a want of rural leadership have combined to

cause the community life of the rural districts to

become lethargic. If we can awaken the community
the school will progress, for the school and the com-
munity must go forward hand in hand if either

makes any substantial gains.

"In Washington we have a consolidation law
which is benefiting a number of communities, but

when we look at the state as a whole we see that

it operates too slowly. Stubborn walls of prejudice

and selfishness must be gradually battered down.
"When I assumed the duties of state superin-

tendent, I felt that we must begin to move faster.

Yet I realized that public sentiment in the state was
not ready for a complete reorganization of the dis-

trict boundry plan, and a recasting of the present

small districts into larger and more economic units.

So I outlined a plan of public education by asking

each county superintendent to make an advisory

grouping of his districts around the natural com-
munity centers and begin a series of community
meetings of a social and educational nature.

"The Principal of the central school becomes the

supervising Principal of the Community center unit.

He appoints assistants, and committees to help him
carry out the social center program. This plan con-

templates for each center an annual lecture, spelling-

bee, stock judging contest and a boys' and girls'

agricultural and industrial fair. A number of com-
munity centers have planned many other attractive

features. The number of districts in a community
center depends entirely upon the territory and popu-

lation of the general district in which it is located,

just as would have to be the case in a general re-

districting scheme.

"Two phases of our community center activities

of which I wish to speak briefly are, first, the boy's

and girl's contests, and secondly, the campaign for

teachers' cottages. We launched, last year, the first

state-wide series of agricultural and industrial con-

tests, the best community exhibits to go to the

county fairs, and the best four county exhibits in

each line to go to the state-wide contest. Approxi-

mately 250 community contests were held prior to

the state contest and at the state contest, there were
exhibits from all but three counties.

The most unique features of our state-wide con-

test was the contest for the governor's silver trophy

cup by terms of three pupils each, one in sewing,

one in cooking, and- one in manual training. These

contestants started and stopped at the sound of the

referee's whistle, working two periods a day during

the three days of the contest. Thousands of people

surrounded the uniform booths to watch these

young people strive for championship honors in

producing the three essentials of life, food, cloth-

ing, shelter. Next year we plan to enlarge upon
the idea of working contests. We feel that by the

end of the present year we will have brought this

general line of work to the attention of all the

people of the state, and that the state will be ripe

for federated club work along the government plan.

Through these clubs we will be able to carry scien-

tific information home to the individual boy or girl.

"How can we hold good teachers in the rural

schools if they have to continue without comfortable

or congential boarding places I was first brought
face to face with this problem when a young girl

who had come all the way across the state to teach

in one of the wealthiest districts in the country of

which I was superintendent, and found every door
closed to her. One well-to-do farmer objected to

taking her because he said he did not want the

privacy of his family circle broken into. When I

suggested that the teacher would be more than glad

to study in her private room if he would put a stove

up for her, the man indignantly exclaimed, 'If I

found a teacher who thought herself too good to

sit with my family circle in the evening, she could

not stay a minute in my home.'

"When we were thus cut off from every avenue
of escape from the vexing situation, the happy no-

tion came to the teacher of pulling a nearby har-

vest crew cook house into the school yard and using

that for the teacher's residence. One year of this

was sufficient to arouse the better nature of the

people of the district and the state's first school

cottage was built there the next fall."

Old Umtali, Rhodesia, Africa.

The Magazine is greatly appreciated both by Miss
Goddard and myself. Miss Goddard especially has

made large use of the songs, and other suggestions,

and has won through her work, based to a large

extent on your paper, high praise from the School

Inspector. Some of the motion songs have been

translated into the vernacular and the children are

singing them. I enclose a picture of Miss Goddard's

class; unfortunately the picture does not show, as it

might, the work, but you may be able to see "stick

laying" on the ground.



STICK LAYING IN CORRELATION WITH DRAWING, PAPER FOLDING, ETC.

Flower Pot Simple Disign.

C" ._JL

Oil Cloth

Ladder.

Car Tracks.

.'Flag. Clothes, on Line.

Twf

ALL children enjoy mak-

ing objects with sticks,

and love to draw. This'work

can be correlated readily,

either by first[drawing the

design, and afterwards pro-

ducing it with sticks, or vice

versa. Illustrabion lishows

a flower pot, No. 2 a simple

design, No. 3 borders. By

repetition a complete oil-

cloth or wallpaper design

can be made, as shown by

illustrations 4 and 5, but

care should be taken not to

continue the work to weari-

ness. Angles maybe formed

with sticks, and afterward

drawn, also horizontal lines

first laid with sticks, and

then drawn. Make ladders,

car tracks, etc., as shown

by the illustration. Figure

10 shows a paper folding de-

sign. This can be made

with sticks, and the paper

folded accordingly, provid-

ing a pleasing design.

These are mere sugges-

tions to be worked out by

teachers or possibly child-

ren.

Probably one of the most

satisfactory ways of corre-

lating stick laying with oc-

cupation work is to use it

with paper cutting. Make
a simple figurell and cut it;

a house, the door in it, win-

dows, shutters, a liag,l2 a

clothes line 1 3 with clothes

on it (sheets, towels, etc.)

Cut the same.

Many times it is impossible to obtain or take the

time to distribute so many scissors, and it is almost as

satisfactory, and certainly as much practical value, to

tear the paper in the form outlined with sticks.

Take live-inch sticks; cut papers the same length, the

same number as you have sticks; cut squares two

inches in diameter, a three inch circle, using sticks to

measure.

Use sticks to make letters (different length sticks.)

Cut these letters. Also take a card, and, if possible to.

get worsted and needles. Sew the letters!* or simple

hgureslj outlined with sticks.

The form before the child, will make it possible to sew

many things without a line or a hole prick to guide him,

Boarders

Wall Paper.

ir T

Angles

.Horizontal Lines

Form to Fold

A

V

13

Letters,

I

Simple Figures.

Life Form,

Also cut slits in the edge of the cards, and sew fig-

ures made wTith sticks on the desk without needles. A
square, triangle, or houses and simple life forms are

possible.

Winding the sticks with worsted of the same color is .

fascinating work to the child, and here, again, shades

;

and tints can be used.

Use strings with sticks to make other forms, such as

a swing,17 or a kite,lS etc.; also teach knot tying with

stick and string.

And so one can use sticks and use them again and
again with different kindergarten occupations.
These are only a few brief suggestions left for ag

thoughtful teacher to carry out, if she chances to read
these and be interested.



AT THE SEASHORE—A THIRD GIFT STORY
With Four Halves and Eight Quarters Inserted—to be Used as a Preliminary

to the Fifth Gift

AKIXD mamma took her children, George and Eth-

el, to the seashore one summer. She wished them
to find star-fishes and crabs and other dwellers in the sea

that they had learned about in the kindergarten, and

then, too, she wished them to dig in the sand, and grow

strong and brown in the clear, pure sea air.

George and Ethel were delighted to go, not only be-

cause they liked playing in the sand and the bathing,

but because Aunt Grace and their two little cousins were

going with them; besides all this joy, mamma had said

they were to occupy two little

cottages on the shore, and of

course cottages would be nicer

than the big hotel.

The party had a pleasant

journey on the cars and soon

reached the beach. There they

found the little cottages stand-

ing side by side, ready to re-

ceive them (Fig. 1).

Down near the waters' edge

stood the two little bathing

houses belonging to the cot-

tages. The children kept their

bathing suits there. On warm
days they sometimes played in

the shadow cast by the houses
(Fig. 2).

Near the cottages stood the

hotel where the family took their meals. It had broad
steps going up to the door, and the children used to

climb up and down and play upon them (Fig. 3)

.

Every day, at just eleven, a steamer, the "Sally
Anne," came into the dock near the hotel, and brought
the mail, and also passengers who came for an outing
at the beach. The children used to watch every day
for the steamer, and when it came they would go and
see if there were any letters from papa. Sometimes
papa would come down for Sunday and there was great

ejoicing

The "Sally Anne" had a smokestack like all other
steamers of her kind (Fig. 5)

.

One day the "Sally Anne" brought papa. The child-

•en were at the dock ready to receive him, for he had
>romised them, the week before, that the next time he
same to the beach he would take them all to visit a

ighthouse which they could see in the distance.

Papa took the children on board the boat, and away
hey all went down the harbor. The children enjoyed
he sail very much. They went all about the deck, and
tad a near view of the smokestack and the paddle
ioxes. By and by they came to another dock similar

o their own; here they landed and took a small boat

owed by an old fisherman, and went out to the light-

ouse.

;;

George and Ethel, and their two little cousins, were
much surprised to see that the lighthouse was so tall

and large; it had not looked so from the beach The
lighthouse-keeper was very kind, and showed them all

about the lamp, and about his cottage near the light-

house, and introduced his little girl who lived with him
on the lighthouse island. They climbed the steep
stairs to the top, and watched the big waves come
dashing in, and the little lighthouse girl gave them
some beautiful shells from among her store.

(Suppose you take your blocks and see if you can
make the little cottages, the bathing houses, the hotel,

the hull of the "Sally Anne" (Fig. 4), and the "Sally

Anne" complete (Fig. 5), for the lighthouse-keeper

and his little girl.)

Papa and the children steamed back on the "Sally

Anne," and all agreed that they had had a charming
day.

NORWALK, CONN.

The heavy floods resulted in considerable dam-
age to the kindergarten conducted by Misses Betts

and Byington. Both of the pianos were partly

submerged in water, and sessions were interrupted

for several days.
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GRANDMOTHER.
Susan Plessner Pollack.

Under the old oak, in front of the little home in

the wood, sat Grandmother and knit her stockings.

Have you ever seen the dear Grandmother with-

out her knitting materials? I have not! as soon

as her feet are out of bed, begins the jingling with

the needles and the shaking with the fingers and

the drawing of the ball, that the thread is always

shorter and the stocking always longer and only

late in the evening, when the feet are tucked into

bed, does the work cease. Yes! truly when Grand-

mother's fingers have no sewing to do, then they

just knit and knit continuously; Grandmother may
be' in the sitting-room or garden, she may be sitting

before the door, or go walking in the wood. Some-
times the ball falls down and then it runs like a

mouse here and there and—well! then it looks badly,

all the dried tree-mosses and leaves hang themselves

on to it and run with it, but the worst time is when
Kitty spies the rolling ball—she comes and if it is

from the roof—rushing thither, for she imagines

that round thing, that so quickly pops along, is a

mouse. Then she plays with the ball, and throws it

so long, here and there, that the yarn is completely

entangled, then the Grandmother has the greatest

trouble to entangle it. But for whom does the

Grandmother knit so much? Why! for the grand-

children, and for her dear daughter who is the

mother of the grandchildren, who has much other

work to do; also for the father of the grandchil-

dren does she knit; and when all these need no

more stockings or underskirts, jackets or sweaters,

then she knits for the poor. I do believe if it were

possible she would knit stockings for the sparrows.

My! but that would look droll! So the Grand-

mother sat under the oak tree in front of the little

house in the wood, with her grandchildren. Their

names were Herman and Gertrude, but Grand-

mother in tender love had given them pet nick-

names—"Mousie" and "Goldfish," "Bunnie" and

"Toosie," and so on. The children loved the place

under the oak very much, they only needed to bow
their heads to find splendid playthings, the last

year's acorn cups and what for beautiful little ani-

mals, the dearest ladybugs, and the tiniest, charm-

ing minute red spiders, and what delicate moss,

quantities of microscopic, tiny trees, yes, there was
a regular moss forest there, but the moss forest

down below was different from the great forest,

not only because it was so much smaller than that,

but because the one under the oak made them a

regular bed on which the children rested comfort-

ably and found it nice and soft, and on which they

often rolled about.

Beside the Grandmother ^nd Herman and Gert-

rude, there were two other friends under the oak,
upon the moss bed sat Nicks and Lizzie. Nicks
was a black rabbit, with a wonderful shining fur
coat; he was, to be sure, a somewhat clumsily made
wooden animal, but he did not act a bid woodeny,
but looked, with his bright black eyes, all around
him, at the world in general—and his ears stood
up as straight as two candles, which gave him such
a wise appearance that it looked as if he understood
everything that was said. The fur skin of his ears
was, to be sure, split open and three wired ends pro-
jected therefrom, but that did not much matter.
Nicks had finished eating his supper; in front of him
were a few extra remaining leaves; and now he
must smoke tobacco, like Herman's father, when he
sat in front of the door on holiday evenings; the
boy had put an acorn cup with the stem in his

mouth, that was an excellent pipe; Herman called
the Nicks his son, which made Herman's parents,
Nicksie's grandparents and Herman's grandmother
was Nicksies great-grandmother, that was very easy
to calculate. A companion of Nicksie's was Gert-
rude's pretty doll Lizzie, with the snub nose. Be-
cause of the nose she resembled Nicks: Nicks had
black eyes, she, blue; he had long ears, hers could
hardly be seen; he had a black fur coat and wore
a red collar with a little bell. She had on a gay]
colored dress and wore, as it were, also a red!
collar, but it was of beads and had no little bells,

in a word, Lizzie was no rabbit, but a doll; as difJ
ferently as the two play companions looked they
agreed excellently well together; for hours they
could be together, and one heard no quarreling. It

happened sometimes that Nicks stepped on Lizzie;;

she endured it without murmuring. Gertrude had]
not yet let Herman tread on her with his feet. Of
course, such naughtiness never entered the boy's;
mind, at the most, he gave his sister a slap, could :

then, however, be certain that he would get it back.;

The Nicks was on the whole very friendly toward;
Lizzie. She made believe sometimes that he wasi-

her horse and rode horseback on him, he let that:

quietly happen to him. Usually he let some of hisi

dinner remain over for her. Lizzie, as it were, could
not use it, but Nicks did not know that, only Her-
man and Gertrude knew that people do not eat
grass. The children laughed sometimes right heart-

ily over the good natured Nicksie'. There were often
funny things to tell about Nicks and Lizzie. The
Grandmother was usually the first who must hear

them, for she always had time for it; the knitting.

did not prevent her from busying herself with the

children; the parents though, had much other wori
to do, and were not always right there when thi

children wished to tell something. It was very fori

tunate for Herman and Gertrude that the dea:

Grandmother lived with them in the little house if

the wood. Before that she had lived in the towt
and had a school; there a great many little girl

and boys had come to her every day, and she ha|

taught them. Now she was not strong enough an
could not endure the confusion, the noise, that s
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many merry little birds make when they come to-

gether, and therefore she had moved up to the

two wood birds, Herman and Gertrude, who, to be

sure, did not sit as still as mice, but it was only two,

and so their racket could not be so bad.

As Grandmother and children sat before the door

the little ones must repeat their verses which little

by little they had learned. That was always a

happiness for the Grandmother, for she now did

with her grandchildren what she had used to do

with her little scholars. She told them useful

things, explained what they did not understand and

repeated poetry for them until they could say it

too. "You have remembered everything very nicely,

my Heartleaves," she said, as she folded the chil-

dren in her arms. "Grandmother," questioned Her-

man, looking thoughtfully at her, "why do you al-

ways call us your Heartleaves?" "That I will ex-

plain to you, my darlings," answered the Grand-

mother. "Listen attentively to me and you also

Gertrude, give attention to that which I will tell

you.

"The heartleaves on the plants are the youngest,

the smallest leaflets, just as you are the youngest,

the smallest members of our family. When the

heart-leaves are sick then the plants hang sadly

all their leaves, so also are your parents and I sad

when you are sick. Children have sometimes, how-

ever, another sickness, that is when they are dis-

obedient. Ah! and the disobedience of the children

makes the parents much more sad. God keep you

from this sickness, my dear little Heart-leaves."

LAZELL'S HOME
Eita Smith

The sun was so scorching hot that no one could easily

walk along the roadside. Even in the deep jungle there

seemed to come from the ground a sort of damp sickly

air full of steaming moisture. Not an animal was in

sight for they had sought the deepest part of the jungle

until after sunset.

Lazell and his mother found the coolest, shadiest spot

and both lay down for an afternoon nap; for no work

could be done at this time of day.

It was late when they awoke and as the evening

shadows were coming on both started for the bamboo
thicket with their knives. Lazell and his mother worked

rapidly and soon had gathered as much tough grass and

palms leaves as they needed. The bamboo poles were

harder to cut and it was long after the moon came up

when they finished.. The grass and palm leaves and

bamboo poles were carried to the place where the father

had dug holes for the foundation of a new home. The
father set the poles into the holes and the mother and

Lazell filled in earth and stones to keep them in place.

Across the top of the four poles were tied other smaller

ones to help form the roof. Then the grass and palm

leaves were packed very closely on tbe poles and tied in

place.

It was a tired, but happy little family who slept soundly

that night under the palm trees on their beds of matt-
ing.

Lazell and his mother were busy for several days tying

more grass and leaves onto poles which they stuck into

the ground to form the sides of the house. When it

was finished they thought it the best house they had
ever built.

This was not a family of carpenters; they were only

Filipinos who live in their own country, an islandmany
miles from here in the Pacific Ocean. Whenever these

people get tired of one home, it is an easy matter to find

a place to build a new home; for there, in many parts,

the land seems to belong to no one, or perhaps we might
say, any one.

PLAYS AND GAMES.

Henrietta Haeken

,'

At the Conference for Kindergarten and Primary
Teachers of the North Eastern Iowa Teachers'

Association, held in Cedar Rapids, Iowa, April 2-4,

Miss Katharine Martin, of the School of Education,

University of Chicago, gave a paper on "Plays and
Games" for Kindergarten and Primary Grades,

after which twenty-five Kindergarten and Primary
Teachers participated in a practical demonstration

of plays and games as outlined in Miss Martin's

paper.

The following points were given special em-
phasis:

First—The necessity of beginning with the

simplest activity and building from that into the

formal folk dance or game.

Second—That the kindergartner consult the First

Grade teacher and that the two plan together the

course from time to time to avoid the danger of

over-lapping from grade to grade.

At the same conference Miss Elizabeth Hall,

supervisor of Primary Grades in the public schools

of Minneapolis, gave a talk on "Language Work in

Primary Grades."

Miss Hall emphasized the following points:

1. "Teach the child the correct expression in an

attempt to enlarge his vocabulary."

2. She advised the kindergarten teacher not to

give long stories to children, short stories are

better, stories that come to a climax more rapidly.

3. Kindergarten teachers have not tried to teach

the children how to use the organ of speech well,

show the children how to use the vocal organs and

how to articulate well in order to cultivate a good

speaking voice.

Miss Hall suggested a visit to a school for the

deaf and to study the methods employed by the

instructors there.

Many valuable ideas were given to both kinder-

garten and first grade teachers.

After the conference the Cedar Rapids Kinder-

garten Club gave a dinner in honor of the guests,

Miss Martin and Miss Hall.
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PLAY SOLDIERS
By Caro Senour

CHARACTERS—Captain, a large boy; Bugler, a large boy; Drummer, a large boy; Flag-bearer; Soldiers with guns;
Cavalry, on stick horses; Surgeons, large boys; Aurses, large girls.

Bugle call—The captain, bugler and drummer take their places first, the captain in the lead, next the bugler on

the right and the drummer on the left. At the first bugle call all the children take position, the soldiers march first,

then the cavalry. The soldiers should hold their arms in proper position representing "gun upon shoulder," as

the soldiers march. The cavalry should step as would the war-horses, keeping time to the music and holding

their arm and hand in position as if holding a sword. When all are ready to start with left foot, the bugle

sounds again and at the second note or word of the song "come" they all start. The bugler should hold his left

hand to his mouth, making a bugle of his folded hand and imitate as closely as possible the call of the bugle as

played on the piano by the teacher. The drummer boy may keep time with his drum to the piano accompani-

ment, but not with the bugle call. At the end of the piece the drummer plays the drum part with only the piano

part. The surgeons and nurses do not march in the first part, but sit or stand apart on the battle-field waiting

for the call. When the words in the second verse are being sung they come to the center of the battle-field and

carry off the wounded, then enter at the words "and surgeons then hurry," etc. All the children march in the

third verse, and all sing. They take their seats, or march out of the room at the tap of the drum ending the

song-play. The teachers of the day are so well versed in drill work that I offer this only as a suggestion, and

each teacher may use her own ideas. I consider this song one of the best means of developing all the members

of the body. It keeps the mind busy, the limbs nimble and the child happy, instructing as well as interesting

little people. For exhibition day it is a pleasing picture to present to the mothers and grown-up friends. If the

children have play-weapons and instruments, they might use them, if care is taken so as not to hurt each other.

The pasteboard guns and swords are better adapted to sohool work of this kind. The little "stick-horses" could

be used if desired.
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A Stick and Ring Laying Suggestion

A GAME FOR TEACHING NOTES
By Anna Shelley

After struggling for several weeks in a vain endeavor

to teach the position of notes upon the staff to my
little First-Graders, I decided to visit a school in a

neighboring city and observe what other teachers were

doing to overcome the obstacles that beset their paths.

In the first room I entered I found a method in use

which I afterward adopted, greatly to my own relief

and to the delight of my pupils.

When I told the teacher, Miss K, that I wished to

know how she taught the staff, she smiled genially.

Turning to the blackboard, on which the staff was neat-

ly drawn, she said:

"Now, children, let us play school for awhile. Who
can tell me what school this is?"

Hands went up instantly, and at a nod from Miss K.

a dozen children answered:

"The Staff School.'!

"Who teaches this school?" demanded Miss K,

"Miss Clef Sign," came the prompt response.

"Annie, come and find Miss Clef Sign," said the tea-

cher, and seven-year-old Annie did as requested.

"How many line seats in this school?" queried Miss

K. "Can you tell me, Johnnie?"

"Five line seats," rejoined Johnnie, and anxious to

display his knowledge, he added, "and four space

seats."

"Right," said the teacher, smiling approvingly. "Now,

perhaps Flora can tell us how many ch ldren attend

the Staff School."

"Eight," replied Flora beaming.

"Yes," said Miss K; "and now we will sing their

names."
She gave the pitch, and the children sang the scale

correctly.

"Sing their number names," continued the teacher,

and the little ones sang, "8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1."

"Sing their pitch names," and without hesitation

the pitches were given.

"Now," said Miss K, "we will find where these child-

ren sit when in their school."

One by one the children came up and pointed out

the various notes, naming them correctly. Then Miss K
varied the drill.

"Who is the little girl who sits in a little chair all by

herself?" she inquired, and the little folks answered,

"Low Do."

"And who is the large girl in the third space seat?"

"High Do."

So the children went on, finding "Little Boy Re" in

a front space seat, a large boy "Si" on the third line, a

small girl "Mi" in the first line row of chairs, etc.

Everyone was eager to join in the game and the few

mistakes caused much good-natured laughter. It was
evident that to Miss K's pupils Miss Clef Sign and her

scholars were very real peasonages.

When all the notes had been correctly named. Miss
K turned to another blackboard. On this board were
eight groups of lines and spaces, each group having a
single note upon it.

"These are Miss Clef's children playing in the school-

yard at recess," she explained. "Now we will play tag

with them. Mary, you may be 'it' and see whom you
can catch."

Mary caught La, and Fa, and then a new "it" was
chosen who captured Re and Low Do. The game con-
tinued for five minutes and every note was again found.

Never did I see a game of real tag more thoroughly en-

joyed

"I have tried several methods," said the teacher as

the children resumed their seats, "but this one of my
own invention has seemed to succeed best with the

little ones. I call it a game and I think they almost for-

get that it is a real lesson. If you decide to try it I hope
you will report results. I shall be interested to know if

it appeals to your class."

A month later I was able to tell Miss K that I had
no more trouble with the scale. Miss Clef and her Scale

School have completely revolutionized my music class.

—Primary Plans.

NEW YORK.
The department of kindergarten education has

prepared a report of its recent experimental studies,

which includes, besides an introduction by Prof.

Patty Smith Hill, an article on reasoning in early

childhood, by Prof. John Dewey. The experimental

studies are contributed by Miss Luella Palmer, as-

sistant director of kindergartens in this city; Miss

Meredith Smith and Miss Grace L. Brown, of the

department of kindergarten education of the college,

and Miss Julia Wade Abbott, head of the kinder-

garten training department of the Winon,a State

Normal School. The pamphlet is illustrated with a

number of cuts showing the activities in the kinder-

garten of the Horace Mann School.
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The N. E. A. at St. Paul

We are indebted to Mr. Durancl W. Springer, of Ann
irbor, Mich., Secretary of the N. E. A. for the pro-

ram of the forthcoming meeting at St. Paul, July 4-11,

914.

Many of the leading educators of America will take

iart. Among the subjects considered are the Status of

Voman; Teachers' Salaries and Pensions; Principles

nd Aims of Education; Education in a Democracy;

nd Needs of the Public Schools, etc. There are de-

artments of Kindergarten Education, Elementary

Education, Secondary Education, Higher Education,

formal School, Manual Training and Art Education,

Xusic Education, Business Education, Child Hygiene,

'hysical Education, Science Education, School Admin-

tration, Library Department, Department of Special

ducation, Department of School Patrons, Department

f Rural and Agricultural Education, and Department

f Classroom Teachers.

The special summer tourist tickets will be in effect

uring this meeting, and special low rates can be se-

ured from many points.

Following is the program for the department of Kin-

ergarten Education:

Department of Kindergarten Education

resident—Catherine J. Tracy, Ethical Culture School,
New York, N. Y.

ice-President—Lucy T. Ellis, Principal Phoenix Kinder-
garten, Phoenix, Ariz.

ecretary—Winifred Ohr, Director of Kindergarten, Mc-
Kinley School, St. Paul, Minn.

FIEST SESSION

he Readjustment of the Kindergarten and Primary

Grades to Conform to the Same General Principles

—Philander P. Claxton, United States Commis-
sioner of Education, Washington, D. C.

Kindergarten Program Based on Problems Rather

than on Prescribed Subject-Matter—Luella A. Pal-

mer, Assistant Director of Kindergartens, Public

Schools, New York, N. Y.

SECOND SESSION

ew Development in Kindergarten Practice—Alys

Bentley, Ethical Culture School, New York, N. Y.

he New Kindergarten— (Illustrated by stereopticon

views.

)

THIRD SESSION

Joint Session with the Department of Special Edu-
ition and the Department of Elementary Education.

For this program, see Department of Special Educa-
on.

)

PAPER TEARING AND CUTTING
Carrie L. Wagner

MT. PLEASANT, TENN.
Prof. S. E. Stephens, superintendent of the city

:hcols, has added a' kindergarten department to

he school, with Mrs. Percy D. Register in charge,

his department fills a long-felt want among the

itrons of the school, and Prof. Stephens is highly

ated over its successful operation.

Fair Haven, Conn.

The kindergarten of the Strong School, which has

een closed since the fire, was reopened recently

i the prayer-room of the Congregational church.

The paper tearing and cutting were done by children five
and six years old.

Free hand cutting. White, mounted on gray, was use for
this poster.

Torn from brown paper and mounted on w'.iite

Paper tearing—White mounted on black.

FREDERIC, MD.

Rev. Dr. Thomas Freeman Dixon, speaking in

behalf of the free kindergarten of this city, said

that it did not interfere in any way with the public

school work, but might be said to be a preliminary

to public school work. With a view to acquainting

the public A'ith the work of the free kindergarten,

he has asked permission to make an exhibit of

work by the kindergarten pupils at the public school

exhibition to be held in the near future.



NEW GAMES, PLAYS AND PIECES FOR LITTLE PEOPLE
By Laura Rountree Smith

Scale Song.

Glad vacation time is coming,

In the merry month of June,

We will say good-bye to lessons,

For vacation's coming soon.

"Pis June time on the river,

And June time on the hill,

"Tis June time in the garden,

And June time' by the mill,

'Tis June time in the orchard,

And all the world is fair,

'Tis June time in the meadow,
And June time everywhere.

SEE-SAW GAME.
(One child runs up and faces the children who are

in their seats. She sings.)

The two children standing in front now repeat
the song No. 1, and another child runs up and joins

them, and they all sing the chorus. This may con-
tinue until all the children are standing, they then
repeat chorus and run to their seats.

The game may be played outdoors, the children

standing in two lines. Those in the first line may
sing the verse, and a child may come over to their

line', and all wave arms up and down and sing the
chorus.

Those in the second line may next sing the verse
and a child from the first line come over, etc. This
may keep up until all the children in each line' have
changed places. The last time they repeat the

chorus, all the children in the first line change
places, with the children in the second line, and
they march right and left, waving arms as the
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No. 1.

On the see-saw who will go,
In merry, merry June?

Riding high and riding low,
In merry, merry June.

(Any child runs up and stands beside her. They
both sing now with arms raised and lowered, and
all the children in the seats join the singing, with
arms also extended, raised and lowered to imitate a

see-saw:
CHORUS.

See-saw, see-saw,
Happy as can be,

See-saw, see-saw,
By the cherry tree.

game ends.

This game is to develop strength in the arms anc

give a free imitation of a see-saw.

A RECITATION FOR FLAG DAY.
(The children peep over a large shoe constructe

of a frame-work draped with a flag. The childre

all carry flags. The Old Woman stands in front o

the shoe.)

Children—
Wave the red and white' and blue,

Side by side wave the white flag, too;

Peace for me and Peace for you,

And for the Old Woman who lives in the Shoe!
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Old Woman—
I had so many children

I didn't know what to do,

And we' were quite unhappy,

While living in a Shoe,

But on the eighteenth day of May
We helped to celebrate Peace Day!

Song—Tune: "Comin' Through the Rye."

(The children all sing, waving flags, and little

recitations from Mother Goose may be given in

connection with this little play.)

Oh, we all are very happy,

As the flags we bring.

Wave the bonnie flag of freedom,

Of sweet Peace we sing,

Wave the white flag o'er all nations,

Pray that war shall cease,

And now beside our bonnie banner,

Waves the flag of Peace.

A LITTLE JUNE PLAY.

Children in seats

—

June time, June time,

Hear the glad refrain,

June time, June time,

Vacation's come again.

Child with a book—

-

That is all very well for the girls and boys,

But what's to become of the school-books and toys?

Child with toy mouse

—

Then what's to become of the school-room mouse,

When all is still in the old school house?

Child with clock

—

And what will we do when the clock runs down?
It will be the quietest place in town.

Child with chalk

—

And what will become of the box of chalk?

We will miss the children with laughter and talk.

Child with eraser

—

The erasers will hang side by side, as before,

And wish it was time for school once more.

Child with bell—

I think I'll forget to sing my song,

I will practice a while, ding, dong, ding, dong,

Child with basket

—

My basket will be empty all summer long,

I will help you sing your song, ding, dong.

Child with pointer

—

I'm a pointer, I'll tell you what to do,

We will play we are having vacation, too.

All who have taken part

—

Good-bye, little children, good-bye to you,

We are glad of vacation, we like it, too,

And since it is not against the rule,

Some day we will play at keeping school.

Children in seats

—

Good-bye, good-bye, we hope you remember,

We will come back again in happy September.

THE SWEET PEA GIRLS.

(These little girls wear green tissue paper dresses

and caps of pink; they nod as they recite.)

The Sweet Pea girls are coming soon,

In the merry month of June,

Though the Sweet Pea girls are shy,

You will see them nod as you pass by. (Nod.)

The Sweet Pea girls wear caps, you know,

Of many colors they all grow,

To tell the news they often try—(face in),

'Tis a secret, too, from you and I!

The Sweet Pea girls all forma ring (circle round)

They dance about and softly sing,

'Tis fun to wear bonnet and light green gown,

We are very glad we have come to town.

BLACKSMITH PLAY.

Hear the' Blacksmith's anvil ring, (strike fists),

Cling, clang, cling,

See the fire burning bright,

Hear the anvil ring, (right hand to ear);

See the horses in a row, (raise hands),

To the Blacksmith they must go;

Cling, clang, cling, (strike fists)
;

See the' horse-shoe small, (thumb and fingers to-

gether),

Shoe the white horse, shoe the gray mare,

Shoe the small pony and all. (Count off three

fingers.)

GOOD CHILDREN.

(Three children stand in a row, the Owl wears a

paper mask. He stands in front of the three chil-

dren and whirls around.)

1st. In the morning as you see,

We wake up good as good can be.

Owl. Tu whit, tu whit, tu whoo,
Can that be really true?

2nd. At noon as often as we're able,

We sit politely at the table.

Owl. Tu whit, tu whit, tu whoo,
Can that be really true?

3rd. At night we go alone to bed,

For "Have no fear," dear mother said.

Owl. Tu whit, tu whit, tu whoo,
Can that be really true?

1st, 2nd, 3rd—
We are really quite grown up, you see,

That's why we are good as good can be.

Dr. Jenny B. Merrill has been invited to deliver the

graduating address to the graduates of Miss Mary C.

Mills' Kindergarten Training Class in Bridgeport, Conn.,

on the evening of June 5th.
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WASHINGTON, D. C.

The Bureau of Education recently issued a bulletin

on "Present Status of Kindergartens in the United

States." The material for the bulletin has been pre-

pared with the co-operation of the National Kin-

dergarten Association, and could not have been pre-

pared at this time without this co-operation. Com-
cissioner Claxton says he believes the bulletin will

be very helpful in bringing about a better under-

standing of the kindergarten and the extension of

it in the United States. Other bulletins on the

kindergartens, to be published by this bureau, will

show the importance of the kindergarten in the

education of young children and the beneficial ef-

fect of this work in the higher grades and through-

out life.

Dr. Claxton also says he wishes to take advan-

tage of this opportunity to express his appreciation

of the co-operation of the National Kindergarten

Association in this important work. A copy of the

bulletin will be sent upon request.

The Neighborhood House Kindergarten As-

sociation made a net profit of $750 on the first pre-

sentation of "Fannie's First Play," at the Belasco,

February 23, under the direction of Miss Agnes
Hart Wilson and Miss Genevieve Clark.

NEW KINDERGARTEN BUILDING.
The many friends of Miss Lucy Wheelock, of

Boston, will be pleased to learn that she has pur-

chased a lot on Brookline avenue, between Pilgrim

road and River-way, in that city, and is preparing

to erect a four-story building thereon, to be occu-

pied by her as a residence and kindergarten training

school, with class rooms and dormitories sufficient

to accommodate at least 60 pupils. The construc-

tion will be hollow terra cotta blocks with stucco

exterior trimmed with gray stone. The general

character will be restrained French gothic.

JACKSONVILLE, FLA.

The March meeting of the La Vailla Kindergarten

Mothers' Club was held in the kindergarten on
Tuesday afternoon, March 24th.

GALVESTON, TEXAS.
The Annual Tag Day campaign conducted by the

Lasker Home for Homeless Children and the Jo-

hanna Runge Free Kindergarten, took place April

4th. 30,000 tags were provided for the occasion.

BANGOR, ME.
The fifth meeting in the course of kindergarten

mothers and their friends was held March 25 at

Bangor High School. Mrs. Deborah Knox Liv-

ingston delivered an address on Parents' Problems,

dealing especially with three points: First, thrift,

how it may be taught without teaching love of

money; second, obedience, whether it shall be ob-

tained by tact, habit or by punishment; third,

self-control, when it shall take the place of par-

ental control.

LONGMEADOW, MASS.
At the meeting of the Women's Club, March 18th,

Miss Hattie Twitchell presided. A most interesting

program was given. Miss Twitchell presented the

subject of the International Kindergarten Union
convention in Springfield April 20, for the week,

and expressed the wish that the club might be one

of the clubs and associations to give formal wel-

come to the visitors. The club voted in favor of

this proposition. Miss Twitchell expressed a wish

that the club might entertain the hospitality com-
mittee and certain number of guests on Monday
of that week.

PITTSBURG, PA.
The Mothers' Club of the Lawrence School,

Thirty-seventh and Charlotte streets, composed of
|

mothers of the kindergarten children, entertained
the Mothers' Club of the Washington and the Mc-
Kee schools recently. About 80 were in attendance.
Miss Gertrude Magee sang and Miss Gertrude
Blanchard, of the Central Carnegie Library, gave a
talk on "Children's Books." Miss Sanderson, from
the Tuberculosis Hospital, talked on "Hygiene."
Miss Sarah Boyd, director of the kindergarten, was
in charge. Refreshments were served.
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A Few Suggestions fosr Paper Interlacing

A HELP FOR PRIMARY TEACHERS.
Alice Smith Anderson.

The following plan which was devised by a success-

ful primary teacher can not fail- to interest the chil-

dren : A box was fitted up with shelves and placed

against the wall in plain view of all the class. Toys of

various descriptions, such as dolls, tin horses, dogs,

cats, and other animals, spoons, dishes, doll furniture,

doll clothing, etc., were brought by the children and the

teacher; the shelves also contained apples and other

fruit, nuts, candy in bottles, spices, corn and other

grain, and many things mentioned in the readers. It

looked like a veritable store-house when finished.

The names of all the things were written on squares

of cardboard with a thread drawn through each, and

then placed in a small box. If the teacher wished

them to learn some new words, she would distribute

the desired words among the children and have them

place their squares on the right objects. If a review

was in progress, they played the game of "Labeling

Goods," as the children called it. Each child drew a

word from the box ; then he fastened the square to

the object whose name had been drawn. Strict account

was made of all words which were placed correctly,

and the winner was announced at the close of the

game. The labeling can be kept up as long as time will

permit, or until every word is learned.

In teaching numbers, it was also a great help. Num-
bers were written on paper and pinned to the articles,

the numbers representing the price. A figure 5 would

mean five cents, and so on. One child at a time serves

as clerk. A child asks to buy a doll. The clerk would

place it before the customer. Unlike the ordinary rule,

the buyer would have to name the price himself. If

the child could not do this, he had to go and sit down
without purchasing a thing; if, however, he was able

to name the figure, he could keep buying until he

missed. Each child tried to buy the most things. Of
course, everything was replaced when the lesson was
over.

The store furnished many lessons for the language

class. They often wrote descriptions of the things it

contained, and they proved to be accurate and inter-

esting because the objects were always before them.

Models for paper-cutting and drawing were also se-

cured from this convenient place.

Other uses might suggest themselves to the ingenious

teacher who decides to use this plan.

—

Primary Edu-
cation.

THE KINDERGARTEN PRIMARY MAGAZINE
IN CHINA.

Chinkiang Girls School, Chinkiang, China,

January 11, 1914.

"I want to assure you of the great benefit your
magazine is in our kindergarten work. China,

though fast growing in that line, has little yet of

real help for workers, but I fancy no nation has

had a more rapid growth in appreciating what the

kindergarten means to its children, and because

of this, such real value as your Kindergarten Pri-

mary Magazine is doubly appreciated.

"Forunately our teachers understand English

well enough not only to use the helps, but often

to translate and adapt the work to China's needs."

MISS FLORA M. CARNCROSS,
Prin. Chinkiang Cirls School.

STRATFORD, CONN.
Miss Elizabeth Rogers has opened a kindergar-

ten at her home on Sutton avenue.
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TOY MAKING IN THE KINDERGARTEN
(Continued)

Fig-. 5 shows a thimble case made out of a walnut
shell.

fjGS

The shell is cleaned and then lined with a piece of

velvet; a piece of ribbon to match is glued on the back
of the two shells to form a hinge, the ribbon being left

long enough to tie in a neat little bow in the front.

FIGG

Fig. 7 shows a pin-cushion made from a piece of

triangular cardboard.

Fold each corner over to the opposite side, and the

three creases shown by the dotted lines will be ob-

tained. (Fig. 6)

Odd pieces of silk or velvet should now be got out

for the covering-.

Cut the material the same shape but a little larger
for the sewing.

Fold the corners of the cardboard together and tie

them. Paste the velvet on the cardboard and when
quite dry, sew the edges together.

A loop of ribbon should be sewn on the one corner
so that the pin-cushion can be hung up.

Fig 8 shows a model broom.

The handle is made out of an ordinary wooden
skewer. A large cork cut down the middle will make

j

the head and the hair is made of stiff black and white

thread set in canvas, being fastened in the same way
as the strands of wool are done in rugmaking.

The Department of Classroom Teachers, will hold its

first meeting at N. E. A., St. Paul, and will provide an
opportunity for such teachers to have a place within

the Association for the discussion of educational and
professional problems pertaining to them. The term

Classroom Teachers includes the teachers of the entire

twelve grades. The subject of the first session will be

the Report of the Committee on Teachers' Salaries and
Cost of Living, and the second session will be given up
to the question of industrial training. These discus-

sions will be from the classroom standpoint.

The fourth International Congress on home educa-

tion will convene in Philadelphia September 22-29.

The first Congress was held in Liege in 1905; the se-

cond at Milan in 1906; the third in Brussels in 1910; and

the fourth will be in Philadelphia, 1914, under the pat-

ronage of Mr. Woodrow Wilson, President of the

United States,



THE COMMITTEEofTHE WHOLE
CONDUCTED BY BERTHA JOHNSTON

THIS COMMITTEE OF THE WHOLE, of which all Subscribers to the Kin-
dergarten-Primary Magazine are members, will consider those various prob-
lems 'which meet the practicing Kindergartner—problems relating to the
School-room proper. Ventilation, Heating, and the like; the Aesthetics of
School-room Decoration; Problems of the Physical Welfare of the Child, in-
cluding the Normal, the Defective, and the Precocious; questions suggest-
ed by the use of Kindergarten Material, the Gifts, Occupations, Games. Toys,
Pets; Mothers-meetings; School Government; Child Psychology; the relation
of Home to School and the Kindergarten to the Grades; and problems re-
garding the Moral Development of the Child and their relation to Froebel's
Philosophy and Methods All questions -will be welcomed and also any
suggestions of 'ways in which Kindergartners have successfully met the
problems incidental to kindergarten and primary practice. All replies to
queries -will be made through this department, and not by correspondence.

Address all inquiries to

MISS BERTHA JOHNSTON, EDITOR,
389 Clinton St., Brooklyn, N. Y-

Committee of the Whole
Do the Chairman of the Committee of the Whole:

I saw the accompanying verses in a school journal and

t occurred to me that they contained a thought for

liscussion at a Mothers' Meeting. What do you think?

A New Hoop
Roll a hoop, bowl a hoop,

On a windy day,

Up the road and'back again,

That's the way to play.

If a hoop you haven't got, >

Never cry at that;

Do as Jack and Sissie did—
Try your sailor hat!

Bowl it up and bowl it down
With a stick of wood,

Hoops are good, but, if it's dry,

Hats are just as good. (Adapted)

C. E. G.

I wouldn't want my child to receive such a sugges-

oa. He is already sufficiently destructive.

Member Consumers' League.

Certainly it is the aim of all thoughtful kindergart-

ers to awaken in the children initiative, inventiveness,

ud the power to perceive and develop everything that

leir environment affords for either use, beauty or in-

ocent joy. But another aim of the teacher is to train

le child to respect labor and the products of labor; to

ppreciate all the efforts made by its parents to give it

>od, clothing, shelter and pleasure, and for the teacher

) suggest the use of a hat as a hoop is to run directly

junter to the inculcation of right ideas upon this sub-

let. The average child is likely, as hinted at by the

riter above, to be sufficiently destructive or heedless

aout the proper care of its belongings, without a
:acher deliberately putting such notions into its head,

iscrimination is one of the important faculties to be
sveloped and trained and the distinction between use
id misuse cannot be too early taught.

teachers, especially to those who cannot draw very

well, free-hand. The title, altho in German, need not

discourage, for the drawings, are understandable by

dwellers in all countries, no matter what tongue they

speak. The volume, called "Formenschatz fur Mutter

und King" is compiled by Elisabeth von Busse, direc-

tor in the Pestalozzi-Froebel Haus in Berlin, and is de-

dicated to Frau Schrader. It offers 269 outline draw-

ings in ink, including leaves, blossoms, roots, fruits,

berries, nuts, vegetables, cereals, branches, foilage,

furniture, vehicles, boats, dishes, cooking utensils,

farm and dairy tools, heads, claws, legs and limbs

of animals, birds of various kinds, fish, insects,

reptiles, quadrupeds. These drawings, as said above,

can be understood without text. The latter is in

German, and gives suggestions for self-instruction

in drawing, and for drawing from Nature, from plant

life, animal life, and the like during the four seasons.

One chapter gives points for the art education of the

child, and another one is devoted to drawing instruc-

tions in kindergarten training schools. A new and ful-

ler edition has recently been published. The first one

appeared in 1901. Published by R. Voigtlander, in

Leipzig.

For those who do not read German we would call at-

tention to the desirability, in accordance with the in-

structions contained in the book, of practice in drawing

from the real object before using the pictures in the

book. A few of its drawings in perspective will assist

the novice in such work.

The Jenny Hunter Kindergarten Alunmae Associ-

ation closed the year with a social meeting and luncheon

at Rose Garden Tea Room on May 23. This event is

always one of the most pleasant of the year.

After dinner speeches, review of the year's work and
forecast of the work of the coming year.

This is the largest and one of the most popular of

our Kindergarten Alumnae Associations.

Miss Hunter's address is always one of good cheer.

She deems it the Kindergartner's duty and privilege to

shed sunshine upon all.

the Chairman of the Committee of the Whole:

1 would like to call attention through your columns,
» a book that will be very valuable to mothers and

The Altoona, Pa., high school serves lunches to

1,500 students at a cost of seven and one-half to ten

cents. There is a net profit each year of about $400.
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MOTHER PLAY—THE NEST
(From the German of Friedrich Froebel.)

Bertha Johnston

Motto for the Mother:

"It delights the child to see the love of children

for their parents shown in pictures.

If you would thus bless your child

Let this picture oft renew his pleasure,

In order that what is true in life

May become clear to his heart."

The position of the hands in playing this little

game, is plainly indicated in the picture. The
mother or nurse will at first play it alone; later,

urged by the imitative instinct, the baby will want

to do it himself. It needs but to add, that, in the

beginning of the little play, both thumbs are so

turned down and in, that only the last joints are left

visible, to represent two eggs, in the nest. When
the words of the song suggesting the' appropriate

action are reached, the thumb-tips are raised in imi-

tation of the necks and heads of the two birdlings

—

and again, the thumbs move as if the birds were

seeking the mother.

As, with thoughtful observation, you slowly fol-

low, step by step, the unfolding of your child's life,

you know, that, not directly, nor at one stroke, is

awakened in him a sense of the inner connectedness,

the unity of all life; still less a presentiment of the

one eternal source of all life—God—that in and of

itself, only good. Although deep and secure in his

inmost soul, lie the conditions of such a conscious-

ness, the child grows to it by small and feeble steps,

and a gentle hand must lead him. The way lies

through a thoughtful, sympathetic observation of

Nature and of human life and of the fostering spirit

throughout the child's peculiar affectional life, his

imitative period.

In this little play, and by means thereof, you en-

ter, with true maternal feeling, upon the first of

these paths. You are led to this by the presenti-

ment, the feeling, that your child has a prophetic

sense of the oneness, the inner connectedness of

Nature. In what more vital way, in what more

beautiful shape, can we appeal to this intuition of

the unity of life than by means of a bird's nest, with

the wee nestlings?

Think of the nesting-time—the springtime—when

Nature first begins to unfold. In this beautiful sea-

son, springtime and summer offer everything for the

development and the strengthening of the young

birds, and the necessary nourishment increases with

their increasing needs. And when raw autumn and

frosty winter have come, the nestlings are strong

enough to seek their own food and either to endure

or to escape from them.

Think too, of the places where the birds nest.

Just where the old ones find the most food to sat-

isfy their own parental instincts and the hunger of

their young. In the neighborhood of human dwell-

ings are innumerable insects, flies, gnats, spiders;

there, on one of the houses, between the rafters, is

the little nest of a sparrow; and on the' other house

a swallow's nest. In the hedge, so rich in insects;

is the nest of a robin, and of a hedge-sparrow. While!

in the wormy, hollow tree is that of titmouse, and
the stork's nest is found in a locality where frogs

are numerous.

As important as time and place, is the peculiar

style of nest-building. The finch's nest, between the

branches of the apple-tree, is scarcely to be dis-

tinguished from the bark. And the nest of the long-

tailed titmouse resembles a bundle of moss, that this

mimicry may ward off danger as much as possible.

Above all, however, the helplessness, the naked-

ness and softness of the young creatures, awakens
the sympathy of the child. Does not all Nature

seem to lovingly conspire, to foster and protect:

them?
"Mother, Mother! just see the nest full of young

birds, which these children have found here! It is

fortunate, too, that they have come, for the little

birds were quite alone—the parents had left them.;

How I pity the poor little things."

"You are mistaken, my child. The mother is away
|

seeking little seeds and gnats to feed her little ones.

She will soon return. And just see the father-bird,

how quietly he seems to sit on the bough of the tree;

and how steadfastly he looks down to see that the'

strange little guests do not harm his children. AndJ

notice, too, the other father-bird up here; he sitss

close to his nest like a careful soldier on guard, and!

here the happy little mother comes, bringing food

While the mother flew after food, and the father^

kept guard the friendly sun shone warmly into thee

nest, and cared for the little ones, like the mothers

herself. Just see how comfortable and happy are

the little ones. And the other mother-bird, that

you cannot see by the other nest, and which the

birdlings, too, cannot see, she is thinking all the time

of her children, and wherever she flies she says to

herself:

"Could I find a berry small, twit, twit, twee,

For my nestlings in the tree,

How very happy I would be.

Twit, twit, twee."

My dear child

I cannot always be with you,

But then you must not cry,

For you remain my darling still

E'en tho' away I fly.

Where'er I be, whate'er I do,

I always, always, think of you.

But even when I go away,

You're not alone, my dear,

As long as round you shines God's sun,

So warm, and bright, and clear.

But remember, cry not my little one,

Such crying loves not the cheerful sun"

"O Mother, mother, how dear you arel

Nothing than mother-love is more dear."
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Addition to Mother Play for Grade Teachers

Some hypercritical acientists might object that we
are giving the children false notions in suggesting that

the sun cares at all whether children are good or bad

—

and that the fact that insects are most plentiful when
the birds most need them is rather hard on the insects.

But the crying child is akin to weeping Nature, and

the cheerful sun and the tearful clouds are certainly not

often seen together, so that the little one can be helped

to feel that there is at least a poetical metaphor in the

statement that sunshine likes not tears.

We can ourselves look upon Nature either as friend

or foe and we can help the child to one or the other

point of view. As fast as we learn to understand the

powsrs and the laws of nature, to control them, and

obey them, we find that they are of service to us. We
can illustrate life either by pointing out that the big

fish live by feeding upon the little ones, or, we can

show that co-operation is also a living principal through-

out nature and that by combining, the tiny blossoms

that form the head of a composite flower succeed bet-

ter than they could singly, and that because the clover

offers its pollen to the bee, and the bee transfers the

clover's honey to the next flower, both bee and blossom

are profited.

The essential unity of all life is illustrated for the

adult by the laws of evolution, and of interaction of en-

vironment upon the subject and the subject upon his

environment. Changes in climate modify the external

characteristics of man, and he, by planting, by tunnel-

ng, by hewing of the forests, modifies his surroundings

even to the extent of making the desert blossom as the

rose. A reading of Drummond's "The Greatest Thing
in the World," will help the teacher to realize that of

all the forces in the world, that of love, of nurture, of

the brooding, fostering instinct is the greatest, and
works the greatest miracles. Death and decay and
struggle are all a part of Nature, but stronger than

these, triumphant at the last, are the forces that make
for life, and growth and co-operation.

After studying the picture the grade teacher can sug-

gest that the children make bird houses of blocks, and
nests of clay. She may let the children select grasses

of different kinds, and try to weave them and so better

appreciate the wonderful skill of bird. Talk to them
of the various ways in which animals show their love

for the young. In case of danger among wild horses

or cattle, all the young and the mothers are placed in

the center of a ring, while the fathers form in circle on
the outside toward off the enemy. Among some birds

fathers and mothers take turns in sitting on nest.

Among the bees and ants are those that care for the eggs

and the young. And now, we ourselves in war, send
nurses to tend wounded of both sides.
Let the children tell of the different ways in which

their own parents show love for children. Providing
clothing, food, shelter, sending them to school.
The special point made by Froebel is the nurturing

spirit that animates all Nature. Help the children to
feel that life is found in all enviroments; sun, rain,
heat, cold, under all conditions some life is found.
Altho the parent birds are at a distance from the

home the child is helped to realize that seperation does
not necessarily mean lack of sympathy or love but
sometimes just the opposite.

MISS WHEELOCK'S ANNIVERSARY AT
HOTEL SOMERSET

SUMMARY OF ADDRESS BY MISS VVHEELOCK

An anniversary is a turning point in the progress of

the years. It is a time for looking backwards and for

looking forwards. Out of the past we wrest our faith.

Old times will always be good old times, as we recall the

way our feet have trod, and the loyal and loving friends

who have accompanied us. We know the hand which

hath led us, will lead us on. We can trace the path-

way of many years, winding sometimes into devious

ways, sometimes into the valley of shadow, sometimes
into a troubled land, but alwrays on and on towards

some height of achievement.

To-night as an Alumnae Association we stand upon
a Mount Pisgah and look backward over a quarter or a

century of educational progress, glad for all the land-

marks by the way.

But we also look forward into the Promised Land.
"The best is yet to be" says the poet Browning. The
vision of the promised land is always ours to lure us on.

Without a vision a nation must perish. "Without a

vision our hearts would fail.

In spite of apparent failures of cherished ideals, in

spite of wars and rumors of wars, we know that a noble

army of men and boys, the matron and the maid, are

forever and every where climbing the steep ascent of

heaven, even through peril, toil and pain, and so our
vision is unclouded and our faith serene.

For all the companions and friends who have jour-

neyed with me these twenty-five years I am grateful, for

all the tributes of love and affection my heart is filled

with thoughts which lie too deep for tears.

With you I look backward and with you I look for-

ward .

As my contribution to the cause of education, as a

pledge of my hope for the future, I announce to-night

the erection of a new school building in the Fenway to

be devoted to the service of childhood and to the ad-

vancement of the Kindergarten.

This building has been made possible by the interest

and co-operation of many members of the Alumnae.
I hope that thro' the same spirit of sympathetic co-

operation it may be a permanent monument to our be-

lief in the educational message of Froebel.

The building is to stand on a corner where many
people will pass, a constant reminder, I may hope of
the ideals for which it is erected.

Over the doorway moulded in imperishable stone
will be the figure of Froebel with three little children.

May this figure speak eloquently for many genera-
tions of the value of a life devoted to the regeneration
of humunity thro' a right education of little children.

May it proclaim our faith that in the onward march
of the world the banner of the Prince of Peace must
lead. On this banner is inscribed. "A little child
shall lead them."
In connection with the school a Child Welfare Course

is to be established which will extend the scope of train-
ing, and offer an opportunity to prepare for larger ser-
vice.

The welfare of all children every where is our concern,
for it iuvolves the welfare of humanity.
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INTERNATIONAL KINDERGARTEN UNION.

Its 21st Annual Convention at Springfield, Mass.,

a Decided Success.

The 21st annual meeting of the International
Kindergarten Union was held at Springfield, Mass.,
April 2U-25.

Board meetings were held at 10 in the morning
and at 2 in the afternoon, of the first day. The
Committee of Nineteen met at 8 in the evening.
A large number of the delegates were entertained

in the afternoon at the homes of live members of the
Longmeadow Women's club. The receptions were
greatly enjoyed by all.

Tuesday morning was devoted chiefly to visiting
the public kindergartens of Springfield. The Junior
Class of the Springfield Training School acted as
guides.
At 2:30 a conference of Training Teachers and

Supervisors was held in the Mahogany Room of the
Auditorium.
A conference for Directors and Assistants was

held in the Central High School at the same hour.
Miss Stella Louise Wood, of Minneapolis, presided.
The meeting was carried on informally, the subject
being "Development of Initiative With the Child,"
and with the exception of one or two lengthy dis-
cussions consisted chiefly of questions and answers.
The features included the discussion of the neces-
sity for initiative and the development of it through
the flexibility of organization; the teacher's atti-

tude toward the children, the teacher's ability to use
the power thus called forth, the development of
initiative in the use of material, and in games. The
suggestion that exhibits of kindergarten work should
show the results of the children's efforts apart from
any help or suggestions from the teacher in charge
seemed to meet with much favor. It was also stated
that initiative could best be secured by letting the
children play as they pleased with the materials
which lend themselves to their creative ability.

Miss Hortense M. Orcutt presided at the confer-
ence for Training Teachers and Supervisors at the
Auditorium, the subject being "Standards for Kin-
dergarten Training, Problems of the Present, and
Hopes and Ideals for the Future."
Miss Luella A. Palmer, of New York, was the

principal speaker. Mrs. Mary Boomer Page, of
Chicago, Miss Patty S. Hill of New York, Miss Lucy
Wheelock of Boston, Miss Ella C. Elder of Buffalo,
and Miss Hattie Twichell of Springfield, were
among those taking part in the discussion.
Miss Palmer discussed the proper requirements

for admission to kindergarten training schools, and
outlined a proposed three-year course for kindergar-
ten training schools, which would require candidates
for admission to be at least 18 years of age, to have
completed the equivalent of a High School course,
and possess an elementary knowledge of music.
Candidates should be admitted on a year's probation,
to determine their cultural and intellectual ability.

Charts illustrating the distribution of the work were
shown by Miss Palmer, who pleaded for a practical

idealism that would make the teacher see the prob-
lem of the kindergarten child from the point of view
of the child, rather than through the eyes of the

adult.

The ideal kindergarten room, kindergarten class,

and kindergartner were described by Miss Palmer,
and while admitting that in practice a perpetual
compromise between the ideal and the limitations

of the community in which the kindergartner is

working seems necessary, yet this should not pre-

vent teachers from constantly trying to raise the

standard of the community. The ideal kindergart-

ner should be healthy, cultural, musical, imbued
with the spirit of play. She should be able to run,
throw a ball, and make a whistle, and possess the
other practical accomplishments that children de-
mand of the adult who is really their friend and
playfellow.

At the suggestion of Miss Palmer, Miss Myra
M. Winchester, of the United States Bureau of
Education, gave figures showing the results of an
investigation of kindergarten training schools made
by the bureau, most of them having a two-year
course, but the curriculum is steadily broadening,
and the present tendency is to place more em-
phasis on cultural and general subjects.

In the .discussion Miss Lucy Wheelock referred
to the change of methods that have been made
during the past 25 years, and brought out the im-
portance of training the child as an individual rather
than as one of a class.

Miss Hattie Twichell suggested that for a three-
year course a large proportion of the time of the
first year should be given to practice and observa-
tion work, and those who did not show special
aptitude for the work should be eliminated.

Mrs. Mary Boomer Page urged among other
things that kindergartners should endeavor to learn
as much as possible of the education of the very
young child, less than the really accepted kinder-
garten age.

Miss Ella C. Elder of Buffalo spoke approvingly
of the way in which kindergartners are becoming
interested in allied activities, such as Social Welfare
Work, Playground Work, and other Child Welfare
efforts.

At the general meeting Tuesday evening in the
Auditorium, Miss Nellie Perry, president of the
Connecticut Valley Kindergarten Association pre-
sided. Dr. L. L. Daggett, president of the Y. M.
C. A., offered the invocation. The addresses of wel-
come were given by Dr. Richard C. Verner of the
School Board, and by Superintendent of Schools,
James H. Van Sickle.

Dr. Van Sickle said that the spirit of the kinder-
garten is permeating the upper schools, and improv-
ing their methods.
The teaching is more and more based on the

psychological principles laid down by Froebel.
Mrs. Mary Boomer Page responded happily to

the address of welcome, and expressed the gratitude
of the Union for the welcome and inspiration which
they found in Springfield. A general reception fol-

lowed.
The Wednesday morning meeting was devoted

chiefly to the roll call of branch societies, by states
or correlated groups. Mrs. Mary Boomer Page
presided. The meetings were held in Trinity church,
and a feature of the morning session was a pro-
cession of the delegates from the church vestry to

the main auditorium, each delegation being desig-
nated by a banner.
The reports showed steady progress in kinder-

garten work, and a growing appreciation of the
value of the kindergarten in child-training. Ten
new branches joined the Union during the past
year, and eighty-eight new members were received !

at Springfield up to the time of making the report.

The total receipts for the year were $2,494.94, and
the disbursements $1,093.33. Balance on hand
$1,691.33, a part of which will be appropriated for

the endowment fund.

The afternoon session was devoted chiefly to re-

ports of officers and chairmen of standing commit-
tees.

Miss Annie Laws of the Committee of Nineteen,

briefly outlined the work of the Committee in
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Washington a year ago, and at the two sessions
just held in Springfield.

The report of the Committee on Investigation
dealt largely with the present kindergarten train-

ing school situation in America. There are now
148 such training schools in thirty-eight states, and
2,000 students are graduated each year, about 1,100

coming from private training schools, the remainder
from public school kindergarten training schools.

Twelve states have no training schools for kinder-
garten teaching. Of seventy-eight public training
schools, fifty-three are departments of State Normal
schools.

The number of children in kindergartens in Amer-
ica is about 355,000.

Miss Grace Mix, chairman of the Committee of
Propagation, gave an encouraging report as to kin-
dergarten legislation in different states, and pro-
gress of the work of extending the kindergarten
idea.

Miss Ella Lombard, chairman of the Committee
on Foreign Relations, gave a written report rela-

tive to methods of kindergarten teaching and or-

ganization in Belgium, Australia, France, Turkey,
Miss Annie Laws spoke briefly on foreign affairs.

Miss Alice Temple, chairman of the Committee
on Child Study, gave quotations from reports given
by various kindergarten leaders upon the psycho-
logical study of the child.

Miss Catherine Tracy, chairman of the Commit-
tee on Sanitation and Hygiene, discussed open air

kindergartens, hygiene of indoor kindergartens, con-
trol of contageous diseases, hygiene of the healthy,
normal kindergarten child, and forms of nervous
strains in the kindergarten child.

Miss Alice O'Grady, of the Committee' on Litera-
ture, gave a brief but interesting report.

Several messages of regret were read, and it was
voted to send greetings of the convention to Mrs.
Marie Kraus-Boelte of New York, the Golden Gate
Kindergarten club, Miss Susan Blow, Miss Eliza-
beth Harrison, Miss Patty S. Hill, Mrs. Ada M.
Hughes of Toronto, Miss Nina C. Vandewalker of
Milwaukee and others closely identified with the
union, who are unable to attend this year.

Miss Bessie Locke also gave a report.

Mr. Ralph Towle, of the Bureau of University
Travel, presented a project for taking a delegation
of educators, including members of the I. K. U. to

Japan, Korea, Manchuria, and North China, next
year, starting from San Francisco, at an estimated
cost of from $600 to $1,400. The matter was re-

ferred to the executive committee for consideration.
Miss May Murray, of the Committee on Necrology,

reported the following names placed on the ne-
crology record during the past year: Miss Anne
L. Page of Danvers, Miss Mary L. Van Wagnen
of New York city, Miss Marv L. Buck of Fall

River, Miss Maud Bissell of Geneseo, N. Y., and
Miss Laura Boulson, an associate editor of the

Kindergarten Review. Miss Murray paid a brief

tribute to each.
Reports of the work of the National Congress

of Mothers, and of the Kindergarten Department
of the U. S. Burueau of Education, were presented.

Miss Mary McCulloch of St. Louis, in charge of

the Froebel monument fund, reported $1,000 paid,

and a large amount pledged. She stated that a

contribution of $1.00 from each kindergarten in the

country would be sufficient to complete the memorial
if as the same time each kindergartner would per-

suade a friend to contribute another dollar.

San Francisco was chosen as the place of the

next meeting of the I. K. U.
Illinois won the I. K. U. banner for the best

representation at the convention. The banner bore

this inscription: "I. K. U. Delegates' Day Attend-
ance Prize."

At the close of the business session a charming
tea was given in the Sunday school room of the
church by the members of the Twichell Alumnae
association, numbering some 150 graduates of the
kindergarten training school. There were nearly
500 guests present. A little yellow crepe paper
basket was presented to each guest as a favor.
At the Thursday morning meeting Miss Har-

riette Melissa Mills presided at the Round Table,
which opened at Trinity church at 9 o'clock. After
a violin solo by Miss Marion Smith, Calvin D. Cady,
of Teachers' College, Columbia University, New
York, spoke on Music in the Kindergarten.
"What has the kindergarten to do with the musical

education of the child?" asked Mr. Cady.
"Has it anything to do with the cultural develop-

ment of the child?" Confining himself to the latter
topic, he showed conclusively that the kindergarten
teaching, when rightly applied, does tend to de-
velop culture. He asserted that the primary object
of the Froebel system of teaching is to awaken in
the child the capacity to think music and to express
music. He said that he would have to acknowledge
that kindergarten pupils with whom he had dealt
were anything but adept in this direction. They
were indistinct in their conception of melody and
as he expressed it wanted to spread their voices all

over. Also they evinced no real sense of melody.
The reasons for their evident failures are to be
found in the tendency of too many kindergartners
to give too many songs; too long songs; too com-
plicated melodies; and those too extended in their
compass. Without egotism Mr. Cady said that
he had never missed a case in dealing with children
who came to him with apparently no sense of music
whatever, under systematic training and within a
wonderfully short time the most backward have had
their musical tastes awakened and have developed
beautiful cases to use the doctor's phrase. The first

step is the use of original methods. Children sing
when full of some thought or in the midst of work
that interests them. Poetry helps music and out of
the poetic consciousness comes song. Song is the
musical interpretation of a poem. Here the in-
flectional element enters in as an incentive. Original
work assists, furthermore, in that it enables the
child to cultivate a singing voice of the right
stratum; the stratum of the speaking voice is too
low.
Another method of cultivating correct apprecia-

tion of music in the young child is by song singing
and giving to the child songs which he can catch
at the first effort. To illustrate this point Mr. Cady
called upon Miss Thayer of Cleveland to describe
her use of short songs. A brief paper told of sev-
eral instances where children with really harsh
voices had become musical and on the way to be-
coming true musicians. Continuing his address Mr.
Cady discussed the possibility of musical apprecia-
tion by a new way of approach by getting first

at the heart of the music and then seeing why the
growth had taken place. He believed in the inte-
gration of music with art, he said, and referred to
his experiments with his classes of teachers. Fol-
lowing out some experiments of his own, he showed
how by means of pictures, appreciation of music
might be developed in the young. To illustrate

this method, little children from the Springfield
schools were brought in and through their interest
in the pictures shown them by Mr. Cady. were able,

having first inspected the pictures, to pick out the
picture that illustrated the song that followed. For
example, martial music reminded them of a picture
in which soldiers were depicted.
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Following Mr. Cady's address the teachers re-
paired to the vestry where fifteen pupils from the
public schools under the direction of Miss Alys
Bentley of New York demonstrated the facility

with which children, when properly directed, show
appreciation of rhythm. Miss Bentley with rare skill

traced the development of rhythm from the child
to the adult.

Because of lack of time the other speakers sched-
uled to speak, the Misses O'Grady, Merriam and
Mrs. Seymour, did not participate in the discussion.
Repairing again to the main auditorium, a church

full of teachers listened to two inspiring expositions
on the teaching of graphic arts. Mrs. M. B. B.
Langzettel of New York presided.
Arthur Wesley Dow, professor of fine arts, Co-

lumbia University, talked on "How to Cultivate Art
Appreciation," and to make clear his points he used
a series of paper illustrations which were hung up
behind the platform. These were divided into
groups illustrating hues, dark and light, and intens-
ity. This outline for the presentation of color les-

sons was prepared by Miss Kate Frankl, following
out one made by Mr. Dow at the suggestion of
Miss Susan E. Blow. Starting with the fundamental
colors of red, green and purple, Mr. Dow showed
what fine combinations might be made with these.

The mixed hues, wonderfully beautiful, were dis-

played and harmonious iridescent effects possible.

In the dark and light group the difference in de-
grees of red, yellow, blue and purple were demon-
strated. Intensity was also taken up and the strange
difference between bright and dull colors. Bright
poppies growing in wheat were shown; a railroad
track, garden scene and birds. Tempered colored
effects were illustrated and the combinations in

Coptic embroidery. The address with its novel il-

lustrations was most inspiring for the teachers.

The other speaker of the morning was Miss Alice
E. Fitts, director of the Pratt Institute School of

Kindergarten Training, Brooklyn, "How to De-
velop the Creative Impulse of the Little Child,"

was her theme.
Excerpts from her address are given elsewhere

in this issue.

Following the morning session the Kindergarten
Review entertained officers, committees and dele-

gates at the Hotel Kimball. The entire ball room
was crowded with tables which were handsomely
decorated with ferns and daffodils. The officers and
committee of nineteen were seated at the head
table with some of the local entertainers.

The afternoon meeting was an unusually inter-

esting one, the speakers being Miss Laura Fisher,

Professor M. B. Hillegas and Professor Arthur O.
Norton, of Wellesley College.
As a fitting opening to the afternoon session in

the church at 2 o'clock a company of 100 boys and
girls, gathered from the city kindergartens, gave a

number of songs which greatly pleased the teachers.

The first paper of the afternoon, on "The Kinder-
garten," was read by Miss Laura Fisher, whom
President Page introduced as now of New York,
but formerly of Boston.

Miss Fisher, who is one of the best known kin-

dergartners, said that it was time to take account of

just what the kindergarten stands for and to again

set clearly before the mind its principles which
should be valiently championed by all kindergarten

teachers and educators of the young. She spoke of

the various influences which are threatening the kin-

dergarten and said that it was true that its wounds
were at the hands of its friends.

She called upon the friends of the Froebel system
to uphold its standards and not to seek to curry

favor by renouncing the things that are of vital mo-

ment to its stability. Upholding the principles
enunciated by Froebel, Miss Fisher showed how
wise was the German educator in teaching self-rev-
elation for the child; self-knowledge, self-revelation
and self-control. The child is to have the revela-
tion of the ideal self and of the world of humanity
of which he is a member.

Continuing, Miss Fisher showed some of the ways
in which kindergarten teachers fail in not under-
standing Froebel or in not following out his ideals,

For example the games and the songs are often
chosen without due regard to their bearing on the
child. The mother play was discussed, the matter
of vanishing things and the question of contrasts.

Threatened Invasion.

The speaker then referred to the threatened in-

vasion of the kindergarten coming from the primary
school which makes demands which are not legiti-

mate. She said that the kindergarten was not for
the enlargement of the primary roll. The school
ought not to exact of the kindergarten that it shall
learn certain things in a certain way. Each institu-

tion is to recognize the proper province of the kin-
dergarten; this done and there will be harmony and
a transition all to be desired.
The Sunday school kindergartens were referred

to as sometimes rather transgressing their proper
limits. In closing Miss Fisher counseled the kin-
dergartners not to yield to the desire for success
and prophesied that success would come to the one
who was ready to yield to the power of spirit over
ignorance.
At the evening session Mrs. Grabau, the talented

author of "The Promised Land," delivered a most
interesting address on the subject, "The Whole
Gospel of Immigration." Mrs. Eva Whiting White,
head resident of Peabody House, Boston, spoke
most interestingly on the subject, "The Kindergart-
ner's Responsibility Toward Social Problems."
The election of officers occurred at the Friday

morning session, the polls being kept open from 8

to 10:30 a. m., and resulted as follows:
President, Mrs. Mary Boomer Page of Chicago;

first vice president, Miss Stella L. Wood of Minne-
apolis; second vice president, Miss Marion Hanckel
of Charleston, S. C; recording secretary, Miss Myra
Winchester of Washington, D. C. ; corresponding
secretary, Miss May Murray of Springfield; auditor,

Miss Lillian Stone of Cincinnati, O.
Upon the recommendation of the credential com-

mittee it was voted to appoint corresponding secre-

taries of the Union in foreign countries, and to ap-
point a committee to co-operate with the Board of

Education Committee in arranging for an exhibi-

tion at the Panama Pacific Exposition.
A telegram of greeting was sent to the National

Congress of Mothers then in session at Washing-
ton.

The proposition of affiliation with the Federation
of Women's Clubs was referred to the executive
committee.
Miss Stella L. Wood of Minneapolis, was elected

a delegate to the St. Paul meeting of the N. E. A.
The general subject of the training of the kinder-

gartner for social co-operation was discussed by sev-

eral speakers. Mrs. Mary V. Grice of Philadelphia,

the first speaker, said that the kindergartner often

fails in her work through the faulty home training

of the pupils in her charge. The weakest point in

our social structure today, Mrs. Grice declared, is

the home, and in order better to influence the home
the kindergartner should receive training in home-
making. A six months' course of practice as a

mother's helper should be part of the professional

equipment of. the ideal kindergartner. Furthermore
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the kindergarten should be in active co-operation
with the homes of the pupils. It should circulate

kindergarten literature and strive to be of assistance
to mothers in the problems of child training that
confront them.
Miss Margaret Stannard of Boston, referring to

methods of training kindergarten teachers for home-
making, declared that too much emphasis has been
placed upon the industries of the home, and not
enough upon the metal and spiritual side of the
problem.
Miss Catherine J. Tracy of New York, outlined the

plans for the kindergarten section of the St. Paul
meeting of the N. E. A.
The subject, "Parent-Teacher Associations," was

ble discussed by Mrs. Park of Boston.
Miss Lucy Wheelock of Boston, speaking on the

ubject of "Professional Life, Its Opportunities,
Privileges and Obligations," said in fact that the
•cindergarten profession is one sacred to childhood,
:o social service, and to the community. Every
cindergartner should feel her responsibility in main-
aining and raising the standard of her profession.
The kindergartner should impress upon her com-
nunity the importance of her work and to this end
hould welcome the co-operation of other organiza-
ins that have the welfare of the child at heart. The
>rofessional organization of kindergartners are also
)f immense value to the individual worker and she
hould avail herself of their advantages.
Friday afternoon was devoted to sight seeing,

ocial reunions and entertainments.
The Connecticut Valley Kindergarten Associa-

ion gave a luncheon for all its members at the
rlotel Kimball. Among the invited guests were
diss Angeline Brooks, founder of the association,
diss Ella C. Elder of Buffalo, the first secretary,

diss Fanniebelle E. Curtis, supervisor of New York
'ublic Kindergartens, and Miss Francis, a former
ecretary. Each of the guests gave a short ad-
Iress, as did also Miss May Murray, and Miss
Nellie Perry, president of the Association.
About forty automobiles were furnished by gen-
rous friends for a ride about the city, which began
t 2 o'clock.

On returning, the party divided, some going to

he city library, and others to the plant of the Milton
Jradley Co. Those visiting the library were con-
lucted through the main and lower floors of the
iiiilding by members of the staff. From the library

he members went to the Art Museum, and later

o the Science Building, and afterwards to the
Church of the Unity, where tea was served by mem-
ers of the Woman's Alliance.

Those who inspected the plant of the Milton Brad-
ey Co. were conducted through the building in

groups of four or five, and were greatly interested

n seeing the manufacture of kindergarten material.

The addresses by Dr. John Greer Hibben, presi-

!ent of Princeton University, and Dr. Alexander
leiklejohn, president Amherst College, were most
nterestine and inspiring.
They will appear in on September number.
The college trips to the four colleges, Holyoke,

Smith, Amherst Agricultural Saturday morning were
;reatly enjoyed by all who participated.

Amendments to the Constitution.

The amendments proposed, all of which were ac-

epted, are in effect as follows:
That the six general officers and members of

tanding committees be active members during
erms of office.

That nominations be made three months in ad-
ance of conventions, and that each branch be
>rovided with a list.

That branches in foreign countries too remote
to send delegates at annual meetings be entitled

to active membership on payment of annual dues of

$1.

That the executive committee appoint correspond-
ing secretaries for each foreign country where there

are branches, the secretaries to report at the annual
metings.
That branches in foreign countries paying annual

dues of $1 be provided with two copies each of the

annual report, or more copies at the discretion of

the executive board.

Notes
A number of the addresses given at this excellent

meeting are given in this issue. Others will follow in

futuie issues.

The exhibits were very fine, and we regret that we do
not have definite information relative to same. The
work of Miss E. L. McCoDkey, of the New Britain,

Connecticut Normal School, is said to have been unusu-
ally fine.

Another Year's Work is Ended

For this magazine. Volume 26 is closed. A brief

respite follows, and then with September we launch
again into the great unknown.

What has the harvest been?

Has the magazine helped you, dear teacher, in your
work with the little children? It has been our work to

gather together the experiences of others and to pre-

sent them to you in the printed pages of this magazine.
Have they really helped you? Conflicting, no doubt,
they may have been at times, representing "many peo-
ple of many minds," but through it all has one united
purpose run— the upbuilding of humanity through
the training of little children.
This is the goal toward which its editors, its writers,

its artists and its publisher and manager are striving

always and in all ways that promise success. Dear reader,

Let us have fellowship one with another

In this grand undertaking. We want you to feel that
while it is yours to perform by far the greater part of
this work, that we, through this magazine, are trying to
help you, and as it comes to you from month to month
we want you to feel that it is peculiarly your own

—

as the bearer of a special message to you, Search its

pages diligently. Grasp that which seemeth good and
apply it faithfully and intelligently in your work with
the little children. When you find yourself confronted
with difficulties hard to overcome write us all about it.

We will aid you if we can, freely, gladly, without price.

We want you to look upon all who contribute toward
the production of this magazine as

Co-laborers with you
In the work of training little children. Never consider
it for a moment as a cold-blooded business proposition
for such it is not. Never under its present manage-
ment has it been published for profit, and we do not
purpose that it ever shall be. Should the increased ap-
preciation which has been noted during the past year
result in increased revenue it will be used to make the
magazine more ancl more helpful to you. Thus you
may feel amply justified in thinking of it as your own
heart choice, your friend, helper, inspirer and guide in

that greatest of all educational work, the training of
little children.

When you think of a vacation trip remember that
the Detroit and Cleveland Navigation Co. Boats are the
finest on the lakes, that their fares are reasonable, and
you will find everything to your satisfaction. Special
attention is called to the advertisement of this firm
elsewhere in this issue,
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RETROSPECTIVE
During the past two years we have presented to

teachers of rural and village schools a series of
articles by Dr. Jenny B. Merrill, which has enabled
them to make use of kindergarten gifts, occupa-
tions and games in the early primary work.

It may be of interest to our old subscribers as
well as our new ones to review the list of topics
which have been presented in this series. They are
as follows.

1. Walks and Nature Study Out-of-doors.
2. The Use of Building Blocks.
3. Stringing Hailman and Other Beads.
4. Making Paper Chains.
5. The First Gift of Six Balls.

6. More Ball Games.
7. The Second Gift—Ball, Cube, Cylinder.
8. Games with the Second Gift.

9 and 10. Drawing—Illustrative. Object, Prac-
tice, on Paper and Blackboard.

11. The Value of Sand and Clay Modeling.
12. Paper Cutting—Free and to Line.

13. Paper Folding (application to fractions).

14. Designing with Tablets of Wood or Card-
board; Parquetry Mounting.

15 and 16. Outlining with Strips of Different

Lengths and Colors (counting and other number
lessons—measuring.)

17. The Use of Seeds, Shells and Pebbles; Peas-
work.

18. Weaving with Different Materials, as Paper,

Cloth, Raffia.

19. Pricking and Sewing.
20. Brush Work—free, illustrative. Object, de-

sign in borders; coloring animal outlines.

With this list in view, teachers can the more read-

ily decide in advance and in time to have their

orders filled early, just what material for hand
work they will require for the fall work.

Materials for drawing and for strip-laying will

come within the means of all and are invaluable

for beginners.
Colored paper for cutting, folding and for paper

chains comes next in value and in inexpensiveness.

Engine colored paper is very inexpensive.

A few balls and building^ blocks (gifts 1 to 6)

will help in number and constructive designing, and
will also afford the little ones much pleasure, mak-
ing them feel at home in the first trying days.

The work will be continued during the coming
year, presenting new and old possibilities in the

use of this same material, for it never grows old.

When possible illustrative lessons of actual work
done will be given.

To aid practically in this department, teachers

who have followed and applied this series of topics

in village or rural schools are invited to send in

reports of their work along any one of these lines,

describing any lesson which proved especially sat-

isfactory or the reverse. Any questions also will be

carefully answered.
Let our motto be, "Fach for all and all for each."

Dr. Merrill will not undertake this work for the pres-

ent, having- arranged to write along- other lines, but as

above stated, the work will be continued, and will take

the form of lesson sueg-estions, beginning- with the first

g-ift and taking- up all the gifts and occupations, cover-

ing- a period of possibly two or three years, proving, we
trust, helpful to both primary and rural teachers.

SECOND ANNUAL REPORT OF THE STORY
TELLERS' LEAGUE OF RICHMOND, VA.

The Story Tellers' League of Richmond entered

upon its third year of usefulness on February first

of the present year with fair prospects for the

achievement of its primary purpose, i. e., to eiTH

phasize story telling as an art and as a means]
toward educational ends. Various organizations o|

the city, such as the Nurse's Settlement, Sti

Andrew's Mission, St. Paul's Mission, the Methodist
Mission, the Open-Air Schools, the Social Center
at Madison School, the Playground, the Children's
Wards in two hospitals, and several Homes for

Children, as well as the Sunday Schools all over the
city have testified their indebtedness to the League
for stories told by the members, and scarcely 3,

week passes that there is not some new demanc
for story tellers. Two private classes during the

winter conducted for mothers under very able

leadership have developed from the activity anc
interest aroused by the work of the Story* Tellers
League and both of these are likely to become
permanent.

Many interesting reactions from stories told have
been recounted, and judging from the demand foi'l

story tellers, there is every reason to believe thav
the league is destined to become a vital educationa
factor of our city life.

A new departure in the past year has been th<
t

periodic gathering of children to hear the stories

told by members of the league. In May, 1913, then
was the first of such gatherings when over a hun-
dred children assembled in the Auditorium of Viri

ginia Mechanics' Institute to hear half a dozen o.

the world's best Fairy Tales. In December theri

was another, much better attended, for the magi'i

word was "Santa Claus!" coupled with the idea o
Christmas. February witnessed our third attempt
at gathering the little ones around us and thi

theme this time was heroism and patriotism; thi

eager little listeners were thrilled by the story o
Joan of Arc, by accounts of acts of devotion q
men, women and children for the glory of a cause'

|

The meeting set for April will close the series cu

meetings for children for the present session an
with the alluring theme of Springtime there wi!

doubtless be a fascinating and fascinated audience

An admission fee of five cents is asked for all |
these gatherings of little people in order to corrii

pete with the moving picture shows which abouninii

in the neighborhood, and to bring about some softj
|
(

of comparison in the m'inds of the children. It i

hoped that we may be able to add this ..fascinatin:

feature to at least one of our children's meetingij

next year.

The membership of the league is still distres.1

ingly small; the fee of one dollar a year admits th

member to all gatherings, use of the story booki
access to many valuable manuscript works and goo
adaptations of the classics, and, best of all, th

assurance of aiding a great work.
This money is spent for the services of a librae

ian to take care of the books, the janitor who pn
pares the auditorium for meetings, and for the pu:

chase of new books. There is further need (

stationery, postage, printing, etc. As yet we hav
not achieved these latter items, but we are confidei|„

we shall in the next year.

Your membership and co-operation have been
help and encouragement; will you, therefore, coi

tinue to belong to the league and also make z

effort to bring in some new members? Richmor.
people are the most ready to respond when a re:

need is discovered and distinctly set forth. Let n
hope, then, that this work will not suffer throuj

my presentation of its claims and ideals.

Reported by LUCY SINGLETON CC3LEMAN, President

Swat the flies as they appear; a fly in time kills nij

-million.

—

Moderator Topics.

on

m

'"
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A PAGEANT OF THE EARTH.

REPORTED BY DR. JENNY B. MERRILL

The spring pageant of the Horace Mann School

onnected with the Teachers' College, New York
"ity, was a most delightful review of grade work in

;eography and history, with hints of nature's forces

ymbolized principally in color.

Each grade of the elementary school had chosen

:s own costume illustrating some country studied

uring the term so that the labor of preparation

/as shared by all.

In the processional the whole school marched in,

ach class already in costume and after the grand

larch, the school was seated in a great circle on

le floor, the audience being in an outer circle on

hairs.

One of the most unique features was an attempt

j represent meridians and parallels of latitude.

Upon a central raised circular platform a child

raped in white, represented the North Pole.

The children dressed in white formed the first

ircle around the pole.

The children in green the second, and those in

range and red, the third. Thus graphically these

iree colors reminded us all of the Artie Circle, the

ropic of Cancer and the Equator.

These three circles were of course the parallels.

To suggest Meridians, the children formed in rad-

ting lines from the pole to the equator. It was a

:ry clever device.

The Spirit of Nature.

Darkness, Moon, Clouds, Wind, Water, Ice, Snow,
ain, Lightning, Thunder, Sun, Summer, Clouds,

inbeams and the Blossoming Earth were all sym-
)lized in color.

The veils were of light gossamer material, black,

ay, white, green, red, yellow, and the youngest

ildren came in after all the forces of nature had

)ne their work, to represent the coming of the

ring flowers. These little ones were dressed to

present violets, buttercups and roses. All wore
irht green stockings and little frocks and caps of

lors suggesting the flowers named.

The Wind was a single older pupil in lavender,

lio gracefully ran in and out among the gray

Duds, floating her veil.

The water was formed into a stream by holding

nds and winding gracefully until settling into ice.

le yellow sunbeams finally melted the ice and the

rer ran again. Water veils were of bluish green.

Lightning had a variegated robe cut in slashes

owing red, orange and yellow streaks.

The Sun and Moon stood in dignity on the raised

ntral platform while the other forces of nature

adually gathered around and waited for the little

wers to spring up. Then the little children "blos-

med" or ran in their pretty, dainty costumes.
11 >me of them wore gauzy wings, too, suggesting

iries.

Then all the school joined in a sweet spring song.

The Spirit of Life—Life Along the Meridians.

In the Northland. Eskimo village, song, ice cut-

ting, harpoon throwing, seal fishing, dance (worked

out in Grade I.).

In the Temperate Lands, Indian symbolic dance,

taking place at night after the corn planting. (Grade

II.).

In the Hot Countries.

Bedouin dance. (Boys' Grade VII.).

Then following, folk songs of the nations—Rus-

sian, French, German, American.

Other grades represented Norway, Holland, Japan,

Spain, Germany, England and the United States.

The scenes were suggestive of the life and cos-

tumes, the dances, the industries or the history of

the country being represented.

In Spain, Columbus pleaded before Queen Isa-

bella.

The children had composed the dialogue.

The German toy shop was of special interest, the

children being used to represent dolls, soldiers and

other toys.

The boys of Grade VI gave a very spirited scene

at Runnymede, securing King John's signature to

the Magna Charta.

Forty-eight girls were dressed to represent the

states of the Union, and Liberty and Peace carried

their flags to the raised dais, and all the countries

gathered to form a closing tableaux and sang Am-
erica.

An explanatory statement which appeared upon
the program states that the marches and dances

were worked out by the department of Physical

Education, the costumes by the department of In-

dustrial and Domestic Arts. The decorative work
was designed by the pupils under the supervision

of the Art department.

The dialogues were written as class exercises. The
faculty feel that the occasional interruption of the

usual routine of the school program is more than

justified by the opportunity the pageant has afforded

to develop initiative and inventiveness on the part

of the pupils. It is also true that the social co-oper-

ation of an entire school in a pleasing entertainment
for parents and friends is of moral as well as phys-
ical and intellectual value.

It is hoped that this report will invite many of

our rural schools to work together for such an en-
tertainment before the close of the school year.

While this was given as a spring festival, it would
be quite as appropriate with slight changes for a

summer pageant near the close of the school term.
Note—The attendants who brought in the appar-

atus for the various scenes worked quickly and with-
out any announcement, each grade came in turn.

For the Eskimo village, there were two igloes;

for the Japanese scene, four cherry trees in blossom.
These were constructed in the school shops. The
blossoms were bits of tissue paper. The proper-
ties were all very simple and primitive. Elaborate
dressing or scenery is unnecessary and out of place
in school entertainments. Planning ahead for such
a pageant helps to put spirit in the work of the
school room.
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HUMAN FAILURES—HOW TO PREVENT
MANY OF THEM

The United States pays $1,100,000,000 each year
for police, courts of justice, prisons, charities and
corrections, etc., made necessary by human failures.
Only $600,000,000 are spent annually for schools,

churches, and other constructive agencies.
In other words, $500,000,000 more are spent to

keep up the human failures than are used to develop
the human assets!

If the American people would apply their recog-
nized business perspicuity to invest an additional
$500,000,000 or a part of it each year for constructive
and preventive work, the enormous waste in carry-
ing along human derelicts would automatically be
reduced to reasonable bounds. The business of life

needs to be placed on the basis of efficiency and let

us not forget what this would mean in the saving
of human souls.

Seldom does the helping hand do permanent
good to the adult failure. The failures must be
prevented through education and constructive
agencies, thus reducing the human scrap heap, pre-
venting a destructive force and creating a con-
structive one.
Of the 24,000,000 children of school age, about 25

per cent are perfectly healthy and normal children.
All the others are more or less handicapped and en-
dangered.
About 50 per cent are pseudo-atypical children

who suffer from easily remedied difficulties, includ-
ing physical ailments, and are likely to go wrong
through neglect. Eighteen per cent are atypical
children, including the specially bright, the nervous,
and the retarded child. Five per cent are subnormal,
including blind, deaf, crippled and arrested, sub-
merged, etc., and 2 per cent abnormal, including
moral perverts, "born" criminals, and the feeble
minded.
Any one of the truly exceptional children, includ-

ing the exceptionally bright, the "different," the
neurotic, the retarded, the subnormal and the abnor-
mal children, is a potential derelict, failure, crank,
prostitute ("white slave"), or criminal if his or her
condition does not receive timely recognition and
care.

The Remedy.

Special education and training by experts. This
has been undertaken in the public schools through
special and ungraded classes at a cost three times
as great as for the ordinary pupil. The abnormal
child will be just as abnormal after passing through
this training as when he entered this special class.

He will be no better prepared for independent life

in the community, even though he may have learned
a few things. As a result thousands upon thou-
sands of dollars are largely thrown away.
On the other hand, practically no provision is

made for the millions of handicapped, "different,"

and other exceptional children who are potentially
normal.
This lack of proper adjustment of the school

courses to individual capacities, temperaments, tal-

ents and vocational aptitudes is a forcible cause of
throwing children out of gear, making them fail-

ures in life, to swell the ranks of the dissatisfied

and the dangerous.
The burden of the misfit therefore rests heavily

upon the body-social.

The problem is tremendous; the task of relieving

the situation is truly gigantic.

National Association for the Study and Education
of Exceptional Children.

Organized, 1905. Incorporated.

Not for the pecuniary profit of any individual.
Managed by a board of trustees regularly elected

each year. Any member eligible.

The aims of the society are:

To study causes and conditions of exceptional de j

velopment in children,—under the laws of heredity
(eugenics), environment and child psychology.
To reform the educational methods in vogue to-

day for "ordinary" children so that their native
energies may be conserved and not wasted.
To reclaim from degradation and failure the

many exceptional children who are potentially
normal.
To help in mapping out a rational method for

the disposition of the residual refuse left on the<

human scrap heap.
The association has already stirred up the na-i

tion to a realization of the presence of various kinds
of exceptional children, their number, their needs
and rights, their future. It has helped municipali-
ties to organize ungraded classes, pedagogical'
clinics, also connected with juvenile courts, medica
inspection of schools, etc. Through its annual con-

ventions the association brings together the great-

est authorities on education, medicine, sociology,
charity and correction, etc., and publishes their,

views. It has also extended its influence abroad,!

to England, Germany, Russia, Bulgaria, France,
Switzerland, Australia and even distant India.

The association has received most hearty recog-
nition and praise, including encomiums from Presi-i

dent Wilson, Ex-President Taft, the United States:

Commissioner of Education, and many others.

Hundreds of children have now been educated;
through this society. Many of the boys and girls"

have now grown up and fill honorable places in theiiii

communities, in business, professional life, churchl

and home.
Approximately 500 applications for scholarships'

have had to be refused owing to lack of funds.

This is a great misfortune, as up to the present time
this society has been the only one doing the work)
outlined in this statement.

The Plea.

It is the handicapped, "different," unusual, but
potentially normal child who is worth while. It

is this child who is destined—as the future citizen

—

to become a power for good or for evil in the

body-social of tomorrow. It is education of the'

right kind that is going to determine which he will'

be. The same cannot be said of the truly feeble-

minded or low grade cases and for that very reason
such children do not constitute purely educational
but custodial problems. It is the association's ob-

ject to save the nation many millions of dollars as

well as many millions of children.

To maintain the present activities and to develop 1

others which are distinctly necessary in the ex'>

pansion of this work, the board of trustees of thiSi

association desires to raise a fund of $100,000 for

the following objects:

(a.) To provide partial and entire scholarships

—

(b.) To fully equip a separate observation clini«i

and laboratory

—

(c.) To establish teachers' training courses

—

(d.) To organize a convention and lecture bux
reau

—

(e.) To establish and equip a reference library:

and information bureau—

-

(f.) To publish and circulate books, lest blanks;
test appliances, etc.

—

(g.) To establish an official organ of the Asso<
ciation—
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(h.) To erect and equip a building for the new
Adolescent Department—

(i.) To build and equip an administration build-

ing—
Membership is in various forms: Annual Mem-

bership (at least $2), Annual Patronship (at least

$10). Life Patronship (at least $100 in one sum),
etc. Societies are admitted to membership. There
are State Branch Societies, State Committees, etc.

THE PLEDGE.
Contribution.

In consideration of my interest in the work of the

National Association for the Study and Education

of Exceptional Children, I shall pay into the treas-

ury of the said association the sum of $ as

a voluntary gift towards the fund of $100,000 which

is being raised for the objects stated.

(Signed)

BOOK NOTES

Date.

Application for Membership.

I hereby make application to be admitted as

of the National Asociation

for the Study and Education of Exceptional Chil-

dren and shall pay into the treasury of the said asso-

ciation the sum of $ (in one sum)

(annually)

(Signed)

Date.

State whether you wish to be an Annual Mem-
ber, Annual Patron, Life Patron, Donor or Founder.
Make remittances payable to National Association

5. E. E. Cm "Watchung Crest," Plainfield, N. J.

We recently received from Mr. D. W. Springer,

jf Ann Arbor, Mich., secretary of the National Edu-
ational Association, the proceedings for the annual

neeting of the N. E. A., held at Salt Lake City last

uly. The volume, while one of the most compact
ssued by the association, is none the less compre-
lensive, and should be in the hands of every teacher

n the United States. It contains reports and ad-

Iresses on all phases and every department of edu-

ction by many of the leading educators of America.

The price of the volume is $2.00, and they can be

ibtained by addressing Mr. Springer at Ann Arbor.

When six normal school professors at Fresno,

al., found it was going to cost $207 to install the

lew play apparatus on the normal school grounds,

hey got together and did it themselves at a total

lost of $25.

Kitecraft and Kite Tournaments. By Charles M.
Miller. Illuminated Cloth. 144 pages. Price
$1.00. Published by the Manual Arts Press, Pe-
oria, 111.

An authoritative and comprehensive treatment of

kitecraft. The book deals with the construction and
flying of all kinds of kites, and the making and using
of kite accessories. Also aeroplanes, gliders, pro-
pellers, motors, etc. Four chapters are devoted to

presenting a detailed description of kite flying tour-
naments. Abundantly illustrated and attractively

bound.

Sixty Musical Games and Recreations for Little

Musicians. By Laura Rountree Smith. Cloth. 152
pages. Price 75c. Published by Oliver Ditson
Co., Boston.
This book is written in response to inquiries made

by so many music teachers to the questions ''How
Shall I Present the Facts of Music to Children?"
and "How Can I Make My Pupils' Recitals Inter-

esting?" Children love to play games. By making
use of the play impulse facts learned in play will

never have to be taught in more serious fashion.
The musical games give added interest to the meet-
ings of the music class, club, or recital, and they
have a distinct educational value, for there are games
to teach time, and keys, and games to awaken in-

terest in musical subjects. The recreations in-

cluded in this book are in the form of recital pro-
grams and plays suitable for any season of the year.

They may be given in-doors or out. The program
in each case is complete, as to invitations, sugges-
tions for costuming, recitations and music.

The Owl and the Bobolink. By Emma C. Dowd,
with illustrations by Emma Troth. Cloth, 176
pages. Size 5%x7%. Price $1.10 net. Published
by Houghton Mifflin Co. Boston, New York and
Chicago.
This is a book of verses for very young children.

There are 176 of them in all, appealing to child in-

terests. The teacher or mother who is provided
with this volume will always have something to in-

terest the children.

The Funk & Wagnalls Comprehensive Standard Dic-
tionary—an entirely new work from cover to
cover, abridged from the new Standard Diction-
ary. Over 700 pages. Octavo. Cloth. Price $1.00
net. Funk & Wagnalls Company, publishers, New
York.
This ideal small dictionary is intended for all gen-

eral purposes, but it is also specially adapted, and in

fact has already been widely adopted, for use in

schools. The aim has been to prepare a dictionary
of moderate size and cost, which should give all the
words and phrases in most frequent use among the
English-speaking peoples, and which should at the
same time adequately represent the latest advances
of lexicographic knowledge, and of our constantly
growing language. More than 10,000 words have
been added to the vocabulary, making a total of

48,000 words. Over 1,000 pictorial illustrations are
distributed throughout the text.

The entire work is arranged under one alphabet-
ical order. Proper names, abbreviations, prefixes,

suffixes, etc., etc., will all be found in their proper
alphabetical sequence in the vocabulary. A great
saving of time and avoidance of complexity and con-
fusion is thus accomplished. The work is a sure
guide in the matter of capitalization, as only such
words as should be written with capital initial let-

ters are capitalized in the vocabulary. The work
also contains an original and dependable system of
compounding words.



HINTS*n°SUGGESTIONS for rural teachers
CONDUCTED BY GRACE DOW

DEAR RURAL TEACHER.—In undertaking this department I trust that my somewhat extended experience in
rural schools and my subsequent normal training and city school -work may assist me in making it practically

helpful to you in your work -with the little children. I understand the tremendous tax upon the time of any rural
teacher who is trying to do good work, the wide range of studies, the constant temptation to neglect the little ones
for the apparently more pressing need of the older classes and the lack of equipment necessary for the best work.
My hope is to assist you to secure better results with the small children,and I shall unhesitatingly recommend the
intelligent use of kindergarten material as likely to produce the best results with least expenditure of time. How
to use this material, what to select, what substitutes, etc., will be discussed from month to month in thesecolumns.

June, 1914.

Patriotism is love of country, born of familiarity

with its history, reverence for its institutions, and

faith in its possibilities, and is evidenced by obedi-

ence to its laws and respect for its flag.—Chas. R.

Skinner.

Flag Day, June 14.

Suggestive program:

Decorate with flags and the national colors.

Star Spangled Banner Song
Patriotic Quotations.
History of the Flag.

Story of Betsy Ross.
Old Glory J. W. Riley
Off With Your Hat H. C. Bunner
Bonny Flag Song
Playing Soldier Badwin's Primer
Soldiers Graded Literature I.

Flag Song—Child Garden of Song Tomlins
Flag Drill—Girls dressed in Martha Washington
costume.

March—Boys dressed as soldiers, carrying drums,
swords and guns.

America.
Flag salute

—
"I give my head, my heart, and my

hands to my country. One country, one language
and one flag."

Color Study.

During the year much time has doubtless been

given to the study of color in a general way, but

as the year is closing it will be well to review the

colors, as the month of June furnishes good flower

specimens, representing all the standard colors.

Of all the silent teachers that influence us color

is perhaps the most subtle and the most mysterious.

John Ruskin says, "Of all God's gifts to the sight

of man color is the holiest, the most divine, the

most solemn."

Teach the significance of the colors used in the

flag. Red is the color of victory, and in our flag

means "Be brave." Blue is the symbol of truth and

sincerity and means to us, "Be true." The white

signifies purity, and urges us to "Be good."

If a child is so fortunate as to live in close con-

tact with nature, and has free access to the out of

door world, it is an easy matter to call his attention

to the various aspects of the sky, the tones of gray

in the storm cloud, the deep blue of a summer day,

as well as the striking beauties of a sunset.

Designate a day as Red Day at which time have

the pupils bring as large a variety of red flowers as

possible, the painting and color work being entirely

red. Another day have yellow only for the study

and painting.

Boxes of sticks and parquetry papers may be

given them in connection with this work, instructing

them to select and arrange designs using the one

color named.

Teachers should see that only harmonious and

restful colors are used in the furnishings and deco-

rations of the school room.

Playground Suggestions.

We sometimes hear the idea advanced that coun-

try children do not need play—that they get enough

exercise from their work. A child that is kept at

work and deprived of play grows dull and listless.

He needs the mental stimulus which comes from

competition with his fellows in friendly sports.

The little ones should have a sand pile and clay

for modeling. In addition to rivers, mountains and
lakes, the children will construct houses, barns, im-
plements and with bits of boards and sticks fences
can be made.

In connection with the study of the flag have the

children represent a camp of soldiers, making tents

of cloth or paper. A stone fort may be built and
cannon balls, guns, swords and even the soldiers

modeled of clay, making the scene more complete.

No great amount of apparatus is needed for coun-
try schools, but some simple arrangements should
be provided such as swings, teeter boards, sliding

boards, a swinging bar or trapeze, and a single rope
swing. Most of these can be furnished by the

teacher and pupils. It is the teacher's duty to see

that the intermission is employed to some good
purpose, and with this in view always be on the

ground and often join in the games.

Picture Study.

The Dance of the Nymphs.—Jean Carot.

Life of the artist.—A few suggestions will be
found in the Kindergarten Primary Magazine,
March, 1913.

What does the picture represent? (A glen.)

What time of day? (Early dawn.)
What characters are in the picture? (Nymphs.)
What does the dance celebrate? (The rising sun.)

The artist's object was to characterize the spring

time, as seen in the fluttering of birds, the buzzing
of bees, and the frollick of young life everywhere.

Graduation Exercises.

Arrange a short program of drills, recitations,

songs and short talks upon topics in regular school

work.
An exhibit of the pupils' work during the year]

should be the most noticeable feature of the occa-

sion. Mount upon large sheets of bristol or card-

board samples of drawing, modeling, weaving, writ-

ing, spelling and number maps, etc.

The children may prepare the invitations, each
class selecting a motto and class colors which may
be used on the invitation.

Each child should be presented with ah inexpen-

sive promotion card or certificate which will give

pleasure to the parents and child, and assist greatly

in classifying the pupil the coming year.

1



These pictures can be cut apart and used in decorative work or as gifts to the children

DO YOU BELIEVE
THAT YOU AHE ENTITLED TO

1. A voice and a vote in the manage-
ment of your school;

2. Independence of thot, freedom of ex-
pression, and exercised initiative;

3. Working conditions that are sani-
taty, cheerful and inspiring

;

i. A promotion in rank based on merit
only.

5. A salary commensurate with the
dignity and importance of your
office?

If so, Join the Army of readers of

THE AMERICAN TEACHER

IN UNITY THERE IS STRENGTH

THE AMERICAN TEACHER is the
only teachers' magazine whose sole
excuse for existence is the desire to
improve the working conditions of the
teachers, and to raise teaching to the
dignity of a profession.

Svbscription Price

FIFTY CENTS FOR ONE YEAH
Send in your subscription to-day

THE AMERICAN TEACH
129 LAFAYETTE ST., NEW YORK

PARENTS and TEACHERS
SAFE, SANE, ATTRACTIVE

Temperance and Anti-Cigaret Helps

Stereopticon Slides
Handsome Posters

Interesting- Literature
The Scientific Temperance Jour-

nal

Sample Literature and Particulars on
Request.

The Scientific Temperance federation

23 TRULL ST., BOSTON, MASS.

LADY TEACHERS CAN EARN
$30 TO $60 PER WEEK

During summer vacation, in any locality, handling
our new educational proposition, of commanding in-

terest to every woman, young or old, married or sin-

gle. Demonstrating or canvassing experience not
necessary, as we furnish complete instructions and
outfit. No money required. Write at once. Be

first to apply from your territory.

AMERICAN PUBLISHING COMPANY
Box 1616, E. St. Louis, Mo.

WILL WRITE Themes, Essavs,
Toasts, anv subject. Toasts, $1.00;
Themes, $3.50; 1000 words. Address
Miss C. Dietrich, Gen'l Delivery, Okla-
homa City.

FOR SALE—Five bound volumes of
the Kindergarten Magazine, beginning
with the first number. Address, Nora
A. Smith. Hotel St. Albans, 351 West
28th St., New York City, N.Y.

WILL MAIL complete daily kinder-
dergarten program including patterns
for entire year for $3.50. half paid with
first order, balance with next order.
Miss Hattie Munsell, Gen'l Delivery,
Oklahoma City.

WANTED, back number of the Kin-
dergarten-Primary Magazine for Janu-
ary, 1907. Address Northern State Nor.
School, Marquette, Mich.

FOR SALE
160 acres relinquishment, Wood-

ward County, $400; 800 acres, im-
proved, $16,000; 160 acres Oklahoma
County, extra good improvements,
by interurban R. R., State Capitol,
State Normal School, $6,500; others
cheaper. What do you want?

E. TALBOT
EDMOND, OKLAHOMA



NATIONAL ASSOCIATION

FOR THE STUDY AND
EDUCATION OF

EXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN

An Eleemosynary Society incorporated under th? laws of

the State of New Jersey

In connection with its broad national work for

exceptional children, this Association has for many

years been conducting a special institution for the

POTENTIALLY NORMAL, though"different"

child, known as

HERBART HALL
The objects of this institution are:

1st. To determine the individual peculi-

arities and tendencies which make a

given case vary from the average.

2nd. To harmonize the child with its en-

vironment and to adjust the envi-

ronment to the child so as to permit

creative self-expression.

3rd. To direct all surrounding influences

to encourage those vocational apti-

tudes which will best prepare the

child for independent existence.

Physical and mental tests, scientifically developed,

are employed so that there is neither guess-work in

the diagnosis of these exceptional types nor hap-

hazard methods in their education.

Many children puzzle parents and teachers. They

do not respond to ordinary school or home instruc-

tion. Unless taken properly in hand, they will be-

come failures in life.

(We do not treat feeble-minded, epileptic, degen-

erate or low types)

For full information address

L <u* L* L« v»

WALDEMAR H. GROSZMANN
Secretary-General

Plainfield.N. J. "WATCHUNG CREST"

THE COAST LINE TOfyiAOKIN
DETROIT, y TOLEDO,

CLEVELAND, BUFFALO,
| PT. HURON, ALPENA.

NIAGARA FALLS. A ST. IGNACE.

"THE LAKESARE CALLING YOU"
RRANGE your vacation or business trip toincludeour

palatial lake steamers. Every detail that counts for
your convenience and comfort has been provided.

Daily service between Detroit and Cleveland, and Detroit
and Buffalo. Day trips between Detroit and Cleveland
during July and August. Four trips weekly from Toledo
and Detroit to Mackinac Island and way ports. Special
Steamer Cleveland to Mackinac Island two trips weekly
June 25th to September 10th, making no stops enroute
except at Detroit every trip. Daily service between
Toledo and Put-in-Bay June 10th to September 10th.
Railroad tickets accepted for transportation on D. & C.

Line steamers in either direction between Detroit and
Buffalo or Detroit and Cleveland.
Send two-cent stamp for illustratedpamphletgiving detailed

description of various trips. Address L. G. Lewis, General
Passenger Agent, Detroit, Mich.

Detroit & Cleveland Navigation Company
Philip H. McMillan, President.
A. A. Schantz, Vice Pres. and Gent. Mgr.

The Virginia Journa
of Education

Better Than Most and as Good as Any Pedagogical Magazir
|

Stands for the highest ideals in the school and home, and meets tl :

demands ot the teacher, as well as others engaged in educational work.

What Some Well-known Educators Say About This Journa;

From California;
"I appreciate very much the coming of the Virginia Journal jffl

Education to our magazine table. It is one of the best, most livelffl
interesting and enterprising publications of the kind that I have haffl
an opportunity to examine. Certainly it must exercise a great iln
fluence for good among the schools of Virginia. I am particular! |

• pleased at your efforts to improve school conditions, the grounds, tl.;:

buildings and the interiors of your country schools. We have bee .:!

trying to work in that direction, too, in this State. I hope you ma -

long live to publish your journal and I most heartily congratulate yc ;

and the people of Virginia for the lively and creditable periodic;!
that you are able to give them. "

From Oregon:
"I have received as much inspiration and benefit from' reading tm
Virginia Journal of Education as I have from reading any one m
the numerous ones that come to my desk."

From Kentucky:
"I have been reading the Virginia Journal of Education with interest
and feel that it is one of the besteducational journals in the country.

|

From New Jersey

:

"We regard the Virginia Journal of Education as among the rao.;!;

valuable publications received at this office."

From Missouri

:

"I have been receiving the Virginia Journal of Education for sort.'

time and have greatly enjoyed reading it. It is an excellent papc:
and should be read by every teacher in the State. It is worth ti"
more than your subscription price."

From the Philippine Islands:
"The variety of articles which appear in your paper each month, o I

school libraries, the decoration of school grounds and other topic.:
are of general interest. The Journal is well gotten up and appeals
to be doing good work."

It is the official organ of the Virginia State Board of Ec
ucation, and is an excellent medium for advertising, as i

1

has fully 5,000 regular readers. In addition several hur:
dred complimentary copies are sent throughout the com
try each month.

Subscription Price, $1.00

The Virginia Journal of Education
Richmond, Va.














